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ABSTRACT 

In the teaching and learning of literacy, descriptions of text have a problematic 

status as a result of the growing understanding of literacy as both a cognitive 

process and a social practice. In the teaching of academic subjects at university, 

student text is not usually an object of study. The research in this thesis draws on 

a language based theory of learning to place textual description at the centre of the 

teaching and learning of both literacy and academic subjects at university. 

Participant observation and practice-based research methods were used to 

implement a form of text-oriented literacy teaching and to explore its 

compatibility with processes and practices orientations to literacy. Over an 

eighteen month period, systemic functional grammar was used to investigate and 

describe the texts of a film studies classroom and the descriptions were used in 

genre based literacy pedagogy. The effects of the pedagogy are measured in terms 

of students' performance in an end of course assignment, students' accounts of 

their writing processes, and student and subject-tutor perception of the text 

description and the pedagogy. 

In the thesis, a linguistic description of a key curriculum genre - a Taxonomic 

Film Analysis - is presented. An account is given of the pedagogy by means of 

which this essay genre was represented in the film studies classroom as a 

realisation of choices from linguistic, conceptual and activity systems. Systemic 

functional grammar-based text description is seen to have provided a means 

whereby a literacy tutor could collaborate with a subject tutor to provide a 

subject-specific form of literacy teaching which was evaluated as relevant by 

students and tutors. The account and the evaluation help to clarify the role that 

description of text can play in relation to processes and practices of literacy use in 

the teaching and learning of literacy in a film studies classroom and have 

implications for the teaching and learning of literacy at university more generally. 
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PREFACE 

The motivation to carry out research into genre based pedagogy developed while I 

was working at a merchant bank in Amsterdam. I was employed to teach a group 

of economists how to write economic forecasts in English that would be 'more 

commercial'. Economic forecasts are highly technical texts with a very specific 

readership and set of purposes. It was in attempting to make sense of the language 

of these texts that I became acutely aware of the need to engage with 'more' than 

the language. I needed to know about the contexts in which the texts were 

produced and consumed and the purposes and interests of the people who 

performed these acts. 

I found a theoretical justification for this wider investigation and an account of 

how to do it in the literature on genre analysis - an approach to language which 

highlights the communicative purposes of language, described in terms of the 

social context of its use. This proved to be a powerful discovery and over three 

years of work with the economists I developed my understanding of the genre of 

economic forecasting and was rewarded by extremely positive responses from the 

economists and their employers. 

Throughout this period, however, two aspects of genre analysis continued to 

concern me. One was the question of how broad social purposes could be 

meaningfully related to the micro-choices writers make at word and clause level 

in a text. The other was the criticism that genre description somehow 'froze' a text 

into a formula or algorithm. 

Both of these concerns relate to the dynamic nature of writing. It seemed to me 

that it was necessary - and possible - to produce descriptions of genre which were 

oriented to the activity of producing texts. In the literature on genre and literacy 
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research there were two main views on this possibility. One was represented by 

the Sydney University school of genre analysis which had developed rich 

linguistically oriented accounts of genres based on systemic functional linguistics. 

The genre descriptions of the Sydney school appeared to represent an answer to 

the first of my concerns - genres could be described as complexes of linguistic 

choices that engaged with and constructed a social context and manifested as 

texts. 

However, these same rich linguistic descriptions were criticised by others in the 

terms of my second concern. Sydney genre analysis was accused of reifying the 

activity of writing and formalising text into a narrow range of algorithmic 

structures. As far as the critics were concerned, linguistic description was unable 

to represent the complexity of the activities and knowledge that constituted and 

informed the processes of writers. Consequently, teaching writing from a genre 

perspective was, at best, unlikely to be effective and, at worst, likely to be 

counter-productive. The complexity of the activities and knowledge could only be 

acquired through situated action. 

It seemed to me that these two perspectives could actually be compatible and that 

linguistic descriptions of genre could be both informed by and used to support the 

development of situated action. That was what working with the economists at the 

merchant bank in Amsterdam had suggested. 

The opportunity to explore the dilemma of how linguistic descriptions could be 

used to support situated activity came in the form of a PhD studentship at Luton 

University. The supervisor, Robin Melrose, had been trained in the use of 

systemic functional linguistics at Sydney University. The purpose of the research 

was to investigate how systemic functional linguistics might be used to support 

the development of student writing. 

I entered the university in the same way as I had entered the merchant bank in 

Amsterdam - as an outsider brought in to contribute to the writing development of 
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people in the situation. As a researcher, other roles than teacher were available 

and adopting a teacher-researcher role had implications for the kind of research I 

could do and influenced the nature of the findings. However, my interest was in 

how systemic functional grammar could be used to do more than describe the 

situation - it was to explore how the grammar could be used in the teaching and 

learning relationship. l was not interested in only adding to the existing 

linguistically oriented accounts of text. I wanted to address questions about the 

pedagogic value of such linguistic description. With those goals, participant 

observation seemed the best research method. The findings from that research 

provide the basis for this thesis. 

I am extremely grateful to the University of Luton for providing this research 

opportunity. I hope that this thesis can go a little of the way towards 

demonstrating the value of addressing literacy specifically in the teaching and 

learning of academic subjects at university. Because it is based on research in the 

classroom, I hope the thesis also provides some insights into how an explicit focus 

on literacy - traditionally an invisible and assumed element of academic study -

can be implemented in practice. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 LITERACY AND A LANGUAGE-BASED THEORY OF LEARNING 

This thesis is an investigation of the value of a language-based theory of learning in 

the teaching and learning of literacy at university. The specific context in which the 

research was carried out was a first year university film studies module in a media 

studies depaiiment of a new university. It was intended that research in this particular 

situation would provide insights into literacy teaching more generally in university. 

A language-based theory of learning focuses attention explicitly on the role that 

language plays in education. It proposes that learning is an activity in which language 

plays a major role and attempts to make visible the nature of that role. In this thesis, it 

is the role of written language in film studies that is the focus of attention. In order to 

study it, the theory of language known as systemic functional linguistics was drawn 

on, and in particular, the application of systemic functional linguistics in education 

which has been developed by the 'Sydney school of genre-based pedagogy'. 

Central to a language-based theory of learning is the notion of 'text'. While it might 

seem obvious to claim that written text is at the centre of literacy learning and of 

learning more generally at university, to focus attention on it explicitly is not an 

uncontroversial act. Whereas, traditionally, literacy teaching was exclusively 

concerned with written text, researchers and teachers of literacy have long been aware 

that literacy entails more than that most material element of the situation. It involves 

the meanings which are made with text; it involves people who produce and consume 

text; and, increasingly, it involves texts which are not exclusively written but are 



visual and oral/aural - that is, multimodal. As the focus has broadened to take in 

those other elements of the situation, the status of text and its description have 

become problematic. 

In university learning more generally, written text has traditionally been subordinated 

to the meanings that it conveys. It has been held that to notice written text, in many 

ways, is to lose the focus on what tertiary level education is concerned with -

meanings. This is well illustrated by the tension that subject tutors at university 

sometimes feel between the need to 'cover the content of the syllabus' and, at the 

same time, address the literacy needs that they meet among students. While reading 

and writing are objects of study in primary level education and to some extent in 

secondary level education, by tertiary level, they have traditionally been treated as the 

relatively transparent conveyors of meaning. If they become visible objects of 

attention, this is often interpreted as a problem. 

In effect, what was traditionally visible in literacy teaching and learning was the 

signifier - the 'form' of the text - while what has traditionally been visible in 

university teaching and learning more generally is the signified - the 'content' of the 

text. It is the insight of semiotics that these are two aspects of the same thing - 'the 

sign.' It is this perspective which underlies a language-based theory of learning (c.f., 

Halliday, 1996, 1998a; Hasan, 1996; Wells, 1994). A language-based theory of 

learning brings the work of a literacy tutor and a subject tutor into close contact. 

Through such collaboration form and content can be treated as integral. 

However, fruitful as a semiotic perspective on text seems to be for a collaboration 

between subject and literacy tutor, contemporary developments in literacy teaching 

and research have problematised semiotics as the basis for teaching. While the notion 

of 'sign' may unite 'signifier' and 'signified,' and thus 'form' and 'content,' 

semiotics is a structural theory of meaning. That is, it can be seen as tending towards 

static, unitary and naturalised representations of meaning and meaning making. It can 
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be seen as privileging structure over agency and activity, and eliding the contests of 

power which are enacted in the creation of structures of meaning. 

Such criticisms of 'text-oriented' approaches to literacy teaching come from diverse 

sources. While perspectives are not necessarily as polarised - or as simple - as the 

labels suggest, for purposes of this research two main alternative perspectives on 

literacy are identified. The first is 'process-oriented' and seeks to foreground the 

processes whereby individuals read and write. The second is 'practices-oriented' and 

seeks to foreground the issues of social power and identity that are entailed in the 

practices of reading and writing. 

1.2 THE PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH 

In the light of the arguments indicated above, this research was set up to empirically 

explore the use of linguistic descriptions of text in the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university. Three questions motivated the exploration: 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university? 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy at 

university? 

The first question subsumes the other two. In this research, it was used to co-ordinate 

the literature review; the other two questions were used to coordinate the practical 
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work. For both practical and theoretical reasons, the research into literacy teaching 

and learning was located within a specific university subject area: a first year film 

studies module in a new university. As a result the general research questions above 

were reworded with a more specific focus. 

Specific Questions 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy in a first year university film studies course? 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the challenges 

to textual description from processes and practices accounts of literacy use and 

pedagogy? 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy on a 

first year university film studies course? 

As the research draws on a language-based theory of learning, literacy is treated as 

integral to the ieaming of a subject. To some extent, therefore, the research is 

concerned both with the teaching and learning of the literacy of film studies and the 

teaching and learning of film studies. 
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1.3 FILM STUDIES in a NEW UNIVERSITY AS CONTEXT OF 

SITUATION and CULTURE 

A film studies module was selected for this research into the role of written text in the 

teaching of literacy because it is a context of situation and culture in which, for 

various reasons, written text has an ambivalent status. In systemic functional 

linguistics, context of situation is described in terms of field, mode and tenor. The 

field of film studies is a dynamic one, located within the larger field of media studies. 

Media studies has developed from the combination of several foundational disciplines 

but has also sought to maintain a critical, continuously emergent and sometimes non

disciplinary character. Tensions between the components of the field of media studies 

are best represented by the 'theory-practice divide.' In film studies, this comes from 

the attempt to bring together what some say are the incompatible activities of critical 

theorising about the medium of film, on the one hand, and the practical production of 

film and related visual artefacts on the other. This practice-theory divide is conflated 

with another divide - particularly pertinent in new universities - between 

academically oriented study of film and vocationally oriented training in film 

production. 

These divides in the field of activity are reflected in the modes of communication that 

constitute the situation: on the one hand, the style of communication is abstract, 

nominalised and dense - realised by the literate texts of various schools of critical 

theory; on the other hand it is concrete, verbal and dynamic - realised by the oral and 

practically oriented texts of film production and consumption. Mode is further 

characterised by multimodality - more than in any other university subject area, 

written text is confronted by other, highly valued modes of meaning making, 

particularly visual, gestural and aural ones. 

The tenor of relations between participants in film studies courses at a new university 

is influenced by the object of study - popular culture - and the diverse educational 
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experiences and aspirations of the participants - ranging from traditionally academic 

to contemporarily vocational. Students are to some extent positioned as equals by 

tutors. Their personal experience of popular culture and their creative agency may be 

acknowledged. Non-academic knowledge and the values and relationships of 

everyday life as represented in film, television, radio, music and other media can be 

seen as more privileged in this environment than in some other university courses. 

This may be seen as encouraging more vernacular forms of address. Both students 

and staff may have entered higher education from non-traditional directions -

vocationally oriented further education programmes or access courses in the case of 

some students; art school, media industry or further education in the case of some 

staff. For some, these experiences serve to reduce distance in relationships and 

contribute to a tenor of solidarity. On the other hand, students are also positioned as 

apprentices - from the media practice perspective - and as novice academics - from 

the theoretical perspective. In this respect, there is a tendency towards relations of 

greater distance and less solidarity. 

The context of situation and local culture described above is further influenced by 

values that characterise the broader culture of contemporary higher education. These 

include widening participation, lifelong learning, the market economy and quality 

control. In new uniwrsities these broader values have fostered an ideology of 

teaching and learning which tends to elevate teaching over research and to be student

centred as much as subject-centred. The student is increasingly perceived as a 

consumer, and customer satisfaction is an important goal. The diverse backgrounds 

and interests of a widening intake of students are increasingly being recognised. 

Support services exist to meet learning needs that were previously unrecognised in 

higher education. Modular degree programmes offer students a choice of pathways to 

achieving a qualification. 

However, these developments in the culture of higher education have brought many 

contradictions and stresses. High student-teacher ratios and the diversity of students 
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create a challenge for the ideology of student-centredness. Teachers have to develop 

ways of teaching large numbers that recognise the diverse individuality of the 

students that make up those numbers, and at the same time maintain standards of 

quality. In a time of rapid expansion and change in higher education students have to 

make sense of and find a place in highly fluid institutions. Modular degree 

programmes, intended to optimise student autonomy and interest, can also result in 

teacher uncertainty about what knowledge to expect of or present to students who 

may be following highly individual pathways to a degree. The meeting and merging 

of diverse disciplines and disciplinary practices within and across modules can mean 

uncertainty about the relevance of particular values and practices as students and 

tutors encounter different or hybrid disciplines. The modular credit system, based 

often on continuous assessment, means that module assignments are most likely to be 

assessed summatively. In that context, the concept of writing as a mode of learning is 

undermined by the notion of written text as a token of exchange in the economy of 

symbolic capital. New forms of assessment - including computerised assessment, 

multiple choice tests, group projects, oral presentations and multimodal tasks - are 

being trialled as alternatives to traditional essays. 

In that context of cultural change, it is hardly surprising that reading and writing at 

university have become the subject of research. Some of the deveiopments in the 

conceptualisation of literacy referred to in the first section have come through that 

research. As far as film studies goes, a certain amount of work has been done in 

describing the textual forms and practices of professional film academics. However, 

no account of the texts and practices constituting the undergraduate context of film 

studies has been attempted. In part, it is that account which this thesis attempts. In 

contrast with professional film study, the context of undergraduate film study is a 

teaching and learning one. The purpose of this account of undergraduate texts and 

practices is pedagogic. In keeping with the perspectives on literacy derived from a 

language-based theory of learning, the account is particularly concerned with the role 
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of linguistic description of text m the teaching and learning of literacy m 

undergraduate film studies. 

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

Chapter two pursues the themes introduced in this chapter in order to produce a 

literature-based response to the first research question. The first part of the chapter 

explores arguments about the role of a linguistic description of text in the teaching 

and learning of literacy. The second part of the chapter extends the description of the 

context of film study at university, drawing on the literature of film studies and 

related subject areas with particular reference to the teaching and learning of film 

studies literacy. The main concern is to provide a foundation on which to build a 

description of film studies text in context. 

Chapter three presents the theoretical framework used to inform a linguistic 

description of text in context. It begins with an account of a set of criteria for a 

description of text construction intended to be compatible with the 'processes' and 

'practices' models of literacy. Systemic functional linguistics - particularly the 

version of it developed by Sydney school gemists - is proposed as a form of 

linguistics capable of generating a description of text that meets the criteria. Drawing 

selectively from a systemic functional description of text, a set oflinguistic categories 

are proposed for producing a geme description of text in a particular film studies 

context. The linguistic features of the genre description are explicitly related to the 

content of the film studies curriculum and the activity of studying film. All three 

systems - that is, linguistic, thematic and activity systems - are acknowledged to be 

both resources for and restraints on the meaning making processes and practices of 

participants in the situation. 
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The second part of chapter three gives an account of the empirical research carried 

out to develop the genre description, employ it in genre based pedagogy and reflect 

on its value in the teaching and learning of literacy in a film studies classroom. 

Chapter four is a response to the second research question based on the findings of 

the classroom-based research. A single essay genre has been selected in order to 

demonstrate, first, how it can be described linguistically and, second, how that 

linguistic description can be exploited pedagogically in a film studies classroom. 

Chapter five is a reflection on the value of the text description in the teaching and 

learning of film studies literacy. It is the first of four chapters responding to the third 

research question. Four sets of data are used as the basis for the evaluation in this 

chapter. None is regarded as supporting definitive conclusions but cautious 

implications about a genre based approach to literacy teaching and learning are 

derived from them. 

Chapters six to eight contain three case studies intended to provide fu1iher data for an 

evaluation of the genre based approach to literacy pedagogy. The purpose of the case 

studies is to relate the textual description that informed the pedagogy to the actual 

processes and practices of three student writers in the material context of situation. 

These three chapters are particularly concerned with the challenges to explicit genre 

pedagogy and the use of linguistic description of text that were considered in the 

literature review. A number of pedagogic implications are drawn from these case 

studies and suggestions made for how classroom practice could be developed in 

future. 

Chapter nme provides a summary, suggestions for further research and general 

implications for literacy pedagogy. 
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CHAPTER2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The aim of this research was to employ linguistic description of text in the teaching 

of academic literacy at university and to reflect on its contribution to the teaching and 

learning of literacy in that context. The first half of the literature review is concerned 

with the first research question: 'Can linguistic description of text contribute to the 

teaching and learning of literacy at university?' It explores some of the arguments for 

and against using linguistic description of text in literacy teaching. Recent 

developments in research into literacy use and pedagogy can be seen as a movement 

away from an exclusive focus on written texts towards a wider concern with the 

processes and socially situated practices of reading and writing. The purpose of the 

review is to consider the role of descriptions of written text construction in literacy 

pedagogy in the light of these other perspectives on literacy. (A fourth recent shift in 

perspective - towards analysis of the multimodality of text - is not considered here.) 

In many ways the emphasis throughout the discussion of text in the first half of the 

literature review is on the sociaily situated naiure of literacy: material texts are 

produced and consumed through particular actions by real agents in specific 

situations. In order to answer the second research question, 'How can a text be 

described m order to contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy at 

university?', the research on which this thesis is based was carried out within the 

context of a particular university course - a first year university film studies 

programme - and with a particular group of people - the students and the teacher of 

the course. For that reason, the second area of literature that is reviewed is the 

literature of writing about film. The review shows that writing has a problematic 

status in university film studies. This partly reflects the interdisciplinary nature of the 

subject and the rapid development of multiple definitions of its object of study. 
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Writing is particularly problematic on vocationally oriented film studies courses, 

those in which there is a so-called 'theory-practice' divide and where the centrality of 

written text is most obviously in question. Both of these aspects of writing about film 

at university suggest that a film studies module provides a rich environment in which 

to attempt to explore the role and nature of text description in the teaching and 

learning of literacy at university. 

2.1 ARGUMENTS ABOUT LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF TEXT IN 

LITERACY TEACHING AND LEARNING 

The purpose of this section of the literature review is to examine the position of 

linguistic description of text in the teaching and learning of literacy at university. In 

the second half of the twentieth century the status of 'text' in literacy teaching was 

challenged as attention shifted first to the individual's literacy 'processes' and then to 

socially situated literacy 'practices' (these terms will be developed below). These 

shifts of attention clearly resulted in a broader view of literacy pedagogy than older 

text-centred descriptions. As a result, text description has, at least, become 

problematic and has sometimes been left out of the picture entirely. It is 

understandable that older descriptions of text should have been found inadequate in 

the context of a broader view of literacy. What is debatable is whether a more 

adequate description is possible and/or desirable. 

One theory of language which appears to offer literacy teaching and research 

important insights into text is Halliday's theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics 

( e.g., Halliday, 1994). Its best-known application in literacy teaching is in the work of 

the 'Sydney university school of genre-based pedagogy' where it has been used in the 

development of primary and secondary school literacy pedagogy in Australia (see, for 

example, Martin, 2000c ). However, despite the significant part played by SFL in 

literacy pedagogy in Australia, the nature and value of text description in the teaching 
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of literacy remams contested. The review will show that, from a 'processes' 

perspective, linguistic descriptions of text are still sometimes regarded as an elevation 

of the text product over the writing process. From a 'practices' perspective linguistic 

descriptions of text are often regarded as the privileging of a linguist's knowledge of 

text over the knowledge of the text producers and consumers, or the privileging of 

socially dominant textual performances over diverse and complex individual ones. 

Diagram 2.1 on page 13 presents the shift in focus of attention in research into 

literacy and literacy pedagogy described above. The shift is represented by a 

movement outwards from the inner material 'text' square to the next square which 

symbolises individuals' 'discursive processes' of producing and consuming texts. 

These individual discursive processes are in turn represented as socially construed 

and socially construing by the outer 'social practices' square. (This is an adapted 

version of an illustration used by many commentators. It is largely derived from 

Fairclough, 1992). The components of this diagram will be elaborated on in the 

following review. The various perspectives on literacy described below can be seen 

as different interpretations of the relationships between these three squares and of the 

literacy participants and processes that constitute the squares. 
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2.1.1 'Process' and 'product' in the teaching ofliteracy 

In many ways the problematic status of descriptions of text can be traced back to the 

early debates over the relative value of teaching writing processes or teaching written 

products. Those early debates ( during the 1970s and 1980s in the USA, particularly) 

are generally regarded to have been settled in a rapprochement between the two 

approaches. (See for example, Ferris and Hedgcock, 1996: 6-10, Grabe and Kaplan 

1996:84-147; Johns, 1988; Raimes, 1991). The elements out of which the synthesis 

was created were represented by Dudley Evans and St John ( 1998: 117) as follows: 

Product Approach 

Model text----+ comprehension/analysis/manipulation -----+ new input ----+ parallel text 

Process Approach 

Thinking 

Generate ideas ----+ Select ideas -----+ Group the ideas -----+ Order the ideas 

Writing 

Writing task -----+ draft 1 ----+ feedback -----+ rev1s10n -, input -----+ draft 2 -----+ feedback 

----+ revision ----+ draft 3 

Figure 2.2 Product and Process Approaches to Literacy Teaching (from Dudley

Evans and St John, 1998: 11 7) 

For many, social constructionist approaches transcended 'the ar1ificial dichotomy' 

(Johns, 1988) of process and product. By treating the text as socially situated within 

the practices of a discourse community, social constructionism combines 'the 
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strengths of both the product and process approaches' (Dudley-Evans and St John, 

1998: 118). Social constructionism 'reintroduces the idea of examining the end 

product in a way that is much more acceptable than the old model-and-imitation 

approach used in early teaching of writing' (Dudley Evans and St John, 1998). Social 

constructionism in some form influences many current models of literacy pedagogy 

and will be considered further in the discussion below 

However, if social constructionism has laid to rest the artificial dichotomy between 

process and product, the tension generated by the fact that writing is both a verb and a 

noun remain a central insight and problematic for literacy teaching. Central to the 

problem continues to be the status - and nature - of linguistic descriptions of 'text'. 

An example of the tension can be seen in the early 'genre debates' between Australian 

genrists of the 'Sydney school of genre pedagogy' and their critics. The text 

descriptions used by Sydney genrists in their pedagogy were criticised by 

'expressivist' process writers for elevating text form (the signifier) over the signified 

(meaning): 'The focus surely should be on meaning. Why is learning to write largely 

about the acquisition and mastery of textual structures? And why are the few genre 

forms the only possible way to master the content?' (Sawyer and Watson, 1987:50). 

The genrists, Martin, Christie and Rothery responded by proposing that their attention 

to form entails attention to meaning since genre describes the form of making meaning 

(Martin, Christie, Rothery, 1987 :64 ). 

Social constructionist perspectives effectively favour the latter notion of meaning and 

its relation to the form of text and that is reflected in many later accounts of literacy 

pedagogy. However, there was another dimension to the debate between genrists and 

expressivists which was not so clearly settled and which has continued to divide 

social constructionist opinion. Moore, in 1990, pointed out this more fundamental 

split in the social and educational ideologies of the process and genre approaches. In 

an article called 'Process and Product: Down with the Opposition,' she proposed that 

'opposing explanations of the learning process and the purpose of education as either 
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an induction into social life [the genre approach] or a liberation ofthe individual [the 

process approach] constitute the true oppositions that surround the process movement 

in language education' (Moore, 1990:397). If text form is the embodiment of 

meaning, then it makes sense to ask questions about whose meanings, and therefore 

which text forms, count. Early genrists answered by favouring the 'genres of power' 

- those text forms which were exploited by dominant meaning-makers in particular 

social contexts. 

However, the text forms of dominant meaning makers are not favoured by all social 

constructionists. While social constructionism originally represented an attempt to 

relate a socially situated product to individual discursive processes, it has become 

clear that these individual processes are actually socially situated practices. More is at 

stake than the production of an 'appropriate' text for a generally agreed purpose 

within a generally agreed context. Notions of text, appropriacy, purpose and context 

are all dependent on the perceptions and practices of socially situated individuals. The 

tension between product, process and practice is what makes it important to ask the 

question that this review is seeking to answer - 'Can linguistic description of text 

construction contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy at university?' The 

difficulties of answering are confronted in the work of a range of teacher/researchers 

who to varying extents emphasise the socially situated nature of discursive processes. 

In this literature review, this range of approaches are referred to generically as 

'practices' approaches and are briefly introduced below. 

The first of these, 'Critical Discourse Analysis' models of literacy pedagogy, are 

linguistically oriented but are concerned that linguistic descriptions of text can be 

reifying and normative (c.f. Ivanic, 1998, Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999). They 

attempt to employ text description in order to question the kinds of textual forms and 

social practices which are taught in the process of 'apprenticing writers into discourse 

communities'. Their linguistics is socially oriented and their critique is based on the 

fact that the privileged texts inscribe and enact particular - often oppressive - social 
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power relations (Clark, 1992, Fairclough, 1992a/b, I vanic, 1998, I vanic and Simpson, 

1992). 

'New Literacy' approaches appear to be more critical of linguistics-based 

descriptions of literacy, while sharing CDA's social-critical perspective and 

commitment to individual meaning making processes and practices. (Lea and Street, 

1998, Lillis, 1997, 1998, 2001, Street, 1984, 1997). The influential North American 

linguist, Gee, aligns himself with both New Literacy and CDA and seeks to go 

beyond language-based descriptions of literacy to include the 'ways of doing, being 

and thinking' which constitute real literacy events ( e.g., Gee, 1994). 

The problematising of texts in North American social constructivist approaches is 

referred to by Russell, who reports that models of genre in the US have been less text 

and more activity based with discursive processes simply representing one type of 

genre action (Russell, 1997). The notion that genre knowledge is procedural 

knowledge rather than text-form knowledge and so is acquired through situated 

practice has also motivated North American genrists to argue against explicit teaching 

of genres (Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1993; Freedman, 1990, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 

1994, 1999). 

These debates about how genre can be represented as processes and contesting 

practices rather than, or as much as, form or structure have also occurred within the 

'Australian' genre school (See, for example, Cope and Kalantzis, l 993a/b; Kress, 

1993; Kress and Threadgold, 1988; Knapp, 1997; Martin, 1997, 1999a/b; Threadgold, 

1988, 1989; Thibault, 1989). Australian cultural theorists and others challenge genre

based pedagogy for treating literacy as an induction into discourses represented as 

static reified forms of 'power' which can be transferred like commodities from those 

who have them to those who do not (e.g., Luke, 1996). 
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The next three sections of this chapter address in more detail the question, 'Can 

linguistic description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university?', in the context of three pedagogic approaches: a 'processes' 

approach; a number of 'practices' approaches; and a systemic functional grammar

based genre approach. All of the perspectives can be seen as broadly social 

constructivist in their approach to literacy pedagogy but they differ in their evaluation 

of the contribution of text description in that pedagogy. 

2.1.2 A sociocognitive process model of literacy teaching and learning 

From the late 1970s, Flower, in collaboration with Hayes, developed a cognitive 

model of the writing process 'which has been dominant for the past 15 years in 

composition research' (Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:91 ). Together with Bereiter and 

Scardamalia who produced a different model emphasising other cognitive aspects of 

writing, they provided cognitivist research findings to underpin the process writing 

approach. However, by 1994, Flower's model of writing had expanded to embrace 

the social context in which the individual psychological processes of writing occur. 

This development reflected the development of social context approaches to writing 

going on generally throughout the 1980s and 1990s. See, for example: 

• Ethnographers/anthropologists and sociolinguists like Cazden, 1988, Cook

Gumperz, 1986, Heath, 1983, Scollon and Scollon, 1981, Street, 1984, Wells, 

1986. 

• New Rhetoricians and genrists, like Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1993, Cooper, 

1986, Freedman and Medway, 1994, Miller, 1984. 

• Activity theorists, like Russell, 1997, Wertsch, 1985. 

• Linguists/social semioticians like Halliday, 1978, Kress, 1993, Martin, 1992, 

Thibault, 1989. 

• Critical literacists like Freire, 1972, Freire and Macedo, 1987, Giroux, 1988, 

Shor, 1987. 
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• Critical linguists like and Clark, 1992, Fairclough, 1992, Gee, 1990, I vanic, 

1998; Kress, 1993, Kress and Hodge, 1979. 

• Sociologists like Bernstein, 1990. 

Flower, throughout her research into the processes of writing, has retained a deep 

scepticism about the value of 'current educational practice that reduces the essence of 

this textual performance to a narrow set of text features' (1994: 15). However, as the 

review below will show, despite her professed emphasis on 'textual performance', 

she makes frequent reference to the existence of textual rhetorical structures which 

student writers need to develop expertise in constructing. In this respect, it seems her 

account would benefit from a description of text that offered more than 'a narrow set 

of text features'. It is such a model of text description which it will be suggested is 

offered by SFG-based genre analysis. 

The original Flower and Hayes cognitive model presented 'textual performance' as 

made up of a complex of cognitive processes that are 

interactive with each other 

• goal directed 

different for novice and expert writers 

In the later model this cognitive work is located within a complex of social practices 

and situations: 

selecting information ... ; organising it at all levels, from making local 

transitions to imposing a larger organising discourse structure ... ; and 

connecting which ranges from seeing and verbalising parallels in events to 

drawing inferences that create a pattern of cause and effect, to explicitly 

locating one's own ideas in the context of larger issues, other readers, other 

texts. (1994:5). 
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'Locating one's own ideas in the context of larger issues, other readers, other texts' 

entails recognising 'that entering a literate practice is a political act; it depends on 

reading a situation and reading the audience as well as reading texts and having good 

ideas' (1994:6). 

Throughout the account there seems to be a need for a way of describing text but an 

absence of such a descriptive method. Academic literacy is seen as a 'limited literacy' 

that gate-keeps entry to the academy ( 1994: 14). Academic text is not an autonomous 

expression of 'truth', but rhetoric in response to exigencies. Literacy is action and 

'although literate practices are often described in terms of text features, what 

educators need is an account of the social and cognitive moves by which writers 

actively practice a discourse' (1994:22). These moves depend on the writer's 

knowledge of the social conventions and their own problem solving skills. In this way 

writing is rooted in 'expressive practices' ( c.f., Britton, 1983, Elbow, 1981, Graves, 

1983) but married with the 'rhetorical practices' of public discourse, which are action 

plans for carrying out literate acts. Teaching these practices is difficult when not 

rooted in specific discourses since they become too abstract to transfer and generalise. 

Transfer is most likely when writing teaching becomes 'a problem solving task itself, 

when students become sufficiently aware of their own thinking to monitor and adapt 

old strategics to new problems' (1994:27) 

The goal is to 'critically appropriate the codes, vocabularies and deep grammar of 

different cultural, social and collective traditions' (1994:29) by 'teaching students 

how to identify and unravel' the rhetorical strategies of the dominant limited literacy 

of academia. Once again, this would seem to call for a linguistics that could help in 

identifying 'codes, vocabularies and deep grammar of different ... traditions'. Instead 

a very strong case is made for a student-centred model of writing in which coherent 

text from a linguist's point of view may be irrelevant to the process of meaning 

negotiation that a student is engaged in. '[T]he meaning a literate act may have for a 
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writer is not necessarily a coherent or unified meaning' (1994:37). Text and discourse 

descriptions are a crude 'form of academic currency we mint to talk about meaning -

but not the coin of the writer's 'realm" (1994:37). 

There seems very little room in this sociocognitive account of writing for a linguistic 

description of text construction. Yet the model of literacy pedagogy which is derived 

from it seems to bear some strong resemblances to the genre approach and to suggest 

opportunities for genre analysis to be paii of the teaching/learning activity. Leaming 

literacy is described as a cognitive apprenticeship, in which students are apprenticed 

into what writers do - 'solve situated problems' - and what they are - 'dilemma 

driven' (1994: 120). Learning writing as 'making sense of the task and making sense 

in the text' appears to call for active, problematised engagement in which students 

become aware of their own strategies and also of the strategies of others, including 

those who produce dominant academic discourse. This apprenticeship model entails 

collaboration by teacher and students in explicating the cognitive processes and the 

public discourses. It is difficult to understand why a linguistic description would not 

contribute to this procedure. As the section on genre-based pedagogy below will 

illustrate, 'explicating' sociocognitive processes that texts construe is one of the 

foundations of SFG-based genre pedagogy. 

The parallels between the genre approach and the sociocognitive process approach 

continue to be apparent in the details of the cognitive apprenticing. Flower describes 

a procedure of 'collaborative planning' in the classroom in which a 'Planner's 

Blackboard' is used to prompt students to go beyond knowledge telling (in which 

they simply think about what to say) and into rhetorical knowledge transforming 

(thinking about what they are doing). 

On the Blackboard, written prompts encourage students to: 

1. focus on purposes, key points, audience, and textual conventions. 
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In collaborative talk and writing the teacher encourages students to: 

2. attempt to consolidate how their goals can be achieved through three strategies: 

knowledge driven strategies, schema driven strategies, and constructive strategies. 

'Knowledge driven strategies' are ways of handling contents or topic. Knowledge 

telling is the default strategy but 'collaboration in the form of on-line supports and 

prompts could help students abandon the default strategy of knowledge driven 

planning' (1994:141) in favour of the more challenging, and academically valued, 

knowledge transformation. This contrast between knowledge telling and knowledge 

transforming can be compared to the Sydney genrists' emphasis on factual writing 

over narrative writing in school classrooms. Factual writing can, of course, be simply 

knowledge telling, but the goal of the Sydney genrists is to support students in 

moving away from recounting knowledge in a temporally organised sequence 

towards transforming knowledge into other conceptually organised forms. 

'Schema driven strategies' are informed by the writer's awareness of relevant 

schemata. The notion of schemata is also central to SFG based genre analysis so it is 

relevant to consider how the two notions compare. Flower's model of schema is 'both 

more and less' than a model of text structure. It is more in that it is complexified by 

the attachment of bits that are prefabricated - expressions, phrases, discourse patterns 

( 1994: 134 ). It is less in that it cannot be converted directly into a text: 'instantiating a 

schema can be distinguished from creating a plan' (1994: i34). The issue seems to be 

the extent to which, in Flower's description, schema is a fuzzy notion: a mental 

model that cannot be mapped directly onto any textual form. A criticism of the 

Sydney notion of schema is that it is, in contrast, a normative, static textual model 

(see for example, Lillis' reference to 'genre as text-type', 2001 :32). The accounts by 

Halliday and Martin of text in context outlined in the section below do not appear to 

confirm such a static model: instead text-context relations are described as 

'probabilistic' - a term which has much in common with the word 'fuzzy' used to 

refer to Flower's notion of schema above. 
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Finally, in Flower's model, the gaps and conflicts between knowledge driven 

strategies and schema driven ones are resolved by 'constructive strategies' which 

embed the other strategies in a problem solving process which leads to the 

instantiation of the text's rhetorical design. This strategy highlights the agency of the 

student in their engagement in the writing process. The goal of the pedagogy is not to 

learn a process but 'the personal invention of an intellectual repe1ioire' (1994:143). 

Flower adopts an affirming attitude to the students' own existing complex strategies 

and 'the powerful, contradictory or problematic logics' which lie behind them. Her 

criticism of 'social' explanations of literacy (like 'geme' ones) is that they 'are unable 

to account for the role of the students as agents negotiating these social contexts' 

(1994: 173). It is for this reason, that 'as a cognitive rhetorician' she is 'not persuaded 

by the polemical, dichotomising stance of much social theorising, with its rather 

overdrawn picture of students' writing as a generic culturally dictated social process; 

by its inability to account for how cognition and context interact; or by its tendency to 

broadbrush speculative generalisations about students supported by assertions and 

political value statements in place of evidence that might complicate or qualify the 

story' (1994:203). 

This review of one vers10n of a process approach to literacy pedagogy has 

deiiberately attempted to relate it to a text linguistics based one. What distinguishes 

the process approach is the focus it maintains on the individual sociocognitive 

processes of the student-writer as an agent. It appears that in this approach linguistic 

descriptions of text are not seen as useful for literacy teaching because they cannot 

account for the contradictory logics which students employ in their individual 

creation of text. However, it is not clear why a linguistic description of text could not 

be used to this end and there is much in the account that seems both compatible with 

and in need of a means of text description. 
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2.1.3 Sociocultural practices models of literacy teaching and learning 

The literature which has been brought together under the heading of 'sociocultural 

practice' in this section, develops the notions of writing as an activity, of texts as sites 

of contesting representations and realisations of meaning, and of power as a 

dimension of the construction of meaning. A number of these accounts of literacy use 

exploit, or refer to, descriptions of text construction in the learning of literacy but 

there is also a clear problematising of the nature and value of such descriptions. The 

emphasis on literacy as 'practice' means that these accounts share with the 'process' 

approach a focus on literacy from the user's point of view; however, in contrast with 

process accounts, practice oriented accounts have not paid as much attention to the 

kind of literacy pedagogy that their accounts of literacy as practice call for. The 

purpose of this section is to examine a number of these 'practice' oriented accounts in 

terms of the light they shed on the value of linguistic description of text construction 

in the teaching and learning of literacy. 

2.1. 3.1 New Literacy Studies 

This first account of literacy as a sociocultural practice is chronologically the most 

recent of the sociocultural accounts. It is also the least oriented to linguistics in its 

description of literacy. In fact, Street in a book described by Gee (2000) as a 

'programmatic statement' for New Literacy Studies, argues against using description 

of text construction in literacy teaching. He writes: 

the implications of the New Literacy Studies for pedagogy are that we need to 

move beyond teaching children about the technical features of language 

'functions' and help them instead towards awareness of the socially and 

ideologically constructed nature of the specific forms we inhabit and use at 

given times (Street, 1995:6). 
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Street approaches literacy as an anthropologist and questions the status that text -

particularly written text - has acquired in literacy studies. From that perspective, he 

challenges Ong's and Halliday's conceptualisation of the 'Great Divide' between oral 

and literate language, Halliday's account of the relationship between context and 

linguistic form, and the 'Sydney school's genre pedagogy for its formulaism and 

proposal that writing and written genres provide access to power' (See Street, 1984: 

Introduction and section 4). In terms of the 'literacy diagram' (Figure 2.1, page 13) 

Street appears to want to ignore the central square entirely. Such a critical perspective 

on the nature and role of literacy threatens a number of very significant approaches to 

literacy teaching and it is therefore important to be clear about the nature of the 

challenge and its implications. 

It will be a claim of this thesis that, while New Literacy's emphasis on the enactment 

of power relations at a situated local level through the medium of language is an 

important perspective on the nature of literacy, some of the terms in which this 

position is expressed are ambiguous and contradictory and some of the criticisms of 

linguistics-based approaches to literacy inadequate representations of those positions. 

This claim will be supported by close reference to an article in which Lea and Street 

(1998) outline a 'New Literacies' approach to literacy in university (See also Lea and 

Street, 2000). 

Lea and Street adopt an 'ideological' perspective on literacy and propose that as a 

concept and as practice it is understood differently by different university 

participants. Research into literacy they see as having moved through three 

orientations to the concept of literacy in university: 

1. An autonomous model of literacy as a technical and unitary practice which can be 

'fixed' in 'study skills' courses designed to serve the writing requirements of the 

university as a whole. 
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2. An acculturation model which sees the writing behaviours of different disciplines 

in cultural terms and the learning of writing as a socialisation into the cultures of the 

disciplines. 

3. An academic literacies - ideological - model which sees the learning of literacy as 

a place of contesting discourses and discursive practices in which identity and social 

roles and relations are at stake. 

In Lea and Street's account, the third part does not replace the other two but it is 

'privileged' over the others, in a hierarchical relationship in which it contains and 

inflects the other two. This is reflected in their description of their own research: 

it is important to investigate the understandings of both academic staff and 

students about their own literacy practices, without making prior assumptions 

as to which practices are either appropriate or effective. (1998: 15 8). 

The problem with this is that while it may describe the research approach Lea and 

Street have taken it does not describe the socially constructed reality of universities as 

it is represented in their own account. 

The reality of universities is described in their opening two sentences: 

Learning in higher education involves adapting to new ways of knowing: new 

ways of understanding, interpreting and organising knowledge. Academic 

literacy practices - reading and writing within disciplines - constitute central 

processes through which students learn new subjects and develop their 

knowledge about new areas of study. (1998: 158). 

For university students - unlike researchers - this is not an environment in which it is 

possible to make no assumptions as to which practices are appropriate and effective, 

it is one in which that is a major goal. They describe how: 
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[S]tudents ... knew that their task was to unpack what kind of writing any 

particular assignment might require. This was at a more complex level than 

geme, such as 'essay' or 'report', but lay more deeply at the level of writing 

particular knowledge in a specific academic setting. (1998: 163). 

According to Lea and Street, both staff and students describe writing in terms of 

'form in a more generic sense, including attention to spelling, punctuation and layout, 

and to such apparently evident components of rational essay writing as 'structure', 

'argument' and 'clarity". But there was not a shared understanding of what these 

terms meant in practice by tutors in different disciplines or by staff and students in 

even the same discipline or field. Often staff were perceived by Lea and Street to 

refer to issues of form when what was at stake was rooted in the epistemology of 

different disciplines and the way that form realises the epistemology. Such form

epistemology relations were often implicitly rather than explicitly known by the staff. 

These observations are highly pertinent to the debate about literacy. But it is 

important to recognise that throughout Lea and Street's account the discourses and 

genres of the 'new ways of knowing ...understanding, interpreting and organising 

knowledge' in university remain dominant - for tutors, students and ultimately for 

Lea and Street. 

It seems quite likely that staff may misread the reasons for why an essay is 

unsuccessful and attribute to form what actually lies in the relationship between 

knowledge and form. It also seems likely that this actually represents a struggle over 

the meaning of the sign (the essay) in which the same signifier (the materiality of the 

essay text) signifies a different signified (the meaning of the essay). But neither of 

these facts mean that participants in the university (in contrast with Lea and Street as 

researchers) make no assumptions about the 'appropriacy and effectiveness' of their 

practices. The students know this, as their reported comments show. Their expressed 

goal is to understand what practices are regarded as appropriate and effective by 

tutors. And while tutor's responses to the students may be mis-expressed and 

epistemological-form relations be referred to as problems of form ('incoherence', 
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'linkage', 'structure') these are not simply idiosyncratic responses by tutors - they are 

rooted, according to Lea and Street's account, in epistemology (1998:162). 

It is this deeper level of writing - and the relation between text and context - that 

appears to call for a linguistically informed description. The 'deterministic' 

relationship between discipline and disciplinary writing forms which Lea and Street 

refer to here - and which is better seen as 'probabilistic' - can, arguably, be described 

in terms drawn from the linguistics that Street seeks to distance New Literacies from. 

In the next section it will be proposed that Halliday and Martin's terms 'genre' and 

'register variables' seek to do just that. 

In Lea and Street's description, the practices of the students are important at the level 

of identity and affect but their discourses and practices are not potentially superior to 

those of the disciplines - they are measured against those of the tutors who 'are likely 

to have spent many years developing acceptable ways of constructing their own 

knowledge through their own writing practices in a number of disciplinary contexts' 

(1998: 163). 

New Literacy approaches are currently exerc1smg considerable influence on the 

conceptualisation of literacy at all levels of the education system, particularly tertiary 

ievei. The emphasis on conflicting practices within quite specific contexts - of 

particular university courses - and between particular individuals - students and their 

tutors is an important one. However, there is less clarity about the practical 

implementation of this knowledge in literacy pedagogy. 

Like the sociocognitive process account, the New Literacies account of university 

literacy, rather than arguing against a focus on text, appears to demand a rich 

description of text construction in order to understand - and explain - the ways in 

which particular texts realise particular epistemologies. New Literacy implies a need 

for such a tool, but appears to be constrained by a fear that focussing on text will 

amount to a valorising of 'autonomous' literacy. 
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2.1.3.2 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)/Critical Language Awareness (CLA) 

Emerging from a linguistics environment, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDJ\) or 

Critical Language Awareness (CLA)-based approaches share many New Literacies 

perspectives on literacy. Those shared perspectives are explicitly explored in S'it11atcd 

Literacies (Barton et al., 2000: see particularly, Gee, 2000). This section t'ocuscs 

particularly on Ivanic's (1998) work on identity and academic writing as this hus had 

a significant impact on the study of literacy in university. Ivanic derives much of her 

approach from the foundational work of Fairclough in CDA. In turn, that work draws 

on previous work by Halliday in systemic functional linguistics and tm Kn.:ss"s 

application and adaptation of Halliday's work in developing the basis for a 'critical 

linguistics'. These foundations in linguistics mean that CDA/CLA approaches to 

literacy learning, unlike New Literacies approaches, do exploit text descriptiun in 

their accounts. However, it will be seen, in this section, that the 'critical' ckmcnt in 

CDA/CLA research approaches leads to significant ambiguities in notions of hll\\ to 

use text description pedagogically. 

Writing from a CDA perspective, lvanic argues for an acknov,clcdgcmc.:nt uf the 

diversity that exists in the realisation of linguistic systems at tht.: lcYc l of th1.· 

individual processes of writing. This is a linguistically informed echo or the t.·mphasis 

placed on students' 'contradictory logics' in the sociocognitive process acc11unt 

reviewed above. Ivanic focuses on how identity is realised through the discourses that 

an individual instantiates. For her, 'Writing is an act of identity in vvhich people alit!n 

themselves with socio-culturally shaped possibilities for self-hood. playing thc.:ir part 

in reproducing or challenging dominant practices and discourses, and the \'al ucs. 

beliefs and interests which they embody' (1998:32). Through collaboratiYc case study 

research, she seeks to engage with the affective dimension of writing that is t11 

relate the linguistic features of texts to the experience of the writers. 



Ivanic's commitment to the agency of writers and her consciousness that agency is 

construed and restricted in and through text means that she is unwilling to describe 

text separate to this agency. For this reason, while using Halliday's grammar: 

as an analytical tool, I am not adopting along with it his view that particular 

contexts of situation determine or prescribe particular linguistic features. 

Rather I want to show ... that some discourse practices, with their associated 

values and beliefs are extremely pervasive in the academic community, and ... 

that there is nevertheless, variation in these practices and that they are open to 

contestation and change. (1998:260). 

It is not clear that, in writing this, Ivanic is actually bringing something new to the 

Hallidayan model of systemic functional linguistics. In the next section, an account of 

Halliday's model will relate it to Giddens' structuration theory in order to make the 

same point Ivanic is making here. In writing the above, Ivanic is following the 

emphases that Fairclough brought to SFL in his 'text oriented discourse analysis' 

( e.g., Fairclough, 1992:37) but in a later publication (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 

1999), Fairclough himself proposes that Giddens theory of structuration provides a 

corrective to the limitations he perceives in Halliday's linguistics model. Again, it is 

questionable whether structuration theory offers anything that is not already 

contained in the SFL model but the particular explication strncturation theory offers 

of the dialectical relationship between action and structure is undoubtedly useful in 

highlighting a central feature of SFL. 

Fairclough's critical discourse analysis model has been influential in moving the 

focus of text description outward to take in the outer two squares in the 'literacy 

diagram' (see page 13). Fairclough proposes that the second of the squares represents 

discursive practices - the processes of production, distribution and consumption. His 

description of these in Fairclough ( 1992) aligns them with the sociocognitive 

processes that Flower describes: 
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specifically 'sociocognitive' dimensions of text production and interpretation, 

which centre upon the interplay between member's resources which discourse 

participants have internalised [c. f., Flower's 'rhetorical practices of public 

discourses'] and bring with them to text processing and the text itself, as a set 

of 'traces' of the production process or a set of 'cues' for the interpretation 

process. These processes generally proceed in a nonconscious and automatic 

way, which is an important factor in determining their ideological 

effectiveness. (1992:80). 

So far, the model of discursive practices that Ivanic is drawing on resembles Flower's 

model of sociocognitive action. It differs in being related to a much more developed 

linguistic description of text - and by valuing such a text description. Ivanic has 

followed Fairclough's injunction - 'how people interpret texts in various social 

circumstances is a question requiring separate investigation' (1992:86) - and used this 

model to analyse how mature women students employ the resources they have 

developed in various social circumstances to interpret texts at university. However, 

her 'online' analysis of these discursive practices is informed by the third containing 

box of Fairclough's model: discourse as social practice. 

For Fairclough, 'discourse as social practice' means seeing 'discourse in relation to 

ideology and to power, and plac[ing] discourse within a view of power, of hegemony, 

and a view of the evolution of power relations as hegemonic struggle.' (1992:86). 

Ideology, Fairclough understands 'to be significations/constructions of reality (the 

physical world, social relations, social identities), which are built into various 

dimensions of the forms/meanings of discursive practices, and which contribute to the 

production, reproduction or transformation of relations of domination'. Ideology is a 

property both of structures (e.g texts and orders of discourses) and events (discursive 

practices). '[I]t is not possible to 'read off' ideologies from texts ... because meanings 

are produced through interpretations of texts, and texts are open to diverse 
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interpretations which may differ in their ideological import' (1992:89). It is also 

important to recognise that there is not a 'rigid opposition between 'content' or 

'meaning' and 'form", ideology inheres in both (1992:89). 

Fairclough and Ivanic use Hallidayan textual categories to describe dominant 

university discourses but challenge the deterministic value of these discourses in the 

'apprenticing' of students. Ivanic foregrounds the role of individuals in reproducing 

the discourse and practices, noting the contradictory and contested nature of signs and 

their production, and questioning whether students should attempt to subordinate 

their practices to those of the university since the latter are not designed in the 

interests of the students. (For example, 'The [university] practice of having to 

compact meanings into lexically dense written prose, in the style of 'the diamond 

fom1ed under pressure' [a reference to Halliday's characterisation of lexically dense 

academic prose] was alien to all of them except Angela: a way of being and 

communicating which constituted a threat to their identity' (1998:263).). 

Rather than learning just the characteristics of powerful discourse types and 

attempting to reproduce them, students should explore the way in which 

different discourse types position them, and discuss the personal and political 

consequences of participating in them. (1998:340). 

Ivanic calls for 'the academic community as a whole to tum its highly developed 

intellectual abilities to the task of identifying its own values, beliefs and practices' 

(1998:344) so that they can 'share their insider knowledge more democratically 

making membership of the academic discourse community less exclusive, more 

accessible and more open to contestation'. 

Insider knowledge is necessary: 
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m order to know exactly what counts as an acceptable essay structure, 

argumentation, proof, or clarity in that community: exactly what needs 

defining, what needs elaborating, what needs supporting, and how. It is not a 

question of knowing how to produce a decontextualised generic form, but 

depends on context- and content-specific details. (1998:344). 

Despite sharing New Literacists' concern with diversity and conflict in literacy 

practices, Ivanic also exploits linguistic descriptions of text construction in her work 

on student writing. In her recommendations to the academic community above, it is 

evident that text description has a role to play in pedagogy. However, the challenge 

Ivanic presents is how to carry out such text description in ways that do not privilege 

institutional discourses over individuals' discourses. It appears that she believes that 

linguistics can provide textual descriptions of all these discourses. What is at issue is 

whether such descriptions will automatically favour the dominant discourses of the 

institution. What this suggests is a need for caution in teaching text descriptions that 

amount to accounts of dominant structural forms and a preference for teaching text 

description as a procedure. This reflects Fairclough's distinction between 'texts and 

orders of discourse' (i.e., structure) on the one hand and 'discursive practices' (i.e., 

actions) on the other. 

However - as Fairclough emphasises by calling his work 'text oriented discourse 

analysis' - text description as a procedure depends on work with material texts as 

structures. In responding to the first research question - 'Can a description of text 

construction contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy?' - the relationship 

between these two conceptualisations of 'text construction' has to be taken into 

account. Providing that is done, CDA/CLA approaches to literacy use suggest that 

there can be a place for linguistic description of text in literacy pedagogy. In that 

respect they differ from New Literacy and sociocognitive process approaches. What 

is less clear from their accounts is how text description can be used pedagogically. 

For that reason, there appears to be a danger that CDA/CLA's critique of dominant 
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text descriptions will be interpreted as a critique of the use of text description 

generally. That is the challenge that pedagogy based on linguistic description of text 

must meet. 

2.1.3.3 Genre as social process 

Much of what has been highlighted in CDA/CLA approaches to literacy in the 

previous section were suggested in earlier work by Kress and Threadgold, two social 

semioticians with a strong association with Australian genrists. In a paper called 

'Towards a social theory of genre,' they focussed on the tension within genres -

which are 'both products (types) and processes (...realised as the forms or 

consequences of social action...)' - because they are 'both conservative and 

potentially subversive semiotic categories' (1988:217). They concluded that: 

the question of genre involves much more than abstract systems or schema for 

action, or autonomous taxonomies of text types ....Genre is evidently part of a 

number of patterned processes by which systems of ideas and belief.. .are 

constructed, transmitted and maintained. These processes involve institutions, 

power relations, questions of access, and thus questions of the construction of 

social agents and subjects. (1988:227). 

The social semiotic theory of genre they propose sees social subjects as agentive but 

in ways that are socially predictable as a result of their positioning 'as linguistic 

subjects, through access or lack of access to sets of text, genres and discourses' 

(1988:237). This means that 'Text as genre is therefore both the codification of a 

certain social state of affairs (the inertial element) and the domain of contestation and 

conflict (the processual/dynamic element)' (1988:238). 

Both Threadgold and Kress went on to develop these ideas. In 1993, Kress argued 

strongly against what he saw as the normative nature of some models of genre used in 
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literacy pedagogy in the context of a multicultural society. In his view, they tended 

towards 'a firmer view of generic structure, a greater tendency towards the reification 

of types and an emphasis on the linguistic system as an inventory of types.' Kress' s 

preference was for an approach which 'tends towards a more historical/fluid view of 

generic form, depending on the prior contingencies of social structuring; an emphasis 

on the generative force of social categories.' (Kress 1993 :35). 

This development of a 'social process' notion of geme represents a development from 

Kress' s earlier writing ( e.g. Kress, 1987), where he clearly argued for the use of text 

descriptions (i.e. textual forms) in the teaching of literacy. It is less clear how the text 

descriptions Kress refers to in the later writing are to be used in literacy pedagogy. As 

with the CDA/CLA approach, the shift from description of text as structures to 

description of texts as processes of symbolic interaction both argues for the use of 

text description in literacy pedagogy and, at the same time, problematises that use. 

2.1.3.4 Conclusions 

CDA/CLA, New Literacy and social semiotic approaches share Flower's concern 

with the individual acts of students seeking to make sense of their situation in writing. 

In contrast with Flower, they are explicitly concerned with the political engagement 

that these acts entail. As a result, they problematise the value of text descriptions in 

the teaching and learning of literacy. CDA and social semiotic approaches exploit 

linguistic analysis in their work but warn against text descriptions that are normative 

and which devalue textual practices - and textual identities - that do not conform to 

these dominant forms. New Literacies approaches do not use linguistic description in 

their analysis of literacy practices but they share CDA's commitment to the diversity 

of practices, to a focus on the writer's own understanding of what they are doing 

when writing and to the notion that diverse practices are enactments of social power 

relations. 
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The attention which these two approaches have brought to the meaning making 

activities of students is clearly of major significance in the teaching of literacy. 

However, awareness of students' meaning making practices does not necessarily 

preclude an attention to textual description. On the contrary, it seems to call for it. 

Describing text seems to be central to discussing with students and tutors the 

meanings that they make through writing and to explicating the nature of the texts 

that constitute their fields of study. The recognition that linguists are simply other 

meaning makers within this context rather than arbiters of the meanings of the context 

does not necessarily negate the value of linguistic descriptions. However, it does call 

for linguistic descriptions which are sensitive to the relativity of meaning-making 

practices which CDA and New Literacies have drawn attention to. It is within that 

context that models of literacy pedagogy which answer affirmatively the question, 

'Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy?' need to be placed. 

The impact of the 'discovery' of process is rightly regarded as central to the 

development of literacy research and teaching (see, e.g., Grabe and Kaplan, 1996). 

'Process' permeates the field of literacy pedagogy: writers engage in processes of 

producing texts; the texts they write enter into processes of consumption within the 

context in which they are distributed; analysts enter into processes of describing texts, 

discursive processes, and sociocultural practices in relation to those contexts; and 

teachers exploit knowledge of all these processes in the process of teaching. It is no 

wonder there is sensitivity about any reification of 'process' in accounts of literacy 

and literacy pedagogy. It is with that awareness that pedagogy based on text 

description must be informed. 

2.1.4 A text linguistics model and literacy teaching and learning 

This section reviews the work of a group of linguists who have proposed 

unequivocally that linguistic description of text does contribute to the teaching and 
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learning of literacy. They have also been criticised for exactly that reification of 

process referred to at the end of the previous section. Teachers and researchers 

associated with the 'Sydney school' of genre-based literacy pedagogy have developed 

a model of educational linguistics, based on systemic functional linguistics, which 

underpins their approach to the teaching and learning of literacy and to teaching and 

learning more generally across the curriculum. They are not alone in applying 

linguistics to the teaching of language - applied linguistics has long informed the 

teaching of English for Academic Purposes, particularly to speakers of other first 

languages. What makes the work of the Sydney school particularly interesting is the 

systematic and extensive use of systemic functional linguistics in their educational 

work as well as the criticisms of this work which they have confronted and responded 

to over a twenty-year period. 

In this review, a number of systemic functional linguistic (SFL) terms and concepts 

are used but systemic functional linguistics itself is not described in detail until the 

next chapter. In order to simplify this account of the use of SFL as a pedagogic tool, 

explanations of the linguistic terms and concepts are kept to a minimum, with 

reference made to appropriate pages in the following chapter when further 

explanation may be helpful. The emphasis in this account is on the pedagogy. 

As Martin's recount of the work of the 'Sydney genre school' over the past twenty 

years shows (Martin, 2000c), most of the developments in SFL genre pedagogy have 

occurred at school level. There has been more recent work from teachers working in 

tertiary level education: publications from those working at the Learning Assistance 

Centre of Sydney university (Jones (1991), Jones, Gollin, Drury, Economou, (1989) 

Drury (1991, 1999) Drury and Webb (1989, 1991)), others working at Sydney 

university (Ravelli (2000), and others at Wollongong university (Trivett, Skillen, 

Rodgerson, Robinson, and Russell, 1999). However, the approach has been less 

influential in universities than in schools in Australia. 
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The literature on geme-based pedagogy is extensive. Much of that literature is an 

argument for the value of a language-based theory of learning in general as opposed 

to an argument for a particular form of literacy pedagogy. The development and use 

of literacy is seen as integral to learning across the curriculum: literacy is not 

separated from the educational functions it performs. It is this perspective which 

accounts for much of the criticism of the geme approach. As Moore (1990) pointed 

out in the early years of the 'geme debate', there is a fundamental ideological divide 

between those who see education as an induction into social life (in this discussion, 

'social life' can be equated with the curriculum) and those who see education as a 

process of liberation of the individual. It would be simplistic to suggest that the 

sociocultural accounts discussed above hold a romantic notion of the liberation of the 

individual but their critique of ways in which the individual is inducted into social life 

continue to be salient in their commentaries on the geme approach. In order to 

explore how the genre approach has developed since Moore made her observation, 

this section refers to a number of publications by gemists, focussing on three aspects 

of the approach: 'domains of knowledge', 'geme', and 'explicit pedagogy'. 

2.1.4.1 Domains ofknowledge 

Macken Horarik (1996) distinguishes three learning 'domains': 'everyday', 

'specialised', and 'reflexive'. Sydney genrists contrast the 'commonsense' knowledge 

of everyday domains with the 'uncommonsense' knowledge of specialised domains. 

The contrast between domains is exemplified very clearly by the ways knowledge is 

classified in the specialised domain of school: 'children can no longer rely on the 

classifications and tacit understandings they developed as a result of learning at home 

or in the community' (Macken-Horarik, 1996: 238). 

Bernstein's notion of 'classification' is used to describe the contrast between 

common- and uncommon-sense. Bernstein (1975, 1991) proposes that strong 

classification typifies secondary school where each lesson in the day is taken up with 
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the study of a different 'subject'. The subjects are treated as discrete areas where 

overlap and uncertainties are supressed - the subjects are 'held apart', in contrast with 

everyday knowledge, where weak classification predominates and the boundaries 

around bodies of knowledge are more permeable. 

Sydney genrists propose that the strong specialised classification of knowledge is 

handled by a technical - and largely written - language. Texts written in such 

language are abstract, generalising, metaphorical and dense. If a school does not 

recognise the gap between everyday and educational knowledge and acknowledge 

and build on the everyday knowledge of students, some students may see educational 

knowledge as having no relevance to their experience. However, this should not 

entail emphasising local, community knowledge at the expense of specialised 

educational knowledge. To do this disenfranchises students further by leaving 

unchanged the gulf that exists between their knowledge and the kind that is valued by 

powerful groups - particularly employers. 

2.1.4.2 Genre 

Across all the disciplines, Sydney genrists propose, 'agnate genres' can be identified -

that is, from subject area to subject area similar genres of textual form will recur, 

distinguished from each other by register. In primary education, narrative is a highly 

privileged genre. In opposition to this emphasis on narrative, Martin's book Factual 

Writing (1985) is an argument for the teaching of the factual writing genres which are 

the ones needed in the teaching and learning of the specialised knowledge domains of 

secondary school and which, in social life outside school, work to change social 

reality. Some examples of factual genres are recount, account, classification, 

taxonomic report, response, exposition, and argument. 
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Sydney genrists have produced linguistic descriptions of the generic schemata and 

lexicograrnrnatical realisations of register that constitute many of these factual genres. 

[Details of some genres selected from SFL literature are presented in Appendix 7.]. It 

is these descriptions of textual form which have attracted some of the criticisms 

referred to in the previous sections of this review. For example, Kress is referring to 

them when he writes critically of 'a firmer view of generic structure, a greater 

tendency towards the reification of types and an emphasis on the linguistic system as 

an inventory of types' (Kress, 1993:35). The risk Kress observes is that a procedure 

of text description leads to a description of a text type which is then explicitly taught 

as a goal to conform to - induction into social life seen as conformity to dominant 

norms. 

Macken-Horarik also recognises the danger of privileging specialised knowledge: 

'Representing the contexts of educational learning as specialised encourages a static 

view of learning and a conservative view of the prevailing social order' (Macken

Horarik, 1996:239) To avoid this, she proposes that school learning also introduce 

students into discourses which contradict the autonomous nature of specialised 

knowledge. This is done by bringing bodies of knowledge and the genres that 

construe them into relationship with each other. Either the way knowledge is 

construed differently in different specialised bodies of knowledge ( e.g. history and 

geography) can be compared, or the way knowledge is construed differently in 

specialised and everyday domains can be compared (for example, by exploring the 

construction of knowledge of IVF methods in the two different genres of biology text 

book and newspaper article). In this way, the classification of knowledge is 

weakened. This will not be achieved by a simple sequencing procedure: 'It is not a 

matter of learning the mainstream discourses for a number of years and then, for 

example, finally considering the socio-cultural issues' (Macken and Rothery, 

1991: 12). Areas of disciplinary knowledge need to be firmly established and then 

problematised in a cumulative and cyclical procedure. 
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2.1. 4. 3 Explicit pedagogy 

In order to bridge the divide between common- and uncommon-sense and the 

linguistic forms through which the two are constructed, Sydney genrists employ a 

form of 'explicit pedagogy'. They draw on another of Bernstein's concepts - that of 

'framing' - in order to explain their approach to the teaching process. Framing 

describes the degree of control teacher and students have over what is learned. With 

strong framing, the control over selection, organisation, pacing and timing of learning 

lies with the teacher. With weaker framing that control is taken over by the students. 

In contemporary education - particularly radical and progressive forms - weaker 

framing might appear to be prefened. However, for Bernstein, the implications of 

'framing' are not simple. Weaker framing does not necessarily foster student 

autonomy. The framing an-angement in many classrooms depend on 'recognition' and 

'realisation' rules that constitute a hidden curriculum. These rules always favour the 

middle classes because they reflect hidden, dominant, class-based assumptions. 

Progressive, apparently student-centred, democratic styles of classroom actually 

favour the 'new middle classes' - that fraction 'which control... not capital but 

dominant and dominating forms of communication ...through control over what 

Bourdieu calls the symbolic markets' (Bemstein,1975 :17). Despite its apparent 

benevolence, the invisible pedagogy of the progressive classroom is at least as 

disenfranchising of 'working class, migrant and indigenous students' (Martin, 

2000c:20) as the overtly 'oppressing' traditional pedagogy. 

In order to build on on some of the strengths of both traditional and progressive 

programs (Martin, 2000c:20), genre-based pedagogy is can-ied out through a staged 

teaching/learning cycle which is explicit and didactic in places and experiential and 

exploratory in others. This shifting backwards and forwards between weak and strong 
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framing mirrors the shifting between strong and weak classification - across the three 

domains of knowledge - referred to above. [See Appendix 7, page 428, for a diagram] 

There is a privileging of specialised knowledge and its registers and genres but the 

relationship to everyday knowledge is also foregrounded. This weakening of the 

classification in order to access the subject is a strategy that is also employed in order 

to critique specialised knowledge - to enter the reflexive, critical domain described by 

Macken-Horarik and referred to above. But it is stressed by the Sydney school that 

this entry into critical literacy practices demands high levels of mainstream literacy -

a firm grasp of the register and genres of the specialised subject area: 

What I want to argue here is that many students in our schools, at all stages of 

schooling, are battling to develop a literacy that enables them to work 

successfully with basic syllabus requirements ... To ignore the significance of 

mainstream literacy in the workplace is to abrogate our responsibilities as 

educators. (Rothery, 1996: 118). 

Using SFL to explore knowledge as constructed through language invites the 

recognition that such knowledge is contingent on situation and not 'given' or 

autonomous. This emphasis on the contingency of textual form on social context goes 

some way to meeting criticisms indicated in the previous sections. However, it can be 

argued that it still underrepresents the conflicted nature of generic realisations. 

Schematic and lexicogrammatical descriptions may overgeneralise and homogenise 

the diversity of actual textual realisations that constitute knowledge domains - as 

proposed by Kress. They may also elide the conflicts of identity experienced by 

students in their appropriation of (and by) the genres described - as proposed by 

lvanic. They may also overlook the 'contradictory logics' engaged in by students as 

they enter new domains of knowledge and seek to make meaning in ways that are 

sensible to them - as proposed by Flower. It is the extent to which SFL based genre 

pedagogy can accommodate these perspectives that it will provide an approach that 
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demonstrates the value of linguistic description of text in the teaching and learning of 

literacy. 

Hasan - a major influence in the development of SFL- has responded to critics of the 

Sydney genre approach by agreeing that genre-based pedagogy may collude in the 

reproduction of existing knowledge structures but that failure to master educational 

genres is to collude in the reproduction of the inequalities of the social system. 

(Hasan, 1996:404). Although she accepts that genre-based pedagogy has traditionally 

been insufficiently critical in its approach, she sees contemporary SFL-genre 

teacher/researchers like Macken-Horarik introducing critical reflection into genre

based pedagogy. 

Ultimately, the challenges to the genre approach can be summarised as follows: 

• how validly can text description represent knowledge domains; 

• how far can text description be action as well as structure: both in terms of what 

it represents and of how it is done; 

• how much conformity to dominant generic forms does induction into the social 

life of specific knowledge domains call for? 

In conclusion, this review of literature relevant to the research question, 'Can 

description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy?', 

leads to the answer, 'Yes, if it is capable of responding to the challenges listed 

above'. So far, this review chapter has presented little detail of SFL, the linguistics 

that underlies the Sydney genre model ofliteracy and learning. It will be proposed in 

the next chapter that the Sydney version of SFL offers a rich, complex theory of 

language on which descriptions of text construction capable of responding to these 

challenges can be based. 
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2.2 LITERACY AND THE STUDY OF FILM 

The research into the use of linguistic description of text reported in this thesis was 

located in the knowledge domain of 'Film Studies'. This section of literature review 

is concerned with the role that literacy plays in the construction of that domain. Film 

studies is a hybrid subject drawing on a wide range of discursive formations and 

practices. In gaining academic status, 'it could have become a subdivision of 

sociology or mass communication studies,' according to Bordwell (1989:17) but was 

actually 'ushered into the academy by humanists, chiefly teachers of literature, drama 

and art' (1989: 17). Even more than literary studies, it has, since then, been heavily 

influenced by political, psychoanalytical and semiotic approaches. In new 

universities, particularly, it also draws on discourses that are technical and vocational. 

Despite its concern with the way film texts are produced, distributed and consumed, 

film studies appears to have paid relatively little attention to its own writing, the 

writing offilm studies texts. This is a condition it shares with its foundational subject, 

literary studies (see Macdonald, 1990:31). 

A single book - 'which seemed at the time of its publication, to highlight 

fundamental issues of its field and to signal evidently major implications for the 

future' (Durant, 2000) - has addressed the social and discursive practices of film 

studies: Making Meaning, Inference and Rhetoric in the Interpretation of Cinema 

(Bordwell, 1989). The book focuses on film criticism as a professional, university

based activity. In the absence of other research explicitly into the writing of film 

studies, this review will also consider some research into the writing of literary 

studies, at both professional and, to a lesser extent, undergraduate level. Finally, the 

section reviews literature that considers writing about film as a technical object of 

study, mainly at undergraduate and secondary school level. 
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The purposes of this review are two-fold. The first part provides a perspective on the 

context of film studies in general - the disciplinary community and the epistemology 

- in which the literacy research discussed in this thesis can be situated. The 

perspective is necessarily partial, the context is one of diverse representations of film 

as an object of study. It is a perspective that has been constructed from the literature -

particularly Bordwell ( 1989) - to foreground aspects of film studies that appear most 

relevant to the particular film studies module and questions about literacy that are 

investigated in this research. The second part reviews the relatively small amount of 

literature that addresses the writing of film studies in order to place the model of 

literacy adopted in this research in relation to existing descriptions of film studies 

writing. 

2.2.1 Constructing film as an object of study 

According to Bordwell (1989 and Bordwell and Carroll, 1996), for all the theory that 

has gone into the making of the academic study of film - with major contributions 

coming from literary studies, structuralist and post-structuralist versions of semiotics, 

Althusserian Marxism and psychoanalysis - the work of film studies has always 

remained the same: Interpretation. In this respect it has not fundamentally changed its 

approach since it entered the academy under the aegis of New Criticism. 

Bordwell is sceptical about the role of 'Theory' in film criticism because it is 'a body 

of doctrine ...of propositional knowledge' which obscures the fact that critical 

interpretation of a film is 'a skill like throwing a pot. The potter need not be a 

chemist, a mineralogist or a professor of pottery. In some cases learning theory may 

help people acquire certain interpretive skills, but it cannot replace those skills' 

(1989:250). Because of his argument that film analysis is a craft and not necessarily 

dependent on critical theory Bordwell's model has the potential to be a solution to the 

conflicting goals of film study in contemporary universities. In particular it offers a 
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foundation for the integration of theory and practice which Elliot (2000) proposes 

currently exist in opposition to each other in media studies courses (see below). 

Bordwell's scepticism about theory in film studies comes from his view that whatever 

theoretical model a film critic draws on, the fundamental practice of any film viewer 

is the same: to make meaning out of the text. However, meanings are the product of 

two processes: Comprehension - which 'is concerned with apparent, manifest or 

direct meanings' and Interpretation - which 'is concerned with revealing hidden, non

obvious meanings'. Academic film study has concentrated its attention on the second 

process - of interpretation: implicit, 'hidden' meanings have been the concern of 

those who would 'explicate' a text - the work of New Criticism; symptomatic, 

'ideological' meanings have been the concern of those who would deconstruct a text 

- the work of' Grand Theory'. 

Both of these approaches grant little importance to the underlying process of 

comprehension. Comprehension is the process of making meanings that construct the 

film as some kind of simulacrum of a material world - i.e., referential meanings - and 

as a text which 'makes points' about that world - i.e., explicit meanings. 

Bordwell 's model of viewing a film 1s a sociocognitive and constructivist one. 

Making meaning is: 

a psychological and social activity fundamentally akin to other cognitive 

processes. The perceiver is not a passive receiver of data but an active 

mobilizer of structures and processes which enable her to search for 

information relevant to the task and data at hand. (1989:3 ). 

The structures are semantic fields and phenomenal and textual schemata and the 

processes are routines and heuristics for operationalising these structures. In viewing 

a film 'the spectator applies knowledge structures to cues which she identifies within 
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the film' (1989:3). Bordwell's criticism of most contemporary film studies is that it 

has overdeveloped the top-down part of the procedure. He sees 'Grand Theory' in 

film studies as increasingly elaborate frameworks of semantic fields and schemata 

that are imposed on the cues in the film text - overselecting some and ignoring others 

in an attempt to prove a particular theoretical stance. 

Bordwell proposes 'historical poetics' as 'a more modest trend which tackles more 

localised film based problems without making such overarching theoretical 

commitments' (1996). By this he is suggesting closer attention to the film form and 

the cues it provides to the meaning making process. He is not suggesting that 

meaning is 'transmitted' (contra early film studies) but the cues in the text are not 

open to 'an infinite diversity of interpretation'; the reader is not interpellated by the 

text (contra Althusser) but is implied (following Iser). Although Bordwell's approach 

has been accused of formalism, it has recently been taken up in publications by two 

film academics in Britain who would otherwise be seen as far from 'formalist': 

Durant (2000) and Barker (2000). 

Bordwell's description of the object of film studies complements Macdonald's 

account of the object of literary studies (Macdonald, 1989, 1992, 1994). Macdonald is 

an academic from the field of literary studies, who has developed descriptions of 

generic forms constituting sub-fields of literary studies, psychology and history. She 

contrasts New Criticism forms ofiiterary analysis with scientific and social scientific 

research. Science she sees as constrained by a powerful and public framework of 

conceptualisation that defines the nature of the problems that the research addresses. 

It has 'a compact problem definition' and is 'conceptually driven': it works from high 

level abstract concept frameworks to make sense of lower level data. Literary studies, 

in contrast, has a 'diffuse problem definition' and is 'data' or 'text driven': starting 

from lower level data it works upwards into higher levels of abstract interpretation. 

Like Bordwell, Macdonald sees this situation changing when critical theory entered 

literary studies and provided more public conceptual frames of reference. 
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Bordwell and Macdonald describe the professional writing environment rather than 

the student writing environment. However, Herrington's 'Naturalistic Study of 

Writing in an Undergraduate Literature Course' (Herrington, 1988) suggests that, 

while the classroom may reflect the environment of the field of study, the tutor 

operates with assumptions that reflect and select from the diversity of that field. This 

point has been taken up by Sydney genrist, Rothery (1994), in her research into the 

teaching of English at secondary school level. In her discussion of two 'Response 

Genres' - Interpretation and Critical Response - she notes the procedural knowledge 

that is assumed of students if they are to meet the expectations that determine these 

genres. Both Herrington and Rothery argue for explication of the interpretive 

strategies which are valued in the classroom. 

The final perspective on the written construction of film as an object of study is found 

in writing associated with the practical production of film. Here the dilemmas of 

recontextualising professional discourse in the classroom are underlined. Elliot 

(2000) examines the divide in media studies - intended to be an integration - between 

theory and practice. He relates it to another divide: the vocational/autonomous one. 

'Vocational' courses prepare students to work in the media production market. 

'Autonomous' courses teach students to develop a critical disposition to the media 

and are not directly vocationally oriented. Elliot draws on Bernstein's social semiotic 

theory of education to critique these courses. At stake is the same issue that was 

considered in relation to Herrington's literature class: the ways in which professional 

practices are recontextualised in a pedagogic environment. 

For Elliot the paradoxes in theory-practice courses are too great. There is at the heart 

of vocational courses a profound dilemma: 

all theory-practice courses tend to be based on a pedagogic discourse whose 

official logic is to integrate elements of theory with elements of practice, but 
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whose actual logic tends to oppose these two subjects or discourses, and to 

reproduce the social contradictions which insulate them and their agents from 

one another. (2000:30). 

The problem is that 'most research in Cultural and Media Studies is not produced in 

order to guide media production practices' (2000:26). As a result, theory-practice 

courses are structured by pedagogic discourses that project a 'split' pedagogic 

subject, that is, a pedagogic subject which is unable to integrate the two or more 

forms of social relation, identity and order which are associated respectively with 

'theory' and 'practice'. Unless a course mediates the relationship differently, the kind 

of reflexivity associated with 'theory' discourses is incompatible with the relatively 

unselfconscious reproduction of techne associated with craft forms of media 

production. (2000:30). 

In Elliot' s action research, this was best illustrated by those students who were most 

successful in acquiring a critical orientation: when they produced a film - they 

produced an 'audiovisual essay'. 'They could communicate only by reverting to the 

generic forms they associated with the critical discourse: academic forms of writing, 

which were in this context inappropriate'. 

Elliot describes how he attempted to use various strands of critical theory in one such 

course. Bordwell's scepticism about the application of critical theory in film study is 

echoed by Elliot's scepticism about its application in practice-based courses: in both 

cases it is not integrated with the craft element of the course. In Elliot' s course the 

craft is the craft of production. In Bordwell's case the craft is the craft of film 

interpretation. This parallel incompatibility may suggest that film analysis based on 

Bordwell's construction of film as an academic object of study might be more 

compatible with Elliot's model of film as a technical object of study. 
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The fact that there are problems with the status of writing on practice-theory courses 

has long been recognised at secondary school level. In 1995 Buckingham, reflecting 

on 'journal writing' as one of the main forms of writing in such courses, wrote: 

It is in this written self-evaluation that the integration of theory and practice is 

expected to be achieved - although there is good reason to conclude that it is 

often far from effective in this respect. (1995 :215). 

He goes on to observe that, in the development of media studies, practical production 

of media products is often not trusted to develop insight and understanding. Writing 

is expected as a demonstration of the understanding that has occurred. But this 

privileging of writing undervalues the adequacy of other media to demonstrate a 

multimodal form of media literacy: 'In a subject that is expressly concerned with 

forms of communication other than the verbal, and that often claims to validate the 

students' existing knowledge, this is at least paradoxical' (1994:159). 

On the one hand, Buckingham and his co-authors recognise that transferring between 

media can support the development of conceptual understanding and that writing 

represents one such medium - although not necessarily one that should be privileged. 

On the other hand they question what it means to be critical about popular culture 

through writing. 'Is teaching about popular culture simply a way of initiating students 

into another academic discipline, another form of cultural capital, that will serve to 

distinguish the 'haves' from the 'have-nots'?' (1995:212). 'Is it just about learning to 

'talk posh' ... about things that everybody else just talks about normally?' This issue 

is, 'if anything even more urgent for those involved in teaching and studying popular 

culture in higher education'. 

Against the doubts expressed regarding film studies as a theoretical activity, the final 

word goes to Ellis, an influential figure in the field. He challenges the notion that the 

vocational orientations of new universities, in particular, can excuse students there 
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from engagmg with critical academic activity m the following terms: 'Practice 

teaching needs theoretical approaches like never before ... because the industry itself 

has changed. Craft skills are no longer enough to sustain a career in it.' (Ellis, 

2000:6). 

2.2.2 Constructing text in the study of film 

2. 2. 2.1 Global structure offilm studies texts 

In contrast with the students Buckingham refers to, for the professional critic 

Bordwell proposes that constructing written text is central: 

For the practising critic, it is not enough to discover - that is construct -

implicit or symptomatic meanings; one must justify them by means of public 

discourse.. .It is, moreover, chiefly through rhetoric that critics learn inferential 

processes and encounter exemplars, analogies, and schemata. Rhetoric also 

constructs a critical persona and an implied audience. (Bordwell, 1989:34). 

Bordwell describes two main rhetorical text structures. These can be related to the 

cline of text types proposed by Macdonald (see below). The first rhetorical text 

structure, 'Explication', follows the narrative form of the film. According to 

Bordwell, this option shows a faithfulness to the film 'but the essay risks conceptual 

diffuseness'. It appears to most conform with Macdonald's text driven text-type. 

The second text structure is organised by the conceptual framework of the 

interpretation for which the film's 'principal semantic fields' provide the conceptual 

frame and nodal passages from the film illustrate those fields. 

The advantage of this strategy is conceptual clarity elegance and power. The 

critic subordinates the film to his overarching argument, ranging over the film 
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and plucking out the datum that supports the point at hand. (Bordwell, 

1989:213). 

In Macdonald's terms, such a text may be either text/data driven or concept driven, 

depending on whether the semantic fields are derived from theory or only from the 

film text. 

Bordwell details the stages in the two main text types. By combining Macdonald's 

distinction between diffuse and compact problem definition, and her notion of texts 

which are epistemically self-conscious - that is, overtly aware of the conceptual 

concerns of their discipline -with Bordwell's stages, film review texts can be divided 

into four major forms: 

Diffuse problem definition 

1. An introduction that locates the essay within a conceptual framework that is 

derived from the study of a specific text and proposes a thesis 

a body that is conceptually ordered 

a conclusion that claims the thesis demonstrated 

2. An introduction that locates the essay within a conceptual framework that is 

derived from the study of a specific text and proposes a thesis 

a body that is narratively ordered 

a conclusion that claims the thesis demonstrated 

Compact problem definition 

3. An introduction that locates the essay within a conceptual framework that is 

overtly epistemically self-conscious ( derived from Theory and currently 

salient concepts) and proposes a thesis 

a body that is conceptually ordered 

a conclusion that claims the thesis demonstrated 
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4. An introduction that locates the essay within a conceptual framework that is 

overtly epistemically self-conscious ( derived from Theory and currently 

salient concepts) and proposes a thesis 

a body that is narratively ordered, 

a conclusion that claims the thesis demonstrated 

However, Macdonald also notes a different effect from the influence of 'continental 

theory' - an 'antidisciplinary' one. In literary criticism, this can be seen as providing 

a fifth text form. Macdonald's comments on it are interesting for their references to 

the movement between particulars and generalisations. Such movement is an 

important element of the essay genre described in chapter four of this thesis. She 

uses examples from a number of 'New Historicist' critics to illustrate how the form 

exploits narrative, anecdote, intuitive rather than epistemic inferencing and 

deliberately turns away from the literary text as the object of study to produce a text 

which moves from particulars to generalisations in a relatively unpredictable way. 

This she calls 'a point last' approach. This following quote compares the point-first 

form of the 'prototypical academic article' with this alternative point-last New 

Historicist writing. It has been presented at length because of its relevance to the 

essay analysis in chapter four, where the essay will be described in terms very similar 

to the 'prototypical academic article': 

The prototypical academic article introduction, as I have described it, is 

epistemic in defining its problem and fronting its point in the introduction, 

along with explicit indication of the methodology or premises that warrant its 

approach. The point first nature of the introduction may be said to be an 

exaggerated version of much paragraph-level organization in the body of the 

article. Colomb and Williams have discussed two kinds of text structures: 

point first and point last. They suggest that point first structures appeal to 

readers pressed for time or interested in efficient reading; point last structures 
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appeal to readers interested in 'the kinds of pleasures we associate with fine, 

belletristic writing' because point last structures allow 'a richer and more 

complex unfolding of the Point'. (1994:135) 

Transferred to film studies this provides a fifth major form: 

5. An introduction that situates a film in the particulars of a social context, 

anecdotally and narratively 

A body that accumulates contextual particulars, drawing inferences and 

making associations, moving non-predictively up a ladder of abstraction; 

possibly not referring to the film text w1til well into the analysis 

A conclusion that establishes a high level abstraction that appears to be the 

outcome of the preceding inferencing process but may not relate in an obvious 

way to that process. 

Such a process of unsubstantiated inferencing is clearly identified and strongly 

criticised by Bordwell. It seems reasonable to assume that the virtuosity described by 

Macdonald in these 'antidisciplinary' New Historicist writing forms is grounded in 

the disciplinary writing forms that its foremost proponents have been trained in. If the 

antidisciplinary trend is attributed to individual agency then this is an agency that 

owes much to the context of literary studies it comes from - and is a mark of 

expertise in the discourses of that context. 

2.2.2.2 Lexicogrammaticalfeatures offilm studies texts 

Bordwell and Macdonald also provide descriptions of selected lexicogrammatical 

features of texts in their fields. Bordwell adopts a polemical perspective on the 

language of film criticism. He is concerned with how the critic exploits rhetorical 

strategies to persuade the implied reader of the analysis ( 1989:206). The film review 

text is constructed 'to approximate the act of reading' (1989:208). Examples from the 
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film are used as 'integral citation'. 'The fragmentation of the [film] text gives [the 

critic] great freedom to arrange extracts in a compelling sequence'. In doing this, the 

critic details those nodal passages in which more and more cues activate more 

semantic fields for the implied reader. The implied reader is construed through the 

assumptions that the writer signals about how shared these schemata, semantic fields 

and heuristics are. 

The rhetor typically makes certain interpretive moves seem logically 

inevitable by turning semantic fields into hidden meanings, schemata and 

heuristics into tacit premises, inferences into argumentative points and 

conclusions, and the model film into the film itself. (1989:208). 

Interpersonal appeal is made to 'knowledgeable individuals' (authorities in associated 

fields), theory, and the film maker. In the process, the critic creates roles around 

which readers' emotions can crystallise - these include the implied reader and the 

'mock viewer'. 'We' is used to blend these with the critic's identity 'into a single 

vague but rhetorically conventional entity'. 

Many text features are seen as adaptation to the academic environment in which film 

studies is situated - 'the colours of its habitat'. Bordwell proposes that evocative 

concepts are shuffled around in texts like shibboleths. Knowing readers recognise the 

realms of theoretical connotation that are signalied by endless permutations of lexical 

items like 'Language, Politics, Difference, Desire, Reading' which portray the writer 

as 'one guided by certainties' (1989:222). 

Macdonald adopts a less polemical and more linguistic perspective on sentence level 

features. She focuses on entities that occupy the grammatical subject position of 

sentences in the texts she describes. She relates these to her cline of disciplines, with 

the compact, concept-driven, epistemically self aware, generalising sciences at one 

extreme and the diffuse, text driven, epistemically less explicit, particularising 
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humanities at the other. These differences are reflected in choice of grammatical 

subject at sentence level since it is here that agency is signalled (1992:541 ). Her 

concern is not with how sentence subject realises the textual or interpersonal 

metafunction (see next chapter for explanation of 'metafunctions' in SFL) but with 

the ideational value of particular choices of sentence subject within the context of the 

disciplinary situation. She proposes a classification of subjects which reflects how 

each field or subfield 'chooses to represent the object of study ... negotiate the 

particular and the abstract and how they represent their epistemological manoevers' 

(1992:542). 

Her classification distinguishes two broad sets of subjects: the phenomenal and the 

epistemic: 

The basic dichotomy between phenomenal and epistemic distinguishes 

between phenomena that the researcher writes about ( does research on, 

investigates etc) and the concepts, categories, abstractions, or methodological 

tools the researcher uses to reason about the subject. (1992:544). 

Comparing grammatical subjects in literary studies and psychology, Macdonald notes 

a high percentage of subjects in literary studies which focus on the object of study 

(phenomena), in contrast with the focus in psychology texts where subjects are likely 

to be research methods or concepts (epistemic). In all literary studies texts, 

Macdonald sees a tendency to diffuseness rather than compactness. In New Criticism, 

Phenomenal subjects can be either Particulars from the text or Attributes -

abstractions about the text which constitute the interpretive claims of the critic. Each 

writer is likely to argue for their own set of abstract themes within their critical 

review, comparatively unconstrained by other critics' sets of abstractions about the 

same text. 

With the increased influence of theory in literary studies there has not been an 

increase in epistemic classes of subjects and therefore a shift towards scientific text 
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style. Instead a decentring form of theorising means that the Phenomenal participants 

in subject roles have changed to reflect the new schemata and semantic fields that 

constitute the propositional knowledge structures of the field. In one strand of New 

Historicism, for example, writers 'no longer credit Shakespeare with agency but have 

displaced agency onto texts' (1992:538). In a different strand, other historical agents 

contemporary with Shakespeare are as likely to be subjects of sentences as 

Shakespeare. This continued dominance of phenomenal over epistemic sentence 

subjects - even in texts that espouse theory - appears to confirm Bordwell's 

scepticism about the status of theory: the central activity remains interpretation - a 

craft that is relatively impervious to theorising. 

Macdonald notes the tendency towards nominalised text that she sees typifying 

current developments in academic disciplines. This reflects the observations made by 

Sydney genrists about the nature of the writing of 'specialised' knowledge domains. 

While Macdonald shares the widespread perception that 'looked at acontextually, the 

verbal/dynamic style is indeed superior to the nominal style', like the Sydney 

genrists, she distances herself from 'critiques of the nominal style' that 'are often 

made without qualification or without investigation of the linguistic, rhetorical, and 

epistemic ecosystem in which the nominal style functions' (1994:172). She sees this 

style as 'evolving from the more dynamic spoken language in order to store 

knowledge and create the potential for structuring, categorising, disciplining' 

(1994: 173). Nominalisation is a synoptic rather than a dynamic form and 'functions 

to consolidate generalisations' so 'it is not surprising that fields that are more 

particularist also tend to be less synoptic' ( 1994: 174). 

Such nominal style can create difficulties for students - particularly literary studies 

ones. The problem is compounded by the comparative lack of 'intermediary' 

textbooks in literary studies. In psychology, text-books are more common and 

although they 'place students primarily in the text processor role ... also contain 

elements that foster the professional-in-training role' (1994:181). In other words, 
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through these text-books, psychology students are exposed to texts that functions in 

ways that professional psychology texts do. There are problems with such texts: their 

difficult nominal text form may mean students do not establish the relations between 

the phenomena being studied and the epistemic bases for the study. But 

If students need to understand that there are competing models of explanation 

and interpretation and that competing models carry different consequences, 

exposing them to epistemic and synoptic prose in some ways seems 

unavoidable. (1994: 183). 

The problem in a literature class dealing with Shakespeare, for example, is that: 

85% of what students read is Shakespearean prose and up to 10% might 

include such [New Historicist] critics as Greenblatt or the others in my 

sample .... [N]either ... offers, I would think, an ideal model for what a student 

writer might write about Shakespeare ... the only indication of how a student's 

own knowledge making should proceed may come orally (1994: 186). 

This contrast between an oral, dynamic style and a written synoptic style adds a 

dimension to the points made by Herrington about the explicit teaching of interpretive 

procedures. It is not sufficient to be explicit orally/dynamically, it is important to 

explicate how this is realised in writingisynoptically. 

As a means of inducting students into disciplinary discourse, Macdonald proposes a 

continuum of text types that can take students from non-academic writing through to 

the axiomatics of 'expert insider prose' (1994:187). She challenges the 'opposition to 

initiating students into the discourse of the academy'. This 

usually has its source either in the assumption that academic writing is itself 

too harmful (e.g. too adversarial, too stuffy, too rational, too male, too ready 
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to privilege limited modes of thinking) or that initiating students into 

discipline specific ways of writing is too over-whelming or too difficult. 

For Macdonald, the issue of initiation is 'extremely complex' and as genre 

knowledge is situated knowledge it is best picked up through immersion rather than 

taught. However, she goes on to propose that: 

If immersion in the disciplinary conversation is essential then we need to 

think clearly about the sort of academic prose we immerse students in. If we 

ask them to read naiTative they are likely to write narrative. If we ask them to 

read intermediary, textbook prose that conveys information rather than makes 

new knowledge, students are unlikely to understand what more genuine 

knowledge making will look like. (1994: 189). 

In order to guide the kind of immersion that is most likely to support initiation, 

Macdonald concludes her book with an appeal for 'more descriptive, rhetorically and 

linguistically informed research into academic writing in the humanities and social 

sciences' (1994:197). The research described in the ensuing chapters of this thesis are 

a response to that appeal. 

With regard to the practice-theory relation in film studies, Buckingham, Sefton-Green 

and Grahame express scepticism about the function of writing. For secondary school 

students the contrast it provides to the enjoyability of their practical work on popular 

cultural products 'meant that writing became even more of a boring activity' 

(1994: 160). For teachers the reading of one central written genre - the student 

production log - is a dispiriting affair. However, it is evident from interviews with 

writers of some reflective journals that the opportunity to write - as opposed to the 

act of writing itself - does 'help to make the learning explicit, but the evidence for 

this may not always be apparent in the writing itself (1994: 162). 
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Despite their scepticism about the role of writing, the case of a young boy across 

three years of English and Media Studies learning is cited to show how writing plays 

a direct role in developing conceptual understanding. The writing of both courses is 

seen to embody 'the traditional values and structures inherent in both subjects' in the 

ways that Herrington and Macdonald propose. For Buckingham et al., this 

problematises the meaning of the word 'critical', since it becomes clear that it is in 

fact a set of situated conventional practices. The emergence of the student's critical 

English self entails close analysis of literary texts in terms of 'techniques' and 

'effects' realised in the 'manipulation of the conventional discursive structures of the 

English essay' (1994: 175). The student performs these well but with little 

enthusiasm. The emergence of his critical media studies self 'is primarily manifested 

in the distance between critic and popular culture and in the capacity to construct an 

analytical framework' (1994: 176). In the student's own view it entails looking 

beyond what is taken for granted. 

The student's third year work in media studies has similarities with the writing of first 

year film studies undergraduates in tenns of subject matter and reading material. It 

entails his use of film studies theory in the analysis of a piece of his own media 

production. The researchers see him as achieving this: 'Stephen distances himself 

from his own invention and uses the academic theory as a way of interpreting his own 

work' ( 1994: 178). They interpret this as a process in which 'academic concepts are 

passed down to the student from the teacher, while everyday concepts progressively 

become more systematic and eventually come to merge with the former'. The writing 

of the essay indicates this by being personally expressive (with use of 'I', for 

example) and theoretically conceptual (using 'montage' for example) in the same 

sentence. It is this blending of personal and academic that the researchers see as 'a 

significant progression from the notion of internal dialogue' they identify as 

characterising Stephen's earlier writing. 
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As the conclusions to all of their books propose, Buckingham and his associates do 

not claim to have resolved the paradoxes at the heart of the theory-practice 

relationship. But they do express a strong wish for media studies to acknowledge the 

accumulated knowledge of students through their everyday engagement with popular 

culture. From respect for this they problematise academic discourse. At the same time 

they recognise its value as 

a way of articulating common sense and popular knowledge which would 

otherwise remain unknown and indistinct...it is not just a matter of joining a 

club of name droppers; it is also a matter of asserting oneself, and validating 

one's own understandings as intellectually pertinent. (1994: 179). 

One response to Buckingham's and Macdonald's calls for a more controlled and 

explicit exposure to the academic texts of film studies could be to treat explicatory or 

critical film studies texts as texts in the same terms that film studies treats films as 

texts. In this way their knowledge making practices and conceptual frameworks 

might be appropriated - or rejected - more consciously. In the same way student 

essays could be regarded as the analogue of students' media products. 

In his discussion of his theory-practice course Elliot used Bernstein's concepts of 

integration and collection code to critique the relationship between the two discourses 

of theory and practice. Missing from his course, he proposed, was the minimal 

requirement for an integrated code: 'the subordination of previously insulated course 

subjects or courses to some relational idea, which blurs the boundaries between the 

subjects.' (Bernstein, 1975:93). The constructedness of text is a relational idea which 

could blur the boundary between film studies theory-practice and essay writing. To 

do this might create the opportunity to integrate writing about film with reading and 

producing film. This was the approach adopted in this research. 
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2.2.3 CONCLUSIONS: CAN LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF TEXT 

CONTRIBUTE TO THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF THE 

LITERACY OF A UNIVERSITY FILM STUDIES COURSE? 

Although the role and nature of literacy in a university film studies course is 

complex, problematic and relatively unresearched, it is evident it has a role. It is 

possible to speak of a specialised domain of professional knowledge known as film 

studies which is constructed from resources drawn from a number of discourses. 

Bordwell's work uncovers a number of fundamental activities which underlie the 

diffuse diversity of epistemologies, theories and heuristics which contribute to the 

discourse of this academic domain. It also offers some insights into how these 

professional activity genres are realised as text. The relationship between the 

activities and epistemologies that constitute the domain and the lexicogrammatical 

realisation of those activities and epistemologies as text can be extended by reference 

to Macdonald's typology of disciplinary text types: film studies represents a hybrid of 

compact and diffuse problem definition realised in texts that are either narratively or, 

preferably, conceptually structured to move between abstraction/generalisation and 

the particular. 

Bordwell's proposal for a conceptually structured but textually grounded approach to 

film criticism which he calls 'historical poetics' appears to lead to a way of writing 

about film which reflects the compiexity of this deeply theorised field without falling 

into the excessive conceptualisation of which he is critical. As such it also appears to 

offer a model for recontextualising the professional discourse of film studies in a 

pedagogic context. This recontextualisation is assisted by Bordwell's descriptions of 

the activity and textual genres that constitute film studies. In order to explicate the 

assumptions on which this recontextualised professional knowledge domain are 

based, Bordwell and Macdonald's initial work on a linguistic description of 

professional film studies texts can be extended to a description of the pedagogic texts 

of undergraduate study. Such linguistic description will provide accounts of the ways 
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the dynamic oral, visual and manual activities of film studies are realised synoptically 

in writing. Synoptic activity in writing - i.e., the production of academic, nominalised 

text, in Macdonald's terms - will contribute to the conceptual development 

Buckingham et al. see as an outcome of the transfer between writing and other modes 

within film studies. 

Finally, by exposing the craft element of film criticism which underlies even the most 

theorised film analysis and by focussing attention on the material form of the film in 

historical poetics, Bordwell may offer an insight into film studies which overcomes 

the theory/practice and vocational/autonomous 'divides' referred to by Buckingham 

and Elliot. Extending Bordwell's genre and lexicogrammatical descriptions of the 

professional discourse of film studies to undergraduate film studies and explicating 

these to students might make a contribution in this direction. 

This brief account of literacy as integral to the activities of film study is intended to 

demonstrate that the activities of film studies can be related in part to a linguistic 

description of text. Even in such a multimodal and theory/practice divided domain as 

film studies, literacy and hence, arguably, linguistic description of text, has a role. To 

adopt this perspective is to adopt the perspective of the Sydney genrists. However, as 

the preceding account of the status of text description in the teaching and learning of 

literacy demonstrated, the relation between literacy development and linguistic 

description of text is arguable. In order for iinguistic description of text to have value 

for the learning of the literacy of a subject, and therefore for the learning of the 

subject the three challenges which emerged from the previous discussion of processes 

and practices accounts of literacy need to be confronted: 

• how validly can text description represent knowledge domains; 

• how far can text description be action as well as structure: both in terms of what 

it represents and of how it is done; 

• how much conformity to dominant generic forms docs induction into the social 

life of specific knowledge domains call for? 
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The research reported in this thesis was an attempt to use linguistic description of text 

in the teaching and learning of literacy. It was an attempt to answer the question: 

'How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy, in the light of the challenges to textual description from processes and 

practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy?' The approach to text description is 

largely derived from SFL based genre pedagogy. Genre-based pedagogy has been 

criticised in the ways outlined in this literature review but there has been very little 

classroom based evaluation of it. This research is intended to be an evaluation of a 

version of the approach. The next chapter outlines the theoretical framework on 

which the description of text construction was based and the methodology of the 

research. 
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CHAPTER 3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK and METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The research was designed to explore the following questions. 

General Question: 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university? 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description 

from processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

0at university? 

Specific Questions 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy in a first year university film studies course? 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 
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• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

The first part of the chapter describes the theories of language and text 

construction which underlie the model of text construction used in the research. 

This section begins with a set of criteria proposed by two applied linguists for a 

model of text construction intended to be compatible with the broader 

perspectives on literacy represented by 'processes' and 'practices' models of 

literacy. There is then an introduction to the theory of systemic functional 

linguistics which emphasises how SFL based genre analysis and pedagogy 

appears to meet the criteria for such a complex model of writing use and 

pedagogy. In order to respond to some of the challenges posed in the previous 

chapter, certain features of the Sydney version of SFL are foregrounded by 

drawing on a different application of SFL to classroom interaction. This 

emphasises the dimensions of power, relativity and negotiability of meanings, and 

the interactivity of conceptual systems (text 'content'), activity systems (genre) 

and linguistic systems (text form). 

The second part of the chapter describes in more detail which features of the 

linguistic system WL:re focused on in this research in order to explore the value of 

using linguistic description of text in the context of a first year film studies course. 

The features arc related to the linguistic theories in the first part of this chapter 

and the account of film studies and film studies writing in the previous chapter. 

The section ends by presenting a notion of coherence which is designed to take 

into account some of the challenges to 'coherence' as a quality of text outlined in 

the previous chapter and to treat coherence as a quality of the interaction between 

situated participants mediated by a textual artifact. 

The third part or the chapter describes the multiple strands that made up the 

methodology of the practice based research designed to explore the value of a 

complex situated mock! or text in the teaching of subject specific literacy. 
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3.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: BACKGROUND 

3.1.1 Towards a linguistic description of written text 

In a very broad survey of research into writing and writing pedagogy, Grabe and 

Kaplan (1996) propose a number of minimum requirements for a complex model 

of writing and writing teaching that will go beyond the process versus product 

dichotomy. Such a model must address at least the following questions: 

I . What is a text? 

2. How may texts be examined as product? 

3. How may texts be analysed as process? 

4. How may product and process be viewed as reflecting an interactive model of 

writing? 

5. How do process and product issues embed themselves within a coherent 

interpretation of wider social contexts for writing? 

6. What types of texts do we want learners to produce? 

7. What do these issues suggest for wrrting instruction m the classroom? 

(1996:38) 

In order to evaluate the approach to text description which is central to genre

based pedagogy, this section outlines Grabe and Kaplan's proposals 'towards a 

model of text construction'. The intention is to provide a set of criteria derived 

from outside the Australian genre community against which to evaluate their text 

descriptions. Although Grabe and Kaplan draw to some extent from the work of 

the Sydney genrists they are more indebted to other research. Their synthesis of a 

number of approaches makes their proposals useful as a triangulation point 

against which to set the text model outlined in this chapter. 
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While Grabe and Kaplan's model of text construction is located in a model of 

writing that is intended to go beyond the product-process dichotomy, the model of 

text construction itself is not represented as anything other than a model of text as 

product (1996:82): 'the model described here does not need to specify how text 

information is combined and created; its main concerns are what is combined for 

which purposes.' (1996:80). However, they identify the process models of the 

cognitivists Flower and Hayes (198 la,b) and Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) as 

'appealing descriptions which are compatible with, though distinct from, the text

construction models presented in this chapter.' (1996:80). 

For Grabe and Kaplan the description of text construction is an enormous task. It 

must take into account: message, writer's purpose, topic, and expectations of the 

audience. It needs to be based on the research of psychologists into text structure, 

engineers and linguists into artificial intelligence, linguists and applied linguists 

into discourse analysis and text genres, composition specialists into writing 

development, critical studies and rhetoric. 'Nevertheless, an understanding of how 

texts are constructed is an essential part of understanding the nature of writing and 

writing development' (1996:60). Valuable contributions towards this goal are 

attributed to de Beaugrande (1980, 1984), de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), 

Brown and Yule (1983 ), Dillon (1981 ), Halliday and Hasan (1989), and Martin 

(1992). Grabe and Kaplan list a number of important hypotheses about writing 

which the model should address. An adapted version of these is presented below 

organised into two groups that relate closely to three of the main elements of the 

theoretical model used in this thesis and described later in this chapter (Genre, 

Theme, and Coherence). 
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Genre 

1. Written language is systematically different to oral. 

2. Texts have differing larger structures reflecting purpose, audience, status, 

author, information load. 

3. Texts have varying top-level structures. 

4. A theory of text type variation is possible and needed for research. 

5. Learning to write requires the manipulation of many complex structural and 

rhetorical decisions. 

Theme and Coherence 

6. Texts have hierarchical, logical structure among assertions. 

7. A discernable top-level structure is related to better comprehension, recall and 

coherence assessment. 

8. A theory of coherence is important to any model of text construction. 

9. Any theory of coherence must incorporate analysis of information structure: 

given-new, topic-comment. 

10. The surface form of texts plays a more important role in text construction than 

previously predicted. 

Figure 3.1 Adapted version of Grabe and Kaplan's hypotheses about writing 

informing a model of text construction (Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:61) 
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Grabe and Kaplan use these hypotheses to support the suggestion that a model of 

text construction should consist of seven multiple interacting strands: 

I. Syntactic structures 

2. Semantic senses and mappings 

3. Cohesion signalling 

4. Genre and organisational structuring to support coherence interpretations 

5. Lexical forms and relations 

6. Stylistic and register dimensions 

7. Non-linguistic knowledge bases, including world knowledge 

Figure 3.2 Multiple interacting strands of a model of text construction 

(Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:62) 

These are grouped under two headings below and are discussed in relation to 

Halliday and Martin's SFL model oftext construction. 

1. The elements of text structure: 

Sentential 

Surface 

Syntax L 

E 

Deep 

Semantics 

X 

I 

Textual Cohesion C Coherence 

0 

N 

Figure 3.3 The elements of text structure (Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:63) 

For Grabe and Kaplan, syntactic structures - 'types of phrasings, types of clause 

construction and clausal combinations, the wording of phrases and words within 

the sentences' (I 996:63) - are seen as the surface form of the deep lying 'semantic 
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senses'. 'Syntactical analysis, most commonly, will involve the counting of 

various constructions and categories, and their co-occurrences in various 

combinations' (1996:63). The function of the semantic component 

1s to assign meanings to words and phrases and to interpret how the 

meanings of phrases combine to form meaning interpretations of entire 

clauses or clausal combinations. ( 1996:64). 

This kind of interpretation is referred to as 'sentential semantics' and is contrasted 

with more micro structural 'lexical semantics' and more macrostructural 

'pragmatics'. Systemic Functional Grammar does not work with a separate model 

of pragmatics (see Thibault, 1987) and attempts to treat lexis as 'more delicate 

grammar' (see, e.g., Hasan, 1987). This means that the components that are 

treated separately in Grabe and Kaplan's model are treated as systematically 

related in Systemic Functional Grammar. 

2. A theory of coherence 

According to Grabe and Kaplan's view of the literature, the most controversial 

component of their model is at the textual level since it is here - above the level of 

clause - that structure ceases to operate in a predictable way: 'it is not possible to 

predict accurately that any sentence will determine the form or interpretation of 

later sentences' (unlike words in a sentence which may directly predict the words 

or structures to follow). Grabe and Kaplan's 'theory of coherence' is an attempt to 

explain 'how readers interpret a text as coherent and how writers control language 

structure to convey a sense of coherence.' (1996:67). They begin this by 

addressing a number of 'non-linguistic' perspectives on coherence which see 'at 

least some part of coherence as constructed by the reader's interpretive systems 

regardless of the text structure itself - i.e. in the reader's cognitive top down 

processing (1996:67). These suggest that 'coherence is essentially the creation of 

the reader rather than a product of the text' - i.e. the imposition of a coherent 

frame, script or schema onto the text. However, while such commentators may 
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share reader response and social constructivist emphasis on the role of the reader, 

'cognitive psychology research now provides strong evidence for the impact of 

text structuring itself as a prime contribution to coherence in texts.' (1996:69). 

This is an important point about the status of text in a description ofliteracy, and 

counters proposals that texts can make an unpredictable diversity of meanings. 

Various approaches to coherence structure are drawn on to define coherence 

(Halliday and Hasan, 1989; Mann and Thompson, 1988, 1992; Martin, 1992; 

Meyer, 1975, 1985; Sperber and Wilson, 1986; van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983). 

Coherence is finally defined as: 

having a discourse theme or topic 

comprising a set of relevant assertions related logically by 

superordination, coordination, and subordination. 

being organised by information structuring devices - theme-rheme, 

given-new. 

However, Grabe and Kaplan claim that the third component 'information structure 

is not as clearly recognised as a part of coherence' (1996:75) and propose a 

number of problems with analysing how information is structured. 

While these suggestions towards a theory of coherence are useful, they are 

noteworthy for not, apparently, drawing on notions of genre and register 

specifically and for the uncertainty they evince about the nature of information 

structure in text. In Martin's work - building on the cohesive harmony work of 

Hasan ( e.g., Hasan, 1984) which Grabe and Kaplan cite as important - coherence 

is derived from a multidimensional interrelation between discourse semantic 

systems operating above clause level and register systems operating at clause 

level to realise the text as genre (Martin, 1992). Such an integrated model of text 

appears to represent text as Grabe and Kaplan suggest it needs to be represented: 

as 'a multifaceted, multidimensional field created out of identifiable components 

but not fully reducible to them' (Grabe and Kaplan, 1996:82). The next section 
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presents an account of the systemic functional linguistics that Martin's model of 

text is based on. 

3.1.2 Systemic Functional Linguistics-based genre description 

This section presents an overview of systemic functional linguistics - the 

linguistics which lies behind the genre-based pedagogy described in the previous 

chapter and the research described in this thesis. Systemic functional linguistics 

and its application in the educational linguistics of the Sydney genre school has 

generated a large amount of literature. It is beyond the scope and capacity of this 

thesis to review more than a small part of it. The purpose of this account is to 

provide an initial overview of an SFL description of text which is related to the 

proposals for a model of text construction in the previous section and also to the 

challenges to such a model described in the previous chapter. In a later section of 

this chapter, specific aspects of SFL based genre description and genre pedagogy 

will be elaborated in the explanation of the theoretical framework and 

methodology used in this research. 

Systemic functional linguistics was initially developed by M.A.K. Halliday 

building on the work of the 'London school of linguistics' of Malinowski and 

Fi11h and drawing also on the work of the 'Prague school' of functional grammar 

and of Hjelmslev. Since the late 1950s many scholars have become involved in 

the continuing development of SFL. The account given here is drawn largely from 

the 1993 publication Writing Science in which Martin collaborated with Halliday. 

That publication has been referred to because Martin's use of SFL provides a 

foundation for the educational linguistics which informs the Sydney school of 

genre-based pedagogy and in Writing Science Halliday and Martin combine to 

outline what that model of SFL is like. In later parts of this chapter, Martin's own 

publication, English Text, is referred to for details of the theory behind the Sydney 

school's version of SFL. 
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SFL is seen to have five 'orientations': 

l. Language is treated as a resource and not a system of rules. It is seen as 

constantly developing in conjunction with the changing state of knowledge in any 

particular field it construes. This development or 'genesis' of language occurs at 

three levels: the institutional (phylogenesis), the individual (ontogenesis), the 

textual (logogenesis ). 

2. SFL is concerned with texts, not sentences. It enables grammatical reasoning 

about the semantic organisation of texts and the systems of meanings they 

instantiate. 

3. Texts are investigated in their social contexts. Institutions/practices and texts 

constitute mutually predictive and complementary perspectives on discourse. 

4. Language is modelled as meaning-making and not meaning-expressing; i.e not 

as a conduit for pre-conceived thoughts. This has been particularly important in 

exploring 'the uncommonsense interpretation of reality' which distinguish 

academic - and particularly scientific - disciplines (Halliday and Martin, 

1993:23). 

5. It is an 'extravagant' linguistics which allows any event to 'be viewed in 

communicative (i.e semiotic) terms' (Halliday and Martin, 1993:23). 

These five orientations underlie the model of systemic functional linguistics 

which is described under six headings. 

3.1.2.1 Plane -Language and Context 

Language is a semiotic system that realises another semiotic system - social 

context. Both systems are systems of meaning making: 'language construes, is 

construed by and (over time) reconstrues and is reconstrued by social context' 

( 1993 :24 ). A particular text provides a partial perspective on the social context in 

which it is embedded. '[B]y shunting between language and social context ... we 

can map out a meaningful interpretation of the discourse' (Halliday and Martin, 

1993:26). 
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This conflation of language and social practices - of language and context - was 

one of the points of contention in the literature on literacy reviewed earlier. It is 

discussed in the section on metafunction below. 

3.1.2.2 Meta/unction - Modes ofMeaning 

Context is realised at the level of text by the three SFL metafunctions - ideational, 

interpersonal, and textual. These constitute the grammar of the clause - the 

syntactical and lexical sentential elements of text structure identified by Grabe and 

Kaplan. The features of context they realise at textual level are referred to as 

register variables. Register is described in terms of field (what is going on), tenor 

(the relationships between participants in the field) and mode (the role that 

language plays). In this way, (in terms of Grabe and Kaplan's model) surface 

level syntax and lexicon (signifier) realise deep level semantics (signified) to 

become signs. 

This inseparable integration of the signified and the signifier in the sign is one 

aspect of what is referred to as 'redundancy'. It explains why, in SFL, there has 

always been an ambivalence about where 'meaning' is in the model. In fact, it is 

'in' both the text and the context, the form and the content, which cannot be 

separated as if the form is a conduit for the meaning. When context and text are 

treated as semiotic systems which 'redound' with each other in this way it might 

seem there is little space for the 'powerfui, contradictory, or problematic logics' 

that Flower sees informing the sociocognitive reading and writing strategies of 

students. Halliday and Martin's description of text, could be seen as 

overdetermined by the context leaving no room 'for the role of students as agents 

negotiating these social contexts'. This is not a necessary conclusion. 

A different conclusion can be drawn from Halliday and Martin's point that 

descriptions of the discourse are obtained by 'shunting between' many instances 

of text and context. Single instantiations do not determine or reflect the entire 

social context of the text. The relation between text and context is a probabilistic 

not deterministic one. For socially situated actors recurrent engagements with 
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recurrent contexts set up patterns of instantiation within and between texts. Reader 

and writer position is constructed cumulatively through recurrent engagements not 

spontaneously in a single engagement. Flower, from a sociocognitive perspective, 

refers to such 'public discourse' patterns. Miller, a North American genre analyst 

often cited approvingly by critics of the 'text-centric' work of the Australian 

genrists, refers to genres as 'typified responses to recurrent situations'. Because 

newcomers at the 'gate' of academia respond to new situations with powerful and 

contradictory logics does not mean that their responses will not become more 

typified after recurrent exposure to these situations. Nor does it mean that the 

'public discourse' with which they negotiate an engagement will always be 

beyond description. If it were, it seems hard to imagine how the gate could ever 

be opened. 

However, describing such text patterns does not impose conformity to them. Not 

only do text patterns emerge from recurrent instantiations of text, each 

instantiation is the result of choices that an individual makes from within the 

resource that make up the language system - and as Kress points out, the 

individual's access to, knowledge of and personal variations on that system. This 

is the same principle that the sociologist, Giddens, has called 'structuration' in his 

explanation of how individual actions can be both individually motivated but also 

socially structuring. Social structures have some meaning in that they describe 

patterns in social behaviour but each individual must make choices at an 

individual 'microlevel' which produce, reproduce and transform the social 

structures ( c.f., Giddens, 1979). Giddens notion of structuration is so powerful an 

explanation of this relation between language system/structure and individual 

action - agency - that his definition of it is quoted at length below: 

The concept of structuration involves that of the duality ofstructure, which 

relates to the fundamentally recursive character of social life, and 

expresses the mutual dependence of structure and agency. By the duality 

of structure I mean that the structural properties of social systems arc both 

the medium and the outcome of the practices that constitute those systems. 
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The theory of structuration thus fonnulated, rejects any differentiation of 

synchrony and diachrony or statics and dynamics. The identification of 

structure with constraint is rejected: structure is both enabling and 

con straining, and it is one of the specific tasks of social theory to study the 

conditions in the organisation of social systems that govern the 

interconnections between the two. According to this conception the same 

structural characteristics participate in the subject (the actor) as in the 

object (society). Structure forms 'personality' and 'society' simultaneously 

- but in neither case exhaustively: because of the significance of 

unintended consequences of action and because of unacknowledged 

conditions of action .... [E]very process of action is a production of 

something new, a fresh act; but at the same time all action exists in 

continuity with the past, which upplies the means of its initiation. 

Structure is thus not to be conceptualised as a barrier to action, but as 

essentially involved in its production. 

According to the notion of the duality of structure, rules and resources are 

drawn on by actors in the production of interaction, but are thereby also 

reconstituted through such interaction .... 

It is an essential emphasis of the ideas developed here that institutions do 

not just work 'behind the backs' of the social actors who produce and 

reproduce them. Every competent member of society knows a great deal 

about the institutions of that society: such knowledge is not incidental to 

the operation of society, but is necessarily involved in it. 

(Giddens, 1979:69-71, emphases in original) 

Halliday and Martin describe the language system in the same terms. Flower's 

and lvanic's concern with the agency of student-writers is concern with the same 

relationship but from the other end - from the individual rather than the structural 

perspective. What structuration theory illustrates is the possibility of describing 

texts as historically situated moments in the 'fundamentally recursive character of 
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social life' which instantiate 'the mutual dependency of structure and agency.' In 

describing them it is not necessary to abandon either action or structure. This 

insight seems to go very far in responding to two of the challenges posed in the 

previous chapter: 

• how far can text description be action as well as structure: both in terms of 

what it represents and of how it is done; 

• how much conformity to dominant generic forms does induction into the 

social life of specific knowledge domains call for? 

It is important to keep structuration theory in mind when discussing texts from a 

linguistic perspective. 

3.1.2.3. Stratification - Levels ofSemiosis: 

Level o(language 

'Stratification' is the term Halliday and Martin use to describe the fundamental 

relation between 'content' and 'expression', drawing on Hjelmslev and 

Malinowski. In the metafunctional/register relation outlined above, the linguistic 

metafunctions realise (that is, they are the 'expression' of) the registeria! values of 

the context of situation (that is, the 'content'). 

In turn, language can be further divided into the lexicogrammatical metafunctions 

(words and structures) which are the content of language and which are expressed 

by the 'substance' of graphemes and phonemes. Stratification means there is not a 

one-to-one relationship between the signifier and the signified. Instead there is a 

many-to-one relation facilitated by the resources of the lexicogrammatical 

systems. 

Martin proposes a third stratification within the content plane of language -

between lexicogrammar and discourse semantics. The elaboration of this third 

stratification is the focus of Martin's publication, English Text (Martin, 1992). 
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Discourse semantic systems operate above the level of the clause - at the level of 

text patterning that Grabe and Kaplan describe as 'controversial' because inter

clausal relations, unlike intraclausal relations, are not structural. Structural 

relations occur within clauses and are grammatical and predictable. Cohesive 

relations occur between clauses and are not predictable in the same way. Martin's 

work is an attempt to bring together clause structural relations and cohesive 

relations into a system he calls 'discourse semantics'. It plays a central role in 

Martin's theory of coherence and will be explained further later in this chapter. 

Level of context 

Context has already been referred to in terms of register. A second level of context 

is genre. To illustrate the meaning of this term, Halliday and Martin refer to the 

popular science text they are analysing. At the level of text schema, the popular 

science text is construed as a narrative; this narrative schema is scaffolded by 

temporal sequencers and evaluative wordings which constitute it as a textual 

realisation of a particular genre: the 'puzzling story' genre. Such a semiotic form 

has meaning in the culture - 'popular science and its puzzling stories' are cultural 

artifacts. This text form is not the result of the 'genre form' being imposed on the 

metafunctional lexicogrammatical 'forms' at clause level but is realised by means 

of the lexicogrammatical choices at both clause (metafunctional) and discourse 

semantic level. In this way, text realises both context of situation/register (at 

clause level) and context of culture/genre at whole text level. The text is an 

exemplar of a genre, i.e. a set of 'staged goal-oriented social processes which 

integrate field, mode and tenor choices in predictable ways' (Halliday and Martin, 

1993: 36). 

However, in response to Flower's scepticism about such descriptions of text it 

must be agreed that SFL does not present the metafunctional or discourse 

semantic systems as systems of choices that language users employ to make 

meaning in cognitive 'online' processes. They may simply be a conventional 
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description of the text as a product rather than a representation of the processes of 

text production. 

Finally, genre is contextualised by the more abstract level of ideology. In various 

ways, the popular science text is shown to instantiate dominant discourses of race, 

gender, and class: it is 'popular science' for white, male, middle class, lay 

intellectuals. Recontextualising genre in tenns of ideology in the model 'has been 

designed to make way for deconstructions of social subjectivity, coding 

orientation, and access to meaning potential' (Halliday and Martin, 1993:37). 

3.1.2.4 Rank- Constituency within strata 

In SFL, grammatical constituents are ranked m descending order from clause 

complex, clause, phrase, group, word to morpheme. 

3.1.2.5 Realisation 

A text is an instantiation of the language system in process - the text realises 

choices from the metafunctional and discourse semantic systems which are 

themselves realisations of the context of situation ( register) and context of culture 

(genre). As an example of such realisation, Halliday and Martin refer to the 

construction of technicality in science and the difficulties it may create for 

learners of science. They propose technicality is realised through a number of 

features of written text, including 'grammatical metaphor' (such as 

nominalisation) and relational clauses (these terms \Vill be explained further in 

section 3.2.3 of this chapter). Halliday and Martin propose that children whose 

context of situation and culture has been predominantly a spoken one may 

encounter difficulties in the realisation of written scientific text. Confronting this 

difference between school texts and home texts is one of the central features of the 

Australian genre approach to school education. It is a linguistically informed 

implementation of the insights offered by Bernstein's theory of elaborated and 

restricted codes (see, for example, Bernstein, 1996) and it has met with many of 

the same criticisms. 
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3.1.2.6 Synoptic and Dynamic Perspectives 

In this section Halliday and Martin come closest to suggesting that their 

description of text is a process description as well as a product description. 'This 

text as process/text as object complementarity is fundamental to the 

deconstruction of meaning in Systemic Functional Linguistics.' (Halliday and 

Martin, 1993 :49). 

A dynamic view of a science text with the following generic stages is presented: 

PREVIEW/\EXEMPLIFYACONSOLIDATEACQMPACT/\REVIEW 

(the symbol /\ signifies that two stages are realised sequentially) 

Halliday and Martin propose that generic stages are not simply imposed on texts 

but are realised through metafunctional and discourse semantic choices. One way 

of viewing such a genre pattern is as a top-down schema, representing a set of 

valued acts within a context of culture, which are realised by bottom up 

lexicogrammatical choices. This notion of genre will be developed below by 

reference to the social semiotic approach to pedagogy described by Lemke. 

Halliday and Martin contrast this dynamic perspective with a synoptic perspective 

on text. Here the purpose is not to treat the text as emergent but as a semiotic 

artifact: a 'body of meanings'. 

3.1.2.7 Conclusions 

Halliday and Martin's model of text construction appears to meet the 

requirements set up by Grabe and Kaplan for an approach to text that would be 

compatible with the discursive processes of writing. It offers a surface level 

description of syntactical, lexical and textual structure related to semantic and 

functional values in the context of situation of culture - that is to the social 

practices of the discourse. In relation to Flower's model of writing as a process, 

Halliday and Martin's text and discourse description is far more sophisticated than 

the 'crude form of academic currency we mint to talk about meaning' which she 

objects to. It appears to offer a description of apprenticeship into the knowledge 

transforming and schema driven strategics which she proposes. When it is viewed 
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through the lens of structuration theory, the probabilistic and recursive nature of 

the text-context relationship proposed by SFL comes sharply into focus and 

criticisms of the reifying nature of the linguistic descriptions it generates are 

somewhat countered. 

In the next section, there is further response to the criticism that such a text

context model inevitably imposes a dominant form of textual activity on students. 

In the social semiotic model of classroom interaction that Lemke has developed, 

using SFL, the contest of meaning making practices which constitute the 

individual experience of writers operating within this text-context relationship are 

actively acknowledged. What this amounts to is a recognition that 'every 

competent member of society who knows a great deal about the institutions of that 

society' referred to by Giddens is actually differently competent and knows 

different things to another member about the institutions of society. This fact is 

particularly salient in pedagogic institutions where competence and incompetence 

are central to the activities going on - and where dominant members of a 

discourse community engage with newcomers to it. The implications of this for 

the model of text construction used in this research are explored in the next 

section. 

3.1.3 The linguistic system in relation to activity and thematic systems 

By drawing on the emphases that Lemke brings to SFL, it is possible to respond 

theoretically to the challenges presented by socioculturally oriented perspectives 

on literacy teaching and learning. In the model of social semiosis developed by 

Lemke to describe the school science classroom, the semiotic processes in the 

classroom are seen in tenns of cultural domination and social control. Schools 

provide an environment in which social practices collide but it is engagement in 

the dominant practices of a school that will ensure access to the goods of the 

dominant groups ( 1996: 144). Literacy practices are central to this social conflict 

and dominant literate practices are construed by and construe action genres, text 
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genres and thematic formations (i.e., the knowledge formations of the 

curriculum). 

Central to the account is 'meaning'. 

The basic assumption of social semiotics is that meanings are made ... A 

word or a diagram or a gesture does not have meaning. A meaning has to 

be made for it, by someone, according to some set of conventions for 

making sense of words, diagrams or gestures (1990: 186). 

Making meaning is the process of connecting things to contexts. We make 

actions and events meaningful by contextualising them. The most 

important of all semiotic practices are these contextualising practices 

(1990: 187). 

People from different communities, including different groups within one 

larger community, tend to have different ways of making meaning 

(1990: 187). 

Meaning making practices are indexical of social situation. 'Who speaks how, to 

whom, when, points to social groups, to culture, to historical period,' ( 1990: 189), 

that is, to the 'thematic context': 'Everything \Ve say can be made sense of by 

hearing it in relation to other things we have heard on other occasions that use the 

same thematic pattern' (1990:189). In this way members of groups identify 

themselves with how they come to talk about a subject. 'They construct ( or 

reconstruct) in their speech, writing, and reasoning the different thematic 

formations that index their social group' (1990: 190). Through semiotic practices 

objects of meaning (material and mental 'things') are constructed, and subjects 

(people) are also constructed. Such a representation of thematic formations has 

great relevance in the encounter between academic and student conceptual 

frameworks referred to in some of the literature on media studies. 
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This perspective on meaning and meaning making is presented in overtly political 

or ideological terms and draws on many of the same sources as CDA and the New 

Literacists. However, like the New Literacists, who appear to privilege the 

epistemological formations of the academic staff, while Lemke's account pays 

great attention to the thematic relations of the student, it is not the validity of the 

teacher's thematic formation which is at stake but that of the student. The reason 

that the teacher's thematic formation is dominant is that the engagement of the 

student and the teacher is an engagement with the curriculum: 

The whole content curriculum of a course could be specified by one very 

large pattern diagram that showed how each little bit is connected up with 

all the rest ... What we mean by most curricular content is essentially a 

mastery of certain ways of using language (1990:94). 

In this sense, Lemke is dealing with the same dilemmas that Buckingham refers to 

when he uses Vygotsky's notions of scientific and spontaneous concepts to 

describe the encounter between media students' everyday knowledge of the media 

and the knowledge generated by their study of it. In Lemke's account students' 

everyday concepts are confronted by the scientific concepts that the discipline of 

science has constructed. The fact that both the teacher's and the student's differing 

thematic formations are 'essentially ...ways of using language' does not, 

according to Buckingham, mean that the student should be 'iefL where they are' 

out of respect for their ways of using language. The unavoidable dilemmas are 

outlined incisively by Lemke in the following reference to text-genres in Textual 

Politics: 

There has been a great debate in recent years over the importance of 

teaching students, especially students from dominated groups, to write the 

genres of power according to the dominant group's very strict and often 

rather subtle rules of how they must be written ... I think it is important in 

these debates to recognise that the genres of power both empower us and 
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limit us ... these genres are conduits for the power of the dominant group 

to control our lives whether we master them or not ( 1996: 145). 

In Talking Science Lemke puts this in the context of the science classroom, in 

tem1s that this thesis hypothesised could be transferred to the film studies 

classroom: 

Students are not taught how to talk science: how to put together workable 

science sentences and paragraphs, how to combine terms and meanings, 

how to speak, argue, analyze, or write science. It seems to be taken for 

granted that they will just 'catch on' to how to do so, and to the thematic 

patterns of the topic. When they do, we are proud of them and praise their 

'understanding' and 'comprehension.' When they don't catch on we 

conclude that they weren't bright enough or didn't try hard enough. But 

we don't directly teach them how to. We demonstrate to them a set of 

complex and subtle skills and expect them to figure out how we do it. Is it 

any wonder that very few succeed? (Lemke, 1990:22). 

However, this does not amount to an endorsement of the teaching of linguistic 

fonns. According to Lemke, description of text needs to be more than a linguistic 

one. 

ln Martin's view ... language is the anchor of the entire meaning system, 

and Register and even Genre are to be mapped primarily in terms of their 

relations to language. This is a very important task for linguistics, but 

perhaps a more difficult if not an impossible one without simultaneous 

efforts to describe the semiotic systems of social action as such and to map 

language in relation to them as well. (Lemke, 1985 :279) 

This is a reference to two other semiotic systems which are located 'above' the 

language semiotic system (LgS): the social activity semiotic system (AcS - which 

in the theoretical framework developed for this thesis is seen as the systems of 

acts that make up genres) and the thematic semiotic system (ThS - the thematic 
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system of concepts that constitute the field). Neither of these is static, although 

each is somewhat stabilised through their realisation in the many interactions 

within social groups. 

This creates three challenges for university pedagogy. The first is to know what 

text and activity genres are being instantiated in order to construe which thematic 

formations (the curriculum). The second is to devise ways of acknowledging the 

genres and formations of the students who come to the university. The third is to 

decide how to socially construct the interactions entailed (pedagogy). 

The next section of this chapter outlines in detail the specific linguistic features of 

text which were the focus of this research. It is intended that these linguistic 

features should be seen in the context of the other semiotic systems discussed in 

this section - the thematic and the activity semiotic systems. Finally following the 

critical/reflexive perspective described by the Sydney genrist, Macken-Horarith in 

the literature review and by Lemke in this section it is intended that the linguistic 

description should be seen in relation to the contested nature of the meanings that 

are realised by the three semiotic systems. In this way it is intended to respond to 

the challenges to the use of linguistic description of text in the teaching of literac) 

outlined in the previous chapter. 

3.2 LINGUISTIC FRAMEWORK USED IN THE GENRE ANALYSIS 

OF ESSAYS WRITTEN ON A FILM STUDIES COURSE 

3.2.1 Overview of the linguistic framework 

The framework for linguistic analysis of the essays studied in this research has 

been derived largely from the Sydney genre school's version of systemic 

functional linguistics (See, particularly, Bonano and Jones, 1997; I-Ialliday, J 994 
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and 1998; Halliday and Martin, 1993; Halliday and Mathiessen, 1999; Jones et al, 

1996; Martin, 1992; Ravelli, 2000; Webb, 1995; Webb and Bonano, 1993; 

Wignell, Martin and Eggins, 1993). Adaptations to the Sydney school model were 

derived from Lemke's application of SFL in thematic formation analysis (sec 

Lemke, 1985 and 1990) and Winter and Hocy's clause relational linguistics (see 

Francis, 1996; Hoey, 1983 and 2001; Winter, 1978). The analysis was also 

influenced by Bordwcll's cognitivist model of film analysis (see Bordwell, 1989) 

and Macdonald 's study of disciplinary discourses (Macdonald, 1987-1994). 

The focus of the analysis was on the features of text listed in Figure 3.4 and 

explained later in the section. This set of textual features are a selection intended 

to provide a basis on which to describe and evaluate the coherence of an essay text 

on the film studies module. As pointed out by Grabe and Kaplan ( 1996) a theory 

of coherence is necessary to a model of text construction - but controversial. In 

this thesis a theory of coherence derived largely from Martin's and also from 

Lcmke's work is used to explain the success of 'valued texts' - that is, essays 

which are graded with high marks. This notion of coherence will be presented in 

section 3.2.7 after the elements that it is made up of have been separately 

presented. 

Genre form: the global pattern of the text construction 

Macro and hyper-Theme and their role in scaffolding the genre form 

Conjunctive relations between parts of the text, particularly at macro-Theme 

and hyper-Theme level 

Naming, Making Technical and Building Taxonomies 

Technical terms, grammatical metaphor and semiotic abstractions. 

Figure 3.4 Linguistic Features of Text Analysed 
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Matiin's notion of discourse semamics is useful in establishing a theory of 

coherence because it relates SFL clause level structural analysis to Halliday and 

Hasan 's (1976) account of cohesive devices at textual level. Hasan herself had 

already begun this \vork \Vith the notion of 'cohesive harmony' (e.g., Halliday and 

Hasan, 1985) - a measure of 'texture' obtained by relating ideational 

metafunctional clause relations to cohesive chains of participants across a text. 

Martin takes this interaction across the clauses of a text further. 

Maiiin's model of 'discourse semantics' is made up of four systems (see Figure 

3.5) that interact with the three metafunctional realisations of register (see Figure 

3.6) 

The discourse semantic systems are: 

Ideation, 

Conjunction, 

Identification, 

and Negotiation. 

Figure 3.5 The Discourse Semantic Systems (Martin. 1992:488-490) 

The metafunctiona! svsterns thev interact \Vith are: 

Interpersonal rnetafunction i.e. Mood and Modality realisations 

Textual metafunction i.e. Theme-Rheme realisations 

Given-Nev-, realisations 

Ideational metafunction i.e. Transitivity roles 

Figure 3.6 The Ylctafunctional Systems (Martin, 1992:488-490) 
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Through the interaction of these register and discourse semantic systems the 

following four qualities that contribute to the texture, that is, the coherence, of a 

text arc realised: 

modal re.sponsibihty 

1nethod ofdevelopment 

point 

cohesive harmony 

Figure 3.7 Qualities of Texture 

Overarching all of these is Qenre. which is variously seen as determining the 

choices within each of the svstems above. or as being realised by the choices 

made within those svstems. 

English Text is Martin's (1992) account ot' the interaction of these systems. Each 

of the four qualities of texture which arc mentioned above is the result of multiple 

choices at many levels in the process of text construction. However, analysing all 

of these features of texture across a corpora of texts was judged to be too complex 

and time consuming for ihc purposes of this research which is based in pedagogy. 

:1\ less delicate form of analysis of fealures nHJst relevant 10 pedagogy \Vas called 

for. To that end, the list of text features focussed on in this research are those that 

seem most central to the realisation of the activities of the essay genre being 

investigated. They descend from the 'upper' level of global text form to the lower 

level of clause structure: i.e., genre form, macro-Theme, hyper-Theme, 

conjunction, Naming, Making Technical and Taxonomising. In effect, this means 

focusing on how the discourse semantic systems of CO-:\JUl\"CTIOi\ and IDEATION 

at text level interact \Vith the ideational and textual rnetafunctions at clause level 

to realise the global form of the text. Grammatical metaphor and a number of 
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technical terms and semiotic abstractions are seen as playing a role in the way 

discourse semantic and metafunctional systems combine to realise field and mode. 

The textual features listed above provide the basis for a complex description of 

text as called for by Grabe and Kaplan in section 1 of this chapter. In the more 

detailed account that follows, the value of the text features in realising the 

thematic and activity systems of the field of film studies will be discussed. In the 

course of the account, there is a consideration of the compatibility of the linguistic 

description of text they constitute with process and practice models of literacy. 

Finally, a theory of coherence will be proposed which seeks to bring together text, 

process and practice perspectives on literacy. 

3.2.2 Genre 

A broad view of the term 'genre' is taken in this analysis. Following Martin's 

definition of genres as 'staged goal oriented social processes which integrate field, 

mode and tenor in predictable ways' (Halliday and Martin, 1993), the focus is on 

the textual realisations of generic schema, mainly in relation to field and mode. 

However, an attempt is also made to follow Lemke's recommendations that 

textual descriptions derived from the linguistic semiotic system need to be 

patterned against the activity and thematic semiotic systems. By foregrounding, 

firstly, Lemke's notion of 'ideational thematic fonnation' (Lemke, 1985, 1990a) 

an attempt is made to explicitly acknowledge the diversity of meanings construed 

by the wordings which constitute the field. 

In Lemke's account ideational thematic formations are described as thematic 

concepts in thematic relations. These thematic relations are described using SFL 

tools of analysis for transitivity systems and Halliday and Hasan's account of 

cohesive devices in text. This thesis follows Lemke in using the terminology of 

the transitivity system but replaces Halliday and Hasan's description of cohesion 

with Martin's discourse semantic systems. By drawing, secondly, on Lemke's 
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notion of activity semiotic systems, genres are described as structures of acts 

rather than a sequence of stages; that is, what are referred to as 'stages' in Sydney 

school genre descriptions and 'moves' in other genre descriptions are treated as 

schemata of 'acts' in this research. It is not proposed that this attempt to explicitly 

pattern linguistic description of text against activity and thematic systems 

seriously alters the Sydney school's representation of genre. Instead it emphasises 

features which already characterise the representation but which can be 

overshadowed by the richness of the Sydney school's linguistic description. 

Bringing together Martin's notions of genre and discourse semantics and Lemke's 

notion of thematic systems and activity systems has meant that the genre 

descriptions in this research foreground the experiential content of the film studies 

course. The schemata of acts that constitute the genre are represented in explicit 

relation to the thematic formations of the film studies module they instantiate. At 

a practical level this was motivated by the need to develop textual descriptions 

which were obviously directly relevant to the work that the students on the film 

studies course were doing. Theoretically such a content sensitive notion of genre 

follows the description by Berkenkotter and Huckin's (see below) of genre 

knowledge as knowledge which 'embraces both form and content' (1993:478). 

Berkenkotter and Huckin, two North American genrists, define 'genre' in a way 

that is often contrasted favourably \Vith Sydney school notions of genre by 

'practices' oriented literacy researchers. Their definition is considered to 

emphasise the dynamic nature of genres and is highly reminiscent of Lemke's 

representation of activity and thematic semiotic systems. In this thesis, it is 

regarded as equally compatible with the Sydney school notion of genre. 

Genres are dynamic rhetorical forms ... [that are). ..embedded in our 

participation in communicative activities ... As such, genre knowledge is a 

form of situated cognition... [which] ... embraces both form and content ... 

[through which] we constitute social structures ... and simultaneously 

reproduce those structures ... [ and whose] conventions signal a discourse 
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community's norms, epistemology, ideology and social ontology' 

(Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1993 :478). 

While Berkenkotter and Huckin's description of genre foregrounds the action of 

generic performance (i.e., Lemke's activity semiotic system) and content as an 

element of genre knowledge (i.e., Lemke's thematic semiotic system) it appears to 

lack a model of text description. It is the strength of SFL genre analysis that it 

provides the rich model of text outlined above, without which it is difficult to 

analyse genre as a linguistic realisation of the other two systems. 

Finally, it is important to stress the idealised nature of genre descriptions. Genres 

are described by Martin as 'staged, goal oriented social processes'. The schematic 

representation of these processes sometimes leads to the criticism that Sydney 

school genre descriptions reify these processes as products. This thesis assumes 

that such schematic forms are idealisations. This case is made by Bloor and Pindi 

(1990) in their work on schematic structure in economic forecasting. They 

propose that an economic forecast genre is made up of a number of moves such as 

Reporting Previous Trends, Predicting Future Trends and others. However, they 

warn the genre analyst that 'the intention is not to claim that moves are always 

discretely identifiable as chunks of text, rather that such chunking is an 

idealisation to which the real text may conform to a greater or lesser degree' 

( 1998:59). Genre is regarded in this thesis as the linguistic realisation of activity. 

The activity is the 'work' of the field being analysed. More important than an 

account of the staging of a text is an account of the work it does. That work may 

go on overtly on the surface of the text or more implicitly - in expert text, 

particularly - below the surface. That is, 'staging' is a quality of getting certain 

kinds of work done, not a quality of conformism to text-structural norms. 
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3.2.3 Concepts 

In various ways the account of film as an object of study in the literature review 

highlighted the notion of 'Concepts'. Film analysis was represented as a process 

of conceptualising about film by means of a variety of abstract and technical 

terms. In this thesis, film analysis is treated as an activity of engagement with 

conceptual frameworks constituting various fields related to film. Central to the 

representation of these thematic fonnations (a dominant one of which is the 

curriculum of the film studies course) are 'entities' or 'things'. These are those 

items which take up Participant roles in the transitivity structures which constitute 

the realisation of the field at the ideational metafunctional level in text. 

('Participants' in SFL clause analysis are those entities which occupy Subject or 

Object position in the clause, in traditional grammatical terms. fn SFL the 

functional value of these participants is more delicately identified than in 

traditional grammar. Depending on the type of process that the clause realises, 

participants may be Actor, Goal, Senser, Existent, and so on.). Film studies is, in 

part, a negotiation around the meanings of these 'things'. In this analysis of film 

studies text, the following cline of 'things' is drawn on (see the table below, 

adapted from Halliday and Mathiessen (1999: 177-296). In general, the table 

represents a movement from material to abstract, with a second prosody of 

general to particular recurring throughout. 
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--- --------

----- ------

---------- --

Table 3.1 Entities (adapted from Halliday and Mathiessen (1999) 

Thing Example 

Proper nouns Conscious Martin Scorsese 
--

----~-·---
Proper nouns Pulp Fiction 

__!1:0n-Conscious:object (material) 
Proper nouns Hollywood 

--

non-Conscious: 
semiotic: institution: 

-

Common nouns Conscious 
Paiiicular the man 
General a man 

men 
Common nouns a gun (was used in the murder) 
non-Conscious:material object 
:non-definite (non-particular) 

Common nouns the gun (which was used in the murder) 
non-Conscious: 
material object: definite (particular) 
Common nouns the gun is a common prop in gangster movies 
non-Conscious: guns are common props in gangster movies 
material object: general l2!:Qll_ contribute layers of meaning 
Common nouns the colours of the buildings 
non-Conscious: 
material abstraction pa_!__iicular 
Common nouns colours can create different moods 
non-Conscious: 
material abstraction general 
Common nouns mainstream cinema 
non-Conscious: 
SC]TI iotic institution: ,general 

---·-- --- --- ---- -- ----- --1 
the film (follows the adventures of Nicholas 

non-Conscious: 
Common nouns 

Cage) 
~!11io!i~_9_!?ject: particular 

Common nouns films can be divided into several types 
non-Conscious: 
semiotic object: g_eneral 
Common nouns the argument posed in this essay 
non-Conscious: 

~~miotic abstraction: particular 
Common nouns the gangster genre 
non-Conscious: 
semiotic abstraction: general - -- j·-- -- ~-~-·---
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Table 3.1 cont. 

Thing Example 

Projections as things 
semiotic abstraction 
case/chance/ proof/ need 
(many general nouns) 
Expansions as things 
Elaboration: 
sym bo I/kind/instance 
Extension: 
part/amount/collection/ 
extension 
Enhancement: 
time/place/cause/manner 

accident, grounds, idea/ ability, hypothesis/ 
confirmation, evidence/ duty, expectation 

picture, photo/ type, sort/ example, illustration 

element, trunk/ unit, jar/ crowd, list/ 
combination, contrast 

era, period/ place/ reason, result/ way, manner I 
1_(many general nouns) 

General noun Many general nouns are between semiotic object 
and semi~tic_ abstr~ction: reason, way_,_t!.!:_!1e2 ~ace. 

~--

Grammatical Metaphor: Verbs into nouns: move/movement 
Conjunctions into nouns: because/cause 

This table of entities recalls the traditional grammatical definition of a noun as 

'person, place or thing'. It attempts to foreground two aspects of 'things': (1) the 

cline of abstraction that 'things' exist on - ranging from the most concrete and 

particular to the most abstract and general; (2) the process of 'thingifying' 

whereby verbs - processes - and conjunctions - relations - are turned into nouns -

entities or things. 

In this thesis, 'thingifying' plays an important part in the construction of ~xt and 

the construction of the field of film studies. 'Thingifying' is taken to refer to the 

conceptualisation involved in both of those processes of construction. A number 

of theoretical approaches - mostly derived from or related to SFL - are drawn on 

to deal with the notion of 'thingifying'. These include Halliday (l 994 and 1998), 

Halliday and Mathiessen (1999), Martin (l 992), Wignell, Martin and Eggins, 

(1993), Wignell (1998), Jones et al (1996), Webb (1995), Ravelli (1985 and 

2001 ); Lemke's (1985 and 1990) description of thematic formations; Winter's 

(1978) and Hoey's (1983 and 2001) work on General-Particular clause relations 

and vocabulary 3 items and Francis's ( 1996) work on A-nouns; finally not 
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explicitly related to SFL - Macdonald's (1993) work on concept driven versus 

data driven text. 

In the literature referred to above, 'concept' is described from two mam 

perspectives: as the instantiation of both the experiential and the textual 

metafunction - that is as the realisation of both field and mode in text. In the SFL 

work, the focus is on both these dimensions. Macdonald, too, views concepts from 

both the perspectives of field and textual structure. Winter, Hoey and Francis 

emphasise the textual and cohesive value of the concept terms they deal with but 

Ravelli (2000) brings their work on the textual function of 'semiotic abstractions', 

'vocabulary 3' words and 'general nouns' into relation with field by discussing 

the role they also play in the 'shift ... from the familiar realm of description ... up 

to the higher levels of analysis and abstraction' (2000:27). In this thesis, they are 

viewed as playing a dual role - as realisation of field as well as mode. 

In the media studies literature, Buckingham's references to Vygotsky's contrast of 

spontaneous and scientific concepts, is here regarded as a reference to different 

ways of 'thingifying' entities and events. The distinction resembles the distinction 

Halliday and the Sydney school make between 'commonsense' congruent forms 

of spoken language and 'uncommonsense' less congruent forms of written 

language. 

Central to the 'thingifying' of experience in SFL is 'grammatical metaphor'. To 

quote the title of Martin's 1993 paper in Writing Science, one of the main roles of 

grammatical metaphors is to 'turn life into a noun'. Jones (1991 ), following 

Ravelli (1985) and Wignell et al. (in an earlier version of Wignell, 1993), in her 

paper 'Grammatical Metaphor and Technicality in Academic Writing', describes 

the role of grammatical metaphor in construing the field of educational 

psychology as follows: 

In the process of creating the discourse of educational psychology people 

are effaced, actions and qualities become things, these things arc named, 
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defined and explained and then ordered into field specific taxonomies ... .If 

... students are to be judged as successful writers in this discipline they 

need to demonstrate more than a common sense understanding of the field 

- i.e one which is based on their own observation of the teaching/learning 

context and their own cultural perceptions of the teacher and the learner. 

What they need therefore is an understanding of how their experiences are 

translated in academic discourse into a culturally based system of 

knowledge which is both highly technical and highly abstract. (1990: 194). 

Jones sees this as a 'translation from the commonsense language of teaching and 

learning to the technical terms of the field - terms such as 'cognitive readiness', 

'intrinsic motivation', 'attribution theory', 'association learning'.' (1990: 179). 

In defining and classifying the field, specific terms, processes such as 

'achieve', 'need', have become nominalised as part of the technical 

terminology of the field through the resource of grammatical metaphor. 

(1990: 182). 

In this thesis, Lemke's notion of thematic formations is seen as a useful way of 

visualising how 'commonsense' and 'uncommonsense' patterns of concepts are 

constructed by and for participants in their contexts of situation and culture. 

Concepts are regarded as the ideational 'content' of the field - which, in this case 

is a small area of film studies realised in a first year university course known as 

'Ways of Seeing.' The value of Lemke's representation of thematic systems is 

that it acknowledges that the meanings of concepts are socially constructed - the 

meaning of the concept term realism, for example, is likely to be constructed 

differently by an academic film studies text book and a cinema goer. Lemke's 

point is that meanings of concept terms are not fixed but are socially negotiated, 

reproduced, resisted. 

The study of how concepts from the thematic system (ThS) are construed by 

means of the language system (LgS) has been developed by Halliday, Martin, 
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Wignell, Eggins and others. Wignell, Martin and Eggins' work (1993), for 

example, is an analysis of how a number of Acts (from the social action semiotic 

system -AcS, in Lemke's terms) are realised in the written text (LgS in Lemke's 

terms) in order to construe the field (ThS in Lemke's terms) of geography. The 

acts that Wignel et al. consider are 'Naming', 'Making Technical', and 

'Taxonomising'. They regard these acts as pai1 of an activity system in which the 

experiential world is ordered and explained in the 'technical' terms of geography. 

They define 'technicality' as: 

the resource a discipline uses to name and then order its emic phenomena 

in a way distinctive to that field. Through technicality, a discipline 

establishes the inventory of what it can talk about and the terms in which it 

can talk about them. (1993:162) 

They describe a 'field' as 'a collection of things related taxonomically' and 'a set 

of related activities'. 

The extent to which one can be considered an insider of a particular field 

depends upon the knowledge of the lexis, taxonomies and activity 

sequences it contains.. .To be an insider means understanding the meaning 

of the terms, their taxonomic relationships to each other and the activities 

that the field involves. (1993: 162). 

It is important to recognise the difference between the 'activities' referred to in 

this definition of field and the use Lemke makes of the term 'social action 

semiotic' (AcS). The fonner 'activities' are the transitivity relations between 

thematic items in the ThS; an example, in geography, of an 'activity' is the 

material process 'condenses' in the clause, 'saturated air condenses'. An 'act' in a 

social action semiotic is a generic act such as 'Naming'. 'Naming' as an act may 

be realised in text as a projecting verbal process such as 'When air contains a lot 

of water vapour we say that the humidity is high'. In this case the social action 

semiotic has been realised in text through the lexicogrammatical instantiation of 
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an activity which is a verbal process. In this thesis, this distinction is expressed in 

terms of Martin's model of Genre-Register-Language. Genres are activities that 

construe culture, by instantiating situations that are construed at the level of 

register by texts that instantiate particular configurations of lexicogrammatical 

systemic output. The next section considers the linguistic form of these acts. 

3.2.4 Naming, Making Technical and Taxonomising 

In Wignell et al.'s work, concept building is achieved by means of the acts of 

'Naming' and 'Making Technical'. In these acts, the names of field specific 

concepts are identified and the specific values of the names in the construal of the 

field are described. The lexicogrammatical realisations of these acts with 

exemplifications from the field of films studies are outlined below. 

3.2.4. I Naming 

Naming phenomena usually means turning phenomena into things by using 

nominals as technical terms. Wignell et al. identify five ways of doing this that 

can be related to film studies. 

(i) Reassigning new 'valeur' to single vernacular words (an example in film 

studies is lighting which, for example, has features that are seldom singled out in 

everyday discourse: quality, direction, source and colour) or using technical 

words from other fields (an example in film studies is mise-en-scene which has 

been imported from the theatre). 

(ii) Setting up nominal group compounds with Classifier/\Thing structures where 

the classifier would function as a description in vernacular discourse (e.g 

underlighting, top lighting). 

(iii) Creating terms that are derived from activity sequences, often with a 

Classifier/\Thing structure (An example from film studies is chronological editing 

which in some taxonomies enters into opposition with cross-cutting editing, deep 

focus editing and montage). 

(iv) Nominalisation of processes (edit ⇒ editing). 
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(v) A few processes, rather than nominals, that are technical terms (an example 

from film studies might be the process disrupts in the context of discussing 

narrative: it is likely that close by in the cotext it would be nominalised as 

disruption.). 

3.2.4.2 Making Technical 

Once a technical name has been set up, it is made technical by explaining its new 

valeur. There are three linguistic forms for this defining of technical terms: 

projection, elaboration and (much less frequently) enhancement. 

1 Projection ( we say/call) or related non-projecting forms (' the name for ... is X'; 

'Y is called X; 'Y is known as X'). 

2 Elaboration 

(i) Identifying relational clauses using the relational process forms, is, 

provides, refers to. The Token specifies the form of the word and is the 

technical term and the Value specifies function and is the definition. There 

is a wide variety of other relational processes that establish the elaborating 

relationship: equals, adds up to, makes, comes out at, signifies, means, 

defines, spells, indicates, expresses, suggests, acts as, symbolises, plays a 

role, represents, stands for, refers to, exemplifies (See Martin, 1992: 280 

for more). 

Other ways of expressing the relationship of elaboration are listed below (c.f. 

Wignelletal., 1993:148-153). 

(ii) Embedded clauses - i.e. relative clauses (an X called Y) 

(iii) Elaborating nominal groups (apposition) (X, the opposite ofY) 

(iv) Elaborating conjunction (that is, i.e., e.g., an example of.. is) 

Elaboration can also occur across clauses: 
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(v) Text anaphoric reference (This means that they .. .) 

3. 2.4. 3 Taxonomising 

Finally, in Wignell et al.' s description of the field of geography, the thematic 

concepts that have been named and made technical are often related by means of 

taxonomies. A taxonomy is defined by Wignell et al. as: 

an ordered, systematic classification of some phenomena based on the 

fundamental principles of superordination (where something is a type of or 

kind of something else) or composition (where something is a part of 

something else). (I 993: 137) 

Wignell et al. emphasise the difference between 'vernacular' or 'everyday' 

taxonomies and those of specialised subjects (c.f. the contrast between 

commonsense, everyday knowledge and uncommon or specialised knowledge 

described by the Sydney genrists, Macken and Rothery, 1991, and Webb, 1995.). 

Disciplinary taxonomies are qualitatively different to the taxonomies of everyday 

knowledge and that is evident from their lexicogrammar. 

The mam grammatical resources for constructing taxonomies are relational 

processes and nominal groups (Wignell et al., 1993:153). Relational processes are 

usually possessive attributives. These can be used to subclassify in superordinate 

taxonomies (X consists of those that ... and those that.. .) or decompose a whole 

into its parts in meronymic taxonomies (every X has/consists of/includes two 

parts). Occasionally intensive attributive relationals are used but these are rare as 

they assign a subclass to a class but cannot work the other way and subclassify (X 

is a form ofY). 
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Taxonomising is the activity of organising things into conceptual relationships. 

The things that are organised are realised by the nominal group structures 

described earlier in the sections on the activities of naming and making technical. 

They enter into Participant roles in the existential or material processes referred to 

above to create taxonomies. According to Wignell et al., four main nominal group 

forms play a Participant role in taxonomising: 

(i) Pre-Classifier (types of, kind of, sort of,) to realise superordination; 

(ii) Pre-Deictic (parts of, elements of, aspects of) to realise meronymy; 

(iii) Classifier1'Thing (chronological editing) to realise superordination; 

(iv) Possessive-Deictic"Thing (resolution ofthe narrative) to realise meronymy. 

Wignell et al.'s work was on the construction of the discipline of geography - a 

human science. In a later publication, Wignell transferred the analysis to the 

discipline of social science. In Wignell (1998), he develops a description of the 

way that social science discourse first conceptualises social events abstractly and 

then technicalises the abstractions to create the language of the discipline. Film 

studies, as described in chapter two, shares the multidisciplinary character of both 

geography and social science. The meeting of humanities, social science and 

scientific/technical discourse in film study means that a text-driven style of 

writing (c.f., Macdonald) is also framed by conceptual structures. The exact nature 

of these conceptual frameworks is the subject of Bordwell's book Making 

Meaning. However, it is not necessary to engage in the grand theoretical approach 

to film about which he is so critical in order to conceptualise it. Even the local 

theorising he proposes which stays close to the film text depends on conceptual 

analysis. Wignell et al.'s work offers a number of descriptions of linguistic 

features valuable in such activity. A number of these are exploited in the genre 

description in the next chapter; there are also differences in the occurrence and 

realisation of the activities in film studies which reflect differences between the 

fields of study. 
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3.2.5 Conjunction 

Concepts and the acts of Naming, Making Technical and Taxonomising have all 

been discussed so far from the perspective of field - that is, in terms of the 

instantiation of the ideational metafunction in text. However, the important feature 

of Halliday and Martin's model of text is the integration of metafunctional 

systems in the wording of a clause. Ultimately, it is impossible to consider the 

realisation of field at ideational metafunctional level in the text without also 

considering the textual and interpersonal metafunctions. For that reason, all of the 

linguistic features which have been discussed so far in terms of field were also 

considered in terms of mode. The realisation of mode in text is regarded in SFL as 

the process of organizing ideational and interpersonal metafunctions into 'text' -

for that reason it is called the textual metafunction. The Naming, Making 

Technical and Taxonomising of concepts is not only a realization of field at clause 

level, it also plays a part in the realization of mode at clause level (as, for 

example, the nominalisation of the verb move enables it to take up first, that is, 

Theme, position in the clause: The movement towards the climax of the story is 

interrupted .... By enabling the construction of such a clause a particular text form 

is realised). 

However, Martin's work on discourse semantic systems has developed the notion 

of text construction beyond the clause level to whole text level. He has attempted 

to analyse how metafunctional clause !eve! forms are structured output from 

choices in the linguistic system which are influenced by and influence whole text

level forms. 'Discourse semantics' is his account of the interactions across all 

these linguistic systems. 

Of the four discourse semantic systems Martin describes in English Text 

(IDEATION, CONJUNCTION, IDENTIFICATION AND NEGOTIATION - discourse 

semantic systems are represented in capitals), CONJUNCTION is the one which is, 

arguably, the most salient in the interrelation between clause and text level. The 

activities of Naming, Making Technical and Taxonomising of concepts discussed 
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in the previous section are described - mainly - in terms of their clause level 

lexicogrammatical instantiation. CONJUNCTION is the discourse semantic system 

which seems to be central in organising these - and other - acts into the genre text 

forms referred to in the earlier section on genre. 

The logic of treating conjunction in this way can be found in Martin's 

introduction to the topic in English Text. There, he writes, conjunctive relations 

are integral to the realisation of a genre: they are a 'useful place to start whenever 

the structure of whole texts is under consideration and an interpretation of their 

relationship to ideology, genre, and register is what is required (Martin, 

1992:269). According to Martin, CONJUNCTION represents the upper level of 

lexicogrammatical analysis of a clause: it is a lexicogrammatical feature that in 

one form establishes relations between participants in the field (the form of 

external conjunctive relations), and in another form, between message parts in a 

text (the form of internal conjunctive relations). 'The role of internal relations is to 

scaffold the schematic structure of a text' (Martin, 1992: 181). 

In this thesis, while it is accepted that internal conjunctive relations perform a role 

within the textual metafunction - i.e. they scaffold the schematic structure of the 

text - it is also proposed that such textual realisations construe the thematic 

formations of the field. CONJUNCTION, in other words, is a quality of the ThS as 

much as of the LgS. 

The central conjunctive relations in the essays described in the next chapter are 

Internal Comparison:Similarity (Martin, 1992: 178 and following). It will be 

suggested that in some ways conjunction is what the essays are 'about'. However, 

for reasons which are explained below, Martin's terminology is not used to 

discuss this relation. Instead it is replaced - or at least supplemented - with 

terminology from Winter's (1977) and Hoey's (1983) discussion of clause 

relations and of the General-Particular Conjunctive relation. 
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Winter's and Hoey's notion of 'General-Particular Matching Patterns' was used in 

this research m favour of Martin's CONJUNCTION, Internal 

Similarity:Refonnulation, for three reasons. Firstly, Martin, himself, refers his 

readers to 'a useful discussion of reformulation ... [in terms of] general-particular 

patterns' by Hoey (1983). He goes on to propose that 'an urgent research goal' is 

to explore the ways that discourse semantic systems co-operate in the process of 

making text (1992:391); a single example of such research he identifies in Hoey's 

(1983) work on 'the interaction of CONJUNCTION and IDEATION'. It is this co

operation of two systems - one oriented to mode and the other oriented to field -

which makes Hoey and Winter's work interesting in this research. 

Secondly, the degree of delicacy in Martin's work on Reformulation was found to 

be more delicate than necessary and, as a result, unclear in some ways that made it 

less useful for this research than Hoey and Winter's work. The reasons for the 

lack of clarity are relevant to the use made of Hoey and Winter's approach so are 

briefly described here to provide a context for their work. 

In Martin's taxonomy of conjunctive relations, Internal Comparison:Similarity is 

subdivided into three categories, Reformulation:Rework, Reformulation:Adjust 

and Reformulation:Retract. Similarity does not mean 'the same', which would be 

expressed by a repetition of a word (or by a reference pronoun). Similarity always 

implies some difference: 

Rework Slight difference in other words, that is 

Adjust Some difference in fact, actually 

Retract Strong difference rather, instead 

It could be said that the sort of argumentation that academic writing engages in 

depends, in part, on a skilled use of these three conjunctive relations. 

Martin exploits the binary terms Abstract-Concrete and General-Particular to 

develop his taxonomy further. For working with the notion of 'concepts' in this 
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research, such a delicate distinction would be useful. However, Martin's 

distinctions are unclear. Because it is useful to understanding Hoey and Winter's 

clause relational work, that claim will be supported by reference to Martin's 

account below. 

In the following explanations Martin ( 1992:208 and following) uses the 

opposition of General and Abstract to explain how Reformulation:Rework 

operates. 

In this first case the opposition is in terms of abstract-concrete. 

Reformulation: Rework:Abstraction:Exhaust 

First formulation 

The riot began shows that riot is a process term, even though it 1s m 

nominal form. 

Reformulation 

That is, the fact that riot is a noun does not mean that it cannot represent 

an action as its colligation with began shows. 

Martin proposes that the first of these is more abstract than the reformulated 

second, as follows: 

[CONCEPT] First formulation 
(more abstract) 

Reformulation 
(more concrete) 

'NOUN FORM' 

'INCONGRUENCE' 

'EVIDENCE' 

in a nominal form 

is a process term 

the riot began 

is a noun 

represents an action 

its colligation with began 
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It is not entirely clear how the items in the third column can be seen as more 

concrete. 'Nominal form' seems to be as much a Generalisation as an Abstraction 

in comparison with 'noun·: and 'noun', 'action· and 'colligation' are all 

categorised as 'semiotic abstractions' by Halliday and Mathiessen (1999). 

Jn the next case the reformulation 1s described rn terms of the opposition of 

General-Particular. 

Reformulation: Rework:Generali tv ... Generalise 

First formulation 

The riot began shows that riot 1s a process term, even though it 1s 111 

nominal form. 

Reformulation 

In general, nominals which function as )Vkdiums for processes which 

characterise them as having beginnings and ends are in fact realising 

actions. 

These are displayed in the following table. 

I (more gene.al) 

nominals 
--

i 
-- ---- -- ___I 

I Ibe
C'
0 an processes which ...cnds 

; the riot began function as MediumsI 

I riot is a process term nominals are ... realising actions 

However. if it V>'as not for the Conjunctive, in general, at the beginning of the 

second clause complex it ,vould be possible to read each of the terms identified in 

the second column as Abstract rather than General. In fact, 'nominals' appears in 

the abstract column in the first of Martin's tables. 
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In Martin's account, a different set of Reformulation:Rework can be set up in 

combination with Abstraction:Exemplify and with Generality...Particularise. In 

the first of these the Exemplify in the second clause complex i.§_ clearly more 

concrete than the first clause complex. 

Reformulation:Rework:Abstraction:Exemplify 

First formulation 

When a clause shows that an idea encoded as a noun has a temporal 

beginning or end, this stands as evidence that the idea is an action. 

Reformulation 

For example, the riot began shows that riot is a process term, even though 

it is in nominal form. 

However, in the Particularise Reformulation, the Particular in the second clause 

complex seems to be as much a Concrete explanation. 

Reformulation: Rework: Generality ...Particularise 

First fonnulation 

The text has a number of actions encoded as nouns which colligation 

clearly shows to be actions. 

Reformulation 

In particular certain of these occur as Mediums with verbs indicating 

they have a beginning and end, which concepts apply only to action. 

In view of the uncertainties discussed above, and because of the pedagogic 

purposes of the genre description, it was decided it was easier to avoid the 

delicacy attempted by Martin, conflate Abstraction and Generalisation and exploit 

Hoey and Winter's General-Particular relation. 



The third reason Hoey and Winter's description of General-Particular relations 

was used was that it offered a pedagogic approach to coherence in text which, it 

will be argued, plays an important part in the pedagogic implications of this 

research. To understand that pedagogic implication a brief review of Hoey and 

Winter's work on clause relations, with special reference to the General-Particular 

relation, is necessary. The General-Particular relation is one sub-category of a 

taxonomy of clause relations proposed by Winter. A 'clause relation' he defined 

as a 'cognitive process whereby we interpret the meaning of a sentence ... in the 

light of its adjoining sentence or group' (Winter, 1977). There are two categories 

of clause relation: (1) Logical sequence relations - for example, condition

consequence, instrument-achievement, or cause-consequence; (2) Matching 

relations - for example, contrast, compatability. The relations between clauses are 

signalled by three main types of lexicogrammatical devices: subordinators 

(Vocabulary 1 ); sentence conjuncts (Vocabulary 2); and lexical signals of relation 

('Vocabulary 3'), most of which are nouns, like solution, contrast, example, etc., 

which establish the same kind of relations as Vocabulary 1 and 2. [These lexical 

signals of relations appear in the table of Entities and Things in the previous 

section as semiotic abstractions or general nouns. They are also among the 

delexical items which were referred to in that section as significant in the 

construction of embedded grammatical metaphors. An example is way which acts 

as head noun in the following embedded grammatical metaphor: the wav that 

Bates !ooh .. ]. As well as this set of three vocabularies there are also 

'lexicogrammatical devices' which signal relations. ,A, central lcxicogrammatic.al 

signal for the Matching relation is various forms of repetition (meaning all the 

forms of repetition included in Martin's description of the IDEATIONAL discourse 

semantic system: i.e. collocational lexical relations and taxonomic relations such 

as hyponymy, synonymy, antinomy etc] This device of repetition proved 

particularly salient in the essays studied for the research presented here. 

Most clause relations are not signalled by the more obvious and explicit 

Vocabulary 1 and 2 signals. Clause relations established by repetition devices, for 

example, include substitution, deletion or full lexical repetition which may 
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establish that some kind of relation exists but will not necessarily indicate the 

exact nature of that relation. In order to uncover and identify clause relations in 

text, Winter and Hoey employ two major procedures - (1) paraphrasing of the 

clause relations using vocabulary 1 or 2 relation words; (2) interrogating the 

clause by posing a question in order to elicit one of the lexical signals of relation. 

The second of these approaches proved most useful in this research. 

'Questioning a text' elicits the relations between message parts in a text because 

text is not monologic but is a dialogic interaction with an assumed reader. Each 

clause in a coherent text plays a role in responding to an implied reader's 

questions and prompts further questions. Explicating such implicit questions Hoey 

and Winter call 'projecting into dialogue'. Examples of questions for projecting 

into dialogue a General-Particular relation are: 'Is what is true of x (not) also true 

of y?' or 'Can you give me an Example of that?'. An example of how such 

questions can be posed to elicit relations in text can be illustrated with this 

artificially constructed text from an essay. The questions are inserted in italics 

between the lines of written text. 

(sl) Mise en scene elements make meaning 

Can you give me an example ofthat? 

(s2) Costume can give an insight into character 

ls what is true ofcostume also true ofprops 

(s3) Props sometimes function as a motif 

The questions reveal the more General to more Particular relation of sentence l 

and 2 - the question explicates the relation with the word example - and the 

hyponymic relation of sentence 2 and 3 - the word also in the question is 

searching for evidence of a taxonomy. The questions uncover clause relations -

by means of the words example and also - which are not overtly signalled in the 

original sentences. This procedure of projecting a text into dialogue will be 

exploited further in the thesis. 
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Clause relations are more than simply relations between two single clauses in a 

text. Texts are patterned so that typical clusters of questions can be seen to recur 

across many texts. One of the best known text patterns is one based on the Logical 

Sequence relation, 'Problem-Solution'. For purposes of this research, Problem

Solution is regarded as a thematic relation in the ThS (following Lemke). It is 

realised in text as a sequence of acts from the AcS. These acts are genre acts 

which entail the asking and answering of questions pertinent to a particular social 

group's version of the ThS. Their textual realisation is achieved by means of 

choices made within the LgS. 

However, according to Hoey, Matching relations are less likely than Logical 

sequence relations such as Problem-Solution to support the organisation of longer 

stretches of text on their own. 'Where we find matching playing a significant role 

in the organisation of a discourse we usually find it in conjunction with one of the 

General-Particular relations' (Hoey, 1983: 126). According to Hoey, there are two 

major General-Particular text patterns: Generalisation-Example and Preview

Detail. 

Hoey provides a text which illustrates the Generalisation-Example relation. This 

also exemplifies how this text pattern relates to the notion of 'concept' which has 

been used in this thesis to refer both to thematic items in a thematic formation as 

well as to conceptual frameworks in a text. In a series of sentences the 

Generalisation iconic models is exemplified by two more Particular matching 

constants: a map and architects' models. The move from Generalisation to 

Example is a move down the ladder of abstraction which is realised textually by 

means of two clauses standing in a matching relation with each other. To 

construct such a pattern the writer needs to employ appropriate lexicogrammatical 

devices. Hoey points out that the Generalisation-Example relation 'occurs 

whenever a passage can be projected into dialogue in such a way as to include the 

reader's broad request "Give me an example or examples"'. This is the 'e.g. 

elaborating' relation in the models of the systemicists Martin, Wignell et al., and 

Jones. 
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The Preview-Detail relation can be projected into dialogue using the request, 

'Give me some details of x' or 'Tell me about x in greater detail'. The Preview 

may or may not contain signals that detail will follow. Details may be matched, 

partially matched or unmatched. Definition is one of the most typical types of 

detail - it is an instantiation of the 'i.e. elaborating relation' in the systemicist 

model. Certain types of detail can be elicited by certain question forms: 

Composition: What is it made of? 

Function: How does it function? 

Structure: How wouldyou describe x? 

According to Hoey, more work needs to be done on categories of Preview-Detail. 

General-Particular is likely to be constructed in the form of a Detail Tree where 

'some sentences function both as Examples to other Generalisations and as 

Generalisations which are themselves exemplified' (1983: 159). 

Hoey and Winter's model of General-Particular relations has been exploited in 

describing the essays investigated in this thesis. In coding the essays, the 

following terms are used in parentheses after any of the other labels to indicate the 

level of Generality of a concept or act: 

(General), (Particular), (Generalisation), (Example), (Preview), (Detail), 

(General Example), (Particular Example), (General/Hypothetical) 

Treating the General-Particular configuration of clause relations as 'what this text 

is about' foregrounds the interaction between the conjunctive system of the text 

and other aspects of the text's development. 'Aboutness' is one way of expressing 

the function of Theme in text: Theme is what a clause, a paragraph or the whole 

text is 'about'. Martin proposes that, like Conjunction, Theme is oriented to the 

global - and therefore, generic - form of a text. This means that Theme positions 
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in texts are significant for the pattern of the text. For this reason, Thematic 

patterns of a text are also referred to as its Method of Development. 'Aboutness' 

is construed, in part, from the resources of IDEATION, CONJUNCTION and Method 

of Development in interaction. In the section on Theme below, there is an account 

of the way that resources from the systems of IDEATION and CONJUNCTION are 

woven through Theme to realise the ThS in the LgS. Interrogating the text is one 

way of revealing the interaction that is entailed in this. In creating 'Aboutness' in 

a text, Vocabulary 3 and semiotic abstractions play a mediating role as cohesive 

devices but also construe a field which is, in part, made up of taxonomic relations 

between General concepts and Particular details. In this way, these three linguistic 

features - IDEATION, CONJUNCTION and Method of Development - function 

textually and experientially, realising mode and field. The webs of interaction 

between text parts and across the three strata of ThS, AcS, and LgS make it 

difficult to talk about these interactions without fragmenting and reifying them. 

3.2.6 Theme 

In Martin's model of the discourse semantics of text construction, Theme, like 

Conjunction, with which it interacts, is a lexicogrammatical device which 

scaffolds the generic structure of the text. Following Halliday and Fries, Martin 

regards Theme as 'the method of development of the text.' He expresses his 

understanding of Theme in the following words: 

it establishes an angle on the field. This angle will be sensitive to a text's 

generic structure where this is realised in stages. Method of Development 

[i.e Thematic Development] is the lens through which a field is 

constructed; of all the experiential meanings available in a given field, it 

will pick on just a few and weave them through Theme time and again to 

ground the text - to give interlocutors something to hang onto, something 

to come back to - an orientation, a perspective, a point of view, a perch, a 

purchase. (1992:489). 
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Because of the similarity of wording, it is important to distinguish 'Theme' from 

'Thematic Formation' or 'Thematic System' as discussed in previous sections. 

'Theme' refers to the linguistic element which occupies 'first position' in a unit of 

text in ways which will be explained below. 'Thematic Formation/System/Pattern' 

is used in this thesis to refer to an abstract structure of entities, processes and 

circumstances which make up the ideational 'content' of a field, and which are 

seen as organised by means of transitivity and discourse semantic relations. There 

~ a relationship between the Theme element of the textual metafunction of the 

text and the Thematic Formation of the field - one is patterned against the other 

(to use Lemke's expression) - but the similarity of the terms is not intended to 

signify that relationship. 

Martin extends Fries and Halliday's original work on thematic development at 

clause level to paragraph and whole text level. In his model, the notion that 

Theme is what the clause is 'about' is expanded to take in the notion that hyper

Theme is what the paragraph is about and macro-Theme is what the text is about. 

Fries's notion of thematic development can be used to explain the choice of a 

particular item as Theme. In this sense, Theme is a predictive device: 

In writing, the use of macro-Themes to predict hyper-Themes, which in 

turn predict a sequence of clause Themes is an important aspect of texture; 

and texts which do not make use of predicted patterns of interaction in this 

way may be read as less than coherent. (Martin, 1992:43 7). 

Martin argues that ideational systems in the text are woven through Theme 

positions in the text - often by means of grammatical metaphor - in order to 

establish the logic of the text, i.e., the conjunctive relations. The combination of 

ideation and conjunction in Hoey and Winter's notion of clause relations is what 

makes their model of text so compatible with this model of Martin's. Ravelli 

(2000), in her exploration of Theme in the construction of text draws on Martin's, 

Hoey' s and Winter's work to explain how 'dual facing' Themes - that is Themes 
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which refer back in the text and predict forward - scaffold the conceptual 

organisation of the text - i.e. realise mode - at the same time as they realise its 

experiential dimension - i.e. realise field - in increasingly abstract instantiations. 

Ravelli illustrates how 'successful' undergraduate essay writers (of specific 

History and Management essays) exploit Theme: 

to shift the territory, away from the familiar realm of description, and up to 

higher levels of analysis and abstraction. They do this by creating their 

own conceptual 'map' of the topic under discussion, encapsulated and 

foregrounded in the hyper-Themes, and dependent on the resources of 

metaphor, semiotic abstraction, metadiscursive labels to provide names 

and Relational clauses to classify and describe, which together enable the 

connection of and shifts between different levels of the argument. (Ravelli, 

2000:27). 

Essential in this scaffolding of the text is Ravelli's notion of 'dual-facing 

Themes'. These are presumptive and predictive relations realised in the hyper

Theme by means of the lexicogrammatical items listed above interacting with 

Conjunctive relations. Ravelli uses Halliday' s logico-semantic clause relations to 

represent the Conjunctive relations across the whole text - elaborating, enhancing, 

extending and projecting - but proposes that other ways of describing whole text 

relations are possible. In this thesis Hoey and Winter's representation of clause 

relations is used to describe the 'conceptual map' of the whole text for the reasons 

discussed in the previous section. 

Halliday identifies two prosodic movements in text: from Theme to Rheme and 

from Given to New. Theme - the first position in a clause - is 'where the speaker 

is coming from' and Given - also the first position of a clause - is 'where the 

listener is'. In speech, these two systems are often, but not always, conflated. In 

writing, because of the greater opportunity for planning and the lack of direct 
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feedback from a listener, the conflation is greater. As a result, Martin describes 

written texts as a movement from Theme to New: 

the tendency [is] for whole texts in English to symbolise the 

Theme/\Rheme and GivenJ\New structure of the English clause. Macro

Theme, hyper-Themes and clause Themes project forward scaffolding the 

text with respect to its rhetorical purpose (i.e. its genre); macro-New, 

hyper-News and clause News on the other hand look back, gathering up 

the meanings which have accumulated to elaborate a text's field. The 

result is a textured sandwich in which texts project both forward and back 

as they unfold. Texture of this kind ... is a tendency in writing (but by no 

means a categorical rule) (1992:456). 

However, when the interactivity of written text is foregrounded - as it is in the 

work of Hoey and Winter - there is some value in restoring the distinction 

between the reader's and writer's position on the information in the text. This is 

particularly relevant to the interaction realised by a student essay text. It is argued 

in this thesis, following Hoey (2001 ), that there is an oddness in the relation 

between the writer and the reader when the writer is a student engaging with the 

thematic formations of a field and the reader is a tutor who represents an expert in 

the disciplinary thematic formation. This oddness is seen to represent a significant 

threat to the coherence of the text. The Given-Rheme flow in text is threatened by 

the imbalance of knowledge in the teacher-learner relationship. This calls for a 

particular kind of writer-reader contract that is not typical of a written discursive 

relationship. The purpose is not (necessarily) to change or confirm the thematic 

formation of the reader but is (almost exclusively) to change or confirm the 

thematic formation of the writer. The curriculum represents a dominant form of 

the ThS and AcS of the subject and is represented by the tutor. This is not to 

suggest that constructing coherent text in such a situation is a simple question of 

replicating the ThS and AcS of the dominant member of the community -

although it very often may amount to that. It is to argue that there are dominant 

values inscribed in ThS and AcS of the course and the assignment is an attempt to 
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create coherent text in an engagement with those. This discussion will be resumed 

in the section on coherence below. 

Theme, then, can be considered at three levels: macro-, hyper- and clause Theme. 

In this study, the focus is on the relations between the levels: on how macro

Theme relates to hyper-Themes and how hyper-Themes relate to clause Themes. 

This entails two features. The kind of relation and the elements which establish 

the relation. The kind of relation can be seen as the method of development of the 

text. The elements are the lexicogrammatical items which achieve the 

development. 

3.2.7 Coherence 

The textual features discussed above were selected for attention as it was judged 

they contributed significantly to coherence through their interaction within the 

text and with the context of situation and culture. However, as observed by Grabe 

and Kaplan coherence is a controversial quality to attribute to text since it depends 

also on context as realised by the thematic formations, discursive practices and 

social relations of situated readers and writers. Any listing of textual features by 

an analyst does not necessarily predict the meaning making practices of those 

situated readers and writers. The purpose of this classroom based research v.ras to 

attempt to gain more understanding of the extent to which the linguistic features 

described above were actually significant in the engagement of students in the 

film studies module investigated and of their tutor in his engagement with their 

writing. 

Relevant to this purpose is a concept which recurs throughout the thesis: that of 

'valued text'. This is a controversial concept in the same way as 'coherence' 1s 

controversial. The issue is 'valued by whom?' In this thesis, 'valued text' 1s 

intended to refer to text which is valued by the institution - i.e. by the university 

tutor. Adopting such a perspective requires some justification in light of the 
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demands by process and practices writers that students' contradictory logics and 

contesting practices be 'valued'. It is for this reason that in this research an 

attempt has been made to relate the linguistic form of text to the content. If the 

value of textual form is to be considered it is difficult to do it without reference to 

the thematic formation of the field it is engaged with. To do so would appear to do 

what the early process writers accused genre pedagogues of doing - separating 

form from meaning. However, this does result in the complex notion of text in 

context outlined above in which interactions of ThS, AcS and LgS are considered 

in terms of the interactive discourse semantic and metafunctional realisations of 

field and mode in the LgS. 

The point of this explanation is to defend a notion ofcoherence which is based on 

a description of text features and which is presented below. In this research an 

attempt was made to understand how participants made sense of the texts they 

read and wrote. However, it has frequently been necessary to make assumptions 

about what in a text supported or prevented that sense making process for a writer 

or reader. This is most evidently the case when dealing with 'valued texts'. 

Determining what in a text resulted in its being valued by a tutor and awarded a 

high grade has depended on certain assumptions made in the light of the linguistic 

frame of reference outlined above. The interviews with students, discussions with 

the tutor, participation in the classroom and analysis of professional accounts of 

film studies texts were attempts to relate the linguistic frame of reference to the 

participants' processes of making sense in reading and writing. 
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3.2. 7.1 A notion <~fcoherence 

In this thesis, coherence is regarded as a quality of the meaning making that a text 

mediates for a reader or writer. Meanings are constructed by writers and readers 

on the basis of cues in the text which promote hypotheses by any party engaged 

\Yith the text about meanings that the text mediates. Incoherence occurs when the 

number of possible meanings that can be hypothesised reaches an 'unreasonable' 

level (either none or 'too many'). Because 'unreasonable' is a value judgement it 

cannot be absolutely measured - it is a function of the interrelationship between 

the three participants: writer, rcadec text. ft docs not reside solely with any one of 

the three participants. For this reason coherence is an elusive quality to identify. 

When an analyst describes the construction of a text in order 1o discuss the 

coherence of the meaning making the text cues for situated readers and writers, 

the situated meaning making processes of participants cannot be described 

categorically but they can be considered in probabilistic terms. 

Coherence is thus a quality ol.the relationship between a writer and a reader seen 

in terms of thematic formations, genre, and the registerial values of field, tenor 

and mode which arc instantiated in a tex1 by means of the linguistic systems of 

discourse semantics and rnetafunction. 

It is proposed in this thesis that a text is valued by a tutor because of the quality of 

the relationship the text mediates bet\vcen the tutor and the student. That 

relationship is a complex outcome of the interaction of thematic, activity and 

linguistic systems embodied by the tutor and the student and represented 

materially - and temporarily - in the essay text. fn these tenns, an essay is valued 

because it is coherent. The task of the analyst is to describe and attempt to account 

for the linguistic forms which realise this quality of coherence. 
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3.3 METHOD: OVERVIEW 

The practical research was designed to provide answers to the two research 

questions: 

How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

The research method is complex for the reasons Candlin explains in the preface to 

a major academic literacy research project carried out in Australia (Candlin et al., 

1998). Researching academic literacy use is described by Candlin as a complex, 

cross disciplinary activity calling for: 

an interdisciplinary alliance among ... specific research methodologies ... : 

linguistic and discursive description (for texts), hermeneutic and 

ethnomethodological interpretation (for participants and processes) and 

sociologically and ethnographicaliy grounded accounting and explanation 

(for practices). (Candlin in Candlin and Plum, 1998:3; see also Candlin 

and Hyland, 1999). 

For that reason, the research method reported in this thesis consists of a number of 

strands. The research is a case study employing genre analysis, practice-based 

research (participant observation and teaching), and interview. 

Case study 

The research is into literacy use and pedagogy on a film studies module which is a 

core module in a first year 'production pathway' of a media studies degree course 
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in a new university. It is intended to illuminate the principles and practices of 

subject specific literacy use and pedagogy in universities. 

Practice based research 

Genre analysis of some of the texts of the module was carried out using the SFL 

based theoretical framework described in the previous section. The textual 

analysis was carried out in the material context of the film studies module, in 

which the researcher participated as a literacy teacher. So the genre analysis has 

both a textual and ethnographic dimension. 

Genre-based pedagogy was used, adapting a form of the Sydney school of genre

based teaching and learning of literacy to the case situation. 

In order to both refine and reflect on the genre analysis and the genre-based 

pedagogy: 

Participant observation was carried out in lectures, seminars and a number of 

other relevant situations. 

Interviews were carried out with participants in the research situation. 

Evaluation and public discussion was built into the programme. Evaluation forms 

were distributed to students at the end of each semester. At the end of the first 

year a lecture theatre discussion was held with the student group. Several public 

meetings with senior staff and academic colleagues were also held. 
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3.4 PRACTICE BASED RESEARCH 

3.4.1 Research procedure 

1) Genre analysis using the SFL based framework described above was carried 

out in two phases: 

There was an initial phase of text analysis using essay texts from the previous 

year's students, with the tutor acting as specialist informant. This phase served as 

a needs analysis phase for material and lesson planning purposes before teaching 

began. 

This was followed by an extended phase which lasted throughout the teaching 

period of 18 months and for 12 months after teaching ended. This extended phase 

can be regarded as the genre analysis period proper since it was during this period 

that the researcher became familiar with the context of situation and culture of the 

film studies course and obtained specialist information from students and other 

actors in the context. 

2) Genre-based pedagogy was carried out for an 18-month period over three 

semesters during which an adapted form of the Sydney model of genre-based 

teaching and learning of literacy was used in the teaching of literacy within the 

film studies module. 

3) Participant observation was carried out in lectures, seminars and a number of 

other activities related to the situation. 

4) Interviews were carried out with participants in the research situation. 

5) Evaluations by means of public debates and questionnaires were organised 

periodically during the 18-month period. 
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[The details of all the actions carried out are presented schematically in Appendix 

1 and 2.] 

3.4.2 Genre analysis 

The genre analysis was designed to answer the question, 

How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

The genre analysis was carried out in two phases and was based on three corpora 

of texts. 

Initial phase (before teaching) 

Corpus 1 was made up of 49 essay texts of 1500 words each which had been 

written as the essay assignment for the 'Ways of Seeing' (WOS) module in the 

year previous to the research ( 1998). The essay genre was one of three genres that 

the course required students to produce as assignments. The others were a 

'storyboard' and an oral presentation. An essay genre was chosen because it was 

the genre most staff and students seemed concerned about (In several external 

examiners' reports on the department, problems with essay writing had been 

singled out for particular comment). A single essay question was focussed on 

because it was the most commonly chosen title in the corpus of WOS essays from 

the previous year and because it appeared to represent a key essay genre on the 

course. The title of the essay was: 

In what ways does mise en scene work to construct meaning in mainstream 

cinema? 
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This corpus is referred to as WOS98MES - that is, 'Ways of Seeing, 1998, Mise 

en Scene essay.' 

In the initial phase before teaching began, a sub-set of this corpus consisting of 20 

texts was analysed. 

The sub-set of the corpus was made up of: 

1. 6 essays awarded reasonably high grades 

2. 2 essays awarded middle grades but with positive comments about the 

quality of the answer by the marking tutor 

3. 12 essays awarded low grades or with specific comments by the marking 

tutor about the poor standard of writing 

The relatively small size of this initial corpus was determined by the constraints of 

time imposed by the pedagogic purpose of the analysis. The purpose was to 

produce a description of the text adequate for designing a teaching programme 

which could be implemented within a few months of the start of the analysis. The 

textual analysis was supplemented by information from the course tutor who acted 

as a specialist informant (see Bhatia, 1993) in this phase. 

[An example of an initial phase genre analysis grid is presented in Appendix 3.] 

Extended phase (during and after teaching) 

The whole period of teaching and reflection was regarded as an extended phase of 

genre analysis. During that phase two other corpora were constructed. 

Corpus 2 consisted of 75 essay texts of 600 words each, written as a diagnostic 

activity in week 3 of the film studies research year. These were evaluated using 

diagnostic categories developed by the Learning Assistance Centre, Sydney 
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University (Bonano and Jones, 1997) and the diagnosis was fed back to students 

as fonnative assessment. [See Appendices 4-6 for details of these categories] The 

details of the diagnostic procedure are given in the section describing the 

pedagogic process below. This corpus is referred to as WOS99DIAG. 

The title of the essays making up WOS99DIAG was: 

In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir, 

with particular reference to the first fifteen minutes ofRed Rock West? 

Your answer should make reference to the film and to the chapter by Orr, 

J, 'The Road to Nowhere' 

Corpus 3 consisted of 46 essay texts of 1500 words each written as an end of term 

assignment for the WOS99 film studies module in the year that the literacy 

pedagogy was carried out. It was intended that this would be used in a comparison 

of the nature of the texts produced in 1998, when there was no literacy 

intervention and 1999, when there was and also in a comparison of the texts 

produced at the beginning and end of the literacy intervention. Corpus 3 was 

called WOS99MES. The title of the essay was: 

What kinds ofmeaning are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema. 

Illustrate your answer with reference to two films seen during the course. 

Details of how all these essays were coded for analysis will be given in chapter 

four. In the extended phase, specialist information was provided by students as 

well as by the tutor. 

3.4.3 Genre-based pedagogy 

The pedagogic phase of the research was an attempt to answer the same research 

question as the genre analysis was designed to answer. 
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How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

However, the shift from analysis to pedagogy meant that the emphasis shifted 

from producing a genre description to using this genre description pedagogically. 

The pedagogy was also part of the attempt to answer the third research question. 

How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

The intention here was to reflect on the effects of using genre-based pedagogy in 

the classroom. 

In other words, the teaching period was a period both of developing the genre 

analysis and of developing a pedagogy based on the genre analysis. It was also a 

period in which both the analysis and the pedagogy were evaluated. In fact, the 

pedagogy was both a research procedure and part of the object of the research. It 

was a research procedure since collaborating with the course tutor and responding 

to students in developing a literacy element to the film studies module provided 

much of the information about the literacy demands of the course. It was an object 

of research in that text analysis, participant observation and interviews were 

carried out to reflect on the effects of employing the pedagogy. The procedures of 

teaching and reflecting on that teaching were thus reflexive activities designed to 

provide answers to both the questions above. 
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Needs analysis andprogramme planning 

This section describes how the literacy component of the Ways of Seeing film 

studies course was planned through a process of needs analysis. The actual 

literacy syllabus (referred to as Ways of Writing) is presented in the next chapter 

as part of the findings of the research. Target needs analysis - and to some extent 

performance needs analysis - was based on the initial phase of text analysis 

referred to in the previous section. It was informed by discussion with the course 

tutor and the previous experience of the literacy teacher with media studies 

students on a number of study skills programmes at the university. 

A significant element of the context of situation and culture of the WOS 

programme is the course outline. The Aims and Objectives section of this is 

presented below. It highlights the function of the module as the introduction of 

students to the vocabulary and techniques of film analysis and film production. 

There is a fairly clear focus on concepts and technical terms. 
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BA Hons :\1edia Production Ways of Seeing - 1, Level 1, 1998-9 

Introduction 

This module examines popular films and narrative form encouraging students to 
unpack the theory and practice of commercial film production. It enables students 
to explore their assumptions about media theory through essays and group 
presentations. Specifically the module looks at narrative form in mainstream 
cinema exploring our assumptions about construction and content in fiction films 
and the pleasure we derive from them. 

Aims and Objectives 

1. To introduce students to the language and practice of film theory. 
encouraging them to develop a competent theoretical and technical 
production vocabulary 

2. To encourage students to explore the pleasures offered and derived from 
popular cinema. 

3. 1··0 develop an understanding of the value of integrating theoretical and 
practical concerns within the creative process. 

4. To draw on a range of critical strategies to analyse audio visual 
productions 

5. To develop an understanding of the conventions and historical 
determinants of mainstream narrative cinema. 

Teaching and learning methods 

The module \Vill be taught by a combination of lectures and seminars. Each 
weekly topic will be outlined in the lecture and the screening will be used to 
illustrate the points made in the lecture. The seminars will be used to enable 
students to discuss the issues raised in the lecture/screening. Relevant extracts will 
be viewed in seminars. Students wiU be expected to prepare for seminars by 
reading the relevant chapters cited in the weekly reading schedule. 

L~-------------------------------~ 
Figure 3.8 Ways of Seeing Aims and Objectives 

In response to the Aims of the \VOS course document, textual analysis of the 

WOS98 essay corpus and through joint literacy and subject tutor planning 

sessions, a parallel li1erac) syllabus was developed rather than an integrated 

subject/literacy syllabus. The content of the film studies programme (Ways of 

Seeing, WOS) provided the sta1iing point for the content of the Iitcracy syllabus 

(Ways of Writing, WOW). 
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Broadly, the principles informing the teaching were those of a genre-based 

approach. Literacy was to be represented as integral to the learning of the subject 

of film studies. Texts were to be treated as realisations of goal oriented social 

processes reflecting their context of situation and culture - in this case the 

specialised domain of film studies. Literacy was to be treated as a relevant 

component of the film studies course for all students, not as a remedial activity for 

a group who had 'writing problems'. The literacy of film studies was to be taught 

in the same lecture theatre and immediately before or after the film studies content 

lecture. As far as possible as the programme developed, it was intended that this 

separation of the literacy and subject component should be reduced and the 

subject tutor begin to integrate literacy activities into the content lecture. 

There were a number of constraints on the nature of the provision. The decision to 

attempt the experiment was made at the end of an academic year so there was 

comparatively little time for preparation and no time for initial observations 

before the teaching began in the new academic year. The commitment to making 

literacy development integral to the course in a non-discriminatory way entailed 

working with a class size of 75 students. To attempt to work with the whole class 

in smaller groups had resource and policy implications which were outside the 

control of the subject tutor. However, there was an important symbolic advantage 

of this large class situation, in terms of integration of literacy into the curriculum. 

Rather than literacy provision being an activity which occurs on the margins of 

the university with 'problem' students in small groups, or in privileged cases on a 

one-to-one basis, this literacy provision shared in the realities of mass education 

in contemporary universities - it occurred under the same conditions that other 

university staff were working. It was being attempted with a large student group. 

(There is a highly relevant account of the constraints and opportunities provided 

by working with genre descriptions in large classes in Rienecker and Jorgensen, 

2002.) 

Integrating literacy with the subject teaching in the circumstances described above 

meant that the subject and literacy session were scheduled to last for two hours in 
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a lecture theatre. Each WOS session also contained a two-hour whole-film 

screening. This meant that the entire WOS lecture theatre session would be up to 

four and a half hours in length. This was an excessively long time for lecture 

theatre work but it was the only way to initiate the experiment. The advantage of 

arranging the second literacy hour in the same lecture theatre was that the 

relationship between the two programmes would be demonstrated and, hopefully, 

literacy come to be perceived by the students as part of the subject programme. 

The literacy teaching was carried out over an eighteen-month period. The modules 

known as Ways of Seeing 1 and 2 constitute an entire first year pathway for media 

studies 'production' students. The pedagogy was employed and developed 

throughout these two modules. The approach was then repeated with a second 

group of students in the following year for the WOSl module only. This teaching 

period was followed by a year of further analysis and reflection. Because this was 

classroom-based research, there is a high level of recursivity and reflexivity in the 

procedure. Genre analysis and genre pedagogy were both the process and the 

object of the research. 

In this thesis the focus of the description of text analysis and pedagogy is on the 

first module of WOS 1 which ran from October 1999 to February 2000. However, 

this description is informed by information collected in the other two modules of 

the research period. The schedule of planning, teaching and evaluation is provided 

in Appendices 1 and 2. 

It was intended that through the implementation of a literacy programme based on 

this analysis of the situation, answers to the question, 'How can text be described 

to contribute to the learning and teaching of literacy?' could be obtained. In the 

next chapter a 'key genre' description and the pedagogic programme developed 

through the procedure described above are presented as findings. 
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3.4.4 Participant observation 

As the schedule of activities in Appendix 1 shows there was a high level of 

participant observation by the researcher throughout the period of the research. 

The main purpose of this participation was to obtain information about the texts, 

activities and thematic formations which constituted the learning and teaching 

situation of the WOS module. The participation included, on a weekly basis, 

attendance at the whole 4-5 hour lecture theatre activity, two one-hour seminars, 

several hours of review and planning discussions with the course tutor, and 

usually several hours of interviews with students. During the two periods of 

feedback on the fom1ative essay assignments, when it was necessary to have close 

moderation meetings with the subject tutor and individual tutorials with all 75 

students, this involvement increased to full-time. Throughout the entire period 

there were other occasional meetings with film and media studies staff. Written 

notes were made during or after all of these events. Most lecture theatre activities, 

seminars, and student interviews were recorded on audiotape. Some subject tutor 

and departmental staff discussions were also audio recorded. A number of these 

recordings were wholly or partially transcribed and have been used in presenting 

the findings in chapter five. 
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3.4.5 Interviews 

Interviews with students 

Interviews were held with a quarter of the entire student group. The interviews 

had two purposes. The first purpose was to gain insights into the students' writing 

processes in order to inform the textual description of the genre and test it against 

students' reports of their discursive processes and practices; i.e. to gather 

information to answer the research question: 

How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

The second purpose was to gain insights into the students' expenence of the 

genre-based literacy pedagogy and ways in which they were or were not able to 

use it in their writing processes; i.e. to gather information to answer the research 

question: 

How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

About half of the students expressed interest in participating in interviews on the 

cover sheet of their diagnostic test. As this was too many to interview, 20 were 

selected from this group to represent a range of performances on the diagnostic 

task. The number of interviews varied for each student. The maximum number for 

a single student across the whole of the year was 7 interviews, averaging about 45 

minutes in length. 9 students had between 4 and 7 interviews. The remainder had 

between 1 and 3. Interviews were semi-structured and informal and usually 

focussed on specific essay texts. Interviews were usually tape-recorded. 
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Interview material was used to supplement the close textual analyses of 8 

students' diagnostic and final assignment texts. In this thesis, 3 of those students 

are presented as case studies in chapters six to eight. Interviews with these three 

students were partially transcribed. These transcriptions were informally analysed 

with particular reference to salient features of the genre description presented in 

chapter four. 

Interviews and discussions with subject tutor 

During 18 months of collaboration the subject tutor spent many hours in 

discussion with the researcher - up to 10 hours a week during some periods. A 

number of these discussions were audio taped. Notes were made during or after all 

of them. 

3.4.6 Student evaluation and public discussion 

Evaluation and public discussion with student participants 

Evaluation forms were distributed to students at the end of each semester (See 

Appendices 11 and 12 for details). At the end of the second semester, 

approximately 20 students participated in a iecture theatre debate based on the 

questions in the evaluation form. This debate was partially transcribed and is 

presented in Appendix 13. It is discussed in chapter five. 

Wider public discussion 

During the research period further information was obtained in a number of 

discussions held with interested parties not participating directly in the literacy 

programme: 
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Three progress reports on the provision of such subject specific 

embedded literacy programmes to the University Humanities Faculty 

Executive group. 

One meeting with a group of six media studies teachers in the department 

to outline the approach being used in the classroom. 

One meeting with a group of senior media studies staff to present and 

discuss the SFL theory of language in the context of film studies. This 

meeting was taped and partially transcribed. 

The PhD transfer seminar which was attended by a member of the media 

studies staff and other staff from related fields. 

Two presentations to the Teaching and Leaming Group in the university. 

A presentation on the work at the Luton University Conference on 

Teaching and Learning (Donohue, 2000). 

Two presentations to an academic literacies research group ( at the Open 

University, Milton Keynes and Institute of Education, London). 

A keynote speech related to the work at the Writing Development in 

Higher Education conference at Leicester, 2001 (Donohue, 2001 ). 

3.4.7 Reflection 

The purpose of the research was to answer three questions about the use of 

linguistic description of text in literacy pedagogy. An exploration of literature was 

carried out to provide an initial answer to the first question: 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university? 

The review of the literature suggested that if linguistic description of text could be 

situated in the context of process and practices perspectives on literacy, then it 

could contribute to literacy pedagogy. This raised two further questions which the 
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practice based research was designed to answer. The second research question 

was: 

How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

The genre analysis procedure - which was based on text analysis, interview and 

participant observation - was designed to explore how such textual description 

could be carried out. The use of the genre analysis in the implementation of genre

based pedagogy was intended to explore how a genre analysis which was based 

on a linguistic description of text could be used in a classroom. The findings for 

this part of the research are reported in the next chapter which presents, first, a key 

genre description and, second, an account of the way in which this description 

was employed in the classroom. 

The third research question was about the effects of the pedagogy employed: 

How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

To date, evaluation of SFL based genre pedagogy has been limited. A large scale 

evaluation of its use in primary schoois in the Metropolitan East district of Sydney 

was carried out in 1990 (Walsh et al., 1990) and another in secondary schools in 

1994 (Winser, 1994). There has been no systematic investigation of the effects of 

the pedagogy in a single classroom. Kern reports a small scale investigation of a 

genre-based approach in an ESOL classroom (Kern, 2000: 190), but concludes: 

Clearly, more empirical research is needed in the area of genre-based 

instruction, and particularly research that provides thick description of 
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students' classroom activities, their interaction with the teacher, their 

writing processes, and the texts they produce. 

In this thesis, an attempt is made to reflect on the value of the pedagogic 

intervention drawing on classroom-centred research methods (c.f., Allwright, 

1983, 1993) and critical action research methodology ( c.f., Carr and Kemmis, 

1986 and Carr, 1998). Some further details about how critical action research 

methods informed the research will be given in the discussion in chapter five. 

The following data were used for reflection: 

1) End of module subject tutor assignment grades. 

2) A textual comparison of the six top-scoring essays from WOS98 (year 

before research) and the six top-scoring essays from WOS99 (year of 

research) using the linguistic categories outlined in the first part of this 

chapter. 

3) End of module 1 and 2 student evaluation forms. 

4) Transcription of the end of year lecture theatre discussion with students. 

5) Case studies of three students based on comparative textual analyses of 

their diagnostic essay and their final assignment, and informed by their 

interview comments. 

Data obtained from participant observation, other textual analyses, and 

discussions with the course tutor and other academic staff are drawn on in the 

reflection on these five sets of data. It is proposed that drawing on a number of 

sources of data is necessary to respond to the complex demands that Candlin 

(1998) describes as constituting the realities of research into academic literacy. If 

genre analysis and genre-based pedagogy are to be perceived as complex 

procedures carried out in complex contexts, and if textual coherence is to be 

regarded as a complex quality rather than an algorithmic textual pattern, then 

'evaluation' must be based on as rich a description as is practically possible. This 

does not surrender easily quantifiable answers to the questions posed in this 

research but it will, hopefully, contribute to a continuing discussion in which the 
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research questions occupy a significant place. The findings derived from these 

data are presented and discussed in chapters five to eight. 
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CHAPTER4 TAXONOMIC FILM ANALYSIS -A KEY GENRE IN 

THE FILM STUDIES CURRICULUM 

This chapter is a response to the second research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

It consists of two parts. The first part provides a linguistic description of a key 

essay genre from the WOS course. It is an elaborated version of the genre 

description produced in the initial phase of the genre analysis. That original 

description was refined throughout the eighteen months of pedagogy and a further 

twelve months of reflection and analysis. In this sense, the period of pedagogy, in 

conjunction with participant observation, was a period of research into this essay 

genre of the film studies course. This elaborated description is the outcome of that 

research and is a detailed linguistic account, patterned against some features of the 

thematic and activity systems that constitute the context of situation. 

The second part of the chapter describes how the genre description was employed 

pedagogically. It shows how the comparatively complex description of the essay 

which emerged during the period of research was used with students. The shift is 

from a linguistic account to a pedagogic account: from 'How can text be 

described linguistically?' to 'How can text be described pedagogically?' In both 

parts of the chapter, the genre is presented in terms of curriculum and pedagogy, 

which means that it is seen from the perspective of two of the dominant 

participants in the situation - the film studies tutor and the literacy tutor - i.e., 

from the perspective of the university as an institution. In chapters five to eight of 
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this thesis, the emphasis shifts towards an account of the genre seen from the 

perspective of the students. 

4.1 A GOAL ORIENTED SOCIAL PROCESS 

In this section, a Taxonomic Film Analysis essay genre is described linguistically 

in tenns of the thematic and activity systems it instantiates. In doing this, two 

notions of generic form are called on - one in which the emphasis is on the 

schematic organisation of genres, derived from the Sydney genrists, and one in 

which the emphasis is on the sequences of acts that constitute a genre, derived 

from Lemke. The two notions are seen as compatible but as emphasising different 

aspects of the instantiation ofan activity system in text. 

Central to the genre description is the notion that certain kinds of 'work' - that is, 

activity - is achieved or constituted by the genre; the sequence of the activity is 

integral to the work but it emerges as the complex outcome of a number of 

contextual forces - such as, the social expectation that essays have 

'introductions', 'bodies' and 'conclusions', for example; or the 'culturally 

popular' General-Particular text pattern (c.f., Hoey, 1983); or the socially 

recognised rhetorical effectiveness of a conceptually organised film analysis ( c.f., 

Bordwell, 1989). All of these, and other contextual factors, account for the global 

form of a 'Taxonomic Film Analysis' essay in contrast with other versions of 

Taxonomic Film Analysis: for example, an oral modelling of Taxonomic Film 

Analysis by the course tutor during a lecture, or the use of Taxonomic Film 

Analysis as a part of a professional film critic's review of a film. Consequently, 

while schematic staging is regarded as significant for the genre description, it is 

the work rather than the staging which is emphasised first in the description. 
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4.1.1 Global form of the genre 1 

The essay described in this section can be represented prototypically in terms of 

the acts and thematic concepts presented below. 

Taxonomic Film Analysis Essay 

The essay is an exercise in Film Analysis, which in this instance entails making 

associations between certain aspects of film form and film meaning. The specific 

features of fi Im form that are focussed on is the set of ELE\1ENTS that make up 

the MlSE EN SCE"'.\E and contribute to the construction of i'v1E.A.Nl"-lGS in 

MAINSTREA'.'v1 HOLLYWOOD NARR6..TIVE FILMS. 

The analytical work of the essay can be managed by means of a number of 

frameworks of analysis. A central one is the taxononw of \USE EN SCENE 

ELEMENTS. Several other more abstract taxonomies are also relevant: various 

types of \1EANfl\GS, GENRE, CfNETvlA, and N ARRATlVE 

Film analysis may be organised conceptually or narratively (c.f., Bordwell, 1989). 

These two genres of organisation represent extremes on a continuum from 

Taxonomic film Analysis to Narrative Film Analysis. 

Taxonomic Film Analysis is likely to begin by Naming, Defining and 

Taxonornising the conceptual frarnework(s) of analysis. The elements of the 

framework(s) may be further explained. They are then exemplified by reference to 

a film. If the mise en scene (MES) taxonomy is dominant, the reference to a film 

1 In the text description presented in this chapter, the linguistic descriptinn is patterned 3gainst the 
activity and thematic semiotic systems as proposed by Lemke (see previous chapter). In 
representing the activity, thematic and linguistic systems, the follc,wing typographical conventions 
are used: 
Acts - the moves that constitute the genre action - are wriltccn with an initial capital letter (e.g. 
Making Technical). 
Thematic concepts the elements of the thematic semiotic system - are written in capital 

classes are written with an initial letter Material Process). 
lellers VERISIMILITUDE). 
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consists of a Descriptive Reading of a scene from the film which establishes the 

presence of an element or elements of mise en scene, followed by an Interpretive 

Reading of the meaning of the scene, oft.en within the context of the overall 

structure of the film's narrative form. The purpose is to identify the contribution 

to meaning constructed by the rnise en scene element. Alternati\dy a \1EANING 

TAXO:-;O:VfY may dominate, but the Film Reading and Interpretation procedure 

remain the same and the text remains taxonomically organised. 

In the case of a '\;arrative Film Analysis. the Analysis consists of a recount of the 

film narrative (a Descriptive and Interpretive Reading) with the meaning making 

contributions of m ise en scene elements woven into the recount. 

Two prosodic waves recur and interact throughout a Taxonomic Film Analysis 

essay. These arc instantiations of the IDL\TIO~~AL :_md CCl'\/JL~CTIVE discourse 

semantic systems \\hich realise a particularly salient interweaving of field and 

mode. Firstly, the essay moves up and down a ladder of abstraction - between the 

General and the Particular. At the same time, the essay makes film an object of 

study - objectifies it - by representing the film form as a 'material thing' and 

meanings as 'virtual things'. 

In terms of the degree programme, the essay is an early, relatively informal 

invcsti<ration into the nature of some signs in the cinerna and an exercise in
b ~ 

reading then1. That isj it is 2. forrn of text deconstruction. Because of lts focus on 

the material form of the film it is also closely related to technical fonnations of 

knowledge - that is. to discourses of film production. To a certain extent students 

can choose to focus on material abstractions or semiotic abstractions. In this 

respect it is well situated on the theory-practice divide in media studies. 

This description of the essay as a goal oriented social process emphasises certain 

aspects of the work that writing the essay entails. It de-emphasises the generic 
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staging and certain goals of the social process (for example, the purpose of 

assessing and grading students). Generic staging is relevant to the description 

elaborated in this chapter but it has been de-emphasised in this initial prototype 

description in order to avoid creating the impression that writing the essay means 

following an algorithmic formula for text construction. The 'work' described 

above tends towards a particular procedure which can be schematically 

represented (and will be later in this chapter) but the procedure need not be 

reflected directly in a staged schematically constructed text. It can underlie a 

variety of text forms (c.f., Bloor and Pindi, 1990). What is probably important -

from an institutional perspective - is that certain acts are performed and certain 

thematic concepts are engaged with. 

The social purposes of the genre are complex because of its dual role as a teaching 

and an assessment activity. They are described further in the following section. 

However, before considering the social purposes further, there follows a global 

description of three textual forms by which the acts and thematic concepts 

referred to above were realised in the WOS98 corpus of student writing and in 

which schematic staging is foregrounded. These text fonns are located at the 

Taxonomic Film Analysis end of the spectrum from taxonomically to narratively 

organised analysis, referred to above, but two of them represent variants on the 

prototypical taxonomic version. In order to code the thematic concepts and acts in 

these texts the following terms have been used: 
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MES Mise-en-scene. This is the central concept of the essay. It is 

described in the glossary of Film Art as 'all of the elements 

placed in front of the camera to be photographed: the settings 

and props, lighting, costumes and make-up, and figure 

behaviour' (Bordwell and Thompson, 1997:480). However, it 

is a contested term and this contest is addressed by some 

student writers in their assignment. At one level the 

assignment is an extended definition of the term. 

ELEMENTS 

MEANING 

MAKING 

The taxonomy of the constituents of mise en scene refeJTed to 

in the essay. The elements of mise en scene include for 

example, lighting, setting, props. Jn coding the essay these arc 

not labelled by their particular name but as: ELEMENT!, 

ELEMENT2 etc. 

Particular examples of Elements (for example, Props -

mirrors) are coded as ELEMENTS (Particular). Pa1ticular 

instances of Elements that occur in a film are referred to as 

ELEMENTS (Instantiation). For example, The character 

Marion is seen re 11ected in a mirror at several kev voints in 
)' ✓ , 

the film. 

The quality of making meanmg that is attributed to an 

ELEMENT (not the MEANING itself). This is so often 

construed through attributive relational clauses that 

MEANING MAKING can be seen as much an Attribute as a 

Process. It is the Attribute which means the ELEMENT can be 

Table 4.1 Terms for coding thematic concepts and acts in the MES essays 

THEMATIC CONCEPTS 

the TAXONOMY of MEANING MAKINGincluded in 

ELEMENTS. 
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MEANING 

E.g. Costume (Cr) is (P:rel:At) also a very important factor 

for conveying meaning in films (At) 

In the following example, it is represented by the Material 

Process plays an important role. Characterisation is the 

MEANING that is made. 

E.g. Costume plavs an important role in characterisation in 

Taxi Driver. 

This is a portmanteau term referring to a great number of 

concepts and propositions that represent the meanings that are 

read in films. 

Meanings range from those at a high level of generality: in 

films, mainstream films, or genres (e.g. film noir lighting is 

often used to suggest sinister, suspicious situations), to 

specific readings of instances of meaning in a particular film 

(The lighting in Lyall 's back office suggests a sinister, 

suspicious situation is developing). 

In order to distinguish these degrees of Generality, 

MEANINGS are identified as (General) or (Particular). 

lf a number of MEANINGS are associated with a particular 

MEANING MAKING feature (i.e. an ELEMENT of mise en 

scene) numbers are used as follows: MEANING I, 

MEANING2 etc. These numbers are not tracked through the 

whole essay but only enumerate MEANINGS within a 

conceptual paragraph. In a paragraph on lighting 

MEANING I, 2, 3 will refer to meanings made by lighting; if 

the next paragraph looks at costume the meanings in that 

paragraph will again be labelled MEANING I, 2, 3 not 4, 5, 6. 
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GENRE 

VERISIM

ILITUDE 

MAINSTREAM 

or 

CLASSIC 

HOLLYWOOD 

CINEMA 

AUDIENCE/ 

FILM VIEWER 

FILM MAKER 

This is an important concept and any explicit or implicit 

references to genre are labelled. The reference may be to the 

abstraction, genre or to exemplars of genre (a western, film 

noir). 

This is actually one of the MEANINGS that mise en scene 

constructs and could simply be included among the more 

general category labelled as MEANING. However, it is also a 

central concept in the discussion of mise en scene so it is 

identified as a concept in its own right. 

An important distinction - and confusion - exists between 

verisimilitude and realism. Both terms are problematic and the 

course tutor discouraged the use of realism during WOS99. 

However, realism features prominently in WOS98 essays and 

is labelled REALISM in those essays. 

These are central to the discussion in the essay and students 

are expected to recognise that conventions of MEANING 

MAKING are different in mainstream or classic Hollywood 

cinema to those operating in other forms of cinema (such as 

'Art Cinema'). 

There is an important distinction in the thematic fom1ation of 

the field between the inanimate Actor and Material Process in 

the thematic relation ELEMENTS MAKE MEANTI'-!G and the 

activity of animate Sensers and the Mental Process in the 

relation FILM MAKERJVIEWER MAKES MEANING. The 

latter form is a more congruent fonn: the subject of the 

sentence can be either the audience (who 'understand' or 

'make sense' of a film, or a film maker (who intends an 

audience to make sense of film in a certain way). 
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FILM 

CHARACTER 

FILM 

REFERE1\CE 

j A character in a film that is being analysed-~--

I This is simply a refe-rence to a film, whether or not any of the 

J Film Reading operations described below are carried out on it. 
I ~ 

C0\1BINATI01\ 

NARRATIVE 

This is the proposition that the elements of mise en 
1 

· make meaning in combination ·with each other. 

This label is used when a ,vriter engages \vith technical terms 

from narrative theorising ( e.g. situarion. 

resolution) or simply addresses 'story' in a less technical way. 

scene 

complication, 
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ACTS 

Naming . The act of referring to an entity or event using a technical or 

I disciplinary term. 

Making -~\-T-he act of defining or explaining a term. 

Technical 

Taxonomising The act of representing any concept as made up of parts. TheI 

I 

central taxonomy is the ELE\lEKrS TAXOJ\0\1Y. Such a 

taxonomy is a meronymic one ('part-whole'). A different kind 

of taxonomy is a superordinate one ('type of). For example, 

the ELE\!IENT, lighting. can be broken down into back-, 

under- and fill-lights. It may be possible to taxonomise 

MEANIJ\GS. The membership of a taxonomy can be 

problematised by students. For example. the taxonomy of 

elements used in the theatre can be contrasted with the one 

used in film. 

f----------,---------------

Film reading/ This represents an enormous range of interpretative processes 

Description and resultant concepts and propositions. Film reading/ 

Description refers to the reprcsemation of 'what happens' in a 

film from the most general level (films in general or a genre of 

filn1s) to the rnost particular (an individual instance of a film 

and particular cwn1s in that filrn). The term 'DescriptiO!,' is 

intended to refer to an apparently neutral description 

(Comprehension, in Bord\vell's terminology). (See examples 

under Film reading/;\1eaning in tile next section of this table). 

However, no representation can be simply objective and at one 

level, Description is an Interpretation as \Vell. 
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Film reading/ 

Meaning 

Film Reading/Meaning is used to refer to the more obvious 

attempt to interpret a film by attributing meanings to the 

events or entities described in it. Such MEANINGS can be at 

varying levels of generality or particularity. 

An example of Film Reading/Description/Meaning (General) 

is In westerns, bad characters [MEANING] often wear dark 

clothes [Description]. 

An example of Film Reading/Description/Meaning 

(Particular) is 

In Taxi Driver Travis wears combat uniform [Description]. 

This represents his conflict with the people around him 

[MEANING]. 

The distinction between Film Reading/Description and 

Meaning is not absolute. They can merge into each other and 

are probably best seen as on a cline from the pole of 

Description to that of Meaning. The same point can be made 

about the modifiers General and Particular. There are degrees 

of particularity and there are hybrids of particularity, in which 

a particular instance may be employed to make a 

generalisation. This will be considered farther below. 

Often a student reads two or more films. To distinguish 

between the readings, numbers are used as follows: 

Film 1 Reading, Film2Reading etc 

Finally, in the description of the essay in this chapter, 

Interpretation becomes Analysis when the MEANING is 

related to the ELEMENTS; in other words when the role 

played by the ELEMENTS in the MEANING is explicitly 

signalled. It is that process - of analysing, rather than 
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interpreting a film - that lies at the heart of the pedagogic 

purpose of the genre that this essay is an instantiation of. The 

students are being inducted into how to analyse the way 

ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING. However, because this act 

of analysis underlies the other acts it is not labelled explicitly. 

If a student relates the MEANINGS they interpret to an 

ELEMENT they are seen to be carrying out Analysis. 

Generalising The essay is in large part a construal of the Matching Pattern, 

Particularising: General-Particular. In order to label this relation in the text 

these terms are used in parentheses after any ofthe other terms 

described above. (General), (Particular), (Generalisation), 

(Example), (Preview), (Detail), (General Example), (Particular 

Example), (Instantiation). 

For example, an ELEMENT may be (General), props, or 

(Particular), a gun, or (Instantiation) the gun that Travis uses. 

A Film Reading may be (General), characters in gangster 

movies often wear smart clothes, or (Particular), In Pulp 

Fiction Jules wears a smart suit. 

The two major forms of General-Particular Matching patterns 

identified by Hoey and Winter are Generalisation-Example 

and Preview-Detail. These are sometimes identified 

specifically as (Generalisation), (Example), (Preview) and 

(Detail). As explained m the Method chapter, a clear 

distinction is not made between 'Abstract' and 'General' m 

this research - although the two terms are not synonymous. 

Comment Evaluative comments are sometimes coded with this label but 

are not analysed further in the description. 
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Orient to question IThese final four acts are different in that. they are orient.ed 

specifically to the activity of constructing the essay text rather 

than the activity of film analysis. However. they are important 

in constructing a Taxonomic Film Analysis essa\ in contrast 

with other genres ofTax,-inomic Film Analysis. 

Overt references to the assignment q ucstion and clear attempts 

to exploit the question as the Given from which the essay is 

derived are referred to as 'Orient to question·. They play an 

important role in constructing the essay introduction. 

Orient to essay \ References to what the writer is doing/Yvill do.in the ess;y -

i either congruently IJ ml! look of ) or less congruently (this 

essay shoH,s) are labelled with this term. 

Quote Direct quotes or attributed paraphrases from the 1iterature are 

coded v,ith this label. 
C-------- ----- ---------------------------

Conclude For purposes of this analysis, the conclusion was not analysed1 

in detail. (It was a locus on the second semester \VOS 

module). The conclusion is simply coded as a concluding act. 

Coding method 

Student essays \Vere electronicall) scanned. Paragraphs \Vere lettered A,B,C etc 

and sentences in paragraphs numbered Al, ,.\2, A3 etc. The focus of the analysis 

did not require: clauses to be coded individually. Although texts were numbered 

by orthographic paragraph, stages crossed mthographic paragraph boundaries. In 

addition, not all students used paragraphs in a clear cut way. As a result, the 

Sydney genrists' notion of 'conceptual paragraph' was used (c.f., Ravelli, 2000. 

See also the North American discourse analyst Trimble's. use of this notion, 

1985:44-51). For this reason, macro- and hyper-Themes did not necessarily 

correspond with first orthographic paragraph and first sentence in 011hographic 

paragraphs. 
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[ Appendix 10 contains the texts, schematic structures and text analyses of the six 

top-scoring WOS98 essays.) 

The description of the essay genre in this chapter is derived from the extended 

genre analysis procedure outlined in the previous chapter. In order to illustrate 

how these acts and concepts are realised in the instantiation of this essay genre, 

the six highest scoring essays in WOS98 are referred to in this chapter. In chapter 

five, these essays from before the literacy teaching will be compared with the 

essays produced during the literacy teaching period. The genre description of the 

essay presented here is a highly elaborated version of the one which informed the 

literacy pedagogy. 

4.1.2 Three genre schemata 

Among the six top-scoring essays in WOS98, there are three main generic fonns: 

four texts instantiate the prototypical Taxonomic Film Analysis form; two others 

represent variations on this prototypical form. 

Generic form 1 

(4essays) 

This is the prototypical 'conceptually organised text' referred to by Bordwell. The 

organising concepts are the material abstractions, ELEMENTS of mise en scene, 

rather than the semiotic abstractions, MEANING. The essay can be seen as 

taxonomically organised by the ELEMENTS of mise en scene and as prosodically 

organised by waves of Generalisation and Exemplification which explore and 

illustrate the thematic relation ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - MEANING. 

Both of these sequences can be described as 'Elaboration', extending Halliday's 

logico-semantic clause relation categories to paragraph relations ( c.f., Ravelli, 

2000). It is important to note that this schematic representation generalises a 

probabilistic set of occurrences and sequences of textual features. The acts and 
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concepts have been abstracted to a level which obscures variations in the LgS 

instantiations of ThS and AcS. However, despite variations, the broad patterns of 

Taxonornsing ELEME1\TS and ELE.tvlE'\JTS-MAKE 011EA'\JING Generalisations 

and Exemplifications are quite clear in the texts. 

The genre form is as follows: (a dash marks off an act or a thematic concept. 

Unlike Sydney genre descriptions the symbol, \ is not used to indicate that a 

particular act or concept occurs in an obligatory sequence with another one.) 

Naming/Making Technical MES - i\lEA\fING:'vlAKf\fG - I\1EANING (General) 

- Taxonomising ELEI'v1E1\TS - Naming/Jv1aking Technical ELEf\1£1\JT 1 - Film 

Reading/dcscription(Ceneral or Pa1iicular) - ELEMENT1 (Instantiation) -

MEANING (Particular! .. (then reiteratively) ... >laming/Making Technical 

ELEME\fT2 etc - Film Reading/description(Ceneral or Particular) - ELE'.V1ENT2 

etc (Instantiation) - \JEANING (Pa11icular1 - Conclude 

Generic form 2 

(l essay) 

Tn thi~ r;,s:p the \fEANING MAKD'-JG capacity of each of the Taxonomy of 

ELEMENTS is dealt ,vith in paragraphs B-F, without illustrative Film Readings 

and with \1EANfNGS 1...n presented in General terms. Paragraphs G-J carry out 

a Film lReading in ,vhich some of MEANf1\GS l...n (Pa11icular) are examined; 

ELEMENTS (General) are not referred to by name in this section. Paragraphs K

N carry out Film2Reading where more reterence is made to MEA1\ING and also 

to the ELPv1E:-;T TAXONOI\IY. There are many problems of coherence in this 

example and these may pai1ly be the result of the difficulty of dealing with all the 

Generalisations first and then all the Exemplifications. However, it was one of the 

high scoring essays from WOS98. 
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The genre form is as follows: 

Taxonomise ELEME1\TS I ... n - :\1AKE i\.1EANING (General) - MEANINGS 

(General) 1.. .n - Film 1 Reading (Panicular and General) - ELE:vfENTS 1...n ~ 

:t-.1EANG'GS (Particular) l ... n - Film2Reading (Particular and General)

ELEMENTS l ...n - MEANINGS (Particular) 1...n - Conclude 

Generic form 3 

(] essay) 

This text form is not based explicitlv on the conceptual framework of 

ELE\tfENTS exploited explicitly in generic fc)rrns 1 and 2. The writer describes 

one film, focussing on Instantiated ELEIV1ENTS of m ise en scene but without 

foregrounding the General ELE0,tfENT that a particular scene is intended to 

illustrate. So, for example, a paragraph dealing with the state of the >Jew York 

streets in Taxi Driver is not identified as an illustration of setting. HO\vever, lVIISE 

EN SCENE is still the organising principle and the ELE'.'vrE:'.\IT-based schema 

described above frames Interpretations of the MEA }.J]NG (in other words, the 

narrative) of the filn1 in relation to the EL.ElvlENT T,.A.J{ONOI'vf':{. In this 

realisation there is less Generalisation. This is close to the narrative fonn 

described by Bordwell. It risks remaining at the level of a Description of the film 

and failing to become an Interpretation or Analysis. However, the essay is not 

driven by the narrative structure of the film and consequently the Reading is not 

simply a Description. Despite incoherence in some places as a result of the lack of 

Generalisation and although the ELEMENT TAXONOMY is not foregrounded it 

was one of the highest scoring texts from 1998 and so this form has to be 

acknowledged as acceptable and successful. 
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The genre form is as follows: 

Film 1 Reading/description ELEMENTS(Instantiations) \1EANING 

(Particular) [recursive] - Conclude 

4.1.3 The context 

Before considering further the linguistic realisations of these acts and concepts in 

the essay. this section examines the social context of the essay, particularly in 

terms of its social purpose. In its context the essay has nvo primary, institutional, 

purposes - as a teaching/learning device and as an assessment tool. The emphasis 

in this section is on its role as a teaching/learning device. 

In the forms in which it has been described so far, the MES essay appears to be a 

comparatively simple essay genre. It is, to some extent, built around description 

and does not appear to demand the kind of argumentation and 'critical thinking' 

that many university essays demand (c.f., Mitchell, 1994) and students reported to 

find difficult ( e.g., Freedman and Pringle, 1984). 

In tenns of the Sy·dney school, s taxono1ny of genres the genre forms above can be 

seen as a. combination of a Response genre and a Taxonomic Report (c.f. Rothery, 

1994: Martin and Rothery, 1981, 1986). Two of the four types of Response genre 

described by Rothery (1994) have similarities with the MES essay. The 

Interpretation Response is realised through four moves: Text evaluationl'text 

synopsisAreaffirmation of text evaluationhreaction. The Critical Response is 

realised through three moves: Text evaluationl''text deconstruction/''challenge to 

text evaluation. However, while this film studies essay clearly entails Response, it 

is organised less to evaluate a film as text than to analyse hmv particular elements 

of mediation operate to make meaning in a film text. The taxonomic elements of 

misc en scene appear to provide the conceptual categories for organising a report 
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in which Response is integrated or - as in the third generic form described above -

a Response can be organised which uses the MES TAXONOMY as the means to 

deconstruct the text. As with the Response genres, reported by Rothery, 

'Evaluation' in this MES essay has a paiiicular, assumed, meaning. It assumes 

that the Response to the film will not be a personal, affective response but the 

application of the conceptual framework introduced through the course - the MES 

taxonomy of ELEMENTS and their role as MEANING MAKING components in 

a film narrative. 

'Challenge', the third stage of the Critical Response genre, could be seen as a 

feature of what is meant by the term 'critical thinking' at university. That feature 

appears to be absent from the MES essay genre. It is an exercise in deconstruction 

of a film text - as is the Critical Response genre - but not necessarily to challenge 

an evaluation of that text in the way the Critical Response genre does. In that 

respect it might be seen as a poor example of 'critical' university writing, being 

heavily dependent on description. However, it is proposed in this chapter that this 

essay is a particularly powerful introduction to both the 'autonomous' and 

'critical-vocational' forms of a theory-practice film studies course, and at the 

same time, to the more practical 'market-vocational' form (See Elliot, 2000). 

It will be claimed that it achieves this by being a realisation of Bordwell's 'middle 

range theorising' about film. As Bordwell's account of film studies makes clear, 

this form of theorising contrasts with the kind of critical thinking associated with 

'Critical Theory'. It adopts a craft approach to film analysis, emphasising the 

Comprehension processes before the Interpretive ones, and is opposed to the 

flights of interpretive fancy that Bordwell suggests critical theory fosters. 

However, while it focuses on the materiality of the film and describes its form, 

this essay also provides the foundation for critical writing. At the same time, the 

focus on form through the practice of the interpretive routines that Bordwell 

describes as 'craft' means that the essay may also represent an academic writing 

task which is compatible with the development of the 'techne' knowledge, the 

craft of film production, which Elliot found was frustrated by his use of critical 
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theory in the theory-practice class he describes. As such, this essay is regarded in 

this research as an ideal introduction to the study of film as both an academic 

object of study and as a technical object of study. The rest of this section on the 

context of the MES text will elaborate on those claims. 

The course tutor's description of an 'ideal answer' to this question has more 

elements to it than was realised in any of the actual essays WOS98 students wrote. 

It appears that his model of the essay is closer to the Critical Response genre 

described above. For him, the ideal MES essay would consist of four 'episodes' 

(not, necessarily, sequentially realised): 

I. A description of the taxonomy of mise en scene elements taken from film 

studies literature. 

2. An expression of the student's perspective on this description of the nature and 

function of the elements. 

3. The student's reading of exemplary films. 

4. The student's film readings placed critically alongside canonical/authoritative 

readings. 

Such an essay description is likely to be comparable with some of the essays 

required of students in more obviously 'critical' film studies modules in the 

department. The WOS course is a core module and is expected to provide a 

foundation for the work students do in other modules. 

Lack of 'critical analysis' in students' essays was most obviously indicated by the 

tutor's comments on an essay that it is 'too descriptive'. This is likely to have 

indicated a lack of one or both of two kinds of conceptual frameworks. One was 

the students' own conceptual framework of analysis for reading the film text(s) 

based on the MES TAXONOMY and the MEANINGS that were made - a lack of 

this meant too much recounting of the film narrative: the lack of conceptual 

clarity Bordwell refers to in this approach. The second was conceptual 

frameworks of analysis of film texts derived from the literature and set up against 
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the student's own film readings - a lack of this meant an absolutist kind of film 

analysis which did not acknowledge alternative readings. 

It could be said that these are complex demands for students to meet on a first 

year university module and the depth of the students' engagement will probably 

reflect the fact that this is an induction into film studies. At the same time, the 

WOS Aims and Objectives presented in chapter three showed that students were 

expected to have begun a serious engagement with the specialised technical and 

academic vocabulary of film study. This expectation is referred to, for example, 

in the third Aim: 'To develop an understanding of the value of integrating 

theoretical and practical concerns within the creative process'. The response they 

were expected to make to film was expected to be more than a personal affective 

one, it was to be informed by knowledge from the specialised domain of academic 

and technical film studies. 

In order to focus on what knowledge students were expected to employ in the 

essay, the model of film that underlies the question will be represented in terms of 

Bordwell's model of film analysis. Students were beginning to engage with these 

features of film analysis. 

• A film viewer makes meaning out of a film in a two-part process of 

Comprehension and Interpretation (i.e., Film Reading/Description and Film 

Reading/Meaning). 

• the film material is made up of cues that prompt this meaning making process 

• one set of cues in the film is visual 

• such cues can be named and described 

• their function and role in the meaning making process can be explained 

• the explanation can be at the level of generalisation/abstraction and/or 

illustrative description from the film material. Such explanation amounts to an 

Analysis of a film. 

• because the cues are material and the meanings are mental the explanation 

represents an intersection of the material and the mental 
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• to greater or lesser extent the meanings that a viewer makes are prompted by 

mental constructs such as genre expectations, narrative conventions, and other 

thematic formations that the viewer participates in. 

It is a premise in this chapter that the WOS course is an introduction to film 

studies that involves turning a film into an object of study - of 'thingifying' it -

through a number of reifying linguistic strategies, referred to in the previous 

chapter. The enterprise of WOS is to engage students in objectifying the filmic 

material substance while at the same time recognising that what is happening in 

watching a film is a meaning making process and therefore mental, abstract and 

conceptual. This is the first step in 'making strange' the film-going experience -

turning it into an object of study rather than a subjective experience. WOS seeks 

to explain the 'filmic substance' (the materiality of the film's form and 

production) in the context of a relatively small number of theoretical constructs -

in particular, genre, narratology, and some psychoanalysis (such as 'suture'). In 

these terms the MES essay can be seen as a realisation of Bordwell and 

Thompson's admonition to student analysts to find a balance between analysis of 

the material form and of the meanings made of it: 

The more abstract and general our attributions of meaning, the more we 

risk loosening our grasp on the film's specific formal system. As analysts, 

we must balance our concern for that concrete system with our urge to 

assign it wider significance (Bordwell and Thompson, 1997:77). 

By following Bordwell's admonitions to stay close to the material form of the 

film, WOS is not necessarily turning its back on the critical theory and the 

'critical thinking' that autonomous film studies courses value. By deconstructing 

the sign system at a material level - treating the film as a material construct which 

cues meaning making in the mind of a viewer - WOS provides a foundation for 

the reflexive knowledge and critical theory associated with more overtly 'critical' 

film studies courses. 
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Critical film theorising drawing on, say, Feminist, Psychoanalytical, or Marxist 

paradigms can often be seen as attempting to recontextualise the MEANINGS that 

are constructed from cues in the filmic substance. This amounts to the 

defamiliarising of established MEANINGS by viewing them through the lens of a 

different paradigm. It is this that Bordwell expresses scepticism about, not 

because he is opposed to 'defamiliarisation' but because he sees it as actually the 

imposition of another orthodoxy on the preceding interpretation - whether that is 

of another school of thought or of the 'ordinary everyday viewer'. WOS, on the 

other hand, also defamiliarises meaning but it achieves this by looking at the 

material cues in the material/filmic substance through a different paradigm - by 

stepping back into production techniques. It then locates the material cues in 

meaning making processes that are minimally theorised. 

Although this appears to be not a critical enterprise but a descriptive and technical 

one, WOS is a metaphor at a less incongruent level for the greater incongruence 

there is on critical theoretical based courses. It is less incongruent because it 

mediates between the material and the technical production, and the MEANINGS 

that these cue. But it is a process of deconstruction. A similar deconstructive 

process may occur on the more overtly critical film studies courses mentioned 

above, but there the mediation is not between the material and the abstract, but 

between MEANINGS - different abstract interpretations. 

WOS and the MES essay roots film studies in the fiimic substance. At the same 

time it is an initiation into the academic enterprise. It is based on taxonomies of 

technical knowledge around film production (and to some extent reception) and 

requires students to begin to engage with generalisations/abstractions from the 

material world - to conceptualise their representation of the material world (of the 

film) in particular ways. These abstractions from the material world (of the film) 

are set against abstractions (conceptualisations, classifications) from the mental 

world (the meanings made in response to the film cues/filmic substance) and these 

meanings are shown to be contingent and constructed. By making the material 
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world 'strange' - i.e., visible through defamiliarisation - WOS also turns the 

mental meanings into objects of study. It uncovers the meanings as not 

'given' /'natural' but as manufactured. It is possible that such a procedure of 

turning material particulars into abstract and general concepts is at the heart of 

much academic study (c.f., Wignell's, 1998, study of a similar process in the 

emergence of social science as a discipline). 

Learning how to read and write about this is the beginning for students (some of 

whom may be coming from an everyday sense of wanting to make films, others of 

whom may have backgrounds in academic film study) to the conceptualising that 

is 'autonomous' university film study. It is conceptualising at a pre-symptomatic 

level (using Bordwell's categories of film interpretation in which symptomatic 

film analysis represents the most theoretical form). By reference to the simplified 

theoretical constructs of Genre/Narratology/Suture theory the foundations for 

critical theory are laid - because meanings are shown to be cued by signs/symbols 

in the material world of the film. This represents an entry to the bigger project of 

reading the signs/symbols of the social world which are equally 'taken for 

granted'/' given' until they are problematised - made strange by being seen 

through a different paradigm. 

Hollywood classic cinema can be seen as a metaphor for the individual's 

submersion in 'reality' and deconstructing the way that it is materially constructed 

opens the way to the deconstruction of other 'realities'. Therefore, this apparently 

simple essay can be seen as a valuable induction into the traditional academic 

activity of critical thinking. 

There are several reasons why this representation of film studies - derived from 

Bordwell - as a focus on the form of the film might invite criticism from film 

academics. The most obvious is that it is 'formalistic'. Formalism was a mode of 

film theory that was powerful in universities in the early days of film studies as an 

academic subject. It characterises what Nichols refers to as the second of three 

'moments' in the emergence of film theory (Nichols, 2000:37). In Nichols' 
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account formalism replaced the aesthetic approaches of the 'first moment', which 

are represented by such film critics as Bazin. In fact, formalist approaches include 

some of the 'Grand Theories' that Bordwell is critical of: semiotics, auteur theory, 

Russian formalism and Brechtian reflexivity, and psychoanalysis (Nichols, 

2000:36). 

For Nichols, 'formalism', preceded the contemporary post-structural 'third 

moment'. The third moment 'acknowledges the importance of its two 

predecessors but inflects the sediments of these earlier moments in new ways' 

(Nichols, 2000:37). Film form 'is now seen as part and parcel of a larger, social 

process of constructing concepts and categories that are always relative to 

alternative constructs and always subject to historical transformation'(2000:37). 

Page traces a development in media studies which has parallels where the concept 

of responsibility for textual meaning has shifted from the author to the text and 

thence to the audience (Page 2000:46). In other words, theorising about film is 

seen as a socially situated, negotiated and contested process of meaning 

construction. This phylogenesis of film studies may be compared with the 

phylogenesis of social studies presented in Wignell (1998), where the set of 

technical terms developed in one stage of the subject's development are 

retechnicalised in new ways in a later stage. 

For the purposes of the argument being made here - a defence of the value of 

focussing on the film form and 'thingifying' the film - the two important aspects 

of Nichols' account are, first, that his series of three 'moments' are a historical 

process: a phylogenesis; and second the third moment does not reject or negate 

the previous two but 'inflects the sediments of these earlier moments in new 

ways'. It is common and defensible to build educational curricula which reflect 

the phylogenetic development of a subject or field. In this way, ontogenesis 

(individual change) is mapped onto phylogenesis (social and historical change). 

The case being made, in this chapter, for WOS is that it offers a powerful 

opportunity to introduce new students into the study of film in the academy by 
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introducing them to the formalistic methods that characterised the introduction of 

the study of fllm into the academy. This does not foreclose a post-structuralist 

moment in students' ontogenesis any more than it has in the phylogenesis of the 

subject. If it is overtly exploited as this kind of opportunity - as a preparation for 

'the inflection of its sediments' - it has the chance to become a curricular moment 

of structuralism that participants can move on to inflect in post-structuralist ways. 

For this claim to be convincing there would need to be evidence that the content 

of courses in the media studies degree moved towards 'inflecting the sediments' 

and that the language of the courses could be seen to be constructing such 

inflection. In the narrow case of WOS 1 and 2, there is evidence that the content 

of the courses do move towards inflecting the sediments. Much of WOS2 is 

engaged in recontextualising the generic conventions of Hollywood and the 

meanings that film elements like mise en scene construct within mainstream 

cinema in the totally different context of the paradigms that occur in Art and other 

types of cinema. Finding the evidence of linguistic change is beyond the scope of 

this research. 

It is useful to hold onto Nichol's notion of 'inflecting the sediments'. Such 

inflection is - perhaps - much easier for those who have already accumulated the 

sediments. Critical thinking is a powerful set of practices in the hands of those 

who have technical/specialised knowledge (arguably, 'fonnalistic' knowledge) 

but depowering for those who have not moved through the phase of developing 

such knowledge. In other words, it makes sense to be cautious that moving into 

the third moment does not disempower those whose interests, perceptions, 

identities and differences it is claiming to serve. At the end of his discussion of 

'anti-discourses' in the poststructuralist era, which relates to this issue, Martin 

makes the same point: 

lt makes sense to begin with technicality and abstraction, rather than the 

anti-discourses, which can only really be interpreted in relation to these. 

This is an important consideration wherever educators are concerned with 
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introducing modern critical theory into the curriculum ... Students need to 

learn to deconstruct both technical and anti-technical discourses, and 

abstract and anti-rational ones to succeed in tertiary education in the late 

twentieth century. (Martin, 1993:267) 

It is noteworthy that in a special millennial edition of Screen, Durant devotes an 

article to re-presenting the ideas from Bordwell's book, which 'seemed at the time 

of its publication to highlight fundamental issues of its field ... but which was not 

taken up with anything like the interest one might have expected' (Durant, 

2000:7). 

Durant's position is: 

For many, the important arguments have moved on, from the mechanisms 

for producing meaning ... into social issues of identity construction to 

which particular critical interpretations of texts can make a contribution. 

Against this trend, I want to suggest that displacing attention from 

mechanisms of meaning production (from understanding interpretation as 

a practice) onto what I will suggest are rather the determinants and 

rhetorical possibilities of interpretation ...comes at what may prove a 

disastrously high price .... (2000: 10) 

He ends by saying: 

If accounts of films or television programmes are to be offered as 

scholarly work in themselves, or are to be presented as the main 

illustrative material in theoretical arguments, then more serious 

engagement with the mechanisms of meaning production and meaning 

attribution are needed than is now common. (2000: 17) 

The attention to the mechanisms of meaning-making demanded by the MES 

essay, appears to go some distance in this direction. 
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This discussion relates closely to arguments presented by the Sydney school of 

genre-based pedagogy about the ways that knowledge is framed and classified 

differently in different knowledge domains. The concern of the Sydney school is 

to acknowledge what they propose is the nature of education: that it deals in 

specialised, technical knowledge which demands different uses of language to the 

uses language has in everyday domains. Not explicitly acknowledging the 

linguistic differences between specialised and everyday domains risks 

advantaging those whose social circumstances equip them naturally with the 

linguistic knowledge that the school expects and disadvantages those whose 

circumstances are different. Similarly the transition to 'critical' and 'reflexive' 

knowledge depends on first developing the knowledge of technical and 

specialised language. This was the point made by Martin in the quotation above. 

However, having made an academic case for the essay, an entirely opposite case 

has also to be made. This is an irony expressed in the editorial to the Special 

millennial edition of Screen: 

Having succeeded over the last twenty-five years in persuading British 

university authorities of the academic value of teaching and researching 

film, our future as scholars and teachers, it now seems, will depend on our 

ability to persuade vocationally minded students and film and television 

industry 'users' that what we do is valuable in non-academic terms too. 

(Screen, 2000:4) 

In fact, the three knowledge domains discussed by the Sydney genrists as 

constituting everyday and educational knowledge do not appear to include all the 

domains of knowledge relevant in the context of media studies. Although 

'technical' knowledge - the second domain - refers to school knowledge which is 

expected by powerful groups in society - particularly employers - there is not 

such an unambiguous relationship between the specialised technical knowledge of 

a film studies course and the expectations of employers. According to the course 
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tutor there needs to be another domain added to the three domains of knowledge 

in the Sydney model - the learning domain of the 'cinematic institution'. 

This fourth domain is made up of the knowledge and discourses of directors, 

distributors, industry workers and so on. This is the domain that a fairly large 

number of undergraduate students relate to. The task for the university department 

and the students is to establish how this fourth domain - the technical vocational -

articulates with the second domain - the technical academic. In a vocationally 

driven university such as the one where the research was carried out, there is a 

possibility that some students and, in response, maybe even some tutors, will seek 

to privilege this fourth domain, perhaps without really knowing what it entails in 

'reality'. This dilemma is referred to by Elliot in his analysis of the dilemmas for 

vocationally oriented media studies courses. At the same time, the second domain 

of technical academic knowledge may be seen as irrelevant, too theoretical, too 

difficult, not aligned with what students want to do. 

It is argued in this thesis that vocational goals will not be served by downplaying 

the academic value of a course like WOS but by being clear about what that value 

is and how it relates to vocational goals. WOS is a course of study that engages 

with production processes and has vocational relevance, while also leading 

students into the reflexive domain 'naturally', providing the tools to underpin the 

reflexivity - as was argued above in relation to the critical function of the MES 

essay. In other words, it has the capacity to provide a foundation both for the 

reflexive and critical exercise of knowledge and also for the film industrial form 

of knowledge that a vocationally oriented media studies course will want to 

develop. 

In this way it can do one of the things a university has traditionally been 

constructed to achieve - induct students into academic discourses of specialised 

and reflexive knowledge - while also doing what a new vocationally oriented 

university seeks to achieve - induct students into vocationally relevant discourses 

of technical knowledge. 
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4.2 A LEXICOGRAMMA TICAL DESCRIPTIOI\ OF DISCOURSE 

SEMANTIC and :\1ETAFUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS IN A 

TAXONOMIC FILM ANALYSIS ESSAY 

The previous section described the essay as a genenc form ,vithin a particular 

representation of its context. This section describes some of the 

lexicogrammatical forms that construe this text in context vie\\ ed from a 

discourse semantic and metafunctional perspective. In other words, it patterns this 

textual instantiation of the linguistic semiotic system against the activity and 

thematic semiotic systems described in the previous section. 

The description is an application of the approach to the linguistic description of 

text outlined in the previous chapter. The focus of the description is on the 

lexicogrammatical forms of the essay text which construe a conceptual framework 

for analysing a film and construe a film in terms of that frame,vork. Attention is 

given to describing the scaffolding of global text structure by means of rnacro

Thernes, hyper-Themes and General-Particular relations and the realisation of the 

three acts of Naming, Defining and Taxonomising that are important in the 

construction of the conceptual frame\vork. The purpose is to describe how a 

Taxon0n1ic Fi!n1 J\nalysis text can be c-c:11structed and to trace hov-J, in the process~ 

the film is 'thingified' - i.e. conceptualised in terms of various material and 

semiotic abstractions. 

The global text structuring features are: 

Macro-Themes that predict what the text is about : 

Hyper-Themes that link back to the preceding text and forward to subsequent text 

Gcneral-Parti cular patterns 
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Those global text structuring features organise the following taxonomising acts: 

Naming various Technical and Abstract terms 

Making terms technical 

Setting up taxonomies 

Together, the above construe: 

A Film Analysis which consists of FilmReading/Description/Meaning intended to 

demonstrate how ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING in MAINSTREAM CINEMA. 

4.2.1 Macro-Theme level 

4.2.1.1 Naming 

Naming a number of abstract and field specific terms in the macro-Theme 

establishes the essay as an engagement with some of the thematic formations of 

the field and also serves to predict the development of the text. There are some 

central concepts which can do this: the TAXONOMY of MES ELEMENTS, 

MAINSTREAM CINEMA, and MEANING (which can be sub-categorised into 

many other concepts, particularly GENRE, VERISIMILITUDE, NARRATIVE 

and in WOS98, REALISM - although this latter term will be seen to be 

problematic). 

The majority of the technical terms which are named in WOS98 macro-Themes 

realise the ELEMENTS of the MES TAXONOMY. (This will later be contrasted 

with the WOS99 macro-Themes where more abstract terms from the field of film 
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studies are named and used to realise the concepts MEANING and MEANING 

MAKING). The terms are: mise-en-scene, camera shot, settings, costume, make 

up, lighting, shadow, props, actors' performance, figure movement, body 

language, focussing of shots, camera movement, framing, visual aspects, [and a 

number of terms which are identified by WOS98 students as MES ELEMENTS 

but are not seen as such in the film studies literature: cinematographic qualities, 

space, time, editing, art ofrecording]. 

Many of these terms have probably come from the world of theatre: 

• Material things, e.g. props, costume, setting, lighting; 

• N ominalisations of Material Processes: actors' figure movement 

Some have developed within the field of film making: 

• Nominalisations of Material Processes:framing, shot 

Some of these technical terms also occur in non-specialist registers and engaging 

with the field of film studies entails developing specialised thematic relations for 

such terms. One example of the difference is in the kinds of taxonomies which can 

be constructed for the everyday term lighting (cosy, dim, bright, etc.) and for the 

technical term (frontal lighting, backlighting, underlighting, top lighting). The 

difference is signalled by the function of the adjectives used to taxonomise the two 

types of lighting. With the everyday term the aqjectives function as Epithets; with 

the technicai term they function as Classifiers. 

It is significant that many of these MES ELEMENT terms are abstractions derived 

from material things or material processes. While they clearly are abstract, they are 

not abstractions in the same way as terms such as genre, verisimilitude, codes or 

narrative are. Table 3.1 on page 94 (based on Halliday and Mathiessen, 1999) 

distinguishes such categories of 'thing' based on their degree of generality or 

abstraction. 
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In the classification presented in table 3.1 props is a material object:general, 

lighting is a material abstraction:general, films is a semiotic object:general, 

mainstream cinema is a semiotic institution:general, and genre is a semiotic 

abstraction:general. The conceptual frame of analysis that MES ELEMENTS 

(mostly material objects and material abstractions) construe for the essay is at a 

different level of conceptualisation to the frame that would be construed if 

MAINSTREAM CINEMA (a semiotic institution) or MEANING concepts like 

genre or verisimilitude (semiotic abstractions) were used in the framework. 

'Naming' concepts means more than simply using the terms. As Lemke's 

representation of thematic formation shows, the 'meaning' of a thematic item is a 

function of the relations it enters into with other thematic items. Naming a 

significant concept such as MAINSTREAM CINEMA, which is named in four of 

the six WOS98 macro-Themes, means signalling a set of thematic relations, such 

as the taxonomic one which includes the other thematic items CONTEMPORARY 

HOLLYWOOD CINEMA, ART CINEMA, and AV ANT GARDE-CINEMA. 

Each of these enters into different thematic relations with other thematic items in 

the thematic formation of the field of film studies that WOSI construes. The essay 

is an activity of engagement with these thematic formations. 

Engaging with dominant thematic formations of the field means employing 

thematic items with increasing awareness of the dominant thematic relations that 

are construed for them and which are signalled to other actors in the field when 

they are used. This is what the first of the WOS course aims refers to: 'To 

introduce students to the language and practice of film theory, encouraging them to 

develop a competent theoretical and technical production vocabulary'. Employing 

such vocabulary is seen on the WOS course as precise use of the analytical tools of 

the field. A central thematic item in the MES essay is MEANING and precise use 

of the lexicogrammatical realisations of this semiotic abstraction are important 

engagements with the thematic formations of the field. There is a (probably) large 

number of fixed technical terms for wording this concept. In the WOS98 macro

Themes - apart from the word meaning itself - the technical term realism is the 
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most obvious wording used. Realism, according to the course tutor in the WOS99 

course, is a problematic term which the tutor cautioned students explicitly against 

using. In the tutor's thematic formation, realism enters into different thematic 

relations and so was a different thematic concept to the ones he regarded as 

instrumental in doing this analytical work. Instead, he presented verisimilitude and 

genre as two of the terms most appropriate for the activity of discussing 

MEANING. The students' need for such terms is demonstrated in their use of two 

other abstractions - overall impression and illusion of believability. These are 

abstractions but not field specific technical terms. They certainly could be used to 

frame the essay text (that is, realise the genre variable of mode) but there are a 

number of reasons why verisimilitude is likely to open up for a student a more 

extensive network of thematic concepts of the field than these alternatives do. 

In SFG theorising about written language, the category of 'things' known as 

grammatical metaphor plays a particularly significant role. Grammatical metaphors 

are concepts that typify the development of technical formations - often as the 

result of literate study of technical fields. (See Halliday and Martin, 1993 for 

examples of this). There are two types of grammatical metaphor which are 

important in the MES essay. The first set are grammatical metaphors which have 

become established as fixed technical terms in the field of film studies. Some 

examples of these have already been referred to - lighting, framing, and actors' 

figure movement are grammatical metaphors for the MES TAXONOMY of 

ELEMENTS. Another network of thematic relations locates the semiotic 

abstraction (and grammatical metaphor) meaning as a central item (MEANING) in 

the thematic formation of the WOS field. This important grammatical metaphor 

will be discussed below. 

The second set of grammatical metaphors are 'instantial' metaphors. Such 

instantial metaphors are nominalizations developed in the actual process of 

writing, and are important both for their field construing and text constructing 

functions. The occurrence of both types of grammatical metaphor in the macro

Theme is discussed further in the remainder of this section. 
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As mentioned above, there are a number of technical terms for the thematic 

concept, MEANING, but a most significant wording of the concept is the 

grammatical metaphor, meaning. This will be treated here firstly as a field 

construing rather than text constructing term - although its role in the macro

Theme in part is to predict how the text will develop. The reason it is so important 

in construing the field is the part it plays in turning film into an object of study. 

To begin with, the term meaning- a nominalised form of the verb mean - reifies a 

Mental Process into a product. However, this is not, in itself, unusual. Outside 

academic written discourse, it is quite common: Do you get my meaning?,· I don't 

understand your meaning; I don't see the meaning of that etc. What is different 

about the tem1 meaning in film studies are the thematic relations it enters into -

and therefore the different field-specific value it has. Although meaning is treated 

as a 'thing' in both contexts, outside film studies it is a 'thing' which is likely to be 

transmitted (get) or perceived (see, understand) while within film studies it is a 

thing that is just as likely to be constructed (created, made, established). 

However, there is a second significant difference between the 'everyday thing', 

meaning, and the 'academic thing', meaning. While they are both 'things' the 

everyday thing is more likely to be a Participant in a Process where another 

Participant is human; the academic thing seems less constrained. The three 

'everyday' examples above can be compared with the occurrence of meaning in 

the MES essay title: In what ways does mise-en-scene construct meaning in 

mainstream cinema? This reflects a typical use of meaning in much film study: it 

occurs as Goal in a Process where the other Participant, the Actor, is an inanimate 

object - in this case, mise en scene. (Compare this with Matthiessen's, 1998, 

criticism of the reification of Mental Processes in the representation of mind in 

cognitive science). 

Such reification of a Mental Process is not unusual in academic study, particularly 

text-based study. However, the WOS course tutor made two points about film 
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analysis which partly explain the value of separating MEANING from animate 

Sensers in film study. First, he warned students against attributing intentions to a 

'film director' or 'film maker' because (1) they could not presume to know what 

the director's intentions had been and (2) to do so attributed power and individual 

control to one person, where the reality was that Hollywood films emerge from an 

'institution'. (' Authorship' in film studies is another thematic concept with its own 

set of thematic relations which would be the focus of the second course, WOS2.) 

The second point made by the tutor was that students should problematise the 

concept of 'the audience'. Again, there were two motives: (1) that they should 

avoid making assumptions about how an audience interpreted a film; (2) that they 

should recognise the diversity of viewing positions in a purportedly unitary 

audience. Like the thematic formation centred on FILM MAKER, the fom1ation 

centred on FILM VIEWER is a highly developed area of film studies. Both raise 

issues about the MEANING MAKING attributes of FILM ELEMENTS. However, 

while the attribution of meaning to a film text may make unfounded assumptions 

about how any particular FILM VIEWER understands a film, the process of 

'privileging the text' can be seen as a pedagogic device for making a familiar 

experience of film-viewing strange and encouraging students to consider the place 

and nature of text in the semiotic triad - author-text-reader. 

The field-specific value of the grammatical metaphor meaning is thus proposed to 

be its role in the construction of film as an object of study. However, it is a fixed 

technical form of grammatical metaphor. Various SFG based studies have noted 

the value of instantial grammatical metaphor in other fields of study ( c.f., Halliday, 

1998a, Halliday and Martin, 1993, Martin and Vee!, 1998). In the macro-Themes 

of these MES98 essays, there are comparatively few instantial nominalisations of 

verb forms - which may not be surprising as they are a logogenetic feature of text: 

that is, they emerge as the text emerges and by its nature, the macro-Theme comes 

in the early stage of text construction. There are more verbal nominalisations in 

hyper-Themes. However, there is a different kind of grammatical metaphor that 

does seem to play a significant field-construing role at macro-Theme stage -
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embedded post-modifications, such as, the way things are staged for the camera or 

the practice ofstage direction. In this way a Process becomes a thing and plays a 

part in constructing film as an object of study. Often the thematic concept 

MAKING MEANING is construed as a thing through this operation, which further 

metaphorises the Process, makes meaning (e.g., cinematic codes [[that create 

different meanings within a film .. .}]) 

4.2. 1.2 Making technical 

The essay writing procedure can be seen as a process of elaborating on the 

meaning of the central concept (mise en scene), its parts (the ELEMENTS), and a 

number of associated concepts (MEANING MAKING, MEANINGS, 

MAINSTREAM, GENRE, VERISIMILITUDE). Elaboration is a logico-semantic 

relation which most typically realises acts of definition ('i.e. relationships') and 

exemplification ('e.g. relationships'). 'Making Technical' is an expression taken 

from Wignell et al. (1993)-where it is used to refer to acts of definition alone. It 

is used with the same meaning in this research but because of the significance of 

exemplification in establishing the meaning of a concept in the MES essay, 

exemplification is also considered in this section as a form of Making Technical. 

De_finition 

In the macro-Theme of WOS98 essays, MES is defined in four texts. Mainstream, 

genre and realism are defined in one text each. 
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Table 4.2 concepts Named and Defined in 6 top-scoring MES98 essays 

concept I ";o of I ';'o. of 
1 

I occurrences 
I Definition~--~ 

MES 4 

--i~LEMENTS 
I 6 0 

NARRATIVE 

24 I 7 
-------'--------'-----

-1\~ff:AN[NG I 25~ I o 
(iENRE . ' 1 

Rl·:Au SM 
1 

lvl/\INs·rREA_tv_r--+-,-~_4________-_ - --1
1 

COi'v1 BIN i\TION . , 0 

I 

_____J 

Dcfin i ng a term or \faking it Technical is referred to by Wignell et al. and Martin 

as a process of translation. That is particularly apt in this case, where the central 

term - n1ise-en-scene - is French. 

The tvvo main ways of making the term technical in these macro-Themes are 

(I) by elaborating Token-Value forms: 

(2) by a combination of Material Process and Tvkntal Process. 

(l) Elaborating Token-Value fonns; 

Th is is one of the main forms identified by \Vigne]] et al. for Making Technical. 

I•:xa1nples from the MES essay texts are: 

Mise-en-scene IS a French term [[that roughly translated means 

T Pi:id V [[ Pi:id Pi:id 

'what is put in the scene']]. 

: The labels on text extracts indicate the essay (\V the paragraph (i\) and the sentence (1) that 
tht.'. (.;:-.:tract comes from. The essays c;m be seen in Appendix l 0 

V 
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[PTAl] 

The term mise-en-scene [is ]derived from the French 

G Pm Cl 

and the term literally means 'having been put into the scene'. 

T Pi:id V 

(2) A combination of Material Process and Mental Process. 

This form is not mentioned by Wignell but, in this essay, is used to establish 

contested meanings of mise en scene. 

An example is: 

[WJA2] 

Some confusion exists in defining the term however, 

X Px Pme Ph 

as it is used in different contexts by different film 

G Pm A 

theorists/writers. 

By attributing different taxonomies to different schools of analysis, students 

engage with contested meanings. This is a valued act in the field of film studies 

and in this essay. The tutor comments positively on it in his feedback on the 

highest scoring essay (WJ). By recognising that disagreements about the meaning 

of the term mise en scene exist, WJ is immediately entering in an active way the 
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field that the essay question asks him to explore: that of the contingency and 

constructedness of 'meaning'- but he is doing so at a level of meta-awareness. 

This is one of the ways in which this, apparently, quite descriptive essay prompt 

can be exploited for more than a knowledge-telling, descriptive response. ln fact, 

by problematising the 'factual world' of a description, this essay writing can lead 

to a more sophisticated knowledge-transforming activity than an argumentative 

essay title might. In an argumentative essay it is not a discovery to recognise that 

an argument entails differences of opinion. Recognising that the 'world of fact' is 

also based on 'position' - that a definition may just be 'an argument won' - is 

more of a discovery. It entails deconstruction of a 'given' - and as such, coincides 

with the entire WOS project. It is not - necessarily - 'making a case' (and so 

positioning the writer) it is 'dernaking meaning' (and so positioning a text and a 

reader - and therefore positioning all writers). 

However, a second reason for using animate Actors and Sensers as Participants 

and Mental and Material Processes in defining terms may be that it helps with 

managing the meta-level that Making Technical requires. One of these meta-level 

features is the use of abstract 'general nouns' - semiotic abstractions that function 

as tools to enable the writer shift up a level of abstraction from the term being 

defined and then come back to a level of concreteness 'lower' than the term being 

defined. Successful colligations with such semiotic abstractions are as follows 

defining the term 

The true application ofthe term is in 

the term has come to mean 

the term literally means 

However, there are unusual colligations in which the relation between the term, 

the process of signifying and the meaning being signified are not clearly 

distinguished: 
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The term is used to describe the visual aspects which appear within a 

single shot. 

The term is used to show the director's control ofthe shot 

These last two examples might be more usually realised by the relational process 

verb refer. It is possible that the implication of a 'user' in both of these sentences 

and the resultant unusual colligation of the semiotic abstraction, term, with 

describe and show is part of the tension the writer experiences in realising a 

semiotic relationship without the mediation of an animate Acting or Sensing 

Agent. 

Exemplification 

In these essays, terms can be made technical by means of exemplification. In fact, 

this form underlies the entire essay-schema which moves through a series of 

paragraphs that elaborate on the macro-Theme, each of them technicalising an 

ELEMENT from the mise en scene taxonomy by establishing its function and 

exemplifying this function in a FILMREADING. In this sense the total essay is an 

exercise in making film study terms technical. (It can, of course, be seen from the 

opposite perspective, in which the FILMREADING predominates and the purpose 

is not to exemplify the MES terms but to use them in the Reading - either 

perspective is possible). In the macro-Theme there are instances of 

exemplification being used to make complex abstractions (such as realism) 

technical in a way that would be much more difficult if a pure translation form of 

definition was relied on. The difficulties of exemplifying the problematic tenn, 

realism, may be reflected in a number of incoherences that are displayed by those 

texts that attempt to do so. 

In the extract below, Exemplification is used to elaborate the meaning of the term, 

realism, by reference to a hypothetical film, but there are a number of incoherent 

features. These include the use of the direct address form of you, and the 

inconsistency of the subject forms in the two hypotactic clause complexes, A7 and 
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A8. There may be various explanations of this incoherence but one is likely to be 

that the term being exemplified is complex and not yet clearly understood. 

[CA] 

A6 Often viewers judge mise-en-scene according to how realistic the film may 

look. 

A 7 This can have a negative effect on a film, if you looked at an old film from the 

l 950's people may ofjudged the film's mise-en-scene as realistic. 

A8 If you look at how realistic the mise-en-scene looks now in the l 990's it may 

seem fake and unrealistic. 

4.2.1.3 Taxonomising 

Taxonomies are classification systems of elements in a meronymic ('whole-part') 

or superordinate ('type of') relation. Taxonomy is one of the thematic 

relationships between thematic items in a thematic formation. Developing and 

using such classifications is part of the process of developing knowledge of a 

particular configuration of a thematic system. The example of 'types of cinema' 

was given in the section on Naming above. 

In the macro-Theme of MES98 there are a number of concepts that could be 

taxonomised, although it is only MES ELEMENTS which actually are 

taxonomised in nearly every essay text. In a number of essays, MES is 

represented by two Taxonomies - one composed of those ELEMENTS that 

cinema shares with theatre and a second composed of those ELEMENTS that are 

exclusive to cinema. As mentioned above, these taxonomies are often presented in 

the context of controversy about the meaning of the tenn mise en scene. 

The ELEMENT taxonomies, as will be shown below, are relatively formal with 

the component parts presented as a list - either exhaustively or illustratively 

(ending with a continuative like etc). Taxonomies may also be implied and 
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infonnally presented. For example a GENRE TAXONOMY is implied in one 

essay by a reference to two types of genre (western and comedy). There is no 

explicit reference to a formal taxonomy of MEANINGS in MES98 essays, 

although formal versions of such taxonomies do occur in the film studies 

1iterature. 

The most common lcxicogrammatical realisations of Taxonomising are: 

fmexmrnstivc TAXONOMIES 

Possessive:attributive clauses (lexical items: made up of, consists of) 

m 1se-en-scene is made up of/ consists of lighting, movement ... 

Cr Pi (poss) At 

for illustrative TAXONOMIES 

Posscssive:attributive clauses (lexical item: include) 

[WJA4] 

This definition of the term, includes many of the visual aspects 

Cr Pi (poss) At 

[[that can be found in films and that are needed by the camera: setting, lighting, 

costume, props and the performance of the actors themselves]]. 

Relational: identifying clauses 

Lighting, the shot, setting, location, props and costume are the main 

T Pi V 

elements of misc en scene 
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As well as exploiting relational processes, Taxonomising - like Making Technical 

- often involves the use of general nouns or vocabulary 3 items - semiotic 

abstractions, such as elements or aspects - and their use in Taxonomising is 

another example of the way such terms are used in the meta-discoursal work of 

constructing film as an object of study. 

However, Taxonomising is also a text-constructing act - realising mode as well as 

field. In a majority of the essays it provides an organising principle for the text 

schema of the essay - that is, Taxonomising in the macro-Theme predicts the 

staging of the text. 

There appear to be six possible relationships between the Taxonomising in the 

macro-Theme and the text schema. The issue of how valued each text fonn is will 

be considered below. 

(i) Exhaustive/staging: The taxonomy predicts all the taxonomic elements 

employed in the essay and the elements are used to stage the essay (at an explicit 

text-surface structure level, by being what each conceptual paragraph is about). 

(ii) Exhaustive/scaffolding: As with (i) the taxonomy predicts all the taxonomic 

elements employed in the essay but the elements do not predict the stages of the 

essay. They underlie a different text-surface structure which is organised 

according to some other organising principle. 

(iii) lllustrative/staging: Macro-Theme taxonomy illustrates some of the elements 

which are used to organise the text. The taxonomy which the elements are drawn 

from does explicitly organise the text-surface structure. 

(iv) Illustrative/scaffolding: Taxonomy predicts some of the taxonomic elements 

employed in the essay but the elements do not necessarily correspond with the 

stages of the essay. They underlie a more explicit text-surface structure which is 

organised according to some other organising principle. 

(v) Blended systems: Where it is unclear which of the four systems above 1s 

dominating they can be regarded as blended. 

(vi) No relation between the macro-Theme taxonomy and the text. 
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Is a strongly predictive macro-Theme criteria! for this genre? Martin's description 

of the function of macro-Theme suggests it is: 

In writing, the use of macro-Themes to predict hyper-Themes, which in 

turn predict a sequence of clause Themes is an important aspect of texture; 

and texts which do not make use of predicted patterns of interaction in this 

way may be read as less than coherent. ( l 992:4 3 7) 

As Martin proposes elsewhere (1992:456), the predictive macro-Theme is 'by no 

means a categorical rule' but it is a reasonable exercise of judgement to propose 

that WOS98 texts are probably more effective and coherent to the extent that they 

conform to it. 

Pinally, it is impo1iant to note that the act of problematising the taxonomy with 

respect to field, which was observed earlier to be valued on the course, has 

implications for the generic schema. Having problernatised a taxonomy by setting 

up contesting versions of it, it is important that students make a commitment to 

the one they intend to use in staging or scaffolding their text. Relational 

identifying clauses perform a second function in this respect. Once contesting 

taxonomies have been construed by means of attributive clauses, relational 

identifying clauses identify which of the contesting definitions will be used in the 

subsequent text. This establishes the superordinate term for the taxonomy that will 

be elaborated in the essay. 

6a This second definition of the term, //that includes these cinematographic 

T 

qualities//, lS the definition [fthat will be used throughout this essay 

Pi V 

in answering the above question]]. 
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4.2. I .4 General-Particular clause relations 

It was proposed earlier in this thesis that General-Particular relations are, in one 

sense, what the MES essay is 'about'. The acts in the macro-Theme which have 

been discussed so far can all be seen as construing that General-Particular relation. 

The concepts that are Named in the macro-Theme are at a General and Abstract 

level. Making them Technical by Defining or Exemplifying them is a process of 

reformulation that rewords them at a more Particular or Concrete level. Similarly, 

Taxonomising begins a process of descending from the most General and Abstract 

composition or superordinate categories towards the more Particular and Concrete 

( c.f., Shaughnessy, 1977 :240, on students' difficulties in achieving this 

movement). In this way, the macro-Theme establishes at a General and Abstract 

level the conceptual framework upon which the essay will be constructed. The 

hyper-Themes (as will be shown below) take up concepts from the General and 

Abstract framework and reformulate them in more Particular and Concrete terms. 

The paragraphs that depend on the hyper-Themes in the way described in the 

quote from Martin, above, continue to reformulate the concepts of the hyper

Theme through more Pmiicular and Concrete explanations culminating, at the 

most Concrete and Particular level, with the Film Reading/Description. This 

DESCRIPTION is then reformulated once again in tenns of the higher-level 

General and Abstract conceptual frameworks of MEANING - i.e., it is 

interpreted. Ultimately the MEANING is analysed in relation to particular 

instantiations from the MES ELEMENT TAXONOMY. 

Throughout this process, the conjunctive relations that are being exploited are, in 

Martin's terms, those of Internal Comparison:Similarity (Martin, 1992: 178 on). 

The student writer's task in analysing a film is to 'read it off against the 

conceptual framework: to construe the film in terms that demonstrate its 

Similarity, at a concrete and particular level, to the increasingly refined shape of 

the conceptual framework. This is a process which has much in common with 

Bordwell's account of Film Review as the construction of a 'model film'. 

Referring to a number of schemata which have not been mentioned in this chapter, 
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but which the MES Taxonomy could be seen as one kind of, Bordwell writes 

about the process of mapping high level concepts onto particular cues in the film 

text: 

Along with the semantic fields and the category- and person-based 

schemata, the [film] text schemata offer the critic many ways of building 

an interpretation.. .In practice all the schemata work together to guide the 

critic to proper cues ... the category 'melodrama' alerts the critic to certain 

character types, behaviours, and 'excesses' of mise en scene...What I have 

proposed is an anatomy of the logic of mapping and modeling that 

underlies interpretive problem solving. One critic may start with concrete 

textual cues and then cast about for schemata, heuristics and semantic 

fields that seem appropriate; another critic may start by presupposing 

certain semantic fields and then, finding some cues that fit call upon 

schemata and heuristics that will extend the interpretation. In any event, 

conceptual structures of the sort I have laid out would seem to be central to 

the process... [of] production of the critic's model film. (Bordwell, 

1989:202) 

What Bordwell describes is a process of appropriating the film text for the 

purposes of the film analysis. This can be seen as achieved through the realisation 

of General-Particular relations in the analysis text. This explains the tension that 

Bordwell proposes exists for a reviewer when they choose between writing a 

review text structured according to the film narrative or according to a conceptual 

framework. When a reviewer decides to construct a review text that is 

conceptually organised s/he is opting to make internal conjunctive relations 

predominate over the conjunctive relations of the film text, whose more congruent 

narrative form is organised by external temporal and causal conjunctive relations. 

In this research it is proposed that this tension is the tension of turning the film 

into a 'thing'. By setting up conceptually structured text, particularly by means of 

the General-Particular clause relation, the writer distances his or her self from the 

narrative experience of the film and goes some way towards turning the film into 
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an object of study rather than a subjective experience. In that sense, the General

Particular conjunctive relation is what this essay is 'about'. 

However, the film is also a text - it is the 'external world' of the essay but it is not 

'the real world'. It is as much a rhetorical structure as the essay is, since it is a 

designed text intended to persuade the viewer of its representation of reality. A 

co-operative viewer suspends their disbelief about the unreality of the film world 

and temporarily the film becomes the 'real world'. It is this phenomenon that 

underlies the debates about realism in films, which have been referred to earlier as 

causing problems for students writing about mise en scene and verisimilitude in 

this essay. The term verisimilitude is the term that film studies uses to address the 

paradox that the film is 'like real life' but is not. 

This notion is central to the MES essay, a purpose of which is to break the 

persuasive effect of the film. Uncovering the constructed nature of the 'reality' of 

the film is the function of the conceptual framework employed and developed in 

the essay. The tension between the conjunctive relations of the film text and those 

of the essay text are the point of the essay. In this respect, what the essay is 

'about' engages with the film text in a state of some tension (by conflicting with 

and deconstructing the narrative structure of the film as realised through its 

temporal relations) and so develops the point of the essay, which is to 'thingify' 

the film thus Making Technical the conceptual framework for analysis (MISE EN 

SCENE CONSTRUCTS MEANING) while at the same time engaging in Film 

Analysis that effectively illustrates the analytical framework. In this way, the 

genre of the essay (which is in part realised through a General-Particular text 

pattern) instantiates the register values of a field (film studies). 

In the following discussion of Winter and Hoey's notion of the Matching Pattern 

clause relation (a central feature of their General-Particular relation), the purpose 

is to examine further how the essay achieves this process of constructing a 'model 

film' out of the cues of mise en scene. 
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From a Matching Pattern perspective the two following propositions can be seen 

as 'matched' by their 'repetition' features (distinguished from the 'replacement' 

features by underlining): 

characters in gangster movics often wear smart clothes 

Jules iD_Pulp Fiction wears a smart suit 

However, it is obvious that simple repetition 1s not the only way the two 

propositions arc matched. The taxonomic relations between the ·replacement' 

features - i.e. all the nominal forms in the two clauses - means they enter into 

ideational relations of superordination, to use the terms of Martin's discourse 

semantic systems. Each clause can be seen as repetition at a different level of 

particularity. Jn this ,vay .\latching Patterns realise General-Particular relations. 

In the MES essay, the macro-Theme is the first move in setting up the dominant 

General concepts that the essav \vill Particularise through various forms of 

Matching Relation. 

ln the following example, BJ is the final sentence of the macro-Theme. B2 stands 

in a Matching Relation to it. Although the wording is more complex than the 

example above. displaying the clause:, on a table foregrounds the Matching 

Relation. 

B1 Each of the aforementioned elements, that make up m ise-en-scene, are 

cinematic codes that create different meanings \.vithin a film when carefully 'read' 

by the viewer. 

B2 In the 1960 film 'Psycho', director Alfred Hitchcock cleverly used various 

props to not only reinforce the film's narrative, but also to create underlying 

meanings and themes. 
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Table 4.3 General-Particular matching relations in an MES98 essay 

B 1 within a film Each of the aforementioned 

elements, that make up 

mise-en- scene 

cinematic codes that 

create different meanings 

B2 In the 1960 film 

'Psycho' 

various props to not only reinforce the 

film's narrative, but also to 

create underlying 

meanings and themes. 

The second sentence is clearly an Exemplification of the Generalisation in the 

first. Each of the component parts of B2 is a Particular repetition of the General 

categories established in B1. Yet there is very little simple lexical repetition - film 

and create... meanings are the only repeated lexical items. There is no use of 

sentence connectors (Vocabulary 2 terms like, For example) although the sentence 

disjunct in B2 - In the I 960 film 'Psycho' - does parallel the Circumstantial in B 1 

and so functions to some extent as a sentence connector. There is also use of 

Vocabulary 3 - different (meanings) - in B 1, which is an advance signal for the 

three meanings presented in B2. 

The Matching Relation which is exemplified in B 1 and 2 above is central to this 

essay. A major function of the macro-Theme is to instate the MES ELEMENTS 

MAKE MEANING relationship at a high enough level of Generality for the 

ensuing paragraphs to unpack at more Particular levels. All of the component 

parts of the General relationship can be Particularised either through 

Exemplification or Detail. 

In the sentences subsequent to B 1 and B2 above the Exemplification realised in 

B2 becomes a Generalisation for more Particular Exemplification. 
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B3 The film 'accumulates the traditional ,vindow dressings of the gothic tale: the 

forbidding house. a dark stormy night and a series of bizarre murders' (Donald 

Spoto - The Art of A.lfred Hitchcock - pg. 316). 

B4 Possibly one of the most effective (and significant) 'gothic' elements used 

throughout the film's duration, are the abundance of mirrors. 

B5 The character Marion (Janet Leigh), is seen ref1ected in a mirror at several key 

points in the film, v,'hich appears to act as a conscience for her_ making her more 

self-aware of the acts that she has commit1ed. 

B6 It is not until her sister, Lila, is startled by her double reflection in Jl\.1rs. Bales's 

bedroom mirror, tmvards the end of the l1lm, that this prop's real purpose (to 

represent split personalities) becomes clear. 

The Matching Relations can be laid out m the following tabular form (see 

following page): 
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---

Table 4.4 General-Particular Matching relations in an 1VIES98 essay 

Each of theBl within a film cinematic codes that 
aforementioned elements, different meanings 
that make up mise-en-
scene 

~ 

B2 In the 1960 film various props to not only reinforce the 
'Psvcho ' film's narrative __ but also to 

create underlving 
meanings and themes. 

B3 The film ccumulatcs the 
-

the gothic tak 
aditional \\ indow 
essings of the gothic 

-I~- . 
1 

e: the forbidding house I 

a dark stonnv night and a 
I 

series of bizarre murders' 
B4 throughout the Possiblv one of the most 'gothic' elements used 
film's effective ( and sign ificanf) throughout the fi lrn's 
dmation, 'gothic' elements used duration, 

throughout the film's 
duration, are the 
abundance of mirrors. 

B5 at several key a mirror I The character Mario~1--
12oints in the film. 

I 

(Janet Leigh), is seen 
reflected in a mirror at 
several key points in the 
film. which appears to act 
as a conscience for her. 
making her more self-

I 
aware of the acts that she 

I has comm ittcd. 
! 

~--- --- ~--- - . - . ----------~-------- ---- -------- - ----

B6 towards the end of in l\frs. Bales's bedroom lt is not until her sister, 
the film. mirror Lila, is startled by her 

double reflection in Mrs. 
this prop Bales·s bedroom mirror, 

towards the end of the film, 
that this prop's real purpose 
(to re12resent split 
riersonalities) becomes 
clear. 

~- ---~-----

In B3, the writer uses a QUOTE which Exemplifies ELE\1ENTS more 

Particularly than the term prop,1· does. (In fact, this quote is used inaccurately and 

actually refers to the ELEMENT setting. However, the intention is to Particularise 
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props). There is still a degree of Generalisation within the Particularising, though. 

The term window dressings of the gothic tale is a Particularisation/ 

Exemplification of the film's narrative in BI but this is at a higher level of 

Generality than the subsequent Film Reading/Description of the events of the film 

in B5. Similarly, even though the setting ELEMENTS in B3 are more Particular 

than the term element in BI or the Particular ELEMENT, props, in B2, they are 

presented as Generalisations rather than Particular instances from a particular 

film. They are in fact presented as generic ELEMENTS, a category of settings 

which occur in a range of films that belong to yet another category - the gothic 

tale. The gothic tale is one of a set of narrative types (genres) that Particularise 

narrative, the higher order Generalisation used in B2. In B4, the gothic props of 

B3 are Particularised further as mirrors in the Particular film, Psycho. At a lower 

level of Particularisation, the prop, mirrors, is related to Particular events from 

Psycho (reflected in a mirror at several key points in the film). However, key 

points is still a Generalisation. The Particularisation reaches its most Particular in 

B6 where a Particular point and a Particular mirror is identified (her sister, Lila, is 

startled by her double reflection in Mrs Bales 's bedroom mirror towards the end 

of the film). Finally, the Particular MEANING of this Particular occurrence of the 

mirror prop is identified: this prop's real purpose (to represent split personalities) 

becomes clear. The original Generalisation of the paragraph has been 

Exemplified. The return up the ladder of abstraction to the Generalisation props in 

this final sentence makes the connection with the original Generalisation. 

The example above demonstrates how the Generalisations in the macro-Theme 

provide the context for the Particulars of the ensuing text. As argued earlier the 

predictive power of the superordinate and meronymic concepts in the macro

Theme play a significant role in the construction of coherent text in the body of 

the essay. However, simply Naming, Making Technical and Taxonomising 

concepts in the macro-Theme does not in itself ensure coherence - the clause 

relations within the macro-Theme also need to be coherent or the predictive 

function of the macro-Theme is put at risk. The following extract comes from the 

macro-Theme of one of the top-scoring WOS98 essays but there are ambiguities 
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in the clause relations which reduce the coherence of the macro-Theme and in so 

doing threaten the coherence of the rest of the essay. 

In this example, three strands of the conceptual framework are presented (MES -

ELEMENT TAXONOMY; MAKING MEANING - MAINSTREAM; and 

MEANING). Generalisations about these concepts are put at risk by a number of 

textual features. These include the miscolligation of the semiotic abstraction term 

with show (A2), the misuse of term for element (A4), the ambiguous Actor role 

for the important non-finite form of the verb constructing (A4), the ambiguity of 

the final clause shows the viewer more then he or she might be expecting (Al0). 

In each of these cases, it is the register of film analysis language which could 

provide the coherent forms and it is probable that attempting to use those forms or 

an awareness by the student that such forms are required may have contributed to 

the ambiguity. This is most tellingly indicated in sentences A6-8. These sentences 

attempt to construe the Generalisation, verisimilitude, but actually employ the 

term, realism. The differences in the thematic relations of these two terms were 

discussed earlier in this chapter. 
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[AC] 
A 1 Mise-en-scene is a French term that roughly translated means 'what is put in 
the scene'. 
A2 The term is used to show the directors control of the shot. 
A3 Mise-en-scene includes costume, set, lighting and actors movement. 
[ A 1-3: MES - ELEMENT TAXONOMY] 
A4 The terms of mise-en-scene and the different factors regarding it are crucial 
when constructing meaning in mainstream cinema. 
[A4: MAKING MEANfNG- MAINSTREAM] 
AS Many would regard mise-en-scene the most important factor of a movie rather 
than it's acting or soundtrack. 
MAKE MEANING 
A6 onen viewers judge misc-en-scene according to how realistic the film may 
look. 
l'vIES- MEANING (REALISM) 
A 7 This can have a negative effect on a film, if you looked at an old film from 
the l 950's people may of judged the film's rnise-en-scene as realistic. 
EVALUATION -AUDIENCE EVALUATION/ MEANING (realism) 
A8 If you look at how realistic the mise-en-scene looks now in the l 990's it may 
seem fake and unrealistic. 
MEANING (realism) - EVALUATION 
A 9 The viewer may have ideas about how a fi Im may unfold thanks to mise-cn
scenc. 
AlO It contributes to plot action and also shows the viewer more then (sic) he or 
she might be expecting 
[A9-10: MEANING] 

What the previous example shows is the need to manage the technical terms of the 

field in order to establish the Generalisations that will frame the essay text. 

Although the writer has not used the terms, he has referred to the concepts 

ELEMENTS, NARRATIVE, VERISIMILITUDE and possibly GENRE and 

CODES. As was suggested above he does establish three strands of conceptual 

framework but without high level abstract terms to label these, the task of 

exploring the Generalisations that [unction as Exemplification and Detail in the 

text is more difficult. (It should be stressed that the difficulty is for a reader. There 

are no grounds for proposing that the text is ambiguous for the student-writer. 

This is the central dilemma of describing coherence, referred to in the previous 

chapter and discussed again in the next section.) 
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4.2.1.5 Coherence 

The features of the essay schema and macro-Theme that have been discussed up 

to this point are examples of some of the ways in which coherent text is 

constructed and of ways that reader-coherence is put at risk. It is important to 

recall that the theory of coherence which was proposed in the previous chapter 

sees coherence as a function of the interrelationship between the three 

participants: writer, intended reader, text. An analyst who is not the intended 

audience of a text needs to recognise that coherence in this MES essay is a 

function of the relationship that a course tutor has with an essay text and its 

student-writer. It is also important to recognise that coherence for a tutor-reader is 

not necessarily the same as coherence for a student-writer. Finally, it is important 

to recognise that 'incoherence' in a student's engagement with the thematic 

formations and activity systems of a new field is a demonstration of learning. It 

probably reflects the effort to make meaning in an unfamiliar language: in these 

terms 'incoherence' can be seen as emergent meaning. 

However, with all those considerations in mind, there is likely to be pedagogic 

value in recognising that, in realising the rhetorical acts and construing the 

thematic concepts discussed in this section, the following threats to the coherence 

of the macro-Theme exist. 

NAMING: 

• Not having used a term with the meanings that are dominant in the field; 

for example, having an 'everyday' sense of terms such as realism or 

lighting, or an uncertain translation of mise-en-scene (e.g., shows the 

viewer more then (sic) he or she might be expecting). 

MAKING TECHNICAL: 

• Using semiotic abstractions and general nouns (term, aspect, factor) 

imprecisely as semiotic 'tools' and in colligations that do not target clearly 

their referents ( e.g. The term is used to describe the... The term is used to 

show .. .). This may derive from tensions between using material or 
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relational processes in making definitions and less familiarity with the 

relational forms. It may also derive from the challenge of operating at a 

number of semiotic levels at once (the strata! separation that Martin uses to 

explain the power of grammatical metaphor, 1992:490). 

• Using hypothetical Exemplifications that put pressure on the interpersonal 

and textual metafunctions in the text, promoting face-to-face interaction 

and spoken mode (If, say, in our garden scene one ofthe characters came 

shot wearing an American style baseball; ifyou looked at an oldfilm from 

the 19 5 0 's people may ofjudged the film's mise-en-scene as realistic) 

TAXONOMISrNG 

• Using semiotic abstractions imprecisely (aspect or style for element). 

• Problematising taxonomies and not establishing commitment to any. 

GENERAL-PARTICULAR RELATIONS 

• Relations between levels of Generality not matched 

FILM AS THING 

• Tension created by the use of the noun meaning as the Goal of a material 

process in which the Actor is inanimate and abstract, and the absence or 

reduced significance of Sensers involved in Mental processes related to the 

verb mean. (The terms of mise-en-scene and the different factors 

regarding it are crucial when constructing meaning in mainstream 

cinema). 

Beyond these threats to the texture of the macro-Theme which have already been 

referred to, there are many more relations between message parts of the macro

Theme which the essay writer is working to realise. They include all the ways in 

which reference back and prediction forward are achieved in writing. 

ORIENTATION TO THE QUESTION 

• How the macro-Theme is derived from the essay question. 
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ANAPHORIC REFERENCE 

Reference Chains, Lexical Strings and Anaphoric l\ouns which track 

participants: Substitution; and Ellipsis. 

LOGICOSEvIA'\ITlC CLAUSE RELATIONS 

Apart from the dominant General-Particular conjunctive relation there are 

others, including Cause-Effect and Comparison-Contrast. 

In all of the ways that have been discussed in this section, the macro-Theme 

promotes and frustrates the expectations of the essay reader. This model of 

coherence - the promotion and frustration of expectations based on the sense that 

situated student writers and tutor readers ha\'e of the thematic concept system, the 

activity system and the language system - is seen. in this research, to provide a 

means of describing the pedagogic role of the MES essay in the context of the 

\VOS course. The 'promotion and frustration' is a joint responsibility - it is not 

only the responsibility of the studcnt-\\Titer even though ultimately it is only the 

student-writer who is graded on the tutor-reader's experience of it. 

4.2.2 Lexicogrammar of hyper-Thematic development 

In terms of the theory of cohtrence that has been proposed in this research, after 

macro-Themes, hyper-Themes play a pivotal role in the construction of meaning 

in the \IES essay. Ravelli follows Halliday and IV!artin in describing hyper

Themes as 'one of the main resources for signalling and foregrounding the 

conceptual framework of the essav (Ravel Ii, 2000: 11 ). She describes hyper

Themes as 

an extension of the general principle of thematic organisation in text. ..As 

Halliday notes (1998:202-203), the resources of Theme and Information 

'engender the fiow or discourse', and by intcrpenetrating points of 
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departure with points of arrival, we find that 'The management of these 

two systems is one of the factors that contributes most to the overall 

effectiveness of a text". 

Hyper-Theme is defined by Martin as 

an introductory sentence or group of sentences which is established to 

predict a particular pattern of interaction among [lexical] strings, 

[reference] chains and Theme selection in following sentences. (Martin, 

1992:437) 

Ravelli comments, 'That is, the hyper-Theme functions predictively' (Ravelli, 

2000: 11 ). However, Ravelli's (2000) article emphasises the dual facing role of 

hyper-Themes - that is, they are presuming and predicting. Her article is an 

investigation of the lexicogrammatical realisations of these functions. This section 

of the MES text description focuses on the lexicogrammatical features that 

function to presume and predict in hyper-Themes. As with the macro-Theme 

features discussed previously, such features are regarded as both field construing 

and text constructing- i.e. realisations of field and mode. 

4.2.2.1 Repetition (IDEAT!ON+CONJUNCTION) 

Repetition is the most obvious dual facing feature in the hyper-Themes of WOS98 

essays. The previous discussion of General-Particular Matching Patterns has 

already outlined the notion of Repetition that is used in this description and 

indicated how it is realised. It was pointed out in that discussion that the term 

'Repetition' is used in its broadest sense, to include simple repetition, synonyms, 

antonyms, meronyms, hyponyms, general words, substitution, ellipsis and pronoun 

reference. Such a notion of Repetition is seen by Martin as an interaction of 

CONJUNCTION and IDEATIONAL discourse semantic systems, which, in this focus 

on their occurrence at hyper-Theme level are also seen to interact with 'Method of 
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Development' of the text. ( c.f., Martin, 1992: 270-3 79; also Halliday and Hasan, 

1976: 282-4; Hoey, 1983:25; Winter, 1977) 

One of the most common forms of Repetition at hyper-Theme level is the 

Repetition of the thematic relation ELEMENT-MEANINGMAKING-MEANING. 

This concept is a reiteration of the central thematic fonnation established in the 

macro-Theme. It was discussed in terms of the thematic concept system (ThS) in 

the previous section. In this section the focus is on the language system (LgS). 

In JWMES98 four of the seven Hyperthemes in the essay (excluding macro-Theme 

and macro-New, i.e., the introduction and the conclusion) have the concept 

ELEMENT in Theme position. The following example could be seen as 

representative of this sequence of concepts in the hyper-Theme. 

Paragraph E - Hypertheme 

El Lighting in film has now also become a meaningful aspect of mise-en-scene, by 

slowly replacing lighting for illumination, with lighting for dramatic effect and 

atmosphere. 

lexgram Lighting in 

film 

has now also become 

a meaningful aspect of 

mise en scene 

by slowly replacing 

lighting for illumination 

with lighting for dramatic 

effect 

concept ELEMENT MEANING-MAKING MEANING 

theme-

rheme 

T R 

This sequence begins by naming the ELEMENT. This is a Repetition of two 

preceding concepts in the macro-Theme: the higher level, superordinate, 

abstraction element (of mise en scene) and the word itself, lighting, which was 

identified in the TAXONOMY. The sentence in the macro-Theme that is being 

matched by Repetition is shown on the following page. 
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B 1 Each of the are cinematic codes different meanings lexgram 

aforementioned that create different within a film 

elements, that meamngs within a 

make up m1se- film when carefully 

en-scene 'read' by the viewer 

MEANING-ELEMENT MEANINGconcept 

MAKING 

E1 Lighting in has now also become by slowly replacing 

film 

lexgram 

a meaningful asQect lighting for illumination 

of mise en scene with Iighting for dramatic 

effect 

ELEMENT MEANING- MEANING 

MAKING 

concept 

In paragraph Ea MEANING MAKING quality is attributed to the ELEMENT (by 

means of an attributive relational clause: has now also become a meaningful 

aspect ofmise en scene). MEANING MAKING in this attribution is at a relatively 

'high' level of generality or abstraction: it is in fact a Repetition at the same level 

of abstraction and generality as the macro-Theme clause (81) it is repeating. The 

third item in the hyper-Theme E 1 sequence is MEANING. This is construed in an 

enhancing clause which provides the backing for the preceding attribution of the 

quality MEANING MAKING. It is a more specific description of the kind of 

MEANING MAKING the ELEMENT has: by slowly replacing lighting for 

illumination with lighting for dramatic effect. This is also a Repetition at a more 

Particular level of the macro-Theme concept, different meanings. (This sentence 

would be more grammatically accurate if the MEANING was expressed as a 

nominal form, through the replacement of.. - an example of the role of 

grammatical metaphor, in this case, nominalisation, in doing the work of film 

study). The cohesion of this sentence with the preceding text is very largely 

construed through its Repetition of the concepts in the earlier macro-Theme 
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proposition (BI). In that respect it is a Derived hyper-Theme (c.f. Fries 1995, 

Hewings, 1999) - derived from an earlier part of the text. It also participates in a 

prosodic wave-like Repetition that recurs through several of the preceding hyper

Themes (paragraphs C and D). These hyper-Themes instantiate the same 

conceptual pattern (ELEMENT-MEANING MAKING-MEANING) at the same 

level of Generality as hyper-Theme E. By paragraph E, a strong degree of 

expectancy has been created by this prosody. By Particularising the 

Generalisation from the macro-Theme and participating in the prosody of hyper

Theme Repetition, hyper-Theme El is backward-facing. 

The Repetition is reinforced by the conjunctive signal, also, in Lighting in film 

has now also become a meaningful aspect. This is most evidently a backward 

facing signal. It underlines the recurrence of the pattern ELEMENTS MAKE 

MEANING which has appeared several times in previous hyper-Themes and is 

being instantiated again. By doing this, an expectation is set up that the ensuing 

text will follow the pattern established in a number of the preceding paragraphs. A 

first expectation (a probable rather than absolute one) is that the grounds for the 

claim that lighting is a member of the MEANING MAKING TAXONOMY of 

ELEMENTS will be grounded in some kind of supportive Detail. The conjunction 

also reinforces that expectation and so is also a forward-facing signal. 

The question (using Winter and Hoey's method of 'interrogating the text') 

prompted by the initial claim Lighting in film has now also become a meaningful 

aspect ... is, 'Why do you say that?' The answer is forthcoming in the final 

enhancing clause of E 1, by slowly replacing lighting for illumination with lighting 

for dramatic effect. In its turn this prompts a question, 'Why do you say that?' or 

'Can you give an example?'. This second expectation is reinforced by prompting 

a Repetition of the same Generalisation-Example pattern that has recurred in a 

number of the preceding paragraphs. The sequence of Repeated items in El 

creates a cotext for the FILM READING which follows in the next sentence (E2) 

- which as demonstrated in the earlier analysis of paragraph B of this essay 

Repeats at a more Particular level the Generalisation that has been established in 
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El. In this way, the conjunctive signal, also, co-operates with Repetition to 

achieve a dual facing hyper-Theme. 

Dual facing Repetition is not only achieved by repeating the central conceptual 

relation, ELEMENTS-MEANINGMAKING-MEANING. Repetition also occurs 

at a more local level relating back to the Theme of the previous paragraph (as in 

the first example below) or to the New of the previous paragraph (as in the second 

example below). 

C Hypertheme 

C 1 Although seen as an extension of props, costume is also a very important 

factor for conveying meaning in films, because of its close link to character. 

lexgram Although seen as 

an extension of 

props (=Costume) 

costume is also a very 

important factor for 
. . . 

conveymg meanmg 111 

films 

because of its close 

link to character 

thematic 

concept 

ELEMENT MEANING-MAKING MEANING 

text role Theme (Marked) Rheme Rherne 

In this example, there is a 'marked' Theme (that is, a Theme that is not the 

grarnrriatical subject of the sentence) ., a concessionary eli ipted dependent clause. 

This establishes a link to the ELEMENT (props) that has been examined in the 

preceding paragraph. Such a marked Theme is commonly used at significant 

junctures in a text structure, to bridge the transition to a new Theme. The ellipsis 

of the Subject of the clause - costume - means that the clause predicts forward to 

the instantiation of the ellipted Subject in the main clause. This reinforces the dual 

facing quality. Because it is a concessionary clause it also raises the expectation 

that it will be followed by an assertion in contrast with the concession. This is 

what occurs in the main clause3, As a clause-complex this hyper-Theme is in a 

3 In fact, the relationship is not worded coherently since in its current wording the assertion in the 
main clause is not actually contradicted by the concession in the dependent clause. 
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Particularising relation to the higher level Generalisation in the macro-Theme; but 

it is in a Generalising relation to the subsequent FILM READING. The FILM 

READING Exemplifies the hyper-Theme Generalisation and provides the 

evidence on which to ground the hyper-Theme claim. In this way the hyper

Theme is dual-facing at a global level, being both Particular and General at the 

same time and is dual-facing at a local level as a result of the dual facing marked 

Theme described above. 

In the next example, the ELEMENT-MEANING MAKING-MEANING sequence 

has been reversed and MEANING has been thematised to act as a dual facing item 

effecting a bridge across the juncture created by the transition from the ELEMENT 

(costume) of the previous paragraph to the ELEMENT (setting) of this paragraph 

(paragraph D). This thematising of MEANING in order to construct a dual facing 

Repetition has been achieved by means of the thematising devices of 

nominalization and passivisation. 

Paragraph D - Hypertheme 

D 1 The change from housewife to business-woman, is made more believable 

because of the different settings used. 

lexgram The change from 

housewife to 

business woman 

is made more 

believable 

because of the different 

settings used 

thematic 

concept 

trans role 

MEANING MEANING-

MAKING 

ELEMENT 

Cr Pi; At Cc 

text role Th Rh Rh 

The bridging effect is achieved by exploiting two thematising devices: 

nominalisation of the preceding process (in the paragraph before) of seeing 

Mildred in different costumes, which is labelled by the grammatical metaphor 

change in this paragraph; and passivisation, which enables this dual facing item to 

be fronted as a Carrier rather than being put into one of the other positions that are 
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available in the clause (as the Phenomenon of the Mental Process believe in We 

believe in Mildred's change to housewife, or as a Carrier to which settings act as 

Attributor of the Attribute believable: The settings make the change from 

housewife to business woman more believable). By means of these thematising 

devices, Repetition at a local level creates the dual facing effect and the thematic 

pattern MEANING-MEANINGMAKING-ELEMENT overrides the more 

common ELEMENT-MEANINGMAKING-MEANING hyper-Theme sequence. 

4.2.2.2 Vocabulary 3 (CONJUNCTJON+IDEA110N) 

Vocabulary 3 items, such as element, aspect and factor, have already been shown 

to play a pa1i in establishing a dual facing hyper-Theme. They relate the hyper

Theme back to the Taxonomic conceptual Framework of the essay (particularly, 

the TAXONOMY of MES ELEMENTS). Out of 47 hyper-Themes in the five top

scoring essays, 15 include a Vocabulary 3 item that signals membership of a 

taxonomy. These are: 

element 3 

factor 3 

aspect 7 

part 

styles 

[It is worth noting that all the occurrences of element were in the highest scoring 

essay. A number of the alternative forms in other essays were not used 

coherent! y.] 

Francis ( 1985) proposes a set of anaphoric nouns which overlaps with the 

Vocabulary 3 set. Like the Vocabulary 3 items listed above, A-nouns are delcxical 

items. It is this which Francis proposes constitutes their text forming value they 
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presume a lexicalisation somewhere else in the text. Francis (1994) extends this 

description to include 'Advance' - i.e., cataphoric - labels. In the MES essay such 

'labels' have a predictive quality: they promote the expectation that their General 

meaning will be Particularised. 

In their dual facing role, the emphasis is on the text-constructing value of such 

'semiotic abstractions' (i.e., their realisation of mode) but in the discussion of 

their occurrence in the macro-Theme it was also proposed that they are field

construing. As Ravelli describes them 'developmentally ... [they] can be seen as 

steps on a continuum, moving from concrete towards a general notion of 

'abstraction"(Ravelli, 2000: 18). Three types of these field-construing labels -

semiotic abstractions - are identifiable in the text (although not all of these 

examples come from macro- and hyper-Theme position). They perform the field

construing role of turning film into an object of study - of 'thingifying' film. 
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I Metalinguistic labels 

defining the term 

true @plication of the term 

term has come to mean 

definition of the term 

this example 

[These cluster in the macro-Theme, where much Making Technical occurs] 

2 Meta film-text 

the acts that she has committed 

factor for conveying meaning 

a possible change in a character's status 

the way Norman nervously twitches in Psycho 

the most famous example of montage 

3 Meta 'real world' 

m:_actice of staged irection 

way that things are staged for the camera 

use of props and costume 

process of filming 

4.2.2.3 Grammatical metaphor 

As in the macro-Theme there is a limited use of instantial nominalised verb forms 

as grammatical metaphor in hyper-Themes despite the proposal in most SFG 

literature that grammatical metaphor is an important thematic feature. However, 

there is noticeable use of rank-shifted clauses to form nominals. 
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One example of such nominalisation is the noun group headed by the word use in 

this extract from the top-scoring essay (WJ) (FI and F2 are together treated as 

hyper-Theme in this case, as F2 appears to function mainly as a dual facing 

device): 

Fl One of the richest sources ofmeaning within films, is derived from the actor's 

performance in a role. 

F2 As with the aforementioned use of props and costume in film to create 

meaning, there are also a number of strong codes to be 'read' in the body 

language (facial expressions and body positions), ofthe performer. 

This is an example of how a delexical noun - use - can be used to package a set of 

processes and participants which have previously been Exemplified by means of 

instantiations from FILM READINGS, in order to construct a textual relation and 

construe a field-specific abstraction at the same time. 

4.2.2.4 Relational Processes 

Martin (1992) and Ravelli (2000) both propose that relational processes are a 

typical hyper-Theme feature. In the highest scoring MES98 essay this is the case. 

The following table presents the transitivity roies of the 3 central concepts 

(ELEMENTS-MEANING MAKING-MEANING) in the 7 hyper-Themes of the 

essay. In the majority of instances, they are participants in attributive or 

identifying relational clauses. 
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Table 4.5 Transitivity Roles of Concepts in hyper-Themes of one MES98 

essay 

ELEMENTS MEANING-

MAKING 

MEANING 

Token 1 Value 1 Goal 2 

Goal 1 Attribute 4 Circumstance of cause 1 

Carrier 3 Goal l Carrier 1 

Circumstance 
of cause 

1 Range 1 Circumstance of 
accompaniment 

1 

Circumstance 
of location 

l 

Circumstance 
of manner 

l 

In this essay: 

• The single most frequent realisation of ELEMENT is in the role of Carrier. 

• MEANING-MAKING is most frequently an Attribute of the Carrier, 

ELEMENT. 

• MEANING-MAKING is always a nominal form; it is never realised as a verb 

phrase. 

• MEANING appears most often as a norninalisation. 

These reaiisations are in accordance with the hypothesis that there is a tendency 

towards 'objectifying' in film studies. One of the objects of study in this essay is 

the relationship between ELEMENTS and MEANING-MAKING. By 

representing this relationship through relational processes rather than mental or 

material ones, the macro-Theme and hyper-Themes of this particular essay 

construe that relation as one of being rather than one of action. 
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4.3 CONSTRUCTING FILM AS AN OBJECT OF STUDY 

It has been proposed in this chapter that the process of Generalising and 

Exemplifying which this essay genre realises can be seen as a process of turning a 

film into an object of study. The acts that construe this part of the film studies 

thematic system in linguistic form are acts that 'thingify' a film, constructing a 

'model film' out of the flux of cues that pass on the screen before a viewer. Much 

of this 'thingifying' is achieved by means of the Naming, Making Technical, and 

Taxonomising that construes the MES ELEMENTS as material abstractions. 

However, the 'model film' is an Interpretation - a MEANING - a semiotic 

abstraction. The purpose of the essay is to Analyse how MEANING is made by 

the ELEMENTS - to operate on the film text and the film meaning at a meta

level. With regard to this, this short final section considers some linguistic 

instantiations of MEANINGS that construe the FILM READING in terms of 

semiotic abstractions. 

A single MES essay was examined for all its instantiations of MEANING. 33 

MEANINGS are instantiated in the essay. 15 of these meanings are realised 

entirely in the form of noun phrases like the following underlined examples: 

establish a subliminally unsettling sense of human beings on the brink of some 

psychic disaster 

by replacing lighting for illumination with lighting for dramatic effect 

represents one of the themes the film has taken on, i.e. a battle between good 

(Clodagh) and evil (Ruth) 

Of the remaining 18 MEANINGS in which Processes have to be included if the 

meaning is to be represented fully ( e.g. enhancing verisimilitude - which can not 

be represented simply with the noun verisimilitude) 15 have a Participant which is 
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an abstract noun ( e.g. to reinforce the film's narrative, it signified .f2.J!Iil)!, to aid 

characterisation, altering the appearance ofRuth's dress to a shocking black). 

In this essay, the student writer's task is to construe FILM MEANINGS as 

abstract concepts. However, the essay texts from WOS98 are mostly not 

conceptually framed by these MEANING concepts. Instead, as this chapter has 

shown, the dominant conceptual frame is ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING. 

Could the essay be framed by the semiotic abstraction, MEANING? To examine 

this, the table on page 208 is presented to show all the linguistic instantiations of 

MEANING as they are represented in the essay, classified according to the MES 

ELEMENT that they are associated with. 

In this essay, like so many others, it was the material abstractions of the MES 

TAXONOMY which organised the text. However, the table shows that other 

organising principles are available. A number of thematic concepts recur across 

the MEANINGS that are made by the ELEMENT categories; for example, 

'duality' inprops andframing; 'good vs evil' in costume and lighting-that is, the 

essay could have been organised by semiotic abstractions such as these. 

The MES essay is an early exercise in Analysing Film. It is an engagement in the 

kind of interpretive activity Bordwell describes in his account of the creation of a 

'model film'. It puts the film cues at the centre of meaning making and so it is 

likely to be organised by material abstractions. It is a form of 'local theorising'. 

However, it is also an early activity of engagement in more abstract conceptual 

writing - it has the potential to be organised by semiotic abstraction. As such it is 

a central genre of induction into the field of film studies. 
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Table 4.6 Instantiations of the concept MEANING in one MES98 essay, organised by ELEMENT 

ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED MEANINGS 
elements cinematic codes 

props reinforce film 
narrative 

gothic elements conscience split 
personalities 

double 
mcan111g 

phallic 
object 

narc1ss1srn 

costume character purity/ villainy break away from 
the hold of the 
convent 

rivrrls psychological 
degeneration 

change in 
status 

settings verisimilitude 'subliminal sense of 
disaster' 

lighting dramatic effect expressionistic appearance -
shocking black 

battle 
between good 
and evil 

trapped web like 
pattern 

spider woman 

actors' 
performance 

uncomfort-
able 

menacing rresence 

framing duality characteris,11ion 

·~ 

mentally 011 the 
educt:, 

cutting excitement of 
scene 

create certain 
moods 

enhance 
shocking 
unexpect-
eclness 



4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this part of the chapter, a description of an essay genre has been presented. It is 

a linguistic description of text but one which is patterned against thematic and 

activity systems of the field. Such a patterning is intended to provide a genre 

description that meets some of the criticisms of 'text-centric approaches' to 

literacy use. In response to 'process' concerns, the description attempts to 

represent text as an artifact that scaffolds meaning making processes by both 

reader and writer. In itself, this does not necessarily account for the actual 

cognitive processes that a student writer engages in. However, it is a description 

of text which implies that the nature of the student's problem-solving tasks that 

Flower, for example, sees at the heart of writing processes are much more than 

simply processes of conforming to the demands of a socially favoured static 

textual form. 

In response to 'sociocultural practices' reservations about text description, it can 

be acknowledged that the emphasis in the description is on meaning making from 

the dominant perspective of the tutor-readers. As is the case in many pedagogic 

situations, the curriculum as a thematic pattern, and the activities of engaging with 

the curriculum, are seen as strongly determined by the institution. The encounter 

is between tutors and students - that is, people with varying forms of expertise. In 

that context, the coherence that a text mediates is judged by the dominant 

participant and results in a text being more or less valued. The purpose of the 

judgement is pedagogic. At issue is the relationship between the text and the 

thematic and activity systems of the field. Once a student has constructed a text 

which represents their engagement with these systems, the degree of 

responsibility that a tutor is willing to assume in constructing meaning from a 

student's text is a pedagogic decision. Even an obviously 'incoherent' text can be 

treated as a sign of a student engaging with valued concepts and activities. 
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In the genre description above, text is treated as a visible and actual - rather than 

incidental - participant in the processes of judgement that constitute pedagogy in 

this situation. This neither implies that such text structure is mechanistically 

employed by tutors in their grading of a text; nor that students should seek 

submissively to conform to it. For both sets of participants, the text description 

constitutes more information about the situation: for a tutor it may explicate some 

of the factors that influence their judgement of an essay; for a student it may offer 

insights into why their text is judged the way it is. Neither participant is 

determined by such knowledge; neither is a 'dumb' actor; each is engaged m 

making choices that structure the situation. 

For the same reason, the terms in which the linguistic description of text has been 

presented in the first part of this chapter are not necessarily the terms in which a 

literacy or subject tutor will describe text for pedagogic purposes. The account 

above is an attempt to describe text linguistically in ways that will contribute to 

the teaching and learning of literacy. In order to actually contribute to that 

teaching and learning, the description above has to be exploited pedagogically. 

The way in which that was done in this research is described in the next part of 

the chapter. 

4.5 DESCRIPTION OF TEXT IN THE FILM STUDIES CLASSROOM 

4.5.1 A metalanguage for the classroom 

In this section, the purpose is to continue providing a response to the second 

research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 
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However, in this section, the emphasis shifts from describing text linguistically to 

exploiting that linguistic description in literacy pedagogy. In many respects it will 

be seen that this means not describing text linguistically in the classroom. Instead 

it means employing the insights from the linguistic analysis to devise literacy 

teaching and learning activities. However, central to these activities was the need 

for a metalanguage. While the linguistic metalanguage used in the previous 

section may in itself be inappropriate to a film studies classroom where linguistics 

is not the object of study, some kind of metalanguage is necessary if text is to be 

brought into focus as a part of the process of film study. 

A central finding of this research was that such a metalanguage could be 

developed by exploiting terms and concepts drawn from film studies itself. In 

other words - as far as possible - a metalanguage was derived from the thematic 

pattern and linguistic realisations of that pattern which the students were 

encountering in the film studies syllabus. The fact that both film studies and 

literacy represent an engagement with 'text' facilitated such an approach and it 

could be argued that such a sensitisation to text would be perceived less positively 

by students in other courses of study. However, it should also be recognised that 

film studies students - who are often interested in the practices of communication 

through a variety of media - do not necessarily regard writing as one of their 

major concerns. Emphasising the role of written text was by no means guaranteed 

to be appreciated and for that reason, the foregrounding of text and textual 

practices which was developed in this film studies environment can be regarded as 

relevant to the teaching of literacy more generally at university. 

The goal of the pedagogy was to represent text and textual practices as integral to 

the work that students perceive themselves as called on to do in their course of 

study. In attempting to reduce the separation of literacy and film study in the 

material context of the film study classroom, this research confirmed the strength 

of Bernstein's notion of a relational idea to establish an integration rather than a 

collection of transdisciplinary perspectives. In this situation the relational idea, 
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'the construction of meaning through text,' proved powerful in developing a 

metadiscourse that applied both to film and to literacy. The integration was 

metaphorical and pragmatic rather than absolute. There is no suggestion here that 

it represents more than a rudimentary semiotic account of two meaning making 

processes - film study and writing. Again, that is the point. For linguistic 

description of text to make a contribution to the literacy practices of situated 

readers and writers, text must be described in terms that are meaningful to those 

readers and writers. In this situation, film studies metalanguage provided terms for 

doing that; however, this is no different to employing the vernacular of students in 

order to make connections between their current representations of knowledge and 

more technical representations that are construed by a school curriculum. In other 

words, it represents a traditional pedagogic device of starting from where the 

students are when introducing them to new concepts. The argument that the 

Sydney genrists make about that device is that it should be an authentic transition 

stage into new representations of knowledge rather than a circular re-presentation 

of the same 'commonsense' that students already know. A language-based theory 

of learning is intended to avoid that circularity and point the way towards 

'uncommonsense' specialised and technical representations of knowledge which 

vernacular forms of language may not be adequate to construe. 

This section of the chapter presents as findings the metadiscourse terms and a 

refined version of the literacy syllabus developed throughout the teaching period. 

These represent the answer to the question, 'How can text be described to 

contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy?' in this particular context of 

situation. There is not space to provide a detailed account of the actual teaching 

activities and materials developed to realise the syllabus in the classroom. 

Materials from the first five sessions of the course are presented for reference in 

Appendix 8. It will be seen both in these materials and in the discussion of the 

syllabus below that while the first part of this chapter has focussed on one key 

essay, the syllabus covers text and textual practices more widely. This, too, 

represents an answer to the question, 'How can text be described to contribute to 

literacy teaching and learning in the classroom?' A text needs to be placed in the 
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context of processes, practices and diverse other texts which constitute the 

situation. For that reason, while the essay genre described above was judged to be 

key to the study of film and was used to model text production and consumption 

in the context, other texts, processes and practices constituting the context were 

also explored. 

As mentioned in the methodology chapter, two parallel syllabuses were developed 

from the initial needs analysis: one for film studies (WOS) and one for literacy 

development (WOW). Parallels in the thematic concepts informing these two 

syllabuses came to be seen as a realisation of the notion of a 'relational idea' 

integrating two separate objects of study. The following thematic concepts from 

film studies were all used to talk about the construction of meaning in written text 

in the literacy programme: GENRE, TEXT, CONTEXT, VERISIMILITUDE, 

NARRATIVE FORM, MEANING and MEANING-MAKING. Other film studies 

tenns were used as synonyms or metaphorical equivalents of literacy terms, and 

are presented in Figure 4.1 below. Although, the 'synonymy' between some of 

these terms is only metaphorical, the relational concepts of GENRE and 

MAKING MEANING blurred sufficiently the boundaries between the type of talk 

involved in analysing a film text and the talk involved in describing the reading 

and writing of film studies texts to develop a meta-language derived from film 

analysis adequate to deal with written text analysis. 
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Film studies terms 

MAINSTREAM HOLLYWOOD 

CINEMA AUDIENCE 

FILM THEMES 

OPENING SCENE 
SCENE 
ESTABLISHING SHOT 
POINT OF VIEW SHOT 
CONTINUITY EDITING 
ART CINEMA fILM 

AUTEUR 

MARKS OF PRODUCTION 
FILM 
FILM MAKING 

KEY CONCEPTS 

Literacy concepts 

DOMINANT TEXTUAL 
CONVENTIONS 
AUDIENCE (particularly the course 
tutor) 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK of 
written text 

MACRO-THEME 
PARAGRAPH 
HYPER-THEME 
WRITER POSITION 
COHESION/COHERENCE 
ARTFUL MANIPULA TJON OF 
GENRE NORMS and GENRE 
KNOWLEDGE 
'WRlTERLY' TEXT (i.e. not 
working for the reader) 
AUTHOR-IN-THE-TEXT 
WRITING as Product (Text) 
WRITING as Process (Text 
construction) 
ABSTRACTIONS/ 
GENERALISATIONS 

Figure 4.1 Parallel film studies and literacy studies concepts 

ln other words a metalanguage was developed to discuss text explicitly with 

students, but, wherever possible that metalanguage was based on terms they were 

developing in their study of the field they saw as their interest - film studies -

rather than the different field oflinguistics. In debates about genre pedagogy there 

is often concern about the quantity and complexity of terminology required to 

carry on metadiscourse about genre. The strategy adopted in this research was to 

exploit terms that were already familiar and salient for students. 
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4.5.2 A syllabus 

Broadly, the principles informing the teaching in this research were those of a 

genre-based approach. Literacy was to be represented as integral to the learning of 

the subject of film studies. Texts ·were to be treated as realisations of goal oriented 

social processes reflecting their context of situation and culture - in this case the 

specialised domain of film studies. Where possible Vs/0\V sessions were designed 

to exploit the content and material of the WOS session, foregrounding the 

particular aspect of the relational ideas, GE"'.'1RE and MAKING I\fEANlNG, 

which were represented in the WOS session. On the basis of these principks, the 

following parallel syllabuses were developed. 

Wk \VOS WO\V 
l \1ise-en-sccne 1 i \Vhy don't they all ,vrite the same 

Genre Genre= Context+form: types of 
Film screening: Red Rock rVesr I writing in particular situations for 

particular purposes and particular 
audiences 

A clivityinateria!s: C omrastive 
analvsis ofa film revieH1 and a film 

I studies text (see Appendix 8). 
') 
L, :V1ise-en-scene 2 I Orientation to the essay question 

Genre I 

I The 1.:ipening scene of an essay:I 

Film screening: Mildred Pierce ! dual-facing introductions 

Ac1ivitylmaterials · Contrastive 
anolysis of JO essay introductions 

Take home DIAG~OSTIC essay 
,vriting TASK based on first two 
lectures (see Appendix 8). 
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3 

5 

\VOWWk WOS 
Sound 1 
Position 
Film screening: Raging Bull 

1-----t--------------------t-~-----------------·-

4 Sound as signifier 
Hierarchies of sound (below the 
dialogue) 
Film screening: A Man Escaped 

Classical editing 1 
Context 
film screening: The Silence ofthe 
Lambs 

Orientation to the essay question 
Work done in setting the scene for an 
essay: raising expectations, 
establishing a conceptual framework 

/lcrivitv. 1n1azerials: Contrastive 
I analysis of10 essay imroductions 

Snrdent writing actil'i1y· refonnulmion 
ofparticularised introduction in 
generalised/arm creating conceprua! 
/i"ame,t'Ork 
Ways of 1·eading - the dialogic way 

Active reading by interrogating a text 
Exploiting text patterns, paragraph 
structure, establishing shots 

Activity/materials: Joint reading/nole
toking activity 

::\'.otcmaking as production: 
making choices 

Lsing General-Particular patterns in 
te:---:.t for note taking 

Activity/marerials. Joim reading.inote
raking

t---6-_---+-C-i-a-ss_i_ca-_-l1--.,--ditin g 2------- -- ___:_T_i_1e-~"-,h_o_i_e_c_s_s_a_}_______________, 

Continuity Feedback on diagnostic \\.Titing task 
film screening: Don't Look Nmr 

A.ctivifvimareria!s: Lec/ure theatre 
discussion ofextracts and 
reformulations fmm srudent essays to 
model the diagnosricfeedback 
categories (5pecific examples mostly 
derivedf,-om previous year's ess~ys) 
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Wk wos wow 
7 Classical Narrative 

Film screening: Patriot Games 
Continuity devices in writing: 
reader and writer responsibility 

Supporting the reader's efforts to make 
meaning 
Setting the scene, raising expectations; 
Fulfilling expectations; 
Bridging transitions between scenes; 
Establishing shots 

Activity/materials: Joint 
deconstruction ofmodel essay texts 
from diagnostic task. 

Formative take home essay 
assignment 2, Continuity Editing 
(another example of a Taxonomic 
Film Analysis) 

8 New Hollywood and narrative 
Film screening: Taxi Driver 

Writing essays like a reader 
Readerly and writerly text 

Activity/materials: Joint construction 
ofessay 2, Continuity Editing, using 
conceptual framework as organising 
principles and motivated transitions 
between scenes 

9 New Hollywood and narrative 
Film screening: Pulp Fiction 

An essay is not a narrative 
Student views on a good essay 

Activity/materials: lecture theatre 
discussion using three examples of 
Continuity Editing essaysfrom 
Assignment 2 

10 Classical narrative and authorship 2 
Film screening: extracts 

Modelling final assignment essays 

Activity/materials: Students discuss 
and propose conceptual frameworks in 
response to four final assignment 
essay titles 

Figure 4.2 Parallel film studies and literacy syllabus 

[Illustrative materials from the syllabus are presented in Appendix 8. 
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A schematic presentation of the syllabus design method and pedagogic approach 

is presented in Appendix 9.] 

This syllabus relates to the Sydney 'pedagogic cycle' as follows (See Appendix 7, 

for a diagram of the Sydney cycle). Orientation to the field and the first 

deconstruction stage took place in session 1 in which different genres of writing 

were compared - film review, academic media article, university essay. 

Deconstruction continued with the two sessions on essay introductions where the 

focus was on key concepts in an introductory conceptual framework. The first 

piece of independent construction was the diagnostic essay. This was then 

deconstructed over several weeks. The reading texts for the second essay were 

then deconstructed and this textual deconstruction was related to processes of 

reading and note-taking. The second independent construction was the second 

formative assignment. This was again deconstructed in preparation for the third 

essay. As far as it was possible in a lecture theatre, these procedures were carried 

out by shifting between dialogic and didactic classroom activities. Because of the 

size of the class, clearly designed and good quality materials played an important 

part. 

The emphasis throughout the first semester was on the textual form of university 

discourse. This was represented as dominant, different to 'everyday discourse' 

and reflective of the 'work' that constituted university education. Critical 

perspectives on this discourse were acknowledged continually by the tutors and 

conflict between the discourse and discursive practices of students and this 

dominant university discourse recognised and referred to. The tutors represented 

their view of university discourse in terms of an argument - an expression of their 

point of view - intended to persuade the students. However, students were invited 

to challenge the argument. Throughout the course, the metaphor of 'suspension of 

disbelief was used to discourage students from acquiescing passively to the 

model of literacy which the tutors offered. Rather than accepting the perspectives 

presented by the lecturers from the front of the lecture theatre students were 
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encouraged to continually measure them against their own perspectives and 

practices. 

It is, of course, difficult for new students in a university to challenge the 

representation of that university provided by dominant members of it. In addition, 

the physical design of the lecture theatre tended to impose a strong framing effect 

on the pedagogy. One of the most hegemonic activities in the syllabus was the 

diagnostic task. The details of this task can be seen in Appendices 4-6. Because it 

represented an attempt to directly relate the written text of the students to a notion 

of the kind of writing 'appropriate' in university study, the literacy tutor, in 

particular, felt that it had the potential to be received as negative criticism by 

those students whose texts were rated as 'inappropriate' in some ways. Various 

measures were taken to protect against this. In fact, as the discussion in the next 

chapter of the end of term student satisfaction feedback sheets shows, this activity 

was highly appreciated by students in general. 

The theme of critical analysis of the model of university text and literacy practices 

was reiterated throughout the first semester and in the second semester the process 

was continued with other materials and with greater emphasis being placed on 

critical reading practices, subject position of a writer, and the constructedness of 

text. In doing this the literacy syllabus was mirroring the perspectives of the two 

film studies modules: semester one represented the dominant discourses of 

Hollywood cinema while semester two deconstructed some of those from the 

perspective of art and alternative cinema. The end of year lecture theatre debate 

reported in the next chapter to some extent demonstrates the extent to which 

critique was encouraged throughout the programme. 

In the second year, the syllabus above was adapted in order to acknowledge the 

existing writing practices of students more overtly. Before writing the diagnostic 

essay, students were asked to write a Film Review - i.e., perform different generic 

acts to those constituting a Film Analysis essay genre. This allowed feedback on 

the diagnostic essay task to be compared with this film review rather than with an 
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idealised academic essay. In this way, students' existing knowledge of a number 

of genres was highlighted and academic writing could be viewed from a more 

critical perspective. There was also an increased emphasis on reading critically in 

which the subject tutor played a major role, particularly by integrating reading 

activities into his seminars. In WOS2000 a text written by a student, expressing 

his criticism of the nature of the written text he was asked to read for the course 

was employed in the lecture theatre as a model of the kind of critical reading 

which was valued by the tutors on the course. In this and other ways, critique was 

foregrounded as central to the engagement in literacy practices at university. 

From the experience of the first year of the programme it was clear that 1.hc lecture 

theatre allowed for more interactive class activities than had seemed possible at 

the beginning. This weaker framing was reflected in more small group work in the 

lecture theatre, more lecture theatre dialogue, more use of student texts produced 

in the classroom, and student presentations to the whole audience. In this way 

more of the control over the pedagogic environment came to be shared with 

students. 

Finally, changes were introduced into the WOS syllabus. As a result of the 

feedback from students on the first year of the programme and of having a co

tutor who was a novice in film analysis, the course tutor increased the amount of 

close textual analysis of film that he modelled in lectures and seminars. His 

approach drew strongly on the distinctions made by Bordwell between 

Comprehension and Interpretation and was in response to the expressed 

uncertainties of some WOS99 students about how to describe the ways in which 

films make meaning. It is likely that the focus on organising essay texts created 

among participants a sharper focus on and awareness of what a film reading 

entails. This close film reading was an example of a shift towards strong 

classification of knowledge and strong framing of pedagogy in the subject 

teaching in response to the literacy work. 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Describing text linguistically in terms of the acts and thematic concepts it realises, 

using systemic functional grammar based genre analysis, provided a basis for an 

engagement with the literacy practices of a film studies classroom. The linguistic 

description of a key essay genre presented in the first part of this chapter 

represents a form of text description designed to be compatible with a process 

model of writing - one in which text as a construct is described in ways that 

acknowledge the processes of text construction, both from a reader's and writer's 

perspective. In the classroom exploitation of such description, reading and writing 

processes are foregrounded as processes of constructing text. The nature of that 

text and the grounds on which it is valued by the dominant tutor-reader constitute 

the focus of the literacy teaching. In itself this does not demonstrate the extent to 

which such knowledge is taken up by actual writers on the course. To that end, 

individual case studies are presented in later chapters of this thesis. 

In the classroom exploitation of such textual description, two features stand out 

and can be seen as relevant to the practices perspective on literacy. In both cases, 

'constructedness of text' proves a powerful concept. First, in order to build on and 

extend the thematic patterns inforn1ing the emerging film studies practices of the 

students, film studies terminology for discussing the constructedness of film text 

was used in discussing literate text. Second, 'constructedness of text' provided a 

metaphor and an insight that created space for the acknowledgement of different 

constructions of text. Following the Sydney genrists technique of critically 

comparing texts produced in different contexts for different purposes, the notion 

that texts are not 'given' but are designed was made explicit in the classroom. As 

the WOS course tutor observed in the lecture theatre debate reported in the next 

chapter, this brought text and writing practices out into the light - writing was no 

longer something individuals engaged in in secret. By making text visible, 

opportunity was created to notice, talk about and criticise ways that all 

participants on the course made meaning. Such commentary could be extended to 
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the set reading, essay writing, seminar discussion and ultimately the pedagogy of 

the course. The next chapter explores the value of this activity. 
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CHAPTERS THE ROLE OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF 

TEXT IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF 

FILM STUDIES: SOME FINDINGS 

This chapter provides responses to the third research question: 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

As the research question indicates, the emphasis is on the teaching and learning 

of literacy but, as the title of the chapter indicates, literacy is situated more 

broadly within the context of the teaching and learning of film studies. This 

conflation of literacy and film studies is inevitable in a language-based approach 

to learning, the theoretical foundation for which is the social semiotic model of 

language and literacy developed by genre analysts using systemic functional 

grammar. 

Despite relatively strong views expressed by various participants in the 'genre 

debates,' there continues to be relatively little evidence of systematic evaluation 

of genre-based approaches (see, for example, Hyon, 1996:714, Kern, 2000: 183 for 

expressions of this view). This chapter and the subsequent three chapters are 

intended to act as a contribution to such evaluation. Throughout the thesis, a case 

has been made for a model of text which is complex and fluid enough to be 

responsive to the challenges to textual description presented by process and 

practices accounts of literacy. If genre analysis and genre-based pedagogy are to 

be perceived as complex procedures carried out in complex contexts, and if 

textual coherence is to be regarded as a complex quality rather than an algorithmic 

textual pattern, then 'evaluation' of the approach must be based on as thick a 
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description as is practically possible. To that end, the evaluation in these chapters 

draws on data collected from five sources: 

1) End of WOS98 and WOS99 module assignment grades. 

2) A textual comparison of the six top-scoring essays from WOS98 (the year 

before the research) with the six top-scoring essays from WOS99 (the year of the 

research) using the linguistic categories outlined in chapters three and four. 

3) End ofWOSl and WOS2 student evaluation ofmodule forms. 

4) The end of the year lecture theatre discussion with students who participated in 

the WOS/WOW programme. 

5) Case studies of three students based on comparative textual analyses of their 

diagnostic essay and their final assignment using the linguistic categories 

discussed in chapters three and four, and informed by their interview comments. 

In brief, these data provide evidence that the approach adopted in this research 

enabled a collaboration and a dialogue between a subject tutor, a group of students 

and a literacy tutor which appeared to the two tutors and to many of the students 

to have positive implications for the teaching and learning of both literacy and 

film studies. As the approach was implemented in the spirit of critical action 

research (Carr and Kemmis, 1986), in which dialogue is seen as central to the 

research, expression of different perspectives is also represented. For a minority, 

the modelling of particular texts and textual practices was seen as the imposition 

of an 'academic' writing style in disregard of their individual writing preferences 

and their vision of university education. The pedagogy needs to be continuously 

modified in response to this - particularly to acknowledge the significance of the 

theory-practice divide in film studies education. 
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In this chapter, there is a discussion of the first four sets of data. In the next three 

chapters, individual case studies are discussed. 

5.1 END OF MODULE COURSE ASSIGN\'IEl\T GRADES: 

\VOS98 COMPARED WITH \\"0S99 

5.1.1 The type of data 

Statistics were derived from the end of module assignment grades awarded by the 

WOS course tutor for the assignments, .tv1ES98 and Iv!ES99. To obtain this data. 

not all MES assignments written in each year were used. The reason was that for 

each year the WOS tutor \\aS assisted in grading assignments by a different 

colleague. It was clear both from the distribution of grades and from the 

comments of the WOS course tutor that these second tutors graded assignments 

differently. The WOS98 second tutor was new to the university and his grading 

was noticeably higher than both the main \VOS tutor and also the more 

experienced WOS99 sc:cond tutor whose grading was. if anything, 10\ver than the 

main tutor's. Because of these inconsistencies between the two second tutors, 

their assignments \Nere excluded from this stage of the evaluation. Comparison 

was therefore made between the assignments marked by the main \VOS tutor in 

the two years. This meant an imbalance in the number of assignments that 

constituted the two corpora. \VOS98~1ES consisted of 19 out of a total of 46 MES 

texts; i.e., 27 assignments marked by the second tutor were excluded. 

WOS99MES consisted of 33 out of a total of 46 MES texts; i.e., 13 assignments 

marked by the second tutor were excluded. In both instances grades were 

convened into percentage figures for each band of the marking scheme (A-G) and 

compared across the t\\ o corpora. 
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5.1.2 Rationale for data collection 

From the perspective of a language-based theory of learning, literacy development 

also means subject knowledge development since the two are integral to each 

other. While a course tutor may or may not focus explicitly on the writing of an 

assignment in marking the assignment, the complex notion of coherence proposed 

in this thesis - in which linguistic form is presented as the realisation of thematic 

and activity systems - means that literacy development is likely to be reflected in 

higher grades awarded to assignments, when those grades are compared to grades 

awarded to assignments written before the literacy intervention. However, a 

number of limitations to this claim must be acknowledged. Some of these arc 

discussed below. 

5.1.3 Limitations of data as basis for implications 

1. The sample of essays across the two cohorts may not be comparable. The 

device of controlling the variables by only comparing the essays graded by the 

course leader may accidentally focus on unrepresentative texts from the two 

corpora. 

2. Research has shown that the same text can be graded quite differently by 

different markers (see Times I ligher Education Supplement report, June 28, 2002: 

'University Lecturers' Construction of Undergraduate Writing,' Universities of 

North London and Surrey ESRC funded research project). This might also suggest 

that essay texts marked by the same tutor in two different years could be marked 

differently. There are various reasons why this might occur. The tutor's notion of 

a valued text may have changed as a result of the collaboration in the literacy 

intervention. On the other hand, as a result of their shared involvement in a 

research activity - regardless of the actual focus of that activity - the relationship 

between the tutor and the research year group may be different to the relationship 

between him and the previous year group. Clearly, the implications of the second 

of these reasons are different to the implications of the first reason, and neither 
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necessarily implies an actual difference in the textual peformance of the two 

years. In classroom-based research such complex holistic effects are difficult to 

avoid. 

3. The hypothesis of a language-based theory of learning may be invalid. The 

form and style of students' essay texts may have changed to resemble what the 

tutor expected and so the assignment be awarded a higher grade, but the 

engagement with subject matter may be no deeper than it would be otherwise. 

Such modification of the essay texts towards a tutor's generic textual expectations 

with no actual change in the quality of the engagement with the subject matter 

would be an example of 'empty formalism'. This challenges the notion 

underlying a language-based theory of learning. A language-based theory of 

learning proposes that there ~ a relationship between meaning and form. This is 

not to propose that similar meanings cannot be realised through a diversity of 

forms. However, it is to question the notion of 'empty' formalism. If that 

hypothesis is invalid then there is no necessary correlation between improved 

essay grades awarded by a subject tutor and the fact that a literacy tutor has 

engaged with the writers of those essays over the ways they write the essays. 

5.1.4 Possible implications of the data 

The data is presented in the form of pie charts on page 228 and 229 and as a bar 

chart on page 230. Bearing in mind the restricted nature of the corpora and diverse 

uncontrolled variables mentioned above, the charts show that, for those 

assignments marked by the main WOS tutor, grades in WOS99 were higher than 

those in WOS98. Again, bearing in mind the limitations discussed above, various 

effects from the literacy pedagogy can be hypothesised. Two can be seen as 

positive outcomes, the other less so. 

1. Through the explication of textual forms and practices that are valued in the 

study of film, students might have been able to engage more effectively in that 

study. 
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2. Through the overt focussing on literacy processes and the attempt to change a 

culture of silence about writing into a culture of talking about writing, students 

might have been encouraged to take their own literacy practices and processes 

more seriously and thus engaged more deeply with the subject matter. 

3. By gaining insights into what a tutor is looking for in text, students might have 

been better able to produce texts that satisfied a tutor's expectations. The form and 

style may have changed to resemble what the tutor expected and the assignment 

awarded a higher grade, but the engagement with subject matter may have been 

no deeper than otherwise. This hypothesis assumes that forms and styles of 

language are not related to meaning. Such a hypothesis contradicts the hypotheses 

informing a language-based theory of learning, and although it is often claimed by 

critics of a language-based theory of learning that textual forms are not so 

intimately involved in meaning making, such a claim needs supporting with 

counter-evidence to the kind which is presented in this thesis. 
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Chart 5.1. WOS1998 cohort. Final assignment marks for MES 98 essay. 
A majority of students scored C grades. Only 5% of students scored above C+. 
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Chart 5.2 WOS1999 cohort. Final assignment marks for MES 99 essay. 
The number scoring C grades has fallen from 63% of total students to 47% and the number scoring 

B grades has risen from 5% to 32% 
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5.2 COMPARISON OF TOP SCORING WOS98 and WOS99 ESSAYS 

5.2.1 The type of data 

A sub-corpus of 12 texts was made up of the 6 top-scoring essays from MES98 

and MES99. These two sets of texts were coded using the categories of concepts 

and acts discussed in the previous chapter and the details of the coding were 

compared. 

[The analysis data for WOS98 is presented in Appendix 10. 

The analysis data for WOS99 is presented in Appendix 14 

Comparative data is presented in Appendices 15-18] 

5.2.2 Rationale for data collection 

By comparing the texts of students who had not participated in any literacy 

pedagogy with texts by students who had, it should be possible to obtain some 

insights into the impact of the literacy pedagogy. For greatest reliability, such a 

comparison should include the maximum number of texts from each year's 

corpus. However, a comparison of all 95 texts was beyond the resources of this 

research. Instead, a comparison of a sample was carried out. 6 top-scoring essays 

from the two years were compared - twelve essays in total. Top-scoring essays 

were compared because it was assumed that these would best reflect the values of 

the module. 

As with all the evaluation data, the limitations of the data must be recognised. 

Focussing on top-scoring essays means focussing on the best performances 

amongst a particular set of assignments. By definition, these texts are written by 

students who - in the traditional sense of the terms - 'know how to write.' The 

relevance of such performances for those students who - in the traditional sense 
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of the terms - 'have problems with writing' could be questioned. However, such 

traditional senses of these terms are not central to the theory underpinning a 

language-based theory of learning. In that theory, learning the language of a 

subject - through literate activity, in this case - is something that all students are 

engaged in. The fact that some embark on that process with more or more 

'appropriate' resources than others does not detract from that premise. Explicating 

the nature of the language is intended to benefit learners but the nature of the 

benefit will be somewhat dependent on their existing resources. To that extent, the 

intervention carried out in this research was not intended to be 'remedial' -

although, it could have been: it could have been offered to those students 

identified as 'in need'. 

What this means is that all students - all people - are different and that comparing 

textual performances across two groups - whether of the top-scoring or the lowest 

scoring - is not comparing like with like. However, as with the global assignment 

scores discussed in the previous section, comparisons should be attempted if the 

intervention is to be in any way evaluated. While a comparison of the top-scoring 

essays must be recognised as an exercise that is seriously limited by many 

uncontrolled variables, it has the potential to uncover contrasting trends in the two 

WOS programmes that might be attributable to the literacy intervention even if 

categorical claims about this intervention remain unsubstantiable. 

5.2.3 Limitations of data as basis for implications 

Some limitations of the data are more identifiable, however. There are two major 

sets of limitations on interpreting these data - differences in the conditions across 

the two years and the diverse range of values that can be attributed to the data. 

Three major differences in conditions are: 
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I) The wording of the MES98 question emphasised practical FILM READING, 

whereas the MES99 question emphasised TAXONOMY and MEANING 

MAKING. The titles, with the significant difference in wording underlined, were: 

MES98 essay: 

In what ways does mise en scene work to construct meaning in mainstream 

. ?cznema. 

MES99 essay 

What kinds ofmeaning are made by mise en scene in mainsteam cinema? Make 

reference to no more than 2 films seen on the course. 

It was the course tutor's intention that these two questions would elicit the same 

answer but the contrast between a process in the MES98 wording (In what ways 

does MES work) and a taxonomy in the MES99 (What kinds ofMEANINGS) may 

have been reflected in the focus on kinds of MEANINGS in MES99. 

2) The tutor placed more emphasis on concepts in WOS99. The impact for the 

course tutor of having a literacy teacher in the classroom - particularly one who 

was concentrating to some extent on the construal of concepts in writing - may 

have led to his emphasising these concepts more obviously in WOS99. The 

difference in student output would not therefore be only a result of differences in 

their writing practices but would also reflect a difference in the subject-tutor's 

input. If this were the case, however, it can still be seen as a result of the 

collaboration between the two tutors and therefore a result of the literacy 

intervention. 

3) The WOS98 student population was different to the WOS99 population. As 

discussed above, this factor has not been controlled for. To do so would require 

more resources than were available. 
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More problematic are the different interpretations that can be attributed to any 

differences in the texts. Most relevant to the discussions about student identity and 

authority in the academy is the issue of whether the increased use of the tutor's 

discourse is an exercise in empty academic rhetoric - the affectation by a student 

of an alien dialect for ostentatious display and reward and the surrender of their 

own authenticity and personal engagement. This concern relates to the one 

discussed in the previous section: how necessary or valuable is it in order to study 

film fnr a student to write an essay in the way suggested here and to use the 

concept terms proposed? A subsidiary question is: is there a necessary relation 

between the textual frxm and the thematic concepts? 

These questions lie at the heart of the hypotheses on which this thesis is based. 

Neither text organisation, nor quantity and accuracy of conceptual terminology 

can be unproblcmatically interpreted in these terms. Incoherence can be a result of 

empty imitation of the teacher's discourse or a student's 'powerful, contradictory 

logics· (Flower) at work in an effort to make meaning. Clearly organised text can 

be an empty formalism or a scaffold supporting the construction of coherent 

meanings. Quantity of concepts can be an ostentatious display or a deep 

engagement in the thematic systems of the field. Ultimately the participants in the 

field make their own decisions about these questions. The meeting of thematic 

systems and activity systems is negotiated - in large part - through the language 

systems that the participants bring to the situation. Explicit in that situation is the 

power that the tutor has as the mediator of some of the thematic systems that 

constitute the field - it is a pedagogic situation. But because it is a pedagogic 

situation the students, too. have power. The situation is officially constructed for 

them to learn more than it is for the institution to grade. The tensions inherent in 

this arc what make answering the questions posed above difficult. 

5.2.4 Implications of the data 

Looked at from a global text perspective, all six top-scoring texts produced by 

students \Vho participated in the literacy pedagogy (MES99) resemble the global 
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text description given in the previous chapter, in contrast with four of those of the 

previous year's students (IVIES98). f.jve MES99 macro-Themes predict 

exhaustively the subsequent taxonomic schema of the essay as opposed to three 

MES98 macro-Themes. Although there is some difference, the ELEMENTS 

taxonomy therefore continues to provide the dominant text organisation for both 

years. However. there is a significant difference in the occurrence of realisations 

of the concept, l\lEA1\;lNG. In MES98 macro-Themes \1L\NING hardly occurs, 

whereas in MES99 macro-Themes \lEANTNG occurs frequently - both as the 

word meaning, and in the form of other 1\lEANING related terms, such as 

verisimilitude and genre. As a result of this greater focus on MEANING, more 

concepts are Named and Made Technical in the MES99 macro-Themes than in the 

MES98 macro-Themes and more of the concepts that occur are semiotic 

abstractions. 

Table 5. 1 Occurrence of Named technical terms in the macro-Themes of 

,voS98 and \VOS99 top scoring essays organised by concept. 

See Appendix 16 for details of these figures. 

Concept \V()S99 l 
ELEMEJ\'TS \26 ]4 iI 

I I 
MEAJ\'ING I f, I .., 1~

I • l - . I 

---·--·------~L IGENRE 
: 
I 

.) 
" 

i 

1-Vcc::F::=.R...,.-IS:---;'l'vccc!c-lL_Il_-u_D_E______l'~ 
t-·c-cRE--c-,A,c-Llc-S'v_,1_____*__, __ I 16: ---j 

MAINSTREAM ' 4 , 

NARRATIVE 

[Because the purpose this analysis was to measure hmv much the texts 

engaged with the thematic formations of the field, each concept term \Vas coumed 

once only for each text, regardless of the number of times the same name 

occurred. ~1EANING is expressed by the word meaning itself and a number of 
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field-specific technical terms such as coherence, codes, and suspension of 

disbelief Verisimilitude actually a particular variant of MEANING - appears 

more times than the total number of texts because one writer distinguished three 

kinds of verisimilitude. Realism is asterisked because of the doubts about its 

appropriateness as a thematic concept (discussed in chapter four).] 

All MES99 essays, therefore appear to foreground MEANING as a distinct field

specific concept construed through a number of technical terms, such as 

coherence, codes, and suspension of disbelief This is in contrast with MES98 

essays where MEANING is discussed only in terms of realism and a limited 

number of other non-field-specific MEANING terms. This non-field-specific use 

of terminology is also illustrated by the word narrative in MES98 essays where it 

is treated as a relatively unproblematic synonym for sto1y. A number of MES99 

essays analyse the term into component parts, such as complication and 

resolution. One MES99 essay [DB] presents a MEANINGS TAXONOMY in its 

macro-Theme. This taxonomy does not predict the stages of the text but it 

constitutes an ldeational chain of abstraction which is woven through the 

ELEMENTS Taxonomy in the text and, in the macro-New (that is, the 

conclusion), is foregrounded as a generalisation that unites the accumulated 

propositions of the essay. 

There are five terms that arc defined or explained in at !east one of the WOS99 

macro-Themes: MAINSTREAM CINEMA MEANING_ GENRE, 

VERISlMILITUDE, and NARRATIVE. Among these terms that are made 

technical in WOS99, the most striking is mainstream cinema. 5 out of 6 texts 

define this term in the macro-Theme, most of them explicitly proposing that its 

definition is a prerequisite to applying the MES taxonomy in a film reading. This 

emphasis reflects the emphasis that the course tutor put on the categorising of 

CINEMA and its importance as a context for the discussion of FILM MEANING. 

It contrasts with the WOS98 texts, four of which name mainstream but only one 

of which defines it or locates it in a taxonomy of CINEMA. The explicit 
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definition of the term in WOS99 texts can be seen as an acknowledgement of its 

field organising significance and a valued act in the macro-Theme. 

A study of hyper-Themes does not reveal significant differences in terms of their 

text organising role - in both years, top scoring essays are characterised by dual

facing hyper-Themes. However, MES99 essays' greater attention to MEANING 

and related concepts means there is some difference between the two years. 

MES98 hyper-Themes are more likely to have hyper-Themes where the wording 

of the general concepts MEANING MAKING and MEANING are 

'commonsense' terms without a clear field-specific value, or which come close to 

expressing affective responses or value judgements about the degree of 

significance of an ELEMENT rather than attributing an analytical MEANING 

function to it. An example of a non-field-specific term used to describe the 

function of an ELEMENT is: settings can be used to help the viewer realise what 

is going on ... to have that all-important second insight into the film. An example 

of an affective response is: The characters relate to the mise en scene perfectlv 

with moody and dark performances. An example of a value judgement is: mise en 

scene can be used to its highest potential in Mildred Pierce. There are no 

examples of this kind of generalisation in the hyper-Themes of MES99. An 

example of an analytical MEANING concept from MES99 is: The shadowy, dark 

atmosphere offilm noir connotes a feeling ofmysterv. trouble and hidden secrets. 

In general, the effect of MES99 features like the one described above is to turn 

film into an object of study by distancing the analyst from the object - and thus 

producing a film analysis as opposed to a film-goer's evaluation. This effect is 

increased by a greater use of quotes, interpersonal metaphor and other devices that 

disassociate the student analyst from a solidary cinema viewing public. These two 

contrasting treatments of setting illustrate the difference: 

MES98: I shall start by looking at how settings help to carry the narrative. I have 

mentioned briefly in the introduction that settings can be used to help the viewer 

realise what is going on. 
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MES99: To discuss setting we must first differentiate between a set and a 

location: "a set is a constructed place used for filming and a location is place that 

is not built expressly for the filmmaker" (Phillips, pl 0) 

Not all MES99 hyper-Themes indicate such a meaningful engagement with the 

ELEMENT - MAKE MEANING - MEANING thematic pattern. There are 

indications of the formulaic implementation of the input from the literacy 

pedagogy. One of the MES99 texts, for example, has a repeated hyper-Theme, in 

which only the ELEMENT is changed from paragraph to paragraph: 

B 1 One element of mise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream 

cinema is the location/setting. 

C 1 Another element ofmise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream 

cinema are the props. 

etc. 

This is an unusually repetitive format and could be seen as 'empty formalism.' On 

the other hand, it shows an awareness of hyper-Theme which could provide a 

basis for development. It may be that in the meantime this formulaic scaffold has 

enabled the student to construct a strongly organised text through which his grasp 

of the conceptual framework has been strengthened. Although the hyper-Theme 

sentences are repetitive, the paragraphs they predict appear to engage 

meaningfully with the essay themes - and he received a top score for the work. 

The other essays from MES99, as suggested above, seem to have employed the 

taxonomic form of the essay in order to construct creative, complex and field

specific FILM ANALYSIS. The strong implementation of the generic form -

what the essay is about - could be seen to have scaffolded essays which have a 

valued purpose and make valued points. 

The use of literature in general, as exemplified in the MES99 extract above, is 

more typical of the top-scoring essays of MES99 than MES98. Three specific 
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features of the use of literature in MES99 are the broader range ofliterature which 

is used, the smaller amount of 'inappropriate' literature (that is, film guides as 

opposed to film studies text books and specialist literature), and the greater 

amount of glossing of the relevance of direct quotations, which are less likely to 

be treated as self-explanatory. 

The features that have been discussed so far all contribute to the coherence of the 

essays and probably explain the high score that the tutors awarded them. 

However, coherence is difficult to compare across the MES98 and MES99 sets of 

texts. The theory of coherence employed in this research is multidimensional. An 

'incoherence' in any of the dimensions discussed above - such as the fuzzy 

realisation of a MEANING concept by the words, that all-important second 

insight - has to be seen as one item in a complex textual system with many 

interacting parts. A single measure of coherence - such as cohesive harmony or 

thematic development of the text - can not be treated as individually responsible 

for the evaluation of the text. The close textual analyses of the three case studies 

in the subsequent chapters demonstrate just how complex is the interaction 

between various parts of the texts. However, bearing in mind the limitations of 

even the more multidimensional measures that have been discussed in this section, 

the patterning against each other of the linguistic, thematic and activity systems 

instantiated in the twelve top scoring texts suggests that MES99 texts display 

more highly valued features than MES98 texts. This conforms with the higher 

grades which were awarded to the MES99 texts reported in the previous section. 

5.3 STUDENT FEEDBACK SHEETS 

5.3.1 The type of data 

In order to obtain data on the student perception of the literacy pedagogy, 

evaluation forms were given to students in the final session of WOS 1,99 and 

WOS2,99. Amalgamated versions of the completed forms are presented in 
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Appendices 11 and 12. Student numbers for these final sessions were lower than 

usual (WOS 1: 23 out of approximately 75; WOS2: 22 out of approximately 75). 

WOS 1 students completed the form in the lecture theatre. WOS2 students were 

given a week to complete the forms and were invited to discuss them in the 

lecture theatre. (That debate is discussed in 5.4 below.) 

5.3.2 Rationale for data collection 

The evaluation procedure reflects the university's nonnal end of module "Student 

Perception of Module" (SPOM) evaluation. In addition to the standard university 

form for WOS - which is not reported on in this thesis - a separate evaluation 

form for the literacy component (WOW) was given. The WOWl form focussed 

exclusively on the students' perception of the writing component of the film 

studies module. The WOW2 form included specific questions from the subject 

tutor about related issues of course content. This reflected how, by the end of the 

first complete year of the programme, the integration of subject and literacy had 

advanced. 

The questions were deliberately designed to allow for strong expressions of 

negative evaluations if students wished. Students were asked to express their 

position in terms of unambiguous 'positive' and 'negative' judgements on the 

writing component of the course (see 11 and 12 for these statements of opinion). 

The evaluation forms for both WOS modules are considered here although the 

MES essay discussed in this thesis was written at the end of the first of the WOS 

modules. The WOS2 evaluation form is regarded as relevant to this research 

because most of the students were the same for the two modules, the WOW 

programme ran sequentially throughout the two WOS modules, and the questions 

and subsequent discussion at the end of WOS2 were a reflection on the entire 

year's literacy component. 
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5.3.3 Limitations of data as basis for implications 

A limitation of the data is that it was obtained from a self-selected section of the 

entire student group. Only those students who attended the last sessions of the 

modules provided feedback on the course. These could be seen as constituting a 

focus group - but there was no control over the constitution of this group and no 

way of knowing if it represented a cross-section of the views across the whole 

student group. Against that, it could be said that the group represented a random 

sample from the entire population. 

The evaluation of WOS 1 was comparatively unequivocal in contrast with that of 

WOS2. In WOS2 forms, there is some contradiction between the positive 

evaluation of the WOW component and the view that there was also too much 

focus on writing. It is possible that the negative implication of the statement, 

'There was too much focus on reading/writing' which actually appeared at the 

otherwise 'positive' end of the Agree-Disagree spectrum on the form influenced 

the students' response (see Appendices 11 and 12). 

5.3.4 Possible implications of the data 

WOW /WOS 1 evaluation form (See Appendix 11) 

The opinions expressed in the WOW! evaluation form are almost completely 

positive about the writing component of the WOS module. Selected results are 

presented on the following page. They show that the vast majority of students 

'agreed' or 'agreed strongly' with positive statements about the WOW component 

- although there are some individual answers that indicate disatisfaction. 
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----- -- -

WOW/WOS2, evaluation fonn (Se~_Appendix 12) 

The positive impression of the ,,riting component ,vas repeated for most 

categories at the end of the second WOS module. However for one category a 

significant number of negative responses were given. 

Table 5.3 Selected evaluation responses, \VOS2/\VOW 99 

Statement 
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The statements in the WOW2 evaluation fom1 were intended to explore the 

students' experience of the writing component but were also intended to invite 

responses about students' experience of the integration of literacy and the study of 

film. This integration was ref1ected in the statement dealing with the application 

of the relational idea, 'the construction of meaning in text' to both literacy and 

film study, and in the statement about the integration of explicit reading activities 

into the subject tutor's teaching of the film studies content of the module. The 

course tutor had come to see reading as the most important aspect of the 

WOW/\VOS course and had begun to integrate explicit reading development 

activities into his seminars. For him this represented a direct engagement with 

thematic formations of the field. 
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Students were also invited to give written comments on the issue of reading. It is 

significant that many of the comments referred to the difficulty of the set reading 

but most considered they had gained in their ability to handle this difficult 

material. The next question, 'which concepts have you learned on the WOS 

programme?' produced a significant number of references to the central thematic 

concepts, VERISIMILITUDE and MEANING. 7 out of the 13 WOS99 students 

who responded to the question about the concepts they had learned mentioned one 

of these two concepts. 

The most significant negative response was to the statement "there was too much 

focus on writing in WOS l and 2. 6 people strongly agreed with this, 6 agreed, 10 

neither agreed or disagreed, and 2 disagreed. This clearly indicates some 

dissatisfaction with the writing programme. The following three comments 

suggest some of the causes of that dissatisfaction. 

May have gone a bit too deep into some readings 

I have to admit to at times resenting the writing on the module as I prefer the 

practical side ofthe module 

Sometimes it was overrepetitive and long. With no chance for us to individualise 

approach at a later date 

There are a number of possible implication. One may be that two semesters of the 

literacy component was too much. A related point made in casual comments by 

students was that the 4 to 5 hours spent in the lecture theatre each week was 

demanding. One hour of subject input followed by one hour of writing activities 

meant a longer time in the lecture theatre than students were expected to spend in 

other modules. A second cause may have been the diversity in the degree of 

confidence and knowledge about writing that students came with; what one 

student might find overchallenging another might find oversimple. This diversity 

of knowledge and practices was confirmed in interviews with students. 
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The second written comment above suggests that reservations may reflect the 

student's sense that time was spent on literacy at the expense of other aspects of 

the course. In fact, it is unlikely that the time on literacy reduced the attention to 

more 'practical' aspects of film studies. One interpretation of this comment could 

be that treating reading and writing as explicit activities rather than as the 

transparent and given medium through which other more important activities are 

achieved effectively brings into focus the value of treating other activities 

explicitly as well. 'Construction of meaning through text' as a practical enterprise 

mirrors many of the other practical activities that constitute the study of media -

such as small group management in film making, editing video material, or 

constructing a web-site. 

In response to concerns expressed in the third written comment above, the second 

year of the programme included attempts to introduce more small group work in 

the lecture theatre and to make activities more interactive. Some of these changes 

were referred to in the previous chapter. 

Although responses to the WOS/WOW2 evaluation form continue to endorse the 

writing component of the course, they do also give grounds for considering 

whether aspects of students' preferred practices - both in writing and in other 

areas of media studies activity - are being overlooked. Evaluation forms are often 

difficult to interpret - in part, because of the 'halo effect': they may represent a 

global 'feel-good' or 'feel-bad' response to the course and/or the tutors. However, 

in light of the 'processes' and 'practices' criticisms of 'text-centric' approaches to 

literacy, it is important to be particularly sensitive to any expressions of 

dissatisfaction by students which might reflect a sense that the agenda of the 

dominant participants is being pursued at their expense. The extent to which such 

a sense was prevalent among students was investigated further through the lecture 

theatre debate and the interviews. 
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5.4. FEEDBACK DEBATE 

5.4.1 The type of data 

The second half of the final WOS2 session was used to debate the experience of 

the WOS 1 and 2 modules. The discussion was held in the lecture theatre which 

seats about 150 students. The session was attended by 24 students of the total 

course enrolment of 75. The discussion was recorded on a small tape recorder at 

the front of the lecture theatre. This means that some of the recording of students 

far back in the hall was not good. The fact that parts of student contributions were 

lost for this reason creates a slightly false impression of the amount of talking 

time taken by the lecturers in the discussion. The quality of attention by everyone 

seemed very high to the two tutors. In total 8 male students and 7 female students 

made individual contributions to the discussion - 15 out of 24 people present - but 

there were a number of moments when many people spoke at once. 

The motivation for the debate lies in 'critical action research' methodology as 

outlined in the work of Carr and Kemmis (Can-, 1998; Carr and Kemmis, 1986). 

The essence of this is that research is entered into as a public process. This 

involves the notion of politics - the politics of debate. 

The principles of critical action research relevant for the literacy intervention 

investigated here are: 

1. The nature of the pedagogy being attempted and the principles underlying it 

should be publicly expressed and debated with all participants - students, tutors, 

colleagues, managers, peer researchers. 

2. This debate should be an ongoing process not a preliminary 'proposal' and a 

final 'report' for comment. 

3. The diverse constructions of meaning that participants make of and through 

their participation in the practices of the situation must be continuously sought for 

and taken into account in recording 'data' for analysis. 
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4. The historical experiences and political structures that determine how 

participants construct meanings of and through their practices must be sought for. 

5. As far as possible the researcher should become an insider to the situation, in 

order to engage with the diverse meanings of the situation as fully as possible. 

6. As far as possible, action should be planned by all participants and evaluated by 

them in an ongoing process of debate and decision making 

7. The teaching and research should be emancipatory, so necessitating some 

attempt to decide how 'emancipation' should be defined. 

In critical action research, theory and practice are seen as realised through a 

political debate in the 'ideal speech situation' - a situation in which conditions are 

in place for truth telling and the testing of validity claims. Discovering or 

constructing such an 'ideal speech situation' is clearly a questionable goal, in 

view of the many conflicts of power that there are between the values and 

discourses of participants in the situation. With that reservation in mind, the 

lecture theatre debate discussed in this section was set up to be as free and 

supportive a situation for expressing opinions as was possible within the context 

of a first year university undergraduate course. Rather than seeking affirmation of 

the value of the courses the tutors did their best to encourage and support 

oppositional views. As the tape script shows, this entailed offering negative 

interpretations - derived from the 'processes' or 'practices' perspectives on 

literacy - for students to confirm if they wished. Apart from wishing to make 

space for oppositional views, such feeding of negative perspectives into the 

discussion represented a genuine searching by the tutors for deeper understanding 

of the issues involved in the programme they had implemented. 

See Appendix 13 for transcript. 

5.4.2 Rationale for data collection 

The tutors set up the debate in order to obtain feedback from students on four 

main aspects of the WOS/WOW course: 
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the literacy component of the module: particularly its value in supporting 

learning about reading films and developing the conceptual tools for doing 

this 

the film screening component of the module: particularly concerning the 

viewing of whole films or film extracts 

the quantity of course content that was covered 

the value of WOS 1 and 2 as core modules for first year media studies 

students. 

The emphasis in the discussion below is on the first of these purposes - the 

literacy component of the course - but it is relevant to note that this component 

was seen in the context of the other three purposes. 

5.4.3 Limitations of data as basis for implications 

Like the questionnaires, the lecture theatre debate is limited because it did not 

involve all participants on the course. However, the quality of the discussion may 

have improved as a result of the small size of what might be regarded as a focus 

group. 

A second limitation of the data is the scope it provides for interpretation. An 

oppositional reading could interpret the comments of the participants with far less 

sympathy to the literacy pedagogy discussed. However, to diminish the value of 

the debate in these terms, is to misunderstand its function. Ultimately, such debate 

is a moment in a continuing dialogue not a final summation. The ideas expressed 

on this occasion affected the ways the literacy programme was implemented in the 

second year. Such a programme needs to be continuously under construction -

and deconstruction. The debate, and this reflection on it, provides data on which 

to base such construction and deconstruction. 
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5.4.4 Possible implications of the data 

At the opening of the debate there are several contributions endorsing the value of 

the WOW component. 

Example I 

[ Abbreviations: 

FSI First female student etc 

MSI First male student etc 

WOST WOS ~ film studies - tutor 

wowr WOW~ literacy - tutor} 

Inaudible sections are paraphrased ifpossible and included in square brackets 

WOST Do you think your essays arc improved? 

•
MSl Yeah 

WOST What would you put that down to? 

MS 1 Learning about [? writing] 

FS2 Jim's wonderful tree diagram 

[Laughter] 

WOWT The tree diagrams ... you think ... 

MS 1 [?ln the other lectures] they don't really tell you how to approach it but with 

the combination of you and .Jim [we got that] 

FS2 I think it's taken a lot of fear out of writing. 

MS! Yeah 
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FS2 You see it's just a process ...just like everything else ..it's not this great ... 

MSI Yeah 

This is followed by a relatively large amount of time spent debating the question 

of whether the literacy component of the course had imposed a particular style of 

writing onto students which interfered negatively with their own writing styles. It 

is important to note that the lecturers strongly encouraged students to voice these 

opinions - to the extent that they can be seen to put words into speakers' mouths. 

However, this perspective is a central concern for this research since it is a 

criticism often aimed at genre-based pedagogy. Three students were encouraged 

to express their views about this at length. In doing so, as the extracts below 

indicate, they do express views shared by critical discourse analysts and New 

Literacists in their discussion of literacy. They felt their own style was being 

overwhelmed and ignored. 

Example 2 

WOWT Is there anyone 'Nho thinks it's a really bad idea [to give out student 

essays for other students to read] 

FS3 One of the problems is you have an expectation ...something you don't know 

... the more you read what other people have written ... it puts it all in perspective 

... you're not expected to do this amazing ... 

MS5 [Yeah but then all the essays start to look the same] ..there' 11 be no more 

originality anymore ...you write it out the way everyone else has done it before 

you 
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WOWT Have you had that feeling this time Gary? 

MS5 Sometimes yeah ... you know what is expected of you so you just fill in the 

blanks 

WOWT And is that destructive? in some way 

MS5 It can be [you lose] the originality of what you're writing 

WOWT Have you .... because you came from a background where you'd done 

writing previously. Have you found that you've had to kind of fit into a mould or 

something 

MS5 [Yes] 

WOWT And have you resented that? 

MS5 A bit yeah 

WOWT Is there anyone else here who's got that kind of feeling 

FS3 [What do you mean?] 

WOWT Well whether you've kind of come in to university and feel like it's 

trying to impose a mould of writing on you ... sorry Judy? 
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Example 3 

FS4 You are ... I write how I speak and the two main structures you give ..I can't 

... at the beginning of the year I couldn't do ... and you can't change the structure ... 

I can improve it .. the structure I use but I can't change it ... you're not forcing or 

anything ... its just everybody \vritcs differently ... and you can't keep to one ... do 

you know what I mean ... you can't sort of mark dmvnjust because oftbe structure 

.. .if you know what I mean 

WOWT Do you feel like you've lost your individuality through this year 

FS4 Mmrn 

WOWT Kirk you do. Do you? 

FS4 Yes 

WOWT Can you say ...was that \Vhat you were just saying really .. that's what 

you were just saying ... 

fS4 I have done more reading this year because I know that the only way I can 

change my structure ... improve my structure is by changing the vocah ... that's all 

I've done ... and by reading l'w got a better vocab 

WOWT You say better but you ·re compromising you're losing your individuality 

FS4 Yeah in a way but I still try and keep it 

WOWT Ok Does that fit with your thoughts KML ,vhen you said you thought it 

was somehow like a mould 
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Example 4 

MS4 With our essays we were told that you don't do it like this you do it like that. 

I used to do it that way myself. You have to do it in a certain way and some 

people say [so we have to change and write essays in the way the teacher wants] 

WOWT Sorry I didnt' catch that last bit 

MS4 Some of us are used to doing essays other ones are used to doing essays 

.... [inaudible] ... we all have to change. It's the same in video making. It can be 

something you relate to and the teacher doesn't relate to and enjoy it 

WOWT So does the same experience occur in practical activities like video as 

you say ... it's not just in essay writing ... the whole operation is about getting you 

to fit into moulds 

WOWT Is there anyone who can answer what Dee's asking which is 

fundamentally what is the purpose of writing essays ... or at least has got some 

thoughts about it .. .Judy you have 

FSl To know we understand the subject we're actually being taught 

FS3 But you can express your understanding of the subject without writing in an 

academic way ... so 

MS4 Yeah 

WOST Do you think now, do you think you can 

MS4 Me personally, [??I can] [better in ?talking ?making video] 
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WOST Right 

WOWT Yeah ...but that's fair enough and I think that sounds right ... but is the 

writing down on a piece of paper in that way of not any value? Is it simply 

another way of doing things 

MS4 Yeah [inaudible??? that suits some people] 

FS4 Everybody's different ... some people might be better at actually making 

videos than they are at writing essays .... some people are better at dissertations .... 

than they are at wri ..making videos ... some people are better at essays than 

anything else ...me, personally, I'd be far better off talking than 1 am writing it 

down ... I don't know about videos yet because I don't do video skills 

These exchanges represent evident conflict between the preferred meaning

making practices of some of the students and the models of literacy presented on 

the course - and possibly even with the principle of 'models'. They raise two 

questions at the heart of the debate with the 'practices' and 'processes' notion of 

literacy: (1) Is the model and style of literacy presented on the WOW programme 

authentically representative of 'academic writing'? (2) If it is, does explicating it 

help or hinder its acquisition? 

The answer to (1) is that it is likely that the texts discussed with students do 

represent what is valued on this particular film studies course. The linguistic 

frame of reference described in chapter 3 which guided the literacy tutor in his 

discussions with the subject tutor may have overdetermined the valuing of certain 

features of text but those features were intuitively perceived as valuable by the 

tutor. 
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In answer to (2) it seems likely that explication has helped some students and not 

others. The case studies (see following chapters) cast further light on this question 

- and demonstrate how complex it is to unravel the benefits and costs of a 

pedagogic approach. Bizzell, a long-standing advocate of liberatory pedagogy in 

the United States, refers to the dilemmas: 

I do not know that anyone has yet articulated a truly collaborative 

pedagogy of academic literacy, one that successfully integrates the 

professor's traditional canonical knowledge and the students non-canonical 

cultural resources.... Integration has not been achieved if the students are 

simply allowed to express affective responses to canonical knowledge as 

conveyed by the professor, or if the professor simply abdicates the role of 

guide to tradition and encourages the students to define a course agenda 

from their own interests. (Bizzell, 1992:251) 

Until other decisions are made about the kinds of meaning and meaning making 

practices that such media students are required to develop, writing essays will 

remain one of the practices that is expected. It is not only on a module with an 

explicit literacy pedagogy that students experience conflict between their practices 

and those expected by the university. The difference with WOS was that there was 

a forum to debate the conflict. Students from other courses reported similar 

conflicts without any opportunity to debate them and a number expressed a wish 

that they could have had a programme like the WOS/WOW one. 

It is significant that, after a year of explicit literacy pedagogy, some students are 

still expressing uncertainty about what the purpose of essays is. When the subject 

tutor explained his view of essay writing as an exercise in precise thinking some 

students asked why this had not been made clear to them at the beginning of the 

year. This comment is interesting because from the beginning of the course, the 

functional value of the form of university writing had been explicated in terms of 

the purposes it served. One interpretation of the frustration some students 
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expressed in this final session was that it had needed a whole year for the 

significance of the message to be realised. This actual point was made by the 

subject tutor himself who explained he had not been holding back from students 

his understanding of what constituted an essay but had himself gained the 

awareness in the course of the year. While it might seem disappointing that the 

message had taken a year to be heard by some of the students, the fact that the 

entire year had culminated in a discussion in which this insight was shared can 

still be seen as an achievement. 

It can also be related to an event that took place the following year. In the second 

year of the research, the literacy programme was unexpectedly terminated before 

the end of the WOS 1 module, for reasons not associated directly with the 

programme. In response to the new first year students' concerns, some of the 

second year students who had participated in the literacy research set up 

consultation meetings to share their understanding of the writing of the end of 

module assignments. The processes and practices that the SFL based text 

description had enabled the two tutors to explicitly address in WOW/WOS99 had 

been internalised sufficiently by some of the course participants for them to 

engage in explicating them with the following year's students on WOS2000. 

What should be acknowledged in this final debate is the quality of the reflection 

on the processes and content of the !earning on the module ·which characterised it. 

While it is true that a number of students made little or no verbal contribution, the 

very fact of having a lecture theatre debate of this kind could be seen, in part, as 

an outcome of the literacy intervention. At the beginning of the year it had been 

the subject tutor's expectation that students would be too intimidated to speak in 

front of 75 others in a lecture theatre. Many of the lecture theatre activities had 

been designed to avoid putting such demands on students. By the end of the year, 

it was apparent that many of the students felt confident enough to take the risk of 

speaking in public in this way. 
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The quality of the debate is, in part, a reflection of the value of the literacy project 

which motivated it: 

• There is evident attempt by participants to converse respectfully and as 

equally as institutionalised positions permit. 

• Students are engaging in active reflection on the processes and content of 

learning - that is, theorising and metatheorising. 

• There is a process underway here in this session and evidence that a meaning 

making process has been characteristic of the course through the preceding 

year. 

• The integration of writing and learning is overtly recognised - although in 

different ways by different participants - and the discussion itself is an object 

lesson of this integration, naturally moving backwards and forwards between 

writing, learning and content of learning. 

• The search for the purpose of writing and of university learning generally is 

seen as a real search by all participants. 

• The request that these purposes be explicated clearly at the beginning of the 

course is, contradictorily, actually evidence of the inadequacy of doing so. 

Writing and the purposes of writing and learning cannot be grasped in one or 

two special essay writing sessions - for some, the process of coming to 

understand involves continuous exploration through the kind of dialogue 

occurnng. 

• The fact that there is not agreement on the issue of essay writing is far less 

important than the fact that essay writing is being discussed. 

The lecture theatre debate can be taken in conjunction with the student evaluation 

of the module feedback sheets. Although there are obviously aspects that some 

were not happy about, these two data sources suggest that the course tutor and 

most of the students who participated were positive about the experience of 

explicit attention to literacy as part of their film studies module. The challenge of 

negotiating a synthesis of the dominant discourses and the students' discourses 

remains. But the quality of debate that occurred in this lecture theatre suggests 
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that a basis exists for such a negotiation. Undoubtedly there will remain some who 

consider the emphasis on writing to be excessive in light of the other channels of 

communication which exist in a media studies department. That is not an 

argument for one side or the other, but is a set of perspectives deserving of 

attention. 

The discussion suggests an agenda for these students as they move into the second 

year. In a later meeting - held at the end of their first semester in the second year 

- a group of ten of these students expressed surprise at the difficulty of the 

assignments they were expected to do in the second year. It was their opinion that 

the literacy component could be of relevance in that year too. 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter is the first of four which attempt to provide responses to the third 

research question: 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

Two sets of written text data and two sets of participant evaluation data have 

been used. While acknowledging severe limitations on the interpretations these 

data can support, a number of cautious claims have been made about the effects 

of using a genre-based description of text in the teaching and learning of film 

studies literacy. Despite the limitations of the data, the reliability of the 

interpretations based on them is increased by the researcher's participant role in 

the situation. Participation in the on-going conversation that constitutes the 

construction of this film studies course provides both a privileged and a partial 

perspective on the events. A non-participant role would have provided different 

perspectives. 
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From the privileged and partial perspective of an insider, the view is of a struggle 

for coherence. The tutors' and students' engagement through and around written 

text can be represented in terms of a search for understanding by all participants 

of the resources, expectations, and desires of other participants. In a film studies 

course, it is the study of film which dominates this engagement. The study is 

constituted of various discursive practices - activities - and bodies of knowledge 

- thematic formations. The struggle is to explicate, negotiate, appropriate and 

operate this study. From the perspective of a language-based theory of learning, 

these activities and thematic formations are constructed, in large part, through 

language - both spoken and written. From a genre perspective, such linguistic 

work has qualities that emerge from the fact that it amounts to 'typified responses 

to recurrent situations' (Miller, 1984). Written text, by being a material artifact, 

provides physical evidence of the work that constitutes film study. In the 

multimodal environment of a media studies department, the written mode does 

not have a prerogative on the meaning making processes. However, it remains 

one of the major modes for meaning making and also, perhaps, the major mode 

for reflection on those meaning making processes. 

It is from that privileging perspective on written text that this literacy intervention 

in the conversation of film studies was initiated. The purpose was to attempt to 

explicate the role and nature of written text in film studies in order to contribute 

to the practice of literacy in that study. Textual data - the first two sets of data in 

this chapter - suggest the intervention resulted in changes in the nature of the 

written text. Normal end of module assignment grades by the course tutor suggest 

that assignments from the intervention year were more highly valued than those 

from the previous year. Comparative analysis of some of the linguistic forms in 

relation to the activity systems and thematic formations they instantiate suggests 

a correlation between the higher evaluation ofthe assignments and the occurrence 

of linguistic forms taught on the programme. Because linguistic forms were 

taught in relation to activity and thematic systems of film studies, literacy 

development and film study development are not treated as separately assessable. 

The textual data can be interpreted to mean that, in this instance, a linguistic 
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description of text, represented in the terms outlined in the previous chapter, has 

contributed to the literacy practices of students, by supporting a more focussed 

engagement with the activities and thematic formations of film studies, seen from 

the perspective of the course tutor and of a large number of the students. The 

impact has been to enhance the quality of coherence in the conversation between 

participants, particularly through and around written text - but also through other 

modes. 

By focussing on and making visible that which is traditionally invisible and taken 

for granted, a process of defamiliarisation has begun. Such deliberate 

defamiliarisation may hardly seem necessary for new students at a university, for 

whom the entire experience may be unfamiliar. But defamiliarising the nature of 

university literacy creates a contagion through which many familiarities can 

come to be re-viewed. A space is created in which both tutors' and students' 

practices can be addressed. These ramifications are evident in the lecture theatre 

debate where the conversation ranges beyond literacy practices to evaluation of 

other activities constituting film studies. An SFL-based genre approach to written 

text was compatible with and to some extent enabled a semiotic analysis of the 

context of situation and culture construed by the students and tutors constituting 

modules WOSl & 2, 99. It is in these terms that a linguistic description of text 

contributes to the teaching and learning of literacy in a first year film studies 

course: it expioits a physical artifact to stimulate discussion about the situated 

practices of literacy that comprise the situation, and it locates those literacy 

practices in relation to the other practices that constitute film studies. 

How does this affect individual students? Predictably, the answer is, 

'Differently'. Just how complex the differences are will become obvious in the 

next three chapters where analyses of the texts and opinions of three individual 

students are presented. The differences in the ways these students negotiate, 

appropriate and operate with the explicated textual descriptions and the practices 

associated with those descriptions is predictable in the light of the literature on 

'processes' and 'practices' accounts of literacy use and learning. But a genre-
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based account is compatible with these perspectives. It is not a 'product' account 

of text and literacy: there is no simple correlation between the input text and the 

output text, as represented by the product model on page 14 of this thesis. The 

complex model of coherence does not allow for simple measurement of literate 

practices embodied in an autonomous text. It is this which makes the genre 

approach to literacy development appealing but also difficult to evaluate. Its 

appeal lies in its search for the relevance of any textual features identified: its 

accounts of text are motivated accounts; it offers an approach to literacy 

development rooted in the social goals of participants. Its difficulty lies in the 

diverse representations and realisations of those goals that are available to 

participants. Ultimately, genre-based pedagogy exists in the space between the 

appeal and the difficulty. It mediates the relevance and the diverse 

representations. This is situated action, theory in practice, a continuing 

conversation. The data presented in this chapter suggests that, in WOSl & 2, 99, 

systemic functional linguistics provided useful tools for such situated 

conversation. 
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CHAPTER6 THE ROLE OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF TEXT 

IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF FILM 

STUDIES: AN ONTOGENETIC PERSPECTIVE (CASE 

ONE) 

This chapter and the subsequent two chapters continue to provide responses to the 

research question: 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy on a 

first year university film studies course? 

Each chapter attempts to trace the ways in which the literacy of individual students on 

the WOS film studies course developed during the period of the literacy intervention: 

that is, each chapter attempts to present an account of the ontogenetic development of 

participants on the course. The chapters consist of a close analysis of the coherence of 

the students' diagnostic essay and final module assignment essay texts set in the light 

of their comments on those texts and on the WOS/WOW programme. This brings the 

linguistic and pedagogic description of the genre in chapter four into contact with the 

goal oriented social processes of three producers of the genre. In this respect the 

emphasis of the genre analysis shifts from the textual description and pedagogic 

account presented in chapter four, where the tutor - the essay text reader - was the 

specialist informant, to textual descriptions where students - the essay text writers -

are the specialist informants. In other words the students acted as informants into how 

they turned the literacy input into writing practice and how far they experienced this 

as an engagement in a set of writing practices that reinforced, conflicted with, 

devalued or replaced their own. 
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Focussing on the writing behaviour of individual students participating in a genre

based approach to literacy teaching and learning means engaging directly with the 

concerns expressed about such an approach by 'processes' and 'practices' accounts of 

literacy. From a processes perspective, the central issue is how individual students 

exploit the description of features of a text-as-construct in the process of constructing 

their own text; that is, how they convert discursive knowledge about taxonomic 

conceptual frameworks; macro-Themes, hyper-Themes, and cohesion into the 

practical processes of making meaning by writing. From a practices perspective, the 

central issue is how individual students experience the engagement in discursive 

practices which may or may not be familiar to them - in tenns of their previous 

experience oflinguistic, thematic and/or activity systems. 

In focussing on and evaluating written text in the light of writers' processes and 

practices, it is important to have a notion of text construction which is compatible 

with those perspectives. A simple text-as-product model is inadequate. As proposed 

at the end of the last chapter, despite claims to the contrary, genre-based pedagogy is 

not a product-oriented model of literacy pedagogy. Such a model would entail the 

modelling of an input text and the production of an output text, with evaluation 

consisting of the measuring of the similarities and differences between the two. Text 

is far too subtle for such simple comparisons. Rather, genre-based pedagogy is 

presented here as based on a complex multidimensional model of text construction 

which satisfies the criteria proposed by Grabe and Kaplan ( 1996) as necessary for it 

to be compatible with processes and practices models of literacy. In particular, it 

proposes a complex theory of coherence. 

In order to move from texts described generically in a large classroom to the textual 

analysis of individual texts in relation to their writers' processes and practices, a more 

delicate description is called for. For that reason, the analyses of the essays in these 

case studies is more detailed than the previous essay analyses. This reflects the 

complexity of evaluating the quality of text when a multiple interacting description of 
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text construction is used. For example, Naming and Making Technical a conceptual 

framework in the macro-Theme could be perceived as a successful implementation of 

the pedagogic input about the significance of constructing a macro-Theme to 

conceptually frame the essay. However, if there are two conceptual frameworks 

rather than one in the macro-Theme, a more delicate analysis of the essay is required 

to ascertain whether this results in a more or less coherent text. If the effect is a text 

which is less coherent at a textual level but which represents a more complex 

engagement with thematic formations of the field, this also has to be taken into 

account. Coherence is complex and simply treating it as a textual phenomenon does 

not do justice to the diversity of social practices constituting a first year film studies 

module. 

Because it calls for a more delicate analysis of text, this focus on individual texts in 

the light of their writers' comments on them provides further responses to the second 

research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 

Out of this examination of the ontological development of individual writers in the 

film studies course, a number of pedagogic proposals emerge to supplement the 

account of genre-based pedagogy presented in chapter four. 

The three students focused on in these chapters were chosen on the basis of their 

initial diagnostic assignment and their willingness to be interviewed during the 

programme. Case 1 and 3 were chosen because their initial diagnostic texts would 

probably have received low grades if they had been graded by the standards applied 

to the final texts. Case 2 was chosen because her diagnostic text was regarded as a 

model answer. In all three cases the purpose was to attempt to notice changes in the 
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students' texts during the course and to explore with the students the meanings of 

these changes - that is, to pursue the third of the critical action research goals referred 

to in the previous chapter: 

• To continuously seek for and take into account the diverse constructions of 

meaning that participants make of and through their participation in the practices 

of the situation in recording 'data' for analysis. 

In contrast with the text analyses in the previous chapter, which were of 'top-scoring 

essays', these analyses include texts by two students whose initial diagnostic 

assigmnents were rated as 'inappropriate' from a number of perspectives. To that 

extent, the case studies address the concerns of those who perceive student writing at 

university as a simple question of 'the poor literacy skills of students'; those who 

have an autonomous model of literacy. The fact that one of these students was a 

professional writer indicates how problematic is the notion of 'appropriacy' when 

discussing literacy at university. Although his diagnostic text could be described as 

'incoherent' in terms of the complex model of coherence used in this thesis, such 

'incoherence' cannot be equated with the incoherence created by a text in which 

clause structures and lexical and clause relations are uninterpretable from the 

perspective of a tutor reader. The 'incoherence' arose from the 'inappropriacy' to the 

context of the work that the clause structures and clause and lexical relations 

construed, not, predominantly, from the general quality of those structures and 

relations. 

What these case studies reveal is something about the resources that students bring to 

the situation of the film studies module and something of the effect of the mediation 

of their encounter with that situation attempted through the subject and literacy 

pedagogy. As with the lecture theatre debate, interpreting the case studies is 

somewhat dependent on the sympathies of the interpreter. While there are clear 

indications of more valued engagements with the field of film studies, there are also 
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indications that students adopted features of an academic style that they could be seen 

to 'not understand' (in the ways these features are understood in the dominant 

discourse). These indications can be interpreted as evidence that students were 

encouraged to overreach themselves; or, alternatively, as evidence of scaffolded 

attempts by students to reach beyond the confines of their existing thematic 

formations. This chapter takes the latter perspective and regards 'incoherence' as an 

opportunity to engage with students' emergent meanings. It is suggested that this 

complements Flower's (1994) acknowledgement of the 'contradictory and powerful 

logics' of students' writing by engaging with those logics for pedagogic purposes. 

Exploiting Hoey (1983)and Winter's (1977) procedure for projecting a text into 

dialogue is proposed as a means of doing this. 

CASE STUDY ONE (TK) 1 

TK's end of module essay (TKMES) was rated much higher than his diagnostic essay 

(TKRRW). If that progress is attributed in part to the WOW programme then it is an 

indicator of the success of the intervention. A comparison of the schematic structure 

of the two essays shows that TKMES is a far more appropriate realisation of the work 

of film analysis than TKRRW. However, TKMES also contains a certain amount of 

ambiguity. Although the essay reproduces the ELEMENT-based taxonomic 

schematic form presented in the literacy classroom, a second taxonomy of 

MEANINGS affects the coherence of the text. The issue appears to be TK's 

ambiguous understanding of some of the concepts of this MEANING taxonomy. TK 

appears to be attempting a valued act of engaging with thematic concepts which are 

important in the field but the incoherences in parts of his text provide evidence of the 

emergent nature of the meanings he makes of these thematic concepts. The linguistic 

1 In describing clause-Theme development in these analyses, Fries's ( I 995) conflation 'N-Rheme' is 
used to refer to both the New and the Rheme of the sentence. Fries's categories of Thematic 
Development (Linear, Constant, Split, Derived) arc also used to describe Thematic Progression at 
sentence level in the text. 
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system he is drawing on at this stage in his film studies career could be described as 

an interlanguage. It is under construction and the essay is an engagement in that 

construction. In view of the fact that his diagnostic essay was more textually coherent 

in some respects than his final essay, it is pertinent to ask whether he has been 

encouraged to move out of his depth by the endorsement of academic and conceptual 

language on the WOW programme. 

The answer to that question depends on how the goals of the film studies course are 

defined. The two texts - TKRRW and TKMES - represent different kinds of 

engagement with film as an object of study. In the first, there are features of the film 

review genre and register that TK is familiar with from his previous writing 

experience. In contrast, the second realises many of the acts and thematic concepts 

described in chapter four. 

The fact that the final essay can be seen as, in some ways, more incoherent but is also 

more valued demonstrates how important it is to adopt a complex model of 

coherence. In evaluating the role of a linguistic description of text in the teaching and 

learning of literacy, a 'product' oriented evaluation is inadequate. A product-oriented 

evaluation would mean measuring the formal features presented through the input 

text against the same formal features reproduced in the output text. So, for example, if 

the schematic fonn of a Taxonomic Film Analysis is the feature that has been taught, 

evaluation of the teaching would amount to identifying the extent to which the 

schematic form has been reproduced. However, such a formalistic evaluation of text 

would precisely represent the negative 'text-centric' model of literacy that genre

based pedagogy 1s sometimes accused of representing. Instead, a more 

multidimensional model of text in context is required if genre-based pedagogy is to 

do justice to the theory of systemic functional linguistics on which it is based. In 

order to describe the contribution of a linguistic description of text to the teaching and 

learning of literacy, this evaluation of TK's text is informed by the multidimensional 

model of text, context and coherence which was outlined in chapter four of this 
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thesis. The text analysis is supplemented by references to four interviews which were 

held with TK between 24 November, 1999 and 6 March, 2000. 

6.1 GENRE AND SCHEMA 

[See appendix 19 for TKRR W text and schema and appendix 20 for TKMES text and 

schema.] 

6.1.1 TKRRW - the diagnostic essay 

Generically, TKRRW 1s a narratively organised text, whereas TKMES is 

conceptually organised. The RR W schema is dominated by the film's narrative 

structure. Paragraphing does not seem to have a clear motivation. Only the final 

paragraph marks an obvious function - that of concluding the essay. There is only one 

other paragraph break in the whole text and this seems to be motivated by a change of 

direction in the film narrative (B 1. However, the gas station is not deserted). This 

motivation of the essay text by the film text seems to be reflected in the course tutor's 

comment at this point: Description, no interpretation. The fact that the tutor makes 

this cornment next to a hyper-Theme sentence underlines the signalling function of 

this opening sentence of a paragraph, which in this instance highlights that TK is 

describing the film. 

However, the essay is not simply FilmReading/Description. The aspects of the film 

which are subject to FILM READING are related to MEANING throughout the text. 

But, although TK claims that he intends to highlight examples of how the mise en 

scene of the opening of RRW constructs meaning he does not 'highlight' the 

relationship between ELEMENT and MEANING. This is the problem of lack of 

conceptual clarity which Bordwell proposes threatens narrative based reviews. There 

is not an internal conceptual framework organising the essay and by default the 
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narrative dominates. The text feature that partly accounts for the lack of clarity is the 

lack of paragraphing. This will be discussed further in the section on macro-Theme 

and hyper-Theme below. 

6.1.1.1 Interview 

His interview comments reveal the previous writing experience and the social 

practices that TK brings to the writing of this university essay. [See Appendix 21 for 

interview transcript.] In contrast with the other two case studies, he is a mature 

student and has developed writing practices in contexts outside institutional 

education. He publishes a weekly column in the local newspaper and has had a fan

book on football published. To understand why TK's diagnostic essay was judged to 

be an unsuccessful piece of writing, the social purposes of the diagnostic essay have 

to be contrasted with the social purposes of the writing TK is familiar with. The 

central purpose of TK' s newspaper column is entertaimnent. In it, TK construes the 

persona of' local boy talking with peers', a discourse of solidarity. The purpose of the 

diagnostic essay was to provide students and tutors with information about how 

particular instantiations from the language system could realise valued thematic and 

activity systems of this film studies module. 

There are a number of features of TK's diagnostic essay that probably reflect the style 

of his newspaper column: tokens of solidarity such as the lexical item bad egg; 

inserted colloquial comments in the clause beginning Dennis Hopper (of all people); 

strong sentence to sentence cohesion rather than thematic development based on a 

hierarchical conceptual framework; and others. In terms of ability to write, there is no 

question that TK can construct 'grammatical' sentences. However, in the broader 

sense of the term, his diagnostic essay text is not coherent. As a university essay a 

number of register and genre values are predicted by the context and it is at this level 
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that the text was judged as less successful. The details of that incoherence will be 

examined in the sections below. 

6.1.2 TKlVIES - the final essay. 

TK's final essay for the module \\as awarded a much higher grade than his first one. 

The form of this essay contrasts markedly with TKRRW and is clearly much closer to 

the genre description in chapter four. Paragraphing 110\Y plays an obvious part in the 

development of the text. There is a very obvious macro-Theme in which all of the 

predictive and orientating acts ickntified in the genre description can be seen -

particularly, 1\ aming, Making Technical and Taxonomising. 

As well as \1ES ELEMENTS, J\fEA~ING has also been taxonomised. This is 

signalled explicitly in the macro-Theme \\·here the t\VO taxonomies of MES and 

MEANlI\G are refened to in the opening sentence. This is the only essay among the 

MES99 corpus that refers to this highly formalised taxonomy of ::vfEANING, which 

has been derived from the text-book, Film Art (Bordv,.,-ell and Thompson, 2000). 

Despite this second conceptual frame\vork, the sequence of paragraphs is still 

organised by the ELEMENT Taxonorny. There are some incoherences in the text 

which may arise from a tension between these two taxonomies. However, they 

actually seem more attributable to a lack of clarity in TK's >Jaming and Making 

Technical of the terms of the MEANI~G taxonomy. He has taken the taxonomy from 

the glossary of Filrn Art where its explanation is extremely ellipted. From the 

perspective of a reader, this lack of clarity is a problem for the construction of 

coherent meaning through the text. In contrast, it is possible - judging from the 

intcrvie\V data - that the meanings of the terms in the MEAI\ING Taxonomy are 

coherent for TK. Whether or not this is so, it will be proposed that the ambiguity can 
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be interpreted as emergent meaning and represents a pedagogic opportunity for a 

tutor to engage with the writer in this meaning-making process2. 

By constructing an essay derived from these two taxonomies and by usmg 

ELEMENTS as a motivation for paragraphing the essay, TK produces a valued essay. 

What is particularly noticeable is the strong General to Particular pattern of each of 

the paragraphs although the additional complexity of the MEANINGS taxonomy 

creates ambiguities in some of these. 

6.1.2.1 Interview 

In view of the ambiguities in TK's use of the terms of the MEANING Taxonomy 

derived from Bordwell and Thompson (2000), it is significant that two recurrent 

themes throughout the interviews are TK's determined attempt to develop an 

academic style of writing, and the researcher's concerns about how 'empowering' or 

'constraining' such a style is for TK. It can appear from some parts of the transcript 

that TK regards academic discourse as a matter of 'long words', formulaic text 

patterns and 'no jokes'. 

JD It seems like a good piece of writing. I can't comment on the content. It has the 

verisimilitude of an essay. 

TK That's because you saw 'juxtaposition'. 

2 Exactly how a tutor engages with such incoherence is considered later in the thesis. It can either 
provide exemplification in a full class pedagogic deconstruction of text or it can be explored in a one
to-one tutorial, if such an opportunity exists. In this research, individual sessions with students were 
possible - but this is not the only situation in which such textual analysis can be exploited. 
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JD So the second paragraph is about setting. 

TK Yes. I put the key word at the beginning of the sentence. 

JD And that was deliberate? 

TK Yes. A formula. 

JD Formulaic? We'll have to keep talking about this TK. Because the time may come 

when you rebel. Quite rightly so. 

TK A bloodbath. 

JO I get the idea you are moving towards much more academic language than before. 

For example 'This essay will examine individual elements of mise en scene'. 

TK Yeah I've taken out all 'I's'. 

JD O right. You mean you didn't put them in. 

TK Yeah. 

JD So it's less personal in that respect. And earlier you said how bored you were 

doing it. Do you think that's because you were somehow not there in the text? 

TK Yeah I took out the funnies. 

JD Yeah why is it dodgy. I suppose its because sarcasm is a bit casual. 

TK And I stopped at ceriain points when I started getting too silly. 

Such comments could be read as TK's attempts to substitute the 'teacher's discourse' 

for his own - the kind of 'mushfake' academic language criticised by Gee (1992) and 

the kind of media studies pretentiousness criticised by Buckingham (1998). However, 

while these extracts have been presented to acknowledge the possibility that TK was 

encouraged to adopt a discourse of empty formalism, the comments were made with a 

humorous tone and have to be balanced against numerous occasions when TK 

explicitly dismissed concerns expressed by the researcher about the dangers of 

I 
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imposing an academic style of writing on him. These points will be pursued further 

belovv. 

6.2 MACROTHEME and HYPERTHE\IE DEVELOP:\IEYf 

In the previous section, ambiguities were noted in the quality of the coherence that 

both of TK's texts mediate. In order to refine the account of TK's ontogenesis and 

evaluate the role that the pedagogic description of text has played in it, this section 

examines more closely the features of the two texts at macro-Theme and hyper

Theme kvel. 

6.2.1 RRW macro-Theme and hyper-Theme development 

Although the essay does not realise the social process expected of this film 

studies essay, the macro-Theme of TKRRW does perform the valued role of 

identifying a number of concepts central to the essay - film noir, mise en scene, 

characters and selling, and plol - and it orients forward to the essay text by 

proposing the essay will gi,e cxarnpks of these cuncepls from the film RRW. To 

that extent, TK could be seen as having independently constructed a text which 

resembles the mod.d of a taxonomic film analysis presented later in the WOW 

programme. 
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Al. In film noir, and in the specific case of John Dahl's contemporary film noir 'Red 

Rock West', mise-en-scene can provide plenty of information about the character0. 

and setting before the plot is clearly de\·eloped. 

A2. This mini-essay attempts to highlight examples of how the mise-en-scene of the 

opening of 'Red Rock \Vest' constructs meaning. 

However, a closer analysis of the text reveals that while these thematic concepts are 

named, their technical meanings and their thematic relations are not employed in 

reading the film. First, there are a number of ambiguities in the use of concept terms 

which undermine the predictive ,·alue of the macro-Theme. For example, MEANING 

MAKING is realised by the clause complex. can provide plenty ofinfornwrion he/ore 

the plor is clearly developed HovvneL the MEANING !'vIAKTNG process does not 

precede plot de1·cloprnenr, it accompanies it The ambiguous relationship this sets up 

between the two concepts. lvIEANING ?vlAKING and Jv!EAi\I'\JG (Plor) is further 

complicated by the t,:vo JvlEANINGS which TK identifies - information about the 

characters and seuings These in fact come from two different parts of the thematic 

system: characrcr is a IvlL\1\'[~(i, but sc1!i11g is an FLPv1E:\JT TK's essay is 

beginning to engage with these concepts hut at this stage in the \VOS course, the 

relations between them do not correspond with those in the dominant form of the 

thematic system. 

6.2.1.1 Incidence ofthemazic concepts in hyper-Theme 

The ambiguity continues at hyper-Theme level. If the hyper-Themes are laid out in 

tabular form (see below) and the thematic concepts are labelled it can be seen that, 

while there is internal coherence between the macro-Theme and these hyper-Themes, 
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the central thematic concept, ELEMENTS, plays no role in establishing this 

coherence. Instead it is the MEANING concept, plot - i.e., narrative -, which 

provides the Generalisation which the FILMREADING/DESCRIPTION 

Particularises. FILM READING/DESCRIPTION and MEANING are likely to be 

seen as acts of Interpretation, rather than Analysis. The tutor's comment that the 

essay is Description not analysis confirms this. It is in this respect that TKRRW is 

regarded as inappropriate. While the method of development of the text is cohesive 

with regard to mode (i.e., the text is internally coherent) it is not coherent with regard 

to the field of film studies. 

Hyper-Themes of TKRRW 

Using 'conceptual' rather than orthographic paragraphs as a unit of organisation, it is 

possible to identify four hyper-Themes in TKRRW: A3, A9, B l/B2 and Cl. The 

decision to treat A9 as a hyper-Theme despite its occurrence in the middle of the 

orthographic paragraph is supported by the hyper-Theme characteristics it displays: it 

has a number of dual facing items, a conjunction and a comparatively high level of 

Generalisation. B 1 and B2 are combined as hyper-Theme, as B 1 is a presuming 

sentence but the prediction occurs in B2. 
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about both Cage's The opening shots lexgram 

provide a great deal character Michael, 

of information 

A3 

and the rural 

Wyoming setting 

where he has come 

attempting to find 

work. 

MEANING 

MAKING 

MEANINGConcept 

we are already being a burgeoning picture lexgram 

of Michael as film 

noir fall guy 

offeredA14 

MEANING MEANING 

MAKING 

Concept 

However, the gas lexgram 

station is not deserted Bl 

Act FILM READING/ 

DESCRIPTION 

lexgram The attendant and points Michael 

B2 splashes fatefully 

Act FILM READING/ FILM READING/ 

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 

lexgram about characters and Dahl certainly uses to provide 

Cl mise-en-scene setting in the first few 

minutes 

information 

Concept MES MEANING 

MAKING 

MEANING 
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The orientation to a genre of Narrative and Interpretation realised through the acts of 

FilmReading/Description and Meaning can also be traced from hyper-Theme to the 

more delicate level of clause Theme. 

Every clause Then1c in A3-A9 is a topical item from the film nanativc. The actor 

Cage is introduced in the Rheme of A3, and through to A8, he - or an aspect of him -

is Theme in all but one sentence. 

In A9-A 13, Themes (see text below) are still mostly derived from the nanative action 

of the film (with two exceptions). However there is a greater emphasis on 

MEANING, as signalled in the hyper-Theme. 

lexgram 

A9 

we are already being 

offered 

a burgeoning picture of 

lvlichael as film noir fall 

auvD • 

thematic concept :tv1EANING I\1AKI1\G :'v1EA:-JING 

MEANI1\G in Nev., position in A9 predicts the point of the subsequent paragraph. 

However, the interpretation does not become Analysis because the :tvfEAl\f\GS are 

not related to ELEMENTS. The Theme of the next clause identifies honesty and 

decency as fall-guy characteristics and it is those aspects of :'v1EANING that are 

illustrated in the text. This could be seen as in ideational and conjunctiYe relation 

with the General MEANING of hyper-Theme A3: The opening shots provide a great 

deal of information about both Cage's character, Afichacl, and. . although the term 

character here refers to a material object (characrcr in a filrn) rather than a material 

abstraction (qualities of a person). The subsequent lines, Al 1-13, of DESCRIPTION 

describe various instantiations of the MEA'[\:f'.'JG, hones(v and decency, at an even 

more Particular level: honesty in the job interview, the rejection of a loan, and the 
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refusal to steal money in the gas station and conclude with a return to a higher level 

Generalisation his morally virginal state. There are three marked clause Themes -

circumstantial adjuncts of time which are used to sequence the events from the film. 

One of these includes a nominalisation of preceding events (after that 

disappointment). Such nominalisation reflects the greater emphasis in this paragraph 

on MEANING - semiotic abstractions. A second feature which signals MEANING 

(MAKING) as a significant activity in this section is the introduction of We in A9 and 

again in Theme position in Al 2. But this is MEANING in relation to a Sensing FILM 

VIEWER; there continues to be no emphasis on the role of ELEMENTS in the 

MEANING MAKING. 

A9 So, before a word of dialogue has been uttered we are already being offered a 

burgeoning picture of Michael as film noir fall guy. 

AIO His honesty and decency are highlighted in a couple of early scenes on the 

rig where he mentions his injury on the application form, and thereby doesn't get 

the job. 

Al 1 After that disappointment, although he's next to penniless, his pride will not 

allow him to accept money from a friend. 

Al2. We aiso see his honesty shine through in the apparently deserted gas station 

where, rather than make off with the cash lying unattended in a moneybox, he 

turns to leave. 

Al3. As in later scenes in the film (notably when he has to drive back to Red Rock 

having knocked over Suzanne's ex-lover) it seems that Michael's major handicap is 

not his leg, but his overriding sense of decency- as John Orr puts it his "morally 

virginal state". 
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There is an ideational and conjunctive relationship between these concepts and a 

movement up and down a ladder of abstraction. However, in the terms of this essay 

question the movement from General to Particular and back to General continues to 

be Interpretation and not Analysis because none of these MEANINGS is related 

explicitly to the ELEMENTS Taxonomy. There is no explicit Naming of 

ELEMENTS although ELEMENTS are referred to as instantiations in the narrative 

(his injury, cash). If these instantiations of ELEMENTS had been labelled with the 

General terms, props and costume, it is unlikely that the text would have been 

regarded as 'too descriptive' by the tutor. 

The external conjunctive - i.e., narrative - relations continue to scaffold the text 

structure with hyper-Theme B1, which is the most descriptive of the hyper-Themes. 

There is no MEANING component. Such a narrative method of development 

suggests a different geme to an essay - perhaps a journalistic film review. The dual 

facing function of the hyper-Theme is achieved by a referencing back item that links 

back to a participant in the narrative - the gas station - and the predictive component 

in B2 clause is the circumstantial, fatejiJlly, which signals that the essay text is 

oriented towards the complication of the film noir plot. Plot remains the dominant 

concept. No ELEMENT is formally identified. Bl-Bl 1 Themes are again 

predominantly participants from the film (Michael, Red Rock, the attendant, Suzanne 

etc). There are two Themes which refer to MEANING. One is the evaluative 

representation of the set (the dingy, seedy character ofthe bar) and the second is the 

MEANING, expressionism. 
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However, the gaslexgram 

station is not desertedBl 

FILM READING/ 

DESCRIPTION 

thematic concept 

The attendant splashes and points lVIichael lexgram 

B2 1 fatefully 

FILM READ I:-JG/ FILM READING/ 

DESCRIPTION 

thematic concept 

The text continues with an emph0sis on the plot and rdatcd characters to the end of 

the essay. At this early stage in his study of film. TK appears to be showing the 

influence of the more person-centred genre forms of narrative and journalistic 

reporting and revicYv with which he is most familiar. 

6.2.2 MES macro-Theme and hyper-Theme development 

The discussion of Genre and Schema in TK:V1ES pointed out that this essay was m 

striking contrast v--·ith TKRRW. TKMES frames the FIL1'v1 READ11\G in terms of the 

MES ELEtv1ENTS TAXONOMY and also introduces a TAXONO\fY of four types 

of MEANING into the analysis. 
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The schematic form of the macro-Theme can be represented as follows: 

Orientate to Question - Naming MES+MEANING- Making Technical MES

Taxonomising MES - Orientate to Essay/FILM REFERENCE -

TaxonomiseMEANING-Making Technical MEANING ELEMENTS -

FilmReading/ Description/MEANING (Exemplification) 

The macro-Theme is reproduced below with the acts and concepts coded. 

Al In order to discuss the above question we must first clarify what are meant by the 

terms 'mise en scene' and 'meaning'. 

Orientate to Question - Naming MES+MEANING 

A2 Mise en scene is, basically, everything that is put in front of the camera in order to 

be filmed 

Making Technical MES-

-set and props, lighting, costumes and figures. 

Taxonomising MES 

A3 This essay will examine individual elements of mise en scene and in the particular 

case of two (albeit very different) mainstream films - 'Mildred Pierce' (Michael 

Curtiz, 1945) and 'Taxi Driver' (Martin Scorsese, 1966) - attempt to highlight the 

different meanings constructed by them. 

Orientate to essay/FILM REFERENCE 

A4 As well as different elements making up mise en scene, we can also identify very 

different levels of meaning. 

TaxonomiseMEANING 
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A5 One area of meaning is 'referential meaning', which alludes to knowledge of the 

world outside the film which is shared by both filmmaker and viewer. 

A6 'Explicit meaning' alludes to elements of overt significance, whereas 'Implicit 

meaning' is left for the viewer to look back on as narrative events unfold (or later in 

reflection). 

A7 'Symptomatic meaning' is acquired by a film on the basis of the time and 

conditions in which it was produced - entailing implications over when it was made, 

where it was made, and through to the fine points of the artistic, social and political 

situation at the time. 

Making Technical MEANING ELEMENTS 

A8 Therefore, we appreciate, for example, the referential meaning in the fact that 

Bickle driving a yellow cab amongst skyscrapers places him in New York City. 

A9 We should also recognise, as another example, the symptomatic meaning in that 

the model of car, and fashion sense of the characters, places them in the 1970's. 

FilmReading/ Description/MEANING (Exemplification) 

From the macro-Theme, it is clear that TK has engaged with the thematic concepts 

from the WOS module in the MES essay much more than in RRW. There is a more 

developed orientation to the two thematic concepts, ELEMENT and MEANING as 

well as an Exemplifying FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING. At a generic 

level the text is coherent with respect to the context of culture of the course. There 

are, however, ambiguities with TK's definitions of the MEANING ELEMENTS 

which means this taxonomy is not coherent with respect to the dominant thematic 

concepts. This will be discussed further below. 
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The clause Themes of 5 out of the 9 sentences are the thematic concepts that are 

being made technical. There is no equivalent process of Making Technical in 

TKRRW. Two of the remaining clause Themes are the pronoun we. TK appears to 

use these to ground the abstract definitions he has given in the previous sentences in a 

viewer's experience. 

In contrast with TKRRW, paragraphs in TKMES are organised in terms of the 

ELEMENT taxonomy of MES. This has resulted in orthographic paragraphs which 

are particularly long, since they tend to be co-extensive with conceptual paragraphs. 

The table below presents the first sentence of each paragraph - which are treated as 

hyper-Themes - and the thematic concepts that occur in each. 
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Setting.lexgram ~lays a~ important role Iboth . mood _ and 
BI m creatmg mearnng of a t1lm .. 

I 

ELEME\fT :'V1EA)JING 'tv1AKING thematic concept 1v1EA>JING 

Lighting clearly plays a key rolelexgram - as the film takes 
Cl in this last instance on the visual 

appearance of film 
noir 

ELEMENT MEA\: l>!G MAKNGthematic concept !VJEANING 

Guns notably Jn the vvay oflexgram are especially 
Dl Travis Bickle's prevalent props 111 

personal armoury Taxi Driver. 

E LEi'vfEi\'T FIL'v1 READNG:thematic concept ELE1v!ENT 
(specific) DESCRIP·noN , (general) 

The costumes that depend 110th genre, and 
El 
lexgram 

a film's characters the time and place 111 

wear wbich it I::, set - this 
obviously also applies 
to the meanmg 
conveyed by costume. 

ELf]vlENT ?TvIFANING 
?GENRE 

thematic concept 

Finally, the actors can of1cn carry their 
Fl 
Iexgram 

on screen. own rncanmg into al 
l II ,-~ I111111 I 

thematic concept ELEMENT MEA?'\l\:G IvfAKING 

lexgram I Iere then are just that are made 111 rrn se en scene 
Gl a few examples of 

I 

the kinds of 
meanmgs ' 

thematic concept MEANING ELEME?\TSMEANI"\TG IvIAKING 

The most obvious feature of the occurrence of thematic concepts in the hyper-Theme 

is that ELEMENT is the first concept in every hyper-Theme except the one that 

begins the concluding paragraph. Thematising ELEtv1ENT in this way foregrounds 

the MES taxonomy as an organisational heuristic, as TK's macro-Theme explicitly 
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predicts (This essay will examine individual elements of mise en scene). The essay 

text is very clearly not organised according to the narrative structure of the film. 

TK comments on this text structure in interview 3 referring directly to two issues that 

are central in debates about genre-based pedagogy: on the one hand, that it induces a 

fomrnlaic approach to writing and on the other hand, that it supports engagement in 

the meaning making processes of a subject area. (Significant sections underlined.) 

[ Again, the transcript does not convey paralinguistic features of TK' s semi-humorous 

tone] 

JD So the second paragraph is about setting. 

TK Yes. I put the key word at the beginning of the sentence 

JD And that was deliberate? 

TK Yes. A formula 

JD Formulaic? We'll have to keep talking about this TK. because the time may come 

when you rebel. Quite rightly so. 

TK A bloodbath 

JD No because in a way you 're right, it is formulaic. But it's kind of laying a 

foundation which you should definitely break away from. Definitely if it's boring you 

as well [TK had commented previously that he found writing this essay boring.] The 

formulaic thing is death in the end. 

Any thoughts on this section on setting as you look back on it now. 

TK Again I was worried that I was just going over what was happening in the film. 

TK's last comment reflects his intention to replace a narrative based account of the 

film with a conceptually based one. It is highly likely that this comment refers to the 

combined formative feedback from the subject and literacy tutor on his previous 
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wTiting. He appears to be actively grappling with what Film Reading actually means 

for him and for the readers of his essav. However. this has to be balanced against his - , ~ 

description of the writing process as, in part, formulaic and boring. There is no simple 

interpretation of these comments. Their apparently obvious intent is obscured by their 

somewhat humorous tone. It also seems likely that the engagement in a new 

procedure of any kind can feel mechanical and unnatural. Finally, the implication that 

there is a more enjoyable v,:ay of writing about film which vvould reflect TK's 

personal writing style, be more creative, and result in more successful film analysis is 

not a self-evident one. The researcher frequently brought these perspectives to TK's 

attention and although the power relations between a tutor and a student cannot be 

simplistically set aside, it is my impression that as a specialist informant with writing 

experience, TK was actively and positively engaged in developing a new practice of 

writing which "did academic \vork' rather than just adopting an empty academic 

formalism. The follmving extract is an ii I ustration of this. 

TK I'm writing differently to how I used to write 

JO And thinking differently'! Conceptualising things in new ways? 

TK Quite possibly. It's a struggle at the moment So. Yes of course thinking 

differently. It's very different from how I'm normally writing. Taking hours and hours 

longer 

JO ls it the kind of business you want to be in'7 Is it doing what you want as a 

university experience 

TK Yeah I wanted to diversify. l'rn just loving it. 

JO Are you really. 

TK Yeah. Apart from this week [the final vveek before the essay submission date] 

(JO laughs) 
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The sequencing of thematic concepts through the paragraphs sho\VS TK moving from 

the hyper-Themes in a consistent General-Specific way. The strong pattern 

established by the hyper-Theme and the subsequent General-Specific move can be 

seen as providing TK \Vith a well-defined textual space in which to experiment with 

the more abstract concepts of the !\1EANING taxonomy. In this respect, the 'formula' 

can be seen to have provided TK with a scaffold upon which to innovate. The sense 

of the struggle that he engaged in to make sense of his reading and writing is 

expressed in the follmving extract - but so is the strong focus that he maintained on 

MEANING and ELEiv1ENT. 

TK Film Art provides the foundation. !\fost valuable thing is glossary of terms: All 

the different kinds of Meaning. 

JD Did you grasp meanings from these fairly short descriptions. 

TK Yeah. Hopefully. But if I haven't that's a disaster because its just about \Vhat I've 

done on every - I"ve taken the elements of tv1ES and said how thev mi,rht applv to 

these difterentkinds of rneanin°. \Vbat f've done is seen rncaninQ. thou!Iht what do 

thcv mean bv meaning. looked in Film Art. 

JD How did this get v-Titten then? 

TK To be honest there were times when I was padding it out - and I was worried I 

was just talking about these two films and nothing else. 

JD I \'iouldjudge that as good - wouldn't you? 

TK No, it is what kinds of meanirn::s are made bv m1se en scene 111 mainstream 

cinema - that is the question. 
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There is not space here to track TK's struggle with the question. Although there are 

some incoherences in the clause relations and clause-Thematic progression, the 

schematic form established by the ELEMENT TAXONOMY provides a scaffold on 

which the text can develop. However, there is an underlying ambiguity arising from 

TK's attempt to exploit the MEANING TAXONOMY. That ambiguity will be 

examined below. It is important in turning this spotlight on TK's text to note that, 

while it reveals a fairly high level of ambiguity, such ambiguity was typical of many 

texts among the previous year's student essays (WOS98), where there was far less 

engagement with the technical thematic formations of the field. Incoherence is not 

simply a result of attempting to use 'long words'. 

6.3 'TECHNICALITY' and 'ABSTRACTION' -THE CONSTRUCTION 

OF FILM AS A THING 

In association with the conceptually organised schema of his second essay, TK 

employed much more field-specific terminology. These two features are considered 

to be reciprocal in the multifaceted model of text construction used in this research. 

Genre and the register values of fieid and mode are treated as mutualiy interacting. 

Realising a conceptually organised text at a schematic and textual level is associated 

with an increased engagement with field specific, specialised, technical terminology 

and field specific abstractions. As suggested above, it is in construing the technical 

terminology of the field that TK's text shows a number of advances on the RRW text 

but also some ambiguities. This section examines the development of technicality and 

abstraction from TK's first text, TKRRW, to his final text, TKMES. First, the 

features by means of which TK construes film as an object of study are presented. 

Then the features that undermine the coherence of the text are considered. 
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6.3.1 Lexical Density3 

In systemic functional grammar, the dense, planned nature of writing is contrasted 

with the grammatical intricacy of speech. Such density is in part achieved by the use 

of abstract and technical vocabulary, particularly nominalisation. The nominalising of 

processes and conjunctive relations into 'things' means that a number of processes 

can be compacted into the same clause, instead of being strung out across a number 

of clause-complexes. It is this form of nominalised 'synoptic' text which Macdonald 

(1994) refers to as more difficult than 'verbal, dynamic, text'. However - as do 

systernicists - Macdonald argues that nominal 'synoptic' text performs functions in 

academic study which verbal, dynamic text cannot. 

The lexical density (LD) score for TK's first essay, RRW, was 5.1. For his final 

assignment, TKMES, it was 6.5. This higher score can be seen as reflecting the 

changes in text structure which were discussed earlier: less dependency on nanative 

and more use of the MES and MEANING taxonomies as organisational devices. The 

score signals the extent to which film has been turned into an object of study by being 

treated as a set of material and semiotic abstractions rather than a series of processes. 

TKMES is thus more lexically dense than TKRRW. Some of the means whereby this 

was achieved and the functions that these features perform arc discussed in the next 

section. 

[See Appendix 22 for details of this analysis of lexical density.] 

3 The lexical density of a text is obtained by counting the number of lexical ~ as opposed to 
grammatical items in a text and dividing them by the number of ranking-- that is, not embedded 
clauses in the text. This produces a ratio of lexical items per clause. In various SFL analyses of lexical 
density, spoken text is seen as less dense - 2-4 lexical items per clause - than written text~ 4-9 lexical 
items per clause (c.f., Halliday, 1994, Jones, 1991, Ravclli, 1999). 
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6.3.2 Film as thing 

In contrast with the first essay where the film was recounted as a sequence of 

processes with a relatively small number of abstract MEANINGS attributed to them, 

TKMES contains a total of 23 nominalisations of events in films, 41 nominalisations 

of ELEMENTS TAXONOMY, 82 Technical terms, 37 instances of meaning, and 10 

instances of meaning as the Goal of a material process (creates, constructs etc.). In 

other words, there are many textual features by means of which TK 'thingifies' the 

film. In order to note the linguistic forms that now characterise TK's analysis of film 

and also to extend the linguistic description of the Taxonomic Film Analysis geme, 

the linguistic forms TK uses to thingify film are listed below. [See Appendix 23 for 

details of this coding.] 

6. 3. 2.1 Grammatical Metaphor 

There are three main categories of grammatical metaphor in TKMES. 

I. Nominalised Mental Processes 

37 occurrences of the word meaning compared to only one occurrence in RRW. 

2. Verbal Processes turned into Classifiers 

9 occurrences in TKMES compared to none in TKRR W. Most of the nine incidences 

occur as a result of TK's decision to use the MEANING TAXONOMY from 

Bordwell and Thompson. They are the Classifiers referential, implicit and explicit 

which are combined with the Thing, meaning, to give three of the four MEANINGS 

of the taxonomy. However, despite having a ClassifierAThing structure the 

MEANING taxonomy differs from the scientific taxonomies referred to in Wignell et 

al. (1993), in that it is a taxonomy of semiotic abstractions rather than material 

abstractions: it is a taxonomy of concepts. It can be hypothesised that as film students 

develop increasingly abstract categories they are enabled to move away from 

individual film level and contextualise their readings in terms of thematic formations 
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that include concepts that distill greater and greater quantities of conceptualisation. It 

is that move that TK is making when he places his individual FILM READING in the 

context of Bordwell's taxonomy - although, it is also in doing this that his text 

becomes less coherent. 

3. Embedded postmodification 

43 examples in TKMES compared to 6 in TKRRW. According to Halliday (1998) 

and Ravelli (1985), embedded postmodifications are the least metaphorical kind of 

grammatical metaphor, but in this essay there appears to be a cline of metaphoricity 

along which they can be placed. 

Least metaphorical: 

The most congruent forms are postmodified material abstractions, often ELEMENTS 

El The costumes that a film's characters wear 

Slightly less congruent 

Postmodification of abstract Things (semiotic abstractions). These often instantiate 

Film Reading/Description+ :\1EANIN G 

B2 the opulence enjoyed by Betsy 

Less congruent 

Postmodifications of general nouns used to 'package' Film Reading/Description or 

Meaning: 

D7 The fact [[that the prostitute is so young and innocent]] is endearingly evident 

[[in the way [[that she plays with her food II as Bickle gently admonishes he1JJ. 

The headwords - fact and way - are instances of what Francis calls 'labels'. They are, 

'words which are unspecific and require [ ... ] lexical realisation in [their] immediate 

context' (Francis, 1994:88). Such labels function textually and ideationally. 

Postmodifying, embedded clauses serve to delimit the scope of the headword by 
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relating it to a specific context. In nearly all of the instances of labels in TK:\1ES the 

context is in the preceding text. 

In effect, the textual value of these modified labels is to package events from the film 

into a form that can function anaphorically. As the examples above illustrate, these 

'labelled' nominals tend to occupy Thematic roles in their clauses. TK is using 'fact' 

and 'idea' expansions and projections to progress his reasoning about the film. Often -

they are participants in relational clauses (c.f., Halliday 1994:266). The K-Rheme -

that is, the 'point' - of the clause is often a comment on the 'labelled nominal'. In 

other words, a film event is packaged as a FIUv1 READING/DESCRIPTION and/or 

MEANl~G in Thematic position and then the v;:tlue of tl1e DESCRIPTION or 

MEANING is elaborated on in the remainder of the clause. 

In the example above, the label is underlined, the packaged MEANl:'-lG from the film 

is in bold and the comment is in italics. In tbis instance the value of the comment is to 

ground the MEA1\ING in a FILM READING/DESCRIPTION that relates 

specifically to the ELEMENT 1props) that is being examined in this paragraph - in 

other words, to provide evidence Cor a claim and by so doing illustrate the more 

general claim that is being made for the ELE'vfE\!TS (v,foch is that they MAKE 

MEANL\JG ). 

Least congruent 

Postmodification of a nominalised Process (although these might equally be seen as 

'fixed' semiotic abstractions and so more congruent than suggested here). 

B3 high minded aspirmions to change the vvorld 
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6.3.2.2 Abstractions 

As well as the posmodified nominalisations described above, there are a number of 

other fixed abstractions which are used to package events in films. 

Nominals that DESCRIBE with little or no evaluation: 

D8 the presence of(for example) a ceremonial dagger in a scene 

Nominals that DESCRIBE at a high level of abstraction with little or no evaluation: 

B10 This environmental juxtaposition 

Nominals that DESCRIBE in evaluative terms and so move towards Interpretation 

and therefore MEANING: 

B8 Bickle 's insomnia ravaged world 

Nominals that evaluate film events to the point that MEANING is being Interpreted: 

B13 Mildred is at the height ofher powers. 

By means of grammatical metaphor and abstractions, TK construes film as an object 

of study and constructs text which is lexically dense, nominalised and synoptic. By 

his own account, the literacy pedagogy has encouraged him to move towards such a 

model of text and to move away from the more familiar style of writing he has 

practised before university. However, the text that construes the film as an object of 

study in this way was not an easy text to create, as TK observed in the interview 

extract above. As a result the text does not always promote a reader's sense of 

coherence. In order to understand what role the description of text construction 

employed in the pedagogy has played in TK's production of such text and in order to 

consider what implications there may be for a refined version of that description, the 

next section examines a fundamental cause of the incoherence. 
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6.3.3 Coherence and the turning of film into an object of study 

It was proposed above that there are two TAXONOMIES that TK organises his text 

in terms of - an ELEMENT TAXONOMY and a MEANING TAXONOMY. The 

former taxonomy of material abstractions peforms a strongly coherent function in the 

text. The latter taxonomy of semiotic abstractions construes ambiguities in the 

ideational string which it weaves through the text and these ambiguities have an 

increasingly significant effect on the coherence of the text. Since it was also proposed 

that the construal of such semiotic abstraction is a valued procedure in film studies, 

related to the procedure of turning film into an object of study, it is important to 

attempt to understand how the taxonomy of semiotic abstractions affects the 

construction of a coherent text in this instance. 

In his interview, TK explained how his definitions were obtained from the glossary of 

Bordwell and Thompson (2000) where 'meaning' is formally taxonomised into 

referential meaning, explicit meaning, implicit meaning, and symptomatic meaning. 

In order to understand the thematic formation that TK constructs from the glossary, 

one of his definitions will be compared with the one presented in the glossary. It 

reveals the difficuit form of meta-discourse that defining - and then using - the 

MEANINGS Taxonomy calls for. The ambiguity in TK's use ofthe term r~ferential 

meaning is an example of the kind of ambiguity which affected all of his terms for the 

MEANING Taxonomy. 
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Glossary entry 

Referential meaning: Allusion to particular pieces ofshared prior knowledge outside 

the film which the viewer is expected to recognise. 

TKMES 

AS. One area ofmeaning is 'referential meaning', which alludes to 

knowledge of the world outside the film [[which is shared by both filmmaker and 

viewer]}. 

In contrast with the glossary entry, where genenc conventions allow ellipted 

sentences, TK conforms to the generic conventions of an essay and constructs a full 

defining sentence. He does this by turning the nominalisation allusion back into its 

verb form allude. This creates a number of problems for coherence. In the original, 

allusion is a projecting form attributed to the film. It could be rephrased A film has 

(Pi) allusions to ... or makes (Pm) allusions to .... In a different wording, allusion can 

be seen as synonymous with referential meaning in a Token and Value relation, i.e. 

an elaborating form: referential meaning is allusion to .... In TK's use of the verb 

form, allude, to define the tern1, i.e. to project the definition, the projection that the 

original definition attributes to a film is 'used up' in the defining process and no 

longer exists within the definition. What is happening is that the verb form, allude, is 

being used as a relational process form to realise the definition and consequently the 

essential quality (allusion) of the definition is missing from the Value part of the 

clause. The probable reason for this confusion arises from the semiotic subtlety of the 

defining work. Rather than being a definition of a material phenomenon, this is a 

definition of a semiotic phenomenon. It is an attempt to MAKE MEANING about 

MEANING MAKING. The danger is that there is 'seepage' from one order of 

semiosis to another. This is what happens when TK 'uses up' the item allusion in the 

defining work (where it can justifiably be employed), removing it from the definition 

where it also is needed for the definition to be a true Value. 
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The roots of this confusion can be seen more easily if the definition is put into an 

elaborating appositional clause: 

'referential meaning', allusion to shared knowledge ofthe world outside the film 

'referential meaning', a term which alludes to shared knowledge ofthe world outside 

the film 

Referential meaning is not shared knowledge of the world outside the film, it is the 

use of tha1. knowledge by alluding to it. The second of these definitions is incorrect. 

To some extent, the cause of the error lies in the disassociation of meaning from a 

Senser and its identification as an independent entity within the film. 

All four thematic concepts that constitute the MEANINGS Taxonomy are introduced 

in ambiguous tenns. The implications of this incoherence for the pedagogy that has 

promoted it are considered below. 

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the vanous indeterminacies that have been examined above, TK's 

attempt to make the MEANING TAXONOMY technical is, in many ways, 

unsuccessful. What are the implications? Almost certainly, these are virtuous errors: 

attempting to define and exploit the MEANING TAXONOMY is probably a valued 

act in such an essay and in the field of film studies generally. Attempting to employ 

the taxonomy was a learning process in itself according to TK's later interview. The 

incoherence of the macro-Theme, however, has implications for the meaning making 

of both TK and the tutor-reader in this essay. For TK, the macro-Theme does provide 

him with predictions of what he will do in the essay and a platform from which to 

build. The fact that the meanings of his thematic concepts are different to those of 

Bordwell and Thompson and the course tutor may persist throughout the essay or 

may undergo change as he attempts to apply the concepts to his FILM READINGS. 
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If TK's thematic formation is significantly different to the tutor's ( and the analysis of 

the macro-Theme suggests it is) then the coherence which TK creates in his text will 

not be shared by the tutor. 

What the analysis of the macro-Theme indicates is that disjunction of thematic 

formations is not the relatively simple matter of student and tutor having different 

perspectives on an object of study - something which could be discussed and argued 

over. The situation is more complicated: first the student has attempted to make sense 

of the thematic formations represented in Bordwell and Thompson. Then the student 

has construed the thematic formations from Bordwell and Thompson in his own 

words in his essay. As just proposed, it is possible that this construal is internally 

coherent for the student - even though the linguistic and semantic analysis that has 

just been presented indicates a fairly high level of incoherence from a reader's 

perspective. It might be suggested that the incoherence is in the text and not in the 

student's thematic formation but it is more likely that it is in both - the text is the 

explicating of the thematic formation. This means that there are two sources of 

incoherence for the tutor-reader - one is in the disjunction between the thematic 

formation of the student and the tutor, the other is in the textual realisation of the 

student's thematic formation which linguistic analysis has just suggested suffers from 

tensions in its construction. In the end it is difficult to separate the incoherence that 

lies in the text from the disjunctures that lie in the thematic formations. A tutor 

encountering incoherent text can be aware that incoherence is a 'Royal Road' into the 

thematic fonnations of the student writer - no matter how indeterminate or fractured 

the text - because neither text nor thematic formation exist in isolation from each 

other (for student writer or tutor reader). 

What is being argued for here is a serious engagement with students' texts as they 

write about an academic subject. By modelling texts as linguistic realisations of 

activity and thematic systems, linguistic forms are afforded significance. Despite 

TK's semi-humorous comments on the formulaic nature of the schematic text 
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structure, the macro-Theme and hyper-Theme, these forms can be seen as having 

provided him with a scaffold on which he has been able to build and extend his 

conceptualisation of film. Drawing on this he appears to have been able to construct a 

Film Analysis rather than an Interpretation. Of course, it is impossible to know how 

he might have written this final assignment without the literacy intervention but it is 

clear that the description of text construction has provided both him and the 

researcher with a meta-language by means of which they are able to discuss what TK 

is doing in text. 

Treating text as motivated has also provided a means of addressing the contrasts 

between academic discourse and TK's previous writing style. While this conversation 

could be seen as a one-sided one in which features of TK's familiar style are treated 

as inappropriate in this environment, TK himself does not perceive this negatively. 

Rather than feeling disenfranchised by the critique he sees it as an opportunity to 

develop a different style for a different situation. One expression of this is his 

engagement with a different thematic formation - the MEANINGS Taxonomy. Quite 

possibly, through the encouragement provided by the literacy pedagogy, he has 

extended his genre knowledge creatively, engaging with a taxonomy of semiotic as 

well as material abstractions. This demands a sophisticated metalanguage in order to 

move between different levels of semiosis. This attempt is not entirely coherent but 

the incoherence, it has been argued here, is an opportunity for a tutor to engage with 

TK's thematic formation - for the text is not simply an 'incoherent text' it is a 

reflection of the current state of TK's understanding. It provides teaching and 

learning opportunities. Linguistic analysis of the textual evidence of this incoherence 

- such as that exemplified in the previous section - goes to a greater level of delicacy 

than the genre description employed in the classroom pedagogy presented in chapter 

four. But such delicate analyses of what can be seen as a student's interlanguage and 

emergent thematic formations may be converted into pedagogically usable material if 

desired. Examples of this will be presented in the next chapter. 
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Of course, if the incoherence is seen as the inevitable result of assuming 'the 

teacher's discourse' and as empty formalism, then none of the arguments above will 

carry any weight. If it is maintained that the work done in TKMES could just as well 

have been can-ied out using the language of a newspaper column, or that TK's 

familiar writing style would have developed into a kind of style that fitted his new 

academic context without any intervention from a literacy tutor, then the literacy 

pedagogy can be seen as, at best, irrelevant, and at worst, an interference. However, 

this was not TK's evaluation of the situation. 
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CHAPTER 7 THE ROLE OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF TEXT 

IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF FILM 

STUDIES: AN ONTOGENETIC PERSPECTIVE (CASE 

TWO) 

CASE STUDY TWO (MA) 

The second case study is of a student whose diagnostic essay was used as a model of 

coherent text in a number of classroom activities during the WOW component of the 

film studies course. In contrast, her final essay received a grade that indicated it was a 

less valued text. It was characterized by ambiguities which prompted the course tutor 

to comment: A nice effort, though sometimes it is difficult to follow the line ofyour 

argument from one paragraph to the next. In view of this apparently retrogressive 

trend in MA's writing, analysis of her ontogenetic development is particularly 

relevant to the third of the research questions: 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy on a 

first year university film studies course? 

As with the case of TK, the generic textual description used in the classroom is 

extended and refined in order to account for incoherences in this particular 
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instantiation of the genre. The proposal that incoherence is a sign of emergent 

meaning and a pedagogic opportunity rather than a failure is also extended and 

suggestions for how incoherence can be exploited as the 'royal road' to engagement 

with a student's thematic formations and activity systems are made. In that respect, 

the chapter also provides further response to the second research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts ofliteracy use and pedagogy? 

MA is a student who confidently engaged with the practices of university writing. 

She approached her writing tasks with an enthusiastic and adventurous attitude. The 

fact that her first assignment was regarded as a model instantiation of the genre and 

her own account of her writing processes for that assignment demonstrate extensive 

genre knowledge. That her final assignment was a less successful instantiation of the 

same genre can be seen as evidence of the complexity of evaluating a genre based 

approach to literacy. In a product oriented approach to literacy the input text provides 

the standard against which the student's output text is measured. In this case, the 

input text was the student's own text - MARR W was presented as a model 

instantiation of a Taxonomic Film Analysis. In those circumstances, there can be little 

doubt that MA could produce the genre. The lower grade awarded to MAMES, 

should therefore be attributed to some other cause. 

It could be argued that it demonstrates the dangers of attempting to bring to 

consciousness genre knowledge that can only be acquired unconsciously through 

situated practice - a case proposed by a number of North American genrists arguing 

from a process perspective on literacy development (c.f., for example, Freedman, 

1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1994). It could be argued that it illustrates the dangers of a non

specialist in a field ( a literacy tutor in the field of film studies) attempting to advise a 

student about how to engage in field-specific practices. Or it could be seen as a 
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demonstration of 'artful practice of genre knowledge' (c.f., Berkenkotter and Huckin, 

1993) in an ambitious attempt to engage with a more complex thematic formation of 

the field of film studies knowledge. Undoubtedly, in the process, MA produced a less 

coherent text - and as this was a final summative assignment, rather than a formative 

one, such incoherence affected the final grade she was awarded for her performance 

on the module. But within the broader context of MA's media studies degree 

programme, the incoherence could be seen as a sign of development, of MA' s attempt 

to do more than play safe by reproducing a winning formula. In defense of a model of 

genre knowledge which is not formulaic, it is this latter view that this chapter seeks to 

argue. 

7.1. MA GENRE ANALYSIS 

In this section, MA's diagnostic essay, RRW, and her final assignment, MES, are 

compared in order to establish possible reasons for why the final assignment was 

judged as less coherent than the first. 

7.1.1 MARRW genre and schema 

MA's diagnostic essay RRW (see Appendix 24-26) was judged by the literacy and 

subject tutors to be among the most effective responses to the essay prompt. Its form 

is determined by the ELEMENTS taxonomy and closely resembles the valued essay 

form that the literacy tutor had identified from studying the previous year's essays. It 

was used in several of the lecture theatre WOW sessions to exemplify features of an 

effective response to the essay question. The interview with MA reveals that her 

writing process was a quite deliberate exploitation of the text structuring devices of 

macro-Theme, hyper-Theme and conceptual framework (see extracts below). 
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The essay was VvTitten after t\vo sessions of the WOW programme. MA's description 

of her writing practices suggests that she is already operating with a model of text 

quite close to the goal-oriented model presented in the WOW programme. She 

describes a conscientious and methodical approach to writing the essay, beginning 

with an essay plan. This forced her to look for a structure in the projected essay. In 

tbis instance, she saw that the ELEivlENTS provided a frame\vork for this structure: 

MA: For me structure helps me with what I want to say - otherwise, I'd just be sitting 

there staring at the computer. I'm actually a disorganised person when it comes to 

other things. 

MA: I looked in the index [of the books she bought] for mise en scene 

.... Anything that related to the question I made a note . 

... Breaking it dmvn into sections [in terms of the ELE'vlENTS Taxonomy] and 

making notes on each one . 

.. .I read the fset] reading lots of times [A relatively challenging article for most 

students]. It was not a terrible problem to reacl. I could use the elements to get at what 

he was saying 

... I brainstonned around the categories. 

... Once I got a clear idea of what I'm going to do I put headings on the screen and 

then rub them out afterwards it was so it was ail individual [ each of the 

ELEMENTS] and I \Vouldn't go off onto something else afterwards 

...Then I \\Tite the rough draft of the paragraph 

...Then I wrote the introduction to each paragraph - because you have to do that don't 

you. You can't just go into it. 

... And once I've printed it out I add bits ... 

.. .I'm always changing it while J'm doing it 

MA's essay notes highlight how she saw the text in terms of the General-Particular 

prosody. They are presented in Appendix 25. 
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Below is an extract of her notes for the paragraph on Lighting which move distinctly 

from abstraction to specific details: 

ABSTRACT 

Generalisation *Generic verisimilitude mise en scene must be believable for the genre 

that film is set in 

Generalisation *Talk about how the essay discusses and evaluates how each 

component/ element of mise en scene constructs meaning in film noir 

Example/ 

Previe\v 

*Ligbtinu: how do these things construct meaning in film noir 
<.....' ......., '- '-

Detail 

(Specific) 

· SPECIFlC 

*appropriate in context: aids verisimilitude 

*linhLirnz of bar and officeb ~ 

*Iighting of characters 

*\\/ayne - choker low key - no1cs 

*Michaei - notes (protagonist) 
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The table below presents the text and schema for the macro-Theme of her essay 

(paragraph A) and two subsequent paragraphs on Lighting (paragraphs F and G) to 

show how the notes above formed a scaffold for the same General - Particular pattern 

in the essay text. 

ELEMENTS 
(Examples/Generalisation/ 
Preview) 

GENRE 
(Generalisaiions) 

CINEMATIC CODES 
(Generalisation) 

CONSTRUCTING 
MEANING 
(Generalisation) 

A I Lighting, the shot, setting, location, props and costume are some key 
elements of misc-en-scene. 

A2 When effectively presented within the context of the genre, in this 
case film noir. each of the aforementioned elements of mise-en-scene 
can work to construct meaning for the- audience. 

A3 There arc various cinematic codes (discussed in this essay) within the 
genre of film noir that audiences can instantly recognise and identify. 

A4 However this would nm be possihle without the significant 
contribution that 
misc en seen,~ makes to aid the narrative of the film by constructing 
meanmg in the visuals. 
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ELEMENT-MAKI\! G 
MEANING-MEANI>lG 
(Generalisation) 
lighting, conveys meanings: 
atmosphere and character 

FILM READING
(Examplc) 
Wayne's bar light 

MEANING 
(Particular) 
chiaroscuro~dim, murky 

COMMENT 
(Evaluation - General) 
suitable for film noir 

F!Uv1 
READil\G/DESCRl PTlON 
(Example; Particular) 

-MEANI\/G (Particular) 
Wayne-shadows: character 

f!LM 
READING/DESCKIPTION
MEANINCi (Particular) 
dark clothcs=unsavoury 

ELEMENT-FIL\1 
READING/D ESCRI PTION 
-MEANING (Particular) 
Framing: dramatic 
emphasis/disturbed character 

F 1 The various ways in which actors and locations are lit and shot within 
mise-en-scene can instantly convev meanings and messages to the 
audience by creating an atmosphere· and al10\:in2: the audie;ce to read 
into certain characters just by the way their images~are presented. 

F2 The interior of \Vay11t,'s bar only sc:ems to be illuminated by a single 
source of dull and opaque: possibly a key light coming. from d1e 
exterior through the front door and ,vindows. 

F3 This chiaroscuro creates the appearance of a dim, murky and seedy 
atmosphere in the bar creating lO\.\·-key lighting on the character's faces. 

F4 This type of lighting is appropriat<: for the film noir context of the 
narrative. 

G l Thrnugliout interaction in the bar between Wayne and the protagonist 
both of them are illuminated ,vith lmN key lighting both characters faces 
appear lO be lrnlf lit, with one side compktclv in shade and the other in 
sbrp contrast lit. 

G2 The bar scene is the first time \Ve see Wayne so the way in which he 
is I1t and shot creates an image of his character for the audience. 

G3 I k constanl1y appears in medium close up shots, the: harsh low key 
lighting on him makes his clothes appear completely black giving the 
auclienc,~ an impression that he is a sinister and unsavoury character. 

G4 This image: of Wayne's character is continued in his office where he 
is framed in a lot of choker shots creaiing a dramatic emphasis 
illustraiing his disturbing character and intentions 

The macro-Theme remains at a higl1 level of generalisation and contains no Particular 

Film Reading/Description+T'v-ieaning. The paragraph on lighting begins with the 

Crcncral ELEMENTS-I'v1AKING:t\1EANI"NG-:tvIEANING formation and then moves 

to a Particular FilrnReading+Comment. Tl1e COivl:v1ENT connects the Particular 
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Film Reading v,ith the abstract concepts of the macro-Theme. The rest of the 

paragraph then returns to a particular level of Film Reading/Description+Meaning. 

In contrast with many of the MES98 essays, MA overtly locates MEANING 

MAKlNG within the context of the concepts GENRE and VERISEv1ILITUDE. Jn 

doing this she is aligning herself \Vith the dominant thematic formation of the \VOS 

course. 

7.1.2 MAMES genre and schema 

MA received a B grade for her final MES essay (see r\ppcndix 27-29), which is 

probably lmver than the grade she would have received for the diagnostic essay if it 

had been graded on the same scale. 

The schematic form of .\1Aiv1ES is less clear than that of :t-.1ARRW. The 01ihographic 

paragraph structure of the essay is less easily related to a conceptual paragraph 

structure because the conceptual structure is more complex and indeterminate than 

tbat of RRW. This indeterminacy is already signalled in the macro-Theme (see text 

extract belov.:). Both MARRW and MAr\1ES begin with a QUOTE. In MARRW the 

quote relates to the central tbernatic concept, 1vfES. In MAMES the quote orients to 

one of the other central thematic concepts, MAINSTRE/\~'1 CI:\E\1/\. This concept -

in relation with other associated thematic concepts referred to in the quote: 

entertainment and profit - is central to the organising of the macro-Theme. However, 

none of these is an organising concept predicting the development of the essay text 

There is almost no reference in the macro-Theme to the other tv;o thematic concepts 

central to this essay response: l'vfES and MEAJ\ll'-JG. Wben MES is introduced it is 

backgrounded within a different set of film features that are refen-ed to as other 

elements offilm making and embedded in a long nominalisation - the ,my in which 

mise en scene is presented in one film 
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MAMES macro-Theme 

A 1 'Mainstream cinema, feature length narrative films created for entertainment and 
profit. 
Mainstream is usually associated with 'Hollywood' regardless of where the film is 

made.' 
(Nelmes J, Introduction to film studies:92) 

Bl Quentin Tarantino's 'Pulp Fiction' (1994) and Johnathan Demme's The Silence of 
the Lambs' (1991) will be used as two examples of mainstream cinema. 
B2 'Pulp Fiction,' the contemporary gangster film also includes conventions of other 
genres including film noir. 
B3 The Silence of the Lambs' is also multi-generic comprising of a contemporary 
detective, thriller, horror film with a subject matter (serial killers) that has become a 
regular feature of mainstream films today including David Fincher's critically 
acclaimed 'Seven' (1995). 
B4 With reference to Nelme's definition of mainstream cinema 'Pulp Fiction' falls 
under this category. 
B5 It appears to have been made for entertainment purposes and profit. 
86 The entertainment came from the performances from the ensemble cast and the 
narrative. 
B7 Profit may have been intended due the abundant appearance of so many well 
recognised and respected Hollywood actors. 

C 1 Despite The Silence of the Lambs' and 'Seven' comprising of similar gemes and 
subject matter, the way in which misc en scene is presented in one film it's, meaning 
can be altered with the inclusion of other elements of film making including sound, 
editing, and na11-ati\IC structure. 
C2 This essay looks at the various ways in which the aforementioned conventions of 
film making contribute to changing and adding to different aspects of rnise en scene 
in the two examples of mainstream cinema that have been selected. 
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Although sentence C 1 contains the first mention of mise en scene, it is introduced as 

Given information in a structurally faulty clause in v,-hich the New information is: 

it's, meaning can be altered -with the inclusion ol other elements c~f film 

making including sound, editing, and narrative structure. 

In other words, alteration of ,neanirzg and other elements emerge as the point of the 

clause. The next sentence proposes that this is what the essay is about: 

C2 This essay looks at the various ways in which the aforementioned conventions of 

film making contribute to chan2in2 and addinl! to different aspects of mise en scene 

in the two examples of mainstream cinema that have been selected. 

What most of the macro-Theme predicts is the FIUd REFERE~CES (Pulp Fiction, 

Silence of the Lambs and Seven): 1\-fAINSTREAM CINEl'vfA (for entertainment and 

profit) and GENRE (mu!tigenre). But it ends with the statement that 

COMBINATIO>J is the concept that will determine the structure of the essay. This 

was the concept \Vhich MA identified as her central concept in lhe inkrview before 

writing the essay. To orientate the question in this direction puts the text under 

pressure to argue a coherently structured case for this particular orientation. In fact, 

there are a number of incoherences within the text of the macro-Theme that tend to 

enhance the unpredictability of the COMBINATION conceptual framework rather 

than prepare the way for it. MAMES macro-Theme contrasts with I'v1ARRW in 

identifying a number of interacting thematic concepts for the essay: mainstream 

cinema, the interaction of misc en scene H'ith Olher film making elements, and 

multigenre. The complexity of setting all of these up as generalisations for the essay 

to elaborate makes the macro-Theme less predictive of the text structure than RRW. 
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However, while the MES text may be less coherent, it is more ambitious in its 

engagement \Vith the field: more complex thematic formations are brought into focus. 

As the macro-Theme does not predict a clear structure based on the ELEMENTS, the 

motivation for each of the hyper-Themes is unclear (see Appendix 29). Clause Theme 

analysis shows that the ELE\1ENT structure is still what the essay is about but at 

hyper-Theme level ELE\1£1'-ITS are in conflict with the other thematic concepts. In 

contrast with other essays - including her O\Yn diagnostic essay - Yvhere there was a 

strong and repeated 'canonic' hyper-Theme pattern, ELEMENTS-MEANING 

MAKING-MEANING (General), rv1A:rvlES has a far more varied pattern of hyper

Thernes. ELE?dEl'-IT still appears in most of the hyper-Themes - 12 out of 14 

(excluding the macro-New, i.e., the concluding paragraph). HO\vever, it is often a 

specific instantiation of an ELE:\1ENT rather than a general category of ELEMENT 

(7 occurrences). Instantiations are used for two purposes: (1) to illustrate the 

MEANING .tv1AKING and IvfEANING of a general category of ELEIV1ENT: and (2) 

within a COMBINATION formation to illustrate how the MEA1'-:"INGS made by an 

ELEMENT are enhanced by the COMBINATION with other film elements. Because 

the connection v,;ith either ELEMENT (General) or CO:tvlBI~i\ TION is assumed 

rather than explicated (in hyper-Themes E3, G 1, :tv1 l, 01, P 1) the function of these 

paragraphs in the emerging texi: is implicit and somew-hat ambiguous. The 

accumulation of indeterminacy beginning in the macro-Theme and continuing at 

different levels through the text makes this hyper-Theme indeterminacy more 

difficult to process. In the case of the ELEMENT based texts of other students 

indeterminacies resulting from ambiguous clause relations were more easily resolved 

by reference to the strongly predicted General-Particular text form in the macro

Theme. 
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There are four thematic concept strings which weave through the hyper-Themes: 

ELEMENTS 

COMBINATION 

MULTI GENRE 

MEANINGS 

The dominant concepts in the hyper-Themes are listed below and discussed after the 

list. 

Dl ELEMENT (Props:General) /MULTIGENRE 

El ELEMENT (Props:General) COMBINATION 

(props with closeups and dialogue) 

E3 ELEMENT (Props: Particular)/MEANING (classical time) 

Fl ELEMENT (Props: Particular)/COMBINATION 

(implied: close ups with props) 

Gl ELEMENT (Props: Particular)/ MEANING (symbolism) 

II MEANING (verisimilitude) 

JI ?Concept 

Kl ?Concept 

Ll ?Concept 

Ml COMBINATION (implied: camera with.figure movement) 

NI COMBINATION (implied: lighting and.framing with dialogue) 

01 ELEMENT (Lighting) 

Pl ? Concept 

The dominant concepts do not show a consistent pattern of development. D1-G1 is 

based around the ELEMENT props. There is some repetition of a Theme of 
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COMBINATION in El and Fl but E3 thematises a different concept - MEANING. 

Gl relates props to a different MEANING. 11 also deals with MEANING - but with 

no grounding in any of the macro-Theme concepts or in the preceding text. J to L are 

very difficult to relate to any of the macro-Theme concepts. M and N appear to relate 

to COMBINATION - but this point is not foregrounded and the purpose of focusing 

on COMBINATION is not explicated. 0 returns to an ELEMENT for its Theme. 

Finally, it is difficult to ground Pin any of the preceding text or concepts. 

Paragraph K prompted a tutor comment, more analysis needed. As proposed in 

chapter four, analysis in this essay is a process of moving up and down between 

levels of General-Particular, establishing Matching clause relations which are framed 

ultimately in terms of the ELEMENT. This is the text pattern that Ravelli refers to as 

Elaborating (Ravelli:2000). It is perhaps significant that a majority of the hyper

Themes in the essay are derived from FILM READING/DESCRIPTION and tend, 

for that reason, to have a Particular-General pattern and so move in the opposite 

direction to the Elaborating one just described. In MAMES the hyper-Theme pattern 

is as follows: 

7 Particular-General; 1 Particular-Particular; 3 General-Particular; 2 General-General 

D l More Particular to more General to more Particular 

E 1 General to General 

E3 Particular to General 

FI Particular to General 

G 1 Particular to General and Particular 

I1 Particular to General 

Jl General to Particular 

Kl General to General (coherence problem) 
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Ll Particular to Particular 

Ml General to Particular 

Nl General to more Particular 

01 Particular to General 

Pl Particular to General 

From this analysis it is clear that the text of I'vlAMES is not designed to mediate a 

coherent reading experience for the tutor. The lack of focus is something that MA 

herself was very aware of. In the extract below, taken from the interview of 6 March 

2000, one month after completing the essay, she acknmvledges it and explains how it 

was a result of the earlier discussions she had had with the literacy teacher/researcher. 

MA He [the course tutor I said it was difficult to follo\v my line of argument from one 

paragraph to the next. I think T agree because 

JD That's what I thought 

MA Because in our meeting \Ve [i.e., MA and the literacy researcher/tutor] did 

different abstractions yeah. \\/e did verisimilitude, relationships ...and I was trying to. 

Instead of putting it in different paragraphs like the first one. You knovv· costume 

props like that. This one it came into almost everything. Because I did do costume 

props thingy but then I did verisimilitude and relationship in it as well. I think it came 

into every1hing I did so I was all over the place. It wasn't like structured very well 

JO Tell me more about that please 

MA I wasn't doing a paragraph on verisimilitude and a paragraph on relationships. It 

was coming into different paragraphs . 

.TD Ok so what were you using to make your paragraphs. Were you using different... 

MA I was using different elements so I think that \Vas a bit confusing 
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[At various points in the interview MA describes her unhappy feelings about writing 

this essay.] 

MA I wasn't very happy with it... because I didn't spend enough time on it. ... the way 

I was doing it, I hadn't done a big draft of it. I ,vas doing it whilst I was on the 

computer and I don't normally work like that I usually do a rough draft first. 

[The literacy tutor, JD, asks if his intervention ,vas responsible for the problem.] 

MA No, but if I'd done it the way I ,vas going to do it I wouldn't, I would probably 

have done about 500 ,Yards or something [i.e. not enough], because it would have 

been about symbolism which ,vas the main thing I was looking at and it asked for 

different kinds of meanings, looking for more than one kind of meaning isn't it and 

that was what I was looking at so that did sort of help. I think. I think I should have 

organised it better but that's because I rushed it. 

What MA describes is the difficulty of managing a number of conceptual frameworks 

at the same time. The effect that this had on her text has been outiined in the previous 

part of this chapter. I3eC3llSt the description of text which Yvas presented in the 

pedagogy focussed on the management of such conceptual frameworks and, in fact, 

exploited MA's first assignment as an illustration of a successfully framed essay, it is 

important to draw some implications from the fact that her final assignment was less 

successfol in this respect. 

The first fact that emerges from reviewing the tapescript from the interview :AA 

refers to above, is that it is clear the researcher did significantly influence her 

planning of the essay. \.1A came to the interview on 23/1/00 with a plan for an essay 

based on the ELEI:vlEKTS Taxonomy, similar to the one she had written for the RRW 
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essay. She had established the two films that she would v,:ork on and had carried out a 

careful reading of each of them from repeated viewings of the videos. She had noted 

specific scenes which had aspects of mise en scene she wanted to write about and had 

transferred these notes onto a plan ,vith each of the ELEMEr-;TS as a sub- heading. In 

the follovving extract, she explains what she has done: 

JD Have you got the question 

MA This one is ... What kinds of meanings are made. What kinds of meanings 

JD Yes that's the question 

MA So I've sort of planned it the way I did the first essay. Sort of breaking it dO\vn 

into bits. Lighting, costume, props, set k)cation, shot. And then picking out different 

parts of the films. 1 watched Silence of the Lambs first and noted different scenes and 

stuff that would are sort of associated ,vith the question. 

If the researcher had not intervened at this moment it is possible that ?vlA would have 

vvritten her essay using this same formula that she had used previously. Hm-vever, 

although the interviews were not esrnblished to be tutorials, it was understood by the 

interviev,ees that they could use them to explore a cunent piece of writing and 

possibly ask for adYice or information about it. }-IA had indicated that this vvas what 

she wanted to do in this instance. It was in the light of that understanding that the 

researcher responded: 
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JD Let me just interrupt you a minute. J\o maybe I shouldn't. It's just that I think you 

shouldn't organise it around those elements this time. Because of \Vhat the question 

says. 

MA Ycs different kinds of meanings. Like what do you mean. Like one thing could 

mean several differcnt things 

JD The first question you had was how does misc en scene construct meaning. There 

it's logical to think about the elements. Ho\v does the lighting do it. How does the 

costume do it. 

But now it's logical to think about the different kinds of meanings. It's hard though. I 

interrupted you though. Let's just stay with the organisation 

From this point 111 the interview it is clear that the interviewer led :v1A towards 

identif'.ying a number of \1EANINGS that mise en scene can make. The context of 

this interaction needs to be recognised. It is outside the classroom implementation of 

the geme pedagogy and took on the form of a tutorial. HO\vever, the literacy 

researcher was careful to stress to IV1A that his observations were intended to be 

collaborative and exploratory and that she: should not take them as authorirntive (the 

tapescript does not convey the full force of this intent as paralinguistic features are 

not included in the transcript). In those terms, the researcher encouraged MA to 

identify 'abstractions' in the film-reading data she had already prepared. Through this 

process, 'character', 'relationships', 'atmosphere and mood', and 'verisimilitude' were 

identified by the researcher and MA together. It is important to recognise the 

influence of the researcher in this process and to note that, of these four abstract 

te1ms, only 'verisimilitude' \Vas first spoken by 1v1A. The other thsee vvere first spoken 

by the researcher. As the transcript shovvs, the researcher prompted MA to repo1i 

some of the examples of mise en scene she had noted in her film reading and then the 

researcher encouraged MA to find an abstract term - a MEA"t\ING - with which to 
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label the FILM READING. Sometimes MA already had a meaning which she had 

attached to certain events from the film. That is the case in the following extract, 

where the researcher encouraged her to turn a Particular instantiation of MEANfNG 

into a more General category of MEANING. The relevant MEANINGS are 

underlined. 

MA And for Dr Lector. He's got two differrent muzzles for his face and he's a 

cannibal and so that's covering up his mouth. Something to do with cannibalism. And 

he's also vital to solving the case because he has information. But they are trying to 

silence him 

JD So more symbolism. But it's going to be symbolism isn't it because visuals are 

symbols. So the question is what meanings are being symbolised. All the ones you 

said so far, I think I'm right, are to do with character. 

In fact, MA has a different concept in mind. A central thematic concept for her is that 

a single ELEMENT can have different meanings. This is a concept which she 

exploits in her essay, so it is important to notice her maintaining a focus on that 

concept even though the researcher has just signalled a different abstraction: 

'character'. She does not show much interest in the concept 'character' in the next part 

of the conversation. What she is interested in is underlined in the extract. 
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MA Yes. It's more to do -vvith the first question not this one 

JD No I think vou're right. I think those are the right meanings to be considering . .., ,._, ._, .._, ,._, 

MA Different meanings that one thing can have 

JD Say that again 

MA You know. I just said like the muzzle thing He's a cannibal. He cats people. 

JD Ok that's one meaning. 

MA And also he's got vital information on the serial killer 

JD And he's being silenced 

MA Yeah sort of by the authorities 

The researcher ad.no\v]edges this dominant concept in MA's mind but attempts to 

exploit it in representing his own thematic formation. His thematic concepts are 

underlined. The first one is spoken by I\1A in response to the prompt JD provides by 

his non-completion of the preceding sentence: 

JD Ok so you've got one prcip that is meaning tv.'o different things. Can you come up 

with the abstraction that is being symbolised in the one case and the abstraction that 

is being symbolised in the other case. No\v the cannibal is an example of his ... 

MA Character 

JD Yeah now \\hat's the other one 

MA I don't knO\v. Something to do \Vith the plot or something or the nanative 

JD In what wav'7- . 

MA I don't know 
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As MA does not knovv, the researcher provides a suggestion. 

JD I think you've got another abstraction there. tv1y idea ... you don't have to take it. 

It's something to do \vith relationships. Now that might be another kind of meaning 

which you get in mise en scene in films. It makes meanings about the relationships 

bet\veen people. 

The next MEANING is also provided by the researcher. 

JD ls lighting used for any other purpose in horror? 

MA Setting. In the ,:vay the prison cell's little or something. 

JD Yes. Think of the abstraction. \Vhat's the kind of meaning that it makes 0 

MA I don't know. What are you thinking of 

JD I'm thinking of something like atmosphere or moocL 

MA For setting? 

JD Yeah I don't know. You've got to decide 

The final ~1EAND\G. \erisimilitude'. is the only one that the researcher does not 

provide the word for, although in the context of the \VOS programme his prompting 

is very explicit. 
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JD Have you got anything else? 

MA One thing I noticed was that they had like this. On top of inside it ... car. If you 

had something like you know an old film you have, like, you can see the 

background's fake, yeah? and it's like a projection. But with technology to day you 

can't really notice its stuff like that. But in Pulp Fiction it's like deliberately put there 

and I was thinking it's part of reference to the title maybe because they're short 

fictional stories and the film is divided up into three short stories. Is that something to 

do with it? This fake background. Is that something to do with it? 

JD Sounds like it doesn't it. What's the meaning that is being made there? 

MA Well one of the characters is on drugs so maybe the meaning is connected with 

that. That things don't occur as they seem. Maybe everything looks animated to him 

JD I mean now you're talking ... 

MA Is that meaning? 

JD It is but now we're talking the central issue about making meaning. I mean what is 

it you're describing here. Why wouldn't they normally do that in films? 

MA Because they want it to appear realistic. 

JD Yes because they' want what's the word? 

MA Verisimilitude. 

These extracts have been quoted at length to illustrate how much the researcher 

guided MA away from her original plan and thematic formation towards a new one. It 

is likely that the incoherence of her essay owes much to this conversation. All of the 

FILM READINGS and MEANINGS which were discussed here are evident in her 

writing but the thematic relationships between the concepts are not clear. 

The distance between the researcher's thematic formation and MA's can be seen in the 

following exchange. It comes after all the preceding extracts, during which the 
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researcher has used the term 'abstraction' five times. 'Abstraction' is a meta-term for 

discussing the essay text. It is part of a thematic formation that is concerned with 

essay writing rather than film analysis. The underlined question in the following 

extract indicates some of the difficulty that MA has with the term. 

JD Yeah. Have you got more? 

MA You know with stuff like costume 

JD It could come under the heading character. It could come under one of the other 

headings which we've been working out. 

MA What, mood or atmosphere? 

JD I don't think so. That's not how I would see it. For example the positioning of 

those two in Lyall's office that was about what? 

MA What figure movement? 

JD And what was the meaning that was created there 

MA Superiority. 

JD And what was the abstraction there. What's the concept, the theme, what's the 

kind of meaning that is about? 

MA What do you mean abstraction? 

JD Well the concept. You've got one concept is character. You've got one concept 

that's verisimilitude. You've got one concept that's atmosphere and mood. And there's 

another one which I suggested earlier. I don't know if you agreed with it or not. 

Which is like the dominant and the subordinate or whatever. Now what is that about. 

What's the concept there? 

MA Is it the way they are shot 

JD No that's not the meaning that is being made. That's the way they make the 

meaning. 

MA It's not figure movement 

JD Again that's an element of mise en scene and the issue is what kind of meaning is 
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made by it. If you take Lyall and Cage in the back office there it was about 

positioning. What else. If you take the character movement the figure movement of 

the woman and Nicholas Cage in some kind of scene what does it tell us. 

MA Relationship 

JD Y cah That I think is another kind of meaning. 

The tension between the researcher's thematic formation and MA's is exemplified in 

the conclusion of her essay where she attempts to synthesise her own concerns that 

'one thing could mean several different things' with the :t\1EA"'l11\Gs taxonomy that 

the researcher has encouraged her to look for. 

Q1 Different examples of mainstream cinema with similar mise en scene can 

distinctively hold \'arious meanings especially when other aspects and conventions of 

film making are considered such as sound. editing and nanative structure they can 

also distinctively change and vary the meaning of misc en scene \Vithin the diegesis. 

Q2 Abstractions including mood, atmosphere, relationships, symbolism, 

verisimilitude and characterisation also contribute expanding the meaning of an 

aspect of mise tn scene considerably. 

The fact that she uses the meta-term 'abstractions' in her text suggests a blending 

within her own essay text of the thematic formation about \VRITING ESSAY 

TEXTS that the researcher has constructed ,vith her and her own \1EANING 

taxonomy. The relationships between all of the concepts in these two sentences are 

ambiguous. This is partly because of the choice of unusual Process words: hold, 

change and vmy, contribure, and expanding are not typical collocates of the 
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Participants in the clauses. Finally, the logico-semantic relations between the clauses 

are unclear. 

The final exchange of the interview shows the student and the researcher orienting to 

the redefined nature of the genre task that the researcher has prompted in the 

interview. 

JD I dont know if this is going to work for you . You look a bit dubious 

MA Yeah I know and it's got to be in on Wednesday 

JD It has and you haven't got much time. Do you prefer to go down the route that 

you've organised 

MA Well can I see you for ten minutes tomorrow 

JD Don't let me throw you off balance If you're not ready for this 

MA I wasn't really sure I knew it wouldn't be exactly the same as the first one. 

JD I think strictly speaking you ought to be going down that road of looking for types 

of meaning. Before, you looked for types of mise en scene. So you're reversing it. 

Before you looked for types of mise en scene and this is the meaning that it creates. I 

think you should be saying here's the type of meaning and this is how the mise en 

scene does it 

MA Ok 

The discussions reported in this section between MA and the teacher/researcher show 

the researcher exercising a much greater influence over the contents of MA's 

assignment than was normal in the classroom literacy intervention. The next section 

considers that interaction further. 
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7.2 COHERENCE and INCOHERENCE AS OPPORTUNITIES 

The role played by the researcher in the exchanges above was intended to be 

exploratory rather than prescriptive and that was the tone of the interaction. 

However, it is clear that his suggestions were difficult for MA to exploit in 

constructing her essay. In terms of teaching and research methodology there is much 

that could be questioned in the interaction. That is not the purpose in this analysis. 

What will be considered is how to make sense of text that MA wrote in the light of 

this discussion and how to make use of that knowledge. Students are often advised by 

their tutors about how to handle the content of an essay. This analysis of how MA 

used the advice that the researcher gave her is intended to show how the essay text 

offers insights into the meaning making that the student engaged in. It is proposed 

that the incoherences in the text provide an opportunity to support the development of 

that meaning making. 

The thematic progression of the following section of the essay will be used as an 

illustration. It consists of a number of orthographic paragraphs which are treated as 

one conceptual paragraph in this analysis. It is the first paragraph of the essay after 

the macro-Theme. 
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D 1 The presence of guns, money and drugs work to aid generic verisimilitude for the 

mise en scene within the diegesis, these props are conventions of the film noir genre, 

one that could be included in such a multi generic film like 'Pulp Fiction'. 

D2 'money is variously expressed through kidnapping and ransom, drugs, cars ( and) 

gambling. D3 Whatever it is, the stash of stolen bills in the black suitcase bypasses 

the anonymous world of plastic and the invisibility of credit. It is there for all to see.' 

(Orr J, Contemporary cinema The Road to Nowhere' :210) 

D4 Money in 'Pulp Fiction is com1ected with drug abuse and corruption. 

D5 The first time the audience sees a substantial amount of money being offered to 

Butch, the dialogue accompanying the image aids the narrative by telling the 

audience that the money is being given to arrange illegal match fixing. 

D6 Vincent pays Lance a substantial amount of money to pay for heroin. 

The paragraph will be considered in terms of the relation between its hyper-Theme 

and the macro-Theme of the essay. Hyper-theme Dl is punctuated as one sentence 

although it is conceptually two. 

Sentence 1 

lexgram 

D1 

The presence of guns, 

money and drugs 

work to aid generic 

verisimilitude for 

the mise en scene 

within the diegesis 

thematic 

concept 

ELEMENT (specific) MEANING MAKING MEANING 
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While these concepts have been referred to in the macro-Theme, it is difficult to 

establish the nature of the relationship between this hyper-Theme and the macro

Theme. This is an example of the 'canonic' ELEMENT-MAKING MEANING -

MEANING hyper-Theme. However, the first Participant is a specific instantiation of 

ELEMENT which the reader may or may not identify with props. In the macro

Theme, ELEMENT occurred, embedded in the reference to mise en scene - but in the 

context of COMBINATION. This hyper-Theme is not grounded in the concept 

COMBINATION but GENRE. GENRE was referred to in the macro-Theme but in 

connection with MULTIGENRE not verisimilitude as it is here. The prepositional 

relation, for, between the concepts verisimilitude, and mise en scene is not the usual 

one for the thematic formation. The result of these accumulated text-processing 

difficulties make for a hyper-Theme that is difficult to interpret referring back to the 

macro-Theme and predicting forward to the ensuing paragraph. 

The problem with coherence in this hyper-Theme can best be described in terms of a 

General-Particular movement. The Theme of the hyper-Theme is a Specific 

ELEMENT which is not overtly grounded in the General of the macro-Theme. There 

is a General concept in the N-Rheme position but it is not elaborated and so does not 

link backwards or forwards. As a result the first sentence of the hyper-Theme is not 

coherent. 
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Hyper-theme DI continued 

It may be that the non-standard grammar that MA has used to continue this sentence 

beyond its grammatical limit is her attempt to ground the hyper-Theme more 

effectively. The orthographic sentence continues: 

Sentence 2 

lexgram 

Dl 

these props are conventions of the film 

noir genre 

one that could be included in 

such a multi generic film like 

'Pulp Fiction'. 

thematic 

concept 

ELEMENT 

(general) 

GENRE FILM REFERENCE 

This sentence is dual-facing. Props is a general category term which can be seen as 

linking back to the first hyper-Theme sentence (D 1a) and grounding the specific 

ELEMENTS (guns, money, drugs) in the MES TAXONOMY by naming them as 

props. D 1 b therefore relates to a more General level of the conceptual schema. 

However, it does not clarify the references to the generic verisimilitude and diagesis 

in D 1, and so leaves these Generalisations unspecified. Instead, it foregrounds a new 

concept, the MULTIGENRE+FILM REFERENCE concept. This also relates back to 

the macro-Theme. However, none of these concepts relate to the 'statement of intent' 

in the last sentence of the macro-Theme, where the focus was on COMBINATION 

(of MES ELEMENTS). Dla and Dlb make no overt reference to COMBINATION. 

So, despite having some dual facing features, D 1 b does not resolve the problems with 

the General-Particular movement of DI. The lack of a clear and elaborated 

Generalisation means that D 1 does not predict clearly what relationship the ensuing 

paragraph will have with the macro-Theme. The reader is left unclear about what to 

expect. 
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Paragraph D does in fact contain an implicit reference to COMBINATION further on, 

in D5. 

D5 The first time the audience sees a substantial amounl of money being 

offered to Butch, the dialogue accompanying the image aids the narrative by 

telling the audience that the money is being given to arrange illegal match 

fixing 

But while the FILM READING/DESCRIPTION is 'thingified' by being analysed in 

terms of 'dialogue' and 'image' it is not categorised overtly in tenns of 

COMBINATION. The reader is left to intuit that this is the 'point'. 

MA 'knows' all of this about macro-Theme and hyper-Theme relations. Below is a 

reiteration of her account of this knowledge in her description of the process of 

writing MARR W, the first essay: 

.. .I brainstormed around the categories . 

... Once I got a clear idea of what I'm going to do I put headings on the screen and 

then rub them out afterwards. It was so it was all individual and I wouldn't go off onto 

something else afterwards 

...Then I write the rough draft of the paragraph 

... Then I wrote the introduction to each paragraph - because you have to do that don't 

you. You can't just go into it. 

MA's geme knowledge and her successful implementation of it in MARR W raises 

significant questions about the value of such knowledge in writing. If she 'knows' 

this about writing university essays generally and has already demonstrated how to 

exploit it practically in a Taxonomic Film Analysis, how can the apparent failure of 
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that knowledge in MAMES be explained? The interview and text analysis data 

presented above suggest the answer. The failure comes from the complexity and 

abstractness of the thematic formations she is attempting to realize in text. 

Attempting to construct a Taxonomic Film Analysis organised in terms of the 

semiotic abstractions, MEANING, MULTIGENRE and COMBINATION as well as 

the material abstraction, ELEMENTS, has put her text-constructing abilities under 

pressure. 

Textual breakdown occurs at all levels of the text: macro-Theme construction, hyper

Theme and clause Theme progression, General-Particular prosody, clause relation, 

clause structure, lexical choice, and collocation. Responsibility for this could be laid 

at the door of the researcher for suggesting MA organise her text in terms of the 

semiotic abstraction, MEANINGS. But students frequently receive advice about 

responding to essay assignments - and MA was frequently pro-active in seeking such 

advice from both the WOS and WOW tutor. Ultimately, to subvert Flower's (1994) 

use of the term, the text of MAMES can be seen as the outcome of a student's 

'powerful contradictory logics' - one strand of which was derived from the literacy 

researcher. However the researcher's intervention may be evaluated, the interview 

and text analysis data provide an insight into the nature of those contradictory logics. 

In the following section, those insights are exploited to suggest ways in which 

incoherences in MA's text can provide pedagogic opportunities. This goes beyond 

Flower's process-oriented approach to writing - which questions the value of a 

teacher's notion of coherence - to draw on the genre expectations of the readers of 

MA's text as a source of feedback intended to scaffold MA's achievement of the 

textual goals she has set herself. 
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7.3 PEDAGOGIC EXPLOITATION OF INCOHERENCE 

The previous part of this chapter has been concerned with the third research question: 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy on a 

first year university film studies course? 

In part, it has shown that a linguistic description of text, described in terms of the 

activity system it realises, is inadequate unless it is also patterned against specific 

instantiations of the thematic system. MA knew about the text described in the 

literacy class in terms of linguistic and activity systems. It was her engagement 

through written text with more complex thematic formations which appears to have 

resulted in incoherences. To some extent the same problem was described in the case 

study of TK presented in the previous chapter - although in that case, the incoherence 

was not prompted by the researcher's intervention but by TK's use of a textbook to 

engage with a more complex MEANING thematic formation. In order to argue the 

case for using a linguistic description of text in the film studies classroom, the 

limitations that are exposed by these case studies need to be addressed. In effect, this 

means extending the pedagogic description of text which was presented in chapter 

four and so respond further to the second research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts ofliteracy use and pedagogy? 

This is an extension of the pedagogic description in chapter four. The linguistic 

description is not extended. SFL based linguistic description of text has been used 

throughout these case studies and is regarded as adequate for the analyses carried out. 

The issue here, as it was in the second half of chapter four, is how to use text 

description in the classroom - and in that situation the kind of analyses used up to 
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now in the case studies is too complex. What the analyses in these case studies has 

confirmed is the value of patterning the linguistic description against the activity and 

thematic systems. What this section proposes is a way in which that can be done 

pedagogically. 

In the first sub-section, an extract of MA's text is reformulated in order to make it 

more coherent from a reader's perspective. This has been done in order to provide a 

text against which to compare MAMES and so bring into focus its incoherences. 

Such a text could be used pedagogically as one form of critical examination of text: in 

terms of the Sydney pedagogic cycle, this can be seen as a critical form of either the 

text deconstruction, or joint construction stage. The reformulation is explained 

linguistically - although the terms in which that linguistic description is carried out 

would have to be adapted for the film studies classroom. In the second sub-section a 

more pedagogically oriented account of the reformulation is presented. 

7.3.1 Reformulation as a pedagogic device 

A reformulation of the hyper-Theme will be considered in order to explore the 

relationship between the macro-Theme, the hyper-Theme and the paragraph it 

predicts. This reformulated hyper-Theme is designed to reflect the conceptual 

framework which underlies MA's text - ELEMENTS-MAKE MEANING - but to 

frame that in one of the more General frameworks she also uses, MULTI GENRE. It 

is intended to create a hyper-Theme with a more General to less General pattern. The 

thematic pattern is presented underneath the textual reformulation. 
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D1 One of the genres of the multigeneric film Pulp Fiction is film noir. 

D2 In film noir, the props guns, money, and drugs are conventions of mise en 

scene that work to establish the generic verisimilitude of the diegesis. 

MULTIGENRE- GENRE- ELEMENTS -MEANING MAKING-MEANING 

(General) 

The movement through the concepts in this reformulation is from more General to 

more Particular - but it does not descend as low as the Particular level of FILM 

READING/ DESCRIPTION. All of the concepts are derived from the macro-Theme, 

with MULTIGENRE being a particularly significant one. There is no reference to 

COMBINATION which is the stated intent of the essay but it appears later in the 

paragraph. The difficulty of introducing it in this sentence is partly the result of it 

being a reorientation of the original purpose of the essay title. Reorienting the essay 

task requires justification and such justification can probably only be grounded in the 

more obvious purpose: ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING. This reformulated hyper

Theme establishes that concept pattern and then the paragraph can move towards the 

remaining thematic concept, COMBINATION. 

The sequencing of concepts is determined by the Theme-N-Rheme pattern. The 

whole of the hypertheme is Derived from the macro-Theme. The Theme of sentence 

2 is a Linear progression from the N-Rheme of sentence 1 and moves towards New 

information in the N-Rheme (generic verisimilitude). This means that generic 

verisimilitude is presented rather than presumed as it was in MA's original version. It 

is not elaborated (made technical), which would be an option for a central concept 
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such as this. But it 1s made more comprehensible by being associated with 

conventions. 

Staying as close to the original text as possible, the remainder of the paragraph can be 

reformulated more coherently as follows. (The QUOTE has not been included for 

purposes of this reformulation.) 

D1 One of the genres of the multigeneric film Pulp Fiction is film noir. D2 In film 

noir, the props guns, money, and drugs are conventions of mise en scene that ,vork to 

establish the generic verisimilitude of the diegesis. 

D4 Money in Pulp Fiction is connected with drug abuse and corruption. D5 The 

first time the audience sees money in Pulp Fiction is ,vhen a substantial amount 

of it is offered to Butch. The combination of the prop with the dialogue aids the 

narrative by telling the audience that the money is being given to arrange illegal 

match fixing. D6 Another example of money being connected vl'ith corruption is 

when Vincent pays Lance a substantial amount of money to pay for heroin. 

ELEMENTS (specific) -MEA\ifc\G (specific)-fILM READING! DESCRIPTION

C0tv1BINA TION- FILivl READDGiJ\lEANING - FILM READI.f\G/ 

DESCRIPTION 

Here, the General formation of the hyper-Theme sentence is brought to a lower level 

of Particularity in a FILM READING. The Theme of D4 is in Linear progression 

from the N-Rheme of D2: the specific ELErv1ENT (money) is identified with the 

general ELE?vlENT (props). A specific MEANING (drug abuse and corruption) is 

proposed in the N-Rheme of the hyper-Theme, which frames the FILM READINGS 

of the whole paragraph. The FILM READ IT\ GS are signalled by two Exemplification 
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signals - the first time, another example. Finally, the remaining concept from the 

macro-Theme, COMBINATIO"\, is introduced. It appears in the middle of the 

paragraph so raises the level of Generality at that point. 

The question this reformulation raises 1s, 'where does it come from?' On what 

grounds can the contradictory logics that a student instantiates in her text be 

reformulated 'more coherently' in this manner'1 The grounds for the reformulation are 

'reader expectations'. \Vhile tv1A' s text realises contradictory logics and confirms 

Flower's (1994) proposal that the value of an essay cannot be judged solely in terms 

of reader-coherence, that does not mean that reader-coherence is irrelevant to MA.. 

Her text is written in full knowledge there is a reader. In a later paii of the interview 

she refers to this as the reason she did not explicitly identify the ELE:tv1ENT, prop. 

JD Novv I'm noticing what JT [the course tutor] has written clown the side here: more 

analysis needed 

MA So would I have needed to say he sketches pictures and as a prop the pictures are 

props would I have needed to say that 

JD What do you think is the answer 

MA Yes but he knov-;s that so I thought J didn't have to sav it a2ain 

JD O Madeleine '{ou knovv better than that 

MA I didn;t want it to be too descriptive just giving a plot analysis or \Vhatever 

JD That's fair enough but isn't it funny that what you've just given as a description 

sounds like what he's calling for \'s'hen he asks for more analysis needed. 

MA Yes 

JD You're right \vhat it needs to do is pin down your analysis 

MA So I've made a point there but I sort of need to back it up 

JD Yes I think in this case the analysis means evidence. So he's a qualified doctor and 

the mise en scene gives us some of that information or supports that 
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MA That's what I got from it anyway 

Reader-expectations are valuable in considering MA's essay and can be used in 

refomrnlating her text because of the interactivity of text which Winter (1977, 1982) 

and Hoey (1995, 2001) have examined in their analysis of clause relations. 

(Thompson, 2001, is a related pedagogic application of Hoey's, Winters' and 

Widdowson' s notions of interactivity in text, although Thompson, 2001, focuses on 

'intcractional' rather than 'interactive' features - i.e., the overt signalling in the text 

of a reader's voice. 'Interactive' features are the ones focused on in this section and 

arc not necessarily overtly signalled in the text - although they may be.) 

The reformulation is based on expectations about General-Particular text patterns and 

the role that thematic progression plays in their realisation. By engaging with MA's 

meaning making in the text from the perspective of those expectations, it is possible 

to support MA in resolving contradictions in her logic. This engagement offers more 

than simply acknowledging her right to make contradictory meanings in a process of 

self-teaching - as seems to be proposed by Flower. It is an attempt to go beyond that. 

The reformulation is a text which has been constructed by 'projecting the text into 

dialogue' by means of the questioning process developed by Winter and Hoey. It is 

proposed that this offers a way of actively reading students' texts that is both 

affirming of the logic of their thematic formations and also of the logics of the 

dominant thematic formations of the subject. 

The explicit questions that prompted the reformulated text are presented below to 

demonstrate something of the expectations which underly the reformulation. The 

reformulation illustrates one redesign of the paragraph which scaffolds the movement 

from the Generalisations of the macro-Theme to the Particulars of the FILM 

READING. The sequencing of concepts is from General to Particular, however, the 

particular challenge of this text - to engage with the concept, COMBINATION - also 
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affects the development d · th •ctdan m e m1 le of the second paragraph the General. hid1 

level abstraction, COMBINATION appears. ~ 

7.3.2 Projecting text into dialogue as a pedagogic device 

\\.hen a text is 'about' a General to Particular relation, as in this case. it should be 

possihlc to question the text in fairly predictable ways. It is this predictability which 

has hccn exploited in the reformulation in the previous sub-section. The questions 

which the reformulated text promotes are presented below. 

What generalisation is this paragraph about? 

One of the genres of the multigeneric film Pulp Fiction is film noir. 

( 'an you be more specific about film noir? 

In film noir, the props guns, money, and drugs are conventions of mise en scene 

that work to establish the generic verisimilitude of a scene. 

Can you be more specific about the ways that props establish generic verisimilitude? 

Money in Pulp Fiction is connected with drug abuse and corruption. 

C'an you give an example? 

The first time the audience sees money in Pulp Fiction is when a substantial 

amount of it is offered to Butch. 

l!ow does this make meaning? 

The combination of the prop with the dialogue aids the narrative 

Can you be more specific about the meaning that it makes? 

by telling the audience that the money is being given to arrange illegal match 

fixing. 

Do you have any other examples? 

Another example of money being connected with corruption is when Vincent 

pays Lance a substantial amount of money to pay for heroin. 
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MA's original text is much more difficult to question. The questions are harder to 

formulate and the answers are less obvious. A number of the questions are 'Why?' 

questions which indicate a confusion rather than a prompted search for information. 

The pedagogic value of questioning the text in this way is to prompt MA's own 

reformulation of her own text in the light of the expectations of her reader. The 

questions explicate the way the clause relations in the text construe the thematic and 

activity systems MA is engaging with. Through such a questioning procedure it may 

be that she is supported in making her own meanings more coherent. This is the value 

of a complex model of coherence which views coherence as a quality of the 

relationship between a writer, a reader and a text. 

What generalisation is this paragraph about? 

D1 The presence of guns, money and drugs work to aid generic verisimilitude 

for the mise en scene within the diegesis, 

Can you be more specific about generic verisimilitude/ 

about the way guns etc. work to aid the verisimilitude for the mise en scene? 

these props are conventions of the film noir genre, 

Why are you telling me about film noir genre? 

one that could be included in such a multi generic film like 'Pulp Fiction'. 

Can you be more specific about film noir/multigenre/Pulp Fiction? 

D4 Money in 'Pulp Fiction is connected with drug abuse and corruption. 

Can you give me an example? 

D5 The first time the audience sees a substantial amount of money being offered 

to Butch, the dialogue accompanying the image aids the narrative by telling the 

audience that the money is being given to arrange illegal match fixing. 

What is this an example o.f? 

D6 Vincent pays Lance a substantial amount of money to pay for heroin. 
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It is proposed that written text provides a different kind of interaction to talk. This is 

not to deny the value of talk but is to make the case for the value of writing. Writing 

appears to function to develop the precision with which thematic formations are 

understood - a central goal of the WOS course tutor and the WOS syllabus. It may be 

that the intervention by the researcher in MA's planning of this essay was unhelpful 

for her. But in certain respects it was the kind of talk which tutors sometimes have 

with students as they write an essay. When that talk is realised in writing, the 

ambiguities of the meanings that were made can be exploited as an opportunity. This 

opportunity arises from an active engagement in the interactivity of text, through the 

active reading of a tutor responding from the framework of their expectations. 

Reading with explicit attention to the way a text does and does not meet expectations 

is probably a common tutor-reading position. The proposal here is that the places 

where text frustrates expectations are useful places to project the text into dialogue by 

explicating the questions that are prompted by it. Explicit awareness of generic 

schema, conceptual frameworks and the scaffolding of text that occurs in macro

Theme and hyper-Theme could provide clues for where questioning might be most 

salient. In contemporary universities with class sizes of 75 students, the quantity of 

text produced makes the detailed questioning of individual texts difficult. In that 

situation, the dialogic process can be modelled in a full class with an original and a 

reformulated text using OHP or computer screen projection. Once such interactivity

within the context of genre expectations - has been modelled in the full classroom, 

question prompts written into individual essay texts can exploit and enhance the 

interactivity of essay writing and offer a meaning making experience for 

participants 1• 

1 See Donohue (2000) for a fuller account of this process. 
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7.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In a number of ways, the first part of this chapter appeared to offer negative data in 

response to the research question: 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy on a 

first year university film studies course? 

A student who began the course by demonstrating ability to write an effective 

Taxonomic Film Analysis, ended the course by appearing to write a less effective 

one. The incoherences of her final text suggest that the literacy pedagogy contributed 

little or nothing to her literacy practice. In a simple product oriented model of literacy 

pedagogy, where input text = output text, or model text = product text, such a result 

would amount to a demonstration of the pedagogy's inadequacy. But genre pedagogy 

is not a pedagogy of formulae. 

In order to acknowledge the complexity of coherence, a broader view of textual 

activity has been argued for. The original genre description was presented as a 

linguistic description patterned against activity and thematic systems. The breakdown 

in the textual performance of a writer who had already demonstrated her 'ability to 

write' was interpreted as a demonstration of how such an ability is by no means an 

autonomous skill. In the attempt to engage with more complex thematic formations of 

knowledge of the field her linguistic abilities were threatened. The response argued 

for in this chapter is one in which the patterning against the thematic system is 

developed further. This reflects the greater complexity of the systems that an 

ambitious student attempted to engage with in her first year assignment and which is 

likely to increasingly characterise the assignments she writes in later years. 

A foundation for doing this had already been laid tlu·ough the WOW programme 

described earlier in the thesis. This had provided the student and the literacy tutor 
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with a metalanguage by means of which they could discuss the writing the student 

was doing. The pedagogic devices of projecting a text into dialogue and 

reformulating a text were presented as additional components of the genre based 

pedagogy already proposed in this research as a response to the research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 

The issues for MA in her exploitation of the literacy input appeared to be process 

issues rather than practices ones. At stake were the processes whereby she converted 

the input she received through the WOW component of the film studies course in the 

classroom and the additional input from the literacy tutor/researcher in an 

interview/tutorial situation into a text. MA displayed no sense that the textual forn1s 

and literacy practices modelled in the pedagogy were unwelcome or alienating for 

her. On the contrary she expressed interest in and enthusiasm for them. It has been 

suggested in this chapter that, for all its incoherences, MAMES represented an 

exercise in the artful practice by MA of her genre knowledge. 

The following year saw MA engaged in further artful practice of her genre 

knowledge. For reasons unassociated with the research, the WOW component of the 

WOS 1, 2000 programme was terminated early. As a result, the first year students in 

the year behind MA, were left with no tutor-led literacy support at the exact moment 

they were required to produce end of module assignments. In response to this 

situation, MA and a number of other WOS99 students - now in their second year -

voluntarily organised essay-writing consultations for these first year WOS students. It 

is to be hoped that part of the genre knowledge that these students could call on in 

these consultations was the metalanguage for talking about text which was developed 

throughout the WOS/WOW99 programme. 
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CHAPTERS THE ROLE OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF TEXT 

IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF FILM 

STUDIES: AN ONTOGENETIC PERSPECTIVE (CASE 

THREE) 

The previous two case studies were of students who had a positive attitude to the 

value of writing in film studies. Neither of them had followed a traditional academic 

route into higher education - one was a mature student and one had gained much of 

her further education on BTEC courses 1 - but each of them shared the view of the 

subject tutor and the researcher that writing was an integral part of film studies and 

were interested to explore it further. This third case study is of a student who 

expressed a strong commitment to the practice part of the theory-practice model of 

media studies but much less commitment to the value of writing in his study of film. 

He is the male student in the classroom debate (see chapter five) who was most 

critical of the emphasis on essay writing in the WOS programme and who perceived 

the literacy input as the imposition of institutional expectations on the personal 

writing styles of individual students. 

The case study compares his diagnostic essay and end of module assignment and 

draws on an interview held with him after he received his end of module assignment 

grade in March, 2000. In contrast with the other two case studies, there is less 

detailed study of his essay and more emphasis on the views he expressed in the 

interviews. LN was selected to be one of the three case studies reported in this thesis 

not, initially, because ofhis scepticism about essay writing but because his diagnostic 

1 BTEC courses are a form of vocationally oriented further education which provides an alternative to 
the more academic form of education offered on A-level courses. 
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essay was rated as 'inappropriate' in most categories and his end of module 

assignment was graded considerably higher. In the interview he explains how he 

approached writing this final essay and elaborates on his scepticism about essay 

writing generally. 

LN's writing and interview help to bring into focus issues that are central to the genre 

debate: particularly the challenges proposed by literacy researchers with a ·practices' 

orientation to literacy. On the one hand, LN's WOSl essays could be seen as clear 

evidence of the value of explicitly teaching essay schema and genre-specific 

linguistic features: his diagnostic essay was almost entirely a recount of the film, 

whereas his MES essay was a Taxonomic Film Analysis with many of the 

characteristics of the genre described in chapter four. On the other hand he did not 

regard the literacy component of the WOS course as having been a support in writing 

his WOS assignments, nor did he consider essays as relevant to his educational 

development at university. Much more important for him was whether he was 

interested in the tasks he did and how useful he thought they would be to his vocation 

in the media industry. Contrary to the intentions of the tutors, the ,vriting component 

of the film studies course had not interested him in writing, convinced him that it ,vas 

a useful learning activity or led him to conclude that approaching miting as a 

purposeful social activity in university would be an approach that was transferable to 

the vocational situations he aimed to enter. 

In view of LN's avowed lack of conviction about the value of miting - and in spite 

of the apparent relevance of the genre pedagogy to the ontogenesis that LN's texts 

suggest he achieved - the data in his case study do not relate directly to any of the 

research questions since the questions are all premised on the assumption that 

university learning entails the learning ofliteracy: 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university? 
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• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy at 

university? 

Scepticism about the value of literacy practices is a particularly extreme form of 

scepticism about dominant university practices. However, there is a place for such 

scepticism within a media studies department where forms of media other than 

written texts are a prominent part of the object of study. As pointed out in the 

literature review, this fact has long been a concern for researchers into the pedagogy 

of media studies. LN' s case has been included, not because he was typical of the film 

studies students - there is some evidence he belonged to a significant minority - but 

because his comments on the WOS/WOW programme bring into focus the dilemmas 

that surround the role of literacy within media studies. In this research- drawing on a 

language-based theory of learning and concerned with the role of description of text 

in film study - these dilemmas are of concern. Of particular concern is the f-1.mction of 

writing in the learning of film studies. LN's critique has been interpreted in this 

section as related in some ways to the kind of critique that Critical Discourse 

Analysts and New Literacists make of the dominant discourses of university (c.f., 

Ivanic, 1998; Lillis, 2000; Gee, 1990 1994). Central to their criticism are questions of 

identity and the ways in which students' identities can be threatened by the alien 

discourses of a university education. 

In this chapter, LN's texts and his comments on those texts and on writing at 

university have been interpreted from that perspective. His expressed preference for 

other modes of meaning making has been interpreted as a reflection of his 

identification with and interest in those modes in which he experiences success and 
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satisfaction. However, underlying this interpretation a different interpretation can be 

seen. It is clear that the reproduction of the dominant discourse in his more successful 

second essay results in an essay which more effectively 'does the work' of film 

studies as seen from a WOS perspective. The issue this raises is whether LN can 

develop the media knowledge he wants without compromising his preferred writing 

practices - whether those preferences are to ,vrite in familiar but now 'less 

appropriate' ways, or not to write at all. The threat to identity entailed in writing may 

actually represent the challenge of new thematic formations represented by the WOS 

curriculum and more precisely focussed acts of meaning making not achievable in 

speech. It is difficult - and somewhat presumptuous - to interpret what the costs and 

benefits of LN' s scepticism about writing - and other values represented by the WOS 

curriculum - are for him. However, it is clear that his scepticism provokes a 

reciprocal scepticism about his values by the tutors on the programme. 

A language-based theory of learning provides two responses to his situation. First, it 

proposes that the knowledge that constitutes film studies curriculum is in part 

accessible only through the language forms represented by LN' s final and more 

highly graded MES essay; in other words, he cannot acquire this knowledge through 

the language forms constituting his first diagnostic RRW essay. The second is that 

SFL linguistic analysis offers a means of clarifying how the language forms that 

construe the curriculum of the WOS programme reiate to the linguistic, activity and 

thematic systems of the cinematic institution that LN has as his longer term goal. The 

goal oriented social processes that make up the WOS genres have been compared in 

this thesis to Bordwell 's film criticism genres. They could also be compared to the 

professional and industrial genres that constitute the workplace LN is aiming for. 

Such a comparison could be carried out in the form ofcollaborative action research. 
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8.1 RRW TEXT COMPARED WITH MES TEXT 

Despite LN's stated preference for other forms of communication than written ones, 

written text continues to play a central role in media studies. This case study begins 

with an account of what LN's texts appear to show about his literacy practices. So far, 

the language-based theory of learning on which this research is based has proposed 

that specific language forms - synoptic, nominalised written ones, rather than 

dynamic verbal ones, to use Macdonald's terminology - are necessary to do the 

'work' of academic film studies. LN's preference for other forms - specifically 

spoken, i.e., verbal, ones, and multimodal ones - raises the question whether such 

'work' can be done through these other forms. The textual evidence is then set in the 

light of his comments in the interview. [See Appendix 32 and 33 for texts, schemata, 

and text analyses.] 

8.1.1 LNRRW 

The diagnostic essay, LNRRW, is made up of four orthographic paragraphs which 

correspond with four conceptual paragraphs: macro-Theme'FILM DETAILS/\Film 

Reading/Description/\macro-New [See Appendix 32]. The macro-Theme a.rid the 

macro-New are headed Introduction and Conclusions. In contrast with most other 

diagnostic essays, there is also a significant visual component. Next to the FILM 

DETAIL paragraph there is a reproduction of a video box illustration or film poster 

for Red Rock West; in the FILMREADING paragraph there are two visual displays 

which present two optional interpretations of a FILM READING with the student's 

opinion highlighted; at the end of the written text, there is a visual reproduction of the 

'triangle of film noir themes' referred to in the set reading. One of these visuals - the 

reproduction of the film poster - prompted a margin note from the tutor querying its 

function: This is inappropriate. If you are going to use images in your essay, use 

them to illustrate points you are making. 
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The dominant act realised by the text is Description rather than Interpretation or 

Analysis. This is reflected in several margin comments by the course tutor: you are 

just describing what you see, not interpreting; and, Why? The purpose of the essay is 

for you to demonstrate you know why mise en scene produces meaning. 

The macro-Theme performs a number of the acts identified as common in the macro

Theme of this essay: Orient to question-Naming MES-Making Technical

Taxonomising. 

The FILM DETAILS paragraph is less typical, providing details of the film's 

production, and a plot synopsis with evaluative commentary highlighting features 

likely to be of audience interest: John Dahl mixes black comedy into the noir 

sensibility here, and the actors (especially Nicholas Cage and Dennis Hopper, who 

were spot-on) run with it. It resembles a text designed to encourage hire of the video 

or attendance at the cinema. 

The Film Reading/Description+MEANING paragraph has features of the evaluative 

response of an observant and well-informed filmgoer rather than the sort of film 

analysis that is modelled in the genre description in chapter four. To some extent it is 

an Interpretive Response genre of the type described by Rothery (1994) which 

amounts to treating the film text as life-events to be interpreted rather than treating it 

as a construction and simulacrum of life to be deconstructed. The extract below is an 

example. 
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CS He puts on his jeans then starts doing one handed press ups, this could be done for 

a couple of reasons. 

C6 1 )He wants to stay fit 

or 

C7 2)This shows how he prepares himself for the day ahead (like in Taxi Driver) 

C8 My opinion is option two. 

However, there is a different kind of deconstruction involved. The essay addresses 

aspects of the production process, particularly the shot, the sequence and actions by 

the camera. Rather than the film events being described and attributed MEANING, 

they are described and attributed to a film-maker's intent. It is likely that the reason 

the course tutor regarded the essay as simply descriptive is that the FILM READING 

is not framed by the dominant ELEMENTS-MAKE MEANING concept formation 

but by the FILM MAKER-MAKES MEANING formation. As a result, the role of 

ELEMENTS in the MEANING MAKING process is not foregrounded. What this 

means is that the ELEMENT Taxonomy which was proposed in the macro-Theme 

does not predict the text of the essay. Instead the conjunctive relations of the essay 

are the external temporal ones of the film narrative and the film making process. 

Clause Themes are mostly FILM CHARACTERS. There is relatively little use of 

technical vocabulary apart from the production terms referred to above. 

The macro-New (the conclusion) introduces a number of concepts which were not 

referred to in the essay, particularly film noir. It introduces the first QUOTES and 

references to the set reading. It also makes a number of evaluative comments on the 

use of mise en scene: for example, I think that mise-en-scene was used very well in 

Red Rock West and The thing I like most about the old film noir .... 

The mode realised by the text is quite frequently spoken, with features of face-to-face 

address and predominantly sequences of co-ordinated or single clause sentences (41 
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sentences in a relatively short paragraph): I think that this shot was used to give you 

the idea that it's the middle of nowhere; He puts his jeans on then starts doing one 

armed press ups, this could be done for a couple of reasons... My opinion is option 

two. 

There are a number of grammatically inaccurate clause and clause complex 

structures, and colligations: 

C31 (Next Shot) As the white Cadillacs dives past we are shown the location we have 

just arrived in due to the town sign, which to me has to meanings: 

C32 1. Just an ordinary town show 

C33 2. The sign represents no escape 

Planning feedback on LN's text caused the tutors to question the diagnostic procedure 

and the wisdom of comparing first year students' texts with 'appropriate' academic 

writing. In the ways described above, LN's text appeared not to be engaged in the 

kind of writing activity that was valued on the WOS course. But this was an early 

moment in his university life. From the perspective of the literature on writing as a 

process and writing as a social practice, there were a number of responses to make to 

the 'inappropriacy' of LN 's essay. From a process perspective, LN's text could be 

seen as embodying 'powerful contradictory logics' (Flower, 1994). From a practices 

perspective, there was evidence of LN' s experience with BTEC Report genres of 

writing in which it was also possible he had been encouraged to make a personal 

response to the film he was studying. From both perspectives it was likely that the 

acts in which he engaged in the essay meant much to him; that the processes of 

writing it entailed the complex problem solving processes described by Flower 

(1994); and that his identity was invested in and to some extent realised by this essay 

text. 
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In the light of those perspectives it could be argued that his development as a writer 

could be expected to emerge naturally from supportive encouragement of his 

engagement in the discourse of the WOS programme - particularly oral discourse-, 

the literature of the field and the normal course tutor feedback on essays at the end of 

modules. It could also be asked on what grounds the valued acts and thematic 

concepts were being regarded as 'appropriate' and to what extent it was necessary for 

LN to adapt his use of the language system in order perform these acts and engage 

with the concept systems 'appropriately'. 

However, in keeping with the goal of the literacy pedagogy, it was decided to go 

ahead with providing explicit feedback on the features of his text which the tutors 

thought were not 'appropriate' - in the sense that they were not performing the acts 

that were valued on the course. The rationale for this decision was that providing LN 

such feedback at this stage gave him time to act on it, while the literacy programme 

was underway, rather than leaving him to work out what kind of writing was valued 

on the WOS programme by his own trial and error and without any chance to discuss 

it. 

One of the reasons for the style of feedback that was provided was the large number 

of students involved. Approximately 75 texts were rated in the diagnostic activity. To 

manage this large number, feedback was given by means of a feedback profom1a (see 

Appendices 4-6). In order to personalise the experience as much as possible the 

feedback sheets were given to students by hand and a ten-minute tutorial was held 

with each student. There was also an hour-long lecture theatre activity before the 

sheets were handed back, designed to prepare students for receiving the feedback. It 

was made clear that if any student felt upset or worried by the feedback they could 

ask for an appointment with the literacy tutor. However, a weakness in the system 

was that - because of the numbers involved - there was no special provision available 

after the feedback for anyone who felt that they needed to work on their writing in a 
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separate writing class. This is an aspect of the approach that needs reconsideration. If 

a student is advised that their writing is 'inappropriate' there is a responsibility to 

offer support in developing writing that is 'more appropriate'. In this project, all of 

the resources for writing support were taken up in providing the literacy programme 

that was embedded in the WOS lecture programme. Personalised support was 

provided as much as possible, if students requested it and because of the 'culture of 

writing' generated by the programme quite a lot of students did request personal 

tutorials. The opportunity to obtain specific and individualised writing support was 

often commented on favourably by students but resources were inadequate to respond 

to all requests adequately. 

The feedback on LN's text in terms of the four major categories was: 

Information taken from the lectures, the reading and the film were not correct and 

appropriate for the task; the structure and development of the text were not clear or 

appropriate to the question; the vocabulary and grammar did not conform to 

appropriate patterns of written academic English; there were some problems with 

sentence structure. 

Each of these categories was sub-categorised and in a number ofthese sub-categories, 

LN's essay was rated as successful. (See Appendices 4-6 for the diagnostic feedback 

form and details.) 

It is not difficult to see how such feedback might be extremely discouraging for a 

student, and be experienced as negative rather than helpful criticism. This was the 

motivation for the questions in the end of term questionnaire about the students' 

experience of the diagnostic task. Each time, the diagnostic task was the most 

positively rated activity from the programme. However, from individual discussions 

it is also apparent that the feedback was experienced negatively by some students. [In 
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response, the implementation of the diagnostic procedure in the following year was 

modified. The first piece of \Vriting in response to the film Red Rock West was 

described as 'a Review'. Then students \vere asked to write an academic essay. These 

texts were used contrastively. This created a more meaningful environment for 

addressing 'appropriacy'. The procedure needs further consideration.] 

8.1.2 LNMES - the final essay 

LN's final assignment was 'conceptually driven'. The follmving table shows that 

73% of the clause Themes of the final essay \Vere I\1ES ELE1v1ENTS in comparison 

with 7% of those of the diagnostic essay. For FILivr CHARA..CTER the positions are 

reversed with only 1.5% of the final essay clauses haYing FILM CHARACTER as 

Theme compared with 4 7S,00 of the diagnostic essay. 

Table 8.1 Major clause-Theme Participants in LNRR\V and LNMES 

I I (diagnostic) 

,----------RFW % IMES (finalJI % 

TOTAL NU1\1BER-: ss ----~-------- ---r---·----
OF SENTENCE! 

THEMES I 

~4--

ELEME-N-TT-S----+r~o 

MES 

----T 

FILM 126 
CHARACTER I 

1 . i 
I I 
I 

I 
I 13 20% 

! 0%. I 34

T4_7_01-o------~---+---1-.-5°-/0-----1 

I i 

53% 

I 

ELEMENTS can still be instantiations from the text so the figures do not signify that 

LNMES was exclusively concept driven rather than text driven as in Macdonald's 

(1992) descriptions. However, the lack of FILM CHARACTER means that the essay 
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is not dominated by the narrative structure of the films, but by the conceptual 

formation, ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING. This framework is Taxonomised in the 

macro-Theme. The macro-Theme also Names and Makes Technical MES and 

MAINSTREAM CINEMA; and Names two MEANINGS concepts: GENRE and 

VERISIMILITUDE. Each orthographic paragraph is organised around a single 

ELEMENT. Paragraphs move from General to Particular with the hyper-Themes 

mostly having the pattern ELEMENTS-MEANING MAKING-MEANING 

(General). Hyper-Themes are often overtly dual facing: Costumes, like the settings 

have certain functions within the end result ofmainstream film. 

Technical lexis is used frequently throughout the text. Colligations are sometimes 

unconventional: RRW fits into the film noir genre. But they are also often appropriate: 

make up is used to enhance the appearance of the actor on screen. The concept 

ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING is often appropriately worded but there are also 

unusual wordings: the lighting in mainstream cinema ... holds many other 

responsibilities. A feature of the text which was identified as particularly good by the 

second tutor who graded the essay was the use of source material: there are frequent 

QUOTES and references to a number of set readings. 

The MES essay was graded considerably higher than the diagnostic essay. This could 

be seen as a successful text by a student whose diagnostic essay was less successful. 

Or it could be seen as a capitulation to a dominant set of language practices - or a 

cynical manipulation of dominant language forms. From the perspective of Ivanic's 

representation of "writing [as] ...an act of identity in which people align themselves 

with socioculturally shaped possibilities for self-hood playing their part in 

reproducing or challenging dominant practices and discourses and the values, beliefs 

and interests which they embody" (1997:32), LN's final essay can be seen as an act 

of reproduction rather than challenge. The issue is whether the alternative linguistic 

forms available to him - particularly the more spoken forms of his diagnostic essay -

provided anything more than a familiar vernacular. In the view of Sydney gemists it 
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1s unlikely that the vernacular spoken forms of LNRR W offered a functional 

alternative to the 'dominant practices and discourses' that LNMES can be interpreted 

to represent. The choice is not necessarily an 'either-or' one; it could be seen as 

'both-and' - and as the text analysis above shows, there continued to be realisations 

of both discourses in LNMES. 

8.2 INTERVIEW WITH LN 

In his own comments on the essay, LN seems to represent it both as a worthwhile 

induction and a capitulation - although he is unequivocal in his views on the literacy 

pedagogy. In order to represent the dilemmas of the literacy tutor/researcher and the 

student in understanding the value of essay writing and the literacy pedagogy the 

interview between them is quoted at length, with additional reflections by the literacy 

tutor/researcher, inserted into the interview text (Interview carried out 6/3/01, one 

month after LN completed the essay. In the interview, LN received his graded essay 

for the first time. The full transcript of the interview is presented in Appendix 34). 

8.2.1 LN's approach to the writing of LNMES 

Before he sees the grade the co-tutor has given his essay, LN describes an essay

planning procedure which was much more active than was usual for him and included 

research beyond the set texts he was advised to read. LN makes no suggestion in this 

exchange that the literacy pedagogy made any contribution to this procedure and it is 

not intended in this thesis to use his words here to claim it did. However, he describes 

the kind of clarity about what was expected in the essay and the consequent 

additional motivation to invest in the essay writing process which it was hoped by the 

tutors that the literacy programme would support. It must be reiterated that LN makes 

no suggestion that this is what the literacy programme meant to him. 
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LN I paid a lot more attention on this one, like, um, like I got more research on it as 

well. 

JD: Yeah 

LN So thats why 

JD: That was a comment you got from the marker by the way. That you 

you'd used your source material well 

LN Cos like I didn't urn for all the other ones it was just what I was given to use that 

but for this one I actually did make a big effort going out getting the research and 

stuff 

JD: ah did you 

LN I think that's what I have to do you just concentrate like that just get all the 

research I need 

JD: Yeah 

LN if I have all the information I need I can do an essay 

JD: Right 

LN But then I also need time and because of all this other work we're getting 

JD: sure 

LN [inaudible] time to fix it all together, pressure 

JD: there's a workload pressure 

LN I think it's the question as well because 

JD: you've done this question now once, twice before 

haven't you that was the mise en scene question 

LN I kind of like had a good idea of what I wanted [inaudible] 

JD: I'll give you a copy of the essay and then we can move on we might want to 

move on to read it...If you haven't seen your grade sheet that's what it looks like 

LN are those the highlighted ones 

JD: yes 
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LN ok 

JD: in view of what you said about sources that's source material isn't it 

LN yes 

JO: good use of source books 

LN and sources 

JD: I think that's a good sign actually that the tutor's clearly recognising what youre 

saying as well that you went out and got material and used it 

This second extract comes from later in the interview but is presented immediately 

after the last extract because it elaborates on the research and writing process. It 

shows LN being motivated because the structure of the topic, MES, lends itself to a 

systematic and organised essay structure. It is for this reason that this essay is 

regarded in this thesis as a good model for essay structure more generally. The 

ELEMENT-MAKES MEANING-MEANING Formation is a clear and authentic 

conceptual framework for an essay. It can be perceived from the perspective of the 

material abstractions, ELEMENTS, or from that of semiotic abstractions, MEANING 

- but either perspective provides a model of an essay that realises a conceptual 

framework and can be organised by it at a textual level. 

JD: but what is the work you're doing I mean you've described very neatly the work 

you did here and it sounds like the work you did here you appreciated the work you 

did here 

LN: this one here 

JD: yes you dug around you found yourself being able to write better as a result of 

that 

LN: I think stuff like that mise en scene has like all these different elements that go 

into it so you can write about what I did was I went into detail of each element 
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JD: sure 

LN: and I split up all the elements to go into detail with it and then I dealt with the 

conclusion and I handed it in ... other stuff. .. if it was just 'lighting', 2000 words, 

then I would be a bit baffled and uh 

JD: because you had some structure to it some kind of purpose 

LN: yeah 

ID: you knew the elements and you went to the elements 

LN: I mean just one of the elements and to write 2000 words on it ... now to me that 

would be a lot harder cos 

JD: yeah 

LN: I didn't even ... lighting is just one element 

JD: yeah 

LN: it's just one thing 

JD: yes 

LN: to write so much about something what doesn't seem possible to do 

JD: I understand 

LN: you're going to start waffling and stuff 

JD: I understand. Um it's interesting to follow that up a bit you know about lighting if 

you take lighting as a kind of category a big category do you imagine that it's got sort 

of categories within it in the same way as mise en scene's got categories 

LN: yeah 

JD: within it 

LN: you probably could just... like setting, moods, shadows, stuff like that 

JD: and you start building up some new elements for lighting 

LN: but how else can you write about shadows and stuff like that 

JD: exactly 

LN: that's when you have to do the research obviously go and get it 

JD: and then you might be motivated to go out and do that reading which would give 

you your elements of the lighting essay 
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8.2.2 The essay as an act of identity 

The next extract of the intervie,Y occurs af1er LN has received the grade for the essay. 

The grade is much better than the one he got for the diagnostic essay but, in LN's 

terms, is "only average". This extract is evidence of how writing for L"l is the "act of 

identity in \Yhich people align themselves ,vith socio-culturally shaped possibilities 

for self-hood" that Ivanic describes (Iv:mic, 1997:32. See also Lillis, 200 I). 

LN yeah but it's still only averages [L0: is referring to the scores on the pro-forma 

feedback sheet provided by the department 'Nhich consists of 9 categories.] 

JD: right thats right 

LN if they were good like good ideas then I would be happier [i.e. if the feedback had 

been that the ideas in the essay were good.l 

JD: so that's not totally happy 

LN no no .... 

LN in college I ,vas ,vay above average 

JD: yeah 

LN but I think coming here and seeing there's other people that know Yvhat they're 

talking about as well 

JD: yeah 

LN and you kr10\v it probably even more than I do 

JD: yeah 

LN so obviously I get put dovvn and I got to ,vork hard to be able to gel myself back 

up to the top 

JD: yeah I had the same feeling when I went to university 
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In the next extract LN develops this theme of adapting to a new context and learning 

to excel in it. It appears that it is the desire to succeed which makes his experience 

with essay writing so negative. He does not, in this extract, express any sense that for 

him an essay is a learning experience. His perspective on essay writing - as a test in 

which he expects to be found wanting - means that the diagnostic feedback was 

unlikely to be perceived as useful feedback but as more criticism of a performance 

that he did not feel positive about in the first place. The discussion with LN shows 

that even though his final essay shows every sign of having been constructed in terms 

of the purposes that had been proposed throughout the WOS/WOW programme and 

although he gained satisfaction and a reasonable grade for the work, this has not 

overcome his fundamental distaste for an activity that has disappointed him many 

times before. Essays appear to still be associated with threats to his sense of self

respect - they are acts he cannot perform as successfully as he wants to. 

LN mmm I mean to me it's like from primary school to secondary school was a big 

leap and then from secondary school to college is kind of like the same kind of thing 

but then from college to university another big leap 

JD: how does it work out for you in those leaps 

LN at the beginning you're kind of looking and then you kind of get the idea 

LN I mean like that second year by this semester I reckon I'll do a lot better 

I think its just Ways of Seeing what's keeping me back 

JD: yeah 

LN cos all the other ones I get way above like Bs 

JD: any thoughts about why that's happening 

LN because I don't like essays I don't like writing essays 
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8.3.3 Preferred practices 

In the next extract (\vhich follO\vs the previous extract immediately), L:\" makes a 

contrast between his experience of writing an essay and writing a report, a major part 

of which lies in the oppmtunity that a report provides for multirnodality - 'Nhich he 

refers to as 'Presentation'. \Vhat this extract addresses is the ambiguous status of 

essay writing in a media studies degree programme - in the same terms that its status 

is queried by Buckingham (l 990) and Elliot (2000) in the theory-practice 

enviroru11ent of media studies education - and also in education more generally - in 

the terms that the status of linguistic text is queried by recent \\Titers investigating the 

impact of new technologies on traditional modes of representation ( e.g., Kress and 

van Leeuwen, 2001). Such changing status for linguistic text creates the need to 

investigate what is achieved by linguistic texts. such as essays - in lerms of 

knowledge construction and meaning making - in contrast vvith the kinds of 

multimodal texts that L~ describes. And it calls for decisions about such matters by 

curriculum planners. The research for this thesis has been an attempt to consider the 

role of a single essay in the construal of film as a particular object of study. What 

LN's comments bring up is the question of what kind of object of study is construed 

in other modes. 

JD: and the other course don't require essays? 

LN well no not really no I can't think of any other essays f've done .. oh actually ... 

no, no, no ... I did a report for Presentation and Design fa first semester module] and 

got B for Lhat ... it's like um only \vriting a report and writing an essay is a different 

thing isn't it? 

JD: it can be. What's your thoughts about the difference betv-ieen them? 

LN I mean reports I guess they are the same but I mean I guess a report I can put 

more presentation in it ah that's probably why I got a better grade like I used images, 
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stuff like that 

JO: oh ah visuals 

LN so like I used 

JO: do you mean that repon that you did for the cartoon 

LN yeah 

JO: the one that went alongside that 

LNmm 

JD: ok so I read that didn't I 

LN yeah 

JD: yeah you gave me the cartoon and I read the report that went with it 

LN ok yeah yeah I think I used like example she probably like it and gave me an 

extra grade stuff like that 

JD: it was a part of the assignment 

LN yeah 

JD: the other part was the actual cmioon 

LN I think I did actually put a picture on mv essay the first essay [the RRW 

diagnostic essay for \VOS J 

JD: yes 

LN and Jim no it was Jon 

Jon 

LN Jon said that if you're going to do that at least put something underneath it, you 

know like a caption and say \\·hy you did it and use it as an example. I guess I could 

do that 

JD: I think it \Vould be a good way fonvard. I think that's the way media studies is 

going to go in future 

LN oh what, \Vith visuals? 

JO: with visuals, more ·visuals in the text 
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In the next three extracts LN elaborates on the negative value of essays for him but 

then concludes with an acknowledgement of their role as a learning device. From his 

earlier comments in this extract, it is apparent that the literacy input has not persuaded 

him that essay writing performs any useful purposes. His criticism of the amount of 

essay writing on the WOS course represents a serious criticism of the literacy 

pedagogy. On the other hand, his final comment on the learning that an essay entails 

could be a reiteration of some of the goals of the literacy pedagogy. Once again, the 

issue here is whether there are other modes of meaning making which would engage 

him in the knowledge formations of the field in ways that were the san1e as - or as 

good as - essay writing. Implicit in his comments are the value of oral or multimedia 

presentations. These modes already exist in the programme of study he follows. His 

comments suggest that, for him these other modes are preferable, likely to offer more 

satisfaction and do not entail the same threat to his self-esteem and motivation that 

essays do. 

JD: and you said before well you said before something like you don't like essays or 

you don't like writing essays or something like that um 

LN I did actually try to escape from this class (laugh) I tried to find something else 

but I just thought 

JD: because of the essays 

LN: yeah it's just that I don't like writing essays 

JD: go into it a bit more if you can about what you don't like about essays writing 

LN: I just think it's ( cough) like the questions are brief but you have to write so 

much, like what's mise en scene, I could write what is mise en scene in about one 

sentence 

JD: yes 

LN: but then you don't want one sentence you want more, you want 2000 words of 
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what mise en scene is 

JD: yeah 

LN: like you've got to go into detail that's like then you think you've done your best 

but when you get your grades it's a different story and stuff like that 

JD: I take your point that the essay business uh you don't like it 

LN: and I know other people what escaped from the class they just said no I don't 

want all the essays any more and stuff like that 

JD: oh really 

LN: mm 

JD: oh that's interesting 

LN: I think it's just the essays, they smi of bring people down like a lot of work that 

has to go into it and stuff like that 

JD: what so that means that people don't actually value the essay or think it's got a 

kind of useful function or something 

LN: it's not that they, I don't know, I mean like me personally I don't like writing I 

don't like writing essays unless I have all the information. Like if l made an effort if 

the question is an interesting question then I like doing the essay 

JD: right 

LN: if the question is too brief and doesn't make too much sense to me then it's like 

you switch off like if there's a programme on that doesn't appeal Lo you just switch 

over switch on to something else 

JD: but it matters to you 

LN: yeah it does yeah 

JD: on the one hand you don't like the idea of doing the essay but on the other hand 
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they matter to you 

LN: yeah the fact that I know I have to 

JD: because it's a grade thing 

LN: yeah it's the fact that I've come to university and I don't expect it to be easy 

JD: right 

LN: I worked hard enough to get here and I'm not going to fail now just because of 

stupid essays, stuff like that 

JD: yeah you buy into an essay as a kind of part of the difficulty of university but 

from what you said so far you don't sound as though you've bought into a particular 

valuableness in essays. They don't really do much for you as a person, as a student 

LN: I think an essay is because of all the research you have to do and then you have 

to interpret it in your own way and use quotations subconsciously you're actually 

taking it all in 

JD: do you reckon? 

LN: that's what I think 

8.3.4 Film as an object of study: academic or practical 

Continuing with the theme of motivation and the nature of film as an object of study, 

LN's next comments contrast the treatment of mise en scene as knowledge in an 

essay with his knowledge of it in film production. At one level the emphasis of his 

comments is on the importance of motivation in developing knowledge about a 

subject. However, this raises an issue that has permeated the entire discussion: what 

is the nature of film studies knowledge? The description tbat he gives of La Haine 

has many similarities with the description of Red Rock West in his first essay. Not too 

much should be made of this as this is an oral description produced spontaneously for 
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a non-specialist in film studies. But his description has some of the diagnostic essay's 

narrative form and Interpretive rather than Analytical approach, with the same 

emphasis on the FILM MAKER and the CAMERA. Implicit in these final comments 

by LN is the construction of film as an object of study in which production and 

enjoyment are central concerns. Such a thematic formation of FILM foregrounds and 

backgrounds some different thematic concepts to the ones that make up the WOS 

programme. This is not a simple contrast of film as object of enjoyment with film as 

object of academic study. The relation is more complicated and the characterisation 

does not do justice to either formation. But there are contrasting values here. 

LN: I do actually like mise en scene anyway 

JD: hmhm 

LN: I mean when I do my own kind of films 

JD: hmhm 

LN: [inaudible] what's in the actual frame stuff like that there's a film I'm not sure if 

we're going to watch it yeah I've seen it with my friend and I liked it called um La 

Haine it's a French film 

JD: hmhm 

LN: and there's quite a few scenes its a really good film It's like Boyz in the Hood 

but like a French version of it. It's a bit funny as well 

JD: hmhm 

LN: it's a really good scene where they're walking through this kind of car park and 

like people are break dancing in one comer and then they see two people talking and 

one of the friends of that person is arguing with his sister and you can see um like just 

there so they're talking but you can overhear what the brother and sister are saying 

because they are swearing at each other and it seems really realistic the fact that 

normally they're miming and have you focus on those two people you've got to focus 

on both to understand what's going on 
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JD: hm and what is it have you analysed that what's the interpretation you put on 

that how would that fit into some kind of analysis essay for example 

LN: he tried to make the scene realistic because at the beginning it's like a news 

footage of actually riots of what happened it's supposed to be what happened the day 

after the riots and you see them walk around France just a bad part of France you dont 

get to see too much and theyre walking round France and like one of them he was a 

gymnast and the gym got burnt down and another one I think his car got broken into 

something like that and like the friend as well got shot by one of the police so theyr'e 

always after the police and the police are always after them I'm hoping that we see it 

because it's a good 

JD: and if you see it here what will what will be the especial advantage of seeing it 

here 

LN: I don't know ifl see it here I'd be motivated to write an essay on it 

JD: ok 

LN: because it's interesting as a film 

JD: right it does something 

LN: if it's like a film that does something then I also want to write about it 

8.4 CONCLUSIONS 

LN's comments have been given exposure here to provide an alternative perspective 

against which to set the commitment to essay writing which motivated the literacy 

pedagogy developed by the film studies and literacy tutor. The attention they have 

received is not necessarily reflective of the degree of support they received among 

students in general, many of whom expressed appreciation of the literacy programme. 

However, LN's views provide a useful link with the concerns of literacy researchers 

and teachers who see literacy as one of the contexts in which conflicting practices and 
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discourses engage. They have implications for a new, 'vocationally' oriented 

university where the theory-practice divide is significant. This research was, in part, 

an attempt to understand the function and value of the MES essay. Its role in laying a 

foundation for Bordwell' s middle range theorising was the main focus of the 

pedagogy: the linguistic description of text was patterned against these activity and 

thematic systems. LN's comments demonstrate the need to treat it more explicitly as 

the foundation for the development of production knowledge that it clearly has the 

potential to be. 

This point was made in chapter four where the tutor's comments on the need for a 

fourth knowledge domain in addition to the three proposed by Macken-Horarik 

(1996) was reported. In his view, in addition to the 'everyday', the 'specialised' and 

the 'critical' domains, there was a need to acknowledge 'the cinematic institution' 

domain. It is this domain that LN relates most strongly to: film as a technical product 

is part of the knowledge of this domain. The critical literacy methodology described 

by Macken-Horarik (1996) provides a good model for how the contrasts and 

similarities of the two knowledge domains of academia and technical production can 

be addressed positively rather polarised into opposing forces - as described by Elliot 

(2000). Elliot points out the apparently inevitable conflict of interest and discourse 

which characterise the two domains - of specialised academic knowledge and 

specialised technical production knowledge. He also identifies the dilemmas for a 

'university' in attempting to either avoid the academic or embrace the 

technical/vocational: universities are still working out their role in relation to these 

domains. 

The approach to text description proposed in this thesis, in which 'the 

constructedness of text' constitutes a potentially powerful relational idea integrating 

the study of film and the study of the writing about film may make a contribution to 

the attempt to treat the specialised academic and specialised production domains 

positively. SFL based genre analysis has already been used, for example, to trace the 
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role and development of writing through different levels of science education and into 

different levels of employment in the science professions and industry. Such text 

based analysis offers a way towards an informed model of the particular demands of 

those different levels. Exploiting the Sydney model of critical text analysis, in which 

the differences between texts in terms of their context and function are used to inform 

literacy pedagogy provides a pedagogic model for exploring the actual literacy 

demands of the cinematic institution. Through such a procedure informed decisions 

can be made by tutors and by students like LN, about what status written text in 

general and particular linguistic forms of text actually have in the multimedia world 

of the media industries. In the light of that knowledge the pedagogic function of 

written text can be made clearer and some of the current dilemmas about its role be 

resolved. 

In this respect, linguistic description of text can be exploited to address the concerns 

of students like LN who are currently unsure about the value of essay writing at 

university. This thesis has addressed essay writing as a pedagogic device for learning 

some of the knowledge constituting the thematic formation of the WOS curriculum. 

Drawing on Bordwell's middle range theorising and SFL text descriptions patterned 

against activity and thematic systems constituting academic film study, a case has 

been made for using text description in the teaching of literacy in a course iike WOS. 

In order to address the reservations of LN about literacy generaily, the approach to 

textual anaiysis carried out within the university needs to be extended to include the 

cinematic institution. It is possible that such an enterprise would provide further 

answers to the question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description from 

processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 
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CHAPTER9 CONCLUSIONS 

GENRE-BASED LITERACY PEDAGOGY: THE NATURE AND VALUE 

OF GENRE KNOWLEDGE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING WRITING 

ON A UNIVERSITY FIRST YEAR MEDIA STUDIES COURSE 

9.1 CLASSROOM BASED RESEARCH INTO THE USE OF A 

LANGUAGE-BASED THEORY OF LEARNING IN THE TEACHING 

AND LEARNING OF LITERACY IN A FILM STUDIES CLASSROOM 

This research grew from an interest in a language-based theory of learning which 

is based on the application of systemic functional linguistics in education. A 

review of literature on the teaching and learning of literacy was carried out in 

response to an initial research question: 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university? 

This review led to the hypotheses that text description based on systemic 

functional linguistics could make a contribution to the teaching and learning of 

literacy in a university, and that such an approach could be compatible with 

processes and practices perspectives on the teaching and learning of literacy -

despite expressions of scepticism by some advocates of those approaches. 

At stake in making this hypothesis was the nature of genre knowledge. Genre 

knowledge in this thesis has been seen as the knowledge of how to perform 

socially situated acts of writing. In the literature, descriptions of such knowledge 
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ranged from textually oriented descriptions to activity oriented descriptions. 

However, while all these descriptions purported to relate to socially situated acts 

of writing, there appeared to be, in the descriptions, a polarisation of text and 

activity. It was the intention in this research to attempt to demonstrate that the 

textual descriptions developed using systemic functional linguistics were both 

necessary for and compatible with activity oriented descriptions of literacy and -

more particularly - literacy pedagogy. 

To that end, two empirical research questions were posed: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy at university, in the light of the challenges to textual description 

from processes and practices accounts of literacy use and pedagogy? 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

at university? 

In response to the notion informing all three perspectives on literacy teaching and 

learning, that literacy is a situated practice, the empirical research was located 

within a particular material context of situation - a first year film studies module 

at a new university. The purpose was to locate the research as close as possible to 

the situation in which student-writers were expected to perform acts of writing. 

Research situated in such a location contrasts, for example, with research into 

literacy development within a general university study skills course or within a 

different academic subject area. 

The general research questions were reworded to reflect this situatedness: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 
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• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 

The classroom based research designed in response to these questions was an 

application and investigation of the Sydney university model of genre based 

pedagogy. Sydney university educational linguists, working largely in secondary 

school contexts, regard curriculum subject areas as domains of 'specialised' or 

'technical' knowledge. Knowledge domains are constituted by genres - goal 

oriented social processes - which construe and are construed by the situational 

values of field, tenor and mode, instantiated in linguistic form at clause level by 

means of choices from within the ideational, interpersonal and textual 

metafunctional linguistic systems; metafunctional linguistic elements organise and 

are organised by discourse semantic patterns to interrelate clauses and constitute 

text. To learn a school subject is to learn the ways in which texts constitute that 

subject. Written text is central to the construction of most specialised school 

knowledge domains. In order to facilitate students' engagement with the 

knowledge domains that make up the school curriculum, Sydney genrists employ 

linguistic analysis to inform a pedagogy in which the form and function of such 

written texts is explicated. The pedagogic challenge is to describe texts in tenns 

that do justice to their complexity but can also be comprehended and exploited by 

non-linguist teachers and students. 

The text oriented approaches of Sydney genrists have been criticised from two 

main perspectives. From a 'processes' perspective they have been criticised for 

reifying and privileging textual form over the complex meaning-making processes 

that a situated reader or writer engages in when reading or writing. From a 

'practices' perspective, text oriented approaches have been criticised for 

privileging unitary and dominant discourses and discursive practices and ignoring 

diverse, alternative, non-conforming discourses and practices, and the dynamics 

of power and identity they entail. This research was designed to explore the value 
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of the text-oriented pedagogy of the Sydney genrists in the light of these critical 

perspectives. 

Three features of the Sydney model were emphasised in response to the 

challenges to the use of textual descriptions referred to above. First, the 

complexity of systemic functional linguistic textual description was highlighted. 

Sydney genre descriptions are derived from an SFL model of text in which 

multiple linguistic features are seen as interactive across a text and its context of 

situation and culture. It was hypothesised that such a complex model of text and 

the complex notion of coherence it gives rise to represented a response to the 

process-oriented criticism that textual description is a debased currency unable to 

reflect the wealth of meanings entailed in an actual textual perfonnance. Such a 

complex model may remain unconvincing for critics who maintain that coherence 

is entirely the achievement of a reader or writer and minimise the role of a text in 

the construction of that coherence. However, for those who acknowledge a role 

for text in mediating coherent meanings in the encounter between reader and 

writer, such a complex model is far from the simple textual forms that genre 

pedagogy has sometimes been accused of providing. 

In this research, SFL based genre description was found to provide a basis for 

discussing an essay text as an interactive engagement by student-writers with a 

tutor-reader within a particular pedagogic context of situation and culture. A 

complex interactive model of text provided a complex notion of coherence which 

was used to explain why particular essays were highly valued within this context. 

The data discussed in this thesis suggest that students were able to incorporate 

such knowledge of text into their writing processes. However, there was also 

some evidence of essays becoming more incoherent as students attempted to 

respond to the input provided in the literacy pedagogy. Working with a complex 

notion of coherence means that such textual incoherence cannot simply be 

interpreted as failure. In some cases, students appeared to be attempting more 

complex engagements with the subject matter - particularly, by adopting more 

abstract frameworks of analysis. From the perspective of a model of genre as 
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engagement with a field of knowledge and activity, in interaction with a reader, 

through the construction of text, it is inadequate to measure such essays only in 

terms of their textual incoherence. The quality of their engagement with the field 

needs to also be considered. 

The second element of a systemic functional linguistic description of text which 

was foregrounded in this research was the probabilistic, dialectical relationship 

between text and context. SFL emphasises the recursive relationship between 

structure and system. Each instantiation of a text both recreates in structural form 

an output from the linguistic system and at the same time recreates the elements of 

the linguistic system it represents choices from. The recreation of text in relation 

to changing contexts means that the language system, in turn, changes. At the 

centre of the relation between system and context is the agent. Structuration 

theory offers a model for understanding how the agent is both determined by and 

is the creator of structures of language. Particular social contexts are constituted 

by language - among other systems - and so, in some sense, provide external 

influences on an individual 'in' that context. However, it is the individual agent's 

choices from within the language system that reconstitute the context. Context is 

both given and produced. Text is both a response to context and a creation of 

context. This structuration model of text in context has been foregrounded in 

acknowledgement of those critics of SFL who regard the notion of context in SFL 

as deterministic and unitary. Halliday and Martin's account of SFL already 

represents the context-text relationship as probabilistic; structuration theory 

provides more insights into how such a probabilistic relation can operate and also 

emphasises the role of the individual agent in constructing the text-context 

relationship. 

Central to the choices individuals make is the notion of power. This was the third 

emphasis that the present research attempted to acknowledge in the pedagogic 

exploitation of SFL. In a school context, considerable power is vested in the 

institution, its representatives and the curriculum. When students engage in acts of 

writing they are not necessarily determined by that context but they are influenced 
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by it and in many ways their meanings and meaning making practices are 

measured against it - both by themselves and by the institution. They negotiate 

their engagement with discourses - meanings and meaning-making processes _ 

that constitute the institution by drawing on the resources of meanino-s and 
b 

meaning-making processes at their disposal. 

This encounter between the institution and the individual, and the power and 

identity struggles entailed have been well represented in Lemke's social semiotic 

description of classroom interaction. In order to situate SFL text descriptions 

within this context of conflicting meanings and meaning making processes, two 

emphases in Lemke's description were taken up in the present research. The first 

was his proposal that descriptions of the linguistic system be patterned against 

descriptions of the thematic system and the activity system. The thematic system 

in Lemke's account is a network of concepts: the meanings of the concepts and 

the relations among them are not universal but are socially constructed; they 

reflect the values of particular groups as they employ the concept terms to make 

sense of particular social situations. Activity systems are patterns of interaction 

between participants in situations, an important component of which is the social 

relations that they construe. 

Explicitly patterning realisations of the linguistic system against realisations of the 

thematic and activity systems emphasises the diversity of meanings that can be 

attributed to the same linguistic item and the diversity of meaning-making 

activities which individuals may engage in to make those meanings. It 

acknowledges the concerns of both process-oriented and practice-oriented 

researchers that linguistic descriptions of text-in-context do not recognise diverse 

constructions of meaning by participants within the same context of situation. The 

meanings of the linguistic system are not unitary because meaning makers 

constitute diverse contexts of meaning making. 

However, having acknowledged the diversity of meanings represented by 

thematic formations and meaning making processes represented by activity 
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systems, the issue of power remains. Lemke is not arguing for an infinite 

relativity or an absolute indeterminacy of meaning in the school context. Instead, 

he proposes that the curriculum be overtly recognised as an embodiment of 

dominant meanings and the texts that construe it be seen as dominant meaning 

making processes. To perceive the curriculum as dominant in these tenns also 

entails perceiving the conflicting meanings and meaning making processes of 

students in their engagement with - and construction of - that curriculum. Such a 

perspective was adopted in this research to justify the representation of dominant 

textual forms valued by a dominant representative of the institution as in some 

senses normative for students. The textual description of an essay that was 

generated was the one that was likely to be most highly valued on the course. 

However, implicit in that representation is the corresponding representation of 

students as not necessarily sharing the same norms of meaning or meaning 

making processes. As far as possible, text descriptions were seen as mediating the 

encounter between dominant and less dominant constructions of the field of film 

studies. 

The three principles of SFL described above were emphasised in responding to 

the second research question: 

• How can text be described in order to contribute to the teaching and learning 

of literacy on a first year university film studies course, in the light of the 

challenges to textual description from processes and practices accounts of 

literacy use and pedagogy? 

This question was answered in two ways. The first description was linguistic and 

the second was pedagogic. A key essay genre of the course was described using a 

selection of linguistic categories from the Sydney model of systemic functional 

linguistics. The SFL model was supplemented by the clause relational work of 

Winter and Hoey. Following Lemke, the linguistic description was explicitly 

patterned against the thematic system which constituted the content of the film 

studies curriculum the essay was concerned with. Thus, the genre knowledge 
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students were expected to employ in responding to the essay question was seen as 

comprised of knowledge of the linguistic form of an essay, knowledge of the 

social acts of analysing film and constructing an essay, and knowledge of the 

thematic formations constituting the area of film studies mapped out on the film 

studies course. 

The particular linguistic categories selected were those which seemed likely to be 

the most pedagogically salient. Taxonomic Film Analysis was represented as 

realised by a taxonomically organised text, in which General-Particular clause 

relations are established between elements of a conceptual framework of analysis 

and the material and semiotic features of a film. Macro-Theme and hyper-Themes 

were seen to scaffold the development of the text in performing a number of acts 

that constitute film analysis. Central to this is the notion of 'thingifying'. It was 

proposed that conceptually framing a film in a Taxonomic Film Analysis entails 

turning the film into an object of study - an abstract 'thing'. In this way writers 

distance themselves from the suspension of disbelief that a film is designed to 

create. Such a description of film analysis, it was proposed, conforms with 

Bordwell's account of how academic film critics conceptually frame constructions 

of a 'model film' in their writing. The Taxonomic Film Analysis essay is seen as a 

good introductory activity to some of the broader educational goals of a media 

studies programme. Because of its orientation to both the material and the 

semiotic dimensions of film, it was argued that it constitutes an introduction to 

middle range theorising about film as advocated by Bordwe!!, and also to the 

discourses of practical media production. 

Thus, the first response to the question, 'How can text be described in order to 

contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy on a first year university film 

studies course?' was a linguistic description expressed in relation to thematic and 

activity systems. The thematic and activity systems constituting the tutor's 

representation of film studies on the module were privileged but it was 

acknowledged that students could well be - in fact, were quite likely to be -

operating with other representations of film as an object of study. Pedagogy 
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entails the mediating of diverse representations of objects of study. At this stage 

of answering the research question, the emphasis was on representing a pati of the 

curriculum in linguistic terms. In the next stage the emphasis was on mediating 

students' engagement with the curriculum. 

Once the text had been described linguistically, the second response to the 

research question was a pedagogic one. In order to talk about text in a film studies 

classroom, a different metalanguage from the linguistic one used in the genre 

analysis above was developed. Where possible, this pedagogic metalanguage 

drew on concepts and terms which were already familiar to film study students. 

In attempting to integrate the study of literacy with the study of film, the notion of 

'the constructedness of text' emerged as a relational idea. A writing syllabus was 

designed, based on this idea and intended to represent literacy as integral to the 

study of film. The writing syllabus focussed on the reading and writing tasks 

required on the film studies course and combined process and text oriented 

approaches to literacy. A modified form of the Sydney pedagogic cycle informed 

the classroom use of text description. In the early stages of the research, the 

emphasis was on the dominant discourses and discursive practices of film studies. 

Throughout the eighteen months of the classroom based research, there was a 

move towards a more participatory and critical description of literacy, informed 

by interviews with students about their literacy practices and their perceptions of 

the pedagogy, and the growing awareness by the tutors that students were able, 

interested and willing to take a more active role in reflecting on their literacy 

practices in the lecture theatre and seminars. 

The third research question was 

• How does text description contribute to the teaching and learning of literacy 

on a first year university film studies course? 
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This question was addressed through cycles of reflection on the classroom 

activity, partly carried out in conjunction with participants in a modified form of 

critical action research and partly based on textual analysis. Evaluating 

educational innovation is difficult. Contrary to some criticisms of it, genre based 

pedagogy is not a product oriented model, in which an input text can simply be 

measured against an output text and the similarities and differences quantified. 

The purpose of a multidimensional model of text and a complex notion of 

coherence is to acknowledge the subtlety of textual performances - as proposed 

by process oriented writers - and the personal and idiosyncratic nature of 

discourse and discursive practices - as proposed by practice oriented writers. 

Cautious claims were made on the basis of subject tutor grading of end of module 

assignments and a comparison of top-scoring essays from each year. Comparisons 

were made in terms of text content and text form and there were indications of 

better performances among students who had participated in the literacy 

pedagogy. 

A second effect of the focus on text in the film studies classroom was to make 

literacy a public and visible component of film studies. Student feedback 

indicated that most students welcomed this emphasis on the literacy that was 

required in their study of film. In general, focussing on 'text construction' was not 

perceived as the imposition of an 'English lesson' nor was it seen as confronting 

students' writing practices in a pejorative way. The most striking positive 

expression of student opinion was their approval of an initial diagnostic activity 

which had represented university writing as composed of certain linguistic forms 

performing specific academic functions. Students' texts were rated against these 

linguistic standards and feedback given on the 'appropriacy' of their writing. Such 

feedback clearly had the potential to be perceived by students as negatively 

critical of their writing practices. In acknowledgement of that negative potential, 

the feedback was accompanied by individual short tutorials with students. The 

positive student response to this activity is seen as a significant endorsement of 

the genre pedagogy developed throughout the course. 
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The diagnostic activity was carried out in an attempt to explicate expectations 

about writing on the film studies course. Features of writing were explained in 

terms of the disciplinary or educational functions they performed. Such an 

explication of expectations accords with the proposal by some practices-oriented 

researchers that universities demystify the kinds of texts that students are expected 

to consume and produce on courses. It suggests that such demystification is best 

carried out in the context of courses students are studying rather than in separate 

literacy provision. 

In answering the third research question, over the period of the research there was 

a shift of focus away from the pedagogic intent of the literacy intervention and a 

move towards the experience of learners. The initial genre analysis in which the 

tutor-reader acted as specialist informant was replaced by a more extensive genre 

analysis in which student-writers became specialist informants. Three case studies 

tracked changes in students' texts and their writing practices. 

In the case of one student, there had been a clear - and successful - attempt to 

implement the genre description, confirming that linguistic description of text 

could be incorporated by a student in their writing processes. However, while this 

resulted in a schematically more appropriate essay, his ambitious engagement 

with a more abstract thematic formation introduced ambiguities into his text. It is 

this complicated interrelation of features of field and mode that makes evaluating 

genre pedagogy much more complex than simply comparing an output text with 

an input text. 

The same complicated findings emerged from the second case study. This 

student's model diagnostic assignment gave way to a less valued final assignment. 

Once again, her evident genre knowledge, demonstrated in her first assignment 

and throughout the course, could not be measured by a simple textual comparison 

of the first and last assignment. Instead, this case study was used to illustrate how 

it would be possible for a tutor to draw on genre knowledge of the Taxonomic 

Film Analysis essay genre to exploit incoherences in a student's text as a way of 
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engaging with the emerging thematic formations of the student as they learn to 

analyse film. To engage with the incoherence that a student's text mediates for a 

tutor is to express a commitment to the significance of a text as a realisation of 

thematic and activity systems. Such a practical engagement is more important as 

an outcome of genre based pedagogy than a measurement of 'gain' in terms of 

textual features of the final text. The textual features are important, but measuring 

what gain they represent is not simple. 

This same difficulty was represented in a different way by the third case study. 

This student's final essay was far more highly valued by the course tutor than his 

first one. As with the first student this student's final essay reproduced the generic 

fom1 of the genre description presented during the course. Undoubtedly, this fom1 

reflected a more appropriate analysis of film. Despite this - and despite having 

attended all of the genre pedagogy sessions - this student did not attribute his 

improved performance to the teaching. Once again, measuring the impact of a 

pedagogy in which textual description had played a major role could not be 

achieved by simply comparing an initial diagnostic assignment and a final 

assignment. The nature of the intervention is more subtle. The subtlety can be 

further illustrated by the fact that the third student's essay was less ambiguous 

than the other two - at a textual level it was more coherent. However, in terms of 

field it appeared to represent a less ambitious engagement. In the terms of the 

complex mode! of coherence employed in this thesis, this less ambitious 

engagement with the thematic formations of the field has to be balanced against 

the greater textual coherence and together these make evaluating the pedagogy 

complex. 

This last student - whose text suggested he had benefited from the pedagogy -

resented the emphasis on writing which had been incorporated into the film 

studies module. However, most of the data collected on the literacy intervention 

was interpreted in the thesis as positive. Rather than providing students with 

templates for producing model essays, the benefit of the pedagogy is seen in terms 

of the dialogue it facilitated about the processes and practices of writing on the 
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course. Textual description was employed to model successful textual engagement 

in film studies. Evidence from student feedback and essay writing performance 

indicated that students incorporated this information into their writing processes. 

However, of equal importance to the direct incorporation by students of textual 

features presented in the class was the culture of literacy which was facilitated by 

talking about texts in the film study classroom. The textual descriptions generated 

through the use of systemic functional linguistic analysis enabled the two tutors 

and the students on the course to engage in textually oriented discussions about 

the practices of film studies. 

9.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

In the thesis, one of the case studies was used to foreground student critique of the 

literacy pedagogy. It will be used here to frame an account of the limits of this 

research and of suggestions for further research. What the case study highlighted 

was the pedagogic orientation of the literacy intervention in which 'the 

curriculum' - or at least, the joint tutor understanding of the curriculum - was 

privileged. The pedagogic justification for this privileging of the curriculum was 

discussed earlier in this chapter. However, it is important to recognise the extent 

to which the orientation towards a pedagogic model of literacy influenced the 

research. 

The researcher entered the situation in the role of a teacher-researcher. It is 

important to acknowledge that adopting the role of teacher is likely to have 

coloured the researcher's perceptions of the film studies classroom. In particular it 

is likely that it led to a strong classification of film studies knowledge since - as 

Bernstein points out - such strong classification of knowledge is pedagogically 

salient. 

A strong classification of film studies knowledge proposes that film studies is a 

specialised, technical area construed in specialised technical language. This is the 
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premise that informed the research and it appears to have been confirmed by it. 

Seen from a positive perspective, the explication of the expectations of the film 

studies course in terms of the linguistic, thematic and activity systems by which 

film studies knowledge is realised can be regarded as co-operative behaviour by 

course tutors. However, from a different perspective, descriptions of language, 

thematic and activity systems reflect interpretations by dominant participants in 

the construction of the situation which confront and challenge interpretations that 

less powerful participants may make. 

As is proposed by some practice-oriented researchers, more research needs to be 

done into the perceptions of student writers about the meanings they are making 

in essays, without immediately judging the students' perceptions in terms of the 

tutor's expectations. The research would entail weakening the classification of 

film knowledge referred to above. Such research would have pedagogic value: 

previous students' texts could be discussed with later students - as was done on 

this course. However, rather than the texts being discussed simply in tenns of 

whether they satisfied a tutor's expectations and were awarded a high grade -

which was the standard of judgement used on this course - the discussion of texts 

could be carried out with greater acknowledgement of the expectations and 

intentions of the writers of the texts. In this way more status could be granted to 

the diversity of practices among students; texts would not only be seen in terms of 

their degree of conformity with the tutor's expectations. 

A second reason for weakening the classification of film studies knowledge is to 

acknowledge many students' vocational ambitions to enter the media production 

sector of industry. Once again the goal would not necessarily be to privilege either 

the academic or the practical domain but to exploit the strong classification of 

each to critical purpose. The notion that new universities' vocational orientations 

can excuse students from engaging with critical academic activity has been 

challenged by Ellis: 'Practice teaching needs theoretical approaches like never 

before ... because the industry itself has changed. Craft skills are no longer enough 

to sustain a career in it.' (Ellis, 2000:6). 
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The issue is how to explore the relations between the two spheres. It was proposed 

in this thesis that the model of film analysis derived from Bordwell was 

compatible with both critically and practically oriented film study. However, that 

claim needs more research. One way to carry out this research would be to 

compare the genres, using methods like those employed in this research. Through 

such comparison, more critical awareness of both domains could develop and 

personal goals could be related to institutional ones. Such weakening of the 

classification of theory and practice could be carried out in conjunction with staff 

from both domains and could become a curriculum development programme in 

which staff and students collaborate. 

A third form of weakened classification of film studies knowledge relates to the 

modality of text. In the ove1ily multimodal environment of a media studies 

department, the emphasis on written text in this research deserves to be 

challenged. By deliberately bringing the form and function of other modes of 

meaning making into comparison with essays, critical understanding of all modes 

would be enhanced and informed decisions could be made by all participants 

about which modes to emphasise. Essays have an ambivalent role in media 

studies, as indicated in the literature review and by staff and students in the 

department. The ambivalence about the role of essays is an understandable 

response to the increasing access to multimedia production in other modes. This 

thesis has privileged essay writing but that does not mean it should be so 

privileged in the education of media students. This research has been an attempt to 

understand and explicate the function of essay writing. New modes and media 

invite research with similar intent - rather than simply a tenacious clinging to 

forms of meaning making which may no longer deserve the prestige they have 

traditionally had or a total abandonment of old forms of meaning making simply 

because new forms are available. 

In the second year of the classroom research, both classification of knowledge and 

the framing of the pedagogy were weakened. An example of the weakening of the 
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classification of film studies knowledge was the redesign of the diagnostic activity 

in the second year to include two pieces of writing - a film review and a film 

essay based on the same film. Redesigning the diagnostic assessment in this way 

provided opportunities to engage critically with two texts in tenns of the different 

contextual expectations they were designed to meet. Such a comparison of the 

text-context relationship appeared to be more likely to represent academic writing 

as situated action rather than conformity to a textual norm and less confrontational 

than comparing an individual student's essays to an ideal academic essay. 

To some extent knowledge was represented as more strongly classified because of 

constraints of working in a large lecture theatre with a large group. However, 

from the first year experience, it was clear that far more interaction was possible 

in the lecture theatre than had been thought possible and this was reflected in the 

second year. As a result, there were more periods in the second year where the 

pedagogy was less strongly framed than in the first year and where knowledge 

was less strongly classified. In order to most effectively situate textual 

descriptions, periods of strong and weak classification of knowledge and framing 

of pedagogy need to alternate in this way, as recommended by Macken-Horarik 

and others of the Sydney school concerned to ensure that genre based pedagogy is 

also a critical form of pedagogy. 

9.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR LITER4-CY PEDAGOGY 

The original purpose of the research was to investigate the value of linguistic 

description of text in the teaching and learning of literacy across the curriculum. 

The location of the research within a particular subject area raises questions about 

the general applicability ofthe approach in other subject areas. 

Although a film studies module had particular appeal as a site for carrying out the 

research, it was not selected because it was anticipated that the approach would be 

more appropriate to that context than another. The relational idea of 'the 

constructedness of text' and the oppo1iunity to exploit parallelisms in the study of 
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film and the study of literacy were accidental discoveries. They emerged from an 

approach to literacy which was based on the expectations that literacy was integral 

to the study of the subject and so entailed a sensitivity to the content of the 

subject. In another subject area, a different relational idea might suggest itself but 

it is the underlying principles of a language-based theory of learning that are more 

important than such a pedagogic device. 

The evidence of this research confirms the principle of a language-based theory of 

learning that learning a subject entails learning the language of a subject. 

However, the limitations implicit in that claim need also to be acknowledged. As 

the thesis has demonstrated, most of the linguistic features which were focussed 

on in the Taxonomic Film Analysis were derived from the study of other subject 

areas - history, science, geography, sociology, literature. None of the features is 

unique to film studies. To claim that to learn these particular features of language 

is to learn film studies is to claim that these non-unique features are used in 

specific ways to engage with the thematic formations and activity systems that 

constitute the field of film studies. For example, General-Particular clause 

relations occur in many texts which have nothing to do with film. What is 

significant is how they are employed in film analysis to construct a model film 

and exemplify concepts of the analytical framework being developed in the 

analysis. 

In fact, it seems likely - judging from other SFL research into written text - that 

the features of text focussed on in the Taxonomic Film Analysis are typical 

features of much academic writing. The same hierarchical, point first, 

conceptually framed, Thematically scaffolded, general-particular text probably 

represents one of the preferred structures of knowledge making in western English 

speaking academic environments. 

What makes its contextualisation within the situation of a film studies module 

important is that the complex problem solving process that Flower (1994) 

proposes writing to be is grounded in a material context and not practised in a 
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remote abstract environment. For a model of genre which seeks to pattern 

linguistic description against thematic and activity systems, such situating is 

necessary. In fact, the research demonstrates that 'problems with writing' are by 

no means general problems but emerge in the engagement with particular 

epistemological material and social acts - this is the lesson to derive from MA's 

production of a less valued version of a text which she had already produced a 

model version of. 

Not only does a language-based theory of learning call for such situatedness of 

text, student motivation does too. While much of what is being learned about text 

may be applicable to many texts, students are likely to be more motivated to 

consider knowledge about text if it is overtly related to their area of interest or at 

least to the context of the reading and writing they are expected to do - and if the 

features of text are presented in functional terms. In other words, genre knowledge 

is not just linguistic knowledge - it is linguistic knowledge in context. 

Achieving such integration of literacy and subject calls for specialist information 

from subject tutors. In this research, the quality of the subject tutor's collaboration 

was a defining influence. His willingness to share his knowledge, collaborate in 

the running of the modules, alter teaching schedules developed over the previous 

six years, and adapt his own teaching to visibly integrate literacy development 

provided an ideal environment for the research. Such a level of collaboration may 

be difficult to obtain but some level of collaboration is desirable. In part, the 

motivation for tutor collaboration depends on some acceptance of the principle of 

a language-based theory of learning. While literacy continues to be perceived as 

an autonomous skill extraneous or prior to studying a subject such collaboration is 

less likely to be forthcoming. 

The film study tutor's commitment provided a necessary condition for the success 

of the intervention. However, the model of language provided by SFL-based 

genre analysts provided another. The value of the model was that it offered a way 

of talking about text which was functional and could thus be identified with and 
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valued by tutor and students. Learning about literacy was not perceived as an 

English lesson. Instead of being a shameful stigma, 'having problems with 

writing' was regarded as a normal part of learning. SFL concepts - reformulated 

in a more familiar metalanguage - provided everyone with a means for talking 

about an activity which would otherwise have been regarded as private. 

However, treating literacy pedagogy as relevant for all also resulted in a limitation 

in the pedagogy and the research. It is inevitable that students arrive in a situation 

with different resources available to them. Because the pedagogy was designed to 

be non-stigmatising and writing development treated as relevant to all new 

students at university- not a 'remedial' few - it is not clear how the pedagogic use 

of text description in such a large class situation contributed to the learning of 

literacy by students who would normally be perceived as having particular 

problems with writing. A number of the students who participated in individual 

interviews were identified as having significantly 'inappropriate' writing in their 

diagnostic tasks and undoubtedly some of them produced end of module 

assignments which were awarded much higher grades. However, this detailed 

analysis of the performance of individual students needs to be extended in order to 

obtain more insight into how different students exploited the pedagogic input. 

Unfortunately, such extended analysis will constantly be confronted by the 

complexity of isolating textual and contextual variables sufficiently to identify 

actual change in performance. 

Pedagogically, how to both represent literacy development as normal and also 

acknowledge special needs amongst some whose initial resources are particularly 

inappropriate to the situation remains a question. It is to be hoped that the kind of 

positive literacy awareness illustrated by the participants in this research 

combined with the motivating value of contextualising literacy development in 

relation to student interest provides an environment in which methods for 

addressing special needs can be developed. The more delicate textual analysis 

illustrated in the case studies models the kind of sensitivity to coherence in text 

which could inform individual or small group literacy development sessions. 
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A reciprocal development is in the construction of the subject curriculum and the 

pedagogy used for delivering it. In this research, as the subject tutor became more 

aware of students' difficulties with making sense of the thematic formations of 

film studies, he redesigned elements of the curriculum and pedagogy. This 

acknowledgement of the reciprocity of the meaning making procedures of a 

course is another significant impact of engaging with a curriculum in terms of the 

semiotic resources it depends on and seeks to develop. 

Finally, the specificity of the essay genre investigated in this thesis requires 

comment. An apparent limitation of identifying the pedagogy so specifically with 

one genre in terms of a particular thematic pattern is that the knowledge 

developed about this genre may be perceived as irrelevant or invalidated when a 

student is required to produce a different genre. This is the issue of the transfer of 

genre knowledge from one context to another. The fact that this Taxonomic Film 

Analysis genre shares many of the features of a wide range of academic texts 

ensures a certain amount of transferability. 

However, more important is an aspect of the genre knowledge that underlies a 

language-based theory of learning. Genre has not been represented as a textual 

formula but as a text in response to situation. It is the principle of text in context 

which has been emphasised. Such a principle proposes that each text is 

constructed in terms of a specific set of purposes. Much that has been practised in 

this Taxonomic Film Analysis genre will be generalisable to other essay tasks. 

But for a language-based theory of learning to have validity, not all will be. If 

genre based pedagogy is not to create a cage but to provide scaffolding, then it has 

to represent the construction of text as process and practice as well as form. It is 

that which this research attempted to do. It is on those terms that it is presented as 

an affirmative response to the first of the general research questions: 

• Can description of text construction contribute to the teaching and learning of 

literacy at university? 
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Action research schedule Appendix 1 

Events directly involving \VOS programme in bold. Other related activities during period of time 
at the university in ordinary type-face. 

DATE EVENT 
1998-9 Familiarisation with university 

\foetings with supervisor; 
'.vlodern languages staff 
Head of law 
Media Studies staff 
ESOL/EAP staff 
Observation of Academic Rhetoric lecture series 
Delivery of seminars for Academic Rhetoric course 

- - ·--

Delivery of CELS module (Contemporary English Language Studies -
Acadern ic Rl1etoric course for English as Second language students) 
Analysis of sample essays: Academic Rhetoric (1997) 
Modern Language Studies (1999) 
Law dept model essays (1998) 
Delivery of English for Academic Purposes module for ESL students 
Design and administration of Academic Rhetoric mid term test 
Design and administration of Academic Rhetoric encl term assig111r1ent 
Design and administration of CELS mid term test 
Design and administration of CELS end term assignment 
Design and administration of EAP mid term test 
Design and administration of EAP end term assignment 
Design, publicity and implernentation of Study Skills academic writing 
course 
Design and administration of Study Skills mid term test 
Design and administration of Study Skills end term assignment 
Individual tutorials with :Media Studies student 
Initial contact with WOS subject tutor 
Extended meeting with WOS tutor about syllabus, methods, materials, 
strategy 
Initial genre analysis (essay and reading texts) 
Initial needs analysis (essays and tutor discussions) 
Diagnostic test designed 
Alterations to WOS publicity and module requirements 
Continuing discussions about 
\VOS genre analysis, needs analysis WOS/WOW prngramme 
implementation 
l\1eeting with deputy head Media Studies re: research ethics, protocol etc 
Initial meeting ,vith tutor Moving Image re: 'control group' 
arrangement 
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1999- Begin teaching WOS/,VOW module 
2000 

Observing \VOS lectures 
Observing WOS seminars 
Redesign and implementation of Academic Rhetoric module -~-~ 
Administer Diagnostic test essay 
Evaluate diagnostic test essay (needs analysis) 
Tutorial and written feedback on diagnostic test essay 
Administer Diagnostic essay to Moving Image group 
Diagnostic Feedback to Moving Image group 
Discussion group launched by second supervisor: 'Academic genres' for 
universitv staff 
Interviews with \VOS students 
Continuing discussions with \VOS tutor 
Continuing materials and pedagogic method development 
Second \VOS short essay 
:Feedback on second essay 

r--

:First report to Faculty exec group 
Third \VOS essay 
Abandon plan to use Moving Image as control group 
Intersemester break: Review of experience with \VOS tutor 
Planning for WOS2 with \VOS tutor 
Begin teaching WOS/WOW2 
Observe \VOS2 lectures 
Observe WOS2 seminars 
Administer Diagnostic test essay 
:Feedback WOS2 test essay 
Interview students 
Hold departmental meeting in conjunction ,vith \VOS tutor to 
disseminate findings 
Discussions with ~ledia Studies Professor re: writing 
Teach Study Skills module 
Intervinv some study skills students 
Continue discussions with \VOS tutor 
Continue monitoring and design of \VOW2 materials, methods 
Have report back meeting with Media Studies Dcpt head. 
Give second report to Faculty exec group 

1 Second \VOS2 essay -mid tc1·m long essay 
Give third report to :Faculty exec group 
Begin detailed text analysis of selected student essays 
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Review entire procedure in light of text analysis. Refine linguistic 
categories for analysis 
Write RS4 research proposal outlining linguistic categories and method 
for relating essay linguistic data to participant, observation and 
interview data 
Deliver Transfer seminar 

2000-
2001 

Redesign "\VOWl in preparation for new academic year, in con.junction 
with WOS tutor 
Request written 'revkw' from new· \VOS students 
Begin teaching WOS/WOW course 
Observe \VOS lectures 
Observe WOS seminars 
Have meeting ·with Professor, field manager, "\VOS tutor re: Bordwell's 
book 'Making Meaning' 
Administer Diagnostic essay 
Provide diagnostic feedback 
Administer second short essay 
Continue discussions with \VOS tutor 

--~-------~ 

Discuss publication of course book with \VOS course tutor 
\VOS course ends 
Detailed text analysis on selected essays from \VOS 1 
Begin listening to taped records 
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Cycles of data collection and analysis, 1999-2001 Appendix 2 
In order to represent the recursive nature of the data analysis, data are presented as analysed within different cycles of time. 

Microcycle=immediatcly; Mesocycle=within the semester; Maerocycle=after end of semester; Grand cycle=after academic year 

First macrocycle (Semester 1, 1999-2000) 
Action (Semester 1) Data collection Analysis method: 

Microcycle 
Mesocyclc Macrocycle Grand cycle 

Discussions with Data tape rccurded and Rereading/] istening Summarised Code key issues 
course tutor annotated Partial transcript 

Initial essay-text Data transferred onto text Text analysis grid I ( s-:e Checked with WOS Text analysis grid 2 
analysis for genre and analysis grids appendix) tutor· ( and PhD ( refined version) 
needs supervisor?) 

Syllabus,. methods 
and materials design 

Documentation and 
materials stored and 
discussions with tutor 
recorded and noted 

Checked with WOS tutor 
(and deputy head dept',') 

Reviewed in light of 
lesson experience 

Sometimes checked with 
students in interviews 

Emphasis refocussed in 
tutor-tutor discussions 

Reviewed using 
feedback form with 
students 

Reviewed entire 
programme with students 
in lecture theatre dialogue 
( tape recorded • to be 
coded for thematic 
analysis) 

Reviewed entire 
programme with \VOS 
tutor 

Reviewed with 
supervisors previous lo 
transfer seminar 

Reviewed in contrast v,ith 
reports of genre pedagogy 
in Australia 
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Action (Semester 1) Data collection Analysis method: Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 
Microcvcle 

Implementation of the Lesson plans, materials etc Usually discussions with Periodic review of Review with WOS Review with transfer 
pedagogy WOS tutorstored content emphasis and tutor seminar group including 

Tape recordings of some Reflection on success, classroom methods with staff from Linguistics, 
lessons. completeness of lessons WOS tutor Media Studies and other 
Review notes made prior to preparations for depai1ments 
afterwards next session 

Observation of the All noted. Some tape Referred to in WOW To be coded for various 
subject tutor's lectures recorded lesson prep - for WOS areas of Thematic 

subject metalanguage Formation 
which could be exploited 
in writing teaching 
Post lesson discussions 
with tutor 

diagnostic essay Texts collected, marked by Diagnosed according to Discussed with students Several examples used to 
literacy tutor, paid colleague SFG derived genre in feedback tutorials refine SFG categories for 
literacy tutors and subject categories (Sydney analysis in wider set of 
tutor, photocopied and university diagnostic Discussed in detail with essays 
specifically designed model) students in taped A selection, focussing on 
diagnostic feedback sheets interviews the students interviewed, 
completed analysed using refined 

SFG categories for 
development, generic 
appropriacy, writing 
success 
Compared with student 
informant information 
from interviews 

Feedback tutorials To be reevaluated in light 
of refined SFG analysis 
of diagnostic essay 

Review notes made 
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Action (Semester 1) Data collection Analysis method: 
Microcvcle 

Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 

Inten·icws Most tGpe recorded, some 
noted 

To be compared with 
relined SFG analysis of 
diagnostic essay 
Functional analysis or 
text. writing process, 
genre knowledge to be 
done 

Continuing Tape recorded or noted To be o:amincd for 
discussions with tutor evidence towards 

Thematic Formation. 
experience and perception 
of writing pedagogy 

subject tutor's 
seminars (weekly) 

Most nuted, some taped Di:;cussed afterwards Recordings to be 
examined frir relevant 
theme:-; 

Essay 2 Texts collected, marked by 
subject tutor and literacy 
tutor, photocopied and 
diagnostic feedback sheets 
completed 

Most tape recorded, some 
noted 

Diagnostic sheets usecl Discussed ifl :nlcrvicws 

·--

No detailed analysis 
intended· texts for crosc;• 
reference wilh firsl essay 
and last essay 

Intervie\vs Used to cross refer 

Essay 3 Texls colleclcd, marked 
mostly by subject tutor·, 
photocopied and 
dcpar1mental official 
assignment feedback sheets 
completed 

Analysed using refined 
sn; analysis 
Conlrnstcd with 
interview. observation 
and WOV/ pedagogic 
input 
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Action {Semester 1) Data collection Analysis method: 
Microcvcle 

Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 

Interviews Most tape recorded, some 
noted 

Contrasted with essays 
Coded for themes 

Student perception of 
module feedback 
sheet 
End semester 1 
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Second macrocycle (Semester 2, 2000) 

Action (Semester 2) Data collection Annlysis method: Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 
Micrncyclc 

Discussions with Data tape recorded and Rereading/I istcni ng 
course tutor annotated 

Initial essav-lcx t Data transforrcd onto text Text amlysis grid l (sec Checked with \VOS 
analysis for genre and analysis grids appendix) tutor (::111cl PhU 
needs supcn isor'7J 

- - -

Syllabus,. methods Documentation and Checked with WOS tutor lZc\ icwcd in light of Lmphasis refocussed in Rc\·icwcd entire 
and materials design materials stored and le,son experience tutor-tutor discussions progrmrnne with stmknts 

cliscus:;ions with tutor in kcturc:: theatre dialogue 
recorded and noted Sometimes checked with Reviewed using ( la pc recorded - to be 

students in interviews lccdback form with coded for thematic 
students analysis) 

Ec\'icwed entire 
programme with WOS 
tutm 

Reviewed with 
,;upervisors previous lo 

transfer seminar 

Reviewed in contrast with 
reports of gl"nrc pedagogy 
in Australia 
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---

Macrocyclc I Grand cycle 
Microcycle 
Analysis method: MesocycleAction (Semester 2) Data collection 

Periodic 1·e\ iew ofLesson plans, materials etc Usually discussions with Review with WOS Review with transfer 
pedagogy 
Implementation of the 

tUtOl seminar· group including 
Tape recordings of some 
stored WOS tutor content emphasis and 

classro()m methods with staff from Linguistics, 

lessons. 

Rcnt:ction on success. 
IVledia Studies and other 

Review notes made 
completeness of lessons WUS tutor 

departments 
afterwards 

prior to preparations for 
11e:\t session 

ln light oftransfrr 
seminar entire 
programme reviewed fo1· 
qualitv of student 
particip3tion.

·---
Referred to in WOWObservation of tile All noted. Some tape Some to be coded tor 

subject llltor·s lectures lcsoo11 prep - f(x \VOS various areas of Thematic 
subject mctalang11:1gc 

recorded 
Formalion 

\\hich could bt' t'xploitcd 
in \\Ttling 1eachi,1g 

Post ic.,sc,n ciisrnssiuns 
\1ilh :ulor 
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___ 

Macrocycle Grand cycle 
Microcvclc 

MesocycleAnalysis method:Data collectionAction (Semester 2) 

Several examples used to 

I itcracy tutor, and subject 

Discussed 1vith studentsDiagnosed according loTexts cullected, marked bydiagnostic essay 
refine SF(i categoric:-; for 

tutor, photocopied and 

in fccdbaL'k tutorials SHi derived genre 
analysis in wider set of 

specifically designed 

categories (Sydney 
essays 

diagnostic feedback sheets 

Discussed in dctai I withuniversity diagnostic 
A selection, focussing 011 

eumpleted 

students in tapedmodel) 
the students intervi cwed, 
analysed using refined 
SFG categories for 
development, generic 
appropriacy, writing 
success 
Compared v;ith student 
informant information 
from interviews 

Feedback tutorials 

interviews 

To be re-evaluated in 
light of r-cftncd SFG 
analysis of diagnostic 
essay 

Review notes made 

--- ....~ 

Some to be referred toMost tape recorded. someln1erviews 
during analysis of WOS Inoted 

' essays using sarnc 
functional analysis of 
text, writing process, 
genre knowledge 

,, __~·-
To be re fer red to Ic,rTape recorded ur notedContinuing 
additional evidencediscussions with tutor 
towards Thcmalic 
Formation, experience 
and percept ion of writing 
pcrlagog) 
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Action (Semester 2) 

subject tutor's 
seminars (weekly) 

Data collection 

Most noted, some taped 

Analysis method: 
Microcvcle 
Discussed afterwards 

Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 

Recordings to be referred 
to for relevant themes 

Essay 2 Texts collected, marked 
mostly by subject tutor, 
photocopied and 
departmental official 
assignment feedback sheets 
completed 

To be referred to using 
refined SfG analysis 
for ancillary information 
to WOS 1 essays 

Interviews Most tape recorded, some 
noted 

Contrasted with essays 
Coded for themes 

End semester 2 
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Third macro-cycle (Semester 3, 2000-2001) 

Action (Semester 3) Data collection Analysis method: 
Microcycle 

Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 

Discussions with Data annotated To be reviewed for 
course tutor contrast with preceding 

yearWOSl 
Adaptations to first Documentation and Checked with WOS tutor Reviewed in light of Emphasis re-focussed Reviewed for contrastive 
year syllabus,. materials stored and lesson experience in tutor-tutor purposes 
methods and materials discussions with tutor discussions 
design recorded and noted 

Implementation of the 
pedagogy 

Lesson plans, materials etc 
stored 
Tape recordings of all 
lessons. 
Some review notes made 
afterwards 

Usually discussions with 
WOS tutor 
Reflection on success, 
completeness of lessons 
prior to preparations for 
next session 

Periodic review of 
content emphasis and 
classroom methods with 
WOS tutor 

Review with WOS 
tutor 

Reviewed for contrastive 
purposes 

Observation of the All noted. Some tape Some to be coded for 
subject tutor's lectures recorded various areas of Thematic 

Formation 
diagnostic essay Texts collected, marked by 

literacy tutor, and subject 
tutor, photocopied and 
specifically designed 
diagnostic feedback sheets 
completed 

Diagnosed according to 
SFG derived genre 
categories (Sydney 
university diagnostic 
model) 

Discussed with students 
in feedback tutorials 

Referred to for 
comparative purposes 

Feedback tutorials Review notes made To be referred to for 
comparative purposes 
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Action (Semester 3) Data collection Analysis method: Mesocycle Macrocycle Grand cycle 
Microcycle 

Continuing Noted To be referred to for 
discussions with tutor additional evidence 

towards Thematic 
Formation, experience 
and perception of writing 
pedagogy 

subject tutor's Most noted, some taped Discussed afterwards Recordings to be referred 
seminars (weekly) to for relevant themes 
Essay 2 Texts collected, marked To be referred to using 

mostly by subject tutor, refined SFG analysis 
photocopied and for ancillary information 
departmental official to WOSI essays 
assignment feedback sheets 
completed 

End semester 3 
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Main phase 
The two grids below illustrate how the analysis was refined during the period of the research. 

LNRRW, Diagnostic Analysis grid 

Para Genre schema Contents details Discourse semantics Lexicogrammar 

1 Introduction 
(report-style 
layout) 

repeat question 
mes roots/definition (elements) 

Hypertheme: 
mes elements (not used to organise 
text) 

2 Text synopsis genre 
plot 
director/actors 
(probably a genre-appropriate stage 
- but plagiarised - a genre issue) 

Problems with reference chains in 
S1,2. Remaining sentences derived 
from video mag description (genre 
inappropriate tenor) 

ldeational (Iexis) in S1,2 is ok. 
Processes : check the tvoe o[erocesses D!J!.ical o[a 
g_ood ana/)!_sis c[Kirk's eredominanllJ!. material 
(?) ones 
Interpersonal and APPRAISAL resources 
misused (?) in remainder 
Mood: historic present 
APPRECIATION (APPRAISAL} 
a lot ofgood looking ... 
a twist filled plot 
spot on 
actors run with the idea 
Textual 
Mode 
would like ii the other w~ around 
and that's all before ... 
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Main phase 
The two grids below illustrate how the analysis was refined during the period of the research. 

LNRRW, Diagnostic Analysis grid 

Para Geme schema Contents details Discourse semantics Lexicograrnmar 

1 Introduction 
(report-style 
layout) 

repeat question 
mes roots/definition (elements) 

Hypertheme: 
mes elements (not used to organise 
text) 

2 Text synopsis genre 
plot 
director/actors 
(probably a genre-appropriate stage 
- but plagiarised - a genre issue) 

Problems with reference chains in 
Sl,2. Remaining sentences derived 
from video mag description (genre 
inappropriate tenor) 

ldeational (lexis) in Sl,2 is ok. 
Processes : check the !J!.e.e o[e.rocesses !J!.12.ical o[a 
g_ood analJ!,sis c[Kirk's eredominantll!, material 
(?) ones 
Interpersonal and APPRAISAL resources 
misused (?) in remainder 
Mood: historic present 
APPRECIATION (APPRAISAL) 
a lot ofgood looking ... 
a twist filled plot 
spot on 
actors run with the idea 
Textual 
Mode 
would like it the other wcry around 
and that's all before ... 
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3 Analysis of 
text through 
mes 

Narrative sequence analysed 
Shot I: the road 
Shot 2: the man 
Events: the man prepares 
the prcssups - interpreted 

Macro theme is odd - orientates to 
film/question 
estah!ishing shot ... this shot ... next 
shot 
This lexical chain is pa1i of the 
taxonomy of the field - hut the field 
context is 1101 explicated 

Ideation al 
field specific collocations arc odd/less common 
the film starts off (not important: opens) 
to give you the idea (to create the impression) 

Interpersonal 
METAPHOR 
1 think this was ... to give you the idea 
the next shot you see 
APPRAISAL 
for tire long day ahead 
Mode 

for a couple ofreasons 
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JdeationalMacro theme for whole para is first 
Narrative retold sequentially 
Interpretation of actionAnalysis cont3 

Participant - mostly Cage 

Comment on mes 
fifteen minutes offilm This tends 

Processes - mostly material re Cage/ some 

Narrative continued and intepreted 
towards narrative discourse organised 

attributive re interpretation 
themes 
by time conjunctions, participant 

Little technical lcxis 
Reference chain focusses on Cage, not Interpersonal 

METAPHOR 
Lack of cnusal conjunctions 
mes 

M)' opinion is option 2 
life can't he that goodfor himLexical chains include camera shots 
yourejust seeing 
you are led to believe 
which to me has to meanings 

and various filmic participants 

metaphor and appraisal break down a11d thq, are 
the critical moments in the text develo[!_ment - but 
the language is "inavvroeriate" 
/1. PPRA_lst,___L 
mes is used very well 
mes is al its ,•ety best 
the camera slowly ;;ooms in ... and you an' lead to 
belie,·c that he isfighting his conscience (this is an 
Appreciation reference to characterisation hut no 
abstraction to anchor the illustrMion - it does not 
tnke its place as significant in a taxonomy) 
which lo me has lo meanings. 

1 jus/ a ordinmy town show 
2 the sign rcpr!Ysenls no escape 

Textual 
MC)l_)_C 
Coordination, or simple clause rather lhan 
subordination - suhord is all material processes 
with temporal conjunctions 
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4 Conclusion Theme 
summary 
film noir 
& genre conventions 
reference 
personal response/opinion 
(KM-L believes the conclusion is 
"for your opinion") 

Hyper-new? (it has many new 
elements - too many. How does the 
hyper new work - when it has to be so 
derived from the foregoing macro 
News) 
Should the lexical chains reach 
completion here - the main ones being 
picked up for a finale? 
Should there be rich occurrence of 
causal/consequence conjunctions? 
As a text treated out of its semantic 
context this displays a fair number of 
the kinds of lack of textual cohesion 
that a normal study skills course 
would address. But more significant 
may be the generic incoherence of the 
entire conclusion: 
:-:ooming in and shading lexical chain 
members but chain never formally 
initiated 
characters emotions is a technical 
term relating to the taxonomy of mes 
but not anchored in characterisation 
mes is important... inappropriate 
Appreciation language so incoherent 
re genre 
a complex genre first time "genre" - a 
key term - has been referred to (a 
student is expected to recognise this is 
akey element - at high level - maybe 
superordinate - in the taxonomy. 
Treatment of the term is not accurate. 
Class reading introduced in conclusion 

Ideational 
LEXIS 
the zooming in and shading 
Interpersonal 
METAPHOR 
I think that 
Jn the reading given to the class by J 0 
the thing I like most ... in the beginning you 're left 
... 
I also like ... 
I think it sets the mood. .. 

APPRAISAL 
was used very well 
kind [ of] set the mood 
?but referring it to film noir... is important 
a complex genre 
(CompositiQD}elements which spit it upfi·om all 
other... 
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(a genre problem - the place of 
citations in the staged goal oriented 
activity?) Quotation problem 
The final sentence is virtually NEW. 
(What docs Martin say about text a:, 
clause - because it doesn't make sense 

that conclusion is new - though there 
may be some place for a New final 
sentence (my "orening up the 
horizon" idea) lfso KLM's is just not 
new enough - it should have been 
introduced as macnmc\, somewhere 
first 

~----------------------' 
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LNMES Analysis grid 

Para Genre schema I Contents details 
2 Source material 

Discourse semantics 
I Macro/ 
2 Hyper/ 
(3 Clause Theme) 
4 Paragraphs 
S Continuity :prediction, categories/ 
abstractions 
(Sa Conjunction including clause 
relations:) 
(Sb Reference) 
(Sc Lexical chains) 

Lexicogrammar 
I Field/experiential: technical 

2 Field/experiential: abstractions 
(2a Field/experiential: building 
technicality: relational processes 
etc) 
(2b Field collocations) 
3 Tenor/interpersonal: explicating 
vs solidarity 
(3a interpersonal metaphor 
3b Appraisal) 

I Introduction Names of films 
ref to "elements" and mes 

Lexically some beginnings of Hyper 
theme 
mes; elements 
But no real interpersonal theme - i.e. 
position/appraisal 
Conceivably the intro goes through first 
two paras 

Ideational 
*two references 
*' to explain the meanings ofmes 
by comparing the twofilms with 
the different elements ... mes 
Where to [l_Ut collocation and what 
to say? 
Interpersonal 
METAPHOR 
I have chosen 
*Ifeel it would be a good idea 
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?Introduction Identification of the Check chain interaction2 Idcational 
?Phenomenon or '7Token Reference chain not developed Interpersonal 
Attribution of elements lexical chain based on identical - ? not MOOD 
?Value (stage thefilm, add similar and so not demonstrating insight ✓ De;larative, unmodulated 
Ferisimilitude) into the terms Al'PRAISAl 0 

Themes are appropriately mes focus_main elements 
News/rhcme are appropriately attributes Mode 
anJ processes with mes as participant *coordination not subordination 

Definition of terms MS Jdentification - dominant Lexical chain ldeational3 
form; entertainment profit mainstream cinema in theme position, <;;:OLLOCATION 
Attribution - high budget; Some shift lo similar with classical *tends lo stick with a classical 

narrative Otherwise identicaldistribution; genre: classical narrative and conespond to the 
(somewhat overdone"!)narrative canonic sfmy 
Reference Interpersonal 
Some examples or pronom rer; at least MOOD 
one case of lost opportunity for ellipsis Declarative, modaliscd 
Conjunction METAPHOR 
Contrastive ✓can be seen as 
No temporal ✓tend~ to be 
No causal ✓ can fit 
Theme APPRAISAL 
lv/ainslream cinema ✓most dominantform o/fi/111/or a 

long lime 
Mode 
Coordination, but more clause 
complex than simplex (cf 
diagnostic)

---·---·--
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4 Element I Settings 
Ref 
appraisal - function 
Application SOL; 3 
illustrations (KLM probahll' 
doesn't understand the term 
setting_ to [udg_e {jom the eov 
editing il/ustrations1 

Lexical chain 
1 live chains mes; narrative action; the 
story; 
2 New chain settings infilms... cinema 
settings... design ofsetting 
3 New: Clara 
Reference 
* settings... it 
*a lot ofpoint ofview shots ... three 
examples ofthis 
..J • one 1s ... 
*in front ofherfriend and the shot 
switch to one another 
Conjunctions 
Mostly coordinators; ?not only ... but also 
Theme 
MACRO 
element identified. appraised, attributed 
THEME 
topical - generally following rheme of 
previous s. 

Ideational 
Actually, I think KLM has 
succeeded with the field - he makes 
the link between settings and pov 
shots and so processes the field ok 
Interpersonal 
METAPHOR 
*/feel 
MOOD 
declaratives look good in the Clara 
section 
MODALISATION 
tend to add meaning 
it can enter 
can influence 
APPRAISAL 
an active role 
one ofthe most important elements 
a giant stage 
*three pe,fect examples 
Textual 
No real live metaphors - though 
some fixed metaphors 
Some embedding - is that written 
mode? 
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5 Element 2+3+4! Costume 
functions 
EG SOI, prison uniform: 
RRW good guy bad guy 
Prop 
Character - RR W cadillac 
Make up - attribution 

Taxonomy 
I think that part of the learning is to 
know the taxonomy(ies) and part of the 
writing is to activate them periodically as 
KML docs in MACRO Tlll:ME 
costumes, like the settinJ;s, ha\'e certain 
functions within ... 111ainstreamjilm 

Taxonomy delineation/visibility breaks 
down in the move to "props'' 
This is a superordinate relationship or 
hypcronorny( mes) and hyponyrny 
(costumes props) or composition 
(meronomy) 
Lexical chain 
Trace the.fimction chain back.- eg 
influence in P4 

Theme 
MACRO 
Jdentil1es clement 
Appraisal opaque 

Idcational 
COLIDCATION 
*within the end result ofa 
mainstream film 
*props go together ve,y closely 
with,., the makeup 
✓enhance the appearance 
TECHN[CAI, LEXIS 
*costumes .... settings .. ji1rnish 
props 
✓'> ongoing narrative structuri' 

Interpersonal 
jv!ODAIJSA'l'!ON 
the car is suppose lo reflect upon 
APPRAISAL 
*quite stvlised; purely p,raphic 
qualities 
ls there something like a taxonomy 
or appraisal items 
or is it jusl applying general 
appraisal terms "meaningfully" i.e. 
recognisably in the context. stylised 
has no meaning in this context, or 

an uncertain one 
*Jn a way ... kind of like (l::QRCt-:} 

Mt:TAPIIOR 
✓can he seen as suggesting 
*the costume tells us the audience 
(what does it mean to get this 
"wrong"?) 
✓costume can establish 
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6 Element 5 Lighting Lexical chain 
whole text identity mes 
whole/local?text impact-lo help-holds 
responsiblities- sets-allows-create-
attention is drmn1-estab/ish-you can tell-
whole/local?text (mood ofcharacter?)-
type offilm-film noir genre-thriller 
local text lighting-lighter and darker 
areas- lighting-darkness and shaded(low 
key lighting) frames -lighting-dark-shady 

Ideation al 
COLLOCATION 
*holds many other responsibilities 
Interpersonal 
METAPHOR 
*to help us see 
*allows you to see 
audiences attention is drawn 
*type offilm your 'e watching 
*you can tell 
unlike 
APPRAISAL 
a great deal of the impact 

7 Element 6 figures 
8 Conclusion Lexical chains 

whole text mise en scene- elements-(etc)-
dresses-mannerism 

is used- made up of-make up ivhat we 
see-adds-helping you-needed to 
understand-uses-to get there point across 

meaning-verisimilitude-characteristics-
point 

local text a child's picture-the picture 
book-illustrations ofnecessmJ1 objects-
?stereotypical view 
Reference chain 
we-we-
you--you 
I-me 
there 

Interpersonal 
METAPHOR 
*we the audience can understand 
and interpret 
*what we see on screen 
*by helping you believe 
*In a way you can compare.. 
which are needed 
*I would say to me 
*to get there point across. 
APPRAISAL 
we the audience can understand 
and interpret properly 
without ... would be hard to 
understand 
which are needed 
to get there point across quickly 
and simply 
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Student Information Sheet Appendix 4 

DIAGNOSIS OF LITERACY SKILLS 
FOR STUDENTS OF FIRST YEAR MEDIA STUDIES 

Linguistics Department and Media Studies Department 
University of Luton 

[Adapted from materials created by the !v1AS US Project, University or Sydney] 

Student Identification Number 

Family name 

Given name 

ABOUT THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDCRE 

I. This leaflet contains the writing task which we are using to diagnose your literacy 
skills. It is based on the content of the first t•.vo lectures, the reading materials and 
a short film extract 

2. This task is a zero weighted part of your semester assessment, based on your 
understanding of the course content. V/e are interested in how you use your 
knowledge, so you should refer to readings. lecture notes and film notes. 

3. When we consider your writing. we will look at skills needed for writing a task 
involving application of principles to film interpretation. analysis and discussion. 

This is not an examination and you will not be given a score, but we will give you 
feedback on specific aspects of your writing on a scale of 4-1 which you can, if you like, 
use in developing your own writing. 

Qualitities of presentation - word processing, layout - will not be rated, but will be 
generally judged as being acceptable or not acceptable. 
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We are seeking your permission to make use of the short essay you write for us. The 
purpose of using your essay will be to show other students some examples of the different 
types of literacy skills. We would only use your essay anonymously (that is, without 
giving your name). If you agree to this please sign here. 

(Please note, there is no penalty for not agreeing) 

We arc currently reviewing the teaching of reading and writing in Media Studies. To do 
this, we would like to ask if you would be interested and willing to meet with Jim 
Donohue for a short discussion about once every three weeks. We would talk about your 
experience of the reading and writing that you are doing on the Media Studies 
programme. This would not be a teaching situation. We are interested in your experience. 

If you would be interested to find out more about this, would you sign below. You are not 
committing yourself yet. We would talk with you first so you are clear about what we are 
doing. 

(Please note, there is no penalty for not signing) 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WRITING TASK: 

1. Read the questiorr carefully 

2 Take some time to plan your answer 

3 You should refer to your notes from lectures and the film viewing and to reading 
materials. BUT REMEMBER, DO NOT PLAGIARISE (that is, copy directly 
from reading materials, unless it is a quote) 

4 Write a short essay of 600 words. 
(This is shorter than essays you will write in the future, but it should have the 
same structure and style as a longer essay) 

Here is the essay question: 

In what ways does misc-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir, with particular 
reference to the first fifteen minutes of Red Rock West? 

Your answer should make reference to the film and to the chapter by Orr, J., "The Road to 
Nowhere" 
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Diagnostic Assessment Sheets (Literacy raters) Appendix 5 
[slightly reduced size] 
[Adapted from materials created by the MAS US Project, University of Sydney] 

MODULE NAME 

KEY TO RATING 
4 =excellent/no problems/accurate/very appropriate A = appropriate 
3 =good/minor problems/mainly accurate/largely appropriate NA= not appropriate 
2 =only fair/some problems/often inaccurate/often inappropriate 
I = poor/major problems/inaccurate/inappropriate 

CRITERIA 
A. Use ofsource material- is information taken from the lectures, the 
readin;s and the film correct and avvrooriate for the task? 

I. relevant information from reading is employed 
2. irrelevant information from reading is avoided 
3. film material is interpreted correctly 
4. film material is transferred correctly 
5. written and film information is integrated with the text 
6. text is free from plagiarism 
7. bibliography constructed correctly 

B. Structure and development oftext - is the structure and development of 
the answer clear and appropriale to the question and its context? 

l. text structure (genre) is appropriate to the task 
2. introduction sets the theme 
3. beginnings of paragraphs and sentences orientate to theme 
4. critical evaluation of evidence 
5. use of evidence consistent with the theme 
6. statement of conclusion follows from argument/interpretation & 

relates to theme 
C Control ofacademic writing style - does the grammar conform to 
avvropriate oatterns ofwritten academic En?;lish 

I. appropriate use of abstract words 
2. appropriate combinations of words 
3. appropriate relationship with reader 
4. control of continuity devices in text 
5. control of categories 
6. appropriate choice of vocabulary 
7. appropriate evaluation language 
D Grammatical correctness 

I. clause structure follows recognisable & appropriate patterns of English 
2. correct subject verb agreement 
3. consistent and appropriate tense choice, correctly fanned 
4. correct singular plural noun agreement 

E Qualities ofpresentation 

I. spelling generally correct 
2. word processing appropriate 
3. paragraphing reflects essay structure 
4. capitals, italics etc 

COMMENTS 
4 3 2 I 

A NA 

4 3 2 I 

A NA 

4 3 2 I 

A NA 

4 3 2 1 
A NA 

not rated 
A NA 
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Diagnostic Assessment Sheet - Subject Raters (General) 
COHORT 
NAME 

KEY TO RATING 
4 = excellent/no problems/accurate/very appropriate A = appropriate 
3 = good/minor problems/mainly accurate/largely appropriate NA= not appropriate 
2 = only fair/some problems/often inaccurate/often inappropriate 
I = poor/major problems/inaccurate/inappropriate 

CRITERIA 

A. Use ofsource material - is information retrieval and processing ofvisual and verbal data 
correct and appropriate for the task? 

4 3 2 1 

• relevant information selected . information is integrated with the text . text is free from plagiarism 

A NA 

B. Structure and development oftext - is the structure and development ofthe answer 
clear and f!;enerically appropriate to the question and its context 

4 3 2 1 

• generic structure is appropriate to the task . focussed position statement 

• critical evaluation of evidence . statement of conclusion which follows from argument/evaluation & relates to thesis 

A NA 

C Control ofacademic writing style - does the grammar conform to appropriate 
pallernsfwritten academic English 

4 3 2 1 

• language appropriately abstract and technical 

• generalisation qualified where appropriate . logical flow of ideas . appropriate choice of lexis 

A NA 

D Grammatical correctness 4 3 2 I 

• accurate sentence . correct subject verb agreement 

• consistent and appropriate tense choice, correctly fanned 

• correct use of articles 

A NA 

E Oualities o(oresentation not rated 

• spelling generally correct . handwriting legible . paragraphing reflects essay structure 

A NA 
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-----------

----------------

Appendix 6 
Notes for completing Diagnostic Assessment Sheet (Expert Literacy Raters) 
COHORT 
NAME 

KEY TO RATING 
4 = excellent/no problems/accurate/very appropriate 
3 = good/minor problems/mainly accurate/largely appropriate 
2 = only fair/some problems/often inaccurate/often inappropriate 
1 = poor/major problems/inaccurate/inappropriate 

A= appropriate 
NA= not appropriate 

A. {_f.5e nfsource material - is information rerrieval and processing ofvisual and 
verbal data correcl and approprimefor the tmk? 

• most relevant information is employed 
• use of irrelevant information is avoided 
• visual information is interpreted correctly 
• visual information is transferred correctly 
• information is integrated with the text 

RELEVAYf ISSUES 
QlJOTE 

Lscd only \\·hen C\acl words arc esscntiai (or oarlicularly 
Prder;1bly used with commentary Lo establish rc:kvance and/or critical imcrpretation 
Rcfcn:nce conventions 
Grammatically integrated in text (in senlence/paraJ separate unit) 

REPORT 
Paraphrase 
Summarise 

Language strategics for paraphrasc/summarv 

1. puttine_ more info:·malion into the noun QTOUQ (nominalising) (this one looks the most 
significam} 

Source. In all 1hese movies the motel acts as rhe staging post to close encounters nja transient 
kind, a crucial nexus offlight. So it is 1hat Lara Flynn Boyle breaks offher escape with Nicholas 
Cage al the Comfort Inn ourside Red Rnck. ifest to use his unresisting bo,zF for her own pleasure. 

Student text: For example Lara F~,nn Boyle's seduction Cage at Comfort Inn 
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Source: For mass audiences who wish to exorcise their fear ofevil byfeeling helpless before it, 
serial killings are a form ofserial sensation of the monstrous, goring by numbers. 

Student text: For mass audiences serial killings can be cathartic (or therapeutic) 

Source: For noir too is about cheating hearts but only when the circulation ofblood through the 
aorta matches the circulation ofblood through the black economy. 

Student text: For noir, passion is a commodity 
For noir, passion is driven by money 

2. taking information out of the noun group 

Source: Fay is a look-alike for the dead wife so that her fake dying could be a re-enactment ofthe 
spouse's real death by drowning, a retrojection ofintent in which Jack, beset by guilt, feels 
himselfto be the murderer. 

Student text: When Fay dies she reminds Jack ofthe guilt he feels about his wife dying. 

Source: A balance between repetition and novelty can be said to characterise a narrative film's 
relationship to the general cultural knowledge that it assumes ofits viewers 

Student text: A film balances repetition and novelty according to its vieH' of the cultural 
knowledge of its audience. 

3. changing word form 

Source: The movement from initial disruption to final resolution, effective or not, takes place 
through a progression from event to event 

Student text: The film moves ji·om problem to solution through a series ofevents 

Source: Jack's sinking of tlte murder car in the Indian lake with Fay's bloodstained clothes 
triggers the flashback ofhis wife's drowning, but Fay has already vanished 

Student text: When Jack sinks the murder car in the Indian lake he remembers his wife's 
drowning, but Fay has already vanished 

4. alternating active and passive verbs 

Source: Here Cage, stoic through all tribulation, is given the cachet ofa justified sinner, his 
failing born out ofa perverse strain ofvirtue which lifts him above husband, femme fatale and 
contract killer, Dennis Hopper 

Student text: In this scene Cage, who has gone through so many trials takes 011 the cloak ofa 
justified sinner. He is lifted above the other characters by a strange virtue. 

5. using synonyms 

Source: This triumph is echoed with selfconscious irony in the ending ofRed Rock West where 
Cage flings the treacherous Boyle from the freight train during their big escape and tosses the 
tainted money out with her. 

Student text: There is a repetition of this triumph when Cage throws the wicked woman and the 
dirty money out ofthe train 
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6. using different logical connectors or different structures to express logical connections 

Source: Fay is a look-alike for the dead wife so that her fake dying could be a re-enactment of the 
spouse's real death by drowning, a retrojection of intent in which Jack, beset by guilt, feels himself 
to be the murderer. 

Student text: Because Fay looks like Jack's dead wife it seems that her fake death is a repetition of 
his wife's real death which he feels responsible for. 

Source: But the mystery deepens, aided by the film's title 

Student text: The film's title contributes to the myste1y 

7. changing the order of information 

8. synthesising information from different sources to suit your purposes 

• text is free from plagiarism 
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B. Structure and development oftext - is the structure and development ofthe 
answer clear and generically appropriate to the question and its context 

• genre is appropriate to the task 

There is a basic genre shape but it's a fuzzy shape not a rigid structure 
(Elements of it will be foregrounded, backgrounded or missing; sequence is broadly fixed but also 
negotiable): 

Basic genre move structure 

ORIENTATE TO QUESTION 

ORIENT FORWARD (outline essay plan) 

DEFINE TERMS 

ELABORATE AND EXEMPLIFY DEFINITION 

APPLY TERMS TO FILM/INTERPRET ASPECTS OF FILM 

CONCLUSION 
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Details of generic elements 

INTRODUCTION 
ORIENTATE TO QUESTIO"l 
MAKE GEc-,ERALISATIO~S [Take a positiun] 
ORIENTATE FOR \lv!\RD TO ESSAY 

[E.g. Define m-e-s, noir genre 'Exp!ain;'Excmnlif:,· (ddails; cfl'ect) 1Rclatej 
(:Yfay~c present essay structure] 
(over one or two - or three'.'' - paragraphs) 

BODY 
APPLY MES TO '\;OIR FJLt\1 EXAMPLE & J"'JTl-:JU)RET 
[SELECT, EXEMPLIFY, DESCRJBE, Ac,ALY~E] 

PREFERRED Ol'TIO"' (by WOS Tutor) 
i 
I Al TI~RNATIVE 

ORIE""TAH: TO FILM 
[summarise plot] 

LOCATION 
COSTlJME 
SCE'-JES-+ PROPS 
LIGl!Tli':Ci etc 

ORIENTATl: TO FIUvl 
D[SCRIGL VARIOlS LPISODES 
ILLUSTRATJl\Ci VARIOUS MES 
ELEMEG:TS 

CONCLUSIOi\ 
RETURN TO ABSTRACT.GE'-lER,\L LEVEL !from spcc;fic film example level) 
REPRISE THEME 
SO:v1E LXPANSlOl', OJ Tl!E:vlE 
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• clear focussed thesis statement 

Somewhere in ORIENTATION section 

• choice ofTheme and New reflects structure 

Themes of sentences will be argument/topic/position oriented not interpersonal or textual (mostly) 

• critical evaluation of evidence 

Evidence is situated - i.e. presented as one particular writer's position 
(Ideally more than one position presented. However, in this essay the main positions are probably: 
one "authority"; the film; the student) 

Evaluative language (this needs making more genre specific - these examples are from an 
argumentative essay. I'm not yet sure how this essay works differently): 

Identifying strengths - "the findings are impressive but there are problems 
(shortcomings etc) 

Identifying what is missing - "the film fails to show" 
Positive or negative qualities - " it is important to note" 
Showing different degrees of certainty - " it is unlikely that. .. 
Quantifying - a vast amount of... 
Comments - significantly 

• use of evidence consistent with the thesis 

Not just summary of evidence but related to the thesis 

Be wary of evidence always presented as "Orr says ... " this is author-oriented not argument
oriented 
(language strategies to achieve this: passives; "it has been suggested' etc (projecting "it"); using 
noun to refer to source ("the suggestion that ... ")) 

• statement of conclusion which follows from argument/evaluation & relates to 
thesis 
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C Control ofacademic ,,.:riting style - does the grammar conform to appropriate 
patterns ofwritten academic English 

• appropriate use of grammatical metaphor and nominal group structure 

Technical terms - narratology etc 
Abstractiom (processes/qualities/circumstances inlo things) 
Textual/conceptual metaphors: aspect. fealure, e1c 

• appropriate use of interpersonal metaphor 

Evaluative language as above: (*errors. ii is perfccz!y reoso11ab/e1 I hare discovered that! to my 
personal delight/ I don't agree 1 1vhen mise en scene is used correcrly) 

• demonstrated control of appropriate modality 

modalised to acknowledge other voices: (*errors: Ask then se/ecl , !(you rhink ofyour 
favourite scene from a movie, it is obvio11sl)' 1·ira! In moke sure;) 

• demonstrated control of cohesive devices - reference chains, textual reference 

• demonstrated control of taxonomic relations 

Items selected/grouped/labelled with category abstract labels/related to other and to 

each other/surero rdinates:hyron ym s: merony ms 

• appropriate choice of lexis 

Field appropriate 
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D Grammatical correctness 

• clause structure follows recognisable & appropriate patterns of English 
• correct subject verb agreement 
• consistent and appropriate tense choice, correctly formed 
• correct singular plural noun agreement 
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Appendix 7 

1) Some examples of genres as staged social processes from the literature of 
the 'Sydney school of genre-based pedagogy'. 
2) The 'Sydney pedagogic cycle' 

1) (Martin, 1985) 

Factual writing at primary school 

Narrative 
Genre name Examples Social purpose StaJ?;es Features 
Recounts what happened 

to entertain 
specific participants; 
specific events that 
happened; examples 
event focussed 

Factual 
Genre name Examples Social purpose Stages Features 
Procedure 

Instruction 

Directions 

how things happen 
the way the world is 
to explore the world 

general (you=generic 
people; beans =a class; 
actions timeless: 

imperative or simple 
present 
event focussed 

Sequence of 
imperatives 

Declarative clauses, 
simple present, 
generalised Actor (you) 

Description what things are 
like/how (but not why) 

particular individuals 
thing focussed 

Reports to store information 
what things are like/ 
how (but not why) 

info organised into 
sets/ headings 

general classes 
thing focussed 
specific statements but 
to back up general ones 

Explanation rare at primary 
level 
may be part of 
a report 

why 
(in primary school: 
justifying an attitude) 

general; judgement 
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Expository genres outside primary school 

Exposition 

Analytical 

Hortatory 

more developed 
explanations 

leclures, 
seminars, 
scholarly 
papers, essay 
writing 
editorials, 
letters to news, 
sermons, 
political 
speeches 

why -but more 
'socially significant' 

persuading that 

persuading to 

Thesis is focal point: 
Statement 

Thesis is focal point: 
Command 
Letter to ed: 
I reason for writing 
2 thesis 
3 examples of how 
4 first argument for 
thesis 
5 real examples 
(second arg?) 
6 reason why govs 
don't act 
7 reasons why gov 
should act anyway 

judgement (thesis) 
backed up by argument: 
firstly,secondly 
written mode 

spoken mode (e.g. a 
letter - which is a mode 
and not a genre; a thank 
you kttcr is a genre -
contrast between 
transmission and 
purpose) 

Details 
Social 
purpose why? 

Features Teaching 

vulnerability 
of argument in 
conjunclion 
form - too 
explicit 

Reasoning: 
I causal relations: 
a) using conjunction to connect two clauses; (as in spoken) 

more likely within clauses 
b) prepositional phrase+ nominalisation (because ofmy 
concernd) 
c) verbal phrase (means) 
d)vocabulary 3 (reason) 
NB the comments on spoken forms that undermine argument: 
a)spoken negative (if there wasn't no) 
b) spoken concord (ifthere wasn't any) 
c) spoken ellipsis (same with state gov) 
d)spoken coordination (vandalism, fighting) 

Convert conjunctions 
into othe forms 

impression of 
rationality 

Personality 
Mental Processes 
Relational Processes 
emotive adj cctives 
Hortatory ex - more spoken like emotion 
Analytical ex - impersonal - use nouns not verbs for attitude my 
concern 

to persuade Metaphor 
Exposition is 
represented as 
a search for 
truth but is in 
fact a 

Written versus Spoken language 
density 
intricacy 
grammatical metaphor (to submerge argument): nominals, 
mood, modality 

construction, a 
viewpoint 
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Coffin (1997) 

Secondary school history genres: genres as processes of induction into 
historical thinking. 

Genre name Stages Features 
Recount 18ackground1 Appraisal/ Interpcr:;onal system (Judgement - social sanction: 

Record of intcgrity.\·eracity; social esteem: tenacity 1capacity/normality; 
(Chronicle) events' .·\ttribution) inscri bt:d (directly) or C\ oked 

Deductio:1 Record stage: no directjudgemenL but indirect idealional tokens - so 
'neutral' 
Deduction: direct j udgcment 

Attribution: interpretation while ·neutral'; inscribed judgement 
through reporting, also projection makes iudgeme,11 less negotiable 
Events arc modally responsible for_iudgemcnts: they are agents in 
relalional processes where attribute _i udgcmcnt is nom:nal iscd -and 
thus also non negotiable 

Focus on groups of people and things - gramnniically move from 
spcci lk to generic and from coccrcte to abstract 
Abstract things= Abstract or tvlctaphorical: /\.bsiract: technical; 
semiotic: dimensional 
l\1etaphorical: processual: quality 
Contextual pressure towards metaphor is interplay between field 
(expanding time I ines) and tenor ( developing status of apprentice 
historian); Time is organiser rather than conjunction system; 
processes of events arc nominal ised into, e.g. periods (guerilla wor, 
t/11s period of black resisronce)-'c Appraisal norninalisation which 
maintains ·objective stance· 
Seemingly naturai division c'f time into parts plays a significant role 
in history: a series of blank spaces into which something is to be put 

Historical Background 1 Similar to Rccuunt hut uith causai !inks 
.'\ccount Account Topoiogical vs Typological classification: '1-!olV many causal links 

sequence·" con\·erts a Recount into and /\ccountr - more or less c:assificatiun 
(Chronicle) Deduction Time and events no longer a natural unfolding, but explained 

However, an oversimple mapping on of causality to time lines 
Events arc nominalised as forms of belief or behaviour and brought 
into causal relations with other events; these are then nominaliscd 
and through Theme-Rhcmc pattern construct new events 
Cause construed as abstract thing 

Appraisal - inscribed and evoked - is exploited to underpin, realise 
the causal relations 

Ss learning how to present perspective as 'truth' not drawing 
attention to the role of writer as judge; and to comtruct a seamless 
storyline. Gender, race, class may remain invisible• but the explicit 
awareness of the constructedness of" accounts may offer tools to 
students to become aw,F·c oftht.: invisible 
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Factorial+ Input" Not constrained by time lines: long term structural causes integrated 
Consequential Consequences/\ with short term precipitating events. 
Explanation Reinforcement of 

Consequences 
Explanation built on Text time not historical time scaffoldcd by logic 

(Purpose: to Key resource:grammatieal metaphor - causality and appraisal 
explain past Nominalising cause can then be brought into relation with other 
events by abstract things and by means ofThematising and internal cohesive 
examining devices (for elaboration of theme) can scaffold the text by being a 
cause and staging and ordering device: One major effect of IVW2 was_Q 
consequences) rg_structuring Q.f the A11rJ!£OJ10nw 

Wave like text pattern: peak of abstraction and dcnsity in macro 
theme - cause norninalised; less dense hyperthcmcs; less dense mini 
account sequence with cause verbalised. 

Appraisal as a result of nominals: one maior effect. Specific 
VALlJArION tokens are central in history - for grading causality 
and measuring degree of change and significance 
Consequences can be appraised. 
Appraisal at beginning and end of explanation (where'!)- buried in 
metaphor - e.g other important changes -obscures the personal 
judgement 
Reinforcement of Consequences stage Appraisal is foregrounded by 
means of interpersonal metaphor: Attributes rather than modeal verbs 
(it is clea1)and judgement less negotiable; 

Process of interpretation underlying explanation is elided: by 
metaphor and presentation of factors as facts: an apprenticing into 
the unified explanation by excluding extraneous/contradictory 
explanations 

Arguing: 
Challenge 

("success in 
school history 
is dependent 
on a student's 
control ofthe 
lexgram 
resources and 
text structure 
that realise the 
arguing 
genres") 

Position 
cha! lcnged1' 

Rebuttal 
arguments" anti-
thesis 

Similar to explanation in text time/internal temporal relations but 
different in foregrounding the interpretive process and negotiating 
different interps. Reconstruction of past as hypothesis rather than fact 
- so new resources arc persuasive ones 

Argues against a commonly held view 

Persuasion resources are the Appraisal ones of Engagement: 
modality etc 
By modality claims of others presented as possiblities not facts; 
rebuttal arguments are categorically presented in Hyper New 
position; Hyper new also guides and prepares reader to accept 
antithesis - by means of metaphorical and abstract things 
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Rose (1997) 

Science, Technology and Technical Genres 

Genre name Stages Features 
Explaining 
production 
systems 
(industry 
manual) 

Macrothcme: 
classification of 
machine"' 
location" 
function/\ 

sequence 
corresponding to 
stages in 
manufacturing 
process 

Macro: relational identifying clauses 

sequence of material processes linked by temporal, causal succession 
- the conjunctive relations arc often implicit; an implication 
sequence; concrete spatial locations realised in prepositional phrases 
sequence the processes : purpose is to explain the process and build 
up a taxonomy 

Themes are the machine itself or components that act within the 
process; marked themes: prepositional phrases (location) or 
dependent clauses (purpose, succession); News focus paiis of 
machine or process where events occur (using prepositional phrases) 
- thus building composition taxonomy 

Ideational metaphor (nominalisation) for thematising sequence 
created out of congruent clauses; agency is with the machine itself, 
or parts, or gas up to the point where human agency takes over (both 
agencies arc institutionally dominated) 
Gas is actor in middle clauses; elements of technology are Actors in 
effective clauses. 

Logical/Causal relations between stages arc predicted and then 
accumulated in the macro new as reasons for obligations -
i.e.commands 

conditional Conditional procedures: numbered if options which mean 'either._. 
explanation or,, 

(industry) 
Logic is scaffoldcd by lexical cohesion and comparative reference 

Scientific Field specific classification systems is built towards naming a natural 
explanation feature 
(secondary Activity sequence has implicit conjunctive causal relations because it 
scchool) answers unwrittn question, Why? Causal relations are a combinations 

of experiential an exchange clause functions (middle class children 
more soicaliscd to causal explanations) - a vast range of expressions 
of obligation and evidentiality 

conditional types of conditions as explanations of abstract physical phenomenon 
explanation 
(secondary construed through an interweaving of conjunction, lexical cohesion 
school) and comparative reference 

to enable scientifically literate readers to generalise across different 
possible contexts and construct abstract models of reality. The 
abstractions can then be translated back into concrete situations 

abstract entities: 
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The Sydney 'Explicit Genre Pedagogy Teaching Cycle' (From Martin, 1999) 

1992 DSP Primary Curriculum Model 
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Teaching Materials, \VOW, Session 1-5 Appendix 8 

\VHY DO\l'T THEY ALL WRITE THE SAWE? 

.This activity starts looking .at how writing is different. That is, writing is not one 
thing. lt is different things in different situations. There are different genres of 
writing. In the activity, there are three pieces of ,,Titing which seem more or less the 
same. The activity explores how they are different. 

The real purpose for doing this is to lead into thinking about how writing for Ways of 
Seeing is different from (and the same as) other writing you may have done. 

There are three pieces of writing (i.e. texts). For each one you are going to consider 
three questions: 

1 Why is this being written about? 
2 How is this being written about? 
3 \Vhat other ways of writing about it are there? 

Question 1 deals with purpose and contexi. 
Question 2 deals with schema, language and interpersonal relations 
Question 3 compares the three texts 

TEXTl from 100 Bes! Films Cmtury, by Barry "\Jorman 

l Why is this being written about? 
Purpose and context 

Look at the list of some possible purposes Barry Norman may have had and tick any 
that you think may be appropriate. 
Add any purpose that you think is not on the list. 

It is a way for Barry l\orman to make some money 
2 Barry l\orrnan wants to share his pleasure in the film with as many people as 

possible 
3 Barry Norman wants to boost his reputation as the people's film critic 
4 For entertainment 
5 ft accompanies a television series 
6 Barry "\Jorman wants to make a contribution to media studies 

7 

8 
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Casablanca (1942) 

011 the Lice of it there's no 1-c:1si:J11 why 
C1s,1hh111ca - prob:ib!y rhc most frc
qucnrlr revived rnovie i11 the world -
should ever h:ive been more than ;i run
of-thc-mill, top-of-the-hill progr:imme 
filler. lr has a plot rh;H is by 110 means 
gu;1r;111tced ro work, :1s Sydney 
Pollack's 1990 l-lauana quite dis;istrous
ly proved. And initially \v';irncr 
Brorhcrs thought so little of the project 
rhar, having offered it to Cl'.orgl'. Raft 
(whose judgement was so suspect tl1:1t 

he rurncd ir down, as he had earlier 
turned down The lv11rltesc Falcon), they 
rclq;:1ted it to B-picrure status by pen-

cilling in Ronald Reag;rn and 1\n11 

Sheridan for the lc:id roles, It was the 

prnrnisi11g first draft scripr by the 
Epstein twins - plus the k1ppy, though 
bebted, decision to offer the film to 
Curtiz, the third director appru:1cheLI -
that brought about a ch;ingc of 111incl 
am! cast and created the Ci7sii/Jl111ic11 

th;it the world knows ;111d loves. /\ ncl 
we love it for a v,iricty o( rc;1som - the 
hultlcss supporting c1st, the s011g ('As 
Time Goes By', which the composer, 
M:ix Steiner, urged W;irners to omit), 
the sparkling dialogue, tl1c chemistry 
tk1t crackled between Bog'nrt :incl 

Bergman. It's the perfect romantic film, 
a story of star-crossed lovers in a world 
in turmoil whose love transcends mere 
self. If Bogart and Bcrgmnn had gone 
off together in the end, Casablanca 
would not now, I think, hold its special 
phce in the memory. But, of course, 
they did not go off together; instc::1d, 
acknowledging that in a time of w:ir 
the immediate happiness of two indi
vic\11<11s mattered no more than a hill of 
beans, they s;1crificed love for duty -
and so ensured that their love would 
last for ever. As Bogan says: 'We'll 
:1 Iways have Paris.' 

Two classic moments - 'Play it, Sam' (left) 

and 'Round up the usual suspects.' 

,,',::(:c~-~.;,; >~~~~1~ .. &}~~ 

1- li 
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-----

He writes: 

_____Reasons for the film's popularity 

_____A classic moment to capture the character of the film 

_____A background to the film's production 

_____An explanation of its exceptional success 

])raw a line,in the text to show where ~ach step be~ins and. ends. 

He includes visuals 

_________To fill up empty space 

To evoke key moments from the film 

_____To back up some of the claims he makes in the text 
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; ·'.}~Qses t.~·writi\:.tellsus a lot al>out what's going onjn
Jltii'e:i ....•)1ge;\jbic~ ai-e,impqrtant: the su/Jjecta~d, \· 

tl b.is,re~tde.rs.. , .· ·. •. . · ? · · 

'.{',,,~.subject . .. .. . . '.· . •. . 
Below is a list of expressiops wbkh cleai;ly ~efong to a text about film (and not one . 
•~bout )>anana importatjon,,fqt e~ampl~).,·Find,the expressions and underline them in 
:ctlje text and then add,,more e~pres,sio)l,s to the. list which obviously signal this is a text 

:~)!Wt~t,flllll, {:;[•\!. . .. . . . . . . 

run-of-the-mill, top-of-the-bill programme filler 
a plot 
Warner Brothers 
George Raft 
The Maltese Falcon 
relegated it to B-picture status 
lead roles 

. promising first-draft script 
director 
cast 
faultless supporting cast 
the sparkling dialogue 
the chemistry that crackled 
the perfect romantic film 
a story of star-crossed lovers 
in the end 
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2 How is this being written about? 
Language 

The relationship between Barry Norman and his readers. 

Below is a list of expressions Barry Xorman uses. Below that is a table with a number 
of words to describe the kind ofperson Barry Norman thinks he is and the kind of 
relationship he has with his readers. Judging from the expressions tick the boxes 
which best describe Norman and his relationship with the readers. Find at least one 
more expression in the text which you think fits in with these expressions and add it to 
the list. 

the world knows and loves 
we love it for a variety of reasons 
the chemistry that crackled between Bogart and Bergman 

----~- ---r 
a friend 

I 
a student a media an c1uthority a man in c1 

1 

, informed 
analyst on films pub member of 

, the cinema 

~- ~---
____ Cic~_ 

~-----~-----~------------- ------~-----~ 
uncertain confident friendly critical knowledge- entc:rtaining 

able 

3 What other ways of writing about it are there? 
This question focuses on the differences between texts. 

Go back to the list of purposes in question 1 (page l). 
Are any of these purposes appropriate to a university essay? 

Go back to the subject expressions in question 2 (page 3). 
Tick any of tbesc expressions which are appropriate to a university essay and cross 
any which are not 
Why do you think so? 

Go back to the relationship expressions in question 2 (page 4). 
Do they signal the relationship between a student and a tutor? 
Why/why not? 
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TEXT2 from The Oxford Guide to Film Studies 

Why .is this being written about? 
Purpose and context 

In this case there are two ''writers": the editors of The Oxford Guide to Film Studies 
who chose this extract from a· text to include in their Guide; and the author of the 
original te:xt from which this extract has been taken, Rick Altman. 

Look at the list of some possible ptirposes the editors may have had and tick any that 
you think may be appropriate. 
Add any purpose that yoll think js no.t on the list. 

They want to create the impression the Guide is very intellectual 
2 They want to provide a variety of viewpoints on film criticism 
3 Rick Altman is a very important writer and the editors want to look important 
4 They vvant to inclLtde some entertainment in their Guide 

5 

6 

Look at the list of some possible purposes Rick Altman may have had in writing the 
original text and tick any that you think may be appropriate. 
Add any purpose that you think is not on the list. 

1 He \\Tote it as a uniwrsity essay 
2 It is the text of a speech he gave at a film award ceremony 
:3 He wanted to engage in a written debate about the true narnre of Hollywood 
4 He wanted to make a name for himself 
5 He wanted to make an old film sound very inieresting 
6 He wanted to contribute to the understanding of Hollywood within !\ledia 

Studies 

7 
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READINGS: CASABLANCA 

Casablanca 
Rick Altman 'Dickens, Griffith and Film Theory Today' in Jane Gaines (ed.), Classical Hollywood Narrative: 
The Paradigm Wars (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1992) 

For years the classical text was seen as opposed to the 
modernism of the Brechtian, the reflexive, and the dialogic. 
Then, in the wake of Barthes's SIZ, study after study 
attempted to champion this or that novel or style of 
filmmaking by demonstrating its relative modernity. Perhaps 
we now have reached the point where we acknowledge the 
short-sightedness of both enterprises. If so many apparently 
classical texts have modernist leanings, then maybe the 
classical text is not as unitary as was once thought. It 
operates as a dialogic text precisely bec3use its single-focus 
linearity presupposes an embedded dual-focus context. With 
one foot in history and the other still in myth, the classical 
narrative text must always speak with two voices, each using 
its own logic. 

Take the case of the quintessential Hollywood, Warner's 1942 
Casablanca. The film's linear narrative stretches from Rick 
and llsa's idyll in Paris, through their reunion in Casablanca, 
to Rick's final heroic decision to send llsa off with her 
husband, while he and the French captain Renault walk off 
into the distance towards a career in the Resistance. Like Le 
Pere Goriot, however, Casablanca does not owe its longevity 
to this familiar l,ne~r story If Casablanca continues to enjoy 
success, it is not so much because of the ability of Bogie and 
Bergman to express the changing state of their emotions (in 
fact, in this film they are better at hiding emotions than 
expressing them), but because of the stakes for which they 
are playing. The secret of this film lies in its apocalyptic 
intensity. With the stereotypically sinister German major 
Strasser and the archetypically pure Resistance hero Victor 
Laszlo embodying the values of Good and Evil, as 
represented by the Nazis and their victims, the atmosphere 
of Casablanca provides a melodramatic backdrop to the 
personal actions that capture our more immediate attention. 

While character psychology appears to advance the film 
through a chain of cause-and-effect relationships, the major 
moments are either coincidental or only minimally 
motivated. What brings llsa to the very cafe run by the man 
she jilted in Paris? (Little more than coincidence) How does 
Rick gain possession of the visas apparently needed to 
liberate llsa and her husband? (Through the minimally 

motivated activities of the Peter Lorre character Ugarte, who 
is killed off as soon as the function has been fulfilled.) What 
motivates Rick's decision to send llsa off to freedom with her 
husband? (The overall melodramatic set-up much more than 
any clearly developed line of psychological reasoning.) How 
do llsa and her husband actually escape from Casablanca? 
(Not through the use of the much-touted visas which turn out 

to be nothing more than a plot-unifying Macguffin, but by an 
armed confrontation between the Nazi commander and his 
liberty-loving American opponent.) What leads Captain 
Renault, ever the self-serving neutral womanizer, to break his 
bottle of Vichy water and march towards a life of bravery and 
moral rectitude? (Congenial hatred of the Hun? Embodiment 
of audience desires? No explanation is offered except to 
recognize that Renault is making the right decision within the 
film's melodramatic framework, even if the decision is not 
clearly motivated by the film's psychological progression.) 

Nearly every character, every glance, serves to heighten the 
air of impending doom-or freedom. With the exception of 
Casablanca's profiteers (and even profiteering has long been 
recognized as a common symptom of apocalyptic intensity), 
every character is directly defined by the conflict between 
national allegiance and personal independence. An aroused 
soldier, a sad woman, an expectant old man-all embody the 
hope and freedom represented by the United States in 
opposition to the cruelty and imprisonment threatened by 
the Nazis. Even the paradigms of money, clothing, and 
linguistic accent contribute to this opposition. Indeed, this 
effect has been heightened by the fact that one of the film's 
descriptive terms-concentration camp-has since taken on 
such strong connotations of inhuman cruelty. 

We should not conclude, though, that the entire power of 
the film's melodrama is spent of the local and historical. By its 
very nature melodrama carries eternal mythic qualities, like 
those that make Major Strasser embody not just Nazism, but 
Evil itself, and those that make Bogie and Bergman an 
archetypal couple. The film's theme song further reinforces 
this sense that we are witnessing more than just an episode 
in the life of some guy named Rick 

Whenever the film moves towards psychology and time it is 
wrenched back towards myth and eternity. It is the very 
conflict between the two that leads to the bitter-sweet 
conclusion. 

Why does Casablanca continue to enchant audiences around 
the world? Because of its linear causality? Yes, without a 
doubt. The film's suspense and expectation are carefully 
used to focus our attention on the future. As we dutifully fill 
all the plot's little gaps, we settle comfortably into the 
spectator position allotted to us. Because of the film's 
melodramatic underpinnings? Yes again. Casablanca is a film 
about human allegiance to things of eternal beauty and 
value. The one pushes us towards a temporal solution, the 

union of Bogie and Bergman, the beautiful couple, while the 
other pulls us towards the eternal apotheosis of Good. That 
the melodramatic reasoning holds sway in the end does not 
mean that we should accept mythic causality as the film's 
dominant, overwhelming classical narrative causality. Instead 
we should retain from this analysis the importance of reading 
the text-even at this schematic level-as an amalgam of 

deformed, embedded melodramatic material and carefully 
elaborated narrative classicism. To the personal identification 
that pushes us forward along a suspenseful linear 
hermeneutic corresponds a process of cultural identification 
that keeps us ever-mindful of a broader set of oppositions 
compared to which the problems of three people don't 

amount to a hill of beans. 

https://etern.il


. it,~~>tiejn,g wljtten al>?lit? 
;~"\~tJJU,~1P:Ii~et1,µreilie 1"V 

He writes ... 
A basic statement of the theme of his argument 

An example of a film to illustrate his theme 

Support for his theme (character psychology/ cause-effect) 

Support for his theme ( evidence ofsymbolism in character, setting etc) 

Support for his theme (universal and mythic qualities) 

Support for his theme (tension and the film's conclusion) 

Repetition of the theme and conclusion 

Draw a line in the text to sl~ow wbere ea~r~tep begins and eb~s 

Rick Altman:has included no visuals. Why ~()t'!/J ·. 
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. ·•. ,,. .,J~;1J;1;· {•":<:':~,. . ..•.·.·•.·•.. 
":A:gaJtrt6e:tt\t~, .·• • ... , ,e$s'iq~s ,"1,Ji;ftit:~Ji?r:lt,~.~19'.n:g]tti,~·~e •.. i)utj,u,~>lfow~ver, 
?tbe,rear~~·S,~<!thtflexpr~~~fonS, ~hf~h ~~~l ··. ija:,.:Jii':hther academic texts about 
.s~tlters!JJUects.(s<>~i~ry~ ror e~am· · . · 

.i~tr.ti[' h . . t< • :!/ ;, ..;.· ...· ,, , It;!ji:':;i,):/\t~:::•, <l\bd.'.i .. ,; : < 
JpS,'.~}YJii\~ijij fo·~btt ~tµ,dies;-~,/ .. ' ,,. , ..,'.' 

~.~~9nd listconsistf;of ·· .. •.·. ·• 
ls~ irliile;g~1ieratatt<(4~1!JiC, ~ords. 

·· \m~.r) ~~lfc$~ions t<f 
.14nJjJitungs, th.ey are 

~ < ' I

nott: 
,'>, 

Closely linked to film studies More general academic words 

linear nan-ative stretches from operates as 

atmosphere provides melodramatic backdrop presupposes 

character psychology owes its longevity to 

advance the film express the changing state of their emotions 

minimally motivated apocalyptic intensity 

plot-unifying Macguffin stereotypically 

embodiment of audience desires 

melodramatic framework 

psychological progression 

heighten the air of impending doom 
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. ..How istbisheing written about? 

.e,LaJJ:gµqgc ·.,. : 
•::;;\f :_;..,::::t{'"> /'. :··· ~ ·, ,,;- :,.·'.'.·// .,">, 

~JiR,elµiifJnship:.•Whois involved? Ti11ati()rJ•rfperson is tlie writer? What sort ofperson is 
ihe reader? . . 

. The following activities look at some expressions ,,hich answer these questions 

Paragraph I 
Who is Rick. Altman talking to in the e:xpr,esJi.o!l~ listed below - e~pecially who is we? 
Underline the expressions in paragraph L Tkk the box( es) with the most likely 
audience for Rick Altman's text. 

his friends crnema nc_\:spaper film media analysts I fi 1m producer:
I 

i audic:nces cnucs 
t----------<- ~------------+--- -----+ 

was seen as 
study after study anemptecl to 
we now have reached the point where we ackno,vledge 
maybe the classical text is not as unitary as was once thought 
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t:aph8. Tick the box(es) 
i~k~ttnian t4lkitigio-iri thes~},1;x~ressions? UnderUpe the expressions irt 

-

Why does Casablanca continue to enchant audiences around the ,vorld7 
Because of its ... Yes, ,vithout a doubt. 
Because of the fi Im' s rneloclrarnati c underpinnings? Ycs agai 11 

Wbo is Rick Altman talking about in these expressions? Underline the expressions in 
the text. Then answer the questions by ticking the boxes below 

The film's suspense and expectation are carefully used to focus our attention on the 
future. As we dutifully fill all the plofs li11le gaps, we settle comfortably into the 
spectator position allotted to us. 

Who_ uses suspense and expectation? 

his frie11ds -rcincma newspaper film media analysts : film producers 
! d·, critics · 

,_____-____-_-___-_-_-----==--::_--J__l_:-=u-___1c-~l_~_e_-=-s-=--=--=--=--=--=--~-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=----=--=--=--=--=--=-~-=-=---=-=-=-=---L_ __ ____ __] 

Who is we? 

his friends cmema 
I audiences 

newspaper film 
critics 

[ media analysts film producers 

I I 
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soriht'.person ts'Rkk Altm:in}j~ijgingffbm the/expressions below? Underline 
expressions. Then tick the mostap·propriate boxes 

a friend a student I a teacher I an authority I a man in a I a person in 
on films I pub the cinema 

. 

I 
I 

uncertain confident ~!critical humorous 
· I ~~;~wl~ ,;theeI 

-·- i 

I 

_l:aragraph 2_ 
Take the case of__. 
Casablanca does not owe its longevity to this familiar story line 
If Casablanca continues to enjoy success, it is not so much because ... but because ... 
The secret oflhis film lies in ... 
... that capture our more immediate anention 

Par__~1graph_§_ 
We should not conclude, though ... 

:3 What other ways of writing about it are there'? 
Thi:s q11estion focuses on the differences between texts 

.Go.backto the list of purposes in question 1. 
A.re any of these purposes appropriate to a university essay? 

_Go b~ck.to the list of steps in question _2. 
Tickany ofthese steps which are appropriate to a university essay 
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The section in Barry Norman begins with the words: 

and ends with the words: 

Barrv Norman's expressions Rick Altman's 
they did not go off together in the end psychology and time 
they sacrificed love for duty and so ensured their love would 
last for ever 
If Bogart and Bergman had gone off together in the end it 
would not hold its special place in the memory 

a person in the 
cinema 

cinema 
audiences 

newspaper film 
critics 

media analysts film producers 
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TEXT3 The 6th Virgin Film Guide 

/{;;1~{~~{/:-:<
'l!~t'}'. is thisbeing written abotit? 

· feuq,pse and context · ·· · 

f flow is this being written about? 
Schema (i.e. procedure) 

2 How is this being written about? 
ftmguage - the subject 
,, 

2, How.Is this being written about? 
Language - the relationship 

3 How could it be written about differently? 

The scale below represents a comparison between the three texts. Barry ~orman {BN) 
.is n~rly at one end andRick Altman {:RN) is nearly at the other end. Where would , 
you put the Virgintext (V) on the scale? · · 

I BN RA 
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CASABLANCA 
1942 102m bw Drama/War *****Warner Bros. (U.S.) /U 

Humphrey Bogart (Richard "Rick" Blaine), Ingrid Bergman (/Isa Lund 
Laszlo), Paul Henreid (Victor Laszlo), Claude Rains (Capt. Louis 
Renault), Conrad Veidt (Maj. Heinrich Strasser), Sydney Greenstreet 
(Senor Ferrari), Peter Lorre (Ugarte), S.Z. Sakal\ (Carl, Headwaiter), 
Madeleine leBeau (Yvonne), Dooley Wilson (Sam) 

p, Hal B. Wallis; d, Michael Curtiz; w, Julius J. Epstein, Philip G. 
Epstein, Howard Koch (based on the play Everybody Goes to Rick's 
by Murray Burnett and Joan Alison); ph, Arthur Edeson; ed, Owen 
Marks; m, Max Steiner; art d, Carl Jules Wey\; fx, Lawrence Butler, 
Willard Van Enger; cos, Orry-Kelly 

AA Best Picture; MN Best Actor: Humphrey Bogart; AAN Best 
Supporting Actor: Claude Rains; AA Best Director: Michael Curtiz; 
AA Best Screenplay: Julius J. Epstein, Philip G. Epstein, Howard 
Koch; AAN Best Cinematography: Arthur Edeson; AAN Best Editing: 
Owen Marks; AAN Best Score: Max Steiner 

The most romantic picture ever made? The best film to come out of a 
HoUywood studio ever? More an icon than a work of art, CASAB
LANCA is still thoroughly entertaining romantic melodrama, 
flawlessly directed, subtly played, lovingly evoking our collective 
d.!ydreams about lost chances and lost loves and love versus honor; 
everything about CASABLANCA is just right-it seems to have been 
filmed under a lucky star. 

The familiar plot concerns expatriate American Rick Blaine (Hum
phrey Bogart). a cynical nightclub owner in Casablanca who discovers 
that his ex-lover, !Isa (Ingrid Bergman), who abandoned him years 
before, has arrived in Casablanca with her husband, Resistance leader 
Victor Laszlo (Paul Henreid). With the Germans on Victor's trail, !Isa 
comes to Casablanca to beg Rick for the precious letters of transit tha_t 
have come into his possession. The documents would allow Victor to 
escape Casablanca and continue the fight against fascism. 

Since its November 1942 release, CASABLANCA has been the 
movie, one that perfectly blends a turbulent love story with harrowing 
intrigue, heroic and evil characters, and the kind of genuine sentiment 
that makes the heart grow fonder with each viewing. Even upon its 
initial release, the film appealed to nostalgia for the vanishing, roman
ticized world between the two great wars, a cafe society crushed by 
fascism, a civilized. urbane generation in white linen suits, spectator 
shoes, and wide-brimmed sunhats desperately clinging to values DO 

lone;er cherished. 
Given its turbulent production history--the script was being rewrit

ten almost on a daily basis--CASABLANCA was also most fortunate 
on all levels. The original leads were to have been Ronald Reagan, Ann 
Sheridan and Dennis Morgan. Other casting packages included George 
Raft, Hedy Lamarr and Herbert Marshall. And Lena Home or Ella 
Fitzgerald might have crooned "As Time Goes By" instead of Dooley 
Wilson. Chemistry, that indefinable element, was surely carefully 
considered by veteran director Michael Cllr!iz. 

So was timing. The film opened on Thanksgiving Day, 1942 at the 
Hollywood Theater in New York, three weeks after the Allies had 
landed at Casablanca, and further enjoyed widespread publicity gener
ated by the Casablanca Conference two months later, when the eyes of 
the free world focused upon its leaders' meeting in the Moroccan city. 
It propelled Bogart's star 10 new heights, adding a romantic component 
10 his world-weary persona, and gave Bergman a tragic edge to blend 
with her healthy radiance, making her seem complex and emotionally 
fragile. The film received eight Academy Award nominations and won 
three: Best Picture. Best Screenplay and Best Direccor. 

Pollak(Phillip Gr~~~rL:6. Jo~es· (Pat Webb), Dick Sm~lhers' (Sena
tor), Frank Vincent (Frank Marino) 

p, Barbara De Fina; d, Martin Scorsese; w, Nicholas Pileggi, Martin 
Scorsese (based on the book by Nicholas Pileggi); ph, Robert 
Richardson; ed, Thelma Schoonmaker; prod d, Dante Ferretti; art d. 
Jack G. Taylor Jr.; fx, Paul Lombardi, Craig Barron, The Effects House, 
NY, Matte World Digital; cos, Rita Ryack, John Dunn 

AAN Best Actress: Sharon Stone 

Martin Scorsese re[Urns 10 the gangster milieu ofGOODFELLAS, and 
the resulc is an accomplished film chat carries with it the unshakable 
feeling that we've seen it all before. 

Ace Rothstein (Robert De Niro) is a scientific gambler. Looking 10 

get their piece of booming 1960s Las Vegas, the Kansas City Mafia 
installs him as manager of the Tangiers, where he lives up to his 
respectful but unaffectionate nickname, "The Golden Jew." The film's 
first third is a celebration of pre-theme park Vegas, the money-making 
machine and morality car wash, where the cash flow never dries up and 
acts that would be criminal anywhere else are che coin of the realm. 
The serpent in this tawdry Garden of Eden soon appears in rhe form of 
Ace's old friend Nicky Santoro (Joe Pesci), who begins busting heads 
and drawing unwanted attention to the Mafia's pervasive presence. The 
third point of an ultimately deadly triangle is Ginger Mc Kenna (Sharon 
Stone) a hooker with a heart of, well ... stone. 

There's nothing really wrong with CASINO. In fact, there are !ors 
of things right with it: the city in the desert has seldom looked so 
thrillingly sleazy (the grotesquerie of '70s fashions is a delightfully 
horrifying bonus), and the story delivers its old-fashioned moral (you 
reap whal you sow) with such delirious viciousness that you almost 
forget what a dreary cliche it is. 

Nevertheless, CASINO feels disturbingly predictable, a meticulous 
and coldly proficient going-over of familiar ground. After MEAN 
STREETS, GOODFELLAS, THE GODFATHER and countless other 
examinations of Mafia mores and morals. we don't need to be reminded 
that the mob-run gambling industry is a microcosm of American 
capitalism at its most rapacious. We know. we know. 

CASINO ROYALE 
1967 J3 Im c Adventure/Comedy/Spy 
Columbia (U.K.) !PG ** 
Peter Sellers (Evelyn Tremble), Ursula Andress (Vesper Lynd), David 
Niven (Sir James Bond), Orson Welles (Le Chittre}, Joanna Pettet 
(Mata Bond), Daliah Lavi (The Detainer}, Woody Allen (Jimmy Bond. 
Dr. Noah), Deborah Kerr (Agent Mimi, Lady Fiona McTarry), William 
Holden (Ransome). Charles Boyer (Le Grand) 
p, Charies K. Feldman, Jerry Bresler; d, John Huston, Ken Hughes, 
Robert Parrish, Val Guest, Joseph McGrath;w, Wolf Mankowitz, Jahr 
Law, Michael Sayers, Billy Wilder, Val Guest, Joseph Heller, Ben 
Hecht, Terry Southern (from the novel by Ian Fleming); ph, John 
Wilcox, Jack Hildyard, Nicolas Roeg; ed, Bill Lenny; m, Burt 
Bacharach; art d, John Howell, lvor Beddoes, Lionel Couch; chor, 
Tutte Lemkow 

AAN Best Song: Burt Bacharach (Music), Hal David (Lyrics) 

A mess. CASIJ>;O ROYALE is two hours and eleven minutes of nor. 
sequitur. David Niven is Sir James Bond. (Author Ian Fleming, a cl0' 
friend of Niven, always wanted Niven to assay his famous crea• 
He's retired, middle-aged, bejowled, and tired. SMERSH is •· 
good. so Niven is asked to help when M (John Huston) i· 
contacts several agents, all of them 007s. These incl· 
Sellers, Terence Cooper, and Pettet (who is Niven 's d? 
of a liaison with Mata Hari). After more witless, sr· 
Niven finallv learns thac the real villain is n0' 
ineffectual n'ephew, Woody Allen. 



WHY DON'T THEY ALL WRITE THE SAME? - ANSWERS 

TEXT 1 from J00 Best Films ofthe Century, by Barry Norman 

l It is a way for Barry Norman to make some money ✓ 
2 Barry Norman wants to share his pleasure in the film with as many people 

as possible ✓ 
3 Barry Norman wants to boost his reputation as the people's film critic 
4 For entertainment ✓ 
5 It accompanies a television series 
6 Barry Norman wants to make a contribution to media studies 

7 Barry Norman enjoys writing about films 

8 
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---- ---

He V,1rites: 

____2 ___Reasons for the film's popularity 

4 A classic moment to capture the character of the film 

____l ___A background to the film's production 

____3 ___An explanation of its exceptional success 

;_, 

";~b~w ~,ij~(e eac!i §{~p';~egiris a11d ends
.1i];,:"Jt\,~,,,· '(,t /., ..,:~::: ,,-<·~•,::;:~, ·,,,_",: " 

He includes visuals 

___To fill up empty space 

_______To evoke key moments from the film 

_______To back up some of the claims he makes in the text 
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Casablanca (1942) 

On the face of it there's no reason why 
C.1sabla11ca - probably the most fre
quently revived rnovie in the world -
should ever have been more than a run
of-thc-rnill, top-of-the-bill programme 
nller. It has ~1 plot that is by no means 
guaranteed to work, as Sydney 
Pollack's 1990 Hauana quite disastrous
ly proved. And inifrdly Warner 
Brothers thought so little of the project 
that, having offered it to George Raft 
(whose judgement was so suspect that 
he turned it down, as he had earlier 
turned down The l\1altcsc Falcon), they 
relegated it to B-picrurc status b)' pen-

cilling in Ronald Reagan and Ann 
Sheridan for the lead roles. It was the 

promising first draft script by the I 
Epstein twins - plus the happy, though 
belated, decision to offer the film to 
Curtiz, the third director approached -
that brought about a change of mind 

· and cast and created the Casabl nca 
that the world knows and loves And 
we love it for a variety of rease,ns - the 

faultless supporting cast, the song ('As 
Time Goes By', which the composer, '\ 
Max Steiner, urged \Xfarners tc omit),.(.. 
the sparkling dialogue, the chemistry 
that crackled between Bog\ut and 

~-----------·--Bet man It's the perfect romantic film, 
a story of star-crossed lovers in a \Vorld 
in turmoil whose love transcends mere

3 self. If Bogart and Bergman had gone 
off together in the end, Casablanca 
would not now, I think, hold its special 
place in the memory. But, of course, 
they did not go off together; instead, 
acknowledging that in a time of war 
the immediate happiness of two indi
viduals mattered no more than a hill of 

·beans, they sacrificed love for duty -
and so ensured that their love would 
last for ever s ogart says: ' e 

,: ways iave Paris.' 

Two classic moments - 'Play it, Sam' (left) 

and 'Round up the usual ~uspects.' -

• 
~,. 
-

~·" -~• .. :' 

··?;{{tf· 



·2. a:Jwls::titis bet 
.· Liirigu(tge:!1'ltJi:, 

The language 
this text. Tlier 
the relationsh.i · 

The subject c.: ..<, ..\" :·· 
Below is a H~i::Ot~~P 
about ba11a11lririi ,n 
the. teit an(I ;tb 

' a•''. • '• \'>?:\•
about fihn.. >''?

;·,J ,; 

run-of-the-mill, top-of-the-bill programme filler 
a plot 
Warner Brothers 
George Raft 
The Maltese Falcon 
relegated it to B-picture status 
lead roles 
promising first-draft script 
director 
cast 
faultless supporting cast 
the sparkling dialogue 
the chemistry that crackled 
the perfect romantic film 
a story of star-crossed lovers 
in the end 

:i;~//-~ 

·. ~ t'$,g~tii~•()fi !Jl. ' 
;Hant:(Iie·l~:pj~~f;Jtj,Ji. 

~tfihn'(~nd not()n~ 
an.d UJt<lerline th,eip ,in 

I sig~t1I tJ;iis is :aJe.xt 
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.,.)i:;:,1f/:;;,
z •.· .. >[J-lthv,t~.,this bei:ng W:'.ri*tertr~~Jiutt> / ...

L,an,gl!age . .. . . ' ' 

Tlt•(>,··.reYdtionship. bei:i~··•~~r•~/Mti~;~:~· 
·Belo~Js a IIst·.ofe;pr,~ssions Barry N~r:mio·ltse.s.i,Befow that;isktable with a number 
of' ~,ords to describe iiie kind ofpe1ooniHa~ryNorman thinks he is and the kind of 
ref<1tio11~hip he bas with his readers, Judging;frornthe expressions tick the boxes 

.which best describeNorinl!n and his relation'sli:ip'\vith the readers, 'Find at least one 
more expression in the te:ttwhich you thinkfits.in with these expressions and add it to 
the list. 

the v11orld knows and loves 
vve love it for a variety of reasons 
the chemistry that crackled between Boga11 and Bergman 

Casablanca would not now, I think, hold its special place in our memory 

a friend a student 

uncertain I confident 

a media 
analyst 

i friend!:> 

I 

I 
I 

'i 

an authority 
on films 

'i 

critical 

I a man in a 
pub 

i 

knowlcdoc-
I able _ "' 
I ✓ 

informed 
member of 
the cinema 
audience 

' '\/ 

entertaining 

✓ 

3 What other ways of writing about it are there? 
Th is question focuses on the differences between texts. 

G;o l.,ack to the list of purposes in que.stion 1 {pag~l).
·*r:e any of these purposes appropriate to.lpniversityessay? 

Go back to the subject expressiC1ns in question 2 (page 3). 
Tick. any of these expressions whjch are appropriate to a university .essay and cross 
ap:r '\-Yhich are not 
"'\lV.fiy do you think so? 

These are personal opinions and judgements rather than argued and supported 
critical analysis 
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Norman is having a dialogue with his readers which is the same as a student and a 
tutor. But the purposes are different. The student has to show a more critical 
engagement with the film and with the texts they have read. The student can assume 
a shared experience with the tutor but it is a shared critical experience not one of 
solidarity like Norman has with his readers. The student cannot assume that the 
tutor thinks the same thing. Instead the student has to demonstrate why they think 
what they think 
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8 

TEXT2 from The Oxford Guide to Film Studies 

Why1i$thiS"bi!ijg ,WHtteit'~bbutf; 
Purpose and context 

1n this case there are two "writers'!: tlie~i~ors of Tlte Oxford Guide,~ FiimSil{4ies 
who chose this extract from a text to include in tlleiri(;~ide; and the aµthor of the 
origi.nal text .from which this extract has .been taken,\ijfoli::4I(n1.;1n;

,,,..-,,,,., ' .,' 

Look, atJhe·Jistpfso~e PB¥sible ptirposes,fhete~ifg;;§~~t:ii:ive had· arid tick any that 
youtbink:ma:Y b{:a~propriate, , ·.,. > •> f /· ';~, .~ii{t / , . . . · 
Add any purpose that you think is nof~n;tite list ,. 

They want to create the impression the Guide is very intellecwal 

2 They want to provide a variety of viewpoints on film criticism , 
3 Rick Altman is a very important writer and the editors want to look important 

4 They want to include some entertainment in their Guide ✓ 

5 

6 

Look at the list of some possible purposes Rick Altman may have had in writing the 
originaltcxt and tick any that you think may be appropriate. 
Add any purpose that you think is not onthe list. · 

1 He wrote it as a university essay 
2 It is the text of a speech he gave at a film award cerernon1 
3 He wanted to engage in a written debate about the true nature of 

Holiywood ✓ 
4 He wanted to make a name for himself 
5 He wanted to make an old film sound very interesting 
6 He wanted to contribute to the understanding of Hollywood within '.\ledia 

Studies \l 

7 
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minima 
o 1vate . Wnat rings Isa to the very ea e run y the man 

Fo( years the clas:,ical text was seen as opposed to the 

modernism of the Brechtian, the reflexive, and the dialogic. 
Then, in the wake of Barthes's 5/Z, study after study 
attempted to champion this or that novel or style of 
filmmaking by demonstrating its relative modernity. Perhaps 
we now have reached the point where ·we acknowledge the 
short-sightedness of both enterprises. If so many apparently 
classical texts have modernist leanings, then maybe the 
classical text is not as unitary as was once thought. It 

operates as a dialogic text precisely because its single-focus . L.\ .J-. .,~ 
linearity presupposes an embedded dual-focus context.~ n •TU• 
one foot in history and the other still in myth, the classical L 
narrative text must always speak with two v01ces, each using ~♦ M.'4 
its own !og1c. 

Take the case of the quintessential Hollywood, Warner's 1942 
Casablanca. The film's linear narrative stretches from Rick 
and llsa's idyll in Paris, through their reunion in Casablanca, 
to Rick's final heroic decision to send llsa off with her 
husband, while he and the French captain Renault walk off 
into the distance towards a career in the Resistance. Like Le 
Pere Goriot, however, Casablanca does not owe its longevity 
to this familiar linear story. If Casablanca continues to enJoy 
success, 1t 1s not so much because of the ability of Bogie and 
Bergman to express the changing state of their emotions (in 
fact, in this film they are better at hiding emotions than 
expressing them), but because of the stakes for which they 
are playing. The secret of this film lies in its apocalyptic 
intensity. With the stereotypically s:n1ster German rnaJor 
Strasser and the archetypically pure Resistance hero Victor 
Laszlo embodying the values of Good and Evil, as 
represented by the Nazis and their victims, the atmosphere 
of Casablanca provides a melodramatic backdrop to the 
personal actions that capture our more immediate attention. 

she jilted in Paris? (little more than coincidence.) How does 
Rick gain possession of the visas apparently needed to 
liberate !Isa and her husband? (Through the minimally 
motivated activities of the Peter Lorre character Ugarte, who 
is killed off as soon as the function has been fulfilled.) What 
motivates Rick's decision to send !Isa off to freedom with her 
husband? (The overall melodramatic set-up much mor.e than 
any clearly developed line of psychological reasoning.) How 
do !Isa and her husband actually escape from Casablanca? 
(Not through the use of the much-touted visas which turn out 



to ue noti,1ng more tha;-, a plot-unifying Macguffin, but by an 

2rn1ed confrontation be:·Neen the Nazi cornmand9r and his 
liberty-loving American opponent.) What leads Cap:ain 

Renault, ever the self-serving neutral womanizer, to break his 

bottle of Vicny water and rnerch towards a life of and 

moral rectitude? {Congenial hatred of the Hun? Embodiment 

of audience desires? No explanation is offered except to 

recognize that Renault is making the right decision within the 

film's melodramatic framework, even if the decision is not 

clearly motivated by the film's psychological progression.) 

Nearly every character, every glance, serves to heighten the 

air of impending doom-or freedom. With the exception of 

Casab/anca's profiteers (and even profiteering has long been 

recognized as a common symptom of apocalyptic ir,tensity), 

eve character is direct! defined by the conflict between 

national allegiance and persona in epen ence. An arouse 

soldier, a sad woman, an expectant old man-all embody the 

ho e and freedom re resented by the United States in 

1mprisonmen by 

so money, c 

linguistic accent contribute to this opposition. Indeed, this 

effect has been heightened by the fact that one of the film's 

descriptive terms-concentration camp-has since taken on 

such strong connotations of inhuman cruelty. 

'vVe should not conclude, though, that the entire po,t:er of 

the film's melodrama i, spent of thP lo,al c1nd historic:,! By its 

v<.cry nature r,1elucLarna carries eternal mythic 9ual,ties, lrke 
tnose that make MaJOr Strasser embody not JUSt Nazism, but 

Evil itsPlf, and those that make Bogie and Bergman an 

archetypal couple The film's theme song further reinforces 

this sense that we are witnessing more than just an episode 

in the life of some guy narned Rick. 

Whenever the frlm moves tov,ards psychology and time it is 

wrenched back towards myth and etemi . It is the very 

conflict between the two t 1at 

conclusion. 

V1!hy does Casablanca continue to enchant audiences around 

the world7 Because of its linear causality? Yes, without a 

doubt. The film's suspense and expectation are carefully 

used to focus our attention on the future. As we dutifully fill 

all the plot's little gaps, we settle comfortably into the 

spectator positior1 allotted to us. Because of the film's 

melodramatic underpinnings? Yes again. Casablanca is a film 

about human allegiance to things of eternal beauty and 

value. The one pushes us towards a temporal solution, the 

union of Bogie and Bergman, the beautiful couple, while the 

other pulls us tm·1ards the eternal apotheosis of Good. That 

the melodramatic reasoning holds sway in the end does not 

mean tha: vie should accept mythic causality as the film's 

dominant, overwhelming classical narrative causality. Instead 

we should retain from this analysis the importance of re;;iding 

the text-even at this schematic level-as an amalgam of 
deformed, embedded melodramatic material and careful! 

elaborate narrative c ass1c1sm. o t e persona I ent1 ication 
th~t ni 1i:::..h;.i:::.. 11<::. ¥nr'\A/;:irrl ~lrinr, ::i c:1 cc::r"'lt:\l"'ic·of, t! lino,.-



:a~l'.: 
1i(t 
se~o1t .. •·.· ..·. 

He writes ... 
A basic statement of the theme of his argument 

An example of a film to illustrate his theme 

Support for his theme (character psychology/ cause-effect) 

Support for his theme (evidence ofsymbolism in character, setting etc) 

Support for his theme (universal and mythic qualities) 

Support for his theme (tension and the film's conclusion) 

Repetition of the theme and conclusion 

·, . / ·. 

Draw a line in the text to show whet~-if,'fn stefhigh1s Jtnit,f!ff~F,:
. ' .. . .. »,•. ""'.. . ' .,.(•"'••. •; 
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:(~ :i: : :, ::c,.. 

)F;, . 
:e 

not.pie~~{ .... .. ··· ..·...· . 

Closely linked to film studies 

linear nanative stretches from 

atmosphere provides melodramatic backdrop 

character psychology 

advance the film 

minimally motivated 

plot-unifying Macguffin 

embodiment of audience desires 

melodramatic framework 

psychological progression 

heighten the air of impending doom 

a common symptom of apocalyptic 
intensity 

character is defined by 

power of the melodrama 

carries eternal mythic qualities 

theme song 

More general academic words 

operates as 

presupposes 

owes its longevity to 

express the changing state of their emotions 

apocalyptic intensity 

stereotypically 

archetypally 

embodying the values represented by 

paradigms of 

contribute to this opposition 

connotation 

embody Evil itself 
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·, 

:z How is this biing written about? 
Laiigiidge · . - . 

,':_·:: ',, ·:, ' ' :_ ,' .'\ 

·_ R;;;ti;,:,ship: Jflhois involved? What sort ofpersoii is the writer? What sort a/person is 
the reaaer? 

The following activities look at some expressio11s which ans,ver these questions 

PatagraphJ 
Who is Ri<:k Mtman ta lkingto in the expres~ions ljsted belmv - especially who -is we? 

· Uhderlinethe expressionsin paragraph 1. Tick the box(es) with the most likely 
audience for RickAltman's text. 

his friends cinema ne\\ spaper film lmedia anal; sts iilm producers 
audiences 

j ~nl1_~s _ _ _ L \~~----_-_-,--__-___ -______---

was seen as 
study after study attempted LO 

we now have reached the point where we acknowledge 
maybe the classical kxt is not as unitary as ,vas once thought 
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,; Paragraphs 
·t,::);tf{lk', .t; f'r,r:;~1t J~":f ";;, •. ··. +· >\·• .. ':<.t~···.··..... "··•··.··.·f'•··•.. · 
fW~.~j$:R.i~1i;~WnJ:1nta,lki1lg:ro if! t.hese expressions? 'l]ftoerlirie..the PYllrl''-~<;ifllfQ" 

pata&faph 8. °-ncJfthe boi(esJ, . . 

his friends cinema 
audiences 

Why does Casablanca continue to enchant audiences around the world'' 
Because of its ... Yes, without a doubt 
Because of the film's melodramatic underpinni Yes again 

Who is Rick Altman talking about in these expressions? Underline the expressions in 
the.text. Then answer the questions by ticking the boxes below 

The film's suspense and expectation are carefully used to focus our ,mention on the 
future. As we dutifully fill all the plot's little gaps, we settle comfortably iuto the 
spectator position allotted to us. 

Who uses suspense and expectation? 

his friends crncma nc_wspapcr film media analysts film producersI I 

audie11ces I criliCS _ 

~ I 1 ✓ 

Whpis we? 

his friends cinema 
I audiences 

newspaper film 
cri1ics 

media analysts film producers 

✓ I --
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. . 

a friend a student a teacher an authority 
on films 

a man in a 
pub 

a person in 
the cinema 

✓ ✓ 

uncertain confident critical humorous knowledge-
able 

other 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

Paragraph 2 
Take the case of... 
Casablanca does not owe its longevity to this familiar story line 
If Casablanca continues to enjoy success, it is not so much because ... but because ... 
The secret of this film lies in... 
... that capture our more immediate attention 

Paragraph 6 
We should not conclude, though ... 

!;JtJ~t~~~k~~,,r~i~i,.
Q~.611cl{t~. ~~~.1i~t;~J,,ppqsos~s h(:qu,e,~tiop}l. . .· . .. 
Are any of thest( putposes.~ppn.>p~;J.:te jo a• university essay? 

~]~.~~k fo,th,~ ~i~~;of$,!ee~:i~,~',°'estlofl,l _'. '.' ' ' :. .:. '.. 
T:tckany of these steps "1b1cli are app.ropriate to a umverslfy 

·. ·. •' .. i .·· . 

·essay 
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Langti,age - subject 

This is fo compare the subject language of, Barry Norman and RickAJtman . . 
" 

J>aril~..iph 6Jn IU~.kAltmah deals with the ending M the film. Find the section where 
Barry N'onnin deals with the same thing. 

The section in Barry Norman begins with the words: 

If Bogart and Bergman had gone off together in the end 

and ends with the words: 

We'll always have Pa1·is 

Barrv Norman's expressions I Rich Altman's 
they did not go off together in the end I psychology and time 
they sacrificed love for duty and so ensured their love would 
last for ever 

myth and eternity 
I 

I 

If Bogart and Bergman had gone off together in the end it 
would not hold its special place in the memory 

I bitter-sweet 
conclusion 

Language - relations 
Barry Norman evaluates the film in these words; 

It's the perfect romantic film ... it holds a special place in our memories 

Rick Altman asks; 

\JVhy does Casablanca continue to e_nchant audiences around the world? 
. . . 

Whojs Barry Norman identifying with? Write Bin the appropriate box below 
Who is Rick Altman identifying with? Write R in the appropriate box below. 

Ia person in the cinema newspaper film media analysts film producersI 

cinema audiences -----1--I_cr_iti~----r-------~I__________e----B---~1------- R I______ 
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TEXT3 The 6th Virgin Film Guide 

2 IlowJs tijis b~ng l'lriftetj ab9ut?
Sc«ema (i.e; pro~edure)' 

·2:Rt1l1~s "ttiiJ:;b~iu,f:;~(it~J~ti~Mf ::~,:/, 
Language ~ the sij.b}€f:i ... 

I BN 
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WOW Materials Session 2 
ORIENTATION TO QUESTION 

'.'e'.J,'}:, (;'>c ·•·•·•·••·;;)\•-- ::.. _.- ' Iflf _-..._Jt•s~tifithe scene '.f\lt ___.ytglng . 
that, i.tt-,;,J(igh le\'el of ab§trattfo~•Hrorde_r to,,.,.,,,,,,;,t> 

.\i!i4:. ··•·. ·.· thfs.,tt,,~#irt~ it oi-Jents tQ.the\que~ticm, -
pickiug4m t~eW~M> i~~pssion;'that follows: - - -. ' ' , ..... ,, " " 

Rea1thro~gtr;.ift<>J)~~ijtg 1~~nin~ pa?ji-aplis. ',{hey are the first paragraph from 8 

.e.s,~,~s_'_,·.·_.~_:,•,,:ijsw_:,-_l,'.~,'.,_r_:•_i,_•_n_,g,,·,{,t,-~,lt jfii: t) '\ , ., ;, : '..• .. ••,$_'.t.,,,··.,i·,_••_,r_,,-.:./,_:,'._.'.•.•_, ,:-•,,:_.,':,\:\~'.::;_:,•_e':.•,•-•_•••!l•·•_:,_,_'.-.,,u.-r_·.,•F_ 

0 ' • 0 .,/ ~, :-:'.:,;\/~\?'i; ''..' .~~<;i,,'1''.,,,·\·.' ..>t
ln.. what wa· s <h>lis::nlise..en.:iscen'e ldfoonstttu~t:ro:eartfn ,in maliistream,cinema? 

. . ··t 

Fo · ·- · -· · · · · · · · ted below apply. Jic:k the box 

w · }·'I~ere_-wiu ~~;rma~~~ be-: _,
,,,ip·,, ,~~Jo~:k 'tJh;e {~.l.l~~.;µpJ~s~ 

This ope~ing#aragrap,/.; .. 
1 orients to genre ' - . 
2 orients to nattat(ve 

3 orientsJo co~t~ •, ·-·•-·- -__ > _ '. : . 

4 ,-9f' :nts t!) '!."lfle~~~-lyh,W?ict,~r relat~~Ji,ps~
5· o- -ts 'to theilements (if m1se--eri,scene ._ , ) 

t~~t~f ~::J~tt~l!r;
9 defines mis~~en-.sc~ne , • - - . --. -_. 
10 qdotes a_t lerigthfr()lll an aut~ori(y <, 
11 re~eats the question · 

1 Films create an impression of reality but, in fact, an audience is looking at a 
construction. Possibly the most obvious elements that construct meaning in a film are the 
plot, the character, the dialogue and the acting. However, meaning depends on a context: 
the meaning of the words "I love you" between two lovers in a romantic setting is 
different to their meaning between two strangers in a deserted and dark back alley. Mise 
en scene plays a large part in creating the context for the action of a film and so makes an 
important contribution to the construction of meaning. In particular, it signals what genre 
the film is. 
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2 
In order to answer this essay question I have researched into the various ways that mise
en-scene constructs meaning in mainstream cinema. I have presented and defined the 
main aspects of mise-en-scene and backed up each statement with various examples from 
films and quotes from books. I have drawn particular attention to two mainstream films 
that I believe contain good examples of mise-en-scene; "All the President's Men" ( 1976) 
and "The Postman Always Rings Twice" (1981) 

111 >:I 

3 
"Mise-en-scene. French term - literally, the placing of a scene - for the act of staging or 
directing a play or a film. Derived from the terminology of the theatre, the term has 
acquired in recent years an additional meaning in its application to the cinema. Andre 
Bazin, and subsequently other theoreticians and critics have used it to describe a style of 
film directing basically distinct from that known as Montage. Whereas montage derives 
its meaning from the relationship between one frame to the next through editing, mise-en
scene emphasises the content of the individual frame" (pp. 813-814, The International 
Film Encyclopaedia by Ephraim Katz) 

11 

4 
Mainstream cinema as we have come to regard it is the classical Hollywood cinema. It 
has become the dominant form of the film in the Western world and is based upon a 
narrative structure of beginning, middle and end. In the beginning there is an orientation, 
followed by a disruption to the situation generating a conflict consisting of a main plot 
and subplots and minor characters leading to a resolution at the end. This narrative form 
has become dominant for a number of reasons, including economic, cultural and 
psychological ones. 
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5 
When talking about mainstream cinema, rnise-en-scene should be acknowledged as an 
important factor of mainstream cinema because it constructs the meaning of everything 
that is seen on screen, meaning every1hing seen on camera. This includes the lighting, 
sound, and violence that are seen in mainstream cinema, which therefore constructs the 
genre of the film. However, mainstream cinema doesn't notice editing? Meaning it doesn't 
focus or emphasise on trying to impress the audience by focussing the audience's 
attention on the difficulty of the edit. So instead of highlighting the number of different 
cuts and fade-outs that construct the action of the film, mainstream cinema emphasis on 
getting the audience involved. This is achieved by allowing the audience to form a 
relationship with the characters in the film (usually the good guys) who's objective is to 
prevent crime and bring happiness. 

9 10 11 

6 
Tv1ise-en-scene literally means 'staging an action' this means that every thing in each shot 
of a film has to be thought about, the lighting, props, sening, location, costume, actors 
behaviour and camera movements. Vlise-en-scene plays a huge pan in main stream 
cinema as it envelopes everything a viewer sees on the screen. If directors didnt look at 
these aspects of film then every film would be very bland and incoherent. 
"Mainstream fi !ms reproduce aspects of the real world accurately enough to signifv a 
familiar location, are not interested in making use of the real events which might happen 
there every day. Instead they pursue a familiar stor:, structure (providing the pleasures of 
the genre) te.g. Good Fellas] of special stories with larger than life characters and unusual 
events" fe.g. The fvlask J. The ;\.fcdw Sruden1s Book, pg 40 Gil! Bramton and Roy Stafford 
1996 Routledge Main stream films are an:,1hing that isn't alternative and examples of 
these wil I be used to back up the argument. 

8 11 
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7 
Mise-en-scene is arguably one of the most important aspects of constructing meaning in 
mainstream cinema. The setting for a scene is not just a place for the actors to act in, it is 
a dynamic setting which can help to assure the verisimilitude of a film. The mise-en
scene ofa film is a combination ofa number of important film making skills, these 
include lighting, set design, and costume and make up. The films I have chosen to look at 
incorporate these aspects to varying degrees as it is very rare to see just one aspect in 
isolation, for example the first film I have chosen, the Crow uses very dynamic and 
artistic set designs and lighting effects to create a very distinctive verisimilitude. 

11 

8 
To answer the question 'In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in 
mainstream cinema?' we must first be able to understand what mise-en-scene actually is. 
Mise-en-scene is a term that originated in the theatre and has been adapted to film; it 
refers to everything that is visible within the frame. Some of the key elements ofmise-en
scene are the setting, costume and make-up, lighting, and figure movement and body 
language. These elements all work together to create the right image and atmosphere for 
the scene. 

n 'I 

9 
Blade Runner is a good example of a film with mise en scene. In Blade Runner Los 
Angeles is very dark and dismal. Skyscrapers are densely packed together towering into 
the sky, the sky is full of smoke and there is fire and smali explosions. All through the 
film it is constantly raining in Los Angeles. There are very strong shadows, because of 
the neon lights, and the streets look very seedy. The people fit in to this situation. When 
Pris is tirsl seen in the rain she has frizzy bleached hair, wearing a studded dog collar and 
her stockings are held up by garters but when Deckard finds Pris her costume changes 
and she looks more like a grotesque clown. Because she reveals this ugly side Deckard is 
justified in shooting her. It is also noticeable that Leon and Roy Batty both wear long 
black coats, not white coats. Finally, "Zhora is a pleasure goddess. When she dons 
cyberpunk garb, she becomes a hard-edged animalistic beast woman" (pp 5 of 10 
Francesca Myman). 

11 .12 
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SUCCESSFUL OPENING PARA.GRAPHS 

Paragraph 

Paragraph 

Paragraph 
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i11th~t 
./ i.&y.fh~ · 

.,\,, ·•fr;·/1~~}(':?c}i;t·> .::1c;ji i'l',. ,c;''tili,~{z"::,. '13i~;t,.b,.,r ,:,,~;/,•·: ..., •1:,v;?};~, • : ...·•:"';t)'. ':) ,.·. , . 
.. The li}f,~elor';'lis a,>JJ)tmfi~r,tif,~b~tr~ctions,:f~l~r?nft? tff~ que~}iQn. Tick those 
abstr~ct'ioAs ~hatjr~•ill1,1~Jt~t~~. '(altb.,9ug~ ,JJtjt .spe~ific?llY,\~1~~f!on!4) l?Y the, details in 
•the:-0p,~'ij'ipg:pa;rag't;aph;J;: :; ''u{PJ:.,,~i:,;tK7'(;;rf'.;',.l.. ,,' . U ;;,'c.:c:•. ) .. · .. ,··· ·.. · 

acting 
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.'.l!~/~~e;:~~~~ltjtJ;;:~i~,ij'r~n.tije.fi rsfpage{··· 

.~1t~•:;vrJ11r"anslferi.$J<:etc.b out a ro~gb ·· 
ace:l)efow. . 
> ',;' ," ' 

First draft of an opening paragraph 
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: Rea(l-.back overyouf ope11ingJ1arag~aph. Wltkhofthe list ofabstractions below have 
'you u~e.:I? Are:there otht!rs noi9n't]iecli$twhicq you have included? Add them at the
b~ttorn'~f'theu;t - :'' - •-- --- --,- , -· 

trtise en scene 
~-~--

location 
-----~ --

genre 
make up 

--- --- --
sets 
verisimilitude _, .. •- . 
~osiufue .---- 'i .. -> --

:mafosfre)tn1 cinema> , _ 
iiihfing - . 

body lan~uage 
film noir 
the shot 

-----

story 
- --- -- - -

dialogue 
figure movement 
meaning 
visuals 
acting I --~- --------

I 

I 

On the basis of your review of your opening paragraph, write a second draft making 
any changes you believe could improve it. 
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WOW Materials, Session 2, Answers 
ORIENTATION TO QUESTION 

In order to answer this essay question I have researched into the various ways that mise
en-scene constructs meaning in mainstream cinema. I have presented and defined the 
main aspects of mise-en-scene and backed up each statement with various examples 
from films and quotes from books. I have drawn particular attention to two mainstream 
films that I believe contain good examples ofmise-en-scene; "All the President's Men" 
(1976) and "The Postman Always Rings Twice" (1981) 

2 
Films create an impression of reality but, in fact, an audience is looking at a construction. 
Possibly the most obvious elements that construct meaning in a film are the plot, the 
character, the dialogue and the acting. However, meaning depends on a context: the 
meaning of the words "I love you" between two lovers in a romantic setting is different to 
their meaning between two strangers in a deserted and dark back alley. Mise en scene 
plays a large part in creating the context for the action of a film and so makes an 
important contribution to the construction of meaning. In particular, it signals what genre 
the film is. 

4 6 9 
I ~ I 2 I 1 I'S 1 l 1 8 1 I~ ~ 
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3 
"Mise-en-scene. French tenn - literally, the placing of a scene - for the act of staging or 
directing a play or a film. Derived from the terminology of the theatre, the term has 
acquired in recent years an additional meaning in its application to the cinema. Andre 
Bazin, and subsequently other theoreticians and critics have used it to describe a style of 
film directing basically distinct from that known as Montage. Whereas montage derives 
its meaning from the relationship between one frame to the next through editing, mise-en
scene emphasises the content of the individual frame" (pp. 813-814, The International 
Film Encyclopaedia by Ephraim Katz) 

4 
Mainstream cinema as we have come to regard it is the classical Hollywood cinema. It 
has become the dominant form of the film in the Western world and is based upon a 
narrative structure of beginning, middle and end. In the beginning there is an 
orientation, followed by a disruption to the situation generating a conflict consisting of a 
main plot and subplots and minor characters leading to a resolution at the end. This 
narrative form has become dominant for a number of reasons, including economic, 
cultural and psychological ones. 

5 
When talking about mainstream cinema, mise-en-scene should be acknowledged as an 
important factor of mainstream cinema because it constructs the meaning of everything 
that is seen on screen, meaning everything seen on camera. This includes the lighting, 
sound, and violence that are seen in mainstream cinema, which therefore constructs the 
genre of the film. However, mainstream cinema doesn't notice editing? Meaning it 
doesn't focus or emphasise on trying to impress the audience by focussing the audience's 
attention on the difficulty of the edit. So instead of highlighting the number of different 
cuts and fade-outs that construct the action of the film, mainstream cinema emphasis on 
getting the audience involved. This is achieved by allowing the audience to form a 
relationship with the characters in the film (usually the good guys) who's objective is to 
prevent crime and bring happiness. 

3 8 9 ·.11 I
I I 2 1 l ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 1 1 I 1° 

12 
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6 Mise-en-scene literally means 'staging an action' this means that every thing in each 
shot of a film has to be thought about, the lighting, props. setting. location, costume, 
actors behaviour and camera movements. l\lise-en-scene plays a huge part in main 
stream cinema as it envelopes evcrvthing a viewer sees on the screen. If directors didnr 
look at these aspects o{film then even film 11.,ould be verv bland and incoherent 
"Mainstream films reproduce aspects of the real world accurately enough to signify a 
familiar location, are not interested in making use of the real events which might happen 
there every day. Instead they pursue a familiar story structure (providing the pleasures 
of the genre) fe.g. Good Fellas] of special stories with larger than life characters and 
unusual events" [e.g. The \1ask]. The Afedia Students Book, pg 40 Gill Branston and Roy 
Stafford 1996 Routledge Main stream films are anything that isn't alternative and 
examples of these will be used to back up !he argwnenl. 

6 11 12 

7 Misc-en-scene is arguably one of the most important aspects of constructing meaning 
in mainstream cinema. The setting for a scene is not just a place for the actors to act in, it 
is a dynamic setting which can help to assure the verisimilitude of a film. The mise-en
scene of a film is a combination of a number of important film making skills, these 
include lighting. set design, and costume and make up. The films I lrnvc chosen to look at 
incorporate these aspects to varying degrees as it is very rare to see just one aspect in 
isolation, for example the first film l have chosen, the Crow uses \'ery dynamic and 
artistic set designs and lighting effects to create a very clistinctiYe verisimilitude. 

112 I 

8 
To answer the question 'In \Vhat ways does misc-en-scene work to construct meaning in 
mainstream cinema?' we must first be able to underst::rnd what mise-en-scene actually is. 
Mise-en-scene is a term that originated in the theatre and has been adapted to film; it 
refers to every1hing that is visible within the frame. Some of the key elements ofmise-en
scene are the setting, costume and make-up, hghting, and figure movement and body 
language. These elements all work together to create the right image and atmosphere for 
the scene. 

11 12 
3 4 6 8 

I I 2 1 1 I ~I 1 I ~ 1 I ~/ I JO ✓ 
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9 
Blade Runner is a good example of a film with mise en scene. In Blade Runner Los 
Angeles is very dark and dismal. Skyscrapers are densely packed together towering into 
the sky, the sky is full of smoke and there is fire and small explosions. All through the 
film it is constantly raining in Los Angeles. There are very strong shadows, because of 
the neon lights, and the streets look very seedy. The people fit in to this situation. When 
Pris is first seen in the rain she has frizzy bleached hair, wearing a studded dog collar and 
her stockings are held up by garters but when Deckard finds Pris her costume changes 
and she looks more like a grotesque clown. Because she reveals this ugly side Deckard is 
justified in shooting her. It is also noticeable that Leon and Roy Batty both wear long 
black coats, not white coats. Finally, "Zhora is a pleasure goddess. When she dons 
cyberpunk garb, she becomes a hard-edged animalistic beast woman" (pp 5 of 10 
Francesca Myman). 

12. 
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SUCCESSFUL OPENING PARAGRAPHS 

Paragraph 7 

Mise-en-scene is arguably one of the most important aspects of constructing meaning in 
mainstream cinema. The setting for a scene is not just a place for the actors to act in, it is 
a dynamic setting which can help to assure the verisimilitude of a film. The mise-en
scene of a film is a combination of a number of important film making skills, these 
include lighting, set design, and costume and make up. The films I have chosen to look 
at incorporate these aspects to varying degrees as it is very rare to see just one aspect in 
isolation, for example the first film I have chosen, the Crow uses very dynamic and 
artistic set designs and lighting effects to create a very distinctive verisimilitude. 

Paragraph 8 

To answer the question 'In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in 
mainstream cinema?' we must first be able to understand what mise-en-scene actually is. 
Mise-en-scene is a term that originated in the theatre and has been adapted to film; it 
refers to everything that is visible within the frame. Some of the key elements of mise
en-scene are the setting, costume and make-up, lighting, and figure movement and 
body language. These elements all work together to create the right image and 
atmosphere for the scene. 
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------

- --

·utj~'tha{•i,f1is iiraai~p:of~!l!~it;~j, ; 
• h6w this•relates to the queJtfop~, It 

,,+\f(;/:; ·1:1~f/ !;J~;;t\·'%,,{< 
- P~ragraptf9;ff --..__ .....h~~19t ijra~i~~~-ik\t;

amount· of' de~ife· (orlli~tioributd()es no 
is purely d~s~riptive. 

In order tti.relate to the questfon·and provide a frame of reference for the essay that 
follows, this paragraph could indicate the abstractions that are illustrated by the 
details. · 

The list below lists a number ofabstractions relevant to the question. Tick those 
abstractions that are illustrated (although not specifically mentioned) by the details in 
the opening paragraph 9. 

mise en scene ✓ 
location ✓ 

,.genre -,:.:,: ·..make up . \ .· 
.. 

sets . .· ✓ 
verisimilitude 'i

• 
costume \ 

mainstream cinema 
---~~ -··~ 

lighting 
---~ 

✓ 
body language 
film noir- ·. 

the shot 
story . ✓ 

dialogue 
._Qgure movement 

meaning 
visunls 'i 

--- -·--~---
Iacting 
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First draft of an opening paragraph 

The suspension of disbelief that is required of the mainstream film viewer demands 
that mise-en-scene provides generic verisimilitude. That is, it demands the 
production by the film of a believable space and time within which the action can be 
played out. Although all the elements of a film go to make up the space and time of 
the film, it is the mise en scene that is of paramount importance. Without believable 
sets, locations, make-up, figure movement and lighting, the sound and editing would 
be unable to convince the viewer sufficiently to suspend disbelief. To examine role 
mise en scene plays in making meaning in mainstream cinema we will focus our 
attention on Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1987). This will allow us to see how mise en 
scene constructs a dystopian future by merging the visual conventions of sci-fi and 
film noir. 

[Example paragraph written by film studies tutor] 
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----

Read•bac~;tiyetr()uropen(tig4Jlfra~~qpf;(~Wnfotr9fflie· Q~t offi~stfat:ti()ns•tJeiowh~ve 
you qs~1!~r~ ~Jien: ptlll~J:J~.,not f-i.9 f~~\tjsf~·Ii1~b yo'! ~ay~:irr~luded? A:qd tbem atd1e 
b.ottomoftlje·Ust.. ··.· ·. · :; .. '.• ' 'ci;;i' ' \ ,· < · ' . 

mise en scene ✓ 
Ilocation 'I 

genre ✓ 
! .-]-·-make up 

sets : ✓ 
·~ 

verisinl~Htude . ✓! 

.. -
costun1e .· ,. f, 

mah1str~~m cii;tema ,•. : .·" ✓ 
lighting•··< ✓: 
body fan~uage ., .film noir \/ 

I 

the shot 
story 
dialogue 
figure movement ✓ 
meaning ✓ 

✓ 
~ 

visuals 
~ 

acting 
space and time ✓ 

·~suspension of disbelief 
the action ✓ 
sci-fi ✓ 
elements of a film ✓ 

On the basis ofyourrevicwofyou~ opening paragraph, write a second draft making 
any changes you believe could improve it. 
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WOW Session 3 
Diagnostic Assessment Sheet - notes for students explaining feedback on diagnostic 

essay (See also teacher notes and proformas for feedback in Appendices 5 and 6) 

MODULE NAME 

KEY TO RATING 
4 = excellent/no 1r,,1r1ve,-v appropriate A =appropriate 
3 = good/minor problcmshrniinly accurate1 largely appropriate NA= not appropriate 
2 = only fair/some problems/often inaccurate/often inappropriate 
I = poor/major problems 1inaccurateiinappropriate 

----
CRlTERIA 

A_ Use ofsource material - is information rakenfrom 1he !ecrures, 
readinf; and !he film correct and aooropriate for rhe task:' 

I. relevant infcmnation from reading is employed 
2. irrelevant information from reading is avoided 
3_ film material is interpreted coITcctl; 
4. film material is trnnsferred coITectl) 
5. written and film mfomiation is integrated \\ith the text 
6. text is free from plaginrism 
7 bibliography constructed conectly 

1he 

B. Structure and development o(texr - is !he structure and developmctl/ of 
the answer clear and appropriate to the quesrion and its contextc' 

]. text structure (geme.) is appropriate to tl1e task 
2. introduction sets the theme 
3. beginnings of paragrarhs and sentences orientate\,) theme 
4. critical evaluation of evidence 
5. use of evidence consistent with the, theme 
6. statement of conclusion Col lows from argumenthnterprctation & 

relates to theme 
C Control ofacademic einting style - cioes 1he grammar conform 10 
appropriate pat/ems o(a·ritten acodmlic English 

1. appropriate use of abstract v:orcls 
2. appropriAte con'!bi n~1tiD!1s of \\'Ords 
3. appropriate relationship with reader 
4. control of cont111ui1y devices in text 
5. control of c.:itcgorics 
6. appropriate choice ,-, 1- vocabulary 
7. appropriate evaluation language 
D Grammatical co1-rec111ess 

I. clause structme follows recognisable & appropriate patterns of English 
2. correct subject verb 3.grecment 
3. consistent and appropriate tense choice, conectly formed 
4. correct singular plural noun agreement 

E Qualities ofpresen1a1ion 

1. spelling gcm;rally correct 
2. word processing appropriate 
3. paragraphing rcilccts ess:1y structure 
4. capitals, italics ctc 

- --

I 

I 

I 

I 

i 

COMMENTS 
4 3 2 I 

A NA 

4 3 2 l 

;\ NA 

4 3 2 1 

A 

! 

\I:\ 

4 3 2 1 
A '\J,\ 

not rated 
A \lA 
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Notes: 

A. Use ofsource material - is information retrieval and processing ofvisual and verbal data 
correct and appropriate for the task? 

5. information is integrated with the text 

Red Rock West cannot be simply referred to Red Rock West cannot simply be referred to 
as Film Noir, although it has been referred to as Film Nair, although it has been referred to 
as "some have called the new hybrid of as 
country noir" (In the Road to Nowhere by the new hybrid ofcountry noir" (Orr, J,If 

JOrr) 1998:47)~-~-----------------·-'-----~----------~-

If reporting 
Summarise well 
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B. Structure and development oftext - is the structure and development ofthe answer clear 
and generically appropriate to the question and its context 

I. text structure (genre) is appropriate to the task 

This mainly means you have done more than just describe the film. There is a basic text 
shape (see below) - but it's flexible 

INTRODUCTION 
OR!El\TATE TO QUESTION 
\!JAKE GEl\ERALISATlONS [Take a position] 
ORIENT.\TE FOR\VARD TO ESSAY 

[E.g. Deline m-e-s, noir, genre /Explain/Exemplify (details; effect) Relate] 
[!vlaybc present essay slructure] 
(over one or two - or three'! - paragraphs i 

BODY 
APPLY MES TO NOIR FILJvl EXM\JPLE & l'\TERPRET 
[SELECT, EXEMPL!fY. DfSCR.IBE ANALYSE] 

PREFERRED OPTION (hy WOS Tu:or) 

ORIENTATE TO FIL\! 
!summarise plot] 

LOCA 1101\ 
COSTl;M[ 
SCENES -,-PR.OPS 
LICiHTlNC, etc 

AL I EKNA T!Vl~ 

ORI E'\TATE TO FIL!vl 
DESCRIBE VARIOLS EPISODES 
ILL UST RA TIN(i VARIOUS ~-!ES 
ELE\•IENTS 

CONCLUSION 
RETURN TO ABSTRACT/GENERA.L LEVEL (from specific film example !eve]) 
REPRISE THE\!IE 
S0\1[ EXPANSJON OF THEME 
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2. introduction sets theme 

This should be something general about the concepts you will use, or a generalisation 
about the film/genrc/noir rather than the beginning of a description of the film. [See the 
lecture material on orientation to question] 

3. beginnings of paragraphs and sentences orientate to theme 

Inappropriate Appropriate 
We see Nicholas wearing blue jeans and a 
white shi1i and we know he is the good guy. 

Costumes play an impo1iant role in creating 
an impression of a character 

4. critical evaluation of evidence 

lnapprop,·iate 
When he first gets out of'the car, you would 
be forgiven for thinking that he was a typical 
fall-guy 

ApproEJriate 
Despite his display ofphysical strength, 
Cage's behaviour in the opening scenes also 
suggests vulnerability 

6. statement of conclusion which follows from argument/interpretation & relates to theme 
Not just a summary of the essay but a generalisation about it all 
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C Control ofacademic writing style - does the grammar conform to appropriate patterns/ 
written academic English 

l. appropriate use of abstract words 

There are three kinds: 
Technical terms - narrative; verisimilitude, etc. 
General abstract terms: e.g. in B4 above: display ofphysical strength; behaviour; 
vulnerability 
Referring terms: a~pect, feature, characteristic, etc. 

2. appropriate combinations of words 

Inappropriate 
the main elements associated to mise en 
scene 
the term combines location, costume .... 
the ingredients to make the genre .. 

3. appropriate relationship with reader: 

Appropriate 
the main elements comprising mise en scene 
the term refers to location, costume... 
the characteristics ofthe genre 

This means finding the right level of impersonality 

Inappropriate Appropriate 
I have discovered to rny personal delight . . 
Ifyou think ofyour favourite scene from a 
movie you will see .. 
it is obviously vital to make sure . 

It is clear that. 
Certain scenes can illustrate this very well. .. 

It is important to recognise... 

4. control of continuity devices in text 

Inappropriate 
Realism is an integral part ofthe mise-en-
scene. Film noir di.1plays the fore-mentioned 
characteristics through the look ofthe film 

Appropriate 
The mise en scene elements oflighting, 
Ji"aming, costume andfigure movement 
contribute to the verisimilitude ofthe film. 
Film noir exploits these elements in specific 
and typical ways. 
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5. control of categories 

This means using the key concepts of the analysis and relating them to each other 
See the text structure in B 1 above. It is organised around the elements of mise en scene 
and not around the plot of the film. It uses categories not narrative as its organisation. 

6. appropriate choice of vocabulary 

Inappropriate Appropriate 
FVe can guess that passion it ill entail it is likely that passion will ensue 

D Grammatical correctness 

l. clause structure follows recognisable & appropriate patterns of English 

Ina ro Jriate ropriate 
In the opening sequence rhe narrative Jn the opening sequence the audience is 
to start because the audience gets ro see sho11.12 Nicholas Cage gerting readrfor an 
Nicholas he was gelting readv for hzs inrervieiv 

interview 

E Qualities ofpresenwrion 

4. Use of capitals, italics etc. 

Inappropriate Appropriate 
Mise-En-Scene is importam for noir Film like 
'Red rock west'. 

The misc-en-scene is one of the defining 
features of films of the film noir genre like 
Red Rock West 
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WOW Session 4, Student Materials 
JOURNEY THROUGH THE TEXT, 'ROAD TO NOWHERE' by John Orr 

[THE DIALOGIC WAY] 

This is an exercisi to practise act.ive reading of.a fairly difficult piece 9f text {Reading 
difficult text ~an ·9ft'tn b~an e:s.hausting exp,erietace. ·This reading m,etho(I has. the 
acronym ARSE'.Th~se initials stan(.I fot \~ctive Beading ~tops ~xl1austion'.) · 

ARSE us.es the P~tagt',:1;1hs ~s an aid. to constrJlcting meaning from the text .Eii'ch 
paragraph is treated afif.it were a scene in a film contributing to thedevelopment of 
the theme of the text. '!he.op~ning sentence ofeach paragraph is treated as nn 
'establishing shot'fo.r t,i.e scene. The opening paragraph of the text is treated as a 
particularly significant odentating scenefor tl1e themi orthe ,:wlt<)le te:s.t. . 

In ARSE, making:ml.lai;dng out of the textis seen as a form of dialogue with the text
a process where the text prompts questions in a reader's mind and then the te'Xt 

, provides answers fol'theiqu'cstions that are prompted. For. each naragraph a number 
of questions have:beensuggested. Read on intJ)etext in orderto)1nd lfthete:xt 
provides answers to these questions and jot down a few _words to'catch the gist of the 
answer. If you lose your way on the journey through the text the establishing shots of 
the paragraphs act like sign-posts. By looking backat the opening sentence of the 
paragraph you can often find your bearings again. These opening sentences are 
printed in bold type in this exercise. 

Finally come back and fill in what the ultimate theme of the text is. 

ULTIMATE THEME? 

Major landmarks 

PI The very concept of genre is as cold as the tomb' Tarkovsky once said, yet 
sometimes it isn't. 

Why? 

Why? 

How? 

How do they relate? 
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THE ROAD TO NOWHERE: 

1990s Noir 

'The very concept of genre is as cold as the tomb', Tarkovsky once said, 
yet sometimes it isn't. Film noir still remains ,111 important form on the 
edge of American filmmaking, a low-budg-et needling of the culture 
of the Hollywood studios. It is Lhe one genre which challenges the 
continuing power of money in the mythology of the American Drean1. 
It has to be seen, therefore, as something more precise than mere 
house-style with intimations of dark motive in its fr1milim, sLylislic 
motifs, low-key lighting, flashing neon, fog, rain and cross-hatched 
blinds. It has to be seen as a relationship between money, passion and 
murder, which form the points on a deadly. triangle. Just as the forms 
of murder vary, so do the material emanations of passion and money. 
The former can be adulterous, interracial, lesbian, homoerotic, incesl11-
ous or if just plain straight, will inhabit places other than mattresses. 
Whatever it is, passion is always a source of betrayal \1/hile money is 
variously expressed through kidnapping and ransom, drugs, cars, 
gambling or Acapulco, all iconic signs of the power of the greenback. 
Whatever il is, the stash of stolen bills in the black suitcase bypasses 
the anonymous world of plastic and the invisibility of credit. It is there 
for all to see. The combination of money, murder and sex then gives us 
that darkly ambiguous epicentre of all good noir - the conspiracy of 
passion. 

Noir in the 1990s is notable for the way in which filmn,akers play 
self-consciously upon the theme which nourishes lhem. The fall-guy's 
ordeal is by now as pre-ordained as much by film history as by plot.-Yet 
at the same time the style of noir has become more existential, more 

210 
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what some have called the new hybrid of count1y noir. The cross-over 
can be seen in the trilogy of John Dahl, Kill Me Again, Red Rock \,'\,~:st 
and 71,c Lnst Seduction, in Carl Franklin's racial thriller One False Move 

· iii the Texas oil-towns of Rush, the cheap motels of Tl1e Gri/iers and the 
desert landscapes of After Dark, My Sweet. The fragmented and some
times, circular journey of the 1990s fall-guy is one which matclws 
freedom of action and conf·usion of motive to necessity of plot. The 
cinema of poetry lies in the formal composition of indeterminacy. nut 
noir is never fully indeterminate. As even Altman showed us in The 
Long Goodbye, finally a plot's gotta do what a plot's gotta do. 1990s 
noir, I want to argue, should be sef'n as 1111.frec indirect subjectivity ils 

!he fall-guy journeys and.flounders through- the hazy rccognilio;1 of 
the unfreedorn which defines his fate. 

In its mythic form, its resolving of social contradiction, 1990s noir 
further updates mc1le anxieties in the period of gender crisis. Where 
sexuality is in flux, roles are shifting rapidly, and marriage is no longer 
sacred~ though rwrhaps divorce is things change. Females compete 
with males not only in the marketplace but in all spheres of ce1rnalily 
<1nd knowledge. At the same lime the new forms or agonislic tussling 
sit uneasily with n solemn discourse of women's rights which periocli~ 
cally exnlls victimhood. Noir picks up on this contradiction. The new 
femme fatale eroticiscs the enterprise culture by making tl 1c money 
currency of commodities and the sextial curr<?ncy of the male body 
exchange equivnlcnts. Money is lo be made, the body to get laid, but 
no longer just as in the classic idiom, to gain release from ·the tyranny 
of a dead marringe. Money and body arc desirable objects in them
selves. As it kicks over the traces of !he old adultery code, noir treads 
the same ground as box-office like Pretly,lt\lomn11 but reverses the rela
tionships. We may recall Julia Roberts as the Pygmalion hooker with a 
heart of gold who makes it from the streets of West Hollywood to 
Beverly Hills courtesy of Richard Gere, the- businessman with t<1ble 
manners and gold credit cards. The complete opposite of Roberts is 
Linda Fiorentino in T/Je Lnst Si'r/11ctio11, the married woman wilh ,1 hci.lrt 
of glass whose idcn of a happy ending is to destroy all the men around 
her. 

The femme fatale is !he ccntrd or commodities al their most 
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P2 Noir in the 1990's is notable for the way in which filmmakers play 
selfconsciously upon the theme which nourishes them. 

How? 

But? 

How? 

What's it like? 

What do they show? 

P3 In its mythic form, its resolving of social contradiction, 1990s noir further 
updates male anxieties in the period of gender crisis. 

How? 

Where's the social contradiction? 

What's that got to do with noir? 

What's new there? 

P4 The femme fatale is the centre of commodities at their most addictive 

How? 

Why addictive commodities? 

So what? 

How? 

This is a significant but difficult turn in the text - you have to notice it or you go in the 
wrong direction. There is no real question to cue you in 

So what? 
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213 
212 CONTEMPORARY CINEMA 

addictive. In Prctly Wo111a11 1 Wof'king Girl and Philaclclp!iia, serious cor

porate money is made but the method~; never q4eslionccL In 1990s 
noit~ however, money is streamlined original sin, sLokin as ec1sh or 

cmumodily with its own circulm economy spun like ,1 web arnuml il'.; 

hapless sub1ccts Its commodities arc highly addic:tivC', 15arnbling in T/1e 

Gri(lers and Kill Mc /\gain, narcotics in lfosh, One Fulsc 1\lfovc, Lig/11 

Slc~per aud The Last Scr/11ctiu11. In all of Lhrcm, sc;, i'.; c1lso ;1cldictivc 1ml 
only when combined with uiw of llw othn forms. If this is a dcec1de uf 
;1cldklion culture then noir is surely ;1 confedcr;:ilc, ,·clcl,raling llw 
perfidy of rbk. In the Dahl trilugy, lhc addicliun culture (us,"; with the· 

rdlcxivrc fix of genre pluy to give noir a disti1iclly curn1c edge. But cvc;1 
here the pr<'c!omin,mcc of ru1al landsc:c1pc t;ives 11c1i1 ,1 new 
'lb1clilion,1lly 1t w,1s the furm o( tlic city, and while this l1as br:'c11 c-1nic'd 
011 in Sea of Love and I.ig/11 Sleeper1 il secll\•; lu wrnk 110w withi11 ,\ 

knowable comrnunily, lhc smull town no 11nnHtrH' 110111 the 
pr<'dalions of lhc city. In the 1980s, BoJy Uenl 1111d Blue Vclvcl hild e:~L1h
lislwd the small town us the fulcrum of diHk cunspir,1cy, L1ut the 1YCJUs 
formal goes further in ils embrace of the open lOild 11nd tlw l1oriz:u11l,il 
co11lours of the Ameriecrn \Vest. Kill 1\11r /\g11i11 is set in Ncvc1da, Red 
fock West shot in Arizona posing as vVyomi11g, D11r,l:, ,\·11; S11xd 

in the arid Californian landsrnpcs also t1secl in f)e/11:;1011, R11s/1 i11 s1rwll 
Lown l<'xas. One False Afovc leuvc:; ,;outh-cenlrnl 11\ for Sn11ll1-Ccnlral 
USA as ils murderous trio of dn1g dealers cli·ives through 1·1cw lv!cxic,J 

;rnd'Jexas to the home town of Cyncla \,Villiams in rural 1\tbm,1s. lt1 ,111 
these movics the mntl'l acts as the staging post lo _clo~c erKounlcrs ol 
,1 lr,msit;nt kind, a crncial nexus of llight. 

So it is that Lara Flynn Boyle breaks off hct esc2pe with Nicholas 
Cage at the Cornfort Inn outside Red Rock VI/est lo use his unre;;isti11g 

body for her own pleasure. She has after all jusl shot hrr prcviou:, lover 

c1iH.l no-one else seems readily available (or the ,;,1crrcl ,ause o( adul
tery. ;\s Lhe gender wars hot up, it also Lwcornc:, clear that poliliec1l noir 
only operates in the past tenst'. In adapting Vv',1llcr !\·(oslcy's Unn! i11 u 
/3/u;: Dress, Carl Franklin looks back to the conupt post war politics C1i 
,l racially scg1q;utccl LA, where Dcnzil W,1sbinglrm ff1usl trec1d w;rnly lo 
uncover a conspiracy with racial ovcrtones. R11s/1 ),larls in 1975, Llic year 
of WatcrgaLe, which is duly mentioned on the car radio in th(' . 

sequence of the film. lt cues the enveloping paranota of Jason Patnc as 
undercover narc who gets lost in his own heroin addiction. His target 

T'1e Road lo Nowl,crc 

Crcgg Allman, as a suspected dealer cont1olling tlw t1ow of ,ill kind:; of 

decadence lo lhe town, ,ilso provides with his own drugs ldsto 1-y 05 ,7 

big ruck star ot the period, something of a knowing rcfc;cncc. l;or· this 
1s a metaphorical dating of A111crica's loss oi llJrc·otic innocence ,15 the 
flood of h;1rcl drngs flows un ;ipaLT. the 1'J90s, in Tiu: Lost Scd11ctio11 

drug-dc,iling h,1s become a lO!il\ of muo11lighting by cily profes)'IOlliil,,: 

Less remarked, but L'qua]ly clcM. is lh<' ;mtidoic 11oir oilers to the 
c;1;11,,gr' gemc of serial killing. For tn,1ss ,1udicnccs whu wish to exorcise 
lheil fc,u ut evil by fecli11t: hclJ.,less before it, ~cri,d killmgs are a for 111 
uf s,_'rial sens0l1on of lhe rnunsl1ou,;, 1;~1ri1,0 by nt1mL,c1s. This set:; u 1, c1 

,imtl.llc ,1ud1cncc ,1ddiction - c1ddiclin11 tL• Ilic mo11stc1 a:; icon ;i 11c.i 
,1dd1c[1(>11 Lu lhe 111,'chanism as ,;cqu<'lhT. Th,, 11,1lle111 l111ks i\,/1111/i1111/c1 
,rnd Silc11c'L' ti( the Lo//lL's lo 1-kot c111,.I Sc7eu hut rcaclH'i it:; 11,Hfu ur 
c,,11l111H'lllc1I L11utalilv in No/11111I-Uom }(111,·rs. The myll1 L'( scri;il kif ling, 

tlial of the l1uc-l1(c cas•':: lw;tuty ul tiw i11v1,;1hlc 1110nstL'I who rn,irns 

lhe n,untry at will looking fur ,ubit1c11y v1,ti1ns, is c1 form uf de,_-Jclcnl 

ll'i!';on lt predicates 1<1liuni1I :,;cienlilic i11vcslif',ill1011 ol the lll\S)lC,lf'.il[,lc 

Ill which 11west1g,1tor·s must Lw scc11 usmg llic L1ll'st forc,isic sci<'IK<' 

c111,I cu1npuler tcch11ology. The f,rnlasy u( 1111' 111u11slcr is freed lrnin 
such ''lrt11p,enc1c~. ;\:; scic11cc 01 p:;c'11clo-s,:w11cc p1uv1dc ;111 :iricho,, 

hu111ici,Lil Luilnsics nm 1iot. Noir liy n111lr;i:;( is L':>:i::lcnli,il. ()11e /ii/.,,· 

,\.love 111a:,; h,1vc' rn1w li111l,1I murders tu Sc/c11':; ,;even, hut its plot 1,; 

1w( c1 mcchanic,d fe<2dc1 in which killin1; is ,1 !<)1111 ol 111111Ltuc1li<J11. lis 

tnllidrTi ;nc bunched a11d though ;ilw,1vs l1kdy, <1rc 11r1 11rcdict,ii>lc 
wl\c11 they come. Thc're j,; also :i slrong sense ul Liti!lity which 1u 11 ,; 

1:mmlc1 tu the pseudo-science or· llw ,cn;1] killing i1ivcslig;ition. l Jc 1c 

011c h1/sc Move (tragically) and R,·d i<.nck \,\ics/ tcumically) 1nvolVL' 
'.;l~lr,ils uf df',iCCllt, whose s11bjecl:i S<.'<cll\ lo be i11stn1111c11t:; of L!l;1lity 
which l!c111scc11d c1rcum•;l,11Kc. He."" counl1y music, never u,,cd on 
<;cJL111dlTack, is ;1 grey cminc11ce, the f;rn1ik11 w,1il of clw«l'in/'; licMl:; 

wa(ting up from the car rildiDs tuned lo loc;:i] •;t;1tio11s the le11gth illld 
l,rcc1dlh u[ the American !iighw,1y. fo: 11oir tuo 1s ,ibout chc,1ling hcc1rls 

L1u1 only when t·he nrculalion of blood lhrnugh the ;1orlc1 1;1i1lches rhc 
circulatiun of money lhrough the black cco11on1y. lf 11oi1· reinstates the 

!)O\Vcr uf now unfashionable in other gcrncs, it rcinstal,'s ii as 
~'Lile commoJity. Therein lies its µredict;1biJi1y. With p;issicm c,Jriws 
betrayal, real or imagined, nncl something existential is suddenly a 
form of destiny. 
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PS So it is that Lara Flynn Boyle breaks off her escape with Nicholas Cage at 
the Comfort Inn outside Red Rock West to use his unresisting body for her own 
pleasure. 

Why tell me that? Is it just an example? 

This is another difficult turn in the journey. The connections are unclear. Hang onto your 
hat. 

Why mention that? 

P6 Less remarked but equally clear is the antidote noir offers to the carnage 
genre of serial killing. 

Why antidote? 

How double? 

What's the point? 

What's that got to do with noir? 

What does that mean? 

Again there is a twist in the trail here. 
Why are you talking about country music next? 

P7 One False Move is a series of false moves, of mishaps, wrong encounters and 
mistakes all governed by a dread serendipity which subverts the melodrama it 
creates. 

What happens? 

What's the point? 
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214 CONTEMPORARY CINEMA 

One 1£1/sc Moue is a series of false moves, of n,ishaps, wrong encoun
ters awl mist;:ikes all governed by a dread serendipity which subverts 
tile melodrama it creates, After the butchery of the botched robbc:ry In 

LA there is understatement amidsl Jacobean horror. The killers' cap
IionC'd flight through the: smalJ towns of New Mexico, Texc1s :md finally 
J\skansas is an cilslw,ud f1iglil which is abo a return to the South, lhal 

freak of naming in American geugrnphy whereby \Vest and South, 

capitalised, work on the same lalilude. The psycl101x1lhic c~-cons, 
and Pluto, one white, one black, one histrionic the oth_cr rcc-co(l. are 
hcacUn[_', for 1-louslon to sell off their stolen cornjnc w1ll1 b11l;is1il V-ymic1 
William,;) their accomplice fosl rcgn'ssing iulo her fu-sl 1d1'nl1ly ;is Lila, 
;1 black girl of the South, m.1kin17, the lii].' b1ck tu /\rkilt1S,):; lo '.i()C her 
young son. This double Dight, chaolir: and tragic, sugg~sls d N'.''_Lz.,;
chcan descent towards origill, but ;1lso cchoe,; Lhe _Arr1c;i11-Arnu1cz111 
·search for roots, the rnovcrnenl bilck '.1outh. ll is lhc tcn;;i,m between 
the two, homecoming and descent, which gives !he fii1n_ a mylh1c 
pown far in cxcess of its rnodcsl rrnduclio/1 valu.c~. Astlrc l-:nlas1a ci: 
Li\ and the Lila of the trorucc1lly-11,,mcd ,_,tar C1ly, Vvilli,1111.. h,1s Lhc_ 

diJublc idenlily of West Coast wan11aiJr'e and :,rn,ili-lmvn 13ul ,;lie 
;ilso has mixed blood and is l;ilc1lly linked with l,vu whit,, meu, lhc Law 

,tmi tile Psychop;ilh. 
Repetition is the key to nr-nwsis. llcr scu_el rcl urn l10mc,_1 e\·c,11:; _l~e1 

dicquctcd past, the di,;aster of tccn,1ge sex v;it\i lhc ",hrnll (L,dl 
Paxton) who is the father of her child. As lawrnan and lawb1cakcr, llw 

;-;hcriff and killer Ray ,ire doubles of one ,rnolhcr, one rcpcat111p; Lhe 
rorccd relationship of while man and black womc1n Ilic other has 
in:,tigalccL Bui the :;ccond lime illOU!lcl Liln is cl willing clCCOnTl1ce. 
She lwtrnys her bbck friends in LA, ,;hoots Iill' h1gl 1way p,1 t1 Orll 1,rn 
\Vho lrics lo arrest the gang, but finally betrays her cun,·111 luvcr lu her 
(onncr lover ill the film's grucsonw ending. The film rranstorms. the 
role of the gilngstcr's mull inlo fernme fotale and femme fiilc1lc into 
fcinrne fatal1stc. Fantasia acts while appearint; lo react, cktermmc:, ,vhdc 

,1ppearini; to :;11brnit, a.nd becomes an inslrument of the blooclb:1th 
which GnaUy consumes her. The narrative turns U[)Ull three dcf1n111g 

actions. hrst her refusal to tell thl' killers ot the child _c;he h,1s fouml 
hidiug i_n Lhe dec1ler's house in LA because il remit1ds her uf her ~Jwn. 
Second, her shooting of the patrolman as he arrests R~y and l iuto, 
filmed by an elliptical cut to a brief long-shot of her firing on the edge 

'111c Rand lo Nuzo/1ere 
2Ei 
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of the noclurnc1] highway. Third, her slcaling o( Ray's !llnncy fron1 the 
drugs hcist lo give to her own scn whicl1 dr.1ws the killers kick Lo Star 
City ,1nd their own death. Lila is thus the orc/1cstrntor ut' llerncsis, 
including her own, and we do nol k110w al the end i[ Pax tun, woundeel 
bloodily in the shuot-ont, will sur•;ivc her. 'Arc yuu dciid, mister7' his 
black ,0011 a•;ks him, slrn1di11g hy lns /_liOIW body, ,1s the L.1\ clckclrvl'S 
,1IT1ve l2rdilv lu witness lhe gunfight ilwy w1·1c unable lo j)tcvcnt. 

Country 11oir cle,ds here not iii the dumbing of A1n,·nG1 which we

l c':Jll rezidilv f1llCI in l1ux-office hits such as 1'11/p r;cl/011, i'cJ11,·st c-;u 111p ,111 cl 

i lhc aptly n:1mcd D111J1/1 ilnd Dum/Jer, hut in the sirnulalion o( du111h1css, 
it leal 1 1rc \-vl1ich links H1xlun lo the [;ill- p,uys o( /.,jfl ,\ 1 Ie 1\gn/11, 1\fte1· 

1 Un1k, Sweet and Rn! Rock v\lcst. TIH'ir prnlcsscd naivdv ,s ,1mlii1,u-
i _,, ()

OU5, and 01 ilv in The Lost Si'd11clio11 do,•s U,,h/ 1~ivc us u1 cumic vein ;-il 
I 11 uriricd m,de idiocy. Othenvisc uc,ivcty dr:xo\1<'C1ts 11-'; bcec1us,-, we 

s11:;1 1 ,-c-t, 1l m,1y bC' so11\C'tl1ing u( c1 pose. lf the true sl1cnff ul Sta, City i:; 
nd ;ill that :~c seems this apr,lies elsewhere 111 1wir tun. Though iwu 
yecJrs :q:,:1rt in the ll1aking, llirce lhings li11k Kill ,He Agcr/11 and 1\/ier! 

Aly Sweet. both Wms cw, the "/\<n,1pholllc n;it1irc ol lhc newj 
11u1r. Tlw lTr0 1lits rull over c1 mont,igc of pc1rn1i11g shots il<Toss dcserl! 
hills ;iu,l shrnbland in lwdi0 ht, linking dislurtim, lu clistanc'('. Srxol\(_I, 
bo:h femmes fotales arc coiled F,1y ;i11,I pbyc'd by r;11gfish acln_'-;sc:;, 
l~,1 lwl 'vV,11d in Folev's Californinn lluillcr, Juan11c \Vk1l!cv-Kili11c1 111 

U,iiil',; Nevada paslic/1e. Third, ;11Hi mosl irnport,rnl. ll1c nzii\'l'IV of 
then l,ill-guy3, Jc1,Ai11 H1l1 ic ,111d \r;d Ktlrncr, is 1l:;clf '.'ill'ij>L'c't and 1lwi1 
111i11dsc1ccu llashh1ck.s a1c :;ourccs uf ,1111biguily, nol rcvr'lillion. As dll 

ex-L,oxing ch,J1111i Colley (Patrie) appc,Hs to rec;ill obsc:;sivcly the fight 
1_11 which he kiJ/,-cl his uppune11t. ;\s a privdtc' eve who.•;c wi(c h,1:; 

l1,1gic,1lly died, Kilrner ,ippe;n:; lo 1ccall 11,'r d1ow11i1;g ,lflcr their c:11 has 
•;wr:>ivcd oif the road ,rnd <Tc1shc•cl 111lo ,1 Like. [rnliallv, lVL' lake the 
'fashbacks lo be real. But after Resn;iis ,J11d L-\ui1ucl, ilwic is ,1lw;iys tlw 
li11gc1-i11g doubt. Thus both films go hcyu11d the /urns cl11s~1i.11s in noJJ 

lu which 1liey are huth inclcbied, Jncq111·s 'for1rn,2L1r's 011/ o/ the Pcrs/. 
1-IL·re we ilsswne J~obc1 l l\1Iilcl1tun's extended (bshhack lu b-e the tnw 
account uf his ,,hady p;:i~;t, ;,ided L,y hi:; dciinrng voice-over. His 
Jr t refuge un lhc Calilornia11 border near L;1kc 'fa hoe is Ll Lrnd-

too, for country noir. But it is a {ilacc u{ innocence ;:ind retreat, 
idyllic, untouched by the coITupt life of the city. In 1990s noi1~ there is 
no rural hiding place. After Lynch, each small town opens up to the 



PS Repetition is the key to nemesis. 

How? 

Anything more? 

What does that mean? 

Can you give me some examples? 

P9 Country noir deals here not in the dumbing of America which we can 
readily find in box-office hits such as Pulp Fiction, Forrest Gump and the aptly 
named Dumb and Dumber, but in the simulation of dumbness, a feature which links 
Paxton to the fa)) guys of Kill Me Again, After Dark, My Sweet and Red Rock West. 

Why is it "simulated''? 

In what way? 

What do you mean? 

Why not? 

PlO In the age of the designer jeep and the four wheel drive, the noir automobile 
is the flash used car which has seen better days - the white finned Cadilacs favoured 
by Dahl or beat up 1970s saloons and station wagons suggesting well-preserved 
decay. 

So what? 

In what way? 

Is that all? 
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prying camera lens its can of worms. Pahic stumbles out of the moun
tains near the Mexico border to become involved in a kidnapping 
conspiracy. Kifl Me Again starts withVince (Michael Mads:n) and F~y's 
robbery at a desert mining depot. In Red Rock West Nick Cage ~s a 
penniless drifter mistaken by the saloon-bar owner for a contract killer 
who has come to murder his wife. 

In the age of the designer jeep and four-wheel drive, the noir 
automobile is the flash used car wl;iich has seen _better clays - the 
white-finned Cadillacs favoured by Dahl or beat-up 1970s saloons and 
station wagons suggesting w_ell-preserved decay. The car's transient 
identity matches its owner's. It is traded in, its number-!J!ates _changed 
and it never musters respectability, though hi-tech mvent1ons can 
always lend themselves to a good twist in the plot. Linda Fi?rentino in 
TT1e Last Seduction spots the airbag - driver-side only - sign as she 
sits alongside the NewYork detective sent by husband Bill Pullman to 
track down his drugs money. Her shiny black jeep becomes an instant 
wreck, the unprotected and unwanted passenger dead, and the femme 
fatale survives courtesy of the latest safely device. Cars are transient 
possessions and countiy noir follows road movies and the commercials 
which copy them in cannibalising the West as the landscape of the 
open road. One of Dahl's favourite shots is the 'front-w~1ecl' shot, the 
low-angle deep focus of the.four-wheeled rectangle, a slick monster of 
mayhem elongated on the angle and given even greater depth by an 
emply desert highway. 111is is the shot whicl~ frames Vince an~ Fay's 
desert hold-up at the start of Kill Me Agam. But country no1r also 
sees the moving car as a-medium of circles and detours, not straight 
lines, despite the flat Western roads. Like money and drugs, cars are 
circulating commodities. 

Repetition also aligns itself with the doubling of identity. 1990s no'.r 
is a coda to the split screen of the expressive double. Jack Andrews 1s 
as close to Scottie Ferguson as he is to Philip Marlowe. Kill Me Again 
is more indebted to Vertigo than Out of fl,e Past and closer iii style to 
Liebestrnum where Kim Novak is femme fatale twice over, having 
ordered the killing of the first couple and now willing on her deathbed 
for the death of the second, that of her son and his married lover, the 
movie's other femme fatale played by Pamela Gidley, to be enacted 
by the enraged husband. To make lhe point, Figgis has the lwo couples 
of different decades played by the same actors. To stress the close 

I 
17,e Road lo Nowhere 

identity o~ Fay and Jack's dead wife, Dahl twice cuts early on from a 
close ~rofile_ shot of Fay to the shattered frame of the honeymoon 

·photo in-which Jack stands with his wife under a blurred motel sign. 
11,e frame has been shattered by the marauding loan sharks who have 
broken his finge~ for late payment but the action, typical of the physical 
kn~cks of the pnvate eye, also cues us into the spiral of shattered glass 
which blots out the woman's face. In the reprise of this cut Jack is· 
lookmg at the shattered photo just as Fay walks into his ramshackle 
office with the plan to fake her murder and thus escape the clutches of 
the casually psychotic Vince. 

As in Liebestraum, Dahl drives his plot fon-vard to link death and eros mthe_ spiri
1
t of Vertigo and_ here the faking of the murdci~ using a bag 

full of Fays blood type, itself becomes an erotic 111ise-en-sce11e. The 
ubiquitous motel, hypostatic double of the circulating car and familiar 
scene of nocturnal seduction, is the scene of the mock clime. The couple 
wrestle at Fay's command to make the death-struggle real. Jack sitting 
ove~ her, cuts the blood-bag to leave telJ-taJe traces on the bed but his 
knil: slices too hard and the blood drenches her on the bed. It is a good 
comic touch -~ith a chilling edge, the spilt blood connoting spilt 
semen, the ~hcmg_of tl:e bag done with swift arousal and intimating 
premature qaculation.1he fake murder is thus a form of sexual desire 
out of control. But the mysll'l)' deepens, aided by the film's title. Fay is 
a look-alike for the dead wife so that her fake dying could be a rc
~nactn:ent ~f the spouse's real death by drowning, a retrojection of 
mtcnt 111 which Jack, beset by guilt, feels himself to be the murderer. Or 
maybe he was a murderer by Jefault, by swimming in too late to save 
her. 

Jack's sinking of lhe'murder' car in thc Indian lake with Fay's blood
stained clothes in the boot triggers the flashback of his wife's dro\.vning, 
but Fay has already vanished. She rings lhc identity changes of name, 
hair and clothes which see her as a high-roller at the gambling taples. 
The red-tinted hair, the tight dresses ,md high heels intimate the world 
of glamour she seeks as an independent woman'. but when she flees 
for the second time with Jack after murdering the mobsters who seek 
revenge for the original heist, she is once again transformed, c1nd !he 
role of Andrews himself becomes suspect. He takes her to Echo Jfoy, 
Dc1hl's self-referential title for the drowning fake and the mote! under 
whose sign lhe original photo had been tclken.'Ain'l I seen you bdore?' 



P 11 Repetition also aligns itself with the doubling of identity. 

What do you mean? 

Pl2 As in Liebestraum, Dahl drives his plot forward to link death and eros in the 
spii-it of Vertigo and here the faking of the murder, using a bag full of Fay's blood 
type, itself becomes an erotic mise-en-scene 

How? 

Is this something to do with the doubling business? 

PB Jack's sinking of the murder car in the Indian Lake with Fay's bloodstained 
clothes in the boot triggers the flashback of his wife's drowning but Fay has already 
vanished. 

ls this still in the example? 

Where's this example taking us? 

Why do you tell me about homrne fatale? 

This next question is nnt exactly answered in the text, but somewhere this queslion needs 
to come up: 
And why are you making all these links between different movies and even country 
music? 

P14 If Michaei as drifter is a reinvention of Frank, the drifter in The Postman 
Always Rings Twice, the plot of this movie reads more like Double Indemnity crossed 
with Waiting for Godot. 

So what does that mean? 

How do they work? 
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the motel clerk asks as Andrews hides behind shades. He is 110w 
llomrnc fatale lo her femme falille am! the agonislic g;irne has a per
verse parity. As Dahl cuts a Cler love--rnaking lo a breilkfasl scene in the 
11101d Fa/, the glamorous gambler, ha!; changl•d into ,1 chimcsticatecl 
woman (:ookini; in dowdy dress and apron. The dress replica lcs lhat of 
J\11d1 cw\ spouse in the flashback, aml inverts the tn,1ki11g-ovn process 
of \ll'1ligo where Scoltic makes Judy over again i11lo tlw gl,1111nrous 
i'v.!adclcine. Jack here makes Fay over by turning her r, um 1;ia1111Jnrns 
moll inlo plain domcslic, the image of !he muuined spouse. Thus wlie11 
Fay suggests a second faking of her murder the 11lirasc 'kill 11w again' 
tl'.Sonales with illl erotic edge ,md chill double rq_r,istcr. J\mlrews c;ug
gests a fake mutual drowning in the lake lo foul the Law before !hey 
collect the loot which he will bury on Indian hmd. In the double-cross 
that follows, it is he who plunges into the lake, shot by the duplicitous 
Fay. \et the cnclinr,-whcre he is saved by Indians rn1 Lhc resc1valion and 
leaves for Arizona with the loot suggests somclhing else. ll is lhe man 

who gets away with it through the power of his own Jislrnst and his 
own (onns of unresolved duplicity, a triumph for lhc hummc folalc 
who, in his own way, did kill her again. This triumph is echoed with 

~clf-cunscious irony in the ending of Red R.o,:k ~ 1est where Caf,e flings 
tlte treacherous Boyle from the freight train dming tlwir big csecipe ,md 
tosses the tainted money out with her. Here Cai;e, sloic lhruugh all 

t1ibul,1tion, is given the cachet of a justified sinner, his failing borne out 

of a pc>rverse strain of virtue which lifts him above husband, femme 
fatale and contract killer Dennis Hopper, the fall-guy who constanlly 
stumbles but never falls. Cage and llopper in part reprise Lhcir rPspec 
tivc roles in /Jlue \le/vet and Wild at J-learf, understandable in a direclor 
who'.;e movics were produced by Propag,rncla Pictures, the offLwat off 
shool of Polygrnm which had previow;ly come up wilh Wild al 1-frwt. 
That there should then be a kind of sneaky in-joke when one Lynch 
ico11 is mistaken [or the other by Red Rock's no-good sheriff (J. T. 
Walsh) is predicl'able. If Cage goes with the mistake, however, he also 
resists its p,ickilge of lemptatio11s. If Cyndil Willi;ims is fatalistic and 
deadly then so is he, giving stoicism a bad name and being knocked 
back and forth like a tennis ball by cheating players. When the slle11ff 
asked him to kill his unfaithful wife, the wife then promises to double 
the amount if he kills her husband. In a sustained visuill gag on wishful 
thinking his car unwittingly nms down Boyle's bimbo lover after she 

,J 

Tile Road lo Nowhere 

1 
j has shot him, without of course Cage k11owi11g thi.lt :;lw hcis shot him. 

Apily named Michael, one pn::;umes, ,ilfrr the bumbling Mike O'Hara
1 
l 

whom Orson _'vVelles hnd played ifl Locly fro111 Sh1111gh,1i, Cngc's allcr
CI_SO contr,lct killer (Hop~>cr) is callcd'Lyle fro1n D,1lbs':;o that Dahl can' i 

j 
_s,tres:s, perh,1ps, his film's affi11ity wilh the diy humour in the lyrics of 
lex;m •;mgcr 1.yle Lovell. This is. after ;tll, cou11t1y llotr.i 

.I II /vl1ch,wl ;is dri[icr is a 1ci1wc11!1011 of Fr,rnk, Ilic drifter iti nw
l l'o,;/11111,1 /\lwr1ys l\i11gs 'liuice, ill<' plot o( !hi•; 111ovw n·ads more like 

Double l11rlc11111it11 crossed with IN111tnrg _!01 c;u,/o/. J11st ,15 Uidi il!ld Gogu 
1csolve lo leave lhe sl;1ge ,md 1wver do, ]vlich,1cl wsolve:; lo leave Red 
l<ock \'Vest and ends up drivi11g back inlo town p,1st ils welcome sig 11 , 
111 ;in e11<.lless se11cs of departu1cs :1nd arrivals. /vlexico, lhe cu111111011 
pqx· -dream of EJ,l(ls noir, is given sliorl shrift_ 'Fuck Mexico!' llic 
exilspcrnlPd Cage shouts al Boyle. D,tl1J I educes Iy11cltia11 dyn,miics lo 
com1e ilnd lugubrious slag11;i11cy. The vc1 lical descent o( Frank Bnoth 
111[0 livirtg hell ;111d the horizont;,J f!ight wesl of Sailo1; ;1 11 ;ilurill-L>orn 
1oma11Lic, arc lTanslormecl ir1to a different pal tern for Hopper and Cig(', 
0 scncs of ovcrl;ippmg circles which evenlu;illy merge. I );ild and Cige 
show us, like \.Voody J\Jlen, thdt the mindsc11_•cn's c•xistenlial clre,id 
Cdll be seriously funtly, bui the whole conccil would be lost wilhoul 
C,ige's vitlue, or 10thcr !ti:, morally virginal slate whicl1 110 one is ;1hlt' 

lo vJOlillc. 1-IP can be bealcn up and shot al. l le c;rn be !'asily seduced. 

.l3ut he can still say at lhe end lo l loppe1; the dumb psycho on aulo

ptlot, who hits sneered ill his professed goodness: 'You know what. J 
c1tl1 Lwltcr th,m you.' 1\ml mean 1l. Beller, !hough, offers no chance of 

11101al ,1sce11i-_ It •;imply rneans going rnund in ,:irclcs ,111d stayi11g above 
the il'Vl'i ol Ihose benealh, 11ever quilc deslTnding lo their level. It is a 
tilcllc which is seen lo work, pc1vcr:sc lo the end, hut just c1:; the ;iulo
mobi/c now offers no way 011[, iii,• lreighlliner atld the rilil tr,1ck ,He in 
the e11d the only means of escape. J\U roads, it seems, lc,1d tu Reel RocJ..: 
\Vest. 

'JJ11, l..r1st Scd11c/1011, the third o( I lw trilogy, is the bcst-krn_iw11 but the 
lca~t complex, re, na1 ked on for ils virl uoso peri'rn m,111ni from Linda 
Fiorcnlir10. The trick of the film is a 1990s first, even i11 the fosl-diangii w 

play upon genre for which noir is known. The mindscreen here bcl;ng; 
uniquely lo U1e femme fatale, no l_ongcr the figure of myslety or 
opilque clccctt but shamelessly transparent, our guide through lhe 
labynnlh of double-dcalmg and doublc-crossi11g ,1l which she is the 



Pl5 The Last Seduction, the third of the trilogy is the best-known but the least 
complex, remarked on for its virtuoso performance from Linda Fiorentino. 

What's significant about it? 

And what is the effect? 

In what ways? 

What's the woman like? 

And what is the outcome? 

Pl6 In the same way, the freedom of the open road is the freedom to go nowhere 
in the pursuit of wealth and money, to visit non-places with meaningless names and 
no nature so that nature is comcyed by the speed of mo,cment into them and out of 
them again. 

How does all this tie together? 

What's the secondary experience') 

How come? 

What's wrong with that'/ 

So ifs all tragic? 
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champion. Dahl's camera, it has to be said, is in love with its subject 
who outwits every ·witless male in sight. The cross-over effects ot 
gender, never far from contemporary thoughts, are turned by Dahl into 
instances of wicked fun. In the small town in upstate NewYork where 
Wendy (Fiorentino) changes her identity to escape from her dealer
husband back in NYC - 'Cowtown' as the private eye tracking her calls 
it - she scores with an ex-married r:nan, married as she soon finds out, 
bv mistake to another man. vVhile the local fall-guy's past mistake 
h;d been to fall for a man trying to pass as a woman, his present mis
take is to fall for a woman whose rnthlessness would be defined as 
male. Fiorentino has claimed to inject into her character many of the 
characte1istics she had observed in male Hollywood producers of her 
acquaintance, but to make them convincingly female. -n1e cam_era lo:'
ingly goes with the charade. It obse1ves the body-lan~rnge of eX1~tcntial 
deceit, which is not however a sign of the weak trymg to manipulate 
the strong, but rather a sign of strength itself eroticised in a sexually 
charged performance. TI1e fall-guy by comparison is a repository of all 
those open sensitivities which are supposed in the 1990s to be the 
hallmark of the New Man. Dahl, however, gives us a version of the 
New Man as village idiot, prattling on about 'feelings' and 'relation
ships' in a vacuum to a woman whose interests are money and powe_r. 
The female mindscreen is notably anti-paranoid, not fearful of what 1s 
being plotted, too busy plotting itself, probing and second-guessing 
the weak spots of all its male victims. The existential recognition of 
weakness, Fiorcntino's body-language conveying instant awareness of 
the Achilles Heel, is one of the film's visual joys. And the ending thus 
becomes obvious. If you arc that sexy and that larger-than-life, you 
can't be punished. You get away with it, whatever it is. And in the end, 
it doesn't matter what it is at all. 

In lhe same way, the freedom of the open road is the freedom to go 
nowhere in the pursuit of wealth and money, to visit non-places with 
meaningless names and no nature so that nature is conveyed by the 
speed of movement into them and out of them again. Here the auto
mobile becomes an imaginary character like its occupants with its 
special look, its own charm, its own menace. That which exists is that 
which moves, the count1y noir's version of primary experience. l11at 
still pbce, the smc1ll town or short stop on the roc1d which movement 
confronts, is merely ;:i secondary experience of being. Yet the freedom 

The Road to Nowhere 

of primary experience is an illusion, an illusion of the car that is going 
nowhere. Transience, solitude, rootlessness: all part of the spin-off 

· ·from the lust for greenbacks and the prelude to violent death. In noir, 
killing and conspiracy and those alone translate the expectation of 
going somewhere into the reality of going nowhere. In this low" 
budget incessant movement, all small towns are ghost towns formed 
bn the axis of perennial motion. TI1eir absurd names come from a 
different time, the past, and their _nature from a different space, a zone 
of transition where no-one relies on the kindness of strangers. In 
country noir, the road to nowhere is circular but not tragic, a violent but 
comic fate. 



WOW Materials, Session 4 Answers 
JOURNEY THROUGH THE TEXT, 'ROAD TO NOWHERE' 

[THE DIALOGIC WAY] 

ULTIMATE THEME? 

PI The very concept ofgenre is as cold as the tomb' Tarkovsky once said, yet 
sometimes it isn't. 
Why? 

Film noir 

Why? 

It challenges money in the mythology of American Dream 

How? 

Relation - money/passion/murder 

How do they relate? 

Passion:betrayal Money:icon (not anonymous) 
M oney+murder+sex=conspiracy ofpassionc:epicentre ofnoir 
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P2 Noir in the 1990's is notable for the way in which filmmakers P.l!£i 
selfconsciously upon the theme which nourishes them. 

How? 

fall guy's ordeal preordained by film history as much as plot 

But? 

noir style more existential, more digressive 

How? 

Cross over ⇒ hybrid "country noir" 

What's it like? 

Examples 

What do they show? 

Circular movement= freedom of action and confusion of motive subject to necessity of 
plot 
= unfree indirect subjectivity of fall-guy within preordained plot 

P3 In its mythic form, its resolving ofsocial contradiction, 1990s noir further updates 
male anxieties in the period ofgender crisis. 

How? 

Social flux, Change ⇒ females compete in carnality and knowledge 

Where 's the social contradiction? 

Women's rights talks about victims 

What's that got to do with noir? 

Femme fatale equates money and male body as objects ofdesire 

What's new there? 

Noir women destroy men. 
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P4 The femme fatale is the centre of commodities at their most addictive 

How? 

money is "streamlined original sin'1/ circular economy I like a web 

Why "addictive" commodities'? 

Examples: gambling, narcotics, plus sex 

So what? 

This is decade of addiction culture - noir celebrates it 

How? 

This is a significant but difficult turn in the text - you have to notice it or you go in the 
wrong direction. There is no real question to cue you in 

Playing with the genre gives comic effect but new noir genre is located in rural 
Landscape 

So what? 

open road/ motels I transience I nexus of flight 

PS So it is that Lara Flynn Boyle breaks off her escape with Nicholas Cage at the 
Comfort Inn outside Red Rock West to use his unresisting body for her own 
pleasure. 

Why tell me that? Is it just an example? 

Yes 

This is another difficult turn in the journey. The connections are unclear. Hang onto your 
hat. 

Political noir is retrospective 

Why mention that'? 

Gets back to an earlier date and then comes forward to the beginning of the narcotic 
period 
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P6 Less remarked but equally clear is the antidote noir offers to the carnage genre 
ofserial killing. 

Why "antidote"? 

audiences get double addiction to serial killings 

How double? 

to the monster as icon/to the mechanism as sequence 

What's the point? 

decadent reason - science versus monster fantasy 

What's that got to do with noir? 

Noir=existential 

What does that mean? 

Noir not predictable+fatality - i.e. spirals ofdescent 

Again there is a twist in the trail here. 

Why are you talking about country music next? 

It symbolises cheating hearts but in noir hearts= money 
:. passion =commodity & ⇒ betrayal 
:. passion = destiny 

P7 One False Move is a series of false moves, of mishaps, wrong encounters and 
mistakes all governed by a dread serendipity which subverts the melodrama it creates. 

What happens? 

Lots of details 

What's the point? 

Double flight: descent towards origin/roots= mythic power 
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PS Repetition is the key to nemesis. 

How? 

Doubling leads her to doom 

Anything more? 

She is transformed from femme fatale to femme fataliste 

What does that mean? 

Her deliberate actions are determined; her determined actions are deliberate 

Can you give me some examples? 

Yes, here's three occasions where she brings nemesis down on them all 

P9 Country noir deals here not in the dumbing ofAmerica which we can readily find 
in box-office hits such as Pulp Fiction, Forrest Gump and the aptly named Dumb and 
Dumber, but in the simulation ofdumbness, a feature which links Paxton to the fall 
guys of Kill Me Again, After Dark, My Sweet and Red Rock West. 

Why is it "simulated"? 

Fall-guys' naivity is usually ambiguous (except in The Last Seduction) 

In what way? 

Here's a coupleof films. They have three things in common. The third one answers your 
question: the flashbacks of the the fallguys are ambiguous 

What do you mean? 

The original film had trustworthy flashbacks but in modern films you are never sure. 

Why not? 

Because there are no safe places; small towns= cans of worms; examples 
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PlO In the age of the designer jeep and the four wheel drive, the noir automobile is 
the flash used car which has seen better days - the white finned Cadilacs favoured 
by Dahl or beat up 1970s saloons and station wagons suggesting well-preserved 
decay. 

So what? 

Car's transient identity matches owner's 

In what way? 

They are transient possessions 

Is that all? 

No, they are circulating commodities - like money and drugs 

P11 Repetition also aligns itself with the doubling ofidentity. 

What do you mean? 

Lots of examples from Kill Me Again 

P12 As in Liebestraum, Dahl drives his plot forward to link death and eros in the 
spirit of Vertigo and here the faking of the murder, using a bag full of Fay's blood 
type, itself becomes an erotic mise-en-scene 

How? 

Details of the scene 

Is this something to do with the doubling business? 

Yes, there are lots of doubling examples 
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P13 Jack's sinking of the murder car in the Indian Lake with Fay's bloodstained 
clothes in the boot triggers the flashback of his wife's drowning but Fay has already 
vanished. 

Is this still in the example? 

Yes 

Where 's this example taking us? 

Into more doubling - and finally, homme fatale 

Why do you tell me about homme fatale? 

Because it's a theme in another movie, Red Rock West 

This next question is not exactly answered in the text, but somewhere this question needs 
to come up: 

And why are you making all these links between different movies and even country 
music? 

You '11 have to recall what this chapter is all about. 
Because there is some special significance in the way this genre works: the characters are 
destined by the plot. The plot is like fate - it moves in mysterious ways which is 
detennined by the genre. The characters are not free. They are even controlled by plots of 
other movies 
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P14 If Michael as drifter is a reinvention of Frank, the drifter in The Postman 
Always Rings Twice, the plot of this movie reads more like Double Indemnity crossed 
with Waiting for Godot. 

So what does that mean? 

More circles 

How do they work? 

The fall-guy is morally virtuous but this is highlv dangerous to the people around him 
and does not get him out of the circles 

P15 The Last Seduction, the third of the trilogy is the best-known but the least 
complex, remarked on for its virtuoso performance from Linda Fiorentino. 

What's significant about it:? 

The mindscreen is in the femme fatale so she is shamelessly transparent 

And what is the effect? 

She is smarter than all the men which is a gender challenge. But it's also wicked fun. 

Jn what ways? 

The fall-guy is a New Man and the new woman cruelly outsmarts him 

What's the woman like? 

Totally scheming, sexy, larger than life. 

And what is the outcome? 

She gets awav with everything 
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Pl6 In the same way, the freedom of the open road is the freedom to go nowhere in 
the pursuit ofwealth and money, to visit non-places with meaningless names and no 
nature so that nature is conveyed by the speed ofmovement into them and out of 
them again. 

How does all this tie together? 

We're back to movement - it's the primary experience in noir 

VVhat's the secondary experience? 

The town 

So? 

The movement is actually illusion 

How come? 

It is related to lust for money 

VVhat's wrong with that? 

It is linked to killing which leads nowhere 

So it's all tragic? 

No it's circular and comic 
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WOW Session 5, Student Materials 

NOTEMAKING as CHOICE AND PRODUCTION 

"'· ' , 

In the.previous ~ctiv\ty, actipe r:~dinrwas seen asa dialogue between a reader :ind a 
text. ~Yusing 'establis~ingihot( ~s:.signl?osts ~l?ng'the way1 the reader wa~ .seenito 
accumulate tije arg~1Jnentative themfof tlle textas aseq~1ence ofquestions aud 
answe(s. ln th,eipro~e$g;tetiiin keyt~en,iat,ic co,ucefts ca~e b1Jo focus llnd were . . . . 
higlilighted,i~ ~heteft. '.}}~ese,··tlj_e~atI~<copc~pt~,~nd.the qurstions ano. answers work . 

· together to ~on$t,fod'th~/m<t~~i'1:g {if1the.text. 1:fhis )VilsJhe .l}RSE method of reading.A' 
However, fo'r n~~11~g AA :fi~~oink~rulr:a~tite?Jheleadef b~s to. enter mo.re fully into 
the i:ea{ling .~i:oc~ss ilY Y\'.rffitig;i\f!fmisjhe fijnction ofp:otemilktng: 
. ·. :·: . . \r~:\i.''.:t\'.<'.'.'.:.r:}''>:,·•:":/' . •i.;. ,\ : .. · ..•. ·•· .. · 
Mak\.n,g 9:ote.~Jis t~·e lle}f ' }u,t:,.lf!iJg 't:onP'.o(, oft~e mea~ing of the te:x;t. It coines 
betweenfea4in~ ~c~d~m . #~\;t~iiJ writing' acaijeinit ess~ys or other assignments. 
Like. reaoing,•it i~'.~ifllctive,process hr which 'the note maker makes choices about 
whichtllemes from ,the ~rg~:ment':tonote and,which wo.rds;to use to rep~oduce those 
themes, In this process,.'tbe·~9f~m~~~r constructs gene~alis~tfons· aiidabstradions 
which. reduce the llrguni~nt,p(tbe t~,t into a more compressed ver$i()fi of the ortginal. 

It is this process which is practised ln this exercise. Some of the 'abstractions' or 
'generalisations' which are used to reduce'tl;le text are taken directly from the text.:. 
they are the kind of 'thematic concepts' which were highlighted in the previous 
exerci~e. Decidjng which on.~s t~ cho<>se is aj°'dgement based on the reader's reasons 
for reading tile text. Qr the,~t~~t:hand,·some 'of the abstractions which a re produced 
are. the ~ctive cteatiol,l~f the1notelilaker: they ate not the words of the. text but they 
captu~~$~elrie~~~~g)~fyf~?~~,j?t~~'.I(o!!~nii~mor.e.coi11pr,essed form. • · 

In this exercise, the ~e~~er's t~ils6J:ifor xel'lding the text are not specified. 1t will 
become clear that haying "a,n 'open re.aso~f' for reading makes it difficult to make 
decisio~sjbout which tpe111a.d~ concepts from.the argument to choose to reproduce. 
Whatthis· demo),lstrates. is the i~1pon;~nce ofknowing ,the reasons why one 1s reading. 
By conir(>nting the notemaker "1itb' t)le :cfuestjon, 'Do you use this abstraction?', the 
exercise emphaslses how importan,t h;rving a reason for reading is. 

Paragraph 1 
Do .you choose. anything from th~s. 
paragra,eh? ' ' \ . . . 

J C~ri yoi1 find a9: ~bstra'1ti~n ·in 81fDofol!: 
U:se jt? < ., ,/' ' . ·. . , . . , • , ' 

· ~aijyou)nakeanab,straction from S'.2?Do 
youuseit? . .·• . 
Cin yiu make an abstraction from S3? Do 
yQu use it.? 
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I 11111 IIIU,:JI'-" 

Claudia Gorbman 

Psychology 

The psychological dimensions offilm music have sub- (<\l'v--.\ 
tended much writing in the field. What effects does 
f"T\usic have on the film's spectator-auditor? What psy
chological factors motivate the presence of music in 

_movies? 

In my book Unheard Melodies (1987), I begin to tb--<o-.1 
address these questions by summarizing historical, 

psychological, and aesthetic arguments explaining 
the presence of music to accompany the silent 
film. For one thing, music hod accornp,inied a num-
ber of nineteenth-century theatrical forms, and it 
persisted for numerous practical reasons in the evo-
lution of film exhibition. For another, music covered 
the distracting noise of the movie projector. It 
served to explicate and advance the narrative; it 
provided historical, geographical, and atmospheric 
setting; it identified characters and qualified actions. 
Along with intertitles, its semiotic functions compen-
sated for the characters' lack of speech. It provided 
a rhythmic 'beat' to complement, or impel, the 
rhythms of editing and movement on the screen-
It served as an antidote to the technologically 
d.erived 'ghostliness' of the images. And, as music, 
it bonded spectators togeti,er in the three-dimeri· 

sional space of the theatre. 
The book then explores reasons why music persis~e~ fh,..~ 

in films after the coming of sound-when the movies 
new realism would seem to make music an unwelcome 
guest. One compelling line of thought, which has eli-
cited considerable elaboration and debate, draws on 
psychoanalytic theory to explain the psychic 'pay-off' 
of having music on the soundtrack. Psychoanalysis was 
a dominant discourse of film studies in the 1970s, 

- • chan-providing a way to understand the cinemas rne .' 
isms of pleasure and spectator identification (see, 

Creed, Part 1, Chapter 9). It was particularly well suited 
to describing the workings of classical Hollywood 
cinema; in film music studies a decade later, the pri
r'nary testing ground for the psychoanalytic perspec

tive has also been the classical cinema. 
According to French psychoanalytic theorists Guy ftr,l"a,.\+ 

Rosol a to (1974] and Didier Anzieu (197 6), sound plays 
a crucial role in the constitution of the subject. The 
infant .exists in a 'sonorous envelope' consisting of 
the sounds of the child's body and maternal environ-
ment; in this primordial sonic space the child is as yet 
unaware of distinctions between self and other, inside 
and outside the body. Rosolato suggests that the plea-
sure of listening to music-organized, wordless 
sound-inheres in its invocation of the subject's audi-

tory imaginary in conjuntion with the pre-Oedipal lan-

guage of sounds. 
In applying this idea to cinema, critics argue that ~\.<t\5 

background music recaptures the pleasure of the 
sonoro_s envelope, evokirg the psychic traces of the 
subiect's bodily fusion vvith the mother. c:,1~s:c2 1 

cin~rna cap;taiizes on music's special relation to the 
spectator's psyche to lower the tnresholci of be 1 ie; in 
the fiction. Thus fi,m music works in the perceptJci 
background to a:tack the subject's resistarce to being 

absorbed in the narrative. 

Lik,e .Muzak, which acts to make consumers into 
untroublesome social subjects (relieving anxiety in 
airports and medical waiting-rooms, greasing the 
wheels of consumer desire in shopping-malls), film 
music lulls the spectator into being an untrouble
some (less critical, less wary) viewing subject. Music 
aids the process of turnhg en·unciation into fiction. 
In doing so, film music helps fend off two potential 
displeasures which threaten the spectator's experi
ence. The first is the threat of ambiguity: film music 
deploys its cultural codes to anchor the image in 
meaning. Second, film music fends ·off the potential 

.• displeasure of the spectator's alivareness of the tech
\;/ nological basis of cinematic discourse-the. frame, 
Gi[~iting, and so on. Like the sonorous envelope, 
~t~usic's bath of affect can smooth over discontinu
-'-i"2}1~e,s and rough spots, and mask the recognition of 

.. apparatus through its own melodic and harmo
c~ntinuity. Film music thereby acts as a hypnotist 

-.~cing a trance: it focuses and binds the spectator 
.·, ~e narrative world. 

:~Smith (1996) has challenged psychoanalytic fiim 
__c th~~ry by problematizing the basic premiss of 
musics inaud·b·1· H f I,,;,-. 1 11ty. e 9uotes my ormu ation: 

'were the subject to be aware (fully conscious) of 
-[music's] presence as part of the film's discourse, the 
: game would be all over' (Gorbman 1987:64).Although 

many of the 9uestions Smith raises aboutmywriting on 
.soundtrack audibility are already answered in my boo_k, 
his critique points aptly to further areas of investiga
tion. If music is crucial to the creation of a 'subject
.effect' but also has more foregrounded functions of 
narrative cueing (such as establishing historical and 
geographical setting, and conveying information 
through leitmotifs), then the spectator must be aware 
of the music at least some of the time. The spectator 
must be slipping in and out of the trance created by the 
music-as-hypnotist. There must be a complex fluctua
tion between the state of unawareness crucial to the 
psychoanalytic account, and levels that permit cogni
tion of musical cues. 

Smith counters the psychoanalytic model with per
spectives from cognitive theory, drawing from the work 
of David Bordwell (1985: 29-47) and Noel Carroll 
(1988: 213-2S) as ,·:ell as from psychologists of music 
such as McAdams (1987) and Slaboda (1985). He 
argues that, like other music, film music is appre
hended through a variety of different listening modes 
and competencies. He calls for an account of filrn
musical cognition that directly addresses the specta
tor's mental activities in processing film music's narra
tive cues. This focus on the competencies of film 
spectator-auditors is promising. 

Kassabian (1993) also emphasizes the issue of com
petence: 'like any other language, {music] is acquired, 
learned, in a specific sociohistorical context' (36). 

· Focusing on such categories of filmgoers gender and 

e~hnicity, she lays the groundwork for an understand
ing of v12 1s i,, wh:c'. in&/dJa!s identify 'Nith films. 
Depencing on 'differences in perceivers' relations to 
the ,'"'.l'Jsic', they v1ill 'interpret cues' ci!fierently in the 
cues' flr-,ic settings (69) 
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Paragraph 4 

Paragraph 5 

Paragraph 6 
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Paragraph 7 

Paragraph 8 

Paragraph 9 
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WOW Materials, Session 5, Answers 
NOTEMAKING as CHOICE AND PRODUCTION 

Paragraph 1 
Psychological dimension 
Spectator/auditor effects? 
Psychological motivation? 

Paragraph 2 
Music in silent films? 

tradition 
distracting projector noise 
contributed to narrative/setting/ 

characters/ action 
compensated no speech 
beat in time with film rhythm 
gave life to images 
united spectators 

Paragraph 3 
Arrival of sound? 
Psychoanalytic theory 

cinema's mechanism of pleasure and spectator 
identification 
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Paragraph 4 
Constitution of subject (Rosalato G & Anzieu 
D) 

sound vital 
relates to womb experience/ 
total immersion in sound 

Paragraph 5 
Film music 

- exploits womb experience to lower 
threshold of belief in film 

- reduces subject's resistance to absorption 
of narrative 

Paragraph 6 
Untroublesome viewing subject 
⇒ "enunciation into fiction" 

discourages 
(i) ambiguity - grounds image in meaning 
(ii) technological disruption - overrides with 
harmony 

ties viewer into world of film 
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Paragraph 7 
Problem of audibility 

Conflict between: unconscious/ inaudible 
(psychoanalytic) 
narrative cueing/audible (cognitive) 

:. fluctuating consciousness necessary 

Paragraph 8 
Cognitive approach 
⇒ attention to film spectator-auditor 
competence 

Paragraph 9 
Viewers' social category affects interpretation 
of film cues 
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WOW Session 6 

···wliisfs ~~ ~)l"'~j~~tale.is~f "'r~~eh 1t~~<•···· 
many q(tllefeatures which•have been expJ~f,a 

••.· ··. ···· · '< ·· 11. 'fhic~ 6f~E)ntaJes t 
~tofi:t,ll~tnbe~•«>f. 

~pe~•I•t.~~e;•.r~~.W: . 
·~.at,~h~·.;~egln~(
uet)inJ~~··.~~~a, 
~ni.,~~f···•··' ··.: 

Wli!ftjll 
lfdi 

•. ;f~~J®,~11~~~·••·~~*.'t:~~:.~$,(
'in,'o:tli!:rto.illttsti'a.te',tio 

9pening .......... ra~raplls~ts the sc;11eiJ~citi~.e~t~t,;es .· •.. 
pa,ragrapJj isanesfablishing shot forthe'tli~~fO . F •. rag 
h.een numbered·for·e.ase ofreference.T~eiStq~eµtWli!te,\•4lfl,ili~t,::t.f~ 

, ',?,< 'if.:-· 

;·_:· ':"".;:-:·,::· ,,::>·;_:·.:·:,,_; ' .. _·,"_':" /'_:,.: ·, ·;tf· __ _??/)\:,:.. _:/:_·_,. __<:-.:_-:/>:,__:·,· _:<:7:::·:·..:. --.--,--<_.··_· .- ':,::::

The key concepts - generalisations or a~.stractions - .J\'liich. are iign~ll~4 in th~ opening 
para~r,rlt~nd}fl e~f.h ()ft.he e~tablis~ill~l~,p;ts ~re ~.l14eflined . s.ed to •Sh()W
:how ·. · · · · dfollowedt · · ·· ··" ' · 

itf~~t~\,ti~~t 
.· .. ··.· ... ·.••··· ..., rs~.]t llasJjeen iepro~11c~(l

wfi:h ·ertors. ll0"1~Ver, w~ile itis ,,iot,pe en£ 
set 1Jp•1<t):le,say which engaged witbth~tij~~ .•·• , ·... ·••· e 
would do - because what she ii, doing is Film Aha:J 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WRITING TASK: 

1. Read the question carefully 

2 Take some time to plan your answer 

3 You should refer to your notes from lectures and the film viewing and to reading 
materials. BUT REMEMBER, DO NOT PLAGIARJSE (that is, copy directly 
from reading materials, unless it is a quote) 

4 Write a short essay of 600 words. 

In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir, with particular 
reference to the first fifteen minutes of Red Rock West? 

Your answer should make reference to the film and to the chapter by Orr, J., "The Road to 
Nowhere" 
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In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir, with particular 
reference to the first fifteen minutes of Red Rock West? 

'Mise-en-scene is inescapably visual and a vital element ofstyle, and ofmeaning.' 
(Nichols, 1976: 122) 

Al Lighting, the shot, setting, location, props and costume are some key elements of 
mise-en-scene. 

A2 When effectively presented within the context of the genre, in this 
case fi.lm noir each of the aforementioned elements of mise-en-scene can work to 
construct meaning for the audience. 

A3 There are various cinematic codes (discussed in this essay) within the genre of 
film noir that audiences can instantly recognise and identify. 

A4 However this would not be possible without the significant contribution that 
mise en scene makes to aid the narrative o(the film by constructing meaning in the 
visuals. 

B1 Costume and props play an essential role in creating verisimilitude and conveying 
different meanings within the context of a film's genre, in particular 'country noir'. 

B2 Costume worn by Wayne and Michael contributes significantly to the generic 
verisimilitude of the film. 

B3 Audiences expect to see characters in contemporary American West settings to wear 
denim, cowboy boots and cowboy style shirts. 

B4 Their costumes also visually convey meanings to the audience about their respective 
characters. 

B5 The protagonist is dressed in light serene colours, stone washed denim and 
a white cowboy style shirt, giving the audience an indication that this is possibly a 
good character. 

B6 Whilst Wayne is attired in dark sombre colours, black trousers and 
waistcoat with a navy blue shirt conveying to the audience that this is a dark and 
sinister character. 
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Cl 'Films are also dependent on 'props' as a device for conveying meaning. In a 
familiar sense props are definers ofgenre.' (Rowe, 1994: 101) 

C2 The prop element of mise-en scene in Red Rock West distinctively works to construct 
meaning for the audience. 

C3 When we see a substantial amount of dollar bills in Wayne's office it immediately 
becomes a visual device conveying meanings connected with crime and misconduct. 

C4 It is a widely recognised and accepted presentation of money in film noir thus aiding 
generic verisimilitude. 

C5 The money effectively aids the narrative as we soon discover that the cash being 
offered to the protagonist is directly connected with murder. 

C6 In his article entitled 'The Road to Nowhere', John Orr also discusses the role money 
plays as a visual device and cinematic code in film noir, 

C7 'Money is variously expressed through kidnapping and ransom, drugs, cars and 
gambling. 

C8 Whatever it is, the stash of stolen bills in the black suitcase bypasses the anonymous 
world of plastic and the invisibility of credit. 

C9 It is there for all to see.' (Orr, 1998:210) 

DI Orr makes an interesting observation comparing the appearance ofthe car (as a 
prop) to the temperament ofits owner 

D2 'The noir automobile is the flash used car which has seen better days-the white finned 
Cadillacs favoured by Dahl. 

D3 The car's transient identity matches its owner's. 

D4 It is traded in, its number-plates changed and it never musters respectability.' 
(Orr, 1998 :216) 

D5 Orr sums up the meaning conveyed by the car as part of the film's mise en scene 
succinctly in a key sentence. 

D6 'The car's transient identity matches its owners' 

D7 This statement is decidedly true with regards to the protagonist's character as he 
himself is a drifter moving aimlessly from one town to another in search of work. 
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E I The setting and location ofRed Rock West differs from that of the traditional big 
city metropolitan settings offllm noir of the l 940s and 50s. 

E2 Orr tries to set up a new category of film noir by describing films similar to Red Rock 
West like After Dark, My Sweet, Kill Me Again and The Last Seduction as 'reworking(s) 
of the l 970s road movie' and 'the new hybrid of country noir'. 

E3 This new genre that Orr has created takes conventions from film noir and the road 
movie. 

E4 The settings and locations in Red Rock West correspond with this notion of 'country 
noir' the opening scenes instantly present images of small town western America, the 
dusty opening road and the desert landscapes. 

ES The interior of Wayne's bar/saloon works effectively in mise en scene for its narrative 
context, the audience identifies the interior and exterior of the bar with that of one that 
could in found in contemporary small town western America 

FI The various ways in which actors and locations are lit and shot within mise-en
scene can instantly convey meanings and messages to the audience by creating an 
atmosphere and allowing the audience to read into certain characters just by the way 
their images are presented. 

F2 The interior of Wayne's bar only seems to be illuminated by a single source ofdull 
and opaque light, possibly a key light coming from the exterior through the front door 
and windows. 

F3 This chiaroscuro creates the appearance of a dim, murky and seedy atmosphere in the 
bar creating low-key lighting on the character's faces. 

F4 This type of lighting is appropriate for the film noir context of the narrative. 
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G 1 Throughout the interaction in the bar between Wayne and the protagonist both of 
them are illuminated with low key lighting both characters faces appear to be half 
lit, with one side completely in shade and the other in sharp contrast lit. 

G2 The bar scene is the first time we see Wayne so the way in which he is lit and shot 
creates an image of his character for the audience. 

G3 He constantly appears in medium close up shots, the harsh low key lighting on him 
makes his clothes appear completely black giving the audience an impression that he is a 
sinister and unsavoury character. 

04 This image of Wayne's character is continued in his office where he is framed in a lot 
of choker shots creating a dramatic emphasis illustrating his disturbing character and 
intentions. 

Hl Significantly the lighting in the mise en scene o[the bar presents the viewer with Q 

meaning as to why both characters are lit in such a way. 

H2 This presents the audience with the duplicity of both characters. 

H3 The lighting symbolises that both characters are literally in the shade about each 
other's ulterior motives. 

H4 This notion is continued in another shot when the protagonist is walking from the bar 
into the office. 

H5 The rest of the bar is illuminated whilst his image is completely black causing him to 
appear in complete silhouette exemplifying the fact that he is completely in the dark 
about what is happening. 

11 The outset of Red Rock West is shot with a wide angle lens giving deep perspective 
shots o[the open road that appears to be vast and incessant. 

I2 A shot of the protagonist standing next to his car framed in sharp focus whilst the 
depth of field is created with a deep perspective shot of the road ahead of him symbolises 
his constant journey through life as a drifter travelling on the perpetual open road. 

JI After having meticulously studied the various ways in which mise-en-scene works 
to construct meaning in Red Rock West. 

J2 It can be deduced that the very concept of mise en-scene holds a significant amount of 
importance in clearly constructing and conveying meanings to the audience visually. 

NB: This is not a panticularly good concluding paragraph. It is tbe:~ost important 
weakn~$ of th~ essay. ,/ , , , ,, ' 
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Appendix 9 

SCHEMATIC PRESENTATION OF CURRICULUM DESIGN and PEDAGOGIC METHOD 

Syllabus design Based on 
curriculum design 

Materials Content decisions WOW course to 
based on: parallel and articulate 

with WOS 
Student response to 
materials 
Genre text analysis 

Format High quality 
Ease of access (low 
intensity teacher 
involvement) 

Use 
Classroom Principles Relevance of WOW 
procedure to WOS forefronted 

Clarity 
Students' active 
involvement (despite 
large group size): 
pairs, groups, lecture 
theatre discussions, 
student centred 
question-answer 

Setting Lecture theatre (80 
students) 
One hour session 

Practice 'Activity based' 
lecture theatre 
activity. 
Appropriated WOS 
film studies 
terminology to talk 
about text and 
writing 
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Procedure 

INDEPENDENT 
CONSTRUCTION 

Review with WOS 
tutor 

Sydney school 
teaching cycle 

DECONSTRUCT/ 
MODELLING 

ACTIVITY 

LECTURE 
DISCUSSION 

Text processing Diagnostic essay 
feedback sheet 
Grading 
Student 
discussions: 
tutorial/interview 

Availability "Culture of 
outside writing" 
classroom (Available to 

students to 
discuss writing 'at 
any time') 
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WOS98 essays Appendix 10 

6 Top-scoring essays from the film studies course in the year previous to the 
literacy intervention: texts, schematic structure, text analysis 

Each student's essay is presented in three forms: 
1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 
3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
(Students' names represented by initials. The first four essays [WJ DS PT DA] are 
organised 'taxonomically'. The fifth essay [JD] is organised narratively. The sixth 
essay [AC] is a hybrid form.) 

WJ 
1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 

Jn what ways does mise-en~scene work to construct meaning in mainstream cinema? 

A 1 Before discussing mise-en-scene in relation to how it crates meaning within mainstream cinema, it 
is important that, at this stage, the term itself is fully understood. 
A2 Some confusion exists in defining the term however, as it is used in different contexts by different 
film theorists/writers. 
A3 The true application of the term, is in the practice of stage direction in the theatre, where various 
components are 'put into the scene'. 
A4 This definition of the term, includes many of the visual aspects that can be found in films, and that 
are needed by the camera: setting, lighting, costume. props and the performance of the actors 
themselves. 
AS By extension from theatre to cinema, the term has come to mean the director's control over what 
appears in the film, and the way things are staged for the camera (through framing, camera movement 
and editing). 
A6 This second definition of the term, that includes these cinematographic qualities, is the definition 
that wiil be used throughout this essay in answering the above question. 

[PARA 2] 
B 1 Each of the aforementioned elements, that make up mise-en-scene, are cinematic codes that create 
different meanings within a film when carefully 'read' by the viewer. 
B2 In the 1960 film 'Psycho', director Alfred Hitchcock cleverly used various props to not only 
reinforce the film's narrative, but also to create underlying meanings and themes. 
B3 The film "accumulates the traditional window dressings of the gothic tale: the forbidding house. a 
dark stormy night and a series of bizarre murders" (Donald Spoto - The Art of Alfred Hitchcock - pg. 3 
16). 
B4 Possibly one of the most effective (and significant) 'gothic' elements used throughout the film's 
duration, are the abundance of mirrors. 
B5 The character Marion (Janet Leigh), is seen reflected in a mirror at several key points in the film, 
which appears to act as a conscience for her, making her more self-aware of the acts that she has 
committed. 
86 It is not until her sister, Lila, is startled by her double reflection in Mrs. Bales's bedroom mirror, 
towards the end of the film, that this prop's real purpose (to represent split personalities) becomes 
clear. 
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B7 Possibly the most remembered prop in 'Psycho', is the knife used to kill Marion during the 
infamous 'Shower Scene'. 
B8 This has great importance in the narrative, but again (like all of the imagery in the film), it also has 
a double meaning. 
B9 In Freudian terms, it is seen as a 'phallic' object and therefore creates a very different interpretation 
of the stabbing. 

Cl Although seen as an extension of props, costume is also a very important factor for conveying 
meaning in films, because of its close link to character. 
C2 In early westerns, for example, if a character wore white it signified purity and goodness, while 
black indicated villainy. 
C3 A variation of this, can be seen at the end of'Black Narcissus' ( 194 7), when Sister Ruth breaks 
away from the hold the convent has on her, by "donning a worldly, vampish crimson dress" (McVay -
pg22). 
C4 This change not only points the two characters out as being rivals (Sister Clodagh continues to 
wear the white habit), it also works towards showing Ruth's psychological degeneration (the 'red' motif 
intensifies as the film progresses). 
C5 Costume can also be used more subtly in the narrative, to signal a possible change in a character's 
status as in 'Mildred Pierce' ( 1945). 
C6 When we initially see Mildred (through the identification made between the suit that she wears), 
we assume she is a business-woman, but during one of the flashbacks, we see her as a housewife 
(because of a similar identification made between the apron that she is wearing). 

[PARA 4) 
Dl The change from housewife to business-woman, is made more believable because of the different 
settings used. 
D2 We see Mildred (the business-woman) in an office or working environment, whereas we see 
Mildred (the housewife), in a domestic setting. 
D3 As well as enhancing the verisimilitude of the film, by offering the audience these recognisable 
locations in which to place the characters, settings can also create their own meanings through the film. 
D4 The scenes in 'Black Narcissus', of the convent perched on the edge ofa cliff over-looking the 
valley below, "establish a subliminally unsettling sense of human beings on the brink of some psychic 
disaster" (Mc Vay - pg. 20). 
D5 This example clearly illustrates the point. 

[PARA 5) 
El Lighting in film has now also become a meaningful aspect ofmise-en-scene, by slowly replacing 
lighting for illumination, with lighting for dramatic effect and atmosphere. 
E2 Once again. in 'Black Narcissus', this can be seen quite clearly as the lighting gradually changes 
from a bright, natural light at the beginning, to a very dark light with a dependence on 'unnatural' 
shadows at the end. 
E3 It becomes almost expressionistic lighting at one stage, momentarily altering the appearance of 
Ruth's red dress to a shocking black. 
E4 This, in turn, builds upon the meaning suggested earlier when discussing costume, and represents 
one of the themes the film has taken on i.e. a battle between good (Clodagh), and evil (Ruth). 
E5 Shadows are also used to great effect in 'Mildred Pierce'. 
E6 In the scene where Mildred locks Wally in the beach house, to frame him, he is literally (and 
metaphorically) trapped, as the shadows cut across him at every tum, and form a web-like pattern on 
the ceiling. 
E7 This gives the idea to the viewer that Mildred is a 'spider-woman' who has lured Wally into her 
web. 
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[PARA 6] 
FI One of the richest sources of meaning within films, is derived from the actor's performance in a 
role. 
F2 As with the aforementioned use of props and costume in film to create meaning, there are also a 
number of strong codes to be 'read' in the body language (facial expressions and body positions), of the 
performer. 
F3 Whereas in early films (and indeed the theatre) this had to be exaggerated, the use of close-ups in 
film now, allow the meanings contained in the slightest of movements to be clearly expressed to the 
audience. 
F4 The way Norman nervously twitches in 'Psycho' helps to make the viewer feel uncomfortable, and 
the close-up of Sister Ruth's face, as she looks out of the top of her eyes, accentuate her menacing 
presence at the end of 'Black Narcissus'. 
F5 Sometimes meaning is produced when a certain 'star' appears in a film, for example, the viewer 
might immediately assume they are watching a gangster film simply from the appearance of Robert De 
Niro or A 1 Pacino. 

[PARA 7] 
01 So far, the essay has only concentrated on the construction of meaning through the aspects of mise
en-scene needed by the camera. ] 
02 However, hidden meanings can become more prominent in films with help from those elements 
that make up the process of filming itself. 
03 Hitchcock emphasises the importance of duality in his film (as suggested by the use of mirrors in 
the paragraph discussing props), by effectively dividing or splitting numerous images, through 
framing. 
04 At one point, for example, Marion' sparked car is bisected by a telephone post, in another instance 
the Phoenix skyline is divided by a construction crane. 
05 It is even hinted at in the way the house looms vertically over the horizontal motel. 
06 Framing can also be used to aid characterisation within a film, and give it a deeper meaning. 
07 In 'Black Narcissus', from the very first time we see Sister Ruth, we are meant to perceive her as 
being different from the way the way the frame is set on a weird angle. 
G8 In another instance, to show she is mentally' on the edge ', she is literally positioned on the edge of 
the frame. 

[PARA 8] 
HI Finally, the cutting or editing of the film can be expressive in conveying meaning in itself. 
H2 This is especially true when editing an action sequence in a film, where the audience can feel the 
excitement of a scene through the speed of the cutting. 
H3 It can also work to create certain moods in a film, so that viewing individual shots becomes 
subliminal. 
H4 'Psycho" offers us the most famous example of montage in the 'Shower Scene', where "rapid and 
highly fragmented images" (Allan Rowe - An Introduction to Film Studies - pg. I 08), are used to 
enhance the shocking, un-expectedness of the murder. 
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[PARA 9] 
I 1 Throughout this essay, it can be seen that although mise-en-scene increases the verisimilitude of a 
film through setting, props, costume, etc., these elements can also work to construct various ' 
meanings' within that same film. 
12 Some aspects, like props, reinforce the themes of the film e.g. in 'Black Narcissus' mirrors were 
used as a representation of the film's main theme (and title), narcissism. 
13 On the other hand, we saw that props and other parts of mise-en-scene, could also create their own 
meanings, as in 'Psycho' where mirrors were used once again, but for a different purpose i.e. to show 
the split personalities of not just Norman, but of all the characters in the film. 
14 It has also been noted that where as these individual elements can create meaning, often, deeper 
meanings can be developed when two of more of these elements work together. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

WJ MES98 (JH) 

WJ has more of an emphasis on the nature of the taxonomy - whether ELEMENTS are discrete members 
of the TAXONOMY or which ELEMENTS make up the TAXONOMY. 

Mac-T: ORIENT TO QUESTION - MES-MAKING TECHNICAL-TAXONOMYl -TAXONOMY2 
- ORIENT TO ESSAY 
B: ELEMENTS-MEANING-MAKING - FILMl READING - ELEMENTl - MEANING 
C: ELEMENT2 -MEANING-MAKING - MEANING - FILM READING (General)- FILM2 
READING/ DESCRIPTION/ MEANING (Exemplification) - MEANING2(General) - FILM3 
READING/DESCRIPTION/ MEANING (Exemplification) -
D: FILM3 READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING (Specific) -MEANING-MAKING - ELEMENT3 -
FILM3 READING/DESCRIPTION(Exemplification) 
E: ELEMENT4 - MEANING-MAKING - MEANING 1 - FILM2 
READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING I (Exemplification) - FILM3 
READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING 1 (Exemplification) 
F: MEANING-MAKING- ELEMENTS - FILM! READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANINGl 
(Exemplification) 
G: TAXONOMY2- MEANING-MAKING - ELEMENT6-FILM1 READING/MEANING (General 
Exemplification) - FILM I READING/MEANING (Specific Exemplification)- MEANING2 - FILM2 
READING/MEANING2 (Exemplification I &2) -
H: ELEMENT 7 - MEANING-MAKING - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING l (General)-
MEANING2 (General) - FILM! READJNG/DESCRIPTION/MEANING2 (Specific) 
Mac-N: REVIEW ELEMENTS/MEANING MAKING/MEANING- REVIEW ELEMENT! 
(Exemplification)/ MEANING I (Exemplification)/FILM2 READING (Exemplification) - REVIEW 
ELEMENT! (Exemplification)/ MEANING2 (Exemplification)/FILMl READING (Exemplification) -
COMBINATION 

An aspect to consider is how far the student engages with and identifies MEANING with FILM MAKER 
and AUDIENCE in contrast with MEANING as constructed by ELEMENTS, i.e Senser based Mental 
Processes versus Actor- basc>d Material Processes - Film/Text as object 
There are also a number of additional Concepts which can be observed - GENRE, COMB INATfON, 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA 
And then the incidence of totally unique ones. 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
WJ MES 98 Corpus genre analysis - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
A I Before discussing mise-en-scene in relation to how it crates meaning 
within mainstream cinema, it is impmiant that, at this stage, the term 
itself is fully understood. 
ORIENT TO QUESTION - MES - MAKING TECHNICAL 
A2 Some confusion exists in defining the term however, as it is used in 
different contexts by different film theorists/writers. 
MAKING TECHNICAL 
A3 The true application of the term, is in the practice of stage direction in 
the theatre, where various components are 'put into the scene'. 
MAKING TECHNICAL 
A4 This definition of the term, includes many of the visual aspects that 
can be found in films, and that are needed by the camera: setting, lighting, 
costume. props and the performance of the actors themselves. 
TAXONOMY I 
A5 By extension from theatre to cinema, the term has come to mean the 
director's control over what appears in the film, and the way things are 
staged for the camera (through framing, camera movement and editing). 
TAXONOMY2 
A6 This second definition of the term, that includes these 
cinematographic qualities, is the definition that will be used throughout 
this essay in answering the above question. 
ORIENT TO ESSAY 

Concepts The 'Concepts' are actually mostly 'Moves' that operate on text 
A number of valued Concepts are not named or elaborated: geme, 
narrative, mainstream cinema 

Schema 
predicted 

Very strongly signaled in A6: the second definition 

General - From General Concept to Definition (within the macroTheme) must be a 
Particular Preview to Detail movement. This creates the space for Generalisation -

Exemplification in the body of the text; although there is a cycle of 
Preview-Detail along the way (each hypertheme is an Example ofmise en 
scene, Previewed as MAKING MEANING, The MEANING MAKING is 
then Detailed Then the Preview/Detail is treated as a Generalisation and 
the FILM READING becomes an Example in which the MEANING 
(General) is Exemplified by a MEANING (Particular). To learn how to 
frame the FILM READING in the General Concepts of ELEMENTS 
MAKE MEANING is the essence of the learning in this stage of WOS. 
The description here using Halliday/Martin: Genre andTheme and 
Winter/Hoey: Claause relation and Text pattern gives a rich description of 
the genre action and the text construction the students are called on to 
perform. I need to relate it more clearly to the Wignell and Martin work 
on Theme and Field construction. 
Then the second stage is Grammatical Metaphor as a Thingifying process 

that is embedded in the General to Particular movement that the text 
construes. 
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Coherence 
At a Textual level it is strong. But the denotations of the Concept tenns 
(even here where the emphasis is on the meaning of the terms) is difficult 
to detennine from the definitions and this counteracts the Textual 
Coherence (in other words, Ideational incoherence versus Textual 
incoherence) 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; in relation lo (is it Vocab 3) ?understood, definition, mean 
question, answering, the way 
labels; term, defining, term, application, components, aspects, term, 
definition, qualities, definition, the practice of (stage direction) 
The large number ofVocab 3 and labels reflects the MAKING 
TECHNICAL work that is going on in this macroTheme. 

abstractions; contexts, theatre, cinema, director's control 
technical terms; mise en scene, meaning, mainstream cinema, film 
theorists/writers, stage direction, set1ing etc, director, framing etc, 
cinematographic 
relational process: A I, Pi:at, A3 Pi:at; AS, Pi:id, A4, Pi (poss), A6 
embedded Pi (poss), A6 Pi:id. High number reflects the MAKING 
TECHNICAL emphasis ofmacroTheme 
MEANING Al only 

Para Schema hype,--Theme text 
BI Each of the aforementioned elements, lhat make up mise-cn-scene, are 
cinematic codes that create different meanings within a film when 
carefully 'read' by the viewer. 
ELEMENTS - MEANING MAKING 
B2 In the 1960 film 'Psycho', director Alfred Hitchcock cleverly used 
various props to not only reinforce the film's narrative, but also to create 
underlying meanings and themes. 
FILM READING /DESCRIPTION - ELEMENT - MEANING 

Concepts 'Canonical' sequence 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition elements, (synonym for: components, visual aspects, 
qualities), mise en scene, cinematic (partial repetition - cf Hoey- for 
cinematographic) codes, 'read' (partial/complex repetition of director's 
control, 'read' implies 'write'= director in this taxonomy- although in 
another text - e.g. JT's - the director is absent.) director, props, film, 
create meanings 
vocab3 element, 
anaphoric nouns 1960 film 

- postrnod aformentioned elements that make up ... ; 
cataphoric nouns - cinematic codes that create .... 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process BI Pr:id ( organises Given-New); 
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The move towards Particular is canonical but the step down into the 
General -
Clause relations 

FILM READING is to sudden, it needs framing in the Example from the 
ELEMENTS Taxonomy, props. This explains the incoherence problem 
discussed in next section 

Particular 

Coherence 
To B 1, Can you give me an exarnp le?. Thematising In the l960 film 
signals an example. Here to fit with the text schema, Thernatising props 
would be more coherent 
To 82 How? A.nd the paragraph answers this. 

All of the mode/dual face ikms appear to play a role in building Field. (lsField 
it possible that the more coherent essays map dual facing coherence ontoVocab 3; 
Field building and so texture is more rich)labels; 
Vocab 3;abstractions; 
labels;technical terms; 
abstractions:relational 
technical terms;process 
relational process 
MEANlNG 

Para 

MEANING 

hyper-Theme textSchema 
C 1 A I though set'.n as an extension of props, costum" is also a very 
important factor for conveying meaning in films, bt'.cause of its close link 
to character. 
ELE/\1ENT - MEANll\Ci MAKING - l\fEA.NIJ\G 
C2 In early westerns, for example, if a character wore white it signified 
purity and goodness, \\bile black indicated villainy. 
FILM READING (general)- t\1EANING (general) 

Concepts 
Canonical 

Uual face Repetition Dependent clause in Theme position is dual facing Repetition 
Repetition of props from para B and props and costume from macroTheme. 

vocab3vocab3 
anaphoric n0uns anc1.phoric nouns 

- postmod - postmocl 
gm extension of propsgm 

conjunction conjunction 1\lthough exploited to create dual facing dependent clause 
relational relational process Cl Cr'Pi:at/At; C2 signified, indicated (Given New -
process link to character justifies [ enhances] the claim which was Given in the 

macroTheme first 

Clause relations Generalisation-Example. It is noticeable here that an Example can also be 
Gener-al - Detail to Preview 
Particular 
Coherence The issues around Coherence here are interesting and important (See 

chapter 5, page l l for details) 
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Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; As for dual face: extension, factor, link 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; props, costume, meaning, character 
relational process Cl Cr"Pi:at/\At; C2 signified, indicated 
MEANING conveying meaning 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
DI The change from housewife to business-woman, is made more 
believable because of the different settings used. 
FILM READING/MEANING - MEANING MAKING - ELEMENT 
D2 We see Mildred (the business-woman) in an office or working 
environment, whereas we see Mildred (the housewife), in a domestic 
setting. 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 

Concepts 
MEANING is used as a dual facing item 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition housewife, business woman, from previous para; settings 
from macroT 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm change (nominalisation for preceding para); different settings used 
( ellipted post mod) 
conjunction because, circumstantial of manner to support claim made 
about (Instrument - Achievement Relation. This seems to capture the 
relation better than Circumstantial of cause, though it seems to equate 
with Circumstantial of manner.) 
relational process 

Clause relations The General Particular pattern is reversed here to effect the bridge from 
General- the Particular level of MEANING in preceding paragraph. The para 
Particular begins with Particular level of MEANING and then the ELEMENT acts 

as Generalisation for specific Examples of the ELEMENT making 
MEANING in the FILM READING. 

Coherence 
HyperTheme cues request Give an example and the paragraph does that 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Rather little in the way ofField building 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; different settings used 
relational process 
MEANING made more believable 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
El Lighting in film has now also become a meaningful aspect of mise-en-
scene, by slowly replacing lighting for illumination, with lighting for 
dramatic effect and atmosphere. 
ELEMENT - MEANING MAKING - MEANING 
E2 Once again. in 'Black Narcissus', this can be seen quite clearly as the 
lighting gradually changes from a bright, natural light at the beginning, to 
a very dark light with a dependence on 'unnatural' shadows at the end. 

Concepts 
Canonical 

Dual face Repetition Essentially this could be seen as a Replacement Clause for this 
Repetition canonical formation/figure. Having said that, the lexicogrammar of the 
vocab3 Conceptual nodes can be drawn from a wide potential range of choices -
anaphoric nouns this is particularly evident for the MEANING component (sec eh 5 p42 

- postmod for details) 
vocab3 meaningful aspect (meaningful is partial repetition), gm 

conjunction anaphoric nouns 
- postmodrelational 

cataphoric nouns dramatic effect, atmosphere 
gm 
conjunction by -ing 
relational process Cr/\Pi:At/\ At 

process 

This byperTheme descends through levels of General-Particular ending Clause relations 
up making a space for E2, the ExampleGeneral-
In view of Bartholomac's observations about students' difficulties with 
levels of abstraction it is worth Lracking how exactly the shifts up and 
down are effected. For example, when a new Preview/Generalisation is 
introduced into the paragraph on an ELEMENT - e.g. ES which moves to 
the other FILM REFERENCE, Mildred Pierce. It entails Thematising the 
ELEMENT (specific) - shadows - a vocab 2 conjunction, and the Film 
Reference in New position 

Particular 

Or in D3 where the dual focing Vocab2 device and a subordinated 
adverbial clause in marked Theme position effects the transition to a new 
MEANING for the ELEMENT 

Coherence 
El is discussed at length on pl6, eh 5. Coherence is disturbed by the use 
of an enhancing hypotactic clause (by replacing) rather than a nominal 
form in a Circumstantial (by the replacement of) - since the hypotactic 
clause requires an ellipted subject from the main clause and the subject in 
the precding main clause is not the subject of the Verb 

But, as discussed in the chapter, the Repetitiou in the 'Replacement 
clause' - the hyperTheme - establishes this cohrerently within the 
emerging text structure. 
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Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; aspect 
labels; 
abstractions; illumination, dramatic effect atmosphere 
technical terms; lighting mise en scene 
relational process ?become, (Cr?, ELEMENT At, MEANING MAKING) 
MEANING become a meaningful aspect 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
FI One of the richest sources of meaning within films, is derived from the 
actor's performance in a role. 
MEANING MAKING - ELEMENT 
F2 As with the aforementioned use of props and costume in film to create 
meaning, there arc also a number of strong codes to be 'read' in the body 
language (facial expressions and body positions), of the performer. 
TAXONOMY - MEANING MAKING- MEANING (AUDIENCE) 

Concepts F2 is not part of the hyperTheme 
MEANING MAKING is less common as Theme ofhyperTheme. It may 
represent a marked version exploited to introduce a different aspect of the 
taxonomy or it may simply represent an alternative. This can be 
compared across the corpus. In some ways it is a more sensible order 
since it puts ELEMENT into New position and this becomes what the 
paragraph is about. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition richest sources of meaning (a Comparative form, with 
synonym ofMEJ\.NING MAKING - derived from is a part ofit?) 
vocab3 none 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm source of meaning is some kind of gm of meaning derived from 
conjunction One of (taxonomising ordinal) 
relational process derived from does not collocate with source of meaning 
- is is more appropriate 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

One of signals Example -- which is what the ELEMENT hyperThemc 
always is. It then acts as Preview to the ensuing Detail which then 
becomes the Generalisation to the Psycho Example (The way Norman .... ) 

Coherence 
Collocational incoherence but this does not disturb macrostructural 
coherence too greatly. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; 
labels; sources of meaning 
abstractions; 
technical terms; performance in a role 
relational process derived from is an error for Pi:At 
MEANING Not ELEMENTMJ\.KES MEANING but still an impersonal 
form of MEANING MAKING 
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Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
G I So far, the essay has only concentrated on the construction of meaning 
through the aspects of mise-en-scene needed by the camera. 
ORIENT TO ESSAY - TAX ONO MY 1 
G2 However, hidden meanings can become more prominent in films with 
help from those elements that make up the process of filming itself. 
MEANING - TAXONOfvlY 2 
G3 Hitchcock emphasises the importance of duality in his film (as 
suggested by the use ofmi1Tors in the paragraph discussing props), by 
effectively dividing or splitting numerous images, through framing. 
FILM l\.1AKER - MEANING (specific) - ELEfvlENT 

Concepts 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition construction of meaning, aspects of m ise en scene (from the 
previous hyperThemcs), needed by the camera (from Taxonomy in 
macro Theme) (hidden) meanings can become more prominent (a sort of 
synonym) elements, (from macroTheme) process of filming itself 
vocab3 aspects, elements 
anaphoric nouns essay (derived) construction of meaning ( enables 
Rhematising of this concept) 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction so far, only, however, 
rela,ion::il procesc; can become 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Two Generalisations set against each other. The distinction is not clearly 
expressed - th<: essence of the defining quality of the Taxonomy I and 2 

Coherence 
The transition is coherent bttt the opposition between the T;ixonomies is 
unclear -- this is pm1ly attributable to the source material (Nelmes?) 
where the two defining attributes of the Taxonomies are equally 
indeterminate. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels: 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vouib 3; aspects ( of misc' en scene) elements (that make up the process 
of filming) 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; (post mod) aspects of mise en scene needed by the 
camera elements (that make up the process of filming) 
relational process ? become 
:VIEANI>:G construction of meaning through aspects of misc en scene; ?* 
hidden meanings can become more prominent with help from those 
elements 
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Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
HJ Finally, the cutting or editing of the film can be expressive in 
conveying meaning in itself. 
ELEMENT -- lvfAKES 1vfEANING 
H2 This is especially true when editing an action sequence in a film, 
where the audience can feel the excitement of a scene through the speed 
of the cutting. 
FILM READIKG (general).!DESCRIPTION/MEA'\ING 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postrnod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition editing ( repeated from the macroTheme) 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction finally 
relational process can be expressive in conveying meaning (such a use of 
Pr:at does not seem particularly valuable because any Process would put 
editing in Theme/Subject position so it is a default position not a 
strategy). Lexical metaphor? 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Generalisation in hyperTheme is followed by an Example (General) cued 
by word 

Coherence 
Yes, suppmted by the Repetition and the conjunction 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
a bstractiuns; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
l\1EA~ 1'-'G 

Vocab 3; 
labels: 
abstractions: 
technical terms; cutting 01· editing 
relational process modalised can be 
MEANII\JG expressive in conveying meaning 

Para Schema 
-

h yper-Thcme text 
Ii Throughout this essay, it can be sern that although rn ise-en-scene 
increases the verisimilitude of a film through setting, props, costume, etc., 
these elements can also work to construct various 'meanings' within that 
same film. 
12 Some aspects, like props, reinforce the themes of the film e.g. in 'Black 
Narcissus' mirrors were used as a representation of the film's main theme 
(and title), narcissism. 
l3 On the other hand, we saw that props and other parts ofmise-en-scene, 
could also create their own meanings, as in 'Psycho' \Vhere mirrors were 
used once again, but for a different purpose i.e. to show the split 
personalities of not just Norman, but of all the characters in the fi Im. 
I4 It has also been noted that where as these individual elements can 
create meaning, often, deeper meanings can be developed when two of 
more of these elements work together. 
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DS 
1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 

In what ways does mise-en-scene work to contruct meaning in mainstream cinema? 

Al The aim of this essay is to discuss the way in which meaning is constructed withinmainstream 
cinema using mise-en-scene, using both notes taken during seminars and evidence from the book, Film 
Art, Bordwell and Thompson, 1997. 
A2 To identify findings and look at various aspects of mise-en-scene this essay will examine lighting, 
setting, costume, make-up, body language, movement, space and time. 

BI Firstly the essay will look at the ways in which both lighting and framing builds meaning in films 
and mainstream cinema. 
B2 Lighting can change mise-en-scene and the influence a particular film has on its audience, it can 
also draw attention to a particular subject and add status to certain characters using framing and 
lighting. 
B3 By examining the film Black Narcissus focusing on the main character Cloda, her face is softly lit 
for most of the film. This creates a widely spread illumination of her character whilst the welcoming 
and friendly light cast on her emphasises her star status that links to her character being the leading 
role. 

C1The mother superior is focused upon using hard lighting which clearly defines the sense of power 
that the character carries. 
C2 The lighting used also creates the bold shadows that link to the characters strict and stem facial 
expressions. 
C3 Mother superior and Cloda are looking down at the nuns from a balconey, in the covent as they eat 
there supper. The lighting used in this scene is purposely to enhance the cross that connects the nuns 
with their Christianity. Hard lighting is used once more as the bell tower is lit from a very dark and 
glommy point of view. The shadows cast are bold and crisp that invents the embedded evil edge to the 
narrative structure of the film. 

D 1 Lighting can also enhance the influence of any dubious characters that are involved in the storyline. 
D2 An example of this is when Ruth enters the convent as the other nuns have supper. 
D3 There is a very bright light cast on the empty seat, whilst the other nuns are cast in shadow. This 
recognises that the empty seat is of great impo1tance to the narrative of the film. Ruth makes a 
dramatic entrance framed at an angle, which is a visual device used to indicate that Ruth will become 
problematic to the narrative. 

E1 Ruth is in many shots that involve the lighting being cast from below her character. 
E2 This is intended to create realism and beliveability and to intesify the menacing portrayal of her 
character. 
E3 Underlighting can also suggest that the figure is distorted which then entwines with the horror story 
effect. " ... The proper use of light can embellish and dramatize every object... " (pp. 179, Bordwell & 
Thompson, 1997) 

Fl Three point lighting is a central key to mainstream Hollywood cinema as full attention is drawn to 
the subject due to the positioning of the lighting. 
F2 It causes a high key lighting effect which uses fill and backlight topreate low contrast between 
brighter and darker areas. 

G I However the lighting will obviously differ depending on the genre of the/film. 
G2 The audience would not recognise a romantic film if it were to use hard lighting during a love 
scene whereas the soft lighting effect would link to romance and love. 
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We are used to our everyday surroundings and so the lighting used in film is realistic within the 
audiences minds. However the look of a shot is controlled using the adventure of light using light 
quality, direction, source and colour. 

H 1 Going on to discuss setting and locations it is significant in our minds that the design and location 
of a setting can form the audiences understanding of the narrative structure of a film. 
H2 The filmmaker may deceide to set various parts of a film out on location or in a studio using 
various scenery and props that link to the narrative. 
H3 However it is a very important factor for any film that authenticity is imported throughout the film 
to create realism and believability. 

11 An example of this would be during the film Black Narcissus the audience would not expect to see 
the nuns carrying out there duties in a shopping centre. 
12 This scenerio would just be too un-realistic and would not tie up with historical verisimilitude. 
Moreover nuns at a convent is what the audience expects and recognises as a convention of the 
narrative. Colour is also an important associate linked to settings that enhances realism within a film. 

J1 Costume and make-up are another crucial aspect of any film that helps to separate the cultural 
backgrounds and attitudes of different characters. 
J2 Costume and make-up can also contribute to a films overall progression and add to enhancing actors 
appearance and expressions. 
J3 An example of costume can again be taken from the film Black Narcissus. 
J4 The nuns are dressed in their habit's which creates realism and helps the audience to distinguish that 
this is recognisable constitutional dress. The nuns are very pale faced and plain which is how society 
would expect a nun to dress. This in turn links the nuns to their cultural background. Mr. Dean does 
work within the convent although he is dressed in casual shorts, sandals, a leather hat and smokes a 
pipe. This automatically shows the audience that he is not an official part of the convent. He is a fairly 
laid back character with an attitude that is completely the opposite to that of the nuns. This reflects a 
twist in the narrative of the film and adds the interesting fact that the characters have different attitudes 
towards one another and they way they carry out their duties. 

Kl The main aim of using make-up within film is to complete the realistic appearance of particular 
characters. 
K2 For example the audience would not expect to see Dracuala dressed in his recognisable cape 
wearing pink, glittery make-up as this would not be convincing enough to pursue verisimilitude 
throughout the film. 
K3 However for that particular genre a pale face and red lips resembling blood would create the horror 
storyline. 
K4 Make-up can also signify that a particular character is different or has a different meaning to 
others. The characters make-up may stand out or be completely different to that of another character 
which poses to the audience that this particular character will add a twist or problem to the storyline. 

L1 Body language is a very important factor linked to film that the audience uses to analyse a character 
or storyline. 
L2 After examining the film Mildred Pierce there are recognisable aspects of the narrative that link to 
the characters body language. 
L3 An example would be the relationship between Veda and Monty. Although Mildred is having a 
love affair with Monty, Veda, her daughter does not hide the flirtations behaviour that goes on between 
herself and Monty. This suggests to the audience that Veda is a very bold character that is not at all 
afraid to hide her impertinence. Her body language also shows that she is pleased with herself when 
she manages to get her mother to retaliate against her attitude and problematic behaviour. 
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Ml Mildred's body language enables her to come across to the audience as a very innocent character. 
M2 She does however carry herself in a bold manner that links to her sexual power that she uses to 
achieve her goals. 
M3 Veda and Monty use there body language to rebel against Mildred and her hopes and wishes for 
her family and the quality oflife they live. 

NI Space is a key factor to any film that can enable the audience to distinguish day to night and any 
chronological orders. 
N2 In a lot of films three-dimensional space often occurs. 
N3 The image projected on the screen is flat and the aspects of lighting, characters and setting can 
guide the audiences attention across the screen emphasising certain parts of a film. Mildred pierce 
consists mainly of flashbacks which canjumble sense oftime. Flashbacks and flashforward are 
generally outside the conventions of classical Hollywood cinema. 

01 Coherent space is very important as the fade in and fade outs during a film are an aspect of realism 
that the audience can relate to. 
02 The 180 degree eyeline space infront of the audience can make cinematic space work. 
03 The narrative events that happen are made coherent that then links to the understanding of space as 
a whole. 

PI Throughout film the audience becomes used to colour change, variations in size and a moving 
image that can very often draw attention to the subject quicker that of a static image. 
P2 Colour and contrast are also components that can quickly draw the eye to the screen. 
P3 Warm colours such as orange, yellow and pinks are more likely to draw attention than cool colours 
such as purple, red and green that are less noticeable colours. 

Q 1 Sound can add an emotional impact to any film as it goes beyond hearing what the audience are 
actually watching. 
Q2 A visual image works parallel to the sound that it is placed with. 
Q3 The audience would not recognise a love story that has dietetic sound such as booming footsteps 
throughout a scene. This would be more likely to connect to a horror story whilst a love story would 
use non-dietetic sound such as violins or a sweet, soft tune playing in the background. 

Rl In conclusion to this essay misc-en-scene represents how lighting, setting, costume, body language, 
space, time and sound present themselves in mainstream Hollywood cinema. 
R2 Mise-en-scene has an element of pattern that functions throughout particular films using the above 
motifs. 
R3 Space and time are used to guide the viewer's attention throughout the film and to create suspense 
or surprise. 
R4 Mise-en-scene allows realism and openness to vary throughout mainstream cinema and draws on 
the conclusion that with mise-en-scene the possibilities are endless 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 
Schematic form: Conceptual Synoptic 

DSMES 98 (JT) 

This is organised around the MES TAXONOMY with a variety of types of FILM READING exemplifying 
the MEANINGS. Two central FILMS are MP and BN. There are also references to genres or classes of 
films rather than to specific FILMs in the illustration of the function and MEANING of ELEMENTS in 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA. In one case there is no FILMREADING. Then - in the final third - there is a 
mistaken examination of a number of other aspects of MAINSTREAM CINEMA which are not MES (This 
is commented on by the tutor as 'loss of focus') 

Mac-T ORIENTATION TO QUESTION -MEANING MAKING- MES- WRJTING METHOD
ELEMENTS TAXONOMY 
B: ELEMENT! +2 - MEANING (General) - FILM I READING 1 (Exemplification)/MEANING (Specific) 
C: ELEMENT! - FILM READINGI/MEANING(Specific)-
D: ELEMENT] - MEANING2 (General)- FILM! READING/MEANING(Specific) 
E: FILM! READING- ELEMENT! (Instantiation) - MEANING(General) 
SD selects an ELEMENT, Generalises about its MEANING, Exemplifies with instantiationsfi'om FILM 
READING to demonstrate MEANING MAKJNG. This can span several paragraphs as in B,C,D,E 
F: ELEMENT3 - MAINSTREAM CINEMA - MEANING (General) 
G: ELEMENT3 - MEANING/GENRE 
No Exemplification 
H: ELEMENT4-MEANING(General) 
I: FILM READING (Exemplification) - MEANING (specific) 
J: ELEMENTS - MEANING(General) - FILM READING(Exemplification) 
K: ELEMENT6 - MAKING MEANING - MEANING (General)- FILM (General) READING 
(Exemplification: General) 
M: ELEMENT7 - MEANING(General)- FILM2READING (Exemplification: Specific)
N/0: ?ELEMENT/ MEANING(General) 
There is a problem making sense ofthese two paras - see notes 
P AUDIENCE - ?ELEMENT?8 - ELEMENT9 - MEANING(General) 
Q: ?ELEMENT -
R: Mac-N:? Very confused 

So these first three are somewhat different although they are still - broadly speaking NAMING, MAKING 
TECHNICAL, TAXONOMISING, attributing MEANING MAKING properties and describing 
MEANINGS and illustrating/exemplifying with FILM READINGS. 
CA is the most radically different- ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING - MEANINGS - FILM 1,2 

READING 
JO is somewhat erratic but embeds the canonical schema ELEMENTS - MEANING in a single 
FILMREADING 
SO is more canonical - ELEMENTS - MEANING - FILM 1,2 ... READING but has a number of extra and 
erroneous ELEMENTS in the TAXONOMY 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 

DS MES98 (JT, ?) Corpus genre analysis 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
Al The aim of this essay is to discuss the way in which meaning is 
constructed within mainstream cinema using mise-en-scene, using both 
notes taken during seminars and evidence from the book, Film Art, 
Bordwell and Thompson, 1997. 
ORIENTATION TO QUESTION - MEANING MAKING- MES-
WRITING METHOD 
A2 To identify findings and look at various aspects ofmise-en-scene this 
essay will examine lighting, setting, costume, make-up, body language, 
movement, space and time. 
ELEMENTS 

Concepts Macro Theme 

Concepts ORIENTATION TO QUESTION - MEANING MAKING - MES 
- WRITING METHOD 

ELEMENTS 

Schema 
predicted 

Schema predicted ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING 

General - High level ofGeneralisation - no Details or Exemplifications. The writing 
Particular performatives are an unusual Generalisation. The general lack of 

elaboration in MAKING TECHNICAL or framing the MES TAXONOMY 
in some other Thematic relation is unusual. 

Coherence CoherenceThe writing performatives are generically odd (from report 
writing?) and so make for incoherence in that respect. The wording of the 
figure ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING- meaning is constructed using mise 
en scene- o is unusual, and may reflect a lack of familiarity with the 
convention of talking about meaning as ifit were constructed by the 
ELEMENTs themselves, rather than a FILM MAKER . The purpose 
clauses - to identify findings and look at various aspects ofmise en scene -
are unusual collocations 

But the brevity of the macroTheme and the relative simplicity of its 
propositions mean that these oddities do not , probably, seriously threaten 
coherence. 

Coherence is joint construction between writer and reader - I presume that 
I as a reader (and not the intended one at that) can comment on coherence 
in a general sense. I do not see how we can usefully speak ofcoherence in 
an objective sense (by means ofcohesive harmony analysis for example). 
Coherence is created by a writer in relation with (a) reader(s). What I as a 
literacy teacher attempt to do is enter into the relation ofcoherence 
between a subject teacher and the subject student. This is to recognize that 
the student may be in a process ofdeveloping towards more and more 
coherent expression/construction ofmeaning But it is not to leave the 
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student working in a vacuum where no coherence beyond the student's own 
meaning making exists. While to take this latter course might seem 
respectful ofthe student's autonomy, right to selfdirected learning, current 
inter language and expression ofidentity, it does not - I propose -
contribute to the learning processes that are entailed in writing an essay. 1 
am in fact attempting to do the same with the essay text that the essay title 
prompts the students to do with the film text- to treat it as a construct that 
can be deconstructed in terms ofmeaning, even though this cannot be a 
guarantee that it is understood to mean the meaning that is deconstructed to 
all ofits reader/writers/viewers. The enterprise is to deconstruct the text in 
terms of 'preferred' or 'dominant' readings. There is not a one to one fit 
between signifier and signified since the signifier exist/is constructed 
somehow in the minds ofparticipants - but there is not a total 
unpredictability offit- or communication would be impossible. 

Field Field 
Vocab 3; Vocab 3; aim, evidence, findings, aspects,? discuss,? examine, 

labels; the way labels; 
abstractions; abstractions; 
technical terms; technical terms; mainstream cinema, ELEMENTS, space, time 
relational relational process, is to discuss (rel:id)= making technical but in a 

metatextual sense not in a metaconceptual sense.process 
MEANING 

MEANING *the way in which meaning is constructed using mise en scene 
Para Schema hyper-Theme text 

B 1 Firstly the essay will look at the ways in which both lighting and 
framing builds meaning in films and mainstream cinema. 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 
B2 Lighting can change mise-en-scene and the influence a particular film 
has on its audience, it can also draw attention to a particular subject and add 
status to certain characters using framing and lighting. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 
B3- 4 
FILM READING 

Concepts 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING - MEANING 

Dual face Dual face 
Repetition (in BI) the essay (Derived Theme - an essay genre feature ),Repetition 
lighting (lighting occurs in macroTheme but not framing), builds meaning vocab3 
(synonymy) mainstream cinema (the opposition of films and mainstream 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

cinema is not meaningful in this context) 
vocab3gm 
anaphoric nounsconjunction 

- postmodthe ways (in which ... ) relational 
gmlighting framing 
conjunction firstly 
relational process - no, but the metaphorical will look is a predictive Mental 
Process and relevant to the dual face 

process 
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Para 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANI~G 

Schema 

I Concepts 
I 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Clause relations 
General ParticularThe hyperTheme is at the most General Preview level. 
The next sentence 82 moves to give Details (MEANINGS) about the 
rv!EANn-<G t\1AKf>IG. The t\VO sentences operate as Generalisation for the 
FILM READll\G which Exemplifies. However, there are a number of 
rvlEANI-:\Gs in the Generalisation and it is not immediately obvious which 
of these is being Exemplified. 

CoherenceThere is some incoherence as the paragraph develops because of 
the relations betv,een the Generalisation and the Examples just referred to. 
It is probable that the Example is of status added to character but this is not 

I clear. The problem may haw: been induced by attempting to orient both to 
the FILIV! REFERENCE for the FILM READING and to the MEANING 
!\1AKl~G in the marked depeodent clause of Manner that begins 83. This 
occupies the place that a specific link to the panicular rv!EANING 
Generalisation from B2 would occupv (e.g An example oflighiing adding 
status to character can be seen in Black "-Jarcissusl. The ellipsis of Subject 
(B3a/b )is not successful either and this adds to the incoherence. 

Once again, such incoherence has not prevented the essay being awarded a 
fairly high grade~ at a generic level the essay appears to have 
verisirniliwde Paragraph B identifies a Generalisation and Preview then 
provides Examples and Details. Another example of the underlying 
incoherence referred to in I\ lani11 · s Discourse on Discourse analysis. 
Field 
Vocab 3: 
labels:thc ways (in which ... ) 
abstractions: 
techn iec1l terms: lighting framing 
relational process 
'v1EANf:\Glightiog builds meaning 

If 132 is included in hyperThernc there are a number of collocations that 
may oot be usual: lighting can change mise en scene, and a clause relation 
that is not coherem: Lighting ... using framing and lighting. 

hyper-Theme text 
C I The mother superior is focused upon using hard lighting which clearly 
defines the sense of power that the character canies 
This is an orthographic paragraph but probably part of the conceptual 
paragraph beginning in the previous orthographic paragraph 
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Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
DI Lighting can also enhance the influence of any dubious characters that 
are involved in the storyline. 

Concepts 

(Possibly also part of the previous paragraph but will be treated as a new 
conceptual paragraph) 

Concepts ELEMENT - MEANING 
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Dual face Repetition Lighting, 
Repetition This clause can be seen as a Replacement clause ELEMENT - MEANING. 
vocab3 This clause recurs throughout the text. It is worded differently so it is unlike 
anaphoric nouns Winter's examples where a number oflexicogrammatical items remain 

- postmod constant. But if the frame is seen as ELEMENT- MAKES MEANING 
(specific) then clause gm 

conjunction DI Lighting can also enhance the influenceany dubious character 
relational ELEMENTMAKES MEANING 
process MEANING (specific) can be equated with the nominalization in B lthe 

ways in which both lighting and framing build meanings in films and 
mainstream cinema 
ELEMENTSMAKE MEANING 
The replacement in DI is an Example based on the original Generalisation. 

vocab3 
cataphoric nouns 

- postmod influence of any dubious characters ... 
gm 
conjunction also 
relational process 
Clause relations 

General -
Clause relations 

General - Particular See discussion above about Replacement. The shift 
Particular down towards Exemplification is signalled in D2 An example ofthis 

Coherence Dual face is based on preceding paragraph and the subsequent 
one and succeeds. 

Coherence 

FieldField 
Vocab 3;Vocab 3; 
labels;influence + postmodificationlabels; 
abstractions;abstractions; 
technical terms;characters, story line technical terms; 
relational process relational 
MEANINGcan enhance the influence process 

MEANING 
hyper-Theme text Para Schema 
EI Ruth is in many shots that involve the lighting being cast from below her 
character. 
E2 This is intended to create realism and beliveability and to intesify the 
menacing portrayal of her character. 

ConceptsFILM READING/DESCRIPTION - ELEMENT - FILM 
READING/MEANING 
This is a separate orthographic paragraph but is analysed as a part of the 
same conceptual paragraph as D because the same Concept of dubious 
character is continued. The introduction of realism and believability means 
significant new Concepts are introduced but they are not developed and do 
not contribute to the Thematic development of the paragraph. 

Concepts 
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Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
Fl Three point lighting is a central key to mainstream Hollywood cinema as 
full attention is drawn to the Sllbject due to the positioning of the lighting. 
EU:MEJ\T (TAXOJ\OMY) - iv!AlNSTREA!vl Cll\E\1A - MEANING 

Concepts 
The Thcmatising of a type of lighting in F 1 brings attention to the fact that 
there is a ta\.onomy of lighting types underlying the lighting paragraphs. 
This is not foregrounded and coherence is achieved without the vocabulary 
3 terms (a third l~2i' of lighting, for example) simply because this Theme 
can be seen as Dcri\ecl from the hyperThemc of B 1. lt is harder to sec this 
as 21 Rcplaccnwm clrnsc for the FLE!v!ENT MAKES MEANING 
rv!E:\NI1'-:G clause~ but it is obviously c!cse to that clause in Conceptual 
form. It includes other components - a contextualising in Mainstream 
Cinema and a Circumstantial of Cause. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric n,rnns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
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Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
G 1 However the lighting will obviously differ depending on the genre of 
the/film. 

Concepts 
This represents a hyperNew to the preceding four paragraphs. It draws all 
the preceding Generalisations and Examples together under a new General 
Concept - Genre. As commented elsewhere this is valued in the Field and 
this paragraph will presumably create a good effect. Having said that it is 
not entirely coherent containing a number of underdeveloped Concept terms 
that are intended to generalize about the preceding features of lighting but 
actually introduce new Concepts that require elaboration and making 
technical for their real value to be established. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence Coherence is maintained by the conjunction However, the anaphoric the 

(lighting) and the Thematising of lighting with genre being placed in New 
position. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
HI Going on to discuss setting and locations it is significant in our minds 
that the design and location of a setting can form the audiences 
understanding of the narrative s:rncture of a film. 
ELEMENT - MEANlNG 

Concepts 
Effectively, the hyperThemes arc idrntified with the transition to a new 
Element. This 1s an orientation to the text structure which l have developed 
that risks leading me to overriding other hyperThematic developments (such 
as the varioLLS Thc;nws that I uid not choose to treat as hyperThemes in the 
section on lighting, preferring lO see the whole section related to the first 
hypcrTheme on lighting). I I 1 is such an obvious transition in the text that it 
is incontrovenibly a hyperTheme. 

Concepts 
ELEMENT-- MEANlNG 

It is not clear if !he aud:ences narrative s/rucrure cfu 

Jifm is a_g,1nicuLa_r_[\JLANING or a way of at1ribu1ing '.'v1EAN1NG 
'v1AKJNG in gener,il w the ELEMENT. 

Dual faceDual face 
Repetition setting, location, Repetition 
There is a ce11ain amount of Repetition but it is so interrupted with newvocab3 
components that it is more difficult to see it as a Repetition clause. The 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

interruptions arc going on to di.scusc", and ii 1s signij7cant in our minds. 
These introduce a metatextual level and change the Interpersonal relation gm 
that the clause establishes. They are also odd co !locations conjunction 
vocab3relational 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
process 

gn1 (cataphoric nouns) - the auclicnce 1s understanding Clftht narrative points 
fonvard and pi-ornpts q11cstions How or \Vhy? 
conjunction Going on to discuss setting anu locations 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field Eield 

Vocab 3;Vocab 3; 
labels:labels; 
abstractions;abstractions; 
technical terms;technical terms; 
relational processrelational 
MEANINGprocess 

MEA'.'IING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
I 1 An example of this would be during the film Black '-Jarcissus the 
audience would not expect to see the nuns catTying out there duties in a 
shopping centre. 

Concepts 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric (and cataphoric) nouns 

- postmod an example of this 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Coherence 
--

This is a ne,v orthographic paragraph which illustrates the fact that the 
Generalisation - Example schema can be constructed within a paragraph or 
across a number of paragraphs - in fact it seems characteristic ofSD's essay 
that she doe, make this pattern of working across several paragraphs, 
working on a conceptua! pangraph basis and not an orthographic one 

This paragraph ends \vith an unexemplified or detailed Generalisation (ls it 
likely that such Generalisations are not acceptable in such an essay) 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relation a! 
process 
MEAi\11\G 

Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
JI Costume and make-up are another crucial aspect of any film that helps to 
separate the cultural backgrounds and attitudes of different characters. 
ELEMENT - '.'v1EANING 
J2 Costume and make-up can also contribute to a films overall progression 
and add to enhancing actors appearance and expressions. 
\1EANING 
J3 An example of costume can again be taken 
FILM READl"JG/DESCRIPTION 
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Concepts Canonical - although the Specific MEANING embedded in the nominalised 
anaphoric noun another crucial aspect is misleading - this has not been 
presented as such and so cannot be presumed. The most common presented 
and presumed items would be the Generalisation makes meaning so there is 
some conflict between this expected canonical item and the actual one in 
the text. 

Dual face Repetition Costume and make up 
Repetition vocab3 
vocab3 anaphoric nouns 
anaphoric nouns -postmod 

- postmod gm 
conjunctiongm 

conjunction relational process 
relational 
process 
Clause relations See Concepts above for discussion of some problems with this 
General-
Particular 
Coherence The problems discussed in Concepts and Clause Relations affect the 

coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; Vocab 3; 
labels; labels; aspect 
abstractions; abstractions; cultural backgrounds and attitudes ofdifferent characters 
technical terms; technical terms; costume and makeup 
relational relational process are a crucial aspect of a film 
process MEANING No metaphors of MEANING 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
K 1 The main aim of using make-up within film is to complete the realistic 
appearance of particular characters. 
ELEMENT - MAKING MEANING - MEANING 
K2 For example the audience would not expect to see Dracuala dressed in 
his recognisable cape \Vearing pink, glittery make up ... 

Concepts 

Repetition make up (from previous hyperTheme and macro Theme), film, 
Repetition 
Dual face 

characters (from previous hyperTheme) realistic appearance (from previous 
paragraph)vocab3 
vocab3 aim (as a purpose signal to express MEANING MAKING) 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

anaphoric nouns the main aim of using make up 
- postmod 

conjunction 
gm 

gm realistic appearance (functions to set up the paragraph by nominalising 
relational the main Concept) 

conjunction 
relational process is to complete (nominalization of verb use allows for 
New/ Focus to go on the appearance ofthe character 

process 
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Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEA,'\;L\'G 

Para Schema 

Concepts 

Generalisation followed in K2 by Exemplification. The Generalisation is 
the canonical one of ELEMENT - MEAJ\l?--,;G \!lAKING - MEANING 

The paragraph answers the question left by the previous one, which 
signaled an intent to address costume and 1nake up and only dealt with 
cosmme (w11at can you tell us about make up, now'!) Therefore it can be 
seen as coherent 
Vocab 3; the main aim 
labels; 
abstractions; realistic appearance 
technical terms; make up, realistic'\ appearance of characters 
relational process is to complete (function -- ['v1EA\!ll\G t\·1 A KING - of 
ELEMENT) 
MEANING t\lEANING t\1AKING Metaphor not used. Alternative 
wording more congruent - make up is used to comp/ere the realistic 
appearance, it does not \.1AKE lv1EANING itself 
This more congruent ,ersion of the l\lEANlNG _vJAKll\G process can 
be seen as one of the Concepts that students are being inducted into. It 
might be another contributory factor to the valuableness of a text in 

l response to this essay question - ho,v far do other samples suggest that 
successful texts exploit the metaphor mon:? 

hyper-Theme text 
LI B,,dy language is a \'ery important factur linked to film that the audience 
uses to analyse a character or storyline. 
ELE~lENT - AUDIENCE - lv!AKE l\lE1\NING 
L2 After examining the film lvlildred Pierce there are recognisabk aspects 
Once again there are a number of untypical coll igations here - the audience 
does not USLtally analyse a character, body language is not linked to a film. 
These can be seen as novice errors: they appear once again to be related to 
the degree of control over the central metaphor ELEMENTS MAKE 
MEA}.;l:\G - In this instance they represent circumlocut1011s ·· or 
alternative, more congruent, more human Senser-based wordings. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition body language is repeated from macro Theme; audience has 
appeared in several preceding hyperThemcs: uses has been a recurrent 
congruent form of the i\1FA'\.Jl't\G J\.1AKl't\G rnernphor; roughly. the clause 
is the canonical Rep lacemcnt cLrnsc 
vocab3 factor (probably not accurate word choice: element7) 

I still need to establish the function of vocab 3 words - how does factor 
or element serve to predict? Probably it is the postrnodification that 
predicts - as proposed by Gill Francis (see next category) 
anaphoric nouns 

- postrnod factor linked to film that the audience uses to analyse a 
character or storyline 

, gm Sec above 
conjunction none 
relational Value is entire postrnodified nominal so relational process 
performs significant role 
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Clause relations Generalisation for the Mildred Pierce Example in the paragraph 
General -
Particular 
Coherence Would be enhanced by conjunction - but coherence is derived from the 

Taxonomic text pattern and the Generalisation - Example 
Field Vocab 3; factor is wrong term but is used for taxonomising 
Vocab 3; labels; 
labels; abstractions; 
abstractions; gm factor l111ked to film that the audience uses to analyse a character or 
technical terms; storyline 
relational - postmodification of vocab 3 term makes the delexical vocab 3 term 
process contributory 10 building Field 
MEANING technical terms; body language is made technical by the gm above; the gm 

itself is a technical term 
relational process Token Value in Identifying Relational 
l\JEA\Hl\G congruent form rather than metaphorical 

Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
1\11 rvlildred's body language enables her to come across to the audience as a 
verv innocent character. 

\12 She docs however carry herse\f in a bold manner that links to her sexual 
pmvcr that she uses lO achiC\c: her goals. 

Concepts 
This orthographic paragraph is a continuation of che FILMREAD!NG that 
was begun in previous paragraph and the two can be regarded as one 
conceptual paragraph 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational I 

process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence I 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions: 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANl!\G 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
N 1 Space is a key factor to any fi lrn that can enable the audience to 
distinguish day rn night and any chronological orders. 
N2 In a lot of films three-dimensional space often occurs. 

Concepts 
The Concepts of this hyperTherne are nm pan of the taxonomy that is 
signaled in the macroTheme. For this reason and for others related to the 
syntax and lexical choices in the clause complex~ it is not possible to 
locate N and O paragraphs within the emerging text schema. In the 
literature, space and time - the Concepts under discussion here - are 
ME1\'\JINGS but since the paragraphs have follcnved a taxonomic p3ttern 
up to now and the clause pattern here is similar to the canonical 
Replacement clause which has recurred in the hyperThen,c of rnany 
previous paragraphs, it is easy to read space and time as ELEtvlENTS. This 
is not meaningful. Nor is the relation between the Token (space) and the 
Value (factor to any film that can ... ) meaning Cul. These two paragraphs will 
not be examined further for that reason 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coher·ence 
Field 
\ 7oc3b 3; 
labels: 
abstractions: I 

technical terms: 
relational 
process 
l\lF:ANING 

Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
0 l Coherent space is very important as the fade in and fade outs during a 
film are an aspect of real ism that the audience can relate to. 
02 The l 80 degree eyeline space infront of the audience can make 
cinematic space work. 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
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Para 

-

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 

I 

General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEA\/ING 
Schema 

Concepts 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmo<l 
gm 
conjunction 
,-elational 
process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

hvner-Theme text 

Pl Thrc,ughout film the audience becomes used to colour change, variations 
in size and a moving image that can very often draw attention to the subject 
quicker that of a static image. 
AUD!E".CE - ')ELD.1ENT (colour) -- FLEtv!E"iT (size. movmg image) -
MEAJ\H\ G ( attention) 

Thi, paragraph on colour is closer to the dominant Thematic Formation for 
mise en scene. Colour is presented as contributing to the MEANINGs that 
ELEMENTS make - ;:ilthough the intenelation of colour with the other mise 
en scene ELErv1EJ\TS is not foregrounded. The value of size and movement 
is unckar. Neither becomes a theme of the paragraph 

Repetition audience, film, (these locate the paragraph within the 
MEANlNG MAKING taxonomy - but rather confusingly since it is not 
signaled in the macroTherne -- unlike space and time which are but which 
were not discussed in this analysis for reasons given above. 
\/ocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gtn 
conjunction 
relational process 

This paragraph is difficult to read coherently 
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Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
Q 1 Sound can add an emotional impact to any fi!m as it goes beyond 
hearing what the audience are actually watching. 

-
Concepts 

Like the preceding paragraphs this does not deal with the canonical 
ELEMENTS lhat .\1AKE MEANl\'G. It would be possible to write about 
the interrelation between sound and the misc en scene elements - but 
relationship is not foregrounded as a concept here. Probably the tutor 
accepted this as relevant eve11 if the nature of the relevance was not spelled 
out. This is a first year essay and, in general the st.udent is engaging with 
relevant concepts and carrying out some relevant procedures of 
FILMREADING. However, close examination reveals considerable 
indeterminacy an<l a lack of significant FILMREADING. 

Dual face These are difficult to analyse in light of the comparative incoherence of the 
Repetition Concepts and of the clause structures 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 

J'he degree of clause and text level incoherence raises a question about the 
value of coherence as a factor in the Yaluing ofan essay text. lfsucb an 
essay can be graded quite high, it suggests that there are other factors• such 
as significant references to key concepts that can pet·suade a busy tutor a 
student is doing good work. It raises a question about genre based literacy 
pedagogy: c~~n it propose that 2 genre fonn can be realized ~vcn rnnre 
effectively than the course tutor himselfrecognizes7 l low valid is it to 
propuse that a text that has been graded as good by the course tutor could be 
better'1 It seems to be the direction followed by Martin in Discourse on 
Discourse and could be followed in this essay also 

In fact .IT comments that the essay 'begins to lose focus towards the end' 
which presumably refers to all of the preceding incoherence. 

Vocab 3;Field 
labels:Vocab 3; 
abstractions: emotional impactlabels; 
technical terms; soundabstractions; 
relational processtechnical terms; 
J\1EANING add an emotional impactrelational 

process 
MEANING 

Para hyper-Theme text Schema 
Rl In conclusion to this essay misc-en-scene represents how lighting, 
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setting, costume, body language, space, time and sound present themselves 
in mainstream Hollywood cinema. 
R2 Mise-en-scene has an element of pattern that functions throughout 
particular films using the above motifs. 
R3 Space and time are used to guide the viewer's attention throughout the 
film and to create suspense or surprise. 
R4 Mise-en-scene allows realism and openness to vary throughout 
mainstream cinema and draws on the conclusion that with mise-en-scene 
the possibilities are endless 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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PTWOS98 

1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 

In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in mainstream cinema? 

Al The term mise-en-scene derived from the French and the term literally means 'having been put into 
the scene'. 
A2 The is used to describe the visual aspects which appear within a single shot. 

BJ The term has been used quite differently by writers and critics of film. 
B2 Some choose to describe it as the elements which the camera needs. 
B3 These talked of elements being, movement, lighting, shadow, colour and so on. 
B4 Others have included further elements such as the 'art of recording, the focusing of shots and the 
movement of the camera'. 

Cl Our first tenn ofmise-en-scene is limited to a kind of'pro-filmic event', meaning the elements 
which are their before filming. 
C2 In documentaries a 'real world' existence is created, and therefore such elements appear not to be 
'encoded' and if so are only coded to the extent of elements in the real world. 

DI Mise-en-scene as a concept was developed by theorists who were interested in the issue of 
authorship, the role of pa11icipants and particularly director's in constructing the meaning of film 

El At the time of the classic Hollywood studio era, directors were limited only to what was going on 
during the actual recording of a film. 
E2 Before a film was shot the overall na1Tative was already established, and the script would be fully 
finished before a director was assigned to the film. 
E3 The editing and post-dubbing of the soundtrack was also completely out of the directors hands. 
E4 They would have no control or say at this point. 
ES Sometimes studios would even re-cut on the strength of an audiences response at a preview of the 
fill. 
E6 This is somewhat different to directors of today, some of whom Stanley Kubrick for example, who 
at times seems to have a frighteningly large amount of control over the studio bosses themselves. 

Fl A directors artistic greatness was therefore evaluated on how they handled what happened on the 
set, and the way this was recorded by the camera. 
F2 So a directors work would he judged by his style and inevitably his control over the mise-en-scene. 

G 1 It is clear that mise-en-scene is made up and therefore exists due to these factors of lighting, 
movement, objects, etc. 
G2 And it is these factors which I will explain in full shortly, but many film theorists see film as a 
'realistic medium par excellence'. 
G3 This is that they feel that the mise-en-scene is what makes up the realism of a film, cinema's power 
lies in it's ability to present a recognisable reality. 
G4 The realist theorist thus often values authenticity in costume setting, 'naturalistic' acting and 
unstylised lighting. 

Hl An excellent example of this would be Robert Bresson's 1956 film, A Man Escaped, which is said 
to have had no 'real' actors in it at all and has indeed got the most natural of looks to it. 
H2 With minimal lighting, fancy costumes or over the top settings or backdrops. 
H3 These together make for an achieved over all 'realist' look. 
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11 Mise-en-scene can be spilt into four main aspects which together make up the rudimentaries of 
Mise-en-scene as a concept. 
12 These are the setting, costume and make up lighting and figure expression and movement. 
I3 Firstly we will take setting, which critics and audiences have understood plays a more active role in 
cinema than most of the other known styles. 
14 Andre Bazin wrote, 
15 'The human being is all important in the theatre. 
16 The drama on the screen can exist without actors. 
17 A banging door, a leaf in the wind, waves beating on the shore can heighten dramatic effect. 
18 Some film master pieces use man only as an accessory, like an extra or in counter point to nature, 
which is the true leading character. 

Jl Settings can be controlled in two ways. 
12 Firstly the filmmaker can choose to go on location, for example, a film such as 'Braveheart' may 
have been shot in an actual castle, in order to show the realism of the setting. 
J3 Secondly a filmmaker may decide to set his film in a completely artificial world. 
14 Thus having complete control over the set, and also this means they have more freedom of 
expression. 
15 In order to create realism, the set whether it be on location, or on a sound stage, must relate the time 
period correctly. 
16 For example, a radio, or television in a period drama will completely change the audience 
perception of the time. 

Kl Costume, like setting can have specific functions in the overall film and the range of'possibilities 
therefore, is vast. 
K2 Erich Von Stroheim went so far to have even created underwear of the time as part of the actors' 
costume to ensure that he even instilled the proper mood within his actors. 
K3 Costume clearly sets the genre and time of the film, for example, the audience would immediately 
recognise from the opening scenes of 'Sense and Sensibility' the era of the film, due to the costumes 
the actors were wearing. 
K4 In the same way, it may even indicate the social standing or ethnic origin of an individual 
character. 

Ll Make-up can aim at complete realism, when Laurence Olivier blackened his skin and hair to make 
a film of 'Othello' he endeavoured to be as convincing a Moor as possible. 
L2 In most film, women wear make-up that is intended to give them a natural, everyday look. 
L3 Whereas, men in films wear make-up which is designed to look unnoticeable. 
L4 Though in recent years, make-up has become an invaluable part of the horror genre. 
L5 David Cronenberg's work is a prime example ofthe use of make-up development, such as rubber 
and plasticene compounds, which can be used to create bumps, layers of artificial skin, and even extra 
organs ('The Fly', 'Rabid', and 'Crash'). 
L6 In such context, make-up like costame, becomes important in creating character traits or motivating 
plot action. 

Ml Lighting is the third aspect and a very important one as much of the image impact comes from the 
manipulation of the lighting. 
M2 It is not only a medium which allows us to see the action. 
M3 There are two main types of shadow which lighting can create, these being 'attached shadows' and 
'cast shadows'. 
M4 Attached shadow is when light fails to light part of an object due to it's shape or surface features. 
MS For example if an actors face is lit by a candle in a darkened room parts of the actors face and body 
will fall into darkness, but there will also be a shadow on the wall created by the candle, this is known 
as the cast shadow. 
M6 It is known as the cast shadow because the body of the actor blocks out the light. 
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M7 As this suggests highlights and shadow help to create our sense of a scene's space. 

Nl Lighting also helps to tell the viewer the kind of texture and shape ofa chosen object within a shot. 
N2 In the same way lighting can also shape's a shot's overall composition, and can depicted the central 
character within a shot by lighting them in a particular way giving them either less or more 'strength'. 

0 I Lighting can also play's a part in setting the feel of a particular scene. 
02 Whether the scene was intending to look either depressing, joyful, or scary. 
03 Lighting was a huge element within the 'Film Noir era', heavy shadow and dramatic lighting was 
and still is a trait of the genre and style of'Noir'. 

Pl Our final aspect, figure expression and movement concerns the directors ability to control the 
behaviour of various figures within the mise-en-scene. 
P2 The actors actions within a given scene could well be seen as the driving force of this aspect it 
would be true to say that the figure expression and movement would indicate the mood of a scene. 
P3 In Gary Oldman's 'Nil By Mouth' Many of the scenes are affective solely because of the actors 
facial expressions and body language and not due to the lighting, placement of figures or objects. 
P4 In the scene after the leading lady, kathy Burke, is beaten up by her husband she stands in her 
house listening to a song no dialogue is spoken between her or the two other characters in the room but 
the mood and atmosphere is clearly understandable. 
PS It is the actress herself who sets the tone of the scene. 

Q l It's therefore true to say that when we watch any fictional film, we are aware to some extent that 
the performances on the screens are successful due to the actor's skills and decisions. 
Q2 lfwe were to use the phrase 'larger than life' to describe an effective and enjoyable performance, 
we would clearly be acknowledging the actors craft. 
Q3 Finally, we would have to say that when analysing a film, it is more than often necessary to go 
beyond assumptions about realism and take into account the functions and purpose of the actors craft 
itself. 

Rl In conclusion a general viewer may not that the mise-en-scene is affecting their enjoyment of a film 
so greatly. 
R2 When coming away from an enjoyable I'm sure there are very few viewers who comment with their 
friends on such technical aspects as the editing or off-screen sound. 
R3 Although a,; a viewer yot1 can not help but notice the costumes in Sense and or the vivid. rainy. 
doom and gloom on the streets in Seven, or the extraordinary backdrops and settings in Ben Hur. 
R4 Mise-en-scene, whether you take the 'realism' theory or the more set 'rules' of mise-en-scene, it is 
without a doubt a hugely important part of the modern cinema and for that matter the history of 
cinema, it has set a directors job requirements if you like, and I believe is the over riding factor which 
makes up and dictates the style and genre of a film itself. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

1-------------------------=.J 
PTMES98 (JH) 

It was necessary to exercise discretion in deciding on the extent of the \1ac-T it does not correspond with 
the orthographic first para. 
Starting in this text I am signalling incidence of Sensers in MEA"/\lNG l\1AKIJ\Ci process. 

Mac --T (para A-I): MES/\1AKING TECHNICAL I - !VIES tv1AKlNG TECHNlCAL2 - TAXONOMY! -
TAXONOMY2 -TAXON01\1YUMAI<.JNG TECHl\"IC\L- FILM .\!1AKl~RS/l'v1AKE TECHNICAL
TRADfTIO"t\AL Hi\V FIL'.'v1 \1AKING-CONTE.~1PORARY H/W F!Uvl l'vL\Kl"\JG- EVALUATINCi 
FILM MAKERS- FILM THEORISTSIREALIS/'vf-TAXONOMY?3 
13: ELEME"\ITI- [CRITICS/AlJDIE"t\CES] - MAKES MEANING - QUOTE-
J: ELEMENT!- SL:8-TAXONOMISJNG- ELEMENT!a- F1Uv1 READING (faemplification General) 
/ELEMENT 1 b - FILMREADlNG (Exemplification General) 
K: ELEMENT2 - MAKES tv!E.A.J\ING - FILMREADING (Exemplification Specific) -MEANING 
(General)- FILM READING (Exemplification Specific)- MEANING 
L: ELEMENT3 - tv1EANING -- FIL\1READING/DESCRIPTION 1Iv1EANTNG (Exemplification Specific) 
- FILM READING/MEAl\"ING (General)- CiE\./RE - F!Uvl READf'\JG (Exemplification General) 
M/NIO: ELEME"JT4 - i'v1 l~ANl'\G I - F!Llvl READlNG(ExernpliCication Generali- MFANING2 -
MEANING3 - MEANING4 - FIL \1 REAUl'.'JG (Fxernplification General) 
P/ Q: ELEMEI\T (MAKIMi TECHNICAL) [FIL\! \!AKER] - \:1EANING FlLM READING 
(Exemplification General-Specific)- [FILM VIE\VER] - f\1L-\'\l'\G 
Mac-N: [VIEWER] - MES MAKFS MEANING -- l\1ES EVALLA TIO"i 
The .Mac-N is not ve,y coherent w11h resr essay 

P: Our final aspect - characteristic of film review genre 
PT has an ELEME'\T TAXONO!\IY based text but without a single specific f!UvlREADING as 
illustration. He refers to sc:veral FJL\IREADl"'\GS in mostly a General Exemplification 
A question that needs exploring is what features of the process of FILMREADI-:\"G students are beginning 
to exploit and how the essay scaffolds their development. Essentially_ this comes down to 'What is 
FILMREADING'l' 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
PT MES 1998 Corpus genre analysis - Theme 

It is very difficult to identify a macro Theme as a stretch of text that predicts the form and content of 
this essay. The paragraphs A-H all operate at a relatively high level of Generalisation elaborating on a 
number of terms and concepts that can be seen as background to the rest of the essay. The mihographic 
paragraphs A-Hare very sho11 and might be regarded as comp1·ising a smaller number of conceptual 
paragraphs One reason for treating the macro Theme as everything up to and including paragraph H is 
that paragraph I begins the 'canonical' procedure of treating mise en scene as a taxonomic concept 

-- 'made up of a num ber of ELE \ rENTS wI11c. 11 serve to or2.ziri1sc: the remamder of the essay. 
Para Schema macro-Theme text 

A 1 The term mise-en-scene derived from the French and the term literally 
means 'having been put into the scene'. 
MESi1vlAK11\G TECHNICAL 
A2 The is used lo describe the visual aspects which appear within a single 
shot. 
MES 1MAK!"-JG TECHNICAL 

BI The term has been usc:d quite differently by writers and critics of film. 
MES!M:'\KING Tl:CH:(lC\L 
B2 Some choose lo describe it as the elements which the camera needs. 
MAKJNG lTCH'-llC\L - TAXONOMY I 
B3 These talked ofelernc:nts being, movement, lighting, shadow, colour 
and soon. 
TAXONOi\.lY l - fLE\.1E'-lTS 
B4 Others have included funhcr elements such as the 'an of recording, the 
focusing nf shols and the movement of the camera'. 
T.\XO'-lOMY 2 - ELE'.vlE'-lTS 

Cl Our first term of misc-en-scene is limited to a kind of 'pro-filmic event', 
meaning the elements which are their before filming. 
TAXONOMY l - l\1-\Kl~G TECHNICAL 

I C2 ln documt:ntaries a 'real \1orlcl' existence is cri:ated, and therefore such 
I elements ,1ppcc1r nul Lu he 'cm:uJeJ' ,rnJ if su arc only coded to the extent 

of elements in Lh•~ real '.rnrld. 
TAXONOl\lY I - \1AK1\JG TECHNICAL 

DI \!ise-en-scene as a concept \Vas developed by theorists who were 
interested in the issue of authorship, the role or panicipants and 
panicularly di1cctor's in constructing the n~eaning of film. 
MES/ MAKJ'-iG TECHNICAL - FILM MAKERS 
El At the time of the classic Hollywood studio era, directors were limited 
only to what was going on during the actual recording of a film. 
CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD - FILM MAKERS 
E2 Before a film was slrnt the oycrall nanative was already established, 
and the script would be fully finished before a director was assigned to the 
film. 
HIW FIL\1 MAKING 
E3 The editing and post-dubbing of the soundtrack was also completely 
out of the directors hands. 
H/WFILM MAKING 
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E4 They would have no control or say at this point. 
E5 Sometimes studios would even re-cut on the strength of an audiences 
response at a preview of the fill. 
H/W FILM MAKING 
E6 This is somewhat different to directors of today, some of whom Stanley 
Kubrick for example, who at times seems to have a frighteningly large 
amount of control over the studio bosses themselves. 
CONTEMPORARY FILM MAKERS 

Fl A directors artistic greatness was therefore evaluated on how they 
handled what happened on the set, and the way this was recorded by the 
camera. 
EVALUATING FILM MAKERS 
F2 So a directors work would he judged by his style and inevitably his 
control over the mise-en-scene. 
EVALUATING FILM MAKERS 
G I It is clear that mise-en-scene is made up and therefore exists due to 
these factors oflighting, movement, objects, etc. 
MES TAXONOMY 
G2 And it is these factors which I will explain in full shortly, but many 
film theorists see film as a 'realistic medium par excellence'. 
REALISM 
G3 This is that they feel that the mise-en-scene is what makes up the 
realism of a film, cinema's power lies in it's ability to present a 
recognisable reality. 
G4 The realist theorist thus often values authenticity in costume setting, 
'naturalistic' acting and unstylised lighting. 
REALISM+ELEMENTS 

HI An excellent example of this would be Robert Bresson's 1956 film, A 
Man Escaped, which is said to have had no 'real' actors in it at all and has 
indeed got the most natural of looks to it. 
FILM READING/REALISM 
H2 With minimal lighting, fancy costumes or over the top settings or 
backdrops. 
H3 These together make for an achieved over all 'realist' look. 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION - MEANING (realism) 

I l Mise-en-scene can be spilt into four main aspects which together make 
up the rudimentaries of Mise-en-scene as a concept. 
TAXONOMY ?3 - MAKING TECHNICAL 
12 These are the setting, costume and make up lighting and figure 
expression and movement. 
ELEMENTS 

Concepts Main Concepts: TAXONOMY I, TAXONOMY 2, FILM MAKERS, 
REALISM, TAXONOMY?3, ELEMENTS 

The main predictions for the essay are difficult to determine (see Schema 
Coherence below for reasons) - but apparently they include 
TAXONOMY l, TAXONOMY 2, ?FILM MAKERS, REALISM 

predicted 
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General - Al-2 are a conventional definition oherms - MAKING TECHNICAL - so, 
Particular an elaboration but at General level. 

B1-4 problematises the MAKING TECHNICAL by proposing two 
TAXONOMIES in a Matching Contrast relation. These prompt a question 
'Which one will you use in your essay?' but the question is not answered 
which leaves these two TAXONOMIES at a General level - but not 
predicted to be in relation with subsequent Exemplification or Details 
Cl-2 may be an elaboration on the first ofthe TAXONOMIES, but there is 
insufficient signalling or repetition to establish the linkage: as a result the 
major concepts in these sentences - profilmic event, documentaries, real 
world, encoded, coded - are not grounded in preceding text and so remain at 
a high level of General 
D 1 introduces more General concepts - theorists, authorship, the role of 
participants, director - in relationship to MES. E l-F2 appear to be an 
elaboration on D1. It is a point-last text organisation. D 1 suggests that the 
ensuing text will answer the question, 'How did mise en scene help 
theorists interested in authorship?' or 'For What reasons did theorists 
develop mise en scene as a concept?' In fact there are few clues that the text 
is answering these questions since the emphasis of E l-E6 is apparently on 
limitations on authorship rather than its significance. The contrast with 
contemporary directors who have a frighteningly large amount ofcontrol 
suggests a preference for the classic HW system. This seems at odds with 
an emphasis on authorship - but the paradox is resolved in F 1-2, where the 
constraints on authorship are presented as a stimulus to certain kinds of 
creativity with mise en scene. The course teacher presumably knows the 
Thematic Formations that the student is drawing on here, but it is doubtful 
that without that disciplinary knowledge the rhetoric of this section would 
work. The solution could be in vocabulary 2 item in a signalling sentence 
(E 1 Paradoxically. the interest in authorship derives from the constraints on 
the director. Or, moving Fl from point last to point first: 'Because of 
constraints on the director, authorship was evaluated on the basis of mise en 
scene.) 
Again there are a number ofunelaborated generalisations in Fl-2; this 
means a lack of clarity in the causal relations between the concepts what 
happened on the set, the way this was recorded, style, inevitably his control 
over mise en scene. 

The section on realism in G 1-4 is not obviously related to the preceding 
paragraphs. It is an elaboration on a General concept - realism - which may 
be in Matching Contrast with the 'made up mise en scene' referred to in G 1 
probably in anaphoric reference to the preceding section on authorship. 
However, this is not signalled by any vocabulary3 items and the value of 
the elaboration within the emergent text is left to the reader to intuit. Once 
again it is likely the course teacher can do this but the rhetoric of the text 
does not support the intuition. 
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Coherence It seems to me that there are considerable problems with coherence in this 
extract. A range ofrelevant concepts are mentioned but the relations 
between the concepts and the position that the writer is taking on the 
concepts is either ambiguous because of an absence of overt commitment to 
a position, an indeterminacy in the propositions that are made about the 
concepts or in the exact reference of the propositions that are made. l\ 
notable example is the section on REAL!Sf\1. It is not at all clear what 
relationship is intended with the previous section on HW FILM MAKERS 
or the function oC \1 ES, as represented by either Ti\XO'-JOMY. Finally the 
hyper New of the macroTheme (11-2) establishes the canonical 
TAXONOi\1Y which is different to the preceding two TAXONOMIES. JI 

will be important to see how much of this macroTheme is carried through. 

Despite these problems with coherence it is possible the text is valued 
because of its engagement with disciplinary debates - as signalled by the 
incidence of epistemic Subjects (theorists etc) 

Field There is a large amount of teclrnical vocabulary some but not all of which is 
Vocab 3; defined through elaboration but is not made clear by being placed in 

rdationship with other technical terminology by means of clause relations labels; 
abstractions; and signalling vocabulan. 
gm Vocab 3; example, 
technical terms; labels: term, (Yisuc1ltaspcc_ts (wl1 ich appear in each shot I, _demcnts Iwhicl1 
relational the camera needs! talked of elements. elements which arc there before 
process fi lrninl!, ckmems in the real world concert, issue of author_ship. role, what 

(happened on the set], the way [this was recorded], factors, 
abstractions; [quite a lot of these can be considered to be technical terms] 
gm: [ see also under! ined] the strength o Can audience response, control over 
the misi: en scene, ability to present a recognisable reality, achieved overall 
realistic look 
technical terms: rnise en scene, \cisual aspects, elements [ which the camera 
needs] movement, lighting, shadow, colour, art of recording, focussing of 
shots, movements of the camera, profilmic event documentaries, encoded, 
direClors, classic H\V studio era, narrative, scripL editing, post dubbing, 
soundtrack, recur, pre\·iew, studio hosses, artistic greatnc:ss, set style, 
realistic medium par excellence, realism of a film, authenticity, naturalistic 
acting, unstylised lighting, minimal lighting, settings, backdrops, setting, 
costume, make up, lighting, figure expression, movement 
relational process: these all need checking against IVignell Al; A2; 82; 

MEANING 

83: B4: Cl; Cl; C2; C2: 01; E3: E6: E6; Gl: 
MEANING DJ, constructing the meaning, 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
13 Firstly we will take setting, which critics and audiences have understood 
plays a more active role in cinema than most of the other known styles. 

Concepts ConceptsELEME1'."T MAKES MEANING 

Dual faceDual face 
Repetition Set1ing from 12.Repetition 

vocab3 vocab31\ o 
anaphoric nouns anaphoric nounsmost of the other known styles (*although 'styles' is an 

- postmod error - intended to be a synonym for element - and so meaning of the 
clause is somewhat indeterminate) gm 

- postmodconjunction 
relational gm See relational process for one of these 

conjunction Firstly (Vocab2) process 

relational process plays a more active role is metaphorical for relational 
process, is more important : it faces forward to paragraph and back to 
macroT 

Clause relations 
General -
Clause relations 

General - Pa11icularDetails from rnacroTherne Preview. Preview for 
Particular subsequent paragraph 

CoherenceConjunctio11, Replacement clause (though the wording is 
somewh3t unmatched - an acrive role is not exactly constructs 
meaning= lack of lexical cohesion:,, Marching General- Specific. 

Coherence 

FieldFieid 
Vornb 3: ~o -- although styles may have been intended to be vocab 3, Vocab 3; 
elementslabels; 

abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational labels:(plays a role) 

abstractions;process 
technical terms; 
relational processSee above 
MEANINGplays an active role - but PT introduces human agents also 

MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Jl Settings can be controlled in two ways. 

Concepts ConceptsELEMENTS - MAKING TECHNICAL 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Dual face 
RepetitionSettings 
vocab3in two ways 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations Clause relations 
General- General - ParticularGeneralisation - Exemplification 
Particular 
Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

CoherenceThe link back and forward has been made in the dual face above 
but the exact function of the paragraph is not entirely clear. It establishes 
two types of setting but emphasises the film maker's purpose (predicted by 
can be controlled [by the film maker]) which becomes the Thematic focll5 
in 12 (Firstly the film maker) and J3 (Secondly the film maker). But there is 
no MEANING MAKING identified. This does not occur in the 
taxonomised section of the paragraph. The final section of the paragraph 
where MEANING MAKING~ examined, is related to the preceding part 
by anaphoric lexical repetition (whether it be on location or on a sound 
stage) but not in a discriminatory way. In effect it is only the final two 
sentences which deal with ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING: J5 makes a 
Generalisation about the \1EANING, time period and 16 provides a 
hypothetical and therefore General Example as an illustration. 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; settings 
relational process 
MEANING 
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Schema ! hyper-Theme text Para 
Kl Costume, like setting can have specific functions in the overall film and 
the range of 'possibilities therefore, is vast. 
Concepts ELEMENT - MAKES Jv1EAN1"'.\' GConcepts 

Dual face Dual face 
Repetition Replacement clause; like settingsRepetition 
vocabJfunctions (demands lexicalisation): range of possibilitiesvocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
crmgm b 

conjunctionconjunction 
relational processattributive relational possessive: identifying rdational relational 

process 
Clause relations Clause relations 
General - General - ParticularGeneralisation follcnved by Example. another 

Generalisation/Details (K3,4) followed by General Example and more 
General Details (It is notable how little close FIL\1 READl;\'G is going on 
here) 

Particular-

Coherence The Repetition in the hyperThcrne creates the appearance of 
strong coherence. Throughout the paragraph there is strong use of 
conjunction to establish coherence. Al the prepositional level the work is 
less coherent (it seems to me) - in a, far as it is not clear that the prediction 
ofa 'vc1st range of possibilities' is really fulfilled - and because of the 
absence of close READING. However, I have to accept that the tutor 
graded this as A-, a high grade. 

Coherence 

FieldField 
Yocab J:Vocab 3; 
labels;functionslabels; 
abstractions;abstractions; 
technical terms;costumestechnical terms; 
relational processrelational 
TviEAl"\lNG*can have specific functions. H ooes seem as thougn rneprocess 
language oflv1EANING MAKING is very imprecise - both at a General 
level and at an Exemplification level. 

MEANING 
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Para hyper-Theme textSchema 
L 1 !\fake-up can aim at complete realism, when Laurence Olivier blackened 
his skin and hair to make a film of 'Othello' he endeavoured to be as 
convincing a :\1oor as possible. 

Concepts Concepts ELEMENT - lv1EANING(realisrn) - FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION·· l"!Uvf READl!\Gll\,1EA'\./ING 

Rather unclear ho"' 'realism' is used here. the 
hJperTheme s1g11o!s o to a ne11' ELEMENT but the MEANING is a 
con/rovcrsia! one smce 'realism' is a conresred term and probably does not 
apply in rhe specific Film Example given here. 

Dual faceDual face 
RepetitionELF\1ENT is repeated from macroTheme. Realism is repeatedRepetition 
but appears to be with a different meaning to the original mention in thevocab3 
macroTheme. 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

vocab3 
anaphoric nounsgm 

conjunction - postmod 
relation a I gmrealism - as discussed above 

conjunction 
relational process 

process 

Clause relations 
General -
Clause relations 

General - Particu]arThis is unusual for having a specific Example in the 
hypnTheme (although this is the result of an erroneous punctuation of the 
orthographic sentence rather than being a true hyperThematic item). It has 
some indeterminacy bm rhe Generalisation in the first clause provides a 
frame for the Example and the ,xhole clause complex leads into a paragraph 
dealing with 'realism' \vhich appears to be used to mean ·natural' wilhout 
problematising the term 

Particular· 

Coherence Within the context of the essay there is some incoherence with 
regard to the original use of 'realism' and also with its use in the dominant 
Thematic Formations of the Field. But within the context of the paragraph 
there is a coherence around the Concept 'realism' /natural 

Coherence 

FieldField 
Vocab 3:Vocab 3; 
labels;labels; 
abstractions;abstractions; 
technical terms;realisrntechnical terms: 
relational process~can aimrelational 
MEANING?*aim at realismprocess 

MEANING 
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Para Schema 

Concepts 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
con_junction 
relation a I 
process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

hvper-Theme text 
M 1 Lighting is the third aspect and a very imponant one as much of the 
image impact comes from the manipulation of the lighting. 

ELEl\!El\'T - MAKES MEANI'-!G 

Dual face 
Repetition Lighting, Replacement clause, synonym: image impact 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns third aspect (back) 

- postmod 
label image impacl (forward) 
gm manipulation.1 comes from: to achieve Given - New 

image impact 
conjunction 
relational process is 

Although there is indeterminacy, he is on closer inspection doing a number 
of valued linguistic acts 
Preview - Detail 
Leads into 2 exzimp\cs.1taxonomic elements in a l\•IAKING n-:Cl--!NICAL 
sub taxoncirm 

The whole ortv!-O czin be seen as a conceptual paragraph. It all operates at 
a level of relatively high Generalisation 
ELEME"JT - .MAKES MEANING - MEANING 
It taxonomises Lighting into 2 types of Lighting and 4 types of Meaning: 
space, texture/shape, composition•central character, feel 
For: Replacement clause in hyperTheme establishes coherence 
anaphoric noun-'- label 
Given - New (through gm) 
Preview - Detail 

Against: aspect dues nut equal dernent 
The comment, a very imporiant, is foregrounded by being given a paratactic 
clause relation. The comment is really just a device for presenting the 
ELEMENT 
Image impact works as a label that demands lexicalisation. But while its 
Classifier''• Thing structure suggests a meaningful Technical term,in fact it 
is probably not a a term that exists in this form in the Thematic F orrnation 
of the Field. However, easily modified into a postmodified prepositional 
qualifier 'impact of the image' 
field 
all as for dual face 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational process 
l\·1Ei\N!NG No: much of the image impact comes from manipulation 
Thers is still an implied director/human agent 
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Schema hyper-Theme textPara 
Nl Lighting also helps to tell the viewer the kind of texture and shape ofa 
chosen object within a shot. 

Concepts 
Dual face Dua1facc: 

RepetitionRepetition 
vocab3vocab3 

anaphoric nouns anaphoric nouns 
- postmod - postmod 

gmgm 
conjunctionconjunction 
relational processrelational 

process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field Field 

Vocab 3:Vocab 3: 
labels; labels: 

abstract ions: abstractions; 
technical terms;technical terms; 
relational processrelational 
MEANINGprocess 

MEANir-;G 
Schema : hvper-Theme textPara 

01 Lighting can also play's a pan in setting the feel of a panicular scene. 

Concepts 
Dual face Dual fo.cc: 

RepetitionRepetition 
vocab:3vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
anaphm·ic nouns 

- postmod 
gmgm 
conjunctionconjunction 
relational processrelational 

process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
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Coherence 
Field [itlQ 

Vocab 3; Vocab 3; 
labels;labels; 
abstractions;abstractions; 
technical terms; technical terms; 
relational processrelational 
MEA\J!NGprocess 

MEANING 
hyper-Theme textSchemaPara 
P l Our final aspect fi,sure expression and movement concerns the directors 
ability to control the behaviour of various figures within the mise-en-scene. 

ELEtvlENT - (MAKING TECHNICAL) - FILM lv1AKER Concepts 
Dual faceDual face 
Repetition ELEMEJ\T F!Uvl !\1AKER Repetition 
vocab3vocab3 
anaphoric nouns final aspect 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm abilitvgm 
(labels that demand lcxicalisin,2.) figure expression/movement (also conjunction 
technical term)relational 
behaviour (a label but really a frozen metaphor) 
conjunction 
relational process * concerns is an error for 'can be seen as/defined as' 
It is hard to reword this since the Value does not seem to acid anything to 
the Token - the elaboration is not really an elaboration 
Given-New: does not really exist 

process 

Not a Replacement Clause - but it is a General-Preview with a number of 
General -
Clause relations 

labels that demand lexicalisation. So it functions to preview Details 
The anaphoric noun group relates it back to macroTherneParticular 
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Coherence Against; The relational clause is relatively incoherent in that it does not say 
anything 
For: So coherence is dependent on 
General-Preview 
abstractions/gm/labels (forward) 
vocab3 
Repetition (taxonomic element) 
Film maker (Though this is not coherent with Field, in the sense it is not 
treating the film as text/object) 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; aspect - taxonomy building - though incorrect 
abstractions/technical terms; figure expression and movement 
abstractions; ability, behaviour 
relational process see dual face for problems 
MEANING - None, partly because there is an attempt at making Technical 
which is not successful 

SUMMARY 
A reasonably effective writer who is able to set up a number ofcoherent 
relations can get away with a lot of incoherence (cf Jim Martin's student in 
Discourse on Discourse) 
The dominant one is the Element taxonomy 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
QI It's therefore true to say that when we watch any fictional film, we are 
aware to some extent that the performances on the screens are successful 
due to the actor's skills and decisions. 

Concepts This may not be a true new conceptual paragraph but will be treated as such 
FILM VIEWER - ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

[t is difficult to focus the Concepts since they contradict the hyperTheme of 
the previous paragraph where FILM MAKER was responsible for the 
ELEMENT and now it is the FILM ACTORS who are. But not only does it 
contradict the previous point - the New of the clause is apparently no 
different to the Given. 
My impression is that the student is not clear of the point here. It is an 
opportunity to prompt 'How does this relate to hyper Theme PI?' 'What 
kinds of actor's skills and decisions?' 
[This is probably the main problem: skills and decisions need lexicalising -
because figure expression and movement is not all skill and decision) 
'What do you mean by succesful?' (because the essay is about constructing 
meaning - not success) 
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Dual faceDual face 
Repetition Repetition Element/actors - but errors in Lexical cohesion 
vocab3 vocab3 No 
anaphoric nouns anaphoric nouns 

- postmod - postmod No 
gm intepersonal ( cleft/projecting sentence) gm 

conjunction gm/technical: performances, skills, decisions 
relational conjunction therefore, due to (does this one function as dual face?) 
process relational process is (true to say), (performances)are successful 

It does dual face 

Clause relations It is a Preview - although the Details are not coherent (larger than life is 
General - now presented as a positive feature in contrast with realism. Q3 appears to 
Particular propose a new value 'beyond realism' although this perspective has 

previously remained unexamined: the assumption being that realism is 
somehow a positive value -as in the paragraph on the realism of Olivier's 
make up) 
The vocab2 conjunction 'therefore' proposes a relation between QI and PI-
5. But - as discussed in Concepts section this relation is disturbed by 
Lexical Cohesion disruption 

Coherence 
[Students can still score high grades with fairly incoherent texts. This is 
good as a developmental approach. It just requires skills in prompting 
development. This is very much about TFs and the exact value and relations 
of Thematic Concepts 

FieldField 
Vocab 3; NoVocab 3; 
labels; performances labels; 
abstractions;abstractions; 
technical terms; performances (although the Making Technical is probablytechnical terms; 
not correct)relational 
relational process These are embedded in Senser Processes which de-process 
thingifies 
MEANING ?'successful' Is not really dealing with MEANING MAKTNG. 
Whole paragraph is indeterminate 

MEANiNG 

Rl Macronew 
Is highly incoherent with preceding text 
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DA 
1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 

In what wavs does Mise- En - Scene work to construct meaning in main stream cinema? 

A 1 The idea of Mise en scene began in the early theatres. 
A2 In translation it means "staging an action". 
A3 This basically means that what is being seen by the viewer has been placed there by the director for 
a reason. 
A4 The director has chosen that location or that costume to represent something within the story. 
AS However, this is not always the case. 
A6 Some directors use accidents of nature to heighten the action that is occurring within a film. 
A7 By this I mean that they may use the weather systems to enhance the mood of the piece for 
example. 

B 1 Mise en scene was first used in the cinema by Georges Melies. 
B2 He used the idea of making his own sets to create an imaginary world. 
B3 This meant that the sets could include anything that Melies thought would be appropriate to get the 
meaning of the film across. 
B4 Melies created the whole mise en scene for his films himself from costume to backdrop. 
BS Due to technology directors are now given the choice. 
B6 Building sets, as Melies did, is still an option but more and more film makers are going out of the 
studio and using the real world as their "backdrop". 

Cl Nowadays films are often remembered by realism and realism is now a valuable part of the mise en 
scene of a film. 
C2 The viewer will go away from a film with the thought that it was believable or unbelievable. 
C3 However realism can change. 
C4 What may have looked realistic during the classic Hollywood period can look stylised and dated by 
today's standards. 
CS For example, the 1999 remake ofHitchcocks' "Psycho" looks stilted as Van Sant has copied the 
original shot by shot. 
C6 The language, although changed slightly still sounds a little old fashioned and the use of camera to 
get the point across now looks somewhat contrived. 

DI There are a number of things that make up the mise en scene ofa film. 
D2 I have mentioned setting already. 
D3 Others include costume and make up, props, lighting and acting/ mannerisms. 

EI Throughout this essay I shall be looking at how mise en scene is used to steer the narrative of the 
film. 
E2 This will involve me looking at several of the aforementioned components that make up mise en 
scene; looking at the them in detail and using them, in tum, to look at a number of different films. 
E3 As the title says I shall be looking at main stream cinema. 
E4 This means that I shall use films that either use the conventions of Classic Hollywood or are well 
known in today's society. 
ES I shall not be using any French Art or those that are not at the forefront of today's cinema. 

F 1 I shall start by looking at how setting help to carry narrative. 
F2 I have mentioned briefly in the introduction that settings can be used to help the viewer realise what 
is going on - to get the meaning of the film. 
F3 By this I mean that they are able to have that all important second insight into the film. 
F4 A strong example of this again is Hitchcocks "Psycho". 
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F5 When Norman Bates first invites Marion into his office the walls are covered with stuffed birds. 
F6 Bates then explains that his hobby is taxidermy. 
F7 Hitchcock's use of the camera throughout this scene is particularly notable. 
FS The way that the camera is used is also, in my opinion, a valuable part ofmise en scene as it gives 
that extra level of suggestion. 
F9 In the aforementioned scene Hitchcock uses a number of shots that show the shadows of the birds 
hovering over Bates. 
F 10 The camera is still looking up slightly at Bates as we are to realise that Bates has that little bit of 
power over Marion but by looking up at Bates we are then treated to these shots with the stuffed birds 
casting shadows across Bates' face. 
F 11 With this hidden insight the viewer is then given the suggestion that Bates is being controlled by a 
higher force or a dominating figure and as this scene comes shortly after an argument between Bates 
and his "mother" and as Bates talks of his mother through this scene we, the audience, are given this 
extra slice of information. 

G 1 Setting is becoming more and more important in films and there is a huge number of films that I 
can use to illustrate this point. 
G2 For example, in the road movie 'Thelma and Louise" there is a shot just after the girls have killed 
the rapist outside the club where the scenery of cliffs and valleys around them look almost "alien". 
G3 It is difficult to describe on paper but basically the shot looks like it would be more suited to a 
science fiction film. 
G4 The use of shadow on the cliff faces and also the use of a strange, almost green light add to this 
"out of this world" feel that is brought across during this scene. 
GS The purpose of this shot is that the girls have entered the unknown. 
G6 They have just committed a murder which is something that they would have never done when 
they were back home in familiar surroundings and now they"feel that they are out of their depth and 
they do not know what is going to happen to them next. 
G7 This is a vitally important part of the film and it stands out because of its mise en scene. 

Hl Costume is also a valuable part ofmise en scene. 
H2 It's main purpose is to help set status of particular characters. 
H3 For example if a character is wearing velvets and rich colours it suggests that he or she is of a high 
status. 
H4 This is true when we look at "The Black Narcissus" 
H5 The title character of this film is often seen wearing much richer clothes than the Indian locals and 
of coarse the nuns. 
H6 This makes his character stand out and therefore give him a higher status than the other characters. 

I1 However costume does not just signify status. 
12 In "Thelma and Louise" costume becomes a very important pa1i of the mise en scene even though, 
at first it can be overlooked. 
13 When we first see Thelma and Louise together they are just getting in the car to set out on their 
journey. 
14 Thelma is dressed casually in jeans and shirt whereas Louise wears a dress and looks a lot more 
feminine. 
15 As the film continues and as the character of Louise is getting stronger her clothes become more 
masculine and it is the costume of Thelma that starts tell us that she is becoming the softer character. 
16 The change in costume is something that many do not notice as it is very subtle but it does, 
nevertheless, play an important role in setting the mise en scene. 
17 In these instances the costumes are also carrying the nanative along. 
[8 They are constructing a meaning or a depth to the individual films. 

J 1 In Roegs' "Don't look now" the red coat of the little girl starts as just a costume but throughout the 
film it becomes a motif to the central character. 
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J2 A motif is something that throughout the film is repeated several times thus giving it meaning 
within the film narrative. 
J3 To lengthen this example, the coat starts off as the costume for the drowning daughter but 
throughout the film it is seen a number of times by the main character therefore making it a significant 
motif. 
J4 In many instances the motif can start as a prop but ifit later becomes significant to the plot then it 
becomes a motif. 
JS For example the written sum that Marion does in "Psycho" to find out how much of the stolen 
money she has left is merely a prop until she disposes ofit in the bathroom lavatory later to be found 
as proof that she had been in the motel. 

Kl Story line is often linked only with the script but I feel that I have proven, within this essay, that 
mise en scene plays a vital part in making the story what it is. 
K2 Mise en scene has been described as being the thing that people go away remembering. 
K3 I think this is true but the viewer often does not realise why this scene is staying in their minds. 
K4 But when they say "Oh do you remember the bit when ... " it is the mise en scene that has helped 
this part of the film be memorable in the first place. 

LI Although I have only talked in detail about a few of the aspects that make up mise en scene I feel 
that they are the most important ones. 
L2 It is these aspects that help the narrative along and help to construct meaning within the narrative. 
L3 They help to give that third dimension within a film that give the viewer a stronger insight into the 
story line thus making it more enjoyable. 

END 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

DA MES98 (JH) 
Mac-T: Naming MES - Making Technical - MEANING lv1AKING FILM !\!AKER Exemplification 
MES Making Technical - Exemplification - REALIS\,1 Naming-Making Technical Exemplificationl,2 -
Taxonomising ELEMENTS - Orient to essay- MAINSTREA\1 :-Jarning- Making Technical 

F Orient to essay-ELEi\1ENTI - MEANING \1AKING- MEANING (Generalisation)- FILM 
REFERENCE (Exemplification) - Film Reading 1Description 

G ELEMENT2 - Naming - Film Reading:Dcscription/MEANING (Exemplification) - Film Reading/ 
ANALYSIS 

H ELEMENT 3 - Taxonomising - I\lEAND\G - (General) - Exemplification - FIL\1 REFERENCE -
Instantiation 

I ELEMENT3 - MEANING (General) 

J ELEMENT3 (Instantiation) Film Reading(Particularl' \1EAN1NG (General) - MEANING - \faking 
Technical - Film Reading (Particular).1Description!Meaning (General) 

K MEANING-Orient to essay-\,JES-\1EAN11\G MAK!l\G - \IES-111EANING MAKING - Orient to essay 
- MEANING-FILM \'!EWER 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
DAWOS98 Corpus genre analysis -

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
Al The idea ofMise en scene began in the early theatres. 
Naming MES 
A2 In translation it means "staging an action". 
Making Technical 
A3 This basically means that what is being seen by the viewer has been 
placed there by the director for a reason. 
A4 The director has chosen that location or that costume to represent 
something within the story. 
MEANING MAKING - FILM MAKER Exemplification 
A5 However, this is not always the case. 
A6 Some directors use accidents of nature to heighten the action that is 
occurring within a film. 
A 7 By this I mean that they may use the weather systems to enhance the 
mood ofthe piece for example. 

BI Mise en scene was first used in the cinema by Georges Melies. 
MES Making Technical 
B2 He used the idea of making his own sets to create an imaginary world. 
B3 This meant that the sets could include anything that Melies thought 
would be appropriate to get the meaning of the film across. 
B4 Melies created the whole mise en scene for his films himself from 
costume to backdrop. 
B5 Due to technology directors are now given the choice. 
B6 Building sets, as Melies did, is still an option but more and more film 
makers are going out of the studio and using the real world as their 
"backdrop". 
Exemplification 

C I Nowadays films are often remembered by realism and realism is now a 
valuable part of the mise en scene ofa film. 
REALISM Naming-Making Technical 
C2 The viewer will go away from a film with the thought that it was 
believable or unbelievable. 
C3 However realism can change. 
C4 What may have looked realistic during the classic Hollywood period can 
look stylised and dated by today's standards. 
Exemplification 
C5 For example, the 1999 remake ofHitchcocks' "Psycho" looks stilted as 
Van Sant has copied the original shot by shot. 
C6 The language, although changed slightly still sounds a little old 
fashioned and the use of camera to get the point across now looks somewhat 
contrived. 
Exemplification 
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DI There are a number of things that make up the mise en scene ofa film. 
D2 I have mentioned setting already. 

D3 Others include costume and make up, props, lighting and acting / 
mannerisms 
Taxonomising ELEMENTS 

E 1 Throughout this essay I shall be looking at how mise en scene is used to 
steer the narrative of the film. 

E2 This will involve me looking at several of the aforementioned 
components that make up mise en scene; looking at the them in detail and 
using them, in turn, to look at a number of different films. 
Orient to essay 
E3 As the title says I shall be looking at main stream cinema. 
E4 This means that I shall use films that either use the conventions of 
Classic Hollywood or are well known in today's society. 

E5 I shall not be using any French Art or those that are not at the forefront 
of today's cinema. 
MAINSTREAM - Naming- Making Technical 

Concepts Al Naming MES 
A2 Making Technical 
A3-/\.7. MEANING MAKING - FILM MAKER Exemplification 

BI MES Making Technical 
82 -86 Exemplification 

C I REALISM Naming-Making Teclmical 
C2 --C4 Exemplification 
C5-C6 Exemplification 

DI -D3 Taxonomising ELEMENTS 

El -E2 Orient to essay 
E3 -E5 MAINSTREAM - Naming·· Making Technical 

Schema 
predicted 
General - MES set up as Tazonomy, so that Generalisation is in place. E2 Orient to 
Particular essay explicitly describes the General - Particular procedure AD intends 

There is a reasonably high amount of Exemplification in the macro-theme 
which would explain why it is so long 
REALISM is a bit misleading as a high level Generalisation - but it is a 
Generalisation. However, lack of ref to e.g. GENERIC VERTSIMILITUDE 
meant that the Generalisation of MEANING is underestablished 
MAINSTREAM is Generalised and Made Technical 
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Coherence Apart from being long, macro Theme sets up a number of appropriate 
Generalisations. Internally coherent with the co-text of macroT. Sometimes 
through explicit signalling back and forward. 
Historic account ofMelies ?coherent with essay title - not obviously so 
( even though it comes from text book where it has the same position in 
text). ?'Contradictory logics' 
Realism, somewhat Field incoherent- and Historic Exemplification not 

really coherent with the propositional development. Again 'contradictory 
logics'? 
Strong orientation to essay creates global coherence. Making Technical 
plays coherence role. 
Length, the main incoherence 
A5 ref back this ambiguous; contrast relation A4 and A5,6,7 not clear 
between has chosen and accidents of nature. 

MEANING collocations: *steer the narrative 
Field 
Vocab 3; idea, translation, the case, idea, part, the thought, the use of camera, point, 

*a number of things, components, conventions labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; MES, location, costume, story, action, backdrop, realism, classic HW 
relational period, shot by shot, make up, props, lighting and acting, narrative, 

mainstream cinema, Classic HW, French art. process 
MEANING 

MEANING is not thingified - always identified with a FILM MAKER and 
Material Process 

Para hyper-Theme text Schema 
FI I shall start by looking at how setting help to carry narrative. 
ELEMENT! - MEANING MAKING 
F2 I have mentioned briefly in the introduction that settings Cfu'l be used to 
help the viewer realise what is going on - to get the meaning of the film. 
F3 By this I mean that they are able to have that all important second insight 
into the film. 
MEANING (Generalisation) 
F4 A strong example of this again is Hitchcocks "Psycho". 
FILM REFERENCE (Exemplification) 
F5 When Norman Bates first invites Marion into his office the walls are 
covered with stuffed birds. 
Film Reading/Description 

Concepts Fl Orient to essay-ELEMENT! - MEANING MAKING 
F2 -F3 MEANING (Generalisation) 
F4 FILM REFERENCE (Exemplification) 
FS 
Film Reading/Description 
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Dual face 
Repetition dual face is very explicit - so not as efficient as possible- ?three sentences 

to do the work of one.vocab3 
Element is repeated 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

But main realisation is through Mental and Verbal Processes (performative 
gm verbs) acting as Conjunction: I shall start; I have mentioned - no Relational 
conjunction clauses 
relational MEANING Generalisation is fuzzy (all important second insight) - not 
process abstracted or thingified because focus on FILM VIEWER - again related to 

lack of Relational clauses 

Clause relations First three sentences do establish the Particular ELEMENT and also act as 
General - Generalisation for the ensuing example. 
Particular However, the Exemplification is not related to a MEANING Generalisation 

throughout the following 6 sentences. There are two Generalisations 
referred to - but not foregrounded, or foregrounded contradictorily - Bates 
power, and Bates dominated by higher force. 
These would be Exemplifications of the Generalised MEANING 'second 
insight' - the issue is can the ladder of descending Generalisations be more 
strongly constructed (and would the student want to do this - again the 
pedagogic implications are to present various Reformulations and ask 
students to evaluate various clause relations) 
Affected by the General-Particular relations discussed above Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; No real use of labels, vocab 3 etc 
abstractions; 
technical terms; setting, narrative, 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

*help to carry narrative; help the viewer realise what is going on, to get the 
meaning of the film, they are able to have that all important second insight 
into the film 

Para hyper-Theme text Schema 
G l Setting is becoming more and more important in films and there is a 
huge number of films that I can use to illustrate this point. 
ELEMENT2 - Naming 
G2 For example, in the road movie 'Thelma and Louise" there is a shot just 
after the girls have killed the rapist outside the club where the scenery of 
cliffs and valleys around them look almost "alien". 
Film Reading/Description/MEANING (Exemplification) 
G3 It is difficult to describe on paper but basically the shot looks like it 
would be more suited to a science fiction film. 
Film Reading/ ANALYSIS 

Concepts G 1 ELEMENT2 - Naming 
G2 Film Reading/Description/MEANING (Exemplification) 
G3 Film Reading/ ANALYSIS 
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Dual face 
Repetition Setting 

'more and more important' ... huge number of films to illustrate point (This vocab3 
anaphoric nouns is a common device in these texts for sel1ing up dual face: 
- postmod 'important.. .. illustrate point') 

gm 
conjunction 
relational for example 
process 

Generalisation in hyperTherne is not a real one - it is a device for 
General -
Clause relations 

reinstating the ELE'\IENT Generalisation, Setting. 
A Reformulation could present a more focussed Generalisation in the h-TParticular 
Although it is a de\ ice, there is a h-T and it does have a dual face. So 
coherence is achieved - it could be achieved more powerfully though 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; point (not really Field construing), 
labels; 
abstractions: 
technical terms; settings (I get the impression that There is a limited range of technical terms) 

Relational Process becoming Other Process is Existentialrelational 
process 
MEANING 

hyper-Theme textPara Schema 
HJ Costume is also a rnluable part ofmise en scene. 
ELEJ\1ENT 3 -Taxonomising 
H2 It's main purpose is to help set status of particular characters. 
MEA'-111\G - (General) 
H3 For example if a character is wearing velvets and rich colours it suggests 
that he or she is of a high status. 
Exemplification 
H4 This is true when \\e look at "The Black J\arcissus" 
FILM REFERE;s;CE - instantiation 

Concepts H l ELEi\1!El\;T 3 - Taxonomising 
H2 l\1EANING - (General) 
H3 Exemplification 
H4 FILM REFER.El\CE - Instantiation 

Dual face 
Repetition Repetition by Taxonornising So forward pointing because reader expects 

answer to question \Vhy1How valuable':'vocabJ 
Vocab 3, pai1, could be Reformulated; purpose; 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relationa 1 
process 

anaphoric nouns 

Relational process for taxonomismg 
Relational process for MEA'\JNG (This seems a good wording for 
MEAl\lNG) 
Very classic succession from ELEMENT-TAXONO'.VIY to MEANING 

General -
Clause relations 

(General) to Exemplification (General) to Exemplification (Particular) 
Language of Exemplification (This is true) could be Reformulated.Particular 
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Coherence reader expects answer to question Why/How valuable? and receives a clear 
answer in second sentence with a Generalisation 
This para seems to have strong coherence. Some oversimplification of the 
Signifier-Signified relation perhaps re. character wearing velvets of high 
status (A Thematic Concept incoherence) but the paragraph performs very 
coherent sequence from AcS 

Field 
Vocab 3; part, purpose, 
labels; 
abstractions; status, 
technical terms; costume, characters 
relational 
process is, is 
MEANING 

it suggests .... status (good example) 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
I1 However costume does not just signify status. 
ELEMENT3 
12 In "Thelma and Louise" costume becomes a very important part of the 
mise en scene even though, at first it can be overlooked. 
MEANING (General) 
13 When we first see Thelma and Louise together they are just getting in the 
car to set out on their journey. 
14 Thelma is dressed casually in jeans and shirt whereas Louise wears a 
dress and looks a lot more feminine. 
11 ELEMENT3 
12 MEANING (General) 

Concepts 

13 -14 
Dual face 
Repetition costume, status 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational However, notjust 

signifyprocess 
See below Clause relations 

General-
Particular 
Coherence AD does not have a name for the MEANING she is analyzing here. 

Consequently, the paragraph has an ELEMENT Theme but no definite 
MEANING Theme. That is ok but could be more powerful if Generalised 
with a label -

Field 
abstractions; status 

costumetechnical terms; 
relational 
process signify 
MEANING 

signify status 
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Schema hyper-Theme text Para 
JI In Roegs' "Don't look now" the red coat of the little girl starts as just a 
costume but throughout the film it becomes a motif to the central character. 
ELEMENT3 (Instantiation) Film Reading(Particular)/ MEANING 
(General) 
12 A motifis something that throughout the film is repeated several times 
thus giving it meaning within the film narrative. 
MEANING - Making Technical 
J3 To lengthen this example, the coat starts off as the costume for the 
drowning daughter but throughout the film it is seen a number of times by 
the main character therefore making it a significant motif. 
Film Reading (Particular)/Description/Meaning (General) 

Concepts J1ELEMENT3 (Instantiation) Film Reading(Particular)/ MEANING 
(General) 
J2 MEANING- Making Technical 
J3 Film Reading (Particular)/Description/Meaning (General) 

Dual face 
Repetition red coat (Instantiation costume) just a costume 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction abstraction: motif 
relational 
process becomes 

Clause relations 
General- Instantiation/Generalisation ELEMENT - MEANING Generalisation -

Making Technical (motif) 
NB need for colligation to extend this example in J3 

Particular 

Good transition from Instance to General MEANING. Generalisation 
creates unity in para for two sets of Instances 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; costume motif character 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

motif 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Kl Story line is often linked only with the script but I feel that I have 
proven, within this essay, that mise en scene plays a vital part in making the 
story what it is. 
MEANING-Orient to essay-MES-MEANING MAKING 
K2 Mise en scene has been described as being the thing that people go away 
remembering. 
K3 I think this is true but the viewer often does not realise why this scene is 
staying in their minds. 
K4 But when they say "Oh do you remember the bit when ... " it is the mise 
en scene that has helped this part of the film be memorable in the first place. 
MES-MEANING MAKING 
LI Although I have only talked in detail about a few of the aspects that 
make up mise en scene I feel that they are the most important ones. 
Orient to essay 
L2 It is these aspects that help the narrative along and help to construct 
meaning within the narrative. 
L3 They help to give that third dimension within a film that give the viewer 
a stronger insight into the story line thus making it more enjoyable. 
MEANING-FILM VIEWER 

Concepts 
Kl MEANING-Orient to essay-MES-MEANING MAKING 
K2 -K4 MES-MEANING MAKING 
LI Orient to essay 
L2 -L4 MEANING-FILM VIEWER 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relationai 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence Good example of incoherence through imprecise technical tenninology, 

abstraction - the work intended is not achieved accurately or efficiently: 
(Pedagogic opportunity - to offer various other wordings for students to 
evaluate and choose from) 
Story line is often linked only with the script 
?related to; narrative identified with the dialogue and actions, associated 
with 
I have proven 
demonstrated, attempted to show, 
within this essay 
This essay has suggested, claimed 
MES, the thing people go away remembering/ Oh do you remember the bit 
when ... 
Intention is to focus on MEANING MAKING quality but emphasis is on 
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memorability 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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JO MES98 

1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 

fN WHAT WAYS DOES MISE-EN-SCENE CONSTRUCT MEANING IN MAINSTREAM 
CINEMA? 

A J Mise en scene comes from the French language meaning "setting the stage". 
A2 It could be defined as elements in and including the camera shot that produces the overall meaning 
of that shot. 
A3 The elements include settings, costume and make-up, lighting, figure moment/ body language and 
the shot itself. 
A4 For example, imagine a typical garden scene in a costume drama. 
AS The setting would be in the grounds of large manor house with plush green countryside 
surrounding it. 
A6 The costumes would be of Victorian/ Edwardian style as would the make-up. the figure movement 
/ body language would be slow and elegant, the lighting simple and no obscure camera shots. 
A 7 All of these elements make up the mise en scene of the shot and give the overall impression of the 
scene to the audience. 
AS Mise en scene also reflects the realism of the scene too. 
A9 If, say, in our garden scene one of the characters came shot wearing an American style baseball cap 
it would shatter the illusion of believability, a factor which mainstream cinema strives for. 
A I O However, in other contexts e.g. in a comedy the baseball cap would be out of place. Therefore 
mise en scene is, to an extent, driven by the genre of the film itself. 

81 The use of mise en scene to construct meaning is evident in Martin Scorsese's Taxi Driver. 
82 The film stars Robert De Niro as Travis Bickle, an ex marine turned taxi driver who embarks on a 
personal mission to clean up the "open sewer" that is New York, by attempting to assassinate a 
presidential candidate and killing low lives. 
B3 The location for the film was New York. 
B4 This was, however, was seen through Travis' eyes, who saw the city as dirty and felt someone 
should "wash all the scum of the streets". 
85 To bring together this perspective of the city, Scorsese used elements of violence and 
uncleanliness. 
86 As Travis cruises in his taxi he encounters various scenes which represent these elements; two men 
brawling, prostitutes looking for business; a mentally deranged man pacing through the streets 
shouting Tll kill her' and a group of thugs who attack his cab. 
B7 These scenes and events get Travis' attention but they don't unease him - as if he sees this type of 
thing everyday (which he probably does). 
B8 It is also not just the events that represent New York. 
B9 During the filming of Taxi Driver, the garbage collectors strike was on, so the streets were 
abundant with litter, thus allowing Scorcese to develop, visually, the uncleanliness element of New 
York. 
BIO But it's not just the city as a whole that gives an impression, other factors such as individual 
buildings also produce understanding. 
B 11 In the film Travis frequents a pornographic cinema. 
B12 This suggests that he is currently out of relationship and has a lonely lifestyle - something that 
Travis emphasises even more by confiding in a diary rather than people close to him. 
B13 Also the darkened enclosed space of the movie theatre may offer security and protection to Travis 
from the outside world. 

Cl Paul Schrader, the script writer of Taxi Driver, tells us many other elements that separate Travis 
from the outside world, primarily the cab that he drives. 
C2 Schrader indicates that yellow car is: 
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CJ '[The] primary metaphor of loneliness [the taxi] not only isolates Travis behind the wheel, but 
interposes it's bulk between him and the urban life he observes but rarely engages.' (1) 
C4 An example of this is where in one scene, some thugs pelt the cab with eggs and other missles. 
C5The thugs represent New York city but Travis is protected by his cab. 
C6 For Travis there is no avoiding the element of filth in the city. 
C7 ' [The scum] that's when they come out a night' ([) 
says Travis, monitoring the sidewalks. 
C8 However, the only time Travis works is all through the night (6pm to 6am) so there is no avoiding 
the filth. 
C9 Travis is also encouraged to be amongst this element due to his driving limits 'anywhere - anytime' 
which stretches to parts of the city where only a small proportion of cabbies would go, so, obviously 
Travis is worked over these areas a lot. 

DI Costume plays an important role in characterists in Taxi Driver. 
D2 When Betsy 'Appeared like an angel' (II) out of the crowd, she is wearing white, which, separates 
her from the background (the city) visually and by suggesting purity, purer than the rest. 
D3 The colour red is abundant in the Palantine office; it's one of the electoral colours, the colour of the 
walls, in posters and, of course, the costumes of the representatives. The two times Travis is in the 
office, he wears red. As red is the primary, Travis feels he has to fit in and agree with the people inside 
the office especially Betsy, who wears red but with shades of white, a different style to plain clothing 
her co-workers wear, making her stand out and be different - just like when Betsy wears the white 
dress to begin with. 

EI When Travis enters the office the second time, it is to confront Betsy. 
E2 He still wears red because part of him still wants to belong to her and her life but the prominent 
piece of clothing is his combat jacket he wears. 
E3 This suggests confrontation and violence and Travis does fly into a rage in the office. Friedman 
writes: 
'Travis is a former marine, a Vietnam vet whose frequent dressing in combat fatigues signals potential 
or actual violence.' (2) 
But the red in the Palantine office can also represent other feelings, the feeling of mild passion 
between Betsy and Travis at their first meeting. We encounter red again in the scene where Travis kills 
a local pimp named Sport and his associates. First and most obviously we have the blood which is very 
abundant in the scene. But as we study Travis' final resting place, the upstairs hotel room, we find all 
the walls are red as is the sofa as is the bead curtain across the doorvvay. This time the red represents 
the murder and blood that the room contains and the anger of the people inside it. After the bloodbath, 
Travis rests on a red sofa 'his blood soaked body bleeding' (3) into it, wishing now he had done the 
deed to fake out of the picture, to disappear. 

FI Friedman has commented that Taxi Driver is a new version of an old classic western film called 
The Searchers. 
F2 Friedman argues that there is an underlying western theme to Taxi Driver. 
F3 We can see this by the dress of Travis and Sport, the two opposing characters. 
F4 Travis the "hero" wears cowboy boots and is told by Sport 'O.K. cowboy'. 
F5 Sport has an indian hairstyle and headband and is thus the indian, therefore confrontation is created. 
However later in the film Travis wears a mohecan hairstyle, which relates him, as an indian, to Sport. 
This shows that Travis is as bad as Sport, morally, for killing or attempting to kill Palantine - but as 
Travis wants to rid the city of scum (a hero's job), he still has his good element about him, namely his 
cowboy boots. Friedman comments: 
'Certainly good and bad indians sometimes collide in Western movies but the sequence jells only after 
Travis asks 'How are things?' and Sport replies 'O.K. cowboy'.' (4) 
Therefore Sport distances himself from Travis by identifying him as a cowboy thus, indirectly, the 
enemy. 
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G I The gun buying scene in Taxi Driver tells us a lot about Travis especially by the type of guns he 
chooses. 
G2 The first choice of gun is predetennined by the scene when Scorsese is in the back of Travis' cab 
and tells him what he's going to do to his adulterous wife with a .44 Magnum. 
G3 This makes Travis relate to Scorsese and therefore find acceptance in his planned actions. 
G4 Therefore it is no surprise that the first gun Travis opts for is the .44 Magnum. 
GS The first shot of the gun is where the camera pans along it's barrel, emphasising it's length. 
G6 This could represent an extension of Travis' manhood; in buying the gun he becomes more 
mentally endowed; or more likely, acts as a substitute. 
G7 Travis failed with Betsy and given up on relationships with women: 
08 '[Betsy is] just like the others; cold and distant, women for sure, they're just like the union.' (]ID 
09 So therefore has made his penis redundant and replaced it with a different phallic Object, the 
Magnum. Other gun choices include the Walther, Smith and Wesson and .25 Automatic. Friedman and 
Ide argue that these are guns given a heroic status in other films and therefore give Travis a heroic 
aura: 
'The transaction with Easy Andy evolves into parody of the action heroes Travis hopes to emulate' (5) 
Travis also copies the stance of one security guard in the film (later, donning a pair of similar 
sunglasses to the ones the guard was wearing) which tells us that he endures to be of authority and a 
heroic figure. 

HI According to Friedman, Travis' confused state of mind is summed up by the close up of the glass of 
Alka-seltzer 
H2 ' ... it's seething carbonation representing the turmoil of Travis' mind.' (6) 
H3 However, this could be seen as the building pressure in Travis' mind as it's this point in the film 
where Travis himself seems lost and frustrated. 
The lighting source for the street scenes comes from the neon lights and bright sighs that line the 
sidewalks of where Travis runs his cab. The lights themselves advertise for sex shows, cigarettes and 
cheap booze; all catalysts for the cause of the bad element in New York. It is as though these 
overwhelming lights are battling against Travis' taxi's headlights, representing Travis' fight against the 
masses. 

ll And so setting, costume, gestures and lighting - the mise en scene - all add to the overall 
understanding of the characters and ultimately the movie. 
12 A simple gestation can add new dimensions or strengthen others already identified. 
I3 Travis only iooks at his customers through his rear view mirror - something that distances himself 
from them and therefore the city itself. 
14 A simple dollar bill that Sport throws into Travis' cab, all creased and dirty represents both Sport 
and Travis' view of New York. 
15 All these subtle but important elements build up the audiences understanding and construct 
something which is know as mise en scene. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

JD (JT98) 
The ELEMENTS are embedded in a FILM READr\G, (although not in narrative sequence). As a result, 
there is little Generalisation about the MEANINGS - they are mostly instantiations from the film the 
sequence is somewhat erratic - sometimes driven by a scene description, sometimes by the ELEMENT 
ta:xo110my. 

DOMINANT SCHEMA: FILM READ!};G:DESCRlPTION - ELEMENTS (instantiations) - FILM 
READING/\1EANING (instantiations) 

---~~---------
Mac-T: ELE~H-:J\ TS TAXONOMY - F!Uvl READIJ\G (General.hypothetical)- MAJ<.f";G f\1EANING-=-
MEANJNG (General/hypothetical) - GENRE 
FILM READfNG ·- ELE1\fE1\Tl (two instances)- MEANIJ\G (specificinstantial) 
FILM READING - ELEME}.;T ?2 (instantiation)- l\!EANING (specific) 
ELEMENT 3 (general • 4 instantiations) - l\lEA'-llNGs (specific) 
FILM RE 1\DING - GE'-lRE -· ELEMEG'T 3 (instantiation) 
FILM READl:-0G/DESCR!PT!Oi\ -1\1EAj\JNG - ELEMENT ci2 (instantiation) 
FILM DESCR!PT!O]'.;/MEAN!NG - ELElv!ENT '.'2 (instantiation) - ELE\!LNT 4 (instantiation) 

Mac-N: ELEMEi\'TS - MAKE MEANING- I\IEAl\lNG -· ELEMENT? - ELEMENT? - ELEI\1ENT ?2-
MAKE .tv1EANING = l\IES 

The Mac-N is made up of new instantiations of ELEMENTS which may be odd but they are framed in the 
Generalisations of!v1ES - MAKES f\,JEA\1fNG so they do 'exemplify', in a 'general' sense. final 
concluding sentence is General but constructs odd relation between ELE?v!ENTS - \!AKE MEANING -
MES (Latter is not presented as Achievement of the Instrnment ELEME.'--!TS) 

The relatively under-taxonomised and generalised form of this essay may reflect the subtle shift in the 
orientation of the question: 
98: In what wavs Joes mes construct meaning 
99: \\'hat kinds of meaning does mes construct ______ 

Mac-T relate, MES to imaginary FILMREADlNG example. W0S99 are more likely to relate it to film 
studies concepts - :\ /\ RRA TIVE, MEANI>-:G 
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3. Detailed text analysis ·with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
JD MES 1998 Corpus genre analysis -

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
Al Mise en scene comes from the Fricnch language meaning "setting the 
stage''. 
MAKING TECHNICAL 
A2 It could be defined as elements in and including the camera shot that 
produces the overal I meaning of that shot. 
MAKING TECH:-.'ICAL- ELEMENTS - :v1AKE i\lEANING 
A3 The elements include settings, costume and make-up, lighting, figure 
moment _! body language and the shot itself. 
ELEtvlENTS TAXONO!v1Y 
A4 For example, imagine a typical garden scene in a costume drama. 
FILM READING.IDESCRIPTION (Generan 
A5 The setting would be in the grounds of large manor house with plush 
green countryside sunounding it. 
FlLM READING/DESCRJPTION'ELEMENT 
A6 The costumes would be of Victorian.' Edwardian style as would the 
make-up. the figure movement,' body language would be slm.v and elegant, 
the lighting simple and no obscure camera shots. 
FlLt\1 RFADI~GDESCRIPTION/ELE\1E~T 
A7 All ofthe,e elements make up the mise en scene of the shot and give 
the overall impression of the scene to the audience. 
F!Uv1 READING.!DESCRIPTJON.ELEJ\1ENTS - MAKE MEANING 
A8 !vlise en scene also reflects the realism of the scene too. 
ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANJNG - \1EANING 
A9 If say, in our garden scene one of the characters came shot wearing an 
American style baseball cap it would shatter the illusion of believability, a 
factor which mainstream cinema strives for. 
FILM READl!'\iG!DESCRIPTION - MEANING - .'vfAI:!\STREAM 
CINEMA 
Al OHowever, in other contexts e.g. in a comedy the baseball cap would 

I be out of place.
I 

F!Li\I READrNGiDESCR!PTlON - GENRE - 1vlEANING 
A 11 Thcrefme mise en scene is, to an extent, driven by the genre of the 
film itself 
ELEMENTS - GE1\RE 

Concepts l 1nlike some rnacroThcmes this has illustrative FlL'v1 READING. It is, 
arguably, appropriate for the General level of a macro Theme as it is not a 
Real but Hypothetical READING (This is actually signalled by the 
modalised ycrb forms). It illustrntes the Generalisations about the 
ELEME\'TS. The effect might be different if the macro Theme contained 
Specific references to the FILM READINGS of the essay. 
It includes a !\1AKI"iG TECHNICAL component which is one of the 
common macroTherne Concepts 

Schema 
predicted 

Apart from the differences outlined above, the function of the 
macro Theme is the common one of predicting that the essay will be about 
the Taxonomy and that the MEANINGS are related to GE'.'JRE. 
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General -
Particular 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
attribution 
SchemaPara 

B 

The macroTheme signals most of the key Concepts. It includes a 
MAKING TECHNICAL component which remains at the level of 
General. 
The illustrative FILM READING is more Particular but because it is 
Hypothetical does not become as specific as it would were it Real 
The final contextualising within GENRE moves back up the ladder of 
abstraction 
Strong use of Repetition, Anaphoric pronouns, conjuncts and verb tense 
shift to signal the Clause Relations maintain coherence 
Mode 
Voc3 defined as, elements(x3), include, for example, say, a factor 
Field 
technical terms: camera shot, settings, costume, make up, lighting. figure 
movement/body language, (garden) scene, costume drama, realism, 
believability, genre 
MEANING produces overall meaning, give the impression ofthe scent' to 
the audience, reflects the realism, shatter illusion ofbelievability 
abstractions: 
hyper-Theme text 
BI The use of misc en scene to construct meaning is evident in Martin 
Scorsese's Taxi Driver. 
ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - FILM RErERENCE 
B2 The film stars Robert De Niro as Travis Bickle, an ex marine turned 
taxi driver who embarks on a personal mission to clean up the "open 
sewer" that is New York, by attempting to assassinate a presidential 
candidate and killing low lives. 
FILM READING/DESCR[PTION/MEANING 
83 The location for the film was New York. 
ELEMENT 
84 This was, however, was seen through Travis' eyes, who saw the city as 
dirty and felt someone should "wash all the scum of the streets". 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION - ELEMENT - MEANING 
BS To bring together this perspective of the city, Scorsese used elements 
of violence and uncleanliness. 
ELEMENTS - MEANING 
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Concepts The MEANING of the ELEMENT (location) is generalised but not in a 
MAKING TECHNICAL realisation, where location as a general 
ELEMENT is attributed one or more general MEANINGs: the 
MEANINGS are specific to the FILM READING and more integrated 
within the FILMREADING/DESCRIPTION. This is - to some extent - a 
different conceptual schema to the 'Canonical one'. It can be seen as 
derived from the Taxonomy of ELEMENTS but the FILMREADING is 
much more foregrounded. This is signalled in BI and the FILM 
SYNOPSIS in B2. These two sentences, in conjunction with B3-5 function 
as General Preview at high level of abstraction to capture general 
MEANING of the film before the FILM READING Details. For this 
reason, it might be possible to see the entire set of five sentences as 
hyperTheme. Location as an ELEMENT is not foregrounded but 
embedded in the middle of these sentences. It is the implied motivation for 
the FILM READING but is not isolated ove1ily as the hyperTheme. This 
could have resulted in an Interpretation and not an Analysis. But 83 and 
B5 bring in the constructedness of the MEANING. The MEANING is 
labelled as this perspective ofthe city (BS) and used in Thematic position 
to ground the constructed meaning: used elements ofviolence and 
uncleanliness. It is this which provides the Preview for the Details that 
follow in the FILM READING. 

There is some difficulty in tracking a focussed Theme in the paragraph. 
There are two conjunctions that signal a change in Theme. But while the 
first one maintains the Theme, New York (B8 It is also not just the events 
that represent New York.) the second moves from New York to another 
aspect of location (B 10 But it's not just the city as a whole that gives an 
impression). The signalling clauses are clearly signals but repetition of the 
ELEMENT would help to ground these two Examples and establish what 
the Generalisation is. 

General - Arguably, the FILM READING DESCRIPTION is at too particular a 
Particular level. The essay titie appears to prompt a more general response. Thi~ 

essay is confined to one FILM. However, the fact that it received a good 
mark indicates this response is valued. The success of such a response 
probably depends on particularly sensitive Analysis, with a clear signalling 
of constructedness at the heart of MEANING. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocabJ 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Link back: Repetition of mise en scene to construct meaning. Link 
forward: FILM 
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Coherence is established by means of nominalising 
labels+postmodification: BI the use ofmise en scene B5 this perspective of 
the city 

Coherence 

Th is use of labels continues through the paragraph: 
86 scenes which represent these elements 
87 these scenes; this type ofthing 
8 8 the events 
B9 the uncleanliness element 
There is also effective use of anaphoric reference and conjuncts (Give 
examples) 
voc3: (B5) perspective of the city Field 
labels: use ofmise en sceneVocab 3; 
abstraction: personal mission, open sewer, elements of violence and labels; 
uncleanlinessabstractions; 
technical terms: locationtechnical terms; 
MEANING: (8 I) construct meaning relational 

process 
MEANING 
attribution 
Schema hyper-Theme text Para 

C I Paul Schrader, the script writer of Taxi Driver, tells us many other 
elements that separate Travis from the outside world, primarily the cab that 
he drives. 
?ELEMENT - MEANING - ELEMENT(instantiation) 
C2 Schrader indicates that yellow car is: 
It is, once again, difficult to know what the Theme is. In other essays, a car 
is a prop. Here that is not signalled. The central Generalisation seems to be 
the MEANING (separate ... ) rather than the ELEMENT. The ELEMENT 
(cab) is an instance of an 'element that separates .. .' but not clearly linked to 
the ELEMENT Taxonomy as it was predicted in the macro Theme 

Concepts 

Within the conventions of the film analysis genre the reference to the Dual face 
script writer could be seen as intrusive (removing the focus from the filmRepetition 
as an object).vocab3 

anaphoric nouns 
- postmod The link back is 'many other elements that separate' which is to the final 

sentence of the previous paragraph (B 13) rather than to the macro Theme gm 
(813 ... the movie theatre may offer security and protection to Travis from conjunction 
the outside world.) relational 

process 
The link forward is based on the same phrase, which is in apposition to the 
phrase the cab that he drives. So together these prompt the question 'What 
is it about the yellow cab that separates Travis from the outside world?' 

The schematic development of the whole paragraph is related to a number 
of Thematic concepts: yellow cab, separateness, New York, filth. These 
frame an Analysis/Interpretation of the film which is probably valued 
because of the degree of detail that it has - but the dynamic of the text is 
not immediately clear at the junctures betweeen concepts. There is a 
slippage in the paragraph focus and probably a need for more than one 
paragraph 
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General - C I moves towards a more Particular item in New position. This is 
elaborated in C2 in response to the question prompted by C I but still at a 
General level. C3 begins with Vocab 3 an example ofthis so signals an 
Exemplification of the preceding Generalisation in C2 

Particular 

However, as commented above the vocab 3 word in Cl - elements - is a 
taxonomising word at a different level of Generality to the elements of 
mise en scene taxonomy signalled in the macroTheme. This adds 10 the 
processing difficulties of this paragraph opening sentence 
See above Coherence 

·-
V oc 3 see aboveField 
abstractions see above and the quote has metaphor oflonelinessVocab 3; 
technical terms - no technical terms.labels; 

abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

hyper-Theme textPara Schema 
DI Costume plays an important role in characterists in Taxi Driver. 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING - ?MEANING 
D2 When Betsy 'Appeared like an angel' (II) out of the crowd, she is 
wearing white 
FILM READING 
This would be the canonic form of hycprThernc except that the 
MEANING component characterists is uninterpretable. 

Concepts 

Dual face Repetition of taxonomy and plays an important role links back and 
forward. ('What role does it play?') Repetition 

vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
General - Canonic 
Particular 
Coherence 
Field vocab3 role 
Vocab 3; technical term ?characterists 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
attribution 
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hyper-Theme textPara Schema 
FI Friedman has commented that Taxi Driver is a new version of an old 
classic western film called The Searchers. 
FILM READING - MEANING/GENRE 
F2 Friedman argues that there is an underlying western theme to Taxi 
Driver. 
FILM READING - GENRE 
F3 We can see this by the dress of Travis and Sport, the two opposing 
characters. 
FILM READING/ELEMENT - MEANING 

It seems likely that this paragraph could have been better framed if the 
ELEMENT costume had appeared in the opening sentence. The link with 
GENRE is appropriate but it is not clear that this is what the paragraph is 
about or that the Theme of costume is being maintained. This is indicated 
by the most likely question prompted by FI which is 'Why are you telling 
me that?' The answer is likely to be the Generalisation that should go in 
hyperTheme position 'There is a close link between geme and costume' 

Concepts 

Genre was thematised in the macro Theme so this hyperTheme relates back Dual face 
to that. However, the term genre is not used and the relationship betweenRepetition 
this paragraph and the previous one on costume is intenupted by anvocab3 
unexplained reference to the western theme 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
General -

anaphoric nouns 

The Generalisation that underlies this paragraph - expressed in the answer 
to the question given above ('There is a close link between genre and 
costume') is not explicitly worded. Western (and costume) is a 
Generalisation that frames the FILM READING that follows but the 
higher level Generalisation is not established. 

Particular 

Some disruption for the reasons above - but the paragraph is itself 
relatively internally coherent 

Coherence 

labels: underlying western themeField 
technical: a new version of an old classic western.Vocab 3; 
relational: Taxi Driver is a new version ..labels; 

abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
attribution 

{UNREVISEDI TO HERE 
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hvper-Theme textSchemaPara 
Gl The gun buying scene in Taxi Driver tells us a lot about Travis 
especially by the FlLM READING - MEANI1\G 
type of guns he chooses. 
- 1ELEME'-iT 
Focus is again not on the Taxonomy of ELEI\IENTS. However, this specific 
FILl\1 READING is given a MEANll\G l\1AKI1\G function that acts as a 
Generalisation for the paragraph. It uses a vocabulary 3 item - tells us a lot 
about Travis - which begs the question, 'What does it tell us about Travis, 
and how?' The paragraph answers these questions. But it does not link back 
ove11ly to the Taxonomy - as a result of being a specific flLM READING 
and because there is no oven connection to the schematic form of the essay 
- except at the film nanative level, not the conceptual level. 

Concepts 

Dual face: '\o - except in the most general way - it is Derived from theDual face 
FILMRepetition 
Repetition: of Film and Film Charactervocab3 
vocab3: a lot about 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

anaphoric nouns: No 
- posrmodgm 

gmconjunction 
con_iunctionrelational 
re larional process· '.' rcl! 1· us a lutprocess 

~· 

As cfocusscJ ahln:: General at level of film analysis. But not connecting 
General -
Clause relations 

1,ith higher level ofmacroTheme Generalisation (ELUvlENTS and 
GE>-lREiParticular 
Some level of incoherence because of the General-Pai1icular limitations just 
referred to. Pc1ra is internally coherent but lacks schematic coherence. No 

Coherence 

I 
I real cohesive devices and limited conceptual links. 

Vocab 3: ze!!s us a iot ahout is Field building (.tvlEANING) Field 
labels; gun sce11eVocab 3; 
abstractions:labels; 
technical tc:rms:abstractions: 
relational proct:ss 1c!is us a !or abouttechnical terms: 
ME,\:'-iiNG tells us a !of ubow - Senser focussed but the f'!Uv1 isrelational 
Actor 1Sayer'Canier? (what is it?)process 

MEANING 
attribution 

Para ' Schema hvpcr-Thcme text 
f-11 According to Friedman, Travis' confused state of mind is summed up by 
the close up of the glass of Alka-seltzer 
AL1TI-lORITY - MEANI'\G - ELEME~T 
H2' it's seething carbonation representing the turmoil of Travis' mind' (6) 

This might be seen as ELEME?--iT/prop but this is not signalled implicitly 
or explicitly. So this hypcrThcrne is not related explicitly or implicitly to the 
essay structure. 

Concepts 
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Dual face There are effectively none - except the repetition of the Authority, Friedman 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations Hl acts as Preview to the Details of the QUOTE. The clause relations with 
General- H3 are confused by the conjunction However, when the clause reiterates the 
Particular message of HI and H2 

H4 is an entirely different topic and will be regarded as a different 
paragraph 

Coherence This has only the coherence that it repeats the process ofrelating a film 
prop to a MEANING. Otherwise it is not integrated into the essay schema. 
abstraction: confused state of mindField 

Vocab 3; technical: close up 
labels; MEANING: *summed up 

attribution: to Friedmanabstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
attribution 

Para hyper-Theme text Schema 
I l And so setting, costume, gestures and lighting - the mise en scene - all 
add to the overall understanding of the characters and ultimately the movie. 
ELEMENTS - MEANING 
12 A simple gestation ... 
ELEMENT 
14 A simple dollar bill that Sport throws into Travis' cab ... 
ELEMENT 
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1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
AC MES 98 

1. IN WHAT WAYS DOES MISE EN SCENE WORK TO CONSTRUCT MEANING IN 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA? 

Al Mise-en-scene is a French term that roughly translated means 'what is put in the scene'. 
A2 The term is used to show the directors control of the shot. 
A3 Mise-en-scene includes costume, set, lighting and actors movement. 
A4 The terms of mise-en-scene and the different factors regardins it are crucial when constructing 
meaning in mainstream cinema. 
AS Many would regard mise-en-scene the most important factor of a movie rather than it's acting or 
soundtrack. 
A6 Often viewers judge mise-en-scene according to how realistic the film may look. 
A 7 This can have a negative effect on a film, if you looked at an old film from the l 950's people may 
ofjudged the film's mise-en-scene as realistic. 
AS If you look at how realistic the mise-en-scene looks now in the l 990's it may seem fake and 
unrealistic. 
A9 The viewer may have ideas about how a film may unfold thanks to mise-en-scene. It contributes to 
plot action and also shows the viewer more then he or she might be expecting 

BI The setting of mise-en-scene has as much meaning to a film as the characters. 
B2 Setting refers to the location where the scene is filmed. 
B3 The change of settings in a film can support a narrative development in the story. The setting and 
it's objects are given as much meaning as the characters, films differ in how they use their settings in 
relation to the story or character of a film. 

Cl lfmise-en-scene is to give a film meaning, then the setting of the film must be significant in 
relation to themes or aspects to the film. 
C2 This could be said about other aspects ofmise-enscene, if the mise-en-scene is to give a film 
meaning then, along with the setting, figure movement, lighting and costume it must be significant to 
the film. 

Dl Costumes make up part ofmise-en-scene and can vary. 
02 They provide the character with identity and tell us something about the society he or she lives in. 
D3 We learn something about the characters identity, for instance James Bond will often wear a 
tuxedo, Superman will always wear his tights and cape etc. 
D4 The star changing it's costume has an impact on the story and might tell us something about the 
actor or actress's personality in the film. 
D5 There are special features of costume which often will help the viewer to analyise and make a 
judgement on the character. 
D6 For example in Martin Scorsese's Taxi Driver (1976), the main character, Travis Bickle (Robert 
De Nero) is driven almost to insanity by the world in which he inhabits. 
D7 His costume by the end of the film has changed, he has a shaved head, blood stained clothes and is 
armed with guns, he is a completely different character by the end of the film. 
08 Make-up is also another obvious aspect ofmise-en-scene and this, along with costume can show 
what the films character is going through. 
D9 Hornor movies such as The Exorcist ( 1973) rely heavily on make-up, so to action or drama films, 
for example Platoon ( 1986). 

El Lighting shows how the cinema can show a scene being illuminated, the impact of lighting is 
underestimated. 
E2 It allows a filmaker to direct a viewers attention in a certain way or create a certain atmosphere. 
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E3 Directors like Steven Spielberg use lighting techniques to the very limit with spectacular results in 
films such as Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1978), E.T. (1982) and Jurassic Park (1993). 
E4 In Close Encounters the lighting is a key to the heaii of the movie. 
ES The aliens which land on Earth are portrayed through bright lights and other lighting effects. 
E6 The lighting helps the versimilitude become even more realistic. In nearly every one of Spielbergs 
films he uses spectacular lighting sequences which leaves the audience breathless. Jurassic Park has it's 
actors running away from Dinosaurs holding big, beaming torches. The lighting is quick and creates an 
atmosphere of tension and panic. 

FI Lighting can also be used to a minimal effect. Dark, mysterious films will use low-key lighting. 
F2 Horror films usually use low lighting to create a sense of fear and menace. 
F3 It was common in horror films in the 1930's and film noir of the l 940's and 50's. 
F4 Alot of mise-en-scene's qualities are often overlooked, people forget about costumes and lighting, 
audiences thinking that these tasks may seem less hard work then shooting or editing a film, but these 
aspects are important for mise-en-scene, the lighting and costume give the film meaning, they are not 
just picked at random. 

G I One film that does echo the ideas of how mise-en-scene can be used to it's highest potential is 
Mildrid Pierce (1945), a postwar noir thriller. 
G2 Mildred Pierce is typical film noir, it can be defined by it's visual characteristics. Mildred Pierce 
concerns itself with the view of sexual power. 
G3 Women are central to film noir, not only concerning a womans face but her body also. The strength 
of the Mise-en-scene is evident from the start of Mildred Pierce, the lighting and costume is quick and 
dark along with the actors movement which is pacy and almost frantic. 

HI The film is a gloomy one predetermined by the past, the characters such as Mildred and her 
daughter Veda are doomed from the beginning without a clear moral or personal identity. 
H2 These aspects are so typical of film noir, Mildred Pierce's visual style conveys this mood through 
mise-en-scene. 
H3 Through the use of darkness in both nightime scenes and daylight ,there is a claustrophobic feel to 
the film. 

I I The characters relate to the mise-en-scene perfectly with moody and dark performances. 
12 Thanks to these relation between the acting and the mise-en-scene the film is given great meaning 
and significance. 

13 " Everything about Mildred Pierce is top rate, from stellar production values to Curtiz's marvelously 
paced direction where he refuses to allow sentiment rule the story. 
14 The Curtiz string pulling is greatly aided by Grots imposing sets and Hailers lush, moody 
photography." 

- James Monaco, The Virgin Film Guide 

JI " Mildred (Joan Crawford) is a conventional 'womens picture' heroine who rebels against strictures 
of convention. 
J2 She has two wishes, to be a successful business woman and to have an exclusive relationship with 
her daughter. 
J3 The 'womens picture' narrative and it's conventional mise-en-scene are set within a crime/detective 
story. 
J4 The film opens and closes in an emphatically noir mode, featuring the highly dark visual style 
associated with thrillers and also a generically codified crime intrigue." 

- Frank K.rutnik, In a Lonely Street 
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K 1 Another film to use mise-en-scene well is Black Narcissus ( 1946) a visually stunning colour film. 
K2 The film tells the story of a group of Nuns leading a tough, isolated existence on a mountain 
convent and find themselves psychologically disturbed by all manner of things. 
K3 The Nun in charge, Sister Clodaugh, played by Deborah Kerr has the job of keeping order and 
sanity. 

LI The costumes range from eleqant to extravagant and the setting high up on a mountain is 
breathtaking. 
L2 The Mise-en-scene works to separate the character of sister Ruth from the other nuns with the use 
of dark lighting and costume. 
L3 As the film progresses the close ups become more extreme, the shots between runaway nun Ruth 
and Sister Clodagh gives a great dramatic presence to the conflict between the two. 
L4 Ruth has become frightening and menacing. The mise-en-scene becomes more intense as Ruths 
insanity gets worse. 

Ml The lighting works to create the atmosphere of the location at the beginning of the film the setting 
is bright and colourful but by the end, as the mood changes it becomes a dark place. 
M2 Some of the scenes towards the end have very low lighting to emphasise the faces of the characters 
who are cut off from each other and the strange new world that exists around them. 

Nl "Black Narcissus is a heady melodrama that treats India as a state of mind rather than a real 
country. 
N2 Director Michael Powell use of colour, design and music was never so perfectly in tune with the 
emotional complexities of Emeric Press burgers script. 
N3 Their talents combining to create one of Britains great cinematic masterpieces, a marvellous 
evocation of hysteria and repression, and incidently one of the few generally erotic films ever to 
emerge from these sexually staid isles." 

- John Pym, Time Out Film Guide 

0 I In conclusion, mise-en-scene is all about the use of space within a shot, how it is arranged and how 
the actors and objects relate within it. 
02 Mise-en-scene is thought out through space and time and attracts the viewers attention through 
watching a film. 
03 The arrangement of props, characters and objects within a setting have a special significance 
relating to the characters or story of the film. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

AC (JT98) 
Mac-T includes (MEANING) REALISM which is an unusual component unless it is contrasted with an 
authentic MEANING - verisimilitude. Ifthis bit is removed the Mac-T becomes the canonical one. 
DOMINANT SCHEMA: ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - MEANING (General/Hypothetical)- FILM 
READING(Examplel)- FILM READING(Example2) 
Mac-T: MES - MAKING TECHNICAL- ELEMENTS (TAXONOMISING) - (MEANING)REALISM/ 
NEGATIVE EV ALU A TI ON -MEANING MAKING - MEANINGs 
No indication ofthe shape ofthe essay in the Mac-T 
B: ELEMENTI - MAKES MEANING - [NO MEANING) 
C: ELEMENT! - MAKES MEANING - [NO MEANING] 
D: ELEMENT2 - MEANING - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION (General) 
E/F: ELEMENT3 - MEANING - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION (General) 
Interim Mac-N: MES- MAKES MEANING 
G: FILM REFERENCE (Exemplification)- FILM READING/DESCRIPTION(General)- FILM 
READING/MEANING (General)- MES 
H: FILM READING/MEANING (General, Interpretation) - ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
I: FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING -QUOTE 
J:QUOTE 
There is very little specific relating ofthe TAXONOMIC first halfto the FILM READING/MEANING of 
FILMREADING1- MEANING is referred to in relation to MES but the specifics are not drawn. 
K: FILM READING (Exemplification 2}- EVALUATION - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
L: ELEMENT 2, ELEMENTI - FILM READING DESCRIPTION/MEANING 
M: ELEMENT3 - FILM READING/ MEANING 
N: QUOTE 
More specific relating ofthe TAXONOMIC first halfto the FILM READING/MEANING of 
FILMREADING2- MEANING is referred to in relation to MES. 

Mac-N: MES - SPACE - TIME - ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
This introduces two new Concepts but does return to General level as well 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
AC MES 98 
Corpus genre analysis - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 

A 1 Mise-en-scene is a French term that roughly translated means 'what is 
put in the scene'. 
MES - NNvllNG - i\1AKING TECH"-JICAL 
A2 The term is used to show the directors control of the shot. 
MAKING TECHNICAL 
A3 :tvfise-en-scene includes costume, set. lighting and actors movement. 
FLEME:S:TS (TAXO1'.'O\11SING) 
A4 The terms of misc-en-scene and the different factors regardins it are 
crucial ,vhen constructing meaning in mainstream cinema. 
'7fLH1ENTS ··· i\1AKE MEA.1\ING 
AS Man: would regard rnise-en-scene the most important factor of a movie 
rather than it's acting or soundtrack. 
MAKE i\1EANING 
A6 Of1en \ icwers judge m ise-en-scenc according to how realistic the film 
ma\ look. 
MES - r\1EANIJ\1G (REALISM) 
A7 This can have a negati\e effect on a film. if you looked at an old film 
from the 1950's people may ofjudged the film's mise-en-scene as realistic. 
EVALUATIO~ - AUDIE\ICE EVALUATION.1 i\ffA"l\lG (realism) 
A8 lfyou look at how realistic the misc-en-scene looks now in the 1990's it 
may seem fake and unrealistic. 
MEANING (realism) - EVALUATION 
A9 The viewer may have ideas about how a film may unfold thanks to 
rnise-en-scene. 
AUDIENCE- '\IEANI1'.'G MAKING - MES 
A!0 It contributes to plot action and also shows the viewer more then he or 
she 111 ighl be e.,;pecting 
l\!ES - \1AKES ML\0iJNG - MEANING 

Concepts AC has an cn1hographic paragraph with 'sub-paragraphs· -- it is treated as a 
single conceptual paragraph composing the macroThemc 
Clauses A6-A8 are a departure from most of the other macro Theme 
formations in the other essays. The nature and value of realism is a 
contested and comple.,; one in film studies. The function of this diversion 
into the question is not established before the diversion or evident afl:e1· it. 
\Vithin the context of the clause relations between A6,7,8 it is possible to 
make a meaning out of the concepts proposed - something like, 
AUDIENCES - EVALUATE MES - CONTEXT OF TIME. However, 
there is no clause relation between this proposition and the rest of the 
macro Theme, despite there being a Repetition of a number of Concepts 
from the rest oftbe paragraph. Coherence is disturbed by the collocation of 
AUDIENCES and EVALUATE (in this case judge). This is a slippage 
between the object of study (MES MAKES MEANlNG) and the process of 
study (TAXONOMIS!l\G the kinds of meaning made) where the process 
of study Uudge MES) is attributed to pat1 of the obj cct of study 
(AuDIENCES). 
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Because the whole field is one of semiotic analysis, such an attribution 
confuses the type of MEANING MAKING of the audience and of the 
analyst. The audience interprets - i.e. 'follows the film' - rather than j11d£es 
- the analyst - arguably - j11dges - i.e 'reads the film'.,_ The incoherence 
here could be resolved somewhat if realism was identified as one of the 
MEANINGS of MES- even though the term is a contested one. The 
possibility of this interpretation is disturbed by the audience 'sjudging the 
mise en scene rather than its making meaning (i.e 'realism') out of the misc 
en scene. In the end this is a problem of collocation and probably relates to 
the unfamiliarity with the absence of human Sensers making meaning and 
their replacement with objects making meaning. In the literature from which 
this extract on realism is drawn (Bordwell and Thompson) the relevance is 
in terms of verisimilitude which is a MEANING and the difference between 
that term and the term realism. Without that opposition between terms this 
examination of realism is unmotivated. The extract between A6,7 and 8 can 
be removed leaving a coherent macro Theme. 

Concepts 

A IMES - NAMING - MAKING TECHNICAL 
A2 MAKING TECHNICAL 
A3ELEMENTS (TAXONOMISING) 
A4 The terms of mise-cn-scene and the different factors regard ins it are 
crucial when constructing meaning in mainstream cinema. 
?ELEMENTS- MAKE MEANING 
A5 MAKE MEANING 
A9 AUDIENCE -- MEANING MAKING - MES 
A 10 It contributes to plot action and also shows the viewer more then he or 
she might be expecting 
MES - MAKES MEANING - MEANING 

This Concept Formation is the dominant canonical one for macroThcmes. 
However, it is disturbed in a number of places in ways that can be compared 
to the 'slippage' discussed for A6-8. The Processes that various Participants 
are miscollocated (mis colligated) with appear to be a result of slippage 
between the Parricipants: 
the term is used to show the director's control ofthe shot (correct 
colligation: to refer?) 
The terms ofmise en scene and the various factors regarding it are crucial 
when constructing meaning in mainstream cinema (tem1s = ?elements; 
factors regarding it= ? ; when ?who is constructing meaning [ audience, 
director, mise en scene?) 
the viewer may have ideas about how a film may unfold(? ) 
shows more than she might be expecting 
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Schema 
predicted ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING 

In fact the arrangement of FILM READINGs is different to the other texts 
discussed to now. After a series of paragraphs on ELEMENTS MAKE 
MEANING - MEANING in which there are some limited FILM 
READING examples the second half of the essay focusses on two films 
using FILM READING to illustrate the previous ELEMENTS MAKE 
MEANING paragraphs. 
This constitutes a different text-surface schema, although the underlying 
schema arguably remains the same. 

General- The macro Theme remains at a high level of General although the incoherent 
Particular section A6-8 does descend to some FILM READING (general) but as it is 

difficult to make this cohere with the rest of the macro Theme it does not 
contribute to the General-Particular relations. 

Coherence This has been discussed above. Jn addition, the fact that the essay will be 
organised around General MEANINGS in the first half with an extended 
Exemplification in the final half could have been signalled and would have 
contributed to the coherence. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

As examined above, a number of these are used inaccurately and, in a text 
evaluation, this needs to be balanced against the fact that they are used at 
all. 
Vocab 3; 
labels; term, term (*used to show), *terms of mise en scene, *factors 
regarding it, *factor of a movie, *effect on a film, ideas about how a film 
may unfold 
abstractions; 
technical terms; director's control of the shot, misc en scene, costume, 
setting etc., acting, soundtrack, *realistic, plot action 
relational process; Al Pi, Pi, A2 *Pi, A3 Pat, A4 *Pi; ?(Many would regard: 
?Pat); 
What are the relational processes in A6-8? 

MEANING ?*crucial when constructing meaning in mainstream cinema 
(the time conjunction when moves the abstraction into real time from no-
time (as in in constructing meaning). The effect of this is to prompt a search 
for a human Senser or Actor.- Who constructs meaning? - for which there 
is an ambiguous implied answer in the text: the audience or the director -
but not the ELEMENTS, at least, not in the macro Theme. 
?*mise en scene the most important factor of a movie 
?the viewer may have ideas about how a film may unfold thanks to misc en 
scene 
it contributes to plot action and *also shows the viewer more tban she might 
be expecting. 
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hvper-Theme textPara Schema 
B l The setting of mise-en-scene has as much meaning to a film as the 
characters. 
ELEl\1ENT - MAKES \.1EA1\11\G 
There is ambiguity in the collocations - set1ings ofmise en scene, has 
meaning to a film, contrast with characters (as opposed to dialogue for 
example. Problem is with undefined nature ofMEANI'-.JG - the realism 
section did not satisfy this need to have MEA0l'-/G defined). So the 
GeneraL Preview of the hyperTbeme is not clear it is contrasted with 
character. Most of the ensuing sentences repeat the same General 
ELEME'-iT MAKES MEANING without Detailing or Exemplifying. There 
is a Definition in B2 but it is not elaborated very far and effectively only 
provides a synonym for the term setting. 

Concepts 

The indeterminacy of the paragraph may reflect the difficulty of making a 
term in film studies technical purely through Generalising without using 
Exemplification to illustrate the meaning. The same problem appears to 
continue in paragraph C see bclo,v. 

Dual face I Repetition setting (pa!1ly repeats set from macro Theme) *has as much 
Repetition meaning is a grammatically inaccurate repetition of the !V1EANING 

MAKING process, *characters appears to bi: a presuming term but bas notvocab3 
been presented p1-eviously (it might be considered as Derived but so might 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

any term in that case). The comparative form appears to reverse the Given 
New order of a clause~ as much as implies that the second term is a Givengm 
ttrm and the first is New in relation to the Given termcon_junction 

relational 
prncess vocabJ '\Jone 

anaphoric nouns 
- postrnod settings ofrnise en scene is an erroneous Conceptual relation 

gm none 
conjunction *as much as. discussed above 
relational process *has as much meaning= constructs/contributes 

The faiime of the General Particular rdation disussccl aboveClause reiations 
General 
Particular 
Coherence A high level of indeterminacy and lack of motivation 

Vocab 3; noneField 
Vocab 3; labels: none 

abstractions; nonelabels; 
technical terms; settingabstractions; 
relational process nonetechnical terms; 
MEANING *has as much meaning to a filmrelational 

process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Cl Ifmise-en-scene is to give a film meaning, then the setting of the film 
must be significant in relation to themes or aspects to the film. 
?MES - MAKE MEANING - ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

Concepts The relation between the Concepts in this hyperTheme is Hypothetical-
Real. However, the reality of the Real member of the relation (then the 
setting ... etc) does not add much information to the Hypothetical member 
since it is made up of four signal words which require lexicalising 
(significant, in relation to, themes, aspects). In principle these could 
function as dual facing items providing a bridge into the new paragraph. 
However, such an accumulation of vocabulary 3 items makes an overload 
of signals without real content., The indeterminacy is compounded by an 
ambiguous use of significant and the relationship it constructs between the 
Concepts in the clause complex. The indeterminacy is completed by the 
lack oflexicalisation in the subsequent sentences of the paragraph which 
continue at an abstract and delexical level. The question prompted by the 
hyperTheme, How does it do this? is not answered by the subsequent 
sentences which prompt the same question again. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition The hypothetical member repeats the proposition from the 
preceding paragraph and amounts to a strong dual facing device. 
vocab3 as discussed above, there are four of these. It is possible that the 
indeterminacy described above could be resolved by CA, if he provided a 
strong Exemplification for the Generalisation Cl makes. The accumulation 
ofvocab 3 points forward strongly to an Exemplification. Because it does 
not come the forward pointing effect of the hyperTheme is frustrated. 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod significant in relation to themes etc - but with the problems 
discussed above 
gm none 
conjunction subordinator, If... then (this does strong organizing work) 
relational process (Hypothetical) Pat, (Real) Pat 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 

See above for criticism 

Coherence At a grammatical level there are many dual facing and therefore coherence 
forming devices. But the General and delexical nature of the lexical items 
demands grounding in Specifics which are not forthcoming and therefore 
there is incoherence. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

All of the comments about dual face and the threats to coherence mean that 
the Field building value of the hypertheme is undermined. 
Vocab 3; settings must be significant in relation to themes or aspects to the 
film 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; settings, mise en scene 
relational process (Hypothetical) Pat, (Real) Pat 
MEANING give meaning; settings significant in relation to themes 
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hvper-Theme textPara Schema 
D l Costumes make up pan of mise-en-scene and can vary. 
ELEl'vlENT (TAXONOMY) 
D2 They provide the character with idemity and tell us something about the 
society he or she lives in. 
MEANING (general) 
D3 \Vc learn something about the characters identity, for instance James 
Bond will often wear a tuxedo, Superman will always wear his tights and 
cape etc. 
MEANING (General) - FILM READIJ\G/DESCRIPTION (General) 

Concepts 
lt is difficult to regard the first sentence as a hyperTheme since, while it 
signals the ELEMENT it does not make any meaningful Generalisation 
about it - even the canonical ELE!\,;1£NT MAKES 'vfEANING has more 
conceptual content than this clause. The second clause refers to ME/,.NING 
so the first two sentences can be seen as the kind of Generalisation that the 
text schema favours. This is followed by the Exemplification in D3. 

------+---~---·-+--------------------------------
Repetition The Replacement clause ELEl\lENTS - 1\1AKE \i\EANING -Dual face 
/v!fANlNCi is realised acrnss the two llrsl sentences. Costume links back toRepetition 
macroTheme: mise en scene, character is not presumed from rnacroThemcvocab3 
bm appeared in contrast with setting in previous paragraph, so constitutes a 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

form of repetition 
vocab3 ?make up, ?part (signal taxonomy building) something (about the gm 
society) [this concept is not elaborated, so does not actually function asconjunction 
forward facing itemrelational 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod part of mise en scene 
gm 
conjunnion 
relational process make up: Pr att 

process 

See Concepts above and Coherence below 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 

Clause relations 

The ambiguous Process, can vary 1s not included in Winter's vocab 3 
terms but seem to share some of the indeterminacy of those terms. The 
word differ does appear in the list of vocab 3; it is a clearer signal of clause 
relation than vary suggesting a relation between propositions rather than 
members of a set: vary seems more likely to signal relations between 
concepts (ref Carter Vocabulary for this) differ between clauses. Therefore 
vary organises Field, differ organises i'v1ode/ Text. The indeterminacy is 
promoted by the inability to establish the kind of variation that is intended 
by the writer within the field of costume, without funher information about 
the semantic field. This might have been done by a hypotactic -ing clause 
e.g. 'depending on time, location, genre, character.. .. ' - any '1qualifying 
clause would contextualise the term vary 
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Vocab 3; part (ofmise en scene):Field 
labels;Vocab 3; 

abstractions; identity, something about the society labels; 
abstractions; teclmical terms: costume, misc en scene, character 

relational process Pr:atttechnical terms; 
relational \1EANING *provide (character with identity); tell us something 
process 
MEANil\'G 

hvper-Theme textPara Schema 
EI Lighting shows how the cinema can show a scene being illuminated, the 
impact or lighting is underestimated. 
ELEMENT~ MAKES MEANING - EVALUATION 
E2 It allows a filmaker to direct a viewers attemion in a certain way or 
create a certain atmosphere. 
MEA"'-IING 
E3 Directors like Steven Spielberg use lighting techniques to the very limit 
\'>ith spectacular results in films such as Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
(1978), E.T. (1982) and Jurassic !'ark (1993). 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION (general) 

Concepts 
Thc1·e is slippage between '?referents in the \!EANING .tvlAK!NG 
realisation in F l wl1ich nukes it difficult to establish relations between the 
propositions. 
Lightmg shows how 
ELE'.VIENT \!AKES t\.lEANING 
the cinema can sho,v 
l\lr:Al\ING [CINEI\1A i\li'\KES MEA};fNG] 
a scene being illuminated 
ELEME:'JT 
The relation between the first and second of these Concept Formations and 
the second and third is not retrievable from the wording. 

rhe c lausc relation betwern the first main ciause and the second. in EI 1s 
also unretrievable_ 1-here is no obvious signal v,,·ord (\'Ocab 1,2 or 3) vv"hich 
can lcxicalise the relationship (the closest possible realisation might be 
a!1hough bm ihis is not really meaningful). EVALUATION is often used as 
a device for reinstating a taxonomic member in hyperTheme position (sec 
JW essay) but the EVALUATION is more obviously related to the 
proposition it evaluates 

E2 is a more typical l\lEANING realisation. E3 is an appropriate General 
Example although this instantiation of the ploy ofusing an EVALUATION 
as a pretext for making the claim (to the very limit) is probably not 
meaningful within the context ofE\aluation within film studies (what is the 
limit?) More meaningful would be 'play a central role in creating the 
spectacular effects in ... '. Here Evaluation is not real Evaluation but a device 
for justifying the Example chosen or the claim made. 
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Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition lighting, cinema, film maker, viewer (which of these repetitions 
is coherence forming? - only lighting as the taxonomy signal?, and a 
particular version of the ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING Generalisation 
Replacement clause) 

vocab3 impact, in a certain way, 

anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

cataphoric nouns (label?) atmosphere 
gm viewer's attention 
conjunction none 
relational process Pr:At 
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Clause relations There is the usual Generalisation-Exemplification pattern to the first three 
General - sentences - but the incoherences discussed above interfere. A possible 
Particular problem for CA related to incoherence may be revealed in his references to 

the film maker. The focus ofall the MEANING MAKING is the film maker 
and his intent. In most of the paragraphs MEANING MAKING is 
contextualised in the film maker's intent or the audience's response. This 
may reflect a difficulty in treating the ELEMENT as the Agent/Actor in the 
MEANING MAKING Process and may explain the difficulty in 
constructing a coherent Generalisation hyperTheme for the paragraph 
The vocab 3 word in El, impact, prompts the question 'What kind of 
impact?' and so it signals the clause relation very well 

Coherence 
See above 

Again because of incoherence it is questionable how far these lexical Field 
instantiations actually construe the Field Vocab 3; 
V ocab 3; impact, labels; 
labels; ?scene, in a certain way abstractions; 

technical terms; abstractions; a certain atmosphere, a viewer's attention 
technical terms; Lighting, scene, film maker, viewer, atmosphere relational 
relational process Pr:At process 
MEANING ?shows, show a acene being illuminated, the impact of lighting, 
film maker directs a viewer's attention, create a certain atmosphere 

Para 

MEANING 

hyper-Theme text Schema 
FI Lighting can also be used to a minimal effect. 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING - MEANING 
F2 Dark, mysterious films will use low-key lighting 
FILMS - MEANING - ELEMENT 

Concepts 
The realisation of the MEANING Concept in FI appears to be an 
EV ALU A TI ON (to minimal effect). However, this is probably a 
miswording of the MEANING Concept. The correct wording is not entirely 
clear but is something like, lighting can be used to minimise as well as 
maximise illumination, in order to create tension and suspense. 

There are a number of dual facing devices which shows that it is possible to Dual face 
produce a Conceptually incoherent text while producing a textuallyRepetition 
cohesive one.vocab3 
Repetition Lighting (from macroTheme and previous para), used (from E3) 

- postmod 
gm 

anaphoric nouns 

vocab3 effect 
anaphoric nounsconjunction 

-postmodrelational 
gm 
conjunction also 
relational process Process is based on human Senser (film maker and 
viewer) so there are fewer relational processes 

process 

The vocab 3 effect establishes this as a Generalisation/Preview that isClause relations 
followed by Examples/Details. General-

Particular 
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Coherence 
As discussed this is undermined by a Field misconceptualisation rather than 
a Mode mistextualisation 
As with so many text messages though, the incoherence may not matter so 
much to the tutor reader who picks up a broad outline schema with a 
number of appropriate technical and abstract concept and does not depend 
on the COncept and Clause Relations as much as a differen1 reader (like 
me) As a result these incoherences may not interfere with the grade 

Field Vocab 3: *effect (probably used \Hongly) 
labels;Vocab 3; 
abstractions:labels; 

abstractions; technical terms; lighting 
relational process 

relation a I 
technical terms; 

\1EANING to minimal effect (used wrongly) 
process 
MEANING 

Para hyper-Theme textSchema 
G l One film that dots echo the ideas of how rnise-en-scene can be used to 
it's highest potential is l\1ildrid Pierce (19'1-5), a postwar noirthriller. 
F!Uvl REFERENCE - FILM READING' DESCRIPTION (general) 
G2 f\lildred Pierce is typical film noir. it can be defined by it's visual 
characteristics. 
FIL\•! RL\D[N(jDESCRlPTION 
G3Mildred Pierce concerns itself with the view of sexual power 
fIL\1 lliAD!NGi\JEANING 
G4 Women are central w film noir, not only concerning 

Concepts 
This text schema is di ffercnt to the 'canonical' one. The first half deals with 
the four ELE\1['-JTS. settings, costumes, make up. lighting, in the usual 
General - Particular way. The second half carries out a text based 
evaluation (to its highest potential) of MES in two particular films. The 
f\1EANTNGS of the film are established and '.vlES proposed to be 

I c,1111rihutory to them. 

Repetition one film, misc en scene, be used.Dual face 
vocab:3Repetition 
anaphoric nounsvocab3 

- postmod the ideas of how mes can be used 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
gm embedding in postmodified norninalisation (one film that...etc) 
conjunctiongm 
relational process Pr:id (is Mildred Pierce) The Value and Token areconjunction 
important in the Given-New organisation of the clause and manage the dual relational 
face powerfullyrocess 
The move to a specific Example is ~ignalled by onefi!m that 

General -
Particular 
Coherence 

Clause relations 

HyperTheme coherence is very high. Transition to new schematic stage 
well managed 
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Vocab 3; the ideas of how mise en scene is usedField 
labels;Vocab 3; 
abstractions; to its highest potential (Appraisal) labels; 
technical terms; post war noir thriller abstractions; 

technical terms; relational process Pr:id taxonomises Mildred Pierce within the world of film 
explored in preceding essay relational 
MEANING the ideas of how misc en scene can be used: generic term forprocess 
the 'kinds of meaning' of the title 

Para 
MEANING 

hyper-Theme text Schema 
HI The film is a gloomy one predetermined by the past, 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/ MEANING (Interpretation) 
the characters such as Mildred and her daughter Veda are doomed from the 
beginning without a clear moral or personal identity. 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/ MEANING (Interpretation) 
H2 These aspects are so typical of film noir, M ildrcd Pierce's visual style 
conveys this mood through misc-en-scene. 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION - ?ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
In fact, the first main clause of H 1, which is in reality (if punctuated 
correctly) the first orthographic sentence, functions as hyperTheme 

Concepts 

(The second clause of H2 is probably tautological.) 

Repetition the film, Dual face 
vocab3Repetition 
anaphoric nounsvocab3 

- postmod one predetennined by the past 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
gm the embedded postmod above 
conjunctiongm 
relational process Pr:At relates previous text, the film, to subsequent text, conjunction 
gloomy one predetermined etc.relational 

process 
Clause relations 
General - Details to the Preview of preceding paragraph but by way of classification 

(How does that work exactly) Particular 

Coherence 
effective 

Field Vocab 3; 
labels;Vocab 3; 
abstractions; a gloomy one predetermined by the past (this is not a technical labels; 
abstraction but an interpretive one - the kind that typifies humanities abstractions; 
writing - see MacDonald and Martin) technical terms; 
technical terms; relational 
relational process Pr:At to identify by attributing to class of filmprocess 
MEANING this is instantiated not attributed in a general senseMEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Il The characters relate to the mise-en-scene perfectly with moody and dark 
performances. 
FILM READING/DESCRJPTION/MEANING 

Concepts 
The relationship between CHARACTERS and MES is probably the reverse 
of what it would be in the dominant Thematic Formation 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition characters, mise en scene, gloomy and dark, 
vocab3 ?relate 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm performances (pointing forward) 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
The next two paragraphs are both QUOTES which do have some relation to 
the preceding text in that they refer to Mildred Pierce and the atmosphere 
and sets of the film but as they are not framed by CA's own comments will 
not be analysed here 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
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Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Kl Another film to use mise-en-scene well is Black Narcissus (1946) a 
visually stunning colour film. 
FILM REFERENCE - EVALUATION - FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition (another) film, mise en scene. Effectively this is a Replacement 
Clause for G 1 signalling the second Exemplification 

vocab3 
anaphoric nouns [?another film - not an anaphoric label] 

- postmod [to use mise en scene well] 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process Value is the link back and Black Narcissus is the Token 
that points forward 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 

Replacement (I must check the Replacement idea - 25,113 On the 
Surface) 

Coherence effective 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; none 
labels; none 
abstractions; none 
technical terms; mise en scene 
relational process Classification (Check this against the canonic 
classifications in Wignell) 
MEANING Film uses, not ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING - still not 
establishing the dominant Thematic Relation 
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hvper-Theme textPara Schema 
L1 The costumes range from elegant to extravagant and the setting high up 
on a mountain is breathtaking. 
ELEMENTS - FJLMREADING!DESCRIPTIONConcepts 
Repetition costumes, setting Dual face 
vocab3 noneRepetition 
anaphoric nouns nonevocab3 

- postmod 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
gm ?range (dead gm) 
conjunction nonegm 
relational process "range: Pat, is Pat, evaluation (Interpretation) to predictconjunction 
the Analysis [although the ensuing sentences do not exactly provide the relational 
Analysis - the Interpretative evaluation is really a ploy to put the 
ELEI'v!ENTS back on the map. Costume is exploned as an ELEMENT of 
mise en scene that makes meaning but it is not Thematised in the next 
sentence L2 and so the Iink ;s not foregrounded. 

process 

Relates the Film Reference to the General Categories established in the 
General -
Clause relations 

previous text Seeks to ground those Generalisations in more Specific 
Exemplifications.Particular 
The Attributes that are attributed to the Carriers (ELE't\1ENTS) are not the 
kind that constitute MEANING ,vithin this Genre - they are the kinds of 
Appraisal that is more appropriate in the Genre Film Review. They thus do 
some of the orienting work required but do not orient for,xard to the kinds 
of1\1EANING that are reallv coherent in this Field 

Coherence 

Vocab 3; IhJl1CField 
labels: noneVocab 3; 
abstractions; elegant, extravagant, breathtaking (not appropriate to thislabels; 
Genre)abstractions; 
technical terms: costumes, seningtechnical terms; 
relational process Attributiverelational 
t'>1EA\'IJ\G Noneprocess 

MEAJ\ING 
Para Schema hyper-Theme text 

M 1 The lighting works to create the atmosphere of the location 
FILM READING DESCRIPTIOVIV!EANlt'-lG - ELEI\lENT- MAKES 
Tv!EANING 
at the beginning of the film the setting is bright and colourful but by the 

end, as the mood changes it becomes a dark place. 
FILM READINGIDESCRIPTlON/ MEANI'-/G 

Concepts 
The Film Reading is fairly descriptive but because it is related to the 
ELEME:'!T it also becomes an Analysis of MEANING 

I 
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Dual face Repetition lighting, works to create atmosphere, location (Again a 
Repetition Replacement-type clause - this is a strong link back to the preceding text 
vocab3 and creates the framework needed to interpret the ensuing paragraph) 

vocab3 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
anaphoric nouns 

gm -postmod 
gmconjunction 
conjunctionrelational 
relational process nrocess 

Clause relations By reiterating the ELEMENT MAKES MEANING form this Example is 
General- related to the preceding set of Generalisations and links forward to the 

Detailed FILM READING Particular 
Coherence 
Field V ocab 3; none 

labels; noneVocab 3; 
abstractions; atmosphere, labels; 
technical terms; lighting abstractions; 
relational process technical terms; 

relational MEANING works to create is dominant Formation form 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
NI Quote 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
nrocess 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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SchemaPara 

Concepts 

hyper-Theme text 
01 In conclusion, mise-en-scene is all about the use of space within a shot, 
how it is arranged and how the actors and objects relate within it. 
02 Mise-en-scene is thought out through space and time and attracts the 
viewers attention through watching a film. 
03 The arrangement of props, characters 2.nd objects within a setting have a 
special significance relating to the characters or story of the film. 

The Generalisations in the macroNevv are - perhaps - imprecise. but they 
are attempting appropriate Concluding work of encapsnlating/accumulating 
the preceding text. 
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Amalgamated evaluation scores WOS1/WOW99 Appendix 11 

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF MODULE 

The Ways of Seeing course has emphasised the place of writing in media studies. Please 
would you give us your views on this approach. 

Using the numbers as a scale between the pairs of statements listed below, please circle the 
response that is nearest to your view. (!=strongly agree, 2=agree, 
3=midpoint:agree/disagree, 4=disagree, S=strongly disagree) 

I 2 3 4 5 
The writing component has helped I don't think I got much out of 
me to develop my writing 7 13 3 0 0 the writing component 

It's useful to have some explanation I would have preferred to have 
of what is expected in academic been left to develop my writing 
writing 10 10 3 0 0 inmy own way 

Focussing on writing has helped me I could have studied WOS just 
in my study of WOS as well ifthere had been no 

6 14 2 0 0 writing component 

The writing component was pitched The writing component was 
at the right level of difficulty 4 12 7 0 0 difficult to understand 

The writing component was pitched The writing component was too 
at the right level of difficulty 2 11 6 1 0 simple 

The writing component was The writing component was not 
interesting 2 15 4 2 0 interesting 

I think that you can learn about I think you can only learn about 
writing in a big lecture group 2 11 8 2 0 writing in small groups or one to 

one 

The feedback on the diagnostic The feedback on the diagnostic 
essay was helpful 12 10 0 0 essay 'vvas demoralising 

The feedback on the diagnostic The feedback on the diagnostic 
essay was clear 10 12 0 0 essay was impossible to 

understand 

I think there should be a focus on I think it is unnecessary to focus 
writing in WOS 2 18 3 0 0 on writing in WOS 

In future I would like to learn about In future I would like the writing 
writing in a lecture theatre group 10 10 2 0 teaching to be in seminars or 

one-to-one 

In future I would like to learn about 4 12 6 0 In future I would like to learn 
writing in smaller groups about writing one-to-one 
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Amalgamated evaluation scores WOS1/WOW99 - expressed as percentages (percentage 
totals do not necessarily equal 100 because of missing responses on some forms and because 
of rounding up or down of some fractional percentages) 

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF MODULE 

The writing component has helped 
me to develop my writing 

% 
30 

2 
% 
57 

3 
% 
13 

4 
% 
0 

5 
% 
0 

I don't think I got much out of 
the writing component 

It's useful to have some explanation 
of what is expected in academic 
writing 43 43 13 0 0 

I would have preferred to have 
been left to develop my writing 
in my own way 

Focussing on writing has helped me 
in my study ofWOS 

26 61 9 0 0 

I could have studied WOS just 
as well ifthere had been no 
writing component 

The writing component was pitched 
at the right level of difficulty 17 52 30 0 0 

The writing component was 
difficult to understand 

The writing component was pitched 
at the right level of difficulty 9 48 26 4 0 

The writing component was too 
simple 

The writing component was 
interesting 9 65 17 9 0 

The writing component was not 
interesting 

I think that you can learn about 
writing in a big lecture group 9 48 35 9 0 

I think you can only learn about 
writing in small groups or one to 
one 

The feedback on the diagnostic 
essay was helpful 52 43 0 4 0 

The feedback on the diagnostic 
essay was demoralising 

The feedback on the diagnostic 
essay was clear 43 52 0 4 0 

The feedback on the diagnostic 
essay was impossible to 
understand 

I think there should be a focus on 
writing in WOS 9 78 13 0 0 

I think it is unnecessary to focus 
on writing in WOS 

In future I would like to learn about 
writing in a lecture theatre group 4 43 43 9 0 

In future I would like the writing 
teaching to be in seminars or 
one-to-one 

In future I would like to learn about 
writing in smaller groups 

17 52 26 4 0 In future I would like to learn 
about writing one-to-one 
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Amalgamated student evaluations and comments WOW299 Appendix 12 

Students' evaluation forms were coded alphabetically and the comments from each fonn were 
recorded with the letter so that comments could be grouped by student. 

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF MODULE 

This year, the Ways of Seeing courses 1 and 2 have emphasised the relationship between 
media studies and reading/writing. We would like to ask you to participate in an evaluation 
of the two courses. At the next Wednesday session ( 17 May) there will be a class discussion 
about them. There will also be a WOS lecture. Could you please prepare this form before the 
session and we will discuss your answers after the lecture. 

Using the numbers as a scale between the pairs of statements listed below, please circle the 
response that is nearest to your view (The form bas two sides) (1=strongly agree, 2=agree, 
3=midpoint:agree/disagree, 4=disagree, 5=strongly disagree) 

1 2 3 4 5 
The combination of media studies 
with reading/writing has been a 
help in learning the content of 
wos 1& 2 

8 10 6 The combination of media studies 
with reading/writing has been no 
help in learning the content of 
wos 1&2 

Further comments 

K] The extra essays help in learning the content 
SJ I feel that writing (and reading) are essential to studying media - after all, the media are about 
communication 
W] The writing side improved and taught me new ways ofwriting 
M] I believe the individual sessions allow u 2 get a grip on what ur doing wrong and what ur 
doing right 

Treating reading/writing as a 
meaning making process has 
helped me to analyse how films 
make meaning 

7 9 3 2 Treating reading/writing as a 
meaning making process has not 
helped me to analyse how films 
make meaning 

Further comments 

SJ ...and to understand the importance ofunderstanding 

WJ Still not sure what to look for in films 

The close reading of the Bordwell 7 9 6 The close reading of the Bordwell 
article Art cinema as a mode of article Art cinema as a mode of 
film practice in the lecture and film practice in the lecture and 
discussion of key concepts from it discussion ofkey concepts from it 
in the seminar helped me to in the seminar did not help me to 
understand the article. [If you understand the article 
were in a seminar that did not 
discuss the article imagine your 
answer] 
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Further comments 

HJ Even though I had 1101 seen all the JUms mentioned in Bordwell 's article I could still relate the 
films I had seen ro his word, The re/arion helped my understand and therefore enjoyed many of 
the readings 
MJ It allowed me to not only break down that particular article and gain extra information from 
it, it also allowed me to have techniques/or approaching other texts 
SJ The tree diagrams 11erelare ,·e1y helpful 
rVJ Especially if it was read before attending the lecture on it 

What was your experience 
of the reading on WOS 1&2 ·, 

BJ Too hard, especially/or people who haven't done A levels. not enough guidance 
DJ It was sometimes hard 10 w1ders1and at first 
JJ Occasionally too hemy 
OJ/found most of the reading dzjjicult lo digest as I am nol used to academic work (previously 
BTEC student) 
CJ Interesting and i11lormarive Al1hough a belier introduction lo some of the more complicated 
subjects could have been done more 
NJ Quite useful - I wasn't ahrnys sure how tu incorporate it inro an essay 
FJHard atjirst 
HJ Found some of ii hard going - but ll'as v. useful for essay writing 
SJ At first ii was tricky 10 ge1 ru grips 11 ith the terminology of film studies language' and the 
technical concepts (editing/or example) but constant reading and reinforcement of terms in 
conversation made it easier as time 1t·c11/ on 
T] Hard but helpful 1 did not read rhe readings eve,y week because I did not have enough time 
Felt some of it ,1,•as hard going - but 1·. useful for essay 1t'riting 
KJ }.1ost ofthe reading was easv and relevant to rhe topics covered 
MJ I found that as the module progressed 1 was able to come to grips with the readings and gain a 
greater understanding 
EJ The m1ailable reading has helped with borh understanding the lectures and writing the 
assignments 
GJVe1y rewarding and increased my inrerest in European cinema particularly 
LJ Very useful 
PJ !found it to be ofm11ch interest and had good relevance lo the topics 
QJ It has helped me to analyse rhe reading more and how !find best to read - i.e. twice over etc. 
UJ OK Sometimes criptic but as the lectures progressed I understood them 
VJ Difficult atfirsr but interesting and informative articles 
1'VJ Helped me to get back into academic reading after taking a year out 
X] Some ofthe reading was quile hard but made easier being taught the analytical techniques 
Good stmcturc of learning hoH ro analyse an essay. Goodfilm analysis 
RJ Quite a good selection olmaterial easily amilable on most subjec1s. More topics and books 
needed 
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What are the main film 
analytical concepts you 
have learned in WOSl& 2? 

N] Er.. .I'll know them when I see them -not sure what you mean by 'analytical concepts' 
AJmise en scene, editing, sound 
CJ verisimilitude, mise en scene 
DJ lighting, film genre/styles i.e Art cinema, French New Wave 
EJWhich meanings are/can be conveyed through the details ofthe language 
G J The auteur theory and the theory offilm construction are those that particularly stood out 
L] Looking at meanings in films (Hollywood and art cinema) and understanding offilms 
OJ I know what verisimilitude is! 
P J Learnt a lot about film technique ans also the meaning in cinema 
SJ Verisimilitude, mise en scene, editing, genre, narrative 
VJ specticle (sic) verisimilitude mise en scene, all terms applicable 
VJ Seeingfilmfor political purpose_ Recognising 'authorship' and differences in film genre 
XJ Everything really as I did not do any course to do with media before I came here 

The concepts I have learned in 
WOS 1&2 have been useful in 
other modules 

8 11 4 The concepts I have learned in 
WOS 1&2 have not been useful in 
other modules 

Further comments 

PJProbably would have been more useful ifI did more film-based modules 
BJ Found it useful in reading large texts to locate the most important points 
HJ Working in a group in video skills helped us all in understanding our shots and styles a little 
more 
SJ Generally, the things I've learned in WOS 1/2 have helped me to understand the reading for 
other subjects (greatly) 
KJ Most/all modules on the production course require similar irifo as t/t.e WOS module 
MJ They have enabled me to understand terms that I had no prior knowledge ofandadapt my 
writing techniques from a psychological one to a more media style 
VJ &tremely useful. 
WJ Sometimes the 'stuff' taught on ways ofseeing has been more helpful than the stufftaught on 
the module being studied 
X] Some modules cover some ofthe same concepts or techniques 

What analytical concepts have you 
not learned in WOS l& 2 but wish you 
had? 

CJ More practical theory/practise. Editing techiques etc 
XJ Directing 
SJ It would have been more useful to have more 'film reading' discussions because /found 
applying what was talked about in lecures quite difficult 
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The whole-film screenings were I IIt would have been better to have115 15 12 12
useful film extracts 

Further comments 

N] I had to miss most ofthem due to a clash. Short extracts would have suited me better 
G]Would have been useful to go into more depth with screenings ofcertain movements like see 
films ofless well known directors 
B] A direction ofwhat parts to look at and examples ofpoints made in the lecture or to answer 
questions could be useful 
C] The choice offilms was good and varied and represented the courses features well 
VJ Great choice offilms. Varied and inspiring 
EJ Allowed us to begin to get into and enjoy several different types ofcinema 
FJ Would have never seen certain films ifscreening had not happened 
HJ I thought it was helpful to see examples ofall film concepts in a particular film 
M] Most certainly. I only regret that we were not able to view all the films scheduled. I believe 
that it would be good ifwe were given a recommended viewing list as well as a reading list 
SJ It was an enjoyable challenge to view a whole text in context oflectures. &tracts can be 
manipulated and possibly misleading 
U] I enjoyed them andfound they helped with myfurther learning by putting the lectures into 
practise 
WJ Help cross-reference films in essays 
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The diagnostic writing activity 
was useful 

11 9 2 
The diagnostic writing activity was not 
useful 

Further comments 

BJA1y diagnostic essays gained belier marks 1han my acrual essays so some feedback on why this 
was could be useful 
NJ I did better in the diagnostic essays than rhe lunger ones 
EJ Allowed feedback before undr.moking the reol assignment and helped to gain experience 
G] Gave goodpracticeforfull assessments 
HJ Even though some points \J'ere common sense - it helped me to build some confidence in my 
writing 
KJ Helped in other modules. Help in next years ofcourse 
It provided a firm szarting point - and midpoint - for gauging my learning curve, and my attitude to 
academic studies 
SJ It provided afirm starting point - and midpoint -for gauging my learning curve and my attitude 
to academic studies 
UJ It helped me understand what is really required ofme 
WJ Be selective with rnmerial for diagnostic essays 

I think that my \,vriting practices 
have improved through \VOS 
!&2 

8 9 6 
I think that my writing practices have not 
improved through \VOS 1&2 

Further comments (How? Why')) 

CJ More detail andfornsed 
Through the lectures on writing, tutorials andfeedback 
A1y diagnostic writing seemed bet/er than my assignment writing 
PJ 1'1fy writing has improved immensely thanks to tutorials and supportive criticism 
SJ WOS has taught me nut to fear my own responses to film (andf'ilm studies) and to write in a more 
foc1Lssed 
1-ray. learning has involved realising !hu! H'itho!!! the !enninolog;,_, used infl!n: studies it is hard to 
talk about film (write about it) accura!ely 
Tj By doing the diagnostic asseys (sic) and reading more 
F] lvfy knowledge has improved to help my writing 
MJ Firstly I have found that my grades have improved great~v as the module has progressed and this 
therefore gives me the feeling 1hat I have a beIler idea ofwhat is expected from me on the two 
modules 
VJ structure and content 
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There was too much focus on 6 6 10 2 There was not enough focus on 
reading/writing in WOS 1&2 reading/writing in WOS 1&2 

Further comments 

BJNot enough done on the practical side for second project especially if Video skills [another 
course J wasn 't done 
FJ May have gone a bit too deep into some readings 
M] I have to admit to at times resenting the writing on the module as I prefer the practical side of 
the module 
U] Sometimes it was overrepetitive and long. With no chance for us to individualise approach at a 
later date 
P] Because of the assignments it was ofgreat relevance 
E] As the time seemed to be split 50/50 the balance was ok. However, in the seminars after 
screening concentrating on the film seemed the right thing to do 
SJ The balance was good 
WJ No because the assignments involve 'writing essays' 

There was enough contact 13 7 3 There was not enough contact with tutors 
with tutors on WOS 1&2 on WOS 1&2 

Further comments 

CJ The tutors were very helpful and available at most times 
G J Tutors were friendly and easily available for queries 
NJ Quite good that you eat in the cafe - that made you easy to find! 
P] There was many opportunities to speak to tutors 
SJ Always willing to discuss issues, clarify confusion and teach without patronisation or ridicule 
WJ Contact with tutors is very important as the understanding is sometimes better explained 

On future WOS courses it 
would be ok to learn about 
writing in a lecture theatre 
group 

10 6 6 On future WOS courses it would be better 
to learn about writing in smaller groups 

Further comments 

E] Yes but there needs to be both lecture work and smaller discussions 
F] Smaller groups would have made feedback easier 
GJ It is good but one to one sessions are really useful 

P J The lectures were good and I don't think they'd work as well in smaller groups 
UJ ft is very useful when you come from a GNVQ course and have not written essays for about 2 
112 years 
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Do you have any general comments 
you would like to make? 

FJWould have liked a more practicle based learning 
CJ The course as an introduction to film studies 1ras excellent The course was well st111ctured and 
taught 
GJ Found the course ve1y re-warding and was enjoyable for me 
NJ I may not be a major film fan but! enjoyed this course 
SJ I think that without the readi11g1\!'riting aspects of TVOS 112, the road to good academic writing 
would have been long and demoralising As ir stand, the course has reduced insecurity and 
promoted awareness 
UJ I really enjoyed the way in which WOS is taught and can take ii on board through good notes 
and recommended reading 
HJ /felt that the lectures were interes1i11g every week. I enjoyed them andfelt I learned a lot of 
information and had many opportunities to put across points and ask questions. Jon Tilley and Jim 
Donohue made each week stimufating and interesting This kept me focussed 
JJ Glad the lecturers no a lot about 11 hat they 're 1a[king about 
LJ Cheers 
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Amalgamated student evaluations and comments W0S2/\VOW99 - expressed as 
percentages 

STUDE!\T PERCEPTION OF MODULE 

The combination of media studies 
with reading/writing has been a 
help in learning the content of 
wos 1&2 

%, 
36 

2 3 
% % 
45 27 

4 5 
The combination of media studies 
with reading/writing has been no 
help in learning the content of 
WOS l& 2 

Treating reading/writing as a 
meaning making process has 
helped me to analyse how films 
make meaning 

31 41 13 9 Treating reading/writing as a 
meaning making process has not 
helped me to analyse how films 
make meaning 

TheclosereadingoftheBordwell 
article Art cinema as a mode of 
film practice in the lecture and 
discussion of key concepts from it 
in the seminar helped me to 
understand the a11icle. [If you 
were in a semin:1r that did not 
discuss the article imagine your 
answer] 

31 41 27 The close reading of the Bordwell 
article Art cinema as a mode of 
film practice in the lecture and 
discussion of key concepts from it 
in the seminar did not help me to 
understand the article 

The concepts I have learned in 
WOS 1&2 have been useful in 
other modules 

36 50 18 4 The concepts I have learned in 
\VOS 1&2 have not been useful in 
other modules 

The whole-film screenings \1ere 68 23 9 9 It would have been better to have 
useful film extracts 

50 
The diagnostic writing activity 
was useful 

4 

1 
The diagnostic writing activity was 

I not useful 

I think that my writing practicesI think that my \.Hi ting practices I"; rI'1
have improved through \VOS have not improved through WOS 
1&2 1&2 

There was too much focus on 27 27 45 9 There was not enough focus on 
reading/writing in WOS 1&2 reading/writing in \VOS 1&2 

There was enough contact with 59 32 14 4 There was not enough contact with 
tutors on WOS 1&2 tutors on \VOS I &2 

On future \VOS courses it would 
be ok to learn about writing in a 
lecture theatre group 

45 27 27 4 On future \VOS courses it would be 
better to learn about writing in 
smaller groups 
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Appendix 13 
Extracts from transcript of Lecture Theatre Evaluation Debate, 
end of WOS2/WOW module, Summer, 2000 

As preparation for the session, students were given an evaluation sheet with 
evaluative statements for grading the programme and open sections to write more 
extensive comments. These are referred to on a number of occasions. 

Key: 
WOST- Ways ofSeeing Tutor (subject) -Jon 
WOWT - Ways of Writing Tutor (literacy) - Jim 
MSJ - Male student 1 etc 
FSJ - Female student 1 etc 
Where it is impossible to hear a student contribution but possible to interpret it 
from clues in the cotext, the interpretation is enclosed in [square brackets}. 
Some editing has been done, where material is repetitive or apparently less 
important 
Some ofthe scaffolding remarks (Yeah, mmm, etc) have been left out ofthe 
transcript 

WOST How does the experience ...This is the first time we've done any kind of 
focus on writing and reading and understanding. Previously WOS has been just 
like all your other modules where you just come in and you get a lecture and you 
don't.. you get some kind of feedback ..some kind of input on how to write essays 
.. how to read or whatever but that's on a very adhoc basis ... dependent on the 
personality of the tutor .. and how they do that. 

And my sense, sitting here through Jim's sessions and the seminars and seeing 
people in tutorials and things is that this has been a really good thing ... a really 
positive thing ... for me it's been really ... I've kind ofleamed a lot about writing 
essays and I think I've become a lot more sympathetic towards students' problems 
with writing essays ... but ifs really important we get a sense of how you feel 
about it 

FS 1[JA] [Have the essays this year been better than the ones last year's students 
wrote?] 

WOST You mean are your essays better than previous WOS essays? 

FS2 [Well have we developed more in the sorts ofthings we're saying?] 

FS3[DLJ] Have you noticed a difference, not necessarily better? 

WOST ...Yes .... Definitely Yes ... 
[Student laughter] 
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WOST I think definitely, perhaps, maybe .. .I think .... We haven't done any kind 
of statistical analysis of the essays and I think that would probably be quite 
difficult to do to say that Dee has done this and improved this and Mark has 
improved this way and Judy's done this ... Yeah yknow you can kind of like plot a 
progresssion.. I think that would be ... that's quite a difficult thing to do ... but I 
think marking the essays ...YES most people improved and I think from my 
experience of working with you you're asking more sophisticated questions about 
the intellectual process ... not just about how to write an essay ... you' re thinking in 
a more precise, clearer way and because the only difference between WOS last 
year and the year before and the year before that and this year has been the focus 
on how to write and how to read then I think there has to be some ... yeah there 
definitely is some ... quantifiable .. .I don't know how you would quantify ... 

WOWT That is what I'm planning to do ... It's quite difficult what you're asking. 
It's a fair question it's what I'm asking as well but to actually ... as Jon says ... kind 
of describe it and say how this essay has improved and how this essay is better 
than that essay is quite hard but I think one of the things I want to try and do is to 
compare your essays with last years' WOS students and I've got last years WOS 
student essays and I'm planning to do that... But it's quite a big job . .it's difficult 
but it's not impossible ... there are things we can look at and say well it looks as 
though this is kind of happening more in this year's students than in last years 
students and that's what I want to try and do. Ask me in a year's time 

WOST Do you think your essays are improved? 

MSl Yeah 

WOST What would you put that down to? 

MS I Leaming about [? writing] 

FS2 Jim's wonderful tree diagram 
[Laughter] 

WOWT The tree diagrams ... you think ... 

MSl [?In the other lectures] they don't really tell you how to approach it but with 
the combination of you and Jim [we got that] 

FS2 I think it's taken a lot of fear out of writing. 

MSI Yeah 

FST2 You see it's just a process ... just like everything else . .it's not this great ... 

MSI Yeah 
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WOST I think that's the important thing because most of the other work you do 
here is a social activity ... the productions that youre doing now is a group activity 
... there's more kind of interaction you share things ... other than writing your 
essays ... essay writing is kind of like ...put your hand over the page and don't 
share quotes and you don't want to let people share your structure or your ideas or 
your particular analysis of film and I think the process that we've had in WOS has 
kind ofremoved some of that kind of taboo about you know talking and sharing 
essays .. .I mean what I'd really like to do is get everyone to read everyone elses 
essay ..Not with my comments or marks on ... we're not going to do that ... but I 
think the way to learn is to read other people's essay .. .It's not just about experts 
kind ofgiving you ..you can learn just as much about how to organise your 
thoughts by reading other peoples essays 

MS 1 Its the same anywhere ...films music ...leaming from other people 

WOWT Should we do that in next year's course? Give out more essays that 
students have written ... Give out your essays to next year's students to read 

MS2 Why not? 

FS3No 

WOST Well apart from probably you feel a bit kind of ... your name's going to be 
on the top of the ... 

WOWT Well, it wouldn't be 

WOST Well it would be completely anonymous. So why wouldn't that be a good 
idea 

FS3 It is a good idea 

MS2 They would help people next year and be an example 

WOWT Is there anyone who thinks it's a really bad idea 

MS4 Yeah 

WOWT Yeah . .Is there a reason for that? 

MS4 Well we didn't get so much 

FS2 (Dee) Yeah but we did 

WOWT You did see bits of other people's essays 

WOST Would you have liked to have seen more? 
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FS4 [Inaudible] 

FS3 One of the problems is you have an expectation ... something you don't know 
... the more you read what other people have written ...it puts it all in perspective 
... you're not expected to do this amazing ... 

MS5 [Yeah but then all the essays start to look the same] ..there'll be no more 
originality anymore ... you write it out the way everyone else has done it before 
you 

WOWT Have you had that feeling this time Gary? 

MS5 Sometimes yeah ... you know what is expected ofyou so you just fill in the 
blanks 

WOWT And is that destructive? in some way 

MS5 It can be [you lose] the originality ofwhat you're writing 

WOWT Have you .... because you came from a background where you'd done 
writing previously. Have you found that you've had to kind of fit into a mold or 
something here 

MS5 [Yes] 

WOWT And have you resented that? 

MS5 A bit yeah 

WOWT Is there anyone else here who's got that kind of feeling 

FS3 [What do you mean?] 

WOWT Well whether you've kind of come in to university and feel like it's 
trying to impose a mold of writing on you ... sorry Judy 

FS 1 speaking to MS5 You say you fit a mold but what grades are you getting As 
and Bs 

MS5No 
[Laughter] 

FS4 (Vicky) I think so 

WOWT What's that Vicky 

FS4 You are ... I write how I speak and the two main structures you give ..I can't 
... at the beginning of the year I couldn't do ... and you can't change the structure ... 
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I can improve it ..the structure I use but I can't change it ... you're not forcing or 
anything .. .its just everybody writes differently ... and you can't keep to one ... do 
you know what I mean ... you can't sort of mark down just because ofthe structure 
...if you know what I mean 

WOWT Do you feel like you've lost your individuality through this year 

FS4Mmm 

WOWT Kirk you do. Do you? 

FS4 Yes 

WOWT Can you say ... was that what you were just saying really .. that's what 
you were just saying.. . 

WOWT Is it ok for me to say that your grades have improved this year 

FS4 Yeah 

WOWT How do you square those two things ... you've lost your individuality but 
your grades have improved 

FS4 Yeah the only way my grades have been improved is by my .. .I personally 
went and met somebody that I knew wrote like me and got the grades ... and its not 
the way ... I kept the same structure as I usually write ... I just improved it so I 
actually get a good grade ... do you know what I mean ... I haven't used the two 
structures that you said use ... lve used my own structure that I know I had 
individually but I changed it ... and improved it. thats how I feel my grades have 
improved 

WOWT So you kind of resisted the system in a way 

FS4 Yeah cos you kept telling us ... I couldn't get my head round it .. .I couldn't do 
it that way and get a good grade that way 

WOWT Right. So for you has this whole business of teaching a system been of 
any benefit ... has there been resistance from you all down the line 

FS4 Well no half and half I suppose 

WOWT Half and half 

FS5 [Inaudible] 

FS4 Yeah the reading and writing has helped a lot... because I don't read ... I don't 
read at all ... I haven't got very good vocab in my brain at all 
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WOWT And have you done more reading 

FS4 I have done more reading this year because I know that the only way I can 
change my structure ... improve my structure is by changing the vocab ... that's all 
I've done ... and by reading I've got a better vocab 

WOWT You say better but you're compromising you're losing your individuality 

FS4 Yeah in a way but I still try and keep it 

WOWT Ok Does that fit with your thoughts Kirk when you said you thought it 
was somehow like a mold 

MS4 [essays] we were told you don't do it like that you do it like this 

FS4 Yeah 

WOWTYeah 

MS4 With our essays we were told that you don't do it like this you do it like that. 
I used to do it that way myself. You have to do it in a certain way and some 
people say [so we have to change and write essays in the way the teacher wants] 

WOWT Sorry I didnt' catch that last bit 

MS4 Some of us are used to doing essays other ones are used to doing essays 
.... [inaudible] ... we all have to change. It's the same in video making. It can be 
something you relate to and the teacher doesn't relate to and enjoy it 

WOWT So does the same experience occur in practical activities like video as you 
say .. .it's not just in essay writing ... the whole operation is about getting you to fit 
into molds 

FS3 Its about understanding what the point of writing is ... is it to show that 
we've learned something .. is it? 

WOWT Right Kirk we'll come back to you ifwe could in a second Dee is just 
asking ... Kirk ... Dee is just asking ... I think something about this point you were 
making ... we'll come back to you in a second 

FS3 It's trying to understand wha ... it's not always clear to us why we're writing 
the essay ... are we trying to display our knowledge or are we trying to show that 
we can string sentences together or are we trying to show that we read a lot or 
what ... sometimes it's not clear why we are doing ... writing ... Is there a specific 
purpose to writing an essay which eludes me 
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WOWT Is there anyone who can answer what Dee's asking which is 
fundamentally what is the purpose ofwriting essays ...or at least has got some 
thoughts about it ... Judy you have 

FS 1 To know we understand the subject we're actually being taught 

FS3 But you can express your undersstanding of the subject without writing in an 
academic way ... so 

MS4 Yeah 

WOST Do you think now, do you think you can 

MS4 Me personally, [??I can] [better in ?talking ?making video] 

WOSTRight 

WOWT Yeah ... but that's fair enough and I think that sounds right ... but is the 
writing down on a piece of paper in that way of not any value? Is it simply 
another way of doing things 

MS4 Yeah [inaudible??? that suits some people] 

FS4 Everybody's different ... some people might be better at actually making 
videos than they are at writing essays .... some people are better at dissertations .... 
than they are at wri ..making videos ... some people are better at essays than 
anything else ... me, personally, I'd be far better off talking than I am writing it 
down ... I don't know about videos yet because I don't do video skills 

WOWT So that comes back to Dees question then about why is it that univerities 
keep on getting students to write essays ... even in media studies ... 

FS2 In a particular way... that's the point 

WOWTAhh 

FS4 Why is it in one particular way ... why can't .... I don't know .... I mean ifl 
put a point across which is the same point as say what Judy put across in her 
essay ... but I put it in a completely different structure than her ... we both back it 
up ... both make a good reason ... but I might get a low grade because it's not in a 
structure that you turn round and put it ... I don't see ... I'm not saying you do that 

WOWTNo 

FS4 Because I don't see why there should be a certain structure 

FS3 Style 
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FS4 Yeah certain style 

WOWT I was going to say I was going to pick up on the word structure because if 
you do simply see it in terms of structure then the whole thing is a kind of 
oppression 

FS3 No I think she means style 

WOWT But if you think of it as a style and a kind of procedure for going through 
a way of thinking then it's about learning ways of thinking 

FS4 I mean I might write it... I mean I might write it the way I speak ... but I still 
get the same point across ... ifl still back it up ... Judy might say it in a more 
formal way ... like in a text book way ... but she's doing the same point ... [ 
inaudible comment towards Judy, Laughter] but I get a lower grade because I've 
written how I've spoken 

WOWT Yeah I mean that's a lot of hypothesis in what you're saying you're 
supposing that you might get a lower grade for the reasons that you're ... 

FS4 No I'm not saying I have done 

WOWT Right I know you're not but you're suggesting that a structure kind of 
gets a good grade just because it's a structure ... but that's not actually the case .... 
what gets a good grade is ... a way of thinking through a question and whether 
that ... if that's not structured it's very hard for it the tutor to actually follow the 
thinking ...that's one of the issues about structure .... it isn't that one structure is 
the only way to do it ... it's simply that some kind of structure is a sign evidence 
of critical and analytical thinking by the student and ... I'm not going to do it now 
but ... I've gone through six essays from your group ... from this last cycle of 
essays and every structure is different ... and yet they all got good grades ... pretty 
good grades ... there isn't just one structure but there is structure in the sense that 
you're adopting a way of moving through a question and ... thinking 

FS3 And that's the purpose ofwriting an essay ... 

WOST I think the purpose of writing an essay at a university is pretty much the 
same whatever the subject is ... whatever the essay question is ... it's a very 
general thing ... and this is about I think ... why you come to university ... for me 
and as a teacher and I think your motives why you come to university are 
probably different from why I think university is a good thing .... Why I think 
university is a good thing and what essays are about is learning to think precisely 
... and to differentiate between quite subtly different things .... things that on the 
surface appear very similar and almost the same but if you think precisely and you 
can express yourself precisely by using the specific language ... the particular 
word ... which mean very precise things ... then you can learn to distinguish 
between things ... on the one ....... in a general sense outside of the university ... 
you think Oh well that's just a film or whatever ... but we can differentiate or 
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become more exact ... and I think that's a good thing to learn because that allows 
you to be more critical ... and in a very general kind of airy fairy way that's what I 
think the purpose of the essay is ... and it just so happens that it's media ... I know 
that the media for you has much more concrete reasons and motives ... but I 
think why a lot of you come to do media courses perhaps vocational things or 
wanting to learn particular skills about making things or wanting to get a job in 
the industry ... and then when you come to write ...you're asked to write an essay 
on the difference between art cinema and classical cinema it all seems a bit ... 
what is the point of it ... and the point is that it allows you ... it encourages you and 
gets you on the process of thinking very precisely and specifically and exactly .... 
and I think that has a benefit to all your other work ... and it's a good thing to be 
able to do 

WOWT Is that... Would anyone like to come back on that ... kind of impression 
... cos that seems to be what universities do think essays ... particularly are for ... 
even what universities are for actually 

MS6 lfwe were told that reason before we might have understood why we've got 
to write essays a bit more 

WOWT Sorry .. say it again 

MS6 We just found out at the end of the course [Laughter] ..why we got to write 
essays .. if we'd have found that out beforehand ... ifl'd had a bit more insight 

FS3 Yeah I think it would have been useful to make that clear 

MS6 Yeah you write essays ... 

FS2 Yeah why.. 

WOST I'm telling you that now at the end of the course but I haven't known that 
and thought I'm not going to tell Mark why you write an essay ... I'm just going to 
make you write an essay ... I think that's ... in the way that this has been a kind of 
consciousness -raising process for you in terms ofleaming how to read and write 
and think ... this whole WOS experience ... which I hope has been a positive one 
.... that's what I've come to understand ... that I've just taken it for granted that at 
university essay writing is about those kind of things ... and I haven't really been 
able to articulate it myself 

FS3 No it's not clear when you start 

WOST Yeah and I think this is a big failing ... and I don't know about other 
universities but I think something where we don't do very well is actually tell you 
... generally what the course is about .. about that critical thinking ... thinking 
precisely ... being able to differentiate between things ... and that's why we have 
stupid words like verisimilitude or. .. generic verisimilitude ... because it means a 
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specific thing ... if we use other words ... more general words ... we're kind of .... 
we're just stuck in ... a generality and we can't differentiate 

FS3 One of my ... well not criticisms ... we learned all these things as principles or 
whatever ... and I .. I feel that we need more practice at applying them to film or 
...discussing ... talking about them ... getting us used to throwing the jargon around 
not just 

SS Yeah 

WOST Talking about them .... 

FS3 .... I know we do it in the seminars but only once a week 

WOWT How could that be done 

FS3 Perhaps having the screening ...a bit of talk ... and then the screening ...and 
talking afterwards 

MS6 Talking after the screening ... [inaudible] 

WOSTin here 

FS3 Yeah while it's fresh in our minds 

WOST And the seminar later in the week. How do you feel about that... I always 
get the sense that when the film is over ..and I come in and turn the lights on 
everyone is desperate to get out 

FS3 You concentrated a lot at the beginning about how to read a film ... but that 
kind of got lost underneath all the theory and everything else and ... I don't feel I 
can read a film properly in that sense 

WOST No well, to be fair noone's expecting you to be able to read a film 
properly.. well properly doesn't 

FS3 Practising and applying ... those things ... 

WOST Yeah Yes ... So perhaps to pick up on that point would it have been better 
not to have films but just to have extracts 

SS No 

FS3 No you need the benefit ofthe whole film 

FS4 You actually see ... what you explain in the lecture ...we actually see on the 
screen and we can actually think well, yeah 
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FS 1 Yeah what you did was useful ... you actually gave us questions to allow 

WOST We do that or you do that 

FS 1 No you do that in the lecture beforehand ... do an analysis, something about 
related to that film 

FS3 The one that we're going to be seeing 

WOWT But don't you get into that sort of... you're being oppressed then? I mean 
your sort of vision is kind of channelled aren't you? like the essay writing 

MS3 Yeah you're being told .... 

FS3 When you're trying to lay the foundations ... it's all very well trying to swing 
theory at us ... talking about it ... but you need somebody to demonstrate how we 
can learn even when we're kids because we need to see how it's done before we 
can start to understand ... 

WOST I can understand the point that you need more practice in how to interpret 
films ... and applying a particular idea and concept to a film ... more talk ... I think 
that's 

FS3 Like the editing and stuff like that 

WOSTYeah 

FS3 Because that's a huge ... 

WOST But I wonder if we did a lecture on a specific film then you saw that film 
wouldn't the ideas then in your mind just become associated with that film 

MS3 That's what would happen 

WOST The concepts ..particularly in the beginning of the year that we dealt with 
were meant to be fairly general film language ... and I can see some positive things 
in that.. what we could have done is screen a film first ... do a bit of a lecture on 
continuity editing ...have the film and then perhaps for me to come back and give 
you my kind of understanding of the film but not to always foster that ... but I 
think more talk .... I think the seminars .... the main problem is just the size of the 
group .... I think the main .... even now people are kind of intimidated ... the fact 
that there's only three or four of you talking ... and the majority of you are not 
speaking kind of bears witness to the idea that a lot of people find it very difficult 
... all of you here have probably got ideas ...and are thinking about this ... but not 
many of you have got the .. are prepared to .. or feel comfortable ... I don't mean 
prepared in the sense of you're lazy or something ... it's hard to talk inthese big 
groups ... and that's the trouble with mass eduaction ... you know there a re a lot of 
people at the university now so classes are very big 
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SECTION OF DISCUSSION ABOUT WHOLE FILMSCREENINGS OMIITED 

WOST ... And to carry into other modules as well. I don't want you to just 

WOWT That was one of your questions on the evaluation form JT ... How much 
you've been able to apply stuff from the WOS module to other modules 

FS3 I think this module is the most important in terms of ... 

SS Yeah 

FS3 ... getting to grips with other modules. It's been very detailed ...spent a lot of 
time laying those foundations ...explaining ... a lot of other modules .. .I'm not 
criticising them ... necessarily ...there attitude tends to be ... well go and read 
about it. It's all very well going to read about it if you're not getting to grips with 
the fundamental problems ... cant understand anything you're reading. You won't 
see how it relates to anything. It's all down to talking about .... 

WOSTTK when you said it's more central...? 

MS7 0 something like WOS you can use it in other modules 

WOST Can you? 

MS7 Oh certainly. And they expect you to know as well. Sometimes 

FS5 They assume that level of knowledge 

WOST Do you think we could have spent...This is coming back to the question 
sheet Do you think we could have spent more time with the kind of exercise that 
we did around the David Bordwell article ... this semester... kind oflooking at an 
article in some detail ... picking out these key words and trying to ... and a couple 
oftimes in seminars we had kind of little vocabulary activities and things like 
that. I don't mean to kind of like put more ... I don't mean about testing but to give 
you that more kind of basic knowledge 

MS8 No too much like English lesson 

WOWT Did you get that feeling JB? 

MS8 No but it could do couldn't it? 

WOWT No I think it's a fair point. I mean I was going to say that might be a 
feeling people would get. 

FS4 Yeah but I found those things helpful though. But that was me personally 
because the vocabulary 
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WOWT The vocabulary stuff you mean 

FS4 Yeah 

WOWT And the way of looking at the article? 

FS4 Yeah but like you said if you do too much ... but the amount that you done 
...that was enough . Any more than that would have turned into an English lesson 

FS3 As these things are so important you have to really make sure you understand 

WOST I think from the way that we've organised ... the most important thing that 
Ive thought is ... the stuff about writing the essays is useful but I think the stuff that 
we've done on reading ... actually breaking down an article and interpreting it .. .I 
think that's been the best ... the most useful...Because you can't write until you 
actually make sense of an argument and some of the stuff you get when you come 
to university and WOS in particular ... most of the stuff you get to read is pretty 
tough to make sense of. 

WOWT What Ive been trying to make sense of. What I've learned is that the 
course has focussed on how films are about making meaning. And I've realised 
that reading is making meaning out of books and that the essays are making 
meaning as well. So the whole thing just seems to be about making meaning. So I 
think what JT said about universities and precise thinking - what you said we 
should have said at the beginning of the course. I reckon that is kind of central to 
what's going on. The whole of the university business is about how people make 
meaning for themselves, how you make meaning for yourselves. And I think it's 
different in different modules. So that's why it's quite interesting how you relate 
what goes on in this module to what goes on in another module. And you may 
find in the second year that an essay... and you work at it in the same kind ofway 
that you worked at it in this module and the tutor doesn't respect it. And that 
could be confusing. And it may well be that in that module there's a different kind 
ofmeaning being made or the way they make meaning is different and I think it's 
really important to try and check outwhat is the way they make meaning in this 
particular situation. Rather than kind of ship out into the new situation everything 
you've done in WOS and then get frustrated because it doesn't seem to apply 

FS3 This goes back to the problem that it's not made clear what the purpose of a.. 
It needs to be made really clear how to approach this right from the beginning 

WOST I think that's something we do in every other area of the course apart from 
essay writing. We teach you ... and we give you video skills or ... I don't know ... 
on multimedia you get introductions to everything except an introduction on how 
to write an essay and how to think ...university thinking kind of thing 

WOST One of my last questions. This has been a film studies course called WOS 
But whatever it is ...whatever else it might be thought ofoutside this lecture 
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theatre it's still a film studies course. And so we've looked at film studies 
themes ... cinematic language, we've looked at film language, the building blocks 
of film, sound , mise en scene, different kinds of cinema. So a very very specific 
focus. How much of that very specific stuff have you been able to take to modules 
that are not filmstudies. How much do you think has been useful not to Film Stars 
and Film Genres [ another film studies module] but to Media in Context [ a general 
Media Studies module] for example. 

FS3 The reading. Learning to read. Understanding reading 

SS Yeah 

FS3 The tree diagrams. And comparing. We've learned to compare. Spotting 
differences. Analysing 

MS 6 ...Different aspects of film as well. Marxism ... films that were made by 
people like that... [inaudible] 

FS3 Media in context which we are doing this semester. ..should be done in the 
first semester because it laid down all this theory which is needed 

WOST Understanding the context in which it is ... 

WOST You do Presentation and Design in semester one don't you. 

FS3 They should swap them round 

WOST My next question leading on from that is do you think WOS should be a 
core module or not because I'm not sure it has enough transferability to be a core 
module. Do you think you should have more modules like Media in Context 
which are much more general. 

FS6 Surely university is to taste a bit of everything. If you come here and you 
know that you want to do media but you don't know exactly what you want to do. 
And you want to narrow down what to do. I know what I want to study for the 
next three years and for me WOS should be a core but if other people want to 
study radio, journalism they'll be thinking why am I studying film it's got nothing 
to do with them. But you need to understand everything because you're going to 
interact with these people for the rest ofyour life once you go into the media 

WOST Hmm. Good. Has anyone thought WOS why am I doing this as a core 
module. 

MS4 Sometimes yeah. 

WOST Because ... 

MS4 Inaudible 
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FS2 Yeah but you might want to go into making videos so your'e interested in 
editing, lighting and so on. And someone else wants to go into analysing films and 
they think editing and lighting and so on is good. So I think it's a good course 
because it's an all-rounder. You get to know things you might not need to know 
but they are useful to know. 

WOST Thanks. But KLM I'm still interested. Theres some things you're not 
interested in. 

MS4 Well it's an all-rounder. For some people some things are interesting and for 
some they are not. I think what didn't appeal was writing essays. 

SS Laughter 

WOST I'd like to teach on a course where there were no lectures either. 

FS6 But in a way ... the other lecturers they stand at the front and they assume you 
know everything ... but you don't understand what's going on and you sit there for 
an hour and you think what are we supposed to have learned. If you actually lay 
stuff out in a structured way and you can make decent notes and make use of what 
you said 

FS3 Yes you can't assume that we've all touched on it 

WOST Yeah And that's why I think that WOS ... I like teaching it and I think it's 
always a very positive experience for me But I wonder whether it should be core 
and whether the way WOS is taught that way should be taken to other more 
general courses like Media in Context. Because I think Media in Context and 
those kinds of general critical thinking courses are more kind of applicable for 
everyone in all kinds of pathways because people perhaps who are doing radio or 
... are coming here every week and studying about Italian nee-realism or 
continuity editing and are thinking why? But understanding the Media in Context, 
Media history, the way sociology applies to media would be useful to everyone 

FS3 Well Media in Context is core isn't it 

WOSTYes 

FS3 It should definitely be in the first term. 

FS7 Presentation and Design should be out 

SS Yes 

FS2 Sorry but it's useless 

FS 1 I got a lot out of it actually 
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FS2 All I'm saying if you think about it we only got taught what we knew 
already. Making posters ... mostly it's from your own imagination. We got marked 
on our imagination 

FS 1 I think it was about working in groups 

FS2 Yea but it [Inaudible] 

Tape ends 
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6 top-scoring MES99 essays - texts, schemata, text analysis. Appendix 14 

Each student's essay is presented in three forms: 
1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 2. Schematic form, expressed in 
terms of acts and concepts. 3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features 
investigated in the research highlighted 
Students' names expressed by initials. 

1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
SW MES 1999 
What meanings are made by mise-en-scene in mainstream cinema? 
Illustrate your answer with reference to no more then 2 films seen on the module 

A 1 Without motivation and meaning the narrative of a film text is little more then a sequence of 
images and sounds. 
A2"We can watch, we can listen. 
A3 All the rest is in the mind. 
A4 We cannot cross the screen to investigate for ourselves" (Film as Film p71). 
A5 If this is so then it is up to the 'filrnmaker' to somehow create a sense of coherence. 
A6 "Coherence is the prerequisite of meaning. 
A 7 It is the means by which the filmmaker creates significance" (Film as Film p II 6). 

BI The use ofmise-en-scene and it's elements; setting, props, costume, movement, lighting and the 
shot all guide the spectator towards a sense of meaning within the films assumed fabula and the 
actual images that are on-screen. 
B2 Within mainstream cinema there are 'codes' that have been developed which are assigned to 
certain meanings. 
B3 For instance, people dressed in dark angular clothing are often portrayed as bad. 
B4 As the majority of western audiences generally accept these codes (consciously or unconsciously) 
the filmmaker has a unique opportunity to use this system of understanding to create drama, 
excitement or any of our emotive desires. 

Cl One of the most visually obvious areas ofmise-en-scene is setting. 
C2 Specific to genre the choice of location enables us to understand the type of film we are watching. 
C3 An example of this can be seen in the genre of the 'western', ifwe are presented with a diegetic 
world that is primarily made up of ranches, wooden prairie houses and saloons we infer that the 
narrative that unfolds will be based around a 'western' theme. 
C4 Ifwe take a section of the film Patriot Games (P. Nayee 92) the main protagonist, Ryan is seen 
with his family in a plush tastefully decorated hotel room. This is a seemingly ambiguous setting but 
there is more meaning behind this choice oflocation. We assume that a hotel room of this quality 
must cost money, therefore we assume Ryan has money. We as an audience may connect money to 
power, which is fairly common in mainstream cinema. Settings and location are also a signifier of 
authenticity, which aids in the creation of verisimilitude. We believe Ryan is in a hotel and we believe 
that the act of him being there is within his financial means. The linear, cause and effect nature of 
mainstream cinema calls for a change in the lives of the on screen characters. This event of 
disequilibrium calls for a disruption on screen, so if we as an audience internalise this information 
(hotels and fine food are normal) we can establish a clear understanding of when the narrative has 
moved along. Settings also convey different feelings that can be connected to genre; a crooked house 
on a hill or a disused graveyard may produce feelings of fear, an American high school could create a 
sense of teenage angst and instability. 

DI Locations and setting work towards creating individual meaning within a film. 
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D2 In the same text Patriot Games, the location of the 'home' signifies a return to equilibrium, it 
means to the audience that the narrative has reached a specific point or conclusion. 
D3 The 'home' is where Ryan and his family are striving to be. Ifwe take the scene in which Ryan is 
about to initiate a fatal strike on the Irish splinter group the two locations that are featured are starkly 
different. Ryan is situated inside an office; the groups are located in a desert. The reason for this could 
be linked to the theory of a clean and impersonal murder. Ryan's place within the narrative calls for 
some level of compassion (he is a family man) so the choice to execute the attack via satellite, which 
physically separates Ryan from the violence, is one that appeals to the 'action/ thriller' genre and the 
characters history (he was a CIA agent). 

El The use of props aids in the creation ofmeaning. 
E2 Close ups of props canattach importance and relevance within the narrative. 
E3 In the film Silence ofthe lambs (J. Demme 1990) the character Lecter, or 'Hannibal the Cannibal' 
is seen at points in the text to be wearing a mouthpiece. The on screen metaphor employed here is that 
the danger and power of Lecter comes in two forms, both from his mouth. He has the malicious 
venom and sharp nature of his vocabulary and the more physical nature of his bite. The act of 
focusing on this mouthpiece and the understanding we have of the constraints of this event makes we 
the spectator more aware of the power that he holds. 

FI Costume is a variant of props but is more linked to character for obvious reasons. 
F2 Costume is an important factor in the creation of meaning and within this area expectations can be 
brought to mind. 
F3 The first time we see Lecter in Silence ofthe lambs he is wearing a one piece, one colour suit. 
F4 This leads the audience to concentrate on his expressions and dialogue without the distraction 
of costume. The blandness of his attire amplifies the frustration and power that he has over the people 
that he speaks to. They are afraid of his mind and the deviousness of his intelligence rather then the 
belongings that he has, he has no body protection as such and he is not armed yet he still inflicts fear 
into the audience. "Changes in costume can suggest changes in status, attitude and even the passing of 
time." (Introduction to film studies pl03). An example of this can be seen in the closure section of 
Lambs, as there is a drastic change in the costume of the escaped doctor. The once drably dressed 
prisoner is now presented as a smart looking Mediterranean holidaymaker, the meaning here is that 
there has been a return to 
equilibrium, the doctor is once again free. 

G 1 The movement of characters is essential to the extraction of meaning and is arguably the richest 
form ofmise-en-scene that is used in mainstream cinema. 
G2 The way in which a character portrays him/herself on screen gives us a good indication to who 
they are and why they are. 
G3 Harrison Ford's screen presence and use of'gestus' creates vulnerability and strength in his actions. 
If Ford gave a different level of performance we as the spectator may not connect with his emotions or 
desire to protect his family, therefore the verisimilitude would be interrupted. Similarly Hopkins 
rendition of the cannibal doctor works in context to the established genre conventions of a 
'psychological thriller' ifhe was seen to be approachable or familiar it would upset the narrative. 

H1 In the final scenes ofPatriot Games, all of the lights in the home of Ryan are cut offby the 
avenging splinter group. 
H2 The effect of this is one of disorientation for both the characters and the audience. We associate to 
some degree a level of tension and apprehension when we are suddenly plunged into darkness. 
(Lighting as an art form and a constructor of meaning can be seen best in the studio 'noir' era of the 
late 30's and 40's.) 

11 All of the previous elements of mise-en-scene are important but the main factor that separates the 
term from its French theatrical origin is the inclusion of the 'shot'. 
12 The choice and length of shot, its angle and position are genre specific. 
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I3 If we take 'mainstream cinema' and it's preordained codes we find that the majority of these films 
are built upon the structure of establishing shot, shot reverse shots and point of view shots. The 
inclusion of close up shots can give us a deeper insight into the thoughts and desires of the characters. 
In reference to Lambs, Starlings first encounter with Lecter is supposed to be unnerving. To create a 
feeling of unease the choice of shot used is the 'extreme close up'. The effect ofthis shot is one of 
direct interaction, we as the viewer cannot escape the gaze of Lecter or misinterpret his importance 
within the structure of the narrative. Also the choice of camera angle can attach different levels of 
status during each scene. Low angle shots give character superiority whereas high angle shots amplify 
the character's weakness. 

JI Mise-en scene is essential to plot development and its understanding, as the diegetic world that we 
are witnessing on screen i's literally that, on screen. 
J2 Mise-en-scene therefore must work to create a huge proportion of the meaning and the narrative 
cues that are applicable to the genre of any film. 
J3 According to Bazin, the development of mise-en-scene, deep focus and the sequence shot are not 
just a cinematic device but more so "A dialectical step forward in the history of film language" (How 
to read a Film p330). It is the amalgamation of all of these features that create 
meaning in mainstream cinema. The elements of form line and colour also carry their own intrinsic 
interests, significant weights that counteract, reinforce, counterpoint or balance each other in complex 
systems. Such is true, as without the trait of virtue there can be no villain, without the darkness and 
claustrophobia ofLecter's cell there can be no freedom to strive for. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

SWMES99(JT) 

SW foregrounds ELEMENTS and FILM MAKER in construction ofmeaning (Reflecting his own 
practical orientation?) 
He has detailed and specific examples from FILMl, Patriot Games and FILM2 SOL, with strong 
reference to Interpretative frames ofNARRATNE, and also other illustrations of MEANING from 
non-specific FILMS but with reference to specific GENRES. 
He has a very regular division into ELEMENTS. This may partly account for his confidence in 
exploring the topic 
and represents a challenge to the anti genre-as - formula argument. The parallelism ofthis text can be 
seen as one of its central strengths 

Mac-T: MEANING(MAKING TECHNICAL=coherence) - ELEMENTS -MAKE MEANING-
MEANING(general- codes) - MEANING (Exemplification General) - FILM MAKER - MAKE 
MEANINGS - MEANINGS (Generalisation Exemplification) 
C: ELEMENT! - MEANING (GENRE)- FILMREADING (Exemplification,General)- FILMl 
READING (Exemplification, Specific)- MEANINGl(Specific)- MEANING2 (Specific)-
MAINSTREAM CINEMA I NARRATIVE STRUCTURE - ELEMENT! - MEANING3/4/GENRE 
(Exemplification General) 
D: ELEMENT2 - MAKE MEANING - FILMIREADING/MEANING (specific) 
E: ELEMENT3 - MAKE MEANING - MEANING - FILM2READING/MEANING (specific)-
F: ELEMENT4 - MEANING 1 - FILM2READING (Exemplification specific)-MEANING2 -
FILM2READING - MEANING (re NARRATIVE) 
G: ELEMENTS - MEANING (general)-FILMl READING-[AUDIENCE] - FILM2READING -
GENRE 
H: FILM READING/MEANING (Exemplification specific) This para is anomalous 
I: MES TAXONOMY - ELEMENT6 - GENRE/MAINSTREAM - FILM READING/MEANING 1 
(specific)- MEANING2 (General) 
Mac-N: MES MAKES MEANING - GENRE- COMBINATION 

para E brings we the spectator to the fore 
SW moves around the areas of GENRE and AUDIENCE and NARRATIVE effectively 
SW shows creativity in his choice oflanguage and in the detail and originality ofhis film analysis. But 
the schematic form is conventional and 'formulaic', ifwe want to use that word. 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
SW 1999 Corpus (JT, 13)genre analysis 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
A1 Without motivation and meaning the narrative of a film text is little 
more then a sequence of images and sounds. 
A2"We can watch, we can listen. 
A3 All the rest is in the mind. 
A4 We cannot cross the screen to investigate for ourselves" (Film as 
Film p71). 
A5 If this is so then it is up to the 'filmmaker' to somehow create a 
sense of coherence. 
A6 "Coherence is the prerequisite ofmeaning. 
A 7 It is the means by which the filmmaker creates significance" (Film 
as Film pll6). 

B 1 The use of mise-en-scene and it's elements; setting, props, costume, 
movement, lighting and the shot all guide the spectator towards a sense 
of meaning within the films assumed fabula and the actual images that 
are on-screen. 
ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
B2 Within mainstream cinema there are 'codes' that have been 
developed which are assigned to certain meanings. 
MEANING (general - 'codes') 
B3 For instance, people dressed in dark angular clothing are often 
portrayed as bad. 
MEANING (specific - ELEMENT-MEANING) 
B4 As the majority ofwestern audiences generally accept these codes 
( consciously or unconsciously) the filmmaker has a unique opportunity 
to use this system ofunderstanding to create drama, excitement or any 
of our emotive desires. 
FILM MAKER - MEANING (general) 

Concepts A] MEANING (MAKING TECHNICAL- 'coherence') 
B] ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - MEANING (general - 'codes') 
- MEANING (specific - ELEMENT-MEANING) FILM MAKER -
MEANING (general) 

Schema ELEMENTS/FILM MAKER- MAKE MEANING - MEANING 
predicted (general - 'codes') 

Equal emphasis on FILM MAKER and ELEMENTS as agent is 
precursor ofsignificant role of human agents in essay - particularly 
AUDIENCE as Senser. This reduces thingifj;ing effect ofELEMENTS 
MAKE MEANING 

General- Very distinct movement from General in para A down through more 
Particular Specific (Example MEANING) in B3 ending with General in hyper-

New ofMacrotheme (B4 MEANING). 
No FILM READING in macroTheme 

Coherence Coherence maintained by 
Lexical strings [film viewer-film maker; coherence-meaning-codes; 
bad - drama- excitement -desires (instantiated meanings)]; Anaphoric 
referencin1!; devices; Repetition; Conjunction (Vocab3) 
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Mode. See Coherence Field 
Vocab 3; Field. Technical: narrative, coherence, meaning, mise en scene, 
labels; *fabula, codes, 
abstractions; Abstraction: images, sounds, drama, excitement, emotive desires 
technical terms; Yocab3: means, elements, for instance, 
relational Labels: 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
C C 1 One of the most visually obvious areas of mise-en-scene is setting. 

ELEMENT 
C2 Specific to geme the choice of location enables us to understand 
the type of film we are watching 
MEANfNG (GENRE) 

Concepts ELEMENT - MEANING (GENRE) 
Dual face Link back to Taxonomy of ELEMENTS by Repetition (mise en scene; 
Repetition setting) and Comparison (one ofthe most) 
vocab3 Synonymy setting-location creates link forward to MEANING 

(GENRE) 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
General -

anaphoric nouns 

C 1 and C2 at level of Generalisation, C3 provides Example at General 
Particular level, C4 moves into specific Example from FILM READING 

YesCoherence 
Mode. Yocab3: an example ofthis in C3 reinforces Generalisation-Field 
Example fonn Vocab 3; 
Field. Technical: genrelabels; 

abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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hyper-Theme text Para Schema 
DI Locations and setting work towards creating individual meaning 
within a film. 
ELEMENT - MAKE MEANING - ?MEANING 
D2 In the same text Patriot Games, the location of the 'home' signifies 
a return to equilibrium, it means to the audience that the narrative has 
reached a specific point or conclusion. 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION and MEANING 

D 

ELEMENT - MAKE MEANING - ?MEANING 
- FILM READING/DESCRIPTION and MEANING 

Concepts 

Link back Repetition Dual face 
Link forward ?individual (ambiguous signal ofnew MEANING)Repetition 

vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
General- High level Generalisation probably needs Preview -Details before this 

General- Example to explain ambiguity about individual meaninzs Particular 
Link back, yes but forward indeterminate - except in a general way, the 
paragraph topic is still setting. New distinction unclear but grounded in 
Example - see label below. 

Coherence 

Mode. Nothing significant here. D2 signals Example with Comparative Field 
Adjunct, in the same textVocab 3; 
Field. Film as text, equilibrium, narrative, specific conclusion are alllabels; 
technical thingifying terms. abstractions; 

technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para hyper-Theme text Schema 
El The use of props aids in the creation of meaning. 
ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING 
E2 Close ups of props canattach importance and relevance within the 
narrative. 
ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING (specific) 
E3 In the film Silence ofthe lambs (J Demme 1990) the character 
Lecter 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION Concepts 
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Dual face Repetition ofmacroTheme Generalisation ELEMENTS MAKE 
Repetition MEANING 
vocab3 Moves towards more Specific meaning. within narrative 
anaphoric nouns E3 Example is Specific 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
General - As above 
Particular 
Coherence As above. 
Field Aa above 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
F 1 Costume is a variant of props but is more linked to character for 
obvious reasons. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 
F2 Costume is an important factor in the creation of meaning and 
within this area expectations can be brought to mind. 
ELEMENT - I'v1AKES MEANING - ?MEANING 
F3 The first time we see Lecter 
FILM READINGDESCRIPTION 
ELEMENT - MEANING - ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING -
?MEANING 

Concepts 

Link back and forward Vocab 3 variant, factor Dual face 
Link forward ambiguous ?expectationsRepetition 

vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
General- Generalisation-Example (in F3) 
Particular 
Coherence General-Particular but ambiguity of exvectations 

Mode: See above Field 
Field. Technical characterVocab 3; 

labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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hyper-Theme text SchemaPara 
G 1 The movement of characters is essential to the extraction of 
meaning and is arguably the richest form ofmise-en-scene that is used 
in mainstream cinema. 
ELEMENTS- MAKE MEANING 
G2 The way in which a character portrays him/herself on screen gives 
us a good indication to who they are and why they are. 
ELEMENT - MEANING (general) 
G3 Harrison Ford's screen presence 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
ELEMENTS- MAKE MEANING - MEANING (general) - FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION 

Concepts 

Link back: Repetition from macroThemeDual face 
Link forward: Generalisation predicts an ExampleRepetition 
The hyperTheme to paragraph movement is particulate (the first vocab3 

anaphoric nouns sentence functions as paragraph Theme ) but is also wave like and 
indeterminate (the move into second and third sentences carries -postmod 
elements of hyperTherne. For this reason I include the other sentences) gm 

conjunction 
relational 
process 
General- See above 
Particular 
Coherence See above 
Field Mode: See above 
Vocab3; Field: Label The way in which 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
H 1 In the final scenes ofPatriot Games, all ofthe lights in the home of 
Ryan are cut offby the avenging splinter group. 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
H2 The effect ofthis is one of disorientation for both the characters 
and the audience 
FILM READING/MEANING 

Concepts FILM READING/DESCRIPTION - FILM READING/MEANING 
Dual face This is a Derived TP (see Hewings, Fries) from the FILM. Its link back 

to Taxonomy in macroTheme is unclear. It is an Example and not a 
Generalisation. The ELEMENT is not overtly signalled, though it is 
implicitly signalled in the bracketed sentence at the end ofthe 
paragraph. The inversion ofthe canonical General-Particular order 
could be successful - the ,hyperTheme 'arouses desire' by not 
explicating in point first, academic style. But the ELEMENT Concept 
does need some foregrounding somewhere 
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General-
Particular 

See above 

Coherence See above. Coherence is maintained because ofthe strong Taxonomic 
Schema but it could be explicitly signalled. 

Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Abstraction: disorientation 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
11 All of the previous elements of mise-en-scene are important but the 
main factor that separates the tenn from its French theatrical origin is 
the inclusion of the 'shot'. ELEMENTS - MAKING 1ECHNICAL -
ELEMENT 
12 The choice and length ofshot, its angle and position are geme 
specific. 
ELEMENT - GENRE 

Concepts ELEMENTS - MAKING 1ECHNICAL - ELEMENT - GENRE 
Dual face Link back Anaphoric ref All ofthe previous elements 

Dual face Vocab 3 factor that separates the term, genre specific 
General-
Particular 

Stays at level of General 

Coherence See Dual face 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Mode: See Dual face 
Field: Making technical the term, theatrical origin 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
JI Mise-en scene is essential to plot development and its 
understanding, as the diegetic world that we are witnessing on screen 
is literally that, on screen. 
ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - FILM DESCRIPTION (General) 
J2 Mise-en-scene therefore must work to create a huge proportion of 
the meaning and the narrative cues that are applicable to the genre of 
any film. 
ELEMENT - MAKE MEANING - GENRE 

Concepts ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - FILM DESCRIPTION (General) 
- ELEMENT - MAKE MEANING - GENRE 

Dual face Repetition 
General -
Particular 

High level ofGeneral. Whole paragraph stays General with a FILM 
READING at end to illustrate General MEANING 

Coherence Termination of a set of lexical strings from throughout whole essay 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Mode: See above 
Field: new Technical terms - that can be seen as having been 
accumulated - bring to an end the lexical strings FILM MAKER/FILM 
VIEWER (diegetic world on screen) and MAKE MEANING 
(narrative cues) 
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1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
RM 1999 MES Corpus Ways of Seeing Assignment~ 
What kinds ofmeanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema? Illustrate your answer with 
reference to no more than two films seen on the module. 

A 1 To answer this question definitions of mise en scene and mainstream will first have to be provided. 
A2 Mise en scene is a technique whereby meaning is conveyed through the relationship of things 
visible within a single shot. 
A3 It literally means 'the "putting-in-the-scene": the direction of the actors, placement of cameras, 
choices oflenses, etc' (taken from How to Read a Film, Revised Edition, James Monaco, 1981, page 
441). 
A4 Mainstream cinema usually consists of 'feature-length narrative films created for entertainment and 
profit. 

AS Mainstream is usually associated with 'Hollywood', regardless of where the film is made' (taken 
from An Introduction to Film Studies the Second Edition-Edited by Jill Nelmes, 1999, page 492). 

B 1 One element of mise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream cinema is the 
location/setting. 
B2 The location of a shot can help in understanding where this particular part of the story is taking 
place (the space) and in which period of the story line it is happening (the time). 
B3 The location of a film can (by showing conventions) also help to show the genre of a film e.g. a 
film set in Space is most likely a science fiction film whereas a film in set in Hell is most likely a 
horror film. 
B4 A change oflocation from one scene to another can also help to back up the continuity of time. 
B5 By showing a character in one location in a scene, then placing that character in a totally different 
location in the following scene, the audience can believe in the passing of time in the narrative. The 
location/setting in which the audience views the characters can help a lot in cliaracter development, by 
seeing characters in their environment it helps the audience to establish what kind of person they (the 
characters) are. In Jonathon Demmes thriller "The Silence of the Lambs' (1990) we find Hannibal 
Lecter in a state of the art (for it's time), high security prison. Finding Lecter in this location has 
already told us that despite however charming Lecter mav come across as, we know that he is an 
extremely dangerous man. Although, the way that Lecter acts in this environment compared to his 
fellow inmates who act like a bunch of insane animals, shows us that he is a more civilised man who, 
maybe, doesn't belong there. Which in tum works to lull the viewer into a false impression ofLecter. 
The viewer later finds out how dangerous Lecter really is when he escapes from the high security 
building in which he is being held by using a warders face to mask his own. 

C 1 Another element ofmise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream cinema are the props. 
C2 Films are 'dependent on props as a device for conveying meaning. In a sense props are definers of 
genre' (taken from An Introduction to Film Studies the Second Edition-Edited by Jill Nelmes, 1999, 
page 101). 
C3 This is very true with mainstream films. Often mainstream cinema will convey its genre by the use 
of props that are conventional to their genre e.g. a laser gun for a Science Fiction film or a cowboy hat 
for a Western. 
C4 In the majority of mainstream films most scenes are constructed around props but also, in that 
scene, our attention can be drawn to particular objects by the use ofa close up, or the dialogue. The 
focus on this image will show that this prop/object has a hidden meaning and will be important in the 
following storyline. Props are often used to show that a certain character may have many different 
sides to him (alter egos). In "The Silence of the Lambs' Hannibal Lecter may seem charming and 
civilised, compared to his fellow inmates, and even in comparison to most of his prisons wardens but 
in later scenes, we see ) how dangerous he really. Hannibal Lectors danger comes directly from his 
mouth (whether from his cunning, subject changing speeches or from his capacity to bite into human 
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flesh without a second thought); this danger is exemplified by the muzzle like face restraint strapped 
on him when being transported. The meaning conveyed by this face guard lies in the fact that his face 
has now been covered (almost masked), when the face guard is in place we really begin to understand 
the kind of monster Lecter is. 

D 1 Another element of mise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream cinema is lighting. 
D2 Lighting is very important in a shot/scene because it helps to make a scene more believable, 
because the camera does not see exactly what the human eye sees, lighting can give a scene 
more depth and authenticity. 
D3 In classical/mainstream cinema the lighting of a shot involves a strong level oflighting on the 
main objects, with a fill light being used to eliminate shadows. Then to take away the two-dimensional 
feel of the shot, the set is backlit to provide a more realistic three-dimensional feel. 
D4 Therefore the meaning portrayed through the lighting is being controlled by the choices of level 
and direction oflighting (most of the time in mainstream cinema the focus of the lighting is u~ually 
placed on the most important characters/props ofa scene). 
D5 Like most elements of mise en scene lighting can also be used to convey the genre of a film e.g. the 
widespread use of shadows and the dominant presence of low key lighting shows that the film being 
viewed is most probably of the Film Noir genre. Lighting is also very important in giving the scene of 
the film a certain atmosphere. A scene lit very brightly ( even in daylight) creates a feeling ofopenness 
and freedom. Whereas in The Silence of the Lambs, in the scene where Starling meets Lecter in his 
maximum security prison for the first time, this scene is very under lit and full of shadows thus 
creating a very claustrophobic atmosphere. This type of Lighting can also be seen in Michael Curtiz's 
classic Mildred Pierce (1945), which when made was definitely of the Mainstream genre but can also 
be viewed as belonging to the Film Noir genre. In one of the early scenes, where Wally is being 
framed for the murder ofMildreds husband, we see Wally trapped by shadows created by the low key 
lighting e.g. table lamps. The under use of lighting illustrates that Wally is not only being trapped by 
the shadows but is also being trapped by the seductive femme fatale and from this point we start to 
realise just how powerful and cunning Mildred really is. 

El Another element ofmise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream cinema is the use of 
costumes. 
E2 Characters in mainstream cinema are often primarily identified by their costume e.g. a character 
dressed all in leather or denim would be viewed as a rebel or a drifter. 
E3 Costumes also help to indicate in which time within the narrative the scene is taking place e.g. a 
film set in the Nineties involving a flashback sequence 'twenty years ago' will use Seventies costumes 
to help illustrate the change in time. 
E4 Costumes can also be used to show a transaction in characters; a good example of this can be seen 
in Mildred Pierce, where Mildreds costumes change along with her personality. The first view of 
Mildred is as a smart, business like wpman. In the first flashback we see Mildred looking like a run 
down housewife. This costume change again shows a change in time but also highlights the character 
transformation that took place in Mildred after the death of her husband thus raising the dominant 
storyline of'who killed Mildreds husband?' This costume change representing a personality change 
can also be seen in Mildreds daughter Veda who progresses from wearing white, frilly dresses to 
wearing sharp, well-tailored dresses, representing her transformation from innocent, young girl to 
greedy, selfish woman. 

Fl So in conclusion, there are many meanings made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema and 
therefor to illustrate every meaning it is necessary to examine every aspect of mise en scene in very 
close detail. 
F2 In this essay only four aspects (lighting, props, setting and costume) of mise en scene have been 
examined and have then been related to just two films. 
F3 To demonstrate more meanings made by mise en scene aspects e.g. the actor's body language, the 
framing of the shot, the position of actors within the shot etc would have to be investigated. 'We all 
have a notion of the typical Hollywood film. The very label carries a set of expectations, often 
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apparently obvious' (taken from The Classical Hollywood Cinema, Bordwell, Staiger, Thompson, 
Routledge, 1985, page 3). However, even though mainstream cinema and Hollywood cinema are 
viewed as one in the same, when it comes to the actual label/definition of 'mainstream' the set of 
expectations are not as obvious. Mainstream is defined as 'the dominant trend of opinion or style' 
(taken from the Oxford Paperback Dictionary, Third Edition, compiled by Joyce M. Hawtans, 1990). 
Therefor the task of classifying a mainstream film becomes incredibly difficult due to the fact that 
opinions and styles are ever changing. So the majority of film genres could be looked upon as being 
mainstream just because ofbox office success e.g. "The flavour of the month' could be family 
action/adventures such as Titanic or Jurassic Park ,then the next month it could be 'not suitable for all 
the family' horror films such as the Blair Witch Project or the Sixth Sense. Therefor the task of 
answering any questions on mainstream cinema is huge due to the spectrum ofgenres that have to be 
considered. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 3. Detailed text 
analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research highlighted 

RM MES99 (JT) 
Are MES99 shorter essays? SW and RM seem so. Word counts do not suggest this is true - Perhaps it is 
paragraphing that distinguishes them. No - it is because I havent completed the clause analysis! 
RM's is even more rhythmic in its treatment of the ELEMENTS. There may be some lack of clarity 
around the MEANINGS that are being analysed in comparison with SW. RM spends longer in the area 
of generality and some of the Generalisations are somewhat ambiguous and would be clarified with ref 
to a FILMREADING 
The 'formulaism' of the ELEMENT based fom1 provides a much clearer scaffold on which to engage 
with Students' management of the FILMREADINGS 
RM is effectively responding to What kinds of meaning in the title - and it is different to How does 
MES construct meaning which is far more easily responded to with a single continuous FILM 
READING example. 

MacT: ORIENT TO QUESTION - ORIENT TO ESSAY - MES/MAKING TECHNICAL-
MAINSTREAM CINEMA 
B: ELEMENTl - MAKES MEANING- MEANING 1 - MEANING2(GENRE) - MEANING3 -
MEANING4- [AUDIENCE] - FILMl READING/MEANING (Exemplification. specific) 
C: ELEMENT2 - MAKES MEANING-MEANING I (GENRE)-MEANING2 - MEANING3 -
FILMREADING/MEANING(Specific) 
D: ELEMENT3 - MAKES MEANING - MEANING 1- MAKING TECHNICAL- GENRE -
FILMREADING(General) - MEANING2 - FILMlREADING/1'.fEANING (specific)- FILM2 
READING/ GENRE/ MEANING (specific) 
E: ELEMENT4 - MEANING 1 - MEANING2 - MEANING3 - FILM 
READING/MEANING3(specific) 
Mac-N: MEANINGS - ELEMENTS (in this essay) - other ELEMENTS - other MEANINGS -

MAINSTREAM 
RM does not establish the TAXONOMY in the Mac-T. 
In the Mac-N he refers back to kinds of MEANINGS and then explores MAINSTREAM for a reason 
that is not clear. 

-------•" . 
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RM MES 1999 (JT, 12) Corpus genre analysis - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
A I To answer this question definitions ofmise en scene and mainstream will first 
have to be provided. 
ORIENT TO QUESTION - ORIENT TO ESSAY 
A2 Mise en scene is a technique whereby meaning is conveyed through the 
relationship ofthings visible within a single shot. 
MAKING TECHNICAL - ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
A3 It literally means 'the "putting-in-the-scene": the direction ofthe actors, 
placement of cameras, choices oflenses, etc' (taken from How to Read a Film, 
Revised Edition, James Monaco, 1981, page 441). 
MAKING TECHNICAL - ELEMENTS 
A4 Mainstream cinema usually consists of'feature-length narrative films created 
for entertainment and profit. 
MAKING TECHNICAL - MAINSTREAM CINEMA 
A5 Mainstream is usually associated with 'Hollywood', regardless of where the 
film is made' (taken from An Introduction to Film Studies the Second Edition-
Edited by Jill Nelmes, 1999, page 492). 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA 

Concepts 
Schema 
predicted 
General-
Particular 

Coherence 

A different taxonomy ofELEMENTS to most other essays 
?direction of actors, placement ofcameras, choices of lenses 

Preview for the essay 
Paragraph moves from the two dominant Concepts as Preview in Al through 
elaboration, which functions as Detail 
There are a number of infelicities in collocation: mise en scene is not a technique , 
the taxonomy in A3 does not predict the schema ofthe essay that follows. The 
value of A5 to the argument is not clear. These are predictive coherence. 

Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

However, internal paragraph coherence is high with the marked Theme of the 
hyperTheme (To answer this question) orientating backwards to the title and the 
Rheme setting up a Split Rheme progression for the paragraph. 
V ocab 3; definitions, 
labels; technique whereby meaning is conveyed, relationship of things visible 
within a single shot 
abstractions; 
technical terms; mise en scene, mainstream, shot, actors, cameras, lenses, feature-
length narrative films, 
relational process mise en scene is a technique, it means, mainstream consists of, 
is associated with HW 
MEANING techniaue whereby meaning is conveyed 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
B 1 One element of mise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream 
cinema is the location/setting. 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

Concepts This is the most general ofhyperThemes 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition mise en scene 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns one element ofmise en scene [that helps construct] 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational process is 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 

This high level General Preview is succeeded by an unusually long series of 
Details (MEANINGS) which are still at a fairly high level of Generalisation. 
Eventually they give way to a FILM READING Example 

Coherence High level of coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; one element ofmise en scene [that helps construct] 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; location/setting 
relational process is 
MEANING helps construct meaning 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
C 1 Another element ofmise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream 
cinema are the props. 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

Concepts Similar to previous paragraph. This is a canonical pattern. 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 

Repetition This is a Replacement sentence so necessarily repeats mise en scene 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns another element 
- postmod that helps construct meaning 

gm 
conjunction 
relational process is 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 

The hyperTheme is a Replacement sentence. Another long series of clauses 
dealing with General MEANINGS leading to an Example FILM READING 

Coherence As for para B 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
MEANING 

As for Dual face 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational process 
MEANING helps construct meaning 
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Does counting the incidence ofdual facing items or Field abstractions in hyperTheme really get close 
to the reality of the text construction? This is a very formulaic hyperTheme pattern. It got a good grade 
because it scaffolds a clear and elaborate text. But Jocelyn's text, for instance, shows a quite different 
form and got the same grade. In that instance hyperThemes were all totally different to these 
Replacement hyperThemes. What does that say about form? 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
D 1 Another element of mise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream 
cinema is lighting. 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

Concepts 

Dual face Repetition The four hyperThemes that scaffold the body are exact copies -
Repetition Replacement Clauses. They could not be more formulaic. 
vocab3 The repetition of another is particularly striking. 
anaphoric nouns 

-postmod vocab3 
gm anaphoric nouns 
conjunction -postmod 
relational gm 
process conjunction 

relational process 

Clause relations 
General- Generalisation/Preview - Details/ Examples 
Particular 
Coherence Despite the repetitiveness - and in some ways because of it - coherence between 

the paragraphs is high - and the unity of meaning within the paragraphs, between 
clauses is also high 

Field These are repeated from the previous paragraphs 
Vocab 3; Vocab 3; 
labels; labels; 
abstractions; abstractions; 
technical terms; technical terms; 
relational relational process 
process MEANING RM repeats the constructs meaning figure throughout the text 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
E 1 Another element of mise en scene that helps construct meaning in mainstream 
cinema is the use of costumes. 
ELEMENT- MAKES MEANING 

Concepts All as for the other paragraphs 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
FI So in conclusion, there are many meanings made by mise en scene in 
mainstream cinema and therefor to illustrate every meaning it is necessary to 
examine every aspect ofmise en scene in very close detail. 

F2 In this essay only four aspects (lighting, props, setting and costume) ofmise en 
scene have been examined and have then been related to just two films. 

Concepts 
There is an emphasis on kinds of meanings (the Taxonomy of Meanings) which is 
not evident in other essays 

The macroNcw accumulates meanings at a very General level from the essay -
almost a repeat of the Generalisation of the Question. F3-F12 open up a new line 
of argument and debate the significance of mainstream cinema and genre. These 
are relevant to the essay but are probably not appropriate in the last sentences of 
the macroNew. The attempt to reconnect with MAINSTREAM CINEMA is 
particularly relevant to the predicted text from macro Theme. However, they do 
need integrating into the text somewhere earlier 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
UA 
What kinds of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema? 

Al Mise en scene is a French term, when literally translated means "setting the scene". 
A2 Elements comprising mise en scene are costume and make-up, sets and locations, figure movement 
and body language, lighting and the shot. 
A3 It is these elements that contribute to the verisimilitude of the film. 
A4 "So expressive can mise en scene be that sometimes entire major scenes use only visuals to convey 
moods, characterisations, and meanings or implications" (Phillips p9). 
A5 Other techniques are used within filmmaking to convey the narrative. 
A6 Classical editing provides narrative intangibility through the 180-degree rule and sound, which is 
thought to be an invisible aid, sets the mood and atmosphere. 
A 7 All these elements work together in one way, in not bring awareness of the filmmaking process to 
suspend disbelief. 
AS This essay will focus on how mise en scene works to convey meaning and aid the narrative with 
the help of two film examples, Taxi driver, made in 1976 and directed by Martin Scorsese, and Raging 
Bull, made in 1980 and also directed by Martin Scorsese. 

Bl To answer this question we first have to define mainstream cinema. 
B2 Mainstream cinema is "any film created for entertainment and profit. 
B3 Mainstream is usually associated with "Hollywood" regardless of where the film is made", (Rowe 
p92 Nelmes) and usually classical narrative. 
B4 It relies strongly on convincing the spectator sufficiently to suspend disbelief. 
B5 This suspension of disbelief has to be effective at the beginning of the film so the viewer can be 
drawn into the film's world and become emotionally involved with the characters. In Raging Bull the 
opening credits play an important role in creating a bond with the characters. The opening credits bring 
meaning to the film with just one image, a young Jake La Motto played by Robert De Niro, in a boxing 
ring. Jake is shown in slow motion, using soft lighting and within a long shot. The music add to the 
image. Raging Bull centres on a Sport that is sometimes brutal, but with this image we do not see the 
Sport, we see the legend. 

Cl Costumes and make-up play an important role in creating an impression of a character. 
C2 They work beyond words to bring meaning and add verisimilitude to the narrative. 
C3 Taxi Driver shows an example of this when the character of Betsy, played by Cybill Shepherd, is 
introduced to the narrative. 
C4 The world in which Betsy lives differs from that of prostitute Iris, played by Jodie Foster. 
C5 This is shown through Betsy's costume. 
C6 Her tailored dresses and immaculate make-up shows she is a woman of class as oppose to Iris's hot 
pants, skimpy tops and her adolescent face paint. Another example of this comes later in the film vi. 
tten we first see Sport. For the viewer to believe Iris's pimp can control her life in the way he does the 
viewer first has to believe he is a powerful man. He wears the extravagant clothes of the era; this 
shows that Sport is a confident man. If his costume where that of Travis would Sport's character, 
dominating pimp, be believable? Moreover, would Iris's character be believable, as a prostitute if her 
costume was that ofBetsy's? 

D1 To discuss setting we first must differentiate between a set and a location: "a set is a constructed 
place used for filming and a location is a place that is not built expressly for the fi!mmaker" (Phillips 
p!O). 
D2 Settings are used within the narrative to add verisimilitude to the film. . 
D3 In a scene of Taxi Driver Iris takes Travis to her apartment and we are shown a long corndor 
leading to a small room. 
D4 This is a place where Iris lives and works. 
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D5 This set has been created to convey the narrative, if we feel she is trapped within this world then 
we can understand the action of Travis later in the film. A characters surrounding must be believable to 
create narrative intangibility. If Iris had taken Travis to a luxury apartment the outcome of the film 
would not be believable. 
Settings can also provide the viewer with temporal verisimilitude. If a film is set in the present day 
then the it could still be view within that same format years later, just as films set in the future, when 
viewed after the year in which they were set, still portray futuristic values, as the sets are still deemed 
to be how the future would look at the films release. 

El Within mainstream cinema lighting is use to convey different meanings. 
E2 "Back lighting can make the subject look threatening because viewers cannot interpret the subject's 
mood or perhaps identity", (Phillips p78) while key lighting could be use to cast the subject into shade, 
if lit from above can give a suggestion to the characters sinister motives. 
E3 Mainstream relies on three-point lighting to make the subject stand out from the background and 
give definition. 
E4 In the film Taxi Driver most of the action takes place at night, in the shots involving Travis during 
the day he is never seen in sunshine. The scene where Travis is speaking to the man from the secret 
service, he is standing in a dull light, even though we have just witness Betsy protecting her eyes from 
the sun in the same scene. This Scene when analyse could be conveying Travis depression. The almost 
ghost like image of the hotel owner coming from shade into light to meet Travis after his first meeting 
with Iris is an example of using top lighting to give a image another meaning. 

Fl "A shot is an uninterrupted strip of exposed motion picture film make up of at least one 
frame"(Phillips pl27). 
F2 A point of view shot is effective within mainstream in providing the viewer with a understanding of 
what is happening in the narrative and why a character reacts in a certain way. 
F3 Mainstream cinema also relies on a shot reverse shot rhythm, which sutures the viewer into the 
space between the characters. 
F4 An example of this is clear when Betsy and Travis have lunch. 
F5 The viewer is drawn into their world, even though events are taken place through a window they 
are sitting in front. of. We are first shown the establish shot and the sequences of over the shoulder 
shots. Within mainstream cinema the smallest of movements can be analysed to a point where they 
have a thousand meanings, for instants a characters smile can have two reasons, they are happy or 
embarrassed. Within the scene described. Travis and Betsy are clearly happy in each others company 
we can tell this through the body language and dialogue. 

G 1 In conclusion mainstream cinema relies on the spectator becoming emotionally involved with the 
characters. 
G2 All the elements ofraise en scene, when put together, work to convey meaning within the narrative 
and suture the viewer within the film. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

UA MES99 (JT) 

MacT: MES - MAKING TECHNICAL - TAXONOMY - MAKE MEANING - COMBINATION -
FILM REFERENCES -
B ORJENT TO QUESTION - MAINSTREAM (MAKE TECHNICAL) - SUSPENSION OF 
DISBELIEF- FILM1READING/Iv1EANING 
C: ELEMENT! - MEANING - FILM2READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING-
D: ELEMENT2 - MEANING - FILM2READING/DESCR1PTION/MEANING !(specific)-
MEANING2 - FILM READING/MEANING2 (General) 
E: ELEMENT3 - MEANING - FILM 2READING/MEANINGs (?Exemplification) 
F: ELEMENT4- MAKING TECHNICAL- MEANING I- MEANING2-FILM 
READING2/MEANING2 (Exemplification) - ELEMENTS 
G: MAINSTREAM CINEMA/SUSPENSION OF DISBELIEF - MES - COMBINATION -
MEANING 

The MacT is very systematic and thorough 
Para E is a good comparison with DJ's management of the Taxidriver setting - UA is much more 
organised and framed. It is quite confusingly constructed at clause level but works because of its 
macrostructure. 
Para Fis probably quite a good attempt to analyse a scene in a film - but it veers off in the end into a 
different ELEMENT 
MacNreprises the SUSPENSION OF DISBELIEF MEANING. 
I suspect this is much better because UA did employ the setting the scene, abstraction, establishing shot, 
continuity approaches. But can I prove it. 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
UA MES99 (JT, 11) Corpus genre analysis - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
Al Mise en scene is a French term, when literally translated means "setting the 
scene". 
MAKING TECHNICAL 
A2 Elements comprising mise en scene are costume and make-up, sets and 
locations, figure movement and body language, lighting and the shot. 
TAXONOMY/MES ELEMENTS 
A3 It is these elements that contribute to the verisimilitude of the film. 
MES ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
A4 "So expressive can mise en scene be that sometimes entire major scenes use 
only visuals to convey moods, characterisations, and meanings or implications" 
(Phillips p9). 
MES ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING - MEANING 
A5 Other techniques are used within filmmaking to convey the narrative. 
OTHER ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING 
A6 Classical editing provides narrative intangibility through the 180-degree rule 
and sound, which is thought to be an invisible aid, sets the mood and atmosphere. 
EDITING ELEMENTS - MEANING 
A 7 All these elements work together in one way, in not bring awareness of the 
filmmaking process to suspend disbelief. 
COMBINATION - MEANING 
A8 This essay will focus on how mise en scene works to convey meaning and aid 
the narrative with the help of two film examples, Taxi driver, made in 1976 and 
directed by Martin Scorsese, and Raging Bull, made in 1980 and also directed by 
Martin Scorsese. 
FILM REFERENCE 

Concepts 
Schema 
predicted 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 

Canonical occurrence and sequence 
Identified explicitly in A8. Canonical 

Canonical 

At a macrolevel it is coherent. But at a clause level there are a number of 
indeterminate collocations. However, these do not destroy the sense because the 
canonical sequence is strong. This may represent a good example of coherence 
coming from a strong scaffolding. Possibly UA would have been incoherent at the 
macrolevel as well as the microlevel without the strong teaching input on 
macrolevel organisation (this has some support from UA's own spoken comments) 
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Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; tenn, elements, techniques, 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical tenns; mise en scene, costume etc, scenes, verisimilitude, visuals, 
moods, characterisations, narrative, classical editing, *narrative intangibility, 180-
degree rule, sound, atmosphere, film making process, suspend disbelief, 
relational process (A 1) is, means, (A2) comprising, 
MEANING (A3) contribute to verisim, (A4) expressive, scenes use only visuals to 
convey (A5) convey narrative (A6) provides narrative *intangibility, sets the 
mood, (A 7)work together in not bring awareness (AS) convey meaning, aid 
narrative 

A very high incidence of technical terms and MEANING but UA prefers to 
collocate convey with meaning - conduit rather than construction metaphor 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
B 1 To answer this question we first have to define mainstream cinema. 
ESSAY - MAKE TECHNICAL/MAINSTREAM CINEMA 

Concepts This paragraph is almost a part of the macroTheme. Here it is treated as part of the 
Body of the essay 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
adjunct 
relational 
process 
Given-New 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 to answer, question, to define 
anaphoric nouns this question 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction first 
adjunct to answer this question 
relational process 
Given - New mainstream cinema 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Preview (intention to define) 

Coherence The New item in hyperTheme becomes the beginning of a series of Derived 
Thematic Progressions \vhich follow in a coherent sequence. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; mainstream cinema 
relational process; (intention to define) 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Cl Costumes and make-up play an important role in creating an impression of a 
character. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 

Concepts Canonical 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition Replacement sentence 
vocab3 an impression 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod a role in creating an impression 

gm 
conjunction 
relational process (?play a role) 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

High level of General - Preview: \\That role do they play? What impression do they 
create? 

Coherence Taxonomic/canonic 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; a role in creating an impression 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; a character 
relational process (?play a role) 
MEANING play a role in creating an impression 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
D l To discuss setting we first must differentiate between a set and a location: "a 
set is a constructed place used for filming and a location is a place that is not built 
expressly for the filmmaker" (Phillips p!O). 
ELEMENT - MAKING TECHNICAL 
D2 Settings are used within the narrative to add verisimilitude to the film. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 
D3 In a scene of Taxi Driver Iris takes Travis to her apartment and we are shown 
a long corridor leading to a small room. 
FILM READING 

Concepts DI and 2 work together to establish the hyperTheme. UA makes a relatively 
uncommon distinction in D 1. D2 builds on this in a Canonical form. D3 provides 
the Example for the previous Generalisation 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition D2 is the Replacement sentence 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod (in quote) a constructed place used for filming, a place that is not built 
expressly for the filmmaker 
gm 
conjunction first 
adjunct to discuss settings 
relational process in quoted definition 
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Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Matching Contrast - Generalisation - Example 

Coherence Yes 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
gm 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

V ocab 3; differentiate 
labels: 
gm; a constructed place used for filming, a place that is not built expressly for the 
filmmaker - These examples from a text book demonstrate the kind of gm valued 
in the field 
abstractions; 
technical terms; set, location, narrative, verisimilitude 
relational process 
MEANING used to add verisimilitude to film 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 

El Within mainstream cinema lighting is use to convey different meanings. 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA - ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

Concepts Canonical 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition Replacement sentence 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm different meanings 
conjunction 
adjunct; within mainstream cinema 
relational process 
Given-New different meanings 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 

Preview - Details - Example (FILM READING) 

Coherence Yes. 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical tenns; lighting 
relational process - enhancing clause of purpose (to convey different meanings) 
MEANING convey different meanings 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
FI "A shot is an uninterrupted strip of exposed motion picture film make up of at 
least one frame"(Phillips p 127). 
ELEMENT - MAKING TECHNICAL 
F2 A point of view shot is effective within mainstream in providing the viewer 
with a understanding of what is happening in the narrative and why a character 
reacts in a certain way. 
ELEMENT (specific) - MAKES MEANING - IvIEANING 

Concepts Canonical. The MEANINGS concepts ofF2 are General and require illustration. 
The paragraph that follows is not entirely clear in doing this. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition The schematic format has included a definitional component which is 
repeated here in Fl. F2 is a canonical sequence although it appears to be focussed 
on one form of lighting rather than lighting in general. This is a little confusing 
vocab3 understanding of what is happening, a certain way 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; understanding of what is happening, a certain way 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; shot, strip of film, point of view, 
relational process F1 is, make up of, F2 is effective 
MEANING shot is effective in providing the viewer with understanding 

UA has high incidence of technicality building 

Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
G 1 In conclusion mainstream cinema relies on the spectator becoming emotionally 
involved with the characters. 
G2 All the elements of mise en scene, when put together, work to convey meaning 
within the narrative and suture the viewer within the film. 
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1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
LP 
Ways Of Seeing One: Assignment Two 

What kind of meanings are made by mise-en-scene in mainstream cinema? 

Al The term, mainstream cinema is best exemplified by films identified as "Hollywood". 
A2 Bordwell and Thompson called this type of film the "classic narrative text" as it owes a debt to the 
nineteenth century novel. 
A3 For instance, these dominant films incorporate well "rounded" characters, and a logical and 
comprehensible narrative, which gradually progresses, ending in closure. 

A4 In cinematic terms the visual style of a film is as equally significant to the film as the narrative. 
A5 They work side by side to influence the audience's perception and aid the audience's understanding 
of the film. 
A6 The term mise-en-scene is used to describe those visual aspects that appear within a single shot of a 
film at the pre-editing stage. 
A7 In order for me to discuss how exactly it is that mise-en-scene creates meaning in mainstream 
cinema, I must go into detail on each factor of mise-en-scene. 
A8 For example, not only costume, props, setting, body language, performance and movement, but 
also, lighting, camera framing and camera movement. 

BI Ifmise-en-scene is to create any meaning in a film what so ever, then there must be generic 
verisimilitude. 
B2 That is to say, that the mise-en-scene of the film must be believable to its genre. 
B3 If this does not occur then the audience's suspension of disbelief will be broken and they will be 
able to draw little, if any meaning from the film. 
B4 I have decided, therefore, to concentrate on a specific genre and it's codes and conventions in order 
to illustrate clearly the ways in which mise-en-scene cremes meaning in mainstream cinema. 
B5 I will focus on the noir genre ofthe 1940's and 50's and the neo-noir genre which derived from it, 
using two of its films: Mildred Pierce Micheal Curtiz 1945) and Red Rock West (John Dahl 1993) to 
emphasise my points with specific examples. 
B6 Noir translates literally as "dark" or "black" film and the genre is actually extremely difficult to 
define, although it's characteristics are among the most recognisable of any genre. 

B7 The noir genre portrays a brutal, violent urban world full of crime and corruption, where the 
settings are shadowy and bleak, and it is almost constantly night time. 
B8 The visual style and general mise-en-scene ofa noir film act together to create the unstable 
environment of the film and captivate the audience, by drawing them into a world where there is little 
safety or security. 

Cl The first aspect of mise-en-scene that I intend to discuss is lighting. 
C2 As opposed to using the traditional three quarter lighting system to create pleasant, balanced 
lighting, the noir genre is accustomed to using many different variations of this set up, in order to 
create atmospheric shadows and oppositions of light and dark. 
C3 Low-key lighting and shadow-covered sets are major characteristics ofnoir cinematography, 
portraying the genre's films as places ofevil entrapment and paranoia. 
C4 Chiaroscuro and high contrast photography are also significant traits of film noir. 
C5 Both of which are used effectively in Red Rock West in the scene where Michael meets Wayne. 
C6 The great contrast of the bright outside light and the dull light inside the bar results in Cage 
becoming a faceless silhouette as he enters the bar. 
C7 Somewhat expressionistically, the light also creates eerie shadows within the bar adding to it's 
sombre atmosphere. 
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ClO "Low key noir style opposes light and dark, hiding faces, landscapes, rooms, and by extension 
motivations and true character" (Place/Peterson p327)) 

Dl This is most defmitely one of the most common ways in which lighting is used in film noir to 
create meaning. 
D2 In Red Rock West, when Michael lies and says that he is "Lyle from Texas" his face is half 
covered in shadow and half not, emphasising the two sides of him; the honest side and the desperate 
side whb would lie and cheat to survive. 
D3 We also see an example of this in Mildred Pierce, when because the brim ofMildred's hat causes 
an obstruction, so the low-key lighting cannot reach her, her face is also half covered in shadow. 
D4 Again hinting at the struggle of vice and virtue within the character. 

El The shadowy, dark atmosphere of film noir connotes a feeling of mystery, trouble and hidden 
secrets. 
E2 More often than not, lighting is used to create the effect that the characters are trapped in the seedy 
world of the film, the contrast of shadows and light forming an apparent web or cage from which the 
characters cannot escape. 
E3 The perfect example of this is in Mildred Pierce, when at the beach house Wally is encased in 
shadows from all angles, symbolising the fact that he too is trapped in this world ofcorruption and the 
fact that he has been set up by Mildred for the murder ofher husband. 
E4 By creating such an atmosphere the lighting not only helps in distinguishing what type of genre the 
film is, but it also aids the narrative by creating the required sense of uneasiness and anticipation 
needed in order to keep the audience on the edges oftheir seats. 

Fl The camera and the movements that it makes are also vital aspects ofmise-en-scene being used to 
create meaning in films. 
F2 The camera is used in many different ways to create the atmosphere of the film. 
F3 When Nicholas Cage in Red Rock West is in the gas station and we see him consider stealing the 
money from the till, tight framing is used. 
F4 This assists in not only drawing attention to his facial expression, but also by enclosing the 
character within the lime, as if again he is trapped in this dark place where temptationofthe unlawful is 
so strong. 
F5 The tight framing of Mildred as she gives her statement during the police enquiry in Mildred 
Pierce, emphasises the fact that there is no escape for her from the memories of what she is describing. 
F6 Doors, mirrors, windows, separate character from others and emotions. 

G1 Slow tracking is another camera technique, which is used. 
G2 As Cage drives up to the gas station in Red Rock West, this creates a feeling of uncertainty and 
canted shots are used to give the impression that everything is not as it should be. 
G3 The shot where Cage is framed in the window ofhis car reinforces the constant feeling of 
entrapment and claustrophobia that noir films formulate. 
G4 Doors, mirrors and windows are used liequently in noir to do this, as a way of isolating a character. 
G5 By positioning the camera at a high angle to look down on Cage he appears helpless and small and 
as though the world is bearing down on him, pressuring him to do wrong. 

G6 "Mise-en-scene (is) designed to unsettle, unjar and disorient the viewer in correlation with the 
disorientation felt by the noir heroes ..." (Place/Peterson p333) 
G7 This is exemplified clearly through the use of shots in film noir which appear unnerving, because 
of the irregular placing of characters within the frame and their slightly off composition. 
GS Creating the perception that everything is not quite right. 
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Hl By using alternative shot composition, the mise-en-scene yet again contributes to the vulnerable 
feeling of noir films. 
H2 For instance by denying the audience the usual establishing long shot, it creates the sense of being 
lost and stranded. 
H3 Very extreme close ups ofjust fractions of a person's face, say their chin or eyes, also proves to be 
very disturbing and intrusive. 

I 1 The costume and prop features ofmise-en-scene are both extremely necessary in devising meaning 
within a film. 
12 The costumes that are worn on film are very closely connected to that particular character, as on 
first impressions, appearance is all that the viewer has to draw conclusions about that character. 
13 A costume can also be the source ofemphasising an important change in the character's personality 
or life. 
14 The first time, in Mildred Pierce that we see Mildred she is dressed in a fur coat with impeccable 
hair and makeup, suggesting that she is rich, successful and powerful. 
15 However, later on, when Mildred takes the audience into a flash back we see her in domestic 
surroundings wearing an apron. 
16 The iconography of the mother baking cakes suggests a happy fan1ily life. 
17 This also aids in stimulating the storyline, as the question is posed: Why has this woman changed so 
drastically? 

JI The two most common character types of film noir are the male anti-hero who becomes part of the 
crime and corruption as a result ofbeing in the mong place at the wrong time and the femme fatale
the woman who is not what she at first seems to be, capable of seducing the male and leading him 
astray. 
J2 Red Rock West contains both of these character types, whose clothing most definitely aids the 
understanding and meaning of the film. 
J3 By using basic symbolism and iconography, Nicholas Cage, the "good" guy is seen to be wearing 
light white coloured clothes the first time we see him, with his white car, the pure colours suggesting 
honesty and goodness. 
14 Whereas, when the audience are first introduced to Wayne, he is wearing a black waistcoat and dark 
shirt with his face shrouded in shadows behind the bar, suggesting the exact opposite. 
J5 This is contradicted later, when Wayne turns up at the hospital wearing a white sheriffs hat, perhaps 
illustrating that he hides the real him behind the image of the town's reliable Sheriff. 
J6 Also, the first time the audience lays their eyes upon Wayne's wife, who turns out to be the femme 
fatale of the narrative, is in a photo where she is wearing black clothing and dark red lipstick, 
resembling a creature of the night. 

Kl The mise-en-scene also obviously adds to the verisimilitude of the film. 
K2 For instance, the fact that Nicholas Cage's character drives a worn out Cadillac, and wears ripped 
jeans and scruffy cowboy boots, links with the fact that the character was supposed to be a penniless 
drifter. 
K3 Other props such as, the Texas number plates, cowboy style clothing, as well as the location in a 
small dusty old town also contribute to the realism and authenticity of the film. 
K4 The locations can also act as catalysts for the action in a film. 
KS In Red Rock West it seems highly appropriate that the final dramatic scene unfolds in a quiet, 
deserted graveyard; a symbol of death and the end of life. 
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Ll The final aspect ofmise-en-scene, which creates meaning in mainstream cinema is the actual 
performance and movement of the actors in the film. 
L2 This, of course, has a great effect on the implications that the audience draw from a narrative. 
L3 For instance if an actors performance is not believable, then the audience's suspension ofdisbelief 
will be broken, whereas if an actors perfonnance is realistic, then the viewer would be able to draw 
conclusions about the character and the plot through body language alone. 
L4 For instance in the scene in Mildred Pierce where the detective finds her on the pier, through the 
non verbal communication of Joan Crawford's nervous mannerisms, the audience is able to deduce that 
despite what she says, Mildred is perhaps lying. 
L5 She appears to be hiding something, and is thus incriminating herself. 

M 1 Performance can also make the unspecific items of a narrative crystal clear. 
M2 For instance after hearing constantly about Lyle from Texas in Red Rock West, we are suddenly 
introduced to Dennis Hopper with his strong Texan drawl. 
M3 The audience is therefore able to deduce the identity of Hopper's character,' 

Nl Finally, despite the genre, the mise-en-scene ofa particular film is not just organised to look 
visually appealing on screen. 
N2 Every small detail that appears in a certain shot is carefully planned in order to enhance the 
narrative, and to increase the audience's comprehensibility of the film. 
N3 In the cases that I have discussed: Red Rock West and Mildred Pierce, because of the anti
traditional cinematography and mise-en-scene of the noir genre, the result is that the audience are able 
to find little safety or security within the world of the film. 
N4 However, verisimilitude is still created through the mise-en-scene, in order for the viewer to escape 
into the narrative, suspending their disbelief. 
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2Shematic. fiorm, expresse d.m terms of acts an d concepts.. c 
LP MES99 (RW) 

MacT: MAINSTREAM CINEMA (MAKING TECHNICAL) - MES - MAKING TECHNICAL -
NARRATIVE - MAKING MEANING- ESSAY METHODOLOGY - ESSAY STRUCTURE -
MAKING MEANING - GENERIC VERISIMILITUDE- MAKING TECHNICAL -AUDIENCE -
MAKING MEANING - ESSAY METHODOLOGY- FILM REFERENCES - NOIR- MAKING 
TECHNICAL - NOIR FILM READING/ DESCRIPTION - NOIR FILM READING/MEANING 

C: ELEMENT! - MEANING(in NOIR) - T AXONOMISING - FILM I READING (Exemplification) -
MEANING2 - FILM2READING -
E: ELEMENT! - MEANING3 - FILM2 READING/MEANING 
FIG: ELEMENT2 - MEANING I - FILM I READING/MEANING- FILM2READING/ MEANING -
ELEMENT2 - MEANING2 - FILMIREADING/MEANING - MEANING (General) -
I/J ELEMENT3 - MEANING 1/2 - FILM2READING/MEANING - FILMIREADING/MEANING 
K: MES - MEANING - FILMIREADING/MEANING -
L: ELEMENT4 - MEANING I - FILM 2READING/MEANING - MEANING2 - FILM 
1READING/MEANING2 
MacN: MES MAKES MEANING - FILM NOIR- GENERIC VERISIMILITUDE 

MacT is very 'full' and has made a large number of terms TECHNICAL 
FIG ELEMENT2 are very extensive explorations ofShot. 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
LP MES 1999 Corpus geme analysis - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 
A 1 The term, mainstream cinema is best exemplified by films identified as 
"Hollywood". 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA (MAKING TECHNICAL) 
A2 Bordwell and Thompson called this type of film the "classic narrative text" as 
it owes a debt to the nineteenth century novel. 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA (MAKING TECHNICAL) 
A3 For instance, these dominant films incorporate well "rounded" characters, and 
a logical and comprehensible narrative, which gradually progresses, ending in 
closure. 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA. MAKING TECHNICAL 
A4 In cinematic terms the visual style of a film is as equally significant to the film 
as the narrative. 
MES - MAKING TECHNICAL 
A5 They work side by side to influence the audience's perception and aid the 
audience's understanding of the film. 
MES - NARRATIVE - MAKING MEANING 
A6 The term mise-en-scene is used to describe those visual aspects that appear 
within a single shot of a film at the pre-editing stage. 
MES - rv1AKING TECHNICAL 
A 7 In order for me to discuss how exactly it is that mise-en-scene creates meaning 
in mainstream cinema, I must go into detail on each factor of mise-en-scene. 
MES - MAKING MEANING - ESSAY METHODOLOGY 
AS For example, not only costume, props, setting, body language, performance 
and movement, but also, lighting, camera framing and camera movement. 
ESSAY STRUCTURE 

B 1 If mise-en-scene is to create any meaning in a film what so ever, then there 
must be generic verisimilitude. 
MES - ~LA.LD,iG MEANING - GENERIC VERISIMILITUDE 
B2 That is to say, that the mise-en-scene of the film must be believabie to its 
genre. 
VERISIMILITUDE - MAKING TECHNICAL 
B3 If this does not occur then the audience's suspension of disbelief will be 
broken and they will be able to draw little, if any meaning from the film. 
AUDIENCE - MAKING MEANING 
B4 I have decided, therefore, to concentrate on a specific genre and it's codes and 
conventions in order to illustrate clearly the ways in which mise-en-scene cremes 
meaning in mainstream cinema. 
ESSAY METHODOLOGY 
B5 I will focus on the noir genre of the l 940's and 50's and the neo-noir genre 
which derived from it, using two of its films: Mildred Pierce Micheal Curtiz 
1945) and Red Rock West (John Dahl 1993) to emphasise my points with specific 
examples. 
ESSAY METHODOLOGY - FILM REFERENCES 
B6 Noir translates literally as "dark" or "black" film and the genre is actually 
extremely difficult to define, although it's characteristics are among the most 
recognisable of any genre. 
NOIR - .MAKING TECHNICAL 
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Concepts 

Schema 
predicted 

General-
Particular 

Coherence 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

B7 The noir genre portrays a brutal, violent urban world full ofcrime and 
corruption, where the settings are shadowy and bleak, and it is almost constantly 
night time. 
NOIR FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
B8 The visual style and general mise-en-scene ofa noir film act together to create 
the unstable environment ofthe film and captivate the audience, by drawing them 
into a world where there is little safety or security. 
NOIR FILM READING/MEANING 

LP has covered all ofthe valued Concepts in this macroTheme. More than most 
she has defined her terms, making them technical. She also has a very strong 
prediction ofEssay Methodology, again more than most other essays have: while 
these consist ofexplicit performatives, this does not carry the same naivite that 
other essays sometimes embody. They are grounded in the Making Technical and 
so obviously construe the Field. 

NOIR GENRE - ELEMENTS (the extended cinematographic Taxonomy) -
MAKE MEANING 
This macroTheme is a very extended one. It contains far more elaboration than 
most. Much ofthe elaboration is by way ofExemplification. So it represents a 
macroTheme in which General-Particular are realised. It is also a Generalisation 
for the ensuing Examples, as are all the essays 
Many examples ofvocab 3 words appear in the macroTheme. Some signal 
relations within the macroTheme: Al exemplified, A3 for instance, Others signal 
relations across the text: A 7 go into detail, A8 for example B4 specific, B5 focus, 
specific examples 
A high level ofvocab 3 signals like this probably signals an organised text 

MacroTheme is internally coherent and predicts coherently 

Vocab 3; Some signal relations within the macroTheme: Al exemplified, A3 for 
instance, Others signal relations across the text: A7 go into detail, A8 for example 
B4 specific, B5 focus, specific examples 
labels; A2this type of film, A4 in cinematic terms, A6 the tenn mise en scene, 
visual aspects, A 7 detail on each factor of mise en scene, B6 characteristics 
abstractions; 
technical terms; mainstream cinema, Hollywood, classic narrative text, well 
rounded characters, logical and comprehensible narrative, closure, cinematic 
terms, visual style, audience's perception, mise en scene, single shot, pre-editing 
stage, costumes etc, generic verisimilitude, suspension of disbelief, codes and 
conventions, noir genre, settings, 
This is a very high level ofTechnical Terms and appears to contain all the 
possibilities for this question 
relational process Al is exemplified, identified as, (A2 has a Verbal Process acting 
as Relational; A3 has Material acting as Relational/Attributive); A4 Rel:id, A6, is 
used to describe (Verbal as Relational) B 1 modalised Relational to intro term, B2 
modalised Relational defining term,B6 Relational Attributives (twice) to perform 
definition of terms., B7 Rel:At to describe film noir B8 ditto 

MEANING A5 style of film and narrative work side by side to influence the 
audience perception and aid audience's understanding 
A 7 mise en scene creates meaning 
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B 1 mise en scene creates meaning 
B3 audience will draw little meaning from film 
B4 mise en scene creates meaning 
B8 visual style and general mise en scene act together to create the unstable 
environment 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Cl The first aspect of mise-en-scene that I intend to discuss is lighting. 
ESSAY METHODOLOGY - ELEMENT 
C2 As opposed to using the traditional three quarter lighting system to create 
pleasant, balanced lighting, the noir genre is accustomed to using many different 
variations of this set up, in order to create atmospheric shadows and oppositions of 
light and dark. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 

Concepts 
Hyper Theme is made conceptually very simple by exploiting Essay Methodology 
as a frame. C2 is not treated as hyper Theme but as next sentence in the paragraph 
Beginning to taxonomise the types of lighting is probably valued move. It 
presumes the Three point lighting system as characteristic of mainstream cinema 
and proposes a different noir system in opposition.. To contrast types and then 
classify one of the types further is probably valued strategy. 

Repetition mise en scene, lightingDual face 
vocab3 aspectRepetition 
anaphoric nouns first aspect that I intend to discussvocab3 

- postmod first aspect that I intend to discuss 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
gm post mod 
conjunctiongm 
relational process Reversed Token and Value makes Token New. Pointing forward conjunction 
to para because of the dual facing anaphoric nounrelational 
modalised verbal process: intend to discuss - points forward process 

Clause relations 
General - aspect signals Details : Ref back to A 7 I must go into details on each factor of 

mise en scene. 
Clause functions as Generalisation/Preview for types of lighting (i.e Examples of 
lighting) and accompanying Details which run through C2-4; signal words:many 
different variations, major characteristics, significant traits. Film Example in C5-
C7 (in the scene where: label) 

Particular 

Coherence 
The simple and powerful hyperTheme does ground the paragraph and establish 
strong coherence 

Because of its simplicity the dual facing devices also construct the Field -Field 
although they do not do so very extensively - that occurs in the ensuing sentences Vocab 3; 

labels; Vocab 3; 
labels;abstractions; 
abstractions;technical terms; 
technical terms; relational 
relational process process 
MEANINGMEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 

ClO "Low key noir style opposes light and dark, hiding faces, landscapes, rooms, 
and by extension motivations and true character" (Place/Peterson p327)) 
ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 
DI This is most definitely one of the most common ways in which lighting is used 
in film noir to create meaning. 
TAXONOMISING - ELEMENT - MAKES MEANING 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
-postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition most of the terms in ClO are repeated from C2-7. DI simply reiterates 
the proposition of C10 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

-postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations The QUOTE establishes a number ofGeneralisations about the function/meaning 
General- oflighting in film noir. D1 affrrms the relevance ofthese Generalisations in the 
Particular reading ofthe Film Examples (although the examples are not referred to in the 

hyperTheme) The question prompted by the emphatic proposition ofDI is 'Can 
you give me an example ofhow that is done?' or 'Why do you say that (so 
emphatically)?' 

Coherence 
The dual face achieved by the repetition in the hypertheme and the emphatic 
proposition and its prompted question do establish coherence. The prompted 
question is answered in the ensuing paragraph 

Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab3; 
labels; one of the most common ways in which lighting is used 
abstractions; light, dark, motivations, true character, 
technical terms; low key noir style, lighting, 
relational process Refback This establishes preceding sentence as Value for the 
Token that is labelled one of the most....etc 
MEANING create meaning 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
El The shadowy, dark atmosphere of film noir connotes a feeling of mystery, 
trouble and hidden secrets. 
ELEMENTS- MEANING 

Concepts 
LP has a wider range of:rvffiANINGS than other essays. Each of the major 
categories of Meaning for lighting is Generalised and then Exemplified. Here the 
Preview/Generalisation of mystery and hidden secrets is Detailed in E2 (trapped in 
a web) and Exemplified in E3 (The perfect example of this ..) The paragraph ends 
with a hyperN ew of accumulated meanings. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition most of the lexis is repeated from the preceding two paragraphs on 
lighting and also from the section of the macro Theme on film noir. 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

See Concepts for the General-Particular relations. 

Coherence The clause prompts the question: 'In what way?' The paragraph answers. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

The abstract terms are so strongly associated with film noir, they have the quality 
of being semi technical 
These are the established MEANINGS of film noir 

-~ 
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Para hyper-Theme text Schema 
F 1 The camera and the movements that it makes are also vital aspects ofmise-en-
scene being used to create meaning in films. 
ELEMENTS - TAXONOMY - MAKE MEANING 

Concepts 
This is the hyperTheme that signals the opening of the second ELEMENT. Unlike 
RM's essay for example, LP shows how it is possible to use a differently formed 
sentence for each, while still performing the same function. 

Dual face Repetition Although the wording is significantly different, the Conceptual 
Repetition composition of this sentence is a Replacement one. ELEMENTS, aspects of MES, 
vocab3 are repeated from C1. ·MAKE MEANING was implied in that sentence and is 
anaphoric nouns explicated here. 

- postmod vocab3 
anaphoric nounsgm 

conjunction - postmod vital aspects of mes being used to make meaning 
relational gm 

conjunction also links the aspects here with Cl The first aspect 
relational process Pr:At, defining quality is attributed to ELEMENT, thus situating 
it in relation to the taxonomy of MEANING MAKING ELEMENTS. 

process 

The canonic Generalisation. 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 

Clause relations 

The prompted question is 'How is it done?' The answer begins in the next 
sentence, in many different \Vays 

Field Vocab 3; 
Vocab 3; labels; aspects 
labels; abstractions; 

technical terms; camera and movementsabstractions; 
relational process are Pr:id Taxonomising technical terms; 
MEANING post modifying position create meaning but there is still connection relational 
with animate agent: is usedprocess 

MEANING 
Para Schema hyper-Theme text 

G 1 Slow tracking is another camera technique, which is used. 
Concepts 

This is a part of the camera Thematic Paragraph. It is a different member of the 
camera taxonomy 

Repetition: another camera technique (technique is a noun version of the previous Dual face 
postmodified process+ circumstantial used in many different ways) which is used Repetition 

vocab3 vocab3 
anaphoric nouns another technique which is used 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm gm 
conjunction conjunction 
relational relational process Pr:id Taxonomising 
process 
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Clause relations 
General-
Particular 

An Example ofthe camera taxonomy; a Generalisation to the Example of the film 
which follows. 

Coherence Apart from the dual facing features it is likely that the two way Clause relation: 
Example/Generalisation is a coherence forming feature 

Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab3; 
labels; technique 
abstractions; 
technical terms; slow tracking, camera technique 
relational process Making technical: Pr:id 
MEANING none 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
G6 "Mise-en-scene (is) designed to unsettle, unjar and disorient the viewer in 
correlation with the disorientation felt by the noir heroes ... " (Place/Peterson p333) 

Concepts MES- MEANING 
This is a shift into a QUOTE which deals with the whole of mise en scene. But it 
is used to frame the continuing analysis ofthe use ofcamera. The next sentence 
relates it by Exemplification to the use of shots 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

-postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition the evaluation implied or expressed by the verbs and nouns repeats the 
tone ofthe evaluations expressed earlier in the text-even ifthe words are not 
exact repetitions. 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm disorientation (nominalisation of the previous clause - disorient the viewer -
and of the figure in G5 for example: Cage appears helpless and small) 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations Generalisation followed by a number ofExamples. Facing back, the fact the 
General- Generalisation is about mise en scene rather than lighting is slightly disconnected 
Particular from the preceding few paragraphs but facing forward it provides the basis for the 

Examples 
Coherence See Clause relations 
Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; unsettle, unjar, disorient, disorientation [abstract verbs are unusual in 
the essays] 
technical terms; 
relational process 
MEANING mes is designed to unsettle etc the viewer 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
H 1 By using alternative shot composition, the mise-en-scene yet again contributes 
to the vulnerable feeling of noir films. 

Concepts This is a continuation of the conceptual paragraph above, continuing the taxonomy 
of examples 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
11 The costume and prop features ofmise-en-scene are both extremely necessary 
in devising meaning within a film. 

Concepts ELEtv1ENTS - MAKE MEANING 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition Replacement clause 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns features ofmise en scene 

- postmod 
cataphoric noun: meaning within a film 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

This is the highest level of Generalisation for a hyper Theme 

Coherence It is an effective transition to a new Element to have such a simple hyperTheme 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 

Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema macro-Theme text 
JI The two most common character types of film noir are the male anti-hero who 
becomes part of the crime and corruption as a result of being in the wrong place at 
the wrong time and the femme fatale- the woman who is not what she at first 
seems to be, capable of seducing the male and leading him astray. 

Concepts FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
These are used to create a context for the Element of costume. Once the 
ELEMENT is associated with this DESCRJPTION in the next sentence, J2, the 
DESCRIPTION becomes an Analysis. This is foregrounded in J3 by reference to 
the technical abstractions basic symbolism and iconography. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition character (has been focussed in preceding para) film noir, the crime and 
corruption, leading him astray 
vocab3 types points forward to the Matching Contrast relation in the paragraph 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
cataphoric nouns 
-post mod the two types: male anti hero, femme fatale point forward to the 
paragraph structure 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process to organise information into Theme/Given and New/projecting 
forward to paragraph content 

General- By making a Generalisation about the kinds of MEANING that are made in film 
Particular noir there is a transition from the Exemplary Analysis of MEANING in the 

previous paragraph on the role of costume in Mildred Pierce and the Exemplary 
Analysis ofthe function of costume in RRW. 

Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; types 
labels; 
abstractions; male anti hero who .... , femme fatale - the woman who... 
technical terms; as for technical terms 
relational process 
MEANING To taxonomise the two types of character Pr:id 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Kl The mise-en-scene also obviously adds to the verisimilitude ofthe film. 

Concepts MES -MEANING 
This paragraph deals with MES in terms ofall of its ELEMENTS which makes it 
less motivated by the predicted structure of the macroTheme. Versimilitude is 
predicted but it is at a higher level ofGeneralisation than the ELEMENTS and it is 
a MEANING rather than an ELEMENT. As LP returns to an ELEMENT in the 
next paragraph this detour into verisimilitude is disruptive. However, the 
MEANING verisimilitude is central to the essay and needs to be included so this is 
likely to override the disruption 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

-postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition mise en scene, verisimilitude 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction also 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence As discussed above, somewhat difficult to integrate with the immediately 

preceding text but it is obviously motivated by Thematic Formation of the Field: 
the lexical items in the sentence are technical terms 

Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical tenns; mise en scene, verisimilitude 
relational process 
MEANING adds to the verisimilitude: 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
L 1 The final aspect ofmise-en-scene, which creates meaning in mainstream 
cinema is the actual performance and movement of the actors in the film. 

Concepts Canonical, Replacement clause 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Conjunction/\/ ocab 3 the final aspect 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
M 1 Performance can also make the unspecific items of a narrative crystal clear. 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
NI Finally, despite the genre, the mise-en-scene ofa particular film is not just 
organised to look visually appealing on screen. 
N2 Every small detail that appears in a certain shot is carefully planned in order to 
enhance the narrative, and to increase the audience' s comprehensibility of the 
film. 
N3 In the cases that I have discussed: Red Rock West and Mildred Pierce, because 
ofthe anti-traditional cinematography and mise-en-scene ofthe noir genre, the 
result is that the audience are able to find little safety or security within the world 
ofthe film. 
N4 However, verisimilitude is still created through the mise-en-scene, in order for 
the viewer to escape into the narrative, suspending their disbelief. 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
-postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 
DBcl MES 1999 

Al The tenn Mise-en-scene originated in the theatre and means, essentially all the visuals of a scene. 
A2 The tenn encompasses: sets/ locations, costume/props, figure movement/ body language, lighting 
and in the case of film the frame of all these things, the shot. 
A3 These elements ofMise-en-scene are used in mainstream cinema to help to create: genre, a 
believable diegesis, and character and narrative verisimilitude. 
A4 This essay intends to look at these separate elements and establish the meanings they create both 
separately and collectively. 
A5 To this end the films this essay looks at are John Dahl's Red Rock West and Quentin Tarantino's 
Pulp Fiction. 

BI Mainstream cinema is the cinema ofnarrative and is made to entertain its audience and emotionally 
involve its audience in the lives of its protagonists. 
B2 For this emotional connection between audience and character to take place, the elements of Mise
en- scene are used to establish and enhance the verisimilitude of the narrative that the audience are 
presented with, making it a very important part of the process ofproducing mainstream cinema. 

Cl The location and sets in mainstream cinema are designed both to enhance the verisimilitude of the 
diegesis and to add to the atmosphere of a scene. 
C2 For the audience to believe in the narrative taking place, the characters need to be surrounded by a 
set with verisimilitude. 
C3 In Pulp Fiction when John Travolta goes to buy his drugs :from Eric Stoltz, the house set in which 
the scenes take place are disorganised. 
C4 This is how the audience expect the house to look, because is the stereotypical view of a drug 
dealer. 
C5 When this is combined with Stoltz's appearance (dishevelled), the verisimilitude ofhis 
character and the scene is established. 
C6 The reflection of the disorganisation in Stoltz's character is brought in further in a later scene; when 
the mess of the set prevents him from finding his "little black medical book". 
C7 In this case the set is clearly seen to help create the verisimilitude ofStoltz's character. 

D l The locations used in Red rock west reflect the nature ofNicholas Cage's character. 
D2 "The credits roll over a montage ofpanning shots across desert hills and shrub land in twilight"(0rr, 
J, p.215). 
D3 The emptiness of the desert opening, establishes Cage as a loner, an outsider, and the run down 
nature of the town sets reflect his state of mind. 
D4 As the film progresses and Cage's character gets caught in his moral downward spiral, the sets 
become much darker and abandoned until the conclusion in the deserted, run down cemetery. 
D5 The progressive bleakness of the sets reflects Cage's emotional conflict. 

El "Specific kinds ofdress have become characteristic icons ofgenre"(Gibson, P C, p. 3 8), wrote 
Pamela Church Gibson in reference to the gangster genre in particular. 
E2 Costume plays an important part in establishing genre and character roles. 
E3 In Pulp Fiction the high class gangsters wear well-cut suits, the first timers wear casual dress and 
the drug dealers spend their time in dishevelled dressing gowns. 
E4 The costumes help establish the hierarchy of the criminal world. 
E5 The gangster genre of the film is backed up with these established forms of dress for the characters. 
E6 In the "hybrid country-noir"( Orr, J, p. 2 II) genre ofRed Rock West the costumes reflect both the 
film noir and American west road movie conventions of costume. 
E7 The denim of the road movie is used along with Dark colours of material, for the criminalistic 
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characters, this reflecting the darker nature of their characters. 
E8 Using costume in these ways allows this part ofthe Mise-en-sceneto enhance the verisimilitude of 
the characters and contribute to the establishing of genre in mainstream cinema. 

G1 Figure movement and body language are important to the verisimilitude of characters and their 
power in relation to others. 
02 A character can appear confidant or scared depending on their body language without the need for 
dialogue. 
G3 The body language in the opening scene ofPulp fiction is a good example of this. 
G4 In the scene in which Samuel L Jackson and John Travolta enter the boy's apartment, their body 
language and movement ooze confidence and security, where as the boy's mannerisms exude fear. 
GS Combined with being shot slightly below eye level the body language ofTravolta and Jackson 
quickly establishes the power balance in the scene and almost pre-ordains the outcome; the pair 
emerging 'victorious' over the boys. 
G6 This element ofMise-en-scene enhances the verisimilitude of the narrative, by causing the 
characters to be portrayed in a believable way. 

Hl Lighting in mainstream cinema is used to enhance genre and character along with mood and 
emotion. 
H2 Particular genres use lighting in different ways, which have been established in mainstream cinema. 
H3 A genre, which relies heavily on lighting, is film noir. 
H4 This genre uses the lighting element ofMise-en-scene to show the duplicity of its characters. 
H5 Characters depicted as being the bad guys are darkly lit, were as the fall guys are brightly lit, or in 
heavy moments of duplicity only half their face is bright, representing their indecision. 
H6 An example a this kind of lighting in Red Rock West is in the Bar scene where Cage is Mistaken for 
a hit man and offered a deal by the Bartender/ Sheriff played by J.T.Walsh. 
H7 As Cage enters the bar the scene is nearly all black besides the light from the door and half closed 
blinds. 
H8 The angles change unsteadying the viewer, preparing them for what is to follow. 
H9 The film uses lighting and shot in conjunction to destabilise the normalcy of that which we perceive. 
HI OAs Cage meets the darkly lit barmen we know he is heading for a fall. 

II The lighting of a scene can change the mood or emotion within that scene. 
12 A darkly lit scene can give the audience a sense of claustrophobia or anticipation because, they 
cannot see exactly what is going on or what is going to happen. 
13 In contrast a brightly lit scene can promote a feeling ofsafety and well being for the opposite 
reasons. 
14 However this use of lighting is affected by the way the shot uses this light or lack of it; 
15 lfa character is shot in extreme close up and brightly it can add to the disturbing nature of the close 
up. 
16 If a close up of an object is darkly lit it can make the shot more intriguing; the audience wish to find 
out exactly what they are seeing. 

JI The shot frames all the other aspects of Mise-en-scene, but can in its self create meaning in terms of 
character roles and narrative verisimilitude. 
J2 Mainstream cinema uses extreme close ups and angles to help define the power distribution between 
characters in a scene and enhance the narrative in terms of instability. 
J3 For example in the conversation that takes place between Samuel L Jackson and Tim Roth towards 
the end ofPulp Fiction, Jackson is shot in extreme close, which both emphasises the power he has over 
Roth and gives the audience a feeling of unease, not knowing which way Jackson's character will go in 
terms of the situation. 
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Kl The angles of shot come into play when there is instability in a scene, be it in a characters 
personality or the situation. 
K2 Seeing settings or people from a tilted angle disturbs the audience and informs them that the 
equilibrium of the narrative or character is being disrupted. 
K3 Film noir combines these tilted angle shots with its generic lighting to show the duplicity of its 
characters. 
K4 In the scene in Red Rock West where Cage is offered the deal to kill the sheriffs wife this is 
particularly evident. Cage is continually half lit to emphasise the conflict his character is having. 
K5 As the offer is made the focus of the shot is split between; a shot of the money, an angled shot of the 
intended an angled shot of Cage. 
K6 This constant changing of focus and angle emphasises that cage's character is of a dubious nature; 
K7 He's honest jet he entertains the proposal. 
K8 The audience is left in doubt ofhis character increasing their emotional involvement with him and 
the narrative; they need to know how he will turn out. 

L1 In combination the elements ofMise-en-scene: sets/location, costume, figure movement/ body 
language, lighting and the shot, work together, relying on each other to create meaning in mainstream 
cinema; in terms of: generic verisimilitude , character and digenetic verisimilitude and most importantly 
narrative verisimilitude. 
L2 Mainstream cinema depends on Mise-en-scene to create these meanings in order to produce the 
emotional involvement between the audience and the protagonists of its narrative, thus creating the 
emotional ride cinema goers expect when they go to view a mainstream film. 
L3 Only when all the aspects ofMise-en-scene are used, effectively, together in mainstream cinema 
does this emotional bond form. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

DB MES99 (RW) 

MacT: MES - MAKING TECHNICAL- TAXONOMY OF ELEMENTS1&2-TAXONOMY OF 
MEANINGS - ORJENT TO ESSAY - ELEMENTS - MEANINGS - COMBINATION - FILM 
REFERENCES1&2- MAINSTREAM CINEMNAUDIENCE/VERISIMILITUDE 
C: ELEMENTl - MEANING1&2-FILM2 READING/DESCRlPTION;MEANINGl 
D: ELEMENT! - FILMlREADING;DESCRlPTION!MEANING 
E: QUOTE/ELEMENT2 - MEANING 1&2(GENRE) - FILM2READING!Iv1EANING --
FILM I READ1NG(GENRE)/ELEMENT2/MEANING 
G: ELEMENT3 - MEANING1&2-FILM2READINGIDESCRIPTION,MEANING2/ MEANINGl/ 
COMBlNATION 
H/I: ELEMENT4 - MEANING 1,2,3,4 - GENRE - FILM NOIR- FILM READING(General)/MEANING 
(Specific)- FILM 1 READING/MEANING - COMBINATION - MEANING3,4 - COMBINATION 
J: ELEMENTS- MEANING 1&2- MAINSTREAM CINEMA- FILM2READING!MEANING -
MEAN1NG3 - FILM NOIR/COMBINATION, ELEMENT4&5 -FILM2READING/MEANING 
MacN: ELEMENTS/COMBINATION -MEANINGS (VERlSIMILITUDEl,2,3)-AUDIENCE 
INVOLYEMENI 

DB has a generalising hypemew to each paragraph (which is very effective) 
I have the impression this is very well organised and very rich in content. 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
DB MES 99 Corpus genre ana ys1s - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 

A1 The term Mise-en-scene originated in the theatre and means, essentially all the 
visuals of a scene. 
MES - MAKING TECHNICAL 
A2 The term encompasses: sets/ locations, costume/props, figure movement/ body 
language, lighting and in the case of film the frame of all these things, the shot. 
T A}CONOMY OF ELEMENTS 1 and 2 
A3 These elements of Mise-en-scene are used in mainstream cinema to help to 
create: geme, a believable diegesis, and character and narrative verisimilitude. 
TAX ONO MY OF MEANINGS 
A4 This essay intends to look at these separate elements and establish the meanings 
they create both separately and collectively. 
ORIENT TO ESSAY - MEANING MAKING - COMBINATION 
AS To this end the films this essay looks at are John Dahl's Red Rock West and 
Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction 
FILM REFERENCE 

BI Mainstream cinema is the cinema of narrative and is made to entertain its 
audience and emotionally involve its audience in the lives of its protagonists. 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA - ivlA.KING TECHNICAL 
B2 For this emotional connection between audience and character to take place, the 
elements of Mise-en- scene are used to establish and enhance the verisimilitude of 
the narrative that the audience are presented with, making it a very important pati 
of the process of producing mainstream cinema. 
AUDIENCE - ELEJ\1ENTS - i\1AKE MEANING 

Concepts 
This is the first essay with so much emphasis on Details of MEANING in the 
macroTheme A3, A4 BI and B2 all develop the Concept MEANING. Many of the 
key Concepts that make up this area of Film Studies Field are referred to 

Schema How ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING. This is predicted more explicitly than 
predicted many other essays 
General - A 1-5 All Concepts are at a General level 
Particular 
Coherence 

Very significant clause level Thematic development based on Vocab 3 and 
reference+ nominalisation (identification + ideation). Results in a clear prediction 
of the relationships between the Concepts 

Field Vocab 3: the term, the term, these elements, elements, the elements, 
Vocab 3; labels; this essay 
labels; abstractions; emotional connection, the process of producing mainstream cinema 
abstractions; technical tenns; mise en scene, visuals of a scene, sets etc, mainstream cinema, 
technical terms; genre, diegesis, character and narrative verisimilitude, narrative, protagonists, 
relational relational process A 1 means, A2 Pr:At encompasses, BI Pr:id, re!: is, 
process MEANING are used to help create: geme etc, these elements and the meanings 
MEANING they create, elements are used to establish and enhance 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
C 1 The location and sets in mainstream cinema are designed both to enhance the 
verisimilitude of the diegesis and to add to the atmosphere of a scene. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 
C2 For the audience to believe in the narrative taking place, the characters need to 
be surrounded by a set with verisimilitude. 
AUDIENCE - MEANING 
C3 In Pulp Fiction when John Travolta goes to buy his drugs from Eric Stoltz, the 
house set in which the scenes take place are disorganised. 

Concepts 
The hyperTheme relates specific forms of MEANING to the ELEMENT and so 
becomes a Generalisation about the ELEMENT - which then gets Exemplified by 
Pulp Fiction 

Dual face Repetition location/sets,mainstream cinema, enhance verisim, (not, add to the 
Repetition atmosphere) 
vocab3 vocab3 
anaphoric nouns anaphoric nouns 

- postmod - postmod 
gm gm 
conjunction conjunction both (actually appears to add authority) 
relational relational process 
process 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence Repetition - which is the only dual facing feature - seems to create a strong 

coherence (if the preceding text is very coherent then creating more coherence 
presumably becomes an accumulative matter) 

Vocab 3: noneField 
labels; noneVocab 3; 
abstractions;labels; 
technical terms; location, sets, mainstream cinema, enhance verisimilitude, abstractions; 
atmosphere of scenetechnical terms; 
relational process nonerelational 
MEANING are designed to ... (so does not foreground the ELEMENTS MAKEprocess 
MEANING perspective) MEANING 
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Para Schema 

Concepts 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

hyper-Theme text 
DI The locations used in Red rock west reflect the nature ofNicholas Cage's 
character. 

D2 "The credits roll over a montage ofpanning shots across desert hills and shrub 
land in twilight"(Orr, J, p.215). 
D3 The emptiness of the desert opening, establishes Cage as a loner, an outsider, 
and the run down nature of the town sets reflect his state of mind. 

This is really a continuation of the Theme in hyperTheme C I . It is another 
Example after the Pulp Fiction one 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING l 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
E 1 "Specific kinds of dress have become characteristic icons of genre"(Gibson, P 
C, p. 3 8), wrote Pamela Church Gibson in reference to the gangster genre in 
particular. 
QUOTE - ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING/GENRE 
E2 Costume plays an important part in establishing genre and character roles. 
ELEMENTS - MEANING( genre, character) 

£3 In Pulp Fiction the high class gangsters wear well-cut suits, the first timers wear 
casual dress and the drug dealers spend their time in dishevelled dressing gowns. 
FILM READING 

Concepts 
ELEMENT is cued by QUOTE rather than the usual ELEMENTS MAKE 
MEANING. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition One way to see this is that it exploits the taxonomy by treating dress as 
a Given, although this is the first mention of it since the macro Theme This also 
exploits the genre Concept and gangsters (although it has not been mentioned 
specifically). The rather specific features of El -that it is a quote and is related to a 
specific genre do not seem to disturb the coherence nor stop it acting as a 
Generalisation to the paragraph although the next sentence is the canonic 
ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING Generalisation. 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process become: Pr:At, re!, 

Clause relations 
General -
Particular 

Although there are a number of tokens of specificity in this, it is a Generalisation 
which is followed by Examples. 

Coherence 
It is coherent, although it is interesting that it is since its relation to preceding text 
depends on quite an amount of ellipsis. 

Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; kinds 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; icons of genre, gangster genre 
relational process 
MEANING (characteristic icons of genre) 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
G 1 Figure movement and body language are important to the verisimilitude of 
characters and their power in relation to others. 
ELEMENT - MEANING 
G2 A character can appear confidant or scared depending on their body language 
without the need for dialogue. 
MEANING - ELEMENT 
G3 The body language in the opening scene ofPulp fiction is a good example of 
this. 
FILM READrNG/DESCRIPTION 

Concepts 
Once again DB's hyperTheme is comparatively detailed - more than the 
ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING ones that JW had. It remains at a level of 
generality/abstraction but is fairly explicit about the kind of MEANING that the 
ELEMENT makes. This reflects the strong sense of MEANrNG Taxonomy that 
DB expressed in his macro Theme. 

Dual face Repetition All of the participants in this sentence are repeated from the previous 
Repetition paragraph and some from the macro Theme. power in relation to others is similar 
vocab3 to the previous paragraph hierarchy ofthe criminal world although it goes on to 

deal with a different facet ofpower. 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
vocab3 none: it is noteworthy that so far in this text vocab 3 and conjunction have 
not played a big role in establishing coherence in the hyperThemes (although these gm 
were important in the macro Theme.) conjunction 
anaphoric nounsrelational 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

process 

See Concepts above Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence ·--

Vocab 3;Field 
labels;Vocab 3; 
abstractions;labels; 
technical tenns; all technical tenns abstractions; 
relational process Pr:at (are important) technical terms; 
MEANINGrelational 

process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Hl Lighting in mainstream cinema is used to enhance genre and character along 
with mood and emotion. 
ELEMENT - MEANINGs 
H2 Particular genres use lighting in different ways, which have been established in 
mainstream cinema. 
GENRE - ELEMENT 
H3 A genre, which relies heavily on lighting, is film noir. 

Concepts 
DB is conscientiously foregrounding MEANfNGs along with ELEMENTS. In H 1 
he has four MEANINGs. As a MEANfNG Genre is of a different order to the 
others so this is not entirely coherent. There is a relationship between genre and 
character etc but it cannot all be subsumed under the Process word enhanced as if 
they were all affected in a similar way. 

This paragraph deals with Lighting, Genre and character. The next with mood and 
emotion. 

Dual face Repetition enhance is a term that has recurred in the MEANING MAKING 
context; all the other Concepts are repeated. The transition from Lighting to anRepetition 
Example of lighting is strongly linked vocab3 
vocab3 

- postmod 
anaphoric nouns 

anaphoric nouns 
- postmodgm 

gmconjunction 
conjunctionrelational 
relational process process 
There is a strong movement from Lighting in mainstream cinema in Hl through to 

General-
Clause relations 

lighting in film noir in H3/4. 
Particular 
Coherence 

Vocab 3;Field 
labels;Vocab 3; 
abstractions;labels; 
technical terms; all technical tenns abstractions; 
relational process technical terms; 
MEANING to enhance genre ctcrelational 

process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
I 1 The lighting of a scene can change the mood or emotion within that scene. 
12 A darkly lit scene can give the audience a sense of claustrophobia or anticipation 
because, they cannot see exactly what is going on or what is going to happen. 
I3 In contrast a brightly lit scene can promote a feeling of safety and well being for 
the opposite reasons. 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Jl The shot frames all the other aspects ofMise-en-scene, but can in its self create 
meaning in terms of character roles and narrative verisimilitude. 
ELEMENT - MES - MEANING 
J2 Mainstream cinema uses extreme close ups and angles to help define the power 
distribution between characters in a scene and enhance the narrative in terms of 
instability. 
MEANING 

Concepts 
DB continues to work with the set of MEANINGS he established in the 
macroTheme. In J2 he introduces a new MEANING which is picked up in Kl. 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition shot (from macroT), (all the other aspects of) mise en scene, create 
meaning, character, narrative verisirn. 
vocab3 (?) in terms of 
anaphoric nouns all the other aspects ofmise en scene 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Vocab 3; aspects of mise en scene, in terms of 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; shot, mise en scene, character roles, narrative verisim 
relational process 
MEANING create Meaning 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
Kl The angles ofshot come into play when there is instability in a scene, be it in a 
characters personality or the situation. 
K2 Seeing settings or people from a tilted angle disturbs the audience and informs 
them that the equilibrium ofthe narrative or character is being disrupted. 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

-postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
LI In combination the elements ofMise-en-scene: sets/location, costume, figure 
movement/ body language, lighting and the shot, work together, relying on each 
other to create meaning in mainstream cinema; in terms of: generic verisimilitude, 
character and digenetic verisimilitude and most importantly narrative 
verisimilitude. 
L2 Mainstream cinema depends on Mise-en-scene to create these meanings in 
order to produce the emotional involvement between the audience and the 
protagonists of its narrative, thus creating the emotional ride cinema goers expect 
when they go to view a mainstream film. 
L3 Only when all the aspects ofMise-en-scene are used, effectively, together in 
mainstream cinema does this emotional bond form. 

Concepts 
This is an ideal macroNew. DB has accumulated meanings and developed his own 
taxonomy ofverisimilitudes 
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1. Complete text, with sentences numbered. 

SS Ways of Seeing 
"What kind of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema?" 

A 1 When answering the question "What kind of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream 
cinema?" two additional questions must be asked. 
A2 Firstly what is mise en scene? Mise en scene is a French term that literally translates as "the fact of 
putting into the scene", or in simpler terms mise en scene is everything you see on screen. 
A3 Costume, make up, lighting, setting and body movement are all included in the mise en scene 
definition. 

BI Secondly, what is mainstream cinema? 
B2 This is a question that must be addressed in order to answer the original essay question. 
B3 Mainstream cinema includes all films that are screened at cinemas for the general public as 
opposed to films shown solely at specialist cinema or film festivals. 

C I The interpretation of mainstream cinema includes a huge variety of film genres which, in turn, 
means that the styles ofmise en scene within mainstream cinema will also be vast. 
C2 That is why this essay is going to concentrate on just two films, Pulp Fiction and Taxi Driver, so 
that the essay question can be answered as clearly as possible. 

DI The majority of mainstream films are supposed to be realistic or if the story line is based around 
something that maybe considered fictional, it is mise en scene that is used to create verisimilitude. 
D2 The lighting in particular is an important factor ofmise en scene when it comes to developing 
verisimilitude. 
D3 "Classical Hollywood filmmaking developed the custom of using at least three light sources per 
shot: key light, fill light and back light." (Bordwell, Thompson, 1986:130) 
D4 The technique described in this quote is a standard one called "Three point lighting". 
D5 It's used to light characters in way that makes them appear naturally lit, therefore creating 
believability. 
D6 A good example of this is in the scene in Pulp Fiction where; Vincent (John Travolta) has taken 
Mia (Uma Thurman) to the restaurant 'Jack Rabbit Slims". 
D7 However, it is not only the three point lighting system used in mainstream films. 
D8 There are many different techniques used for many different effects. 
D9 If a character is lit with just a backlight they will appear as a silhouette on the screen. 
D10 If they are lit with full frontal lighting the image on the screen can appear flat. 
DI I There is also the use of"hard" and "soft" lighting in mainstream cinema. 
D 12 In Taxi Driver the character, Betsy (Cybil Shepherd) is always softly lit, perhaps to appear as the 
angelic type ofwoman Travis (Robert De Niro) sees her as. " ... the chronically lonely cabbie fixates on 
Betsy (Cybil Shepherd), a shimmering blonde movie incarnation of the Virgin Mary." 
(Friedman, 1997:64) 

El So the way a character is lit could, maybe subconsciously, help the audience decide what kind of 
person a certain character is. 
E2 For example, if someone is lit with just a backlight, as I mentioned before, and appears on screen as 
a silhouette, the audience may be led to believe that this is a "shady" character, someone not to be 
trusted. 
E3 However, it is not just lighting that builds character. 
E4 What we see on the person (costume and make up) influences a lot of the judgement made by the 
audience. 
ES Pulp Fiction's Jules (Samuel L Jackson) and Vincent are dressed in black suits throughout the 
majority ofthe film. 
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E6 The audience from this alone that these two men care about their appearance and know that 
whatever it is that they do for a living they are serious about, otherwise they would not put so much 
effort into their look. 
E7 The darkness of their suits could also be symbolic for the darkside they both hold. 
E8 When the audience discover that they are hitmen it all fits perfectly. 
E9 The clothes and guns they possess work well with. the title "hit men" and Tarantino probably knew 
that. 
EI0 "Just as setting may furnish props for the films on going narrative system, so may costume. 
E 11 To think of Dracula is to think how his billowing cape en wraps him, unfolds and closes decisively 
around the victim." (Bordwell, Thompson, 1986: 126) 
El2 He knew that a large portion of the audience are going to assume that hit men equals guns and 
suits. 
El3 This is why the audience find it so amusing when these two violent, menacing, but likeable men 
are forced to wear uncoordinated, inappropriate shorts and t-shirts in "The Bonnie Situation". 
El4 It's funny because it's unbelievable. 
E 15 It's this example that leads me to conclude that the main aim of costume in mainstream films is, 
again, to maintain verisimilitude. 
El6 Of course there are exceptions. 
El 7 Travis of Ta:xi Driver mostly wears his army green jacket which immediately associates him with 
war which, in tum, is linked to death and suffering. 
El 8 "Travis is a former marine, a Vietnam vet whose frequent dressing in combat fatigues signals 
potential or actual violence." (Friedman, 1997: 62) 
E19 So colours and styles of clothes maybe used as a sort of metaphor as has been proven with the 
above quote, but research suggests that the overall purpose ofcostume is to uphold the plausibility. 

FI Costume and setting usually work together in films. 
F2 For example, irs highly unlikely that a film exists where the costume is late 19th century but is set 
in urban London, late 90's. 
F3 For a film to work these two aspects ofmise en scene must combine convincingly. 
F4 The setting is important in the film although not often as noticed as the costume as it's usually just 
there, in the background. 
F5 It's impossible to have a film without a setting and it's because it's always there and rarely 
unrealistic. 
F6 That's why the audience fail to notice the relevance it sometimes has. 
F7 However, the setting} in Taxi Driver has to be realised as it is a major factor of the story line. " ... 
the determinant role of New York can not be overlooked." (Friedman, 1997: 72) "... the scary 
symptoms of Travis's encroaching dementia-flourish in the city he regards as Hell." (Friedman, 1997: 
72) 
F8 But this is not relevant when looking at the meaning of setting in mainstream cinema as a whole. 
F9 Travis could be a black cab driver in East End London and the story could probably still exist. 
FlO It's not New York that is the important ingredient to the film; it's the feelings Travis has towards it 
that is significant. 
Fl 1 It's necessary that the setting is urban though. It's the same with Pulp Fiction. 
F12 It wouldn't have been credible for it to be set in the countryside. 
FI 3 The point is that the setting, as well as all other components ofrnise en scene, depends on the film 
itself. 
F14 In general though, the setting should compliment the costume, story line and characters of the 
movie or in other words, continue to keep it conceivable. 

G 1 When researching the meanings of rnise en scene it's easy to drift into explaining meanings for 
particular genre's or films. 
G2 Trying to discover meanings for mainstream cinema as a whole is extremely difficult. 

H 1 Lighting is used for the same reason throughout all genres. 
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H2 It can create particular atmospheres and moods as well as the obvious use of lighting characters and 
set. 
H3 Of course different techniques are used in different films. 
H4 Horror films are normally very dark and poorly lit whereas noir is known for its use of harsh 
shadows. 
HS Overall though, the principles of lighting are the same throughout cinema. 

11 The uses of setting and costume on the other hand vary widely. 
I2 It all depends on the details of the film itself. 
I3 Costumes have to fit the character's personality. 
14 Settings have to fit the story line. 
15 Both have to fit the time in which the film is set. 
16 However, there is one key factor that links all the elements of mise en scene within mainstream 
cinema together. 
I7 Verisimilitude. It's the one component that all mainstream films possess. 
IS The audience have to be able to believe what they are seeing on screen could really happen. 
19 Otherwise the whole point of watching films is destroyed. 
I l OThe directors want the audience to become emotionally involved with the film. 
I11 They want them to grow to love, like or even hate the characters they have created and relate with 
the story being told. 
Il2 For this to happen verisimilitude is the answer. 
II 3 That means making the costumes that the characters wear realistic to their personality and the time 
the film is set in, the setting realistic to the time and story line and the lighting must light the characters 
naturally apart from when being used to established a certain mood. 
I 14 If these rules are followed the popularity of cinema will continue until verisimilitude becomes an 
unnecessary requirement, which doesn't look probable for the near future. 
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2. Schematic form, expressed in terms of acts and concepts. 

SS MES 99 (R W) 

MacT: ORJENT TO QUESTION ORIENT TO ESSAY - MES - MAKING TECHNICAL 
TAXONOMY - MAINSTREAM CINEMA- MAKING TECHNICAL - GENRE- FILM REFERENCE 
D: MAINSTREAM/'REALISM'/VERJSIMILITUDE- ELEMENTI - MEANING/VERJSIMILITUDE -
SUBTAXONOMISING ELEMENT!a-MEANING-FILMI 
READING/DESCRIPTION(Exemplification)- ELEMENT! b,c,d-
FILM2READING/DESCRIPTION(Exemplification) -
E: ELEMENT! - MEANING - FILM READING(Exemplification General)- ELEMENT2 - MEANING 
-FILM I READING/MEANING 1,2 -QUOTE-MEANING3/VERJSIMILITUDE-
FILM2READING/MEANING4 (Specific)- QUOTE- MEANING4, 3 
F: ELEMENT2 - ELEMENT3 - COMBINATION -FILM2READING/MEANING(Specific)-
MAINSTREAM FILM READING (General) - MEANING2 - FILM I READING - FILM2READING -
MEANING3(General) - COMB INA TI ON/VERISIMILITUDE 
G ESSAY METHODOLOGY - MES MAKES MEANING (Specific)-MES MAKES MEANING 
(General) 
H ELEMENT4 - MEANING l ,2,3 - FILM READJNG/GENRE(General Examples) - FILM 
READING/MAINSTREAM 
I ELEMENT3 and 2/MAINSTREAM - ELEMENT 2/MEANING 1 -- ELEMENT3/MEANING2 -
COMBINATION/MEANING3 - COMBINATION/MEANING4/VERISIMILITUDE-
DIRECTOR/AUDIENCE - COMBINATION - OUTLOOK 

Compare the schematic form of the essays with the schema that is predicted. 
Like a number of MES99 this one is very explicit about what it intends to do. When MES 98 essays 
attempt such explicitness they become naive and obvious. 
The dual face in Eis so elaborated that it interferes with the hypT to some extent 
The macroNew is not signalled by orthography or lexis - but it is a classic accumulation of meaning in 
many ways, complete with an Outlook beyond the end of the essay. 
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3. Detailed text analysis with linguistic features investigated in the research 
highlighted 
SS MES 99 Corpus genre analysis - Theme 

Para Schema macro-Theme text 

A 1 When answering the question "What kind ofmeanings are made by mise en 
scene in mainstream cinema?" two additional questions must be asked. 
ORIENT TO QUESTION - ORIENT TO ESSAY 
A2 Firstly what is mise en scene? 
MES - MAKING TECHNICAL 
A3 Mise en scene is a French term that literally translates as "the fact ofputting 
into the scene", or in simpler terms mise en scene is everything you see on screen. 
MES - MAKING TECHNICAL 
A4 Costume, make up, lighting, setting and body movement are all included in the 
mise en scene definition. 
MES - TAXONOMY 

B l Secondly, what is mainstream cinema? 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA- MAKING TECHNICAL 
B2 This is a question that must be addressed in order to answer the original essay 
question. 
ORIENT TO QUESTION 
B3 Mainstream cinema includes all films that are screened at cinemas for the 
general public as opposed to films shown solely at specialist cinema or film 
festivals. 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA-MAKING TECHNICAL 

Cl The interpretation of mainstream cinema includes a huge variety of film genres 
which, in tum, means that the styles of mise en scene within mainstream cinema 
will also be vast. 
GENRE-MES 
C2 That is why this essay is going to concentrate on just two films, Pulp Fiction 
and Taxi Driver, so that the essay question can be answered as clearly as possible. 
ORIENT TO ESSAY - FILM REFERENCE 

Concepts The term 'Concepts' needs reviewing. In this essay it becomes clear that many of 
my 'concepts' are actually Moves or Propositions. This is particularly so for 
ORIENT TO ESSAY which plays an important role in the macroTheme and was 
also a main part of the pedagogic input 
This is a long macro Theme but it is reasonable to treat the whole section as the 
introduction, not least because of the clear signal towards the ensuing essay in C2 

Schema 
predicted 

TAXONOMY ofELEMENTS, MAINSTREAM CINEMA, GENRE 

General-
Particular 

At high level ofGeneral with Definitions (Making Technical) being the step down 
to the Particular and these still remaining at General level and not exploiting 
specific examples. Creates good framework ofGeneralisation for the essay. 
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Coherence The macroTheme displays strong coherence with Vocab 1,2 and 3 combining with 
Reference, anaphoric nouns and nominalizations, Questions and statements of 
intent. Particularly powerful is its appropriation of the question (SS writes with 
authority) 

Field Vocab 3; ?do these construe the Field: answering, can be answered 
Vocab 3; labels; (using these does seem part of construing the Field) questions, term, 
labels; simpler tenns, question, interpretation, variety, ?styles, definition 
abstractions; abstractions; the fact of putting into the scene, cinemas, general public, specialist 
technical terms; cinema, film festivals 
relational technical tenns; mise en scene, ELEMENTS, mainstream cinema, genres, 
process relational process must be asked, Pr:id, what is, is (a French term) that translates 
MEANING as; Pr:at included (Taxonomy), what is; this is, must be, includes, includes, will 

also be, 
MEANING what kinds of meaning are made 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 

DI The majority of mainstream films are supposed to be realistic or if the story 
line is based around something that maybe considered fictional, it is mise en scene 
that is used to create verisimilitude. 
MAINSTREAM - 'REALISM' - MEANINGNERISIMILITUDE 
D2 The lighting in particular is an important factor of mise en scene when it comes 
to developing verisimilitude. 
ELEMENT -- MEANINGNERISIMILITUDE 

Concepts 
DI acts as a transition from the macroTheme exploiting the Concept 
MAINSTREAM CINEMA to effect the bridge and relating it to the valued 
technical term verisimilitude which is used to frame the introduction of the first 
ELEMENT, lighting. The two sentences thus operate together as hyperTheme 

The propositions about realism, fiction and verisim are possibly not accurate but at 
Textual level they succeed 

Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition mainstream, mise en scene, verisimilitude (from DI to D2) 
vocab3 factor ( of mise en scene) 
anaphoric nouns factor 

- postmod 
gm something that maybe considered fictional 
conjunction in particular 
relational process Pr:id/modal supposed to be; pseudo cleft sentence it is mise en 
scene, foregrounds MES in making MEANING/verisim; lighting is 
(Taxonomising) 

Clause relations DI Generalisation about mise en scene in MAINSTREAM and MEANING 
General- D2 Exemplification by way ofTaxonomising ELEMENT l:lighting 
Particular D3-5 Give Details of ELEMENT makes MEANING. Acts as Generalisation for 

Exemplification D6 A good example of this 
Coherence Coherence is high. SS engages with her reader strongly through Evaluative Signals 

a good example ofthis is 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 

V ocab 3; factor 
labels; something that maybe considered fictional 
abstractions; 
technical terms; realistic, story line, fictional, mise en scene, verisimilitude, 
lighting, 
relational process Pr:id/modal supposed to be; pseudo cleft sentence it is mise en 
scene, foregrounds MES in making MEANING/verisim; lighting is an important 
factor (Taxonomising) 
MEANING create verisim; develop verisim 
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hyper-Theme text SchemaPara 
EI So the way a character is lit could, maybe subconsciously, help the audience 
decide what kind of person a certain character is. 
ELEMENT - MEANING (general) 
E2 For example, if someone is lit with just a backlight, as I mentioned before, and 
appears on screen as a silhouette, the audience may be led to believe that this is a 
"shady" character, someone not to be trusted. 
FILM READING (general) - ELEMENT - (more specific/new) MEANING 
E3 However, it is not just lighting that builds character. 
ELEMENT - MEANING (general) 
E4 What we see on the person (costume and make up) influences a lot of the 
judgement made by the audience. 
(new) ELEMENT -(old) MEANING MAKING 

Concepts SS has again exploited a very strongly signalled transition to the second 
ELEMENT. Like D1 ,2 she is using one Concept-here, lighting- in conjunction 
with a second Concept - character - to bridge through the second Concept to a 
third - costume and makeup 
Repetition character, lighting, backlight, silhouette, MEANING (although it is aDual face 
new MEANING, not a repeated one from the previous paragraph) Repetition 

vocab3 
anaphoric nouns vocab3 

- postmod anaphoric nouns 
- postmod the way a character is lit, what kind ofperson a character isgm 

conjunction anaphoric peformatives: as I mentioned before 
gmrelational 
conjunction for example However, 
relational process (in postmodification) what kind of person a character is; (in 
projection) that this is a shady character; it is not just lighting: shift in taxonomy 
Cleft sentence; what we see on the person ...influences... 

process 

The manipulation of General and Particular relations is referred to in ConceptsClause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence Again coherence is handled overtly and strongly - this time with a performative to 

add to the cohesion. For the second time coherence has been established by strong 
bridging into the canonical ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING pattern. So the 
hyperThemes are not the simple ELEMENTS MAKE MEANING ones they are in 
other essays - the transition is heavily scaffolded. In paragraph E the scaffolding is 
perhaps overemphasised - but the MEANING is reiterated with a new component 
so the repetition is modified. 
Vocab 3;Field 
labels; the way a character is lit, what kind of personVocab 3; 
abstractions; a shady character, labels; 
technical terms; backlight, silhouette, abstractions; 
relational process (in postmodification) what kind of person a character is; (intechnical terms; 
projection) that this is a shady character; it is not just lighting: shift in taxonomyrelational 
Cleft sentence; what we see on the person ...influences...process 
MEANING Audience plays an overt role -in El,2, and 4. Only in E3 ELEMENT 
makes MEANING 

MEANING 
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hyper-Theme text SchemaPara 
F 1 Costume and setting usually work together in films. 
(old) ELEMENT 2--(new) ELEMENT 3 - COMBINATION 
F2 For example, irs highly unlikely that a film exists where the costume is late 
19th century but is set in urban London, late 90's. 
COMBlNATION 
F3 For a film to work these two aspects of mise en scene must combine 
convincingly. 
CO:ABINA TION 
F4 The setting is important in the film although not often as noticed as the 
costume as it's usually just there, in the background. 
ELEMENT 3 

Concepts 
Similar bridging to D and E paragraphs 
The management of Concepts, particularly through Evaluation of the MEANING 
of setting, in the paragraph suggests an uncertainty about the way Concepts are 
understood by SS and probably reduces the valuableness of the text despite its 
ove11 coherence building features. 

Repetition Costume (from previous para) Setting (from macroTheme) Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 vocab3 aspects, combine 

anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

anaphoric nouns 
- postmod 

gmgm 
conjunction for example, although conjunction 
relational process costume is ... (taxonomising); is important (Pr:at) relational 

process 
Clause relations General level - even for the Exemplification which is hypothetical 
General-
Particular 
Coherence See Concepts above 

Vocab 3; 
Vocab 3; I labels; 
labels; 

Field 

abstracrions; combine 
technical tenns; abstractions; 

technical terms; relational process 
MEANfNGrelational 

process 
.MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
G 1 When researching the meanings ofmise en scene it's easy to drift into 
explaining meanings for particular genre's or films. 
ESSAY METHODOLOGY - MES MAKES MEANING - GENRE 
G2 Trying to discover meanings for mainstream cinema as a whole is extremely 
difficult. 
ESSAY METHODOLOGY - MES MAKES MEANING - MAINSTREAM 
CINEMA 

Concepts 
This is an unusual insertion. It is a valued reference to genre and a valued 
problernatising by reference to mainstream. However, it is also a reference back to 
the argument of the preceding paragraph. That the preceding paragraph has an 
argument is valued- although it is difficult to track the point of the argument, 
there is a number of indeterminacies in the Concepts and their Relations. 
Nonetheless, the short paragraph G is a reference back and an accumulation of the 
meanings construed in paragraph F 

G is also a prediction forward. It signals the intent to explore the contrast between 
particular genres and mainstream as a whole and the fact that it is extremely 
difficult 

So, in common with much of SS's text this is a very strong signalling set of 
sentences. The incoherence comes from a particular perspective on the key 
Concepts and the choice of Process and Evaluative lexis SS collocates with the 
Concepts. Clearly, Textual cohesion is not enough, Field coherence (Concept and 
Collocation) are also important. However, with a strongly signalled text, the 
framework for addressing Conceptual incoherences is stronger. 

Dual face Repetition when researching meanings of mise en scene (ref back to preceding 
Repetition essay) particular genres ( contradicts F8 looking at mainstream cinema as a whole) 
vocab3 Trying to discover meanings (essay performative, Derived), mainstream cinema 
anaphoric nouns as a whole (confim1s F8) 

- postmod Sentence paral!e!ism (G l,G2) 
gm 
conjunction vocab3 particular ... as a whole, difficult 
relational anaphoric nouns 
process - postmod the meanings of mise; 

gm 
conjunction when, -ing 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
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Para Schema hvper-Theme text 
H 1 Lighting is used for the same reason throughout all genres. 
ELEMENT4-
H2 It can create particular atmospheres and moods as well as the obvious use of 
lighting characters and set. 
MEANING 1,2,3 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 
Clause relations 
General -
Particular 
Coherence What is the reason9 for Hl 

What about the differences predicted in H2 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANING 
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Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
I l The uses of setting and costume on the other hand vary widely. 
12 It all depends on the details of the film itself. 
13 Costumes have to fit the character's personality. 
14 Settings have to fit the story line. 

Concepts 
Dual face 
Repetition 
vocab3 
anaphoric nouns 

- postmod 
gm 
conjunction 
relational 
process 

Repetition the uses of setting and costume 
vocab3 vary 
anaphoric nouns 
- postmod the uses of setting and costume 

gm 
conjunction on the other hand 
relational process 

Clause relations 
General-
Particular 
Coherence 
Field 
Vocab 3; 
labels; 
abstractions; 
technical terms; 
relational 
process 
MEANlNG 

Para Schema hyper-Theme text 
16 However, there is one key factor that links all the elements of mise en scene 
within mainstream cinema together. 
17 Verisimilitude. It's the one component that all mainstream films possess. 

Concepts Although this comes in the middle of the orthographic paragraph it is clearly a 
new Conceptual paragraph which is signalled by However, there is one key factor 
... mainstream cinema. This can be treated as the macro New 
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Appendix 15 
1B thOCCURRENCE OF NAMED TECHNICAL TERMS . e macro-Themesof 12 top sconn2 essays. 

Essay text DJ CA SD JW TP AD SW RM UA LP 10 DB SS 
Name oddm-T 

MES \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

Visual stvle 
\ 

ELEMENTS \ \ \ \ 

Camera shot \ \ \ \ \ 

Settings \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

location \ \ \ 

costume \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

make up \ \ \ \ \ \ 
lighting \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
shadow \ 
colour 
props \ \ \ \ \ 

actors' perfonnance \ \ \ 

figure movement/ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

body language \ \ \ \ \ 

space \ 
time \ \ 
art ofrecording \ 
focussing of shots \ 
camera movement \ 
framing \ \ 

editing \ \ 

( cinematographic \ 
qualities) \ 
visual aspects 

7 5 8 8 8 8 6 0 9 10 7 6 

Essay text DJ CA SD JW TP AD SW RM UA LP 10 DB SS 
Name oddm-T 
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Essay text 
Name 

DJ CA SD JW TP AD SW RM UA LP 10 DB SS 

MEANING 
codes 
coherence 
believable diegesis 
drama 
excitement 
emotive desires 
overall impression 
significance 
system of under-
standing 
moods 
characterisations 
implications 
atmosphere 
conventions 
unstable 
environment 

\ 

\ 

2 

\ 

1 

\ 

1 

\ 
\ 

2 0 0 

\(5) 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

8 

\ 

1 

\(2) 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

5 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

4 

\ 

\ 

\ 

3 0 

VERISIMIL \ \ 
*realism *\ *\ *\ 
illusion of believ- \ 
ability 
suspend disbelief \ \ 

generic verisimil \ 
character verisim \ 
narrative verisim I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 \3 0 

Essay text DJ CA SD JW TP SW RM UA LP 10 DB SS 
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Essay text 
Name 

Essay text 
Name 

DJ 

DJ 

CA 

CA 

SD 

SD 

JW 

JW 

TP 

TP 

AD 

AD 

SW 

SW 

RM 

RM 

UA 

UA 

LP 10 

LP 10 

DB 

DB 

SS 

I 
··----

SS 

GENRE 
Noir 

Neo-noir 

MAINSTREAM 
Classic narrative text 
Well rounded characters 
Logical and 
comprehensible narrative 

NARRATIVE 
Fabula 

\ 

0 

0 

0 
\ 

1 

0 

0 

0 
\ 

1 

0 
\ 

I 
\ 

0 
\ 

1 
\ 

0 
\ 

1 

\ 

0 
\ 

I 
\ 

0 

0 
\(2) 

\ 
\ 
\ 
3 
\ 
\ 

2 
\ 

\ 

I 
\ 

I 
\ 

\ 

I 
\ 

1 

Plot action \ 

Motivation \ 

Closure 

orotagonists 0 1 0 0 l l 2 I I 
\ 
2 \2 0 

OTHER 
Images 
sounds 

\ 
\ 

TOTA!.[excluding 
ELEMENTS] 

3 3 1 3 2 3 1 1 3 8 13 10 2 
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Seems that the 99 group have a wider variety of technical terms and use more technical terms for the commonsense terms used 
by 98 group- cfNarrative and Meaning 

Meaning as a concept is much less a focus of the WOS98 group and is seldom referred to by means of the technical term 
Meaning 

ELEMENTS seem to be more in 98 than 99, which is interesting since the emphasis of my teaching was on the taxonomy and 
yet the impact could be seen as elsewhere in the text formation: More well-defined macrothemes (Check this) with a focus on 
MEANING And the taxonomy of ELEMENTS creating a motivation for the paragraphing. 
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Making Technical Appendix 16 

Making a term technical is to define, describe or explain it. The table below lists the 
Concepts that are named in the corpus from each of the years and indicates in how 
many of the essay texts the Concept is made technical. 

Concept WOS98 WOS99 
MES 6 6 
MAKE TECHNICAL 4 5 
ELEMENTS 
MAKING TECHNICAL 

6 
0 

6 
0 

MEANING 
MAKING TECHNICAL 

2 
0 

4 
2 

GENRE 
MAKING TECHNICAL 

I 
0 

3 
1 

VERISIMIL 
MAKING TECHNICAL 

0 
0 

3 
1 

REALISM (*not 4 
generally an appropriate 
technical tenn) 
MAKING TECHNICAL I 
MAINSTREAM 4 5 
MAKING TECHNICAL I 5 
COMBINATION 2 2 
MAKING TECHNICAL 0 0 
NARRATIVE 0 5 
MAKING TECHNICAL 0 I 
TOTAL NO.OF 
CONCEPTS MADE 
TECHNICAL 6 15 
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Realisations ofMAKING TECHNICAL in WOS98 
Concept WOS98 
MES 6 A I Mise-en-scene is a French term that roughly translated means 'what 
MAKE 4 is put in the scene'. 
TECHNICAL A2 The term is used to show the directors control of the shot. [CA] 

A2 Some confusion exists in defining the term however, as it is used in 
different contexts by different film theorists/writers. 
A3 The true application of the term, is in the practice of stage direction 
in the theatre, where various components are 'put into the scene'. 
AS By extension from theatre to cinema, the term has come to mean 
the director's control over what appears in the film, and the way things 
are staged for the camera (through framing, camera movement and 
editing). [JW] 

Al The term mise-en-scene derived from the French and the term 
literally means 'having been put into the scene'. 
A2 The is used to describe the visual aspects which appear within a 
single shot. 
BI The term has been used quite differently by writers and critics of 
film. 
B2 Some choose to describe it as the elements which the camera needs. 
[TP] 

Al The idea of Mise en scene began in the early theatres. 
A2 In translation it means "staging an action". 
A3 This basically means that what is being seen by the viewer has 
been placed there by the director for a reason. [AD] 

REALISM 4 Cl Nowadays films are often remembered by realism and realism is 
MAKING 1 now a valuable part of the mise en scene of a film. 
TECHNICAL C2 The viewer will go away from a film with the thought that it was 

believable or unbelievable. [AD] 
MAINSTREAM 4 E3 As the title says I shall be looking at main stream cinema. 
MAKING l E4 This means that I shall use films that either use the conventions of 
TECHNICAL Classic Hollywood or are well known in today's society. 

ES I shall not be using any French Art or those that are not at the 
forefront of today's cinema. 

TOTAL NO. OF 
CONCEPTS MADE 
TECHNICAL 

6 
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Realisations of MAKING TECHNICAL in WOS99 

Concept WOS99 --
MES 6 A2 Mise en scene is a technique whereby meaning is conveyed 
MAKE 5 through the relationship of things visible within a single shot. 
TECHNICAL A3 It literally means 'the "putting-in-the-scene": the direction of the 

actors, placement of cameras, choices of lenses, etc' (taken from How 
to Read a Film, Revised Edition, James Monaco, 1981, page 
441).[RM] 

A I Mise en scene is a French term, when literally translated means 
"setting the scene". 
A2 Elements comprising mise en scene are costume and make-up, sets 
and locations, figure movement and body language, lighting and the 
shot. 
A3 It is these elements that contribute to the verisimilitude of the film. 
A4 "So expressive can mise en scene be that sometimes entire major 
scenes use only visuals to convey moods, characterisations, and 
meanings or implications" (Phillips p9).[UA] 

A6 The term mise-en-scene is used to describe those visual aspects that 
appear within a single shot of a film at the pre-editing stage.[LP] 

Al The term Mise-en-scene originated in the theatre and means, 
essentially all the visuals ofa scene.[DB] 

A2 Firstly what is mise en scene? 
A3 Mise en scene is a French tenn that literally translates as "the fact 
of putting into the scene", or in simpler terms mise en scene is 
everything you see on screen.[SS] 

MEANING 4 A I Without motivation and meaning the narrative of a film text is little 
MAKING 2 more then a sequence of images and sounds. 
TECHNICAL A2"We can watch, we can listen. 

A3 All the rest is in the mind. 
A4 We cannot cross the screen to investigate for ourseives;; (Fiim as 
Film p71). 
A5 If this is so then it is up to the 'filmmaker' to somehow create a 
sense of coherence. 
A6 "Coherence is the prerequisite ofmeaning. 
A 7 It is the means by which the filmmaker creates significance" (Film 
as Film p II 6).[SW] 

B2 Within mainstream cinema there are 'codes' that have been 
developed which are assigned to certain meanings. [SW] 
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GENRE 3 B5 I will focus on the noir genre of the 1940's and 50's and the neo-
MAKING 1 noir genre which derived from it, using two of its films: Mildred 
TECHNICAL Pierce Micheal Curtiz 1945) and Red Rock West (John Dahl 1993) to 

emphasise my points with specific examples. 
B6 Noir translates literally as "dark" or "black" film and the geme is 
actually extremely difficult to define, although it's characteristics are 
among the most recognisable ofany genre. 
B7 The noir genre portrays a brutal, violent urban world full ofcrime 
and corruption, where the settings are shadowy and bleak, and it is 
almost constantly night time. 
B8 The visual style and general mise-en-scene ofa noir film act 
together to create the unstable environment of the film and captivate 
the audience, by drawing them into a world where there is little safety 
or security.[LP] 

VERISIMIL 3 B 1 Ifmise-en-scene is to create any meaning in a film what so ever, 
MAKING 1 then there must be generic verisimilitude. 
TECHNICAL B2 That is to say, that the mise-en-scene ofthe film must be believable 

to its genre. 
B3 Ifthis does not occur then the audience's suspension of disbelief 
will be broken and they will be able to draw little, ifany meaning from 
the film. [LP] 
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MAINSTREAM 
MAK.ING 
TECHNICAL 

5 
5 

A I To answer this question definitions ofmise en scene and 
mainstream will first have to be provided. 
A4 Mainstream cinema usually consists of 'feature-length narrative 
films created for entertainment and profit. 
A5 Mainstream is usually associated with 'Hollywood', regardless of 
where the film is made' (taken from An Introduction to Film Studies 
the Second Edition-Edited by Jill Nelmes, 1999, page 492). [RM] 

B 1 To answer this question we first have to define mainstream cinema. 
B2 Mainstream cinema is "any film created for entertainment and 
profit. 
B3 Mainstream is usually associated with "Hollywood" regardless of 
where the film is made", (Rowe p92 Nelmes) and usually classical 
narrative. 
B4 It relies strongly on convincing the spectator sufficiently to suspend 
disbelief. [UA] 

A I The term, mainstream cinema is best exemplified by films identified 
as "Hollywood". 
A2 Bordwell and Thompson called this type of film the "classic 
narrative text" as it owes a debt to the nineteenth century novel. 
A3 For instance, these dominant films incorporate well "rounded" 
characters, and a logical and comprehensible narrative, which 
gradually progresses, ending in closure.[LP] 

B 1 Mainstream cinema is the cinema ofnarrative and is made to 
entertain its audience and emotionally involve its audience in the lives 
of its protagonists. [DB] 

•
BI Secondly, what is mainstream cinema? 
B2 This is a question that must be addressed in order to answer the 
original essay question. 
B3 Mainstream cinema includes all films that are screened at cinemas 
for the general public as opposed to films shown soieiy at specialist 
cinema or film festivals. [SS] 

A2 Bordwell and Thompson called this type of film the "classic 
MAKING 
NARRATNE 5 

narrative text" as it owes a debt to the nineteenth century novel. 
TECHNICAL 

1 
A3 For instance, these dominant films incorporate well "rounded" 
characters, and a logical and comprehensible narrative, which 
gradually progresses, ending in closure.[LP] 

TOTAL NO.OF 
CONCEPTS MADE 
TECHNICAL 15 
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Appendix 17 
Realisations of TAXONOMY in WOS98 and WOS99 

Key: 
Taxonomy with respect to Mode/genre 
Table attempts to indicate whether the essay text is taxonomically organised. There 
are four modes oftaxonomic organisation: 
Exhaustive/staging: Taxonomy predicts all the taxonomic elements employed in the 
essay and the elements are used to stage the essay (at an explicit text-surface 
structure level, by being what each conceptual paragraph is about) 
Exhaustive/scaffolding: Taxonomy predicts all the taxonomic elements employed in 
the essay but the elements do not necessarily correspond with the stages ofthe essay. 
They underlie a more explicit text-surface structure which is organised according to 
some other organising principle. 
illustrative/staging: Macro-Theme taxonomy illustrates some ofthe elements which 
are used to organise the text. The taxonomy which the elements are drawn from does 
explicitly organise the text-surface structure. 
lllustrative/scaffolding: Taxonomy predicts some ofthe taxonomic elements employed 
in the essay but the elements do not necessarily correspond with the stages ofthe 
essay. They underlie a more explicit text-surface structure which is organised 
according to some other organising principle. 
Where any ofthese systems are blended in the tables below it is because it is unclear 
which system is dominating. Such a blended system may or may not reflect difficulty 
in reading the text. 

TAXONOMY with respect to Field 
A second way ofdescribing taxonomies is with respect to Field. Some taxonomies can 
be seen as established in Thematic Formations that are dominant in the discourse of 
the Field. An example is the NARRATIVE taxonomy which in most ofits dominant 
formations is seen as having a Resolution stage or element. Ifa student represents the 
NARRATWE taxonomy without this stage then this cannot be seen as a Field 
exhaustive taxonomy. Instead it is a partial taxonomy. Deciding whether a taxonomy 
is Field exhaustive or Field partial is not simple because there are seldom single 
Thematic Formations for taxonomies: in/act, in several essays the controversies 
surrounding taxonomy formation are explicitly referred to and competing taxonomies 
are identified. However, bearing in mind that 'Field exhaustive' or 'Field partial' 
will privilege dominant formations and tend towards employing normative principles 
in the description ofstudent texts, there is some value in locating the taxonomies 
students use within the Thematic Formations ofthe Field. This is most clearly the 
case where the student writer themselves signals their acknowledgement ofa 
dominant Field taxonomy by means ofan expression like 'etc '. 
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Concept WOS98 
MES ELEMENTS 
TAXONOMY 

Illustrative/staging? 
scaffolding? 

6 

A3 The elements include settings, costume and make-up, lighting, 
figure moment / body language and the shot itself. [DJ] 

Illustrative/staging (first 
half ofessay) scaffolding 
(second halt) 

Exhaustive/staging 

Exhaustive/staging 

Illustrative/staging 

Illustrative/staging 

Exhaustive/staging 

Illustrative/staging 

A3 Mise-en-scene includes costume, set, lighting and actors 
movement. 
[CA] 

A2 To identify findings and look at various aspects ofmise-en-
scene this essay will examine lighting, setting, costume, make-up, 
body language, movement, space and time.[SD] 

A3 The true application of the term, is in the practice of stage 
direction in the theatre, where various components are 'put into 
the scene'. 
A4 This definition of the term, includes many of the visual aspects 
that can be found in films, and that are needed by the camera: 
setting, lighting, costume. props and the performance ofthe actors 
themselves. 
AS By extension from theatre to cinema, the term has come to 
mean the director's control over what appears in the film, and the 
way things are staged for the camera (through framing, camera 
movement and editing). [ JW] 

B 1 The term has been used quite differently by writers and critics 
of film. 
B2 Some choose to describe it as the elements which the camera 
needs. 
B3 These talked ofelements being, movement, lighting, shadow, 
colour and so on. 
B4 Others have included further elements such as the 'art of 
recording, the focusing ofshots and the movement of the camera' 

G I It is clear that mise-en-scene is made up and therefore exists 
due to these factors oflighting, movement, objects, etc. 
G2 And it is these factors which I will explain in full shortly, 

11 Mise-en-scene can be spilt into four main aspects which 
together make up the rudimentaries ofMise-en-scene as a concept. 
12 These are the setting, costume and make up lighting and figure 
expression and movement. 
[TP] 

DI There are a number of things that make up the mise en scene 
of a film. 
D2 I have mentioned setting already. 
D3 Others include costume and make up, props, lighting and 
acting/ mannerisms. [AD] 
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CINEMA l 

GENRE l 
TAXONOMY 
Field partial 

8TOTAL NO 

E3 As the title says I shall be looking at main stream cinema. 
E4 This means that I shall use films that either use the 
conventions ofClassic Hollywood or are well known in today's 
society. 
ES I shall not be using any French Art or those that are not at the 
forefront of today's cinema. [AD] 

A4 For example, imagine a typical garden scene in a costume 
drama. 
AlOHowever, in other contexts e.g. in a comedy the baseball cap 
would be out ofplace. 
A11Therefore mise en scene is, to an extent, driven by the genre 
of the film itself. [DJ] 
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Realisations ofTAXONOMY in WOS99 

Concept WOS99 
MES ELEMENT 
TAXONOMY 

Exhaustive/ staging 

Not Illustrative/ 
(neither staging nor 
scaffolding) 

Exhaustive/ staging 
( one ELEMENT not 
used) 

Exhaustive/ staging 
(but not in same 
sequence) 

6 

B 1 The use of mise-en-scene and it's elements; setting, props, 
costume, movement, lighting and the shot all guide the spectator 
towards a sense of meaning within the films assumed fabula and 
the actual images that are on-screen. [SW] 

A2 Mise en scene is a technique whereby meaning is conveyed 
through the relationship of things visible within a single shot. 
A3 It literally means 'the "putting-in-the-scene": the direction of 
the actors, placement ofcameras, choices oflenses, etc' (taken 
from How to Read a Film, Revised Edition, James Monaco, 1981, 
page 441).[RM] 

A 1 Mise en scene is a French term, when literally translated 
means "setting the scene". 
A2 Elements comprising mise en scene are costume and make-up, 
sets and locations, figure movement and body language, lighting 
and the shot. 
UA] 

A 7 In order for me to discuss how exactly it is that mise-en-scene 
creates meaning in mainstream cinema, I must go into detail on 
each factor of mise-en-scene. 
A8 For example, not only costume, props, setting, body language, 
perfonnance and movement, but also, lighting, camera framing 
and camera movement. 
.[LP] 

Exhaustive/ staging 

Illustrative/ staging 
(first two-thirds of 
essay, final third 
recursive MES 
ELEMENTS, 
scaffolded by 
MAINSTREAM and 
VERISIMILITUDE 

A 1 The term Mise-en-scene originated in the theatre and means, 
essentially all the visuals of a scene. 
A2 The term encompasses: sets/ locations, costume/props, figure 
movement/ body language, lighting and in the case of film the 
frame of all these things, the shot.[DB] 

A3Mise en scene is a French term that literally translates as "the 
fact of putting into the scene", or in simpler terms mise en scene is 
everything you see on screen. 
A4 Costume, make up, lighting, setting and body movement are 
all included in the mise en scene definition. 
.[SS] 
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MEANINGS 
TAXONOMY 
Text Exhaustive/ 
scaffolding 

1 A3 These elements ofMise-en-scene are used in mainstream 
cinema to help to create: geme, a believable diegesis, and character 
and narrative verisimilitude. [DB] 

Text Illustrative/ 
scaffolding 

2 B4 As the majority of western audiences generally accept these 
codes (consciously or unconsciously) the filmmaker has a unique 
opportunity to use this system of understanding to create drama, 
excitement or any of our emotive desires. [SW] 

Text Illustrative/ 
scaffolding 

A3 It is these elements that contribute to the verisimilitude of the 
film. 
A4 "So expressive can mise en scene be that sometimes entire 
major scenes use only visuals to convey moods, characterisations, 
and meanings or implications" (Phillips p9). 
A5 Other techniques are used within filmmaking to convey the 
narrative. 
A6 Classical editing provides narrative intangibility through the 
180-degree rule and sound, which is thought to be an invisible aid, 
sets the mood and atmosphere. 
A 7 All these elements work together in one way, in not bring 
awareness of the filmmaking process to suspend disbelief. [UA] 

GENRE B5 I will focus on the noir genre ofthe 1940's and 50's and the 
TAXONOMY I neo-noir genre which derived from it, using two of its films: 

Mildred Pierce Micheal Curtiz 1945) and Red Rock West (John 
Text Exhaustive/ Dahl 1993) to emphasise my points with specific examples. 
Scaffolding B6 Noir translates literally as "dark" or "black" film and the genre 

is actually e:x"tremely difficult to define, although it's 
characteristics are among the most recognisable of any geme.[LP] 

NARRATIVE A2 Bordwell and Thompson called this type offilm the "classic 
TAXONOMY l narrative text" as it owes a debt to the nineteenth century novel. 

A3 For instance, these dominant films incorporate well "rounded" 
Text Illustrative/ characters, and a logical and comprehensible narrative, which 
Scaffolding (very gradually progresses, ending in closure.[LP] 
slil!htly) 
TOTAL NO.OF 
CONCEPTS 
TAXONOMISED 11 
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Appendix 18 
OCCURRENCE OF CONCEPTS/ACTS in the macro-T hemes of 12 top scoring essays. 
Essay text DJ CA SD 11w TP AD SW RM UA LP 10 DB SS 
Concept/ Act odd m-T 
MES 
NAMING \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \MAKE TECHNICAL 

0 \ 0 \ \ \ 0 \ \ \ \ \ 
ELEMENTS \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
TAXONOMY \ \ \ \\\ \ \ \5 \7 \I I \ \ 
ELEMENT 
MEANING- MAKING \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 0 
MEANING MAKING+ \ \ \ \ \ \ 0 \ \ \ 0 
SENSER 
MEANING MAKlNG - \ \ 0 \ \ 0 \ \ \ \ 0 0 
SENSER 
MEANING \(G) \(G) 0 0 \ 0 coherence 0 \9 \ \ 0 
MAKING TECHNICAL codes \ 

\(G)(P) 
\ 

TAXONOMY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (but 0 but \ 0 
MEANINGS some eg.s 

egs 
GENRE 
NAMING \ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \ \ \
MAKJNG TECHNICAL 

\ 0 0 
VERISIMIL *realism *realism 0 0 *realism *realism 
NAMING 0 \ \ \ 0 
MAKING TECHNICAL \ \ 
MAINSTREAM 
NAMING 0 \ 0 \ \ \ \ \ \(in para \ \ \ 
MAKfNG TECHNICAL 

0 0 0 \ B) \ \ \ 
FILMREFS \ \ 0 \ 
COMRfNA TION \(imo) 0 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ \ 0 0 
NARRATIVE 
NAMING 0 0 0 0 0 0 \ \ \ \ \ 0 
MAKING TECHNICAL 

0 0 \ 0 I 
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FILM READJNG \(G) 0 0 0 \(P) 0 0 0 0 \(G) 0 
DESCRIPTION 
FILM READING \(G) 0 0 0 \ 
MEANING 

0 \(G) 0 0 \(G) 0 

ORIENT TO 0 0 \ \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 
QUESTION 
ORIENT TO ESSAY 0 0 \ \ 0 \ 0 0 \ \ \ 
METHODOL. 
EVALUATION 0 \ \ 0 \ 0 0 0 0 
COMMENT 
QUOTE 0 0 0 0 0 \ \ \ 0 0 
(General etc) 

NOTES: I 2,3 4 6 8 

TOTAL: 10 9 5 13 12 10 13 10 14 21 16 

0 

0 

\ 

\ 

0 

\12 

II 

Just having a Concept in m-T is no indication of how it has been realised - there is such a range of realisations of propositions 
about Concepts and of degrees of coherence among the realisations 

Although this is a very particulate process - and in case of SW listing does not explain why essay works, it is a process for 
beginning to pay attention to the realisation of the essay 
1 SD: The orient to essay and question is odd for its explicitness 
2 TP: This one is particularly difficult to code - too many other concepts in m-T and high level of incoherence 
3 TP: Evaluation/Comment is not a sufficiently refined category: in this instance there is Comment but it is 'inappropriate' 

WOS 98 are very derivative from Bord and Thompson - especially those which deal inaccurately with realism. WOS99 show 
more diversity of source materials? 
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4 SW has a rich variety of Concepts in his macroTheme- most of them intended to Generalise about MEANING- coherence, 
assumed fibula, codes (actually an aspect ofELEMENT but with MEANING-MAKING entailed in its meaning, cf 'this system 
of understanding'), drama, excitement, emotive desires 
5 RM: ELEMENT TAXONOMY is not the same as others- and not the one he uses in the essay (cameras, lenses etc versus 
setting, props etc) 
6 Although RM's macroT is not as rich in Concepts as SW, it is a very coherent and neat 2 Acts of definition on two central 
Concepts MES and MAINSTREAM 
7 UA does strong taxonomising work on ELEMENTS - uses comprising and an exhaustive list 
8 Up to here QUOTES only appear in the WOS99 macroT -is this evidence that they have a stronger sense of the purpose of 
academic essay writing as built on the study of others? Although LPs essay is probably the best and does not have any 
9 UA brings in suspension of disbelief into MEANING 
10 LP has a macroT that goes over many paragraphs. It indicates something about macroTheme - it sets the scene by 
establishing the frame for the essay. How do the two years compare in this? 
11 LPs taxonomising - like a number of the students - contrasts taxonomies of ELEMENTS 
12 Good example of QUOTE being glossed in simpler language displaying interpretation 
13 SS is interesting in that she does not cover a lot of Concepts so why is it a good opening. Is it simply necessary in macroT to 
begin to do some of the things that are expected in an intro - to set the scene, name a number of Concepts and if necessary define 

TAXONOMY MEANINGS- WOS98 Exemplify but have no conceptualised technical terms 

WOS 99 are either fuller and more technical or - if short - neat and coherent with explicit predicting 

I think the orient to essay scores suggest WOS99 have a stronger sense of the essay as a purposeful text they construct 
[it was also taught on the WOW programme] 
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TKRRW text and schema Appendix 19 

In what way does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir~ 
with reference to the first fifteen minutes of 'Red Rock West'? 

A I In film noir, and in the specific case of John Dahl's contemporary film noir 
'Red Rock West', mise-en-scene can provide plenty of information about the 
characters and setting before the plot is clearly developed. 
A2. This mini-essay attempts to highlight examples of how the mise-en-scene of 
the opening of'Red Rock West' constructs meaning. 
A3. The opening shots provide a great deal of information about both Cage's 
character Michael, and the rural Wyoming setting where he has come 
attempting to find work. 
A4. They show the road stretching off into the distance and wide expanses of 
open farmland. 
A5 Michael is seen clearly suffering from an old leg injury as he wakes from an 
uncomfortable night in his car at the deserted roadside, but is seen making as 
good a job he can preparing himself for his upcoming interview at the rig. 
A6 He manages to wash, shave, perform some ( one armed) press ups and sort 
himself out a clean interview shirt - apparently taking great delight in smelling 
the cleanliness of this, his passport to a brighter future. 
A 7. His obvious physical strength is clearly compromised by his leg injury (we 
later learn that he is an ex-Marine). 
A8 He is not the man he used to be and, because ofhis injuries, finds himself 
alone at the fringes of society. 
A9 So, before a word of dialogue has been uttered we are already being offered a 
burgeoning picture of Michael as film noir fall guy. 
AIO His honesty and decency are highlighted in a couple of early scenes on the 
rig where he mentions his injury on the application form, and thereby doesn't get 
the job. 
Al I After that disappointment, although he's next to penniless, his pride will not 
allow him to accept money from a friend. 
Al2. We also see his honesty shine through in the apparently deserted gas station 
where, rather than make off with the cash lying unattended in a moneybox, he 
turns to leave. 
A 13. As in later scenes in the film (notably when he has to drive back to Red 
Rock having knocked over Suzanne's ex-lover) it seems that Michael's major 
handicap is not his leg, but his overriding sense of decency- as John Orr puts it 
his "morally virginal state" 

B 1 However, the gas station is not deserted. 
B2 The attendant splashes $5 of petrol into the old Cadillac (which, like it's 
owner, has clearly seen better days) and points Michael fatefully in the direction 
of Red Rock. 
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B3. And so Michael rolls past the Red Rock 'welcome' sign for the first ofmany 
times in what becomes a "circular journey" (Orr). 
B4 Red Rock is apparently deserted too, until Michael enters the dimly lit bar. 
B5 It's a bright morning but what little light there is in the bar is streaming in 
from the door and windows, casting long 'noirish' shadows. 
B6 The dingy, seedy character of the bar helps identify the equally shady 
Wayne, an example of film noir mise-en-scene helping to reveal our first 'bad 
egg' in his true light. 
B7 There are obviously, many more examples of'noirish' mise-en-scene within 
the body of the film. 
B8. Expressionism is evident in that as small town intrigue closes in on our 
hapless hero - so does the night. 
B9. Dennis Hopper (of all people) arrives on the scene, Suzanne manifests 
herself into the noir femme fatale, and all the time Michael just wants to get out. 

C 1 Dahl certainly uses mise-en-scene to provide information about characters 
and setting in the first few minutes. 
C2 The Red Rock sign seen in the light of day to start with, becomes a running 
gag. 
C3 As John Orr observes, for Michael, "all roads lead to Red Rock". 
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TKRRW-Schema 

Para Genre schema Contents details 
A ELEMENTS-MEANING MAKING-FILM REFERENCE - FILM 

READING/DESCRIPTION - MEANING - FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION 
mes = info about character and setting - examples in RRW - road/leg 
injury; press ups, shirt=passport to the future, injuries= on edge of 
society= film noir fall guy*- honesty and decency: job 
application/petrol station moneybox - handicap not leg but decency 

Comment: 'film noir fall guy' is a MEANING - but it probably needs 
more definition to work as a MEANING ascribed to the preceding 
FILM DESCRIPTION. And the subsequent character attributes -
honesty and decency do not establish the critical features ofthis 
MEANING 
General issue here is not coding the MEANINGS sufficiently closely 
to mise en scene or to f(eneric catef(ories. 

B FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
gas station - RR W sign - circular journey - dimly lit bar - noirish 
shadows: Wayne as 'bad egg' - expressionism:intrigue and night close 
in at same time- Hopper, Suzanne as femme fatale, M wants out 

C MES-MEANING :MAKING - ELEMENT- MEANING - QUOTE 
mes - characters and settings - RRW sign = running gag; 'Orr' 
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TKMES text and schema Appendix 20 

What kinds of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema, with 
reference to 'Mildred Pierce' and 'Taxi Driver' 

"Cinema is a matter ofwhat's in the.frame and what's out" 
Martin Scorsese 

Al In order to discuss the above question we must first clarify what are meant by the 
terms 'mise en scene' and 'meaning'. 
A2 Mise en scene is, basically, everything that is put in front of the camera in order to 
be filmed -set and props, lighting, costumes and figures. 
A3 This essay will examine individual elements ofmise en scene and in the particular 
case of two (albeit very different) mainstream films - 'Mildred Pierce' (Michael 
Curtiz, 1945) and 'Taxi Driver' (Martin Scorsese, 1976) - attempt to highlight the 
different meanings constructed by them. 
A4 As well as different elements making up mise en scene, we can also identify very 
different levels of meaning. 
A5 One area of meaning is 'referential meaning', which alludes to knowledge of the 
world outside the film which is shared by both filmmaker and viewer. 
A6 'Explicit meaning' alludes to elements of overt significance, whereas 'Implicit 
meaning' is left for the viewer to look back on as narrative events unfold ( or later in 
reflection). 
A7 'Symptomatic meaning' is acquired by a film on the basis of the time and 
conditions in which it was produced - entailing implications over when it was made, 
where it was made, and through to the fine points of the artistic, social and political 
situation at the time. 
AS Therefore, we appreciate, for example, the referential meaning in the fact that 
Bickle driving a yellow cab amongst skyscrapers places him in New York City. 
A9 We should also recognise, as another example, the symptomatic meaning in that 
the model of car, and fashion sense of the characters, places them in the 1970's. 

B 1 Setting plays an important role in creating both mood and meaning of a film. 
B2 In Taxi Driver it is easy to compare the seediness ofBickle's working 
environment with the relative opulence enjoyed by Betsy. 
B3 Both profess to have high minded aspirations to change the world. 
B4 However, Bickle is caught in a lifestyle that sustains but undermines and disgusts. 
B5 Betsy's workplace, the campaign offices of presidential candidate Charles 
Palantine, is a hive of cheerful, optimistic, activity. 
B6 Betsy's large open plan office has her working in a big supportive (if not over 
attentive) group, whilst Bickle works very much alone. 
B7 When he does meet his fellow taxi-drivers, he finds it almost impossible to talk to 
them. 
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B8 Between the taxi cab, his drab apartment, and the porno theatre, Bickle's insomnia 
ravaged world is presented as something of a living nightmare to the viewer. 
B9 Although Betsy's world is not embellished beyond her place of work, the allusion 
is certainly that her lifestyle is far healthier than Bickle's. 
B 10 This environmental juxtaposition creates explicit meaning, and whilst it could 
also allude to the reason why Betsy might originally find Bickle enigmatic and 
interesting - it certainly portends to the fact that their relationship is doomed to 
failure (up until her ultimate ironic, and implicitly meaningful, hero worship). 
B11 Clearly the set design in different films changes according to the genre - a 
decision which will in itself largely depend on the established style which alludes to 
referential meaning developed between filmmaker and viewer. 
B 12 Whereas the majority of mainstream films stick to one genre there is a clear 
contrast between different set characteristics during Mildred Pierce, as the film 
slickly moves between the genres of melodrama and film noir. 
B13 During its melodramatic scenes, as Mildred is at the height of her powers, she 
holds court in the elegant, businesslike but cheerful offices of her restaurant chain. 
B14 However, as Veda, Monty and Wally conspire against her, the world seems to 
draw in on Mildred. 
B15 This is represented by the sets, swathed in darkness, becoming almost 
claustrophobic - until, ultimately, Mild.red's world is destroyed. 

C I Lighting clearly plays a key role in this last instance - as the film takes on the 
visual appearance of film noir. 
C2 The soft lighting which lights Joan Crawford's face during the early 'flashback' 
scenes is replaced by harsh low key lighting, which is most noticeable when Mildred 
appears in the police station. 
C3 The use of noirish lighting obviously points towards meaning within the narrative 
of the film, Pam Cook alludes to the meaning thus "the lighting (shadows) on 
Mildred's face suggest her own guilt in the present when she has just been seen as so 
successful in her own right in the past" (Kaplan Women in Film Noir, Routledge 
p.74). 
C4 The fact that Mildred is not guilty is not known by the viewer until the flashback 
sequences have run their course, after which the meaning of the noir-style lighting 
must be seen as implicit. 
CS Pam Cook now regards "sharp contrasts of light and shadow suggest[ing] partial 
truth: something is missing, but whatever it is remains hidden" (Kaplan Women in 
Film Noir, p.81). 
C6 Lighting is used to convey all sorts of other moods and meanings. 
C7 Under lighting is traditionally synonymous with horror, soft three point lighting 
can help beautifying the female lead by suggesting volume. 
C8 The use of light also plays an important role in Taxi Driver. 
C9 Fundamentally, Travis Bickle is a creature of the night-his excursions into 
daylight, whether to woo a young woman or to kill her boss, are ultimately 
unsuccessful. 
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C 10 He feels alienated and disaffected, and that meaning is emphasised by 
windscreen reflected flashes from the neon lit canyons through which he plies his 
nocturnal trade. 

D1 Guns, notably in the way of Travis Bickle's personal armoury, are especially 
prevalent props in Taxi Driver. 
D2 Pretty soon after the gun salesman arrives to meet Bickle, the viewer is left in 
little doubt that De Niro's character is not just buying a firearm for his own protection 
whilst doing his job. 
D3 The meaning that he means to 'get up to no good' is quite explicit as he first turns 
his attention to the biggest, most powerful, pistol in the case. 
D4 The fact that he buys every other gun alludes to the same explicit meaning. 
D5 The notion that Mr Bickle is fast losing his fragile grip on the outer limits of 
sanity is reinforced as we watch him studiously tum himself into a human tank. 
D6 Another clear use of props in the film is when Bickle takes Iris, Jodie Foster's 
character, to breakfast. 
D7 The fact that the prostitute is so young and innocent is endearingly evident in the 
way that she plays with her food as Bickle gently admonishes her. 
D8 In other films, repeated use of props can convey additional meaning if they 
become a motif - thereby, the presence of (for example) a ceremonial dagger in a 
scene might provide the viewer with an explicit clue that a murder is about to be 
committed. 
D9 Film noir, had a fair few traditional props - including the bag of dollar bills, the 
revolver, cigarettes and hard liquor. 

El The costumes that a film's characters wear depend both geme, and the time and 
place in which it is set- this obviously also applies to the meaning conveyed by 
costume. 
E2 And, highlighted in the set design, use of costume may also be governed to a great 
extent by a style and referential meaning. 
E3 Costume can clearly also allude to explicit, implicit and symptomatic meaning. 
E4 All three types of meaning can be read into De Niro' s costumery in the part of 
Travis Bickle. 
ES An example of costume alluding to an explicit meaning is when Bickle smartens 
himself up, donning his red jacket and tie, in his (not unsuccessful) attempt to ask 
Betsy out. 
E6 An implicit significance could be seen in the fact that he still wears his army 
fatigues from his days in Vietnam - an ordeal that may be seen as a root cause ofhis 
precarious mental state. 
E7 The fact that such anti-Vietnam meaning might be alluded to may also be seen as 
significant in terms of its being symptomatic of the style of film being made by 'New 
Hollywood' directors in the 1970's. 
E8 On a more trivial note, as mentioned in the introduction, the fashions of the day 
also give symptomatic meaning alluding to the time that the film was made. 
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E9 In the case of Mildred Pierce, there is significance in the clothing worn by Joan 
Crawford as she plays Mildred going through her torment. 
E 10 Her character changes from the clean cut housewife look, through to the 
hardworking kitchen hand, to the smart suited business woman and finally to the 
noirish femme fatale look in furs. 
El I The significance of her kitchen uniform is clearly, if implicitly significant, as 
Veda attempts to humiliate her mother for the fact that she has a job that requires she 
wear a uniform. 

FI Finally, the actors on screen can often carry their own meaning into a film. 
F2 In the case of Taxi Driver, the precedent of a Scorsese collaboration with Robert 
De Niro had already been set with 'Mean Streets' in 1973. 
F3 Although a comparatively early film in Scorsese's career, he had already created a 
niche for himself. 
F5 Likewise De Niro, having won the 1974 Oscar for Best Supporting Actor for 'The 
Godfather Part II', had developed his own trademark 'tough guy' on screen persona. 
F6 Such a star performance pertains to referential, explicit and symptomatic meaning. 
F7 Implicit (and symptomatic) meaning is alluded to in the case of Joan Crawford's 
performance in Mildred Pierce. 
F8 In retrospect it could be seen that Mildred's personal struggle was mirrored by that 
of Crawford, who was widely regarded as old news in 1945, having already spent 20 
years in the business. 
F9 However, her performance in Mildred Pierce won her the 1945 Oscar for Best 
Actress and resurrected her career. 
FI0 Hollywood is full of such folklore and many top performers have a star appeal 
which alludes to a referential meaning of their on screen persona. 
F 11 In terms of non-star performances, the way that an actor/actress carry 
themselves can create immediate meaning in the mind of the viewer- referential and 
explicit meaning can be alluded to in the way a character acts to suggest that they are 
a certain type of character. 
F 12 For example, a character who hangs around in a street comer gang would be seen 
as bad - whereas the fellow helping an elderly pedestrian across the road would be 
seen as good. 

Gl Here then are just a few examples of the kinds of meanings that are made in mise 
en scene. 
G2 The examples highlighted in this essay from Mildred Pierce and Taxi Driver 
clearly only scratch the surface of information contained within the mise en scene of 
the pictures. 
03 It is clear then that the viewer of mainstream cinema is well advised to consider 
meanings within mise en scene, as well as that within dialogue and narration, if they 
are to begin to fully appreciate the film as a statement. 
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TK MES Schema 

Para Genre schema Contents details 
A MACROTHEME NAMING (ELEMENTS+MEANING)-TAXONOMY-FILM 

REFERENCE - MAKING TECHNICAL (MEANING TAXONOMY) -
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING 
mes/meaning - mes:elements - Mil P, Taxi Driver - meaning: 
referential/shared knowledge of the world; explicit/overt significance; 
implicit/look back on in narrative; symptomatic/? - Bickle's yellow cab= 
New York - model of car and fashion = l970's 

B ELEMENT I ELEMENT - MEANING MAKING - FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING - MEANING TAXONOMY 
setting - mood and meaning - Taxi D: Bickle's and Beckys work environ: 
Bickle/disgusts; alone; living nightmare -Becky/optimistic;in a group; 
healthier = explicit meaning+ portents of failed relationship 
ELEMENT - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION (general) - MEANING 
TAXONOMY - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
(specific)/MEANING 
set - related to genre= referential meaning; Mi! P:different genres -
melodrama/film noir - melodrama: MP powerful=elegant offices; MP 
conspired against= swathed in darkness= MPs world destroyed 

Comment: TK integrates DESCRIPTION and MEANING more closely 
than many others: it is frequently difficult to isolate them as separate 
units. He is operating at a number ofMEANING levels - genre, 
taxonomy, individual reading - So his writing could bejudged more 
sophisticated The set ofThematic Items does not cope so well with this 
complexity 

C ELEMENT ELEMENT - MEANING - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/ 
MEANING - QUOTE - MEANING TAXONOMY - QUOTE -
lighting - film noir - soft light/early flashbacks - harsh light/police station 
- noirish light - 'guilt versus success' - MP not guilty not known by 
viewer - implicit - 'partial truth' 

ELEMENT- MEANING MAKING - MEANING - FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION/MEANING 
lighting =other moods - underlight=horror; soft three point=female 
beauty - Taxi D: Bickle night creature- alienated/disaffected:windscreen 
and neon 

D ELEMENT FILM READING/DESCRIPTION - ELEMENT - FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION/MEANING 
guns in Taxi D-props - Bickle up to no good=buys biggest gun - losing 
sanity=human tank 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING - FILM READING 
(general)/MEANING 
Iris plays with her food =young/innocent - repeated props=motifs - e.g 
ceremonial dagger - film noir: several props 
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E ELEMENT ELEMENT - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING (general) -
MEANING TAXONOMY - FILM READING/ DESCRIPTION/ 
MEANING 
costumes - depend on geme/time and place - governed by style and 
referential meaning - alludes to explicit, implicit, symptomatic meaning -
in Taxi D explicit=smartens himself up; implicit=Vietnamese anny 
fatigues; symptomatic=anti Vietnam film 

ELEMENT- MEANING TAXONOMY· FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION 
fashions of day=symptomatic meaning - MP: significance in clothes= 
kitchen hand, business woman, furs - kitchen unifonn+ Veda's 
humiliating= implicit 

Comment: At this point I wonder about introducing GENRE as a 
Thematic Item. Until now I have been treating it as FILM 
READING/MEANING (general) but here,for example, it is the 
motivator for ELEMENT not the MEANING. 
The MEANING TAXONOMY is not providing good insights into the film 
text in this paragraph; more like additions to the other interpretations 

F ELEMENT ELEMENT - MAKING MEANING - FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION/MEANING - FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION/MEANING - ELEMENT - MEANING - FILM 
READING/DESCRIPTION (general) 
actors - Taxi D: precedent in Mean Streets/ De Niro tough guy image= 
referential, explicit and symptomatic meaning 
implicit and symptomatic meaning = Joan Crawford in MP - MPs 
struggle mirrored by Crawford from 'old news' to Best Actress = star 
appeal: referential meaning 
non star: how character carries self=character • e.g. street comer gang 

G M.ACRONEW MEANINGS 
a few examples - only scratch the surface - viewer should consider mes 
as well as dialowe and narration = film as statement 
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Appendix21 
TK Interview (27/1/00, immediately after completing MES essay) 

TK Interview 3 27/l /00 

WRITING PROCEDURE 
205 a plan 
I had my notes from the books and I scribbled all over them 
The only ones I used was Mildred Pierce and Film Art 
Film Art provides foundation. Most valuable thing is glossary ofterms: All the different kinds of 
Meaning 
JD Did you grasp meanings from these fairly short descriptions 
Yeah. Hopefully. But ifl haven't that's a disaster because its just about what I've done on every- I've 
taken the elements of mes and said how they might apply to these different kinds of meaning. 

JD It seems like a good piece of writing. I can't comment on the content. It has the verisimilitude ofan 
essay 
TK Thats because you saw 'juxtaposition' 
JD Yeah. There are some parts which are journalistic. The conclusion 
TK Yeah - I've no idea how to conclude 
JD You've kind of gone - there you go. A kind of wrapping up. Here are just a few examples of kinds 
of meanings 
TK I was worried about the bibliography as well 
I like Halliwell's [A film goers book]. But JT is going to talk to us about sources 

JD I was not familiar with the categories you've used from Film Art. Referential Meaning, Explicit 
and so on. I was expecting the more usual categories associated with mes - generic verisimilitude, time 
and place, character, mood/atmosphere etc. You've done it from another perspective 

TK What I've done is seen meaning, thought what do they mean by meaning, looked in Film Art 
JD You have to do that 
TK Even so I got the wrong end of the stick 
JD I'm pretty sure you haven't I talked to JH (another tutor) and he said it sounds like Bordwell and 
Thompson to me. And so you've got some categories and you've applied them- and that's what makes 
an academic essay. 
TK When I started I realised I'd misinterpreted one of them, I can't remember - referential I think. It 
draws on the outside frame ofreference. 
JD You felt that once you were writing about it you didn't understand it properly. 
TK Yeah but this was quite soon into the essay so it didn't make a big difference. 

ID How did this get written then 
TK To be honest there were times when I was padding it out - and I was worried I was just talking 
about these two films and nothing else 
JD I would judge that as good - wouldn't you? 
TK No, it is what kinds of meanings are made by in mainstream cinema - that is the question 

JD Tell me what you are doing in the introduction 
TK Outlining what mise en scene is and what I've taken meaning to mean. 
ID And you reckon that was the important thing to do in the introduction - to take those two things 
TK Yea- and a couple of examples - the yellow cab in new york. Whereas another kind of meaning 
would be symptomatic - model of car and fashion sense. 
JD Why did you choose to illustrate referential meaning and symptomatic meaning 
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TK Specifically they are very different. 
JD You wanted to bring out the contrast. 
TK Yeah 
TK What do you think of this quote anyway. 'Its a matter ofwhat's in the frame and what's out' . Its 
also got different meanings too - I thought because of that 
JD It struck me and I didn't know what to do with it 
TK It was the only Scorsese quote I could find 
What's in the frame is mise en scene. And what's out- but then it's also got different meanings. 
I think TK was picking up on earlier discussions about frames ofreference' and sees this in terms of 
the mise en scene in the film frame refers to meanings outside the film frame. But I'm not sure. The 
significance ofthe quote was greater for him than for me) 

JD You got a lot more out of it than I did. Or you put a lot more into it than I did 

TK I used that Raging Bull/Taxi Driver book- an autobiography by Scorsese. It was all there is. I'll 
get chastised for it no doubt 
TK is referring to the fact that JT had recently spoken about appropriate source books and pointed out 
that such books were not appropriate 
JD You sometimes sound as if you are living under constant threat from the institution 
TK Too right (probably joking) 
JO Do you feel that way. 
TK Nah (joking) 

ID You probably should give references for where you got these meanings from. Because I'm thinking 
Dead smart - did he do it himself or ... 
TK Where am I going to put that in - after every reference 
JD No, Where would you say 
TK At the beginning - Bordwell and Thompson identify four areas. 

JD Just to talk about the production of text here. Do you just put it up on the screen and think that will 
do? 
TK Yeah in my notes I've got an outline 
ID four meanings, name the films, mise en scene 
TK Yeah 
ID A.nd you just turn that into text 
You're probably good at that because you're a text worker. You cat1 probably generate text. 
TK As I say I don't go back and read it really.Because the point I want to make I go back to see where 
I should put it in. But I don't go back and read it once I've written it 
This raises a question about the function ofthe kind ofessay text analysis I'm teaching which I've 
usually thought had especial value in an editing stage. This also suggests that the shape ofthis essay 
which corresponds much more to the model I was giving guided TK 's writing and was not imposed 
retrospectively. 
TK It's dodgy. 
JD You ought to try and leave space to revise 

JD I get the idea you are moving towards much more academic language than before. For example 
'This essay will examine individual elements of mise en scene' 
TK Yeah I've taken out all I's 
ID O right. You mean you didn't put them in 
TKYeah 
JD So it's less personal in that respect 
And earlier you said how bored you were doing it. Do you think that's because you were somehow not 
there in the text? 
TK Yeah I took out the funnies. 
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ID Yeah why is it dodgy 
I suppose its because sarcasm is a bit casual 
TK And I stopped at certain points when I started getting too silly 
JD Referential meaning is meaning that alludes to knowledge of the world 
TK There is a lot of allusion in this 
JD I noticed that you've picked up on this 
TK Where's the Bordwell and Thompson gone. 
ID O it's in there 
TK Yeah 
JD And once that word was on your lips you couldn't get it off 
TK I couldn't think of one better really 
ID No it works. And it is something that makes the whole thing academic And if you speak like that 
TK hands over the page in Bordwell and T 
ID Yeah allusion you're right. Yeah you turned it into a verb. It's got allusion here in the book and you 
turned it into alludes 
TK I did wonder. I think I used it right 

JD The other thing I thought about is that you require a lot from me to follow your definitions. 
TK Yeah 
ID That's ok. Jon has all the prior knowledge . Let's see if he buys this. 
TK Whereas with mise en scene I've gone into actually listing them which I thought was in contrast to 
the meaning where it does need a bit more knowledge from the reader 
I wasn't sure whether that was 
ID Well meaning is a much more conceptual thing anyway. Mise en scene is actual visible thing, 
whereas meaning is a far more conceptual thing. 
TK Would I have had to have mentioned the elements ofmise en scene and list them out again anytime 
I write an essay about it 
JD On the grounds that the tutor will know previously 
I doubt it in the second year lets say or in the second semester. You wont be demonstrating your 
knowledge of mise en scene. You'll be demonstrating your application of it. No probably not 
440 
JD So the second paragraph is about setting. 
TK Yes. I put the key word at the beginning of the sentence 
JD And that was deliberate? 
TK Yes. A formula 
JD Formulaic? We'll have to keep talking about this T. because the time may come when you rebel. 
Quite rightly so. 
TK A bloodbath 
JD No because in a way you're right, it is formulaic But it's kind oflaying a foundation which you 
should definitely break away from. Definitely if it's boring you as well TK had commented previously 
that he found writing this essay boring 
The formulaic thing is death in the end. 
Any thoughts on this section on setting as you look back on it now. 
TK Again I was worried that I was just going over what was happening in the film 
TK is particularly sensitive to the danger ofrecounting the film since that is what he did in his 
diagnostic essay. In this essay he is attempting to conceptualise the film. But he wonders ifhe is 
actually achieving that 
TK I went through Taxi Driver 
JD Yes. What points do you think you were actually making if you have that fear. What were you 
really doing 
TK I'm going on about open plan office, big supportive group - that's not the setting is it. I mean its 
the working environment. Yes the set is different really. Yes I was worried if I'd tied that in 
ID I think it's alright. We'll see again how JT responds. 
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TK is trying to define/make technical the term setting here. He seems to recognise a danger that he is 
describing the film and not establishing how the details ofthe set are contrived. He may well be right. 
The details ofhow the set was constructed would reveal how the set made the kinds ofmeanings he 
wants to identify in the 'working environment'. Instead he is talking about the setting in relatively 
broad, informed cinema goer terms and suspects there is a more technical description that would 
provide an explanation for how the large open plan office with its big supportive group was 
constructed in the filmic space and contributed to the development ofthe narrative. Again I think the 
necessary pedagogic work was to emphasise the kinds ofmaterial features that could exist in the mise 
en scene and a deeper engagement with the meanings ofthe narrative - an opening up to the kinds of 
meanings that get constructed. 
JD 'Bickle's insomnia ravaged world' - that's not boring 
TK 'environmental juxtaposition' - are you impressed with that? 
JD yes. No I think that's your point. I think therefore your description before hand is relevant 
environmental juxtaposition is a Ct'Tform - an 'academic form' that TK is proud of- in a selfmocking 
way. It is a thingifying ofthe preceding description - a very typical metaphor that turns an abstraction 
into a participant in the clause. It is overdone -juxtaposition ofenvironments would be more 
appropriate - and would make the kind ofmeaning TK wants to at this juncture. Pedagogically it offers 
a chance to affirm his thingifying and thematising - since it is an instantiated nominalisation. And It 
opens up the opportunity to contrast this CAT form with TApostM the juxtaposition ofenvironments 
WHAT IS THE EXPLANATION FOR THE DIFFERENCE? 
JD Is this your own phrase by the way - the environmental juxtaposition? 
TK Too right 
JD You're pleased with it. [reading] And whilst it could also allude to the reason why Betsy might 
originally find Bickle enigmatic and interesting - it certainly portends to the fact that their relationship 
is doomed to failure 
TK Is that dodgy 
JD Its' not quite the right use of portends. You should use portends here -you shouldn't use it with to. 
TKDamn 
JD The actual use of portends is it certainly portends the failure of their relationship. 
TK And you say I should take out the bit in the brackets? 
JD You've actually lost me here because I haven't seen this much of the film. Is that what happens -
does she become obsessed with him 
TK Yes she gets in his cab. He kills people. He's trying to save Jodie Foster and he becomes a hero 
because of this. 
JD Right, he's presented as a hero and she falls in with him again then 
TK Yes she gets in his cab, I read about you in the papers 
JD And why is it ironic? 
TK The irony is she likes him again. And the irony is he's a kind of American hero for the fact that 
he's shot loads of people. And he's changed the world in a way that perhaps her boss 
JD I think you're treading on thin ice with this word irony here But I wouldn't change it if! was you. 
But just between you and me here now I think that to use ironic here would suggest that she did not 
mean it. That she did not mean her hero worship. But I think what you mean is that stepping back out 
of the character we think it's ironic that this guy gets treated as a hero when he's really a murderer. But 
I think the problem is it's not her ironic hero worship, 

I think this extract illustrates the challenge for students to describe an event, and evaluate it as an 
analyst. In this case the issue is does irony describe her behaviour as she is represented as 
experiencing it - is she behaving ironically (and she is not) - or does it describe the situation - does it 
strike the spectators as they observe the situation that it is ironic that she should hero worship a 
murderer (and TK means that it is this that it does). The different orders ofreality which are entailed 
here is symptomatic ofthe field offilm analysis - a film which is not reality at a narrative level is 
described in the terms with which we discuss reality- as if it happened The analyst is commenting on 
that 'reality' either by evaluating and commenting on the narrative as if it were an event in reality 
available for moral and logical evaluation or uncovering the mediation techniques which have gone 
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into constructing such a simulacrum ofreality. 'Irony' is a value judgement - which is appropriate to 
describe any ofthe three levels which have just been referred to. But it is important that the writer 
makes it clear at which level the 'irony' lies. I think this is the same issue oflevels that is represented 
in the Taylor quote about 'development': an abstract(and technical) term that is used to conceptualise 
a set offigures (processes andparticipants) at a level above the details ofthe figures (seep. for quote). 
'Irony' is conceptualising at a similar level ofabstraction but it is an evaluative abstraction - or rather 
it does not hide its evaluative role ( development, too, is an evaluative term - but it purports to a 
scientific and testable quality, it is less available to a subjective and individualistic exploitation than 
irony, which has as part ofits semantic field a sense that 'it is in the eye ofthe beholder' (again this is 
not in absolute contrast with 'development' which also can be acknowledged to be subject to 
difference ofopinionated judgement) [This may represent my own lack ofinduction into the 
technicality ofliterary criticism where irony may have afar more objective, shared and criteria 
related meaning than I am aware of]. The confusion is engendered by the deictic possessive 'her 
ultimate ironic and implicitly meaningful hero worship' where ironic is an Epithet ofher behaviour 
when what is needed is a Thing with a postmodifier - the irony ofher hero worship- to label the event 

You could call it up until the ultimate irony because the irony is in the film. But her hero worship in 
the way you told me was honest it wasn't ironic. 
TK Up until the ironic ending? 
JD llhuh Even that's a bit dodgy but I dont think you should worry about it any more. See if JT buys 
it. 
TK Yeah I like the implicit meaning 
JD Yeah that's right because that's one of your meanings isn't it. One of your four meanings so you 
shouldn't lose this bit in brackets. 

JD reading on, 'Clearly the set design in different films changes according to the genre - a decision 
which will in itself largely depend on the established style which alludes to referential meaning 
developed between film maker and viewer' You lose me here but that's because I'm not clear about 
the concepts you are using 
TK Yes I think this is one where I've gone back to mainstream film rather than to just these two films 
JD Yes you're right to use the word genre. I think you definitely must bring genre in. My question is 
whether your use of the word referential meaning is appropriate here. And it may well be. 

JD Just a comment on the academic style of writing by the way. If you take that sentence, beginning 
whereas -a perfect academic opening by the way - down to the end where it says film noir. There's 
something that doesn't look to me like typical academic vocabulary. 
TK stick to? 
JD Yes in a way, that wasn't the one I was looking at. I think that may be more acceptable than the one 
I was looking at. 
TK slickly maybe. 
JD Yes. Its not a criticism. All the time I am not trying to impose on you. All the time I'm trying to 
bring out the distinctions between journalistic and academic writing.and a bit why. And I think that's 
more journalistic than academic and we can both ask how come? 

JD I have the idea that this is a good film reading here of Mildred Pierce. Was that your own or was it 
coming from the literature? 
TK No I didn't find it in the literature. 

JD The next paragraph you've got a linking back which is good. You really like this word alludes 
TK Do you like the word 'thus' 
JD laughs Yes 
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JD O on a different topic for a minute I mentioned your case to an English Professor- you are a great 
journalist who is learning a new genre. And he said, is he a great journalist or does he have a great 
backup team. 
TK No I havent' but I wish I had sometimes. When I was working I had this lovely old guy who used 
to proofread my English. They subedit it. I never read it to be honest. I get the enjoyment when I'm 
writing it. Sometimes I look in the paper to see if they cut anything out. That's why I don't read it. 

ID: Here's some academic language if you want it. Lighting is used to convey a variety ofmoods and 
meanings or a range - rather than all sorts of 

TAPE2 
TK I'm writing differently to how I used to write 
ID And thinking differently? Conceptualising things in new ways? 
TK Quite possibly. It's a struggle at the moment. So. Yes of course thinking differently. It's very 
different from how I'm normally writing. Taking hours and hours longer 
JD Is it the kind of business you want to be in? Is it doing what you want as a university experience 
TK Yeah I wanted to diversify. I'm just loving it. 
JD Are you really. 
TK Yeah. Apart from this week. 

JD So now you're signalling a shift to props in this next paragraph. I think that's working very well -
you signal the change very well. Any thoughts about this paragraph? 
TK Probably 'he gets up to no good' is not good 
JD I think it's ok because you put it in inverted commas 
'The meaning that he means to' I'm going to change that .. the fact that he means to 

This is a thingifying move. 

DISCUSSION OF MEANING OF MOTIF 
ID I think you're onto something with this motif stuff at the end but it's kind ofdangling ofthe end. 
It's not clear how you're relating it to what you've just been talking about. 
TK I haven't mentioned motifs before or bring it out to other films. I mean there's nothing here about 
Mildred Pierce so I was conscious of that. 
JD I suppose the issue becomes do you want to propose that the guns were a motif in Taxi Driver. 
TK No not in my understanding of motif 
ID That might be a good point to make - the gun in Taxi Driver is not a motif although in other films 
..That would give you a link in a way. 
TK But then he might say why is he saying that? When the guns turn up this happens Know what I 
mean. That's what a motifis If its on the set people think Hi something's awry. 
ID No I don't think so. I have a sense that a motif is a recurring symbol through the film, indicative of 
something, symbolic of something but recurring is the point 
TK No then this is wrong then. 'Thereby the presence of'. 
JD Because you say 'repeated use ofprops'. That's the point it's the repeated use 
TKOK 
JD No so your analysis is a bit wrong there because of the motif 
TK Yeah I'll take out motif 

ID What could you use instead of 'allude' 
TK represents 
JD refer to 
TK allude to ... refers to is definite isn't it. 

DISCUSSION OF CONCLUSION 
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TKRRW and TKMES: lexical density analysis Appendix 22 

This shows the coding used in order to obtain ratio of lexical to 
grammatical items in the two essays written by TK. (Lexis where 
category was difficult to decide are italicised) 

TKRRW 
In what way does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir~ 
with reference to the first fifteen minutes of 'Red Rock West'? 

Al. In film noir, and in the specific case of John Dahl's contemporary 
film noir 'Red Rock West' (Cl), mise-en-scene (A) can provide (Pm) 
plenty of information about the characters and setting (G) 
Ala. before the plot (Cr) is (Pi) clearly developed (At). 
A2. This mini-essay attempts to highlight (Pm) examples of [[how the mise-en-scene of 
the opening of'Red Rock West' constructs meaning]l (Vb). 
A3. The opening shots (A) provide (Pm) a great deal of information about both Cage's 
character Michael and the rural Wyoming setting r[where he has come attempting to 
find work)l , (G). 
A4. They (As) show (Pi) the road (Cr) stretching off into the distance and wide expanses 
of open farmland (At). 
A5. Michael (Ph) is seen (Pme) 
A5a. clearly suffering (Pb) from an old l~injmy (Cm) 
A6. as he (Be) wakes (Pbe) from an uncomfortable night in his car at the deserted 
roadside (Cl), 
A7. but is seen (Pme) 
A 7a making (Pm) as good a jQQ he can(R)/1 preparing (Pm) himself (G) for his 
upcoming interview at the rig (Cpurp). 
A8. He (Be) manages to wash, shave, (Pbe) perform (Pm) some (one armed) press ups ( 
R)// and sort himself out (Pm) a clean interview shirt (G) -
A9. apparently taking great delight (Pm) in [[smelling (Pb) the cleanliness of this ( R), 
his passport to a brighter future)l. 
AlO. His obvious physical strength (G) is clearly compromised (Pm) by his~ injury 
(A) 
Al I. (we later (S) learn (Pme)//that he .lli an ex-Marine (Ph) ). 
A 12. He (T'ill not_(Pi) the man [[he used to~] (V) 
Al3. and, because of his injuries (Cc), finds (Pm) himself (G) alone at the fringes of 
society (Cl). 
A14. So, before a word of dialogue has been uttered, //we (Re) are already being offered 
(Pm) a burgeoning picture ofMichael (G) as film noir .full.gm: (Co). 
Al 5. His honesty and decency (G) are highlighted (Pm) in a couple of early scenes on 
the rig (Cl) 
A 15a. where he (Sy) mentions (Pv) his ill.llID'. (Vb) on the application form(Cl), 
A 15c. and thereby doesn't ~(Pm) the jQQ (G). 
A 16. After that disappointment, although he'.§_ next to penniless, 
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A 16a his pride (Ag) will not allow (Pm) him (A) to accept(Pm) money (G) from a 
friend (Cl). 
Al7. We also (S) see (Pme) his honesty (Ph) [[shine through (Pv) in the apparently 
deserted~ station 
A17a[[25 where, he (Be)tums to leave (Pbe) ... 
Al 7b rather than make off with (Pm) the cash [[lymg_ unattended in a moneybox ...,]]]]]] 
(G) 
Al8. As in later scenes in the film (notably when he has to drive back to Red Rock 

having knocked over Suzanne's ex-lover)? 
A18a. it (Cr) seems (Pi) [[that Michael's major handicap i~ not his kg, 
A18b. but his overriding sense of decency-]] (At) 
Al9? as John Orr (Sy~ it (Pv) his "morally virginal state" (Vb) 

Lexical items I 71 
Clauses 32 

B 1 However, the gas station (Cr)j§JPi) not deserted (At). 
B2. The attendant (A) splashes (Pm)~ of petrol (G) into the old Cadillac (Cl) 
B2a. / /which, like it's owner,( C) has clearly seen (Pme) better days (Ph ) 
B3. and points (Pm they're all metaphorical ) Michael (G) fatefully (Cm) in the 
direction of Red Rock. (Cl) 
B4. And so Michael (A) rolls (Pm~ the Red Rock 'welcome' film (Cl) for the first of 
many times (Cl) in [[what becomes a "circular journey" (Orr)}] (Cl). 
B5. Red Rock (Cr) is (Pi) apparently deserted too (At), 
B5a. until Michael (A) enters (Pm) the dimly lit bar (R). 

B6. It's (Cr) (Pi) a bright morning (At)? 
B6a. but what little light [[there fu. in the bar]] (A) is streaming in (Pm) from the door 
and windows (Cl), 
B6a. casting (Pm) long 'noirish' shadows. ( R) 

B7. The dingy. seedy character of the bar (A)? helps identify the equally shady Wayne, 
B7a an example of film noir mise-en-scene (This is a group level elaboration when it 
should be clause level ) helping to reveal our first 'bad egg' in his true light. 
B8. There are (Pe) obviously, many more examples of'noirish' mise-en-scene within the 
body of the.film. (X) 
B9. Expressionism (C ill (Pi) evident (At) 
B9a in that as small town intrigue (A) closes in (Pm) on our hapless hero (Cl) -
B9b. so does (Pm) the night (A). 
BIO. Dennis Hopper (of all people) (A) arrives (Pm) on the scene (Cl), 
B 11. Suzanne (Ag) manifests (Pm) herself (Cr) into the noir femme fatale ( A), 
BI la. and all the time Michael just (S) wants (Pme) to get out (Ph). 

Clauses 20 
Lexical Items 99 
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C1. Dahl certainly (A) uses (Pm) mise-en-scene (G) 
Cla. to provide (Pm) infonnation (G) about characters and setting in the first few 
minutes (Cl) (This is the clause of purpose that becomes much more common in his later 
mes essay). 
C2. The Red Rock ggrr //seen in the light of 4ID'. to start with//, (Cr) becomes (Pi) a 
running ~ (At). 
C3 As John Orr (Sy) observes, (Pv) 
C3a for Michael, "all roads (A) lead (Pm) to Red Rock (Cl)". 

Clauses 6 
Lexical Items 25 

Total lexical items 
Total clauses 
Lexical Density 5. l 

295 
58 
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TKMES lexical density 

What kinds of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema, 
with reference to 'Mildred Pierce' and 'Taxi Driver' 

"Cinema is a matter of what's in the frame and what's out" 

Martin Scorsese 

Al. !!JN ORDER to discuss the above question// we (S) must first clarify (Pme) [[ what (V) 
are meant (Pi) by the terms 'mise en scene' and 'meaning' (T) ]] (Ph). 
A2. Mise en scene (T) is (Pi), basically everything [[that (G) is ID!1 (Pm) in front of the 
camera (Cl) 2a //Jn order to be filmed//]] - set and props. lighting. costumes and figures (V). 
A3. THIS ESSAY (S) will examine (Pme) individual elements ofmise en scene (Ph) // and in 
the particular case of two (albeit very different) mainstream films- 'Mildred Pierce' (Michael 
Curtiz, 1945) and 'Taxi Driver' (Martin Scorsese, 1976) (Cl)- attempt to highlight (Pme) the 
different meanings [[constructed by them]] (Ph). 
A4. As well as different elements making up mise en scene, //we (S) can also identify (Pme) 
very different levels of meaning (Ph). 
Is this ellipted clause right? 
A5. One area of meaning is (Pi) 'referential meaning' (V), // which (Sy) alludes to (Pv) 
knowledge of the world outside the film [[which (G) is shared (Pm) by both filmmak.er and 
viewer (A)]] (Vb). 
A6. 'Explicit meaning' (Sy) alludes to (Pv) elements of overt significance, (Vb) 
A6a. whereas 'Implicit meaning' (G) is left (Pm) //for the viewer (S) to look back on (Pb)// 
as narrative events (A) unfold (or later in reflection))//. 
A7. 'Symptomatic meaning' (G)is acquired (Pm) by a film (A) on the basis of the time and 
conditions [[in which it (G) was produced (Pm)]] (Cm) //1 la. entailing (Pi) implications over 
[[when it was made,// where it was made, and through to the fine points ofthe artistic, social 
and political situation at the time]] (At). 
A8. Therefore, we (S) appreciate (Pme), for example, the referential meaning ([in the fact that 
Bickle driving a yeilow cab amongst skyscrapers places him in New York City]l(Ph). 
A9. We should also (S) recognise (Pme), as another example, the symptomatic meaning [[ in 
that the model of car, and fashion sense of the characters. places them in the 1970's.]] (Ph) 

Clauses 17 
Lexical Items 126 

B1. Setting (T) ~ (Pi) an important role [[in creating (Pm) both mood and meaning of~ 
film (G)]] (V) 
B2. In Taxi Driver it~ easy to compare (Pme) the seediness ofBickle's working environment 

with the relative opulence [[enjoyed (Pi) by Betsy (Cr) M]] (Ph). 
B3. Both (Sy) profess (Pv) !Ito have (Pi) high minded aspirations ([to change (Pm) the world 
(G)]] (At). 
B4 However, Bickle is caught (Pm) in a lifestyle [[that sustains (Pm) but undennines (Pm) 
and disgusts (Pme)]] (Cl). 
B5 Betsy's workplace, the campaign offices of presidential candidate Charles Palantine, (Cr) 
is (Pi) a hive of cheerful, optimistic, activity (At). 
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B6 Betsy's large open plan office (Ag) has her (A) [[working (Pm) in a hlg supportive (if not 
over attentive) filQ!!P (Cl)]] (G), 
//whilst Bickle (A) works (Pm) very much alone (Cm). 
B7 When he (A) does meet (Pm) his fellow taxi-drivers (G), 
//. he (S) finds (Pme) [[ it almost impossible to talk to them//(Ph) (This needs reviewing). 
B8. Between the taxi cab, his drab apartment, and the porno theatre, (Cl) Bickle's insomnia 
ravaged world (V) is presented (Pi) as something of a living nightmare (T) to the viewer (Cl) 
B9 Although Betsy's world (G) is not embellished (Pm) beyond her place of work {Cl), 
// the allusion (T) is (Pi) certainly 
//that her lifestyle (Cr)[[is (Pi) far healthier than Bickle's (At)]] (V). 
BIO This environmental juxtaposition( A)creates (Pm) explicit meaning (G), 
B !Oa and whilst it (n could also allude (Pv) to the reason [[why Betsy (S) might originally 
find (Pme) Bickle enigmatic and interesting (Ph)]] (Vb) 
II - it (S) certainly portends (Pv) to the fact [[that their relationship is doomed to failure (up 
until her ultimate ironic, and implicitly meaningful, hero worship)}] (Vb ). 
B 11 CLEARLY the set d~in different films (A) changes (Pm) according to the genre 
(Cc}- a decision [[which will in itselflargely depend on the established s!)'k [[which alludes 
to referential meaning developed between filmmaker and viewer])]]// [Is this a clause or a 
group in apposition?). 
Is apposition a clause? 
B12 Whereas the majority of mainstream films (A) stick (Pm) to one genre (Cl) 
//THERE (X) is (Pe) a clear contrast between different set characteristics during Mildred 
Pierce (X), 
// as the film (A) slickly moves (Pm) between the genres of melodrama and film noir (Cl). 
B 13. During its melodramatic scenes (Cx), as Mildred (Cr) is (Pi) at the height ofher powers 
(At), 
//she (A) holds court (Pm) in the elegant, businesslike but cheerful offices of her restaurant 
chain (Cl). 

B14. However, as Veda, Monty and Wally (A) conspire (Pm) against her (Cl), 

//the world (A) seems to draw in on (Pm) Mildred (G). 
B15 This (V) is represented (Pi) by the sets, ([swathed (Pm) in darkness (Cm), becoming (Pi) 
almost claustrophobic (At)]] (T) -
// until, ultimately, Mildred's world (G) is destroyed (Pm). 

Clauses 26 

Lexical Items 180 

C 1 Lighting clearly (T) ~ (Pi) a gy role (V) in this last instance (Cl) 
II - as the film (A) takes on (Pm) the visual appearance of film noir.(At) 
C2. The soft lighting [[which lights Joan Crawford's face during the early 'flashback' 
scenes]] (G) is replaced by (Pm) harsh low key ligh!mg_(A), 
//. which (Cr)is (Pi) most noticeable (At) 
//.when Mildred (A) appears (Pm) in the police station (Cl). 
C3. The use of noirish lighting OBVIOUSLY (A) points (Pm) towards meaning within the 
narrative of the film (R), (TK is constructing a kind of interlanguage. It will be worth 
comparing it with fully formed academic writing) 
C4 Pam Cook (S) alludes (Pv) to the meaning (V) thus 
//. "the lighting (shadows) on Mildred's face (Sy) suggest (Pv) her own guilt (Vb) (There is 
some kind of slippage between relational and verbal clauses as a result of metaphorisation) in 
the present (Cl) 
// when she (Ph) has just been seen (Pme) as so successful in her own right in the past"(Cm) 
(Kaplan Women in Film Noir, Routledge p.74). 
C5 The fact [[that Mildred is not gyilty]] (Ph) is not known (Pme) by the viewer (S) 
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// until the flashback sequences (A) have run their course(Pm), 
//. after which the meaning of the noir-style lighting (Ph) must be seen as (Pme) implicit 

(Crole ? this still needs checking). 
C6 Pam Cook now (Sy) regards (Pv - but this is an interlanguage form) 
// ".filillID contrasts of .ligh1 and shadow (T) suggest[ing] (Pi) partial truth (V): 
//something (Cr) is (Pi) missing (At), 
//but whatever it is (Cr) remains (Pi) hidden (At)" (Kaplan Women in Film Noir, p.81). 
C7. Lighting (G)is used (Pm) 
//to convey (Pm) all sorts of other moods and meanings (G) (This is Pm metaphorising for 
intensive process. A second kind of metaphorical process that seems to typify academic 
writing. The clause is an enhancing clause of purpose - another feature worth examining for 
extent) 
CS Under lighting (Cr) is (Pi) traditionally synonymous with horror (At), 
//. soft three point lighting (A) can help beautifying (Pm) the female lead (G) 
// by suggesting volume (Cm). 

Is this a clause 

C9 The use of light also (T) Q.®'.§. (Pi) an important role in Taxi Driver (V). 
C 10 Fundamentally. Travis Bickle (T) is (Pi) a creature of the night (V) -
// his excursions into dfil'.ligh!, (Cr) ... , are (Pi) ultimately unsuccessful (At) ... 
// whether to woo (Pm) a young woman (G) or to kill (Pm) her boss .... (G) 
ClO He (S) feels (Pme) alienated and disaffected (Ph), 
//and that meaning (G)is emphasised (Pme) by windscreen reflected flashes (A) from the neon 
lit canyons [[through which he plies his nocturnal trade]l (Cl). 

Clauses 27 
Lexical Items 127 

D1 Guns, notably in the way of Travis Bickle's personal annoury, ( Cr) are (Pi) especially 
prevalent props (At) in Taxi Driver (Cl). 
D2 Pretty soon after the™ salesman arrives to meet Bickle, 
//the viewer (G) is left (Pm) in little doubt [[that De Niro's character is not just buying a 
firearm for his own protection whilst doing his job]] (Cl). 
D3 The meaning f[that he means to 'get up to no good'll (Cr) i§. (Pi) quite explicit (At) 
//as he (A) first turns (Pm) his attention (G) to the biggest, most powerful, pistol in the case 
(Cl). 
D4 The fact [[that he buys every other fil!!!)](Sy) alludes to (Pv) the same explicit meaning 
(Vb). D5 The notion [[that Mr Bickle is fast losing his fragile grip on the outer limits of 
sanityl](G) is reinforced (Pm) 
//as we (S) watch (Pme) him (Ag) 
I I studiously turn (Pi)himself (Cr) into a human tank (At) (Ergative analysis. Transitive 
analysis treats "him" as Atributor . Discuss this wording, which is journalistic in style, as 
stylistic eccentricity, artful practice, or dysfunctional). 
D6Another clear use ofm in the film (V)is (Pi) when r(Bickle takes Im.,. Jodie Foster's 
character, to breakfast]l (T). 
D7 The fact [[that the prostitute (Cru (Pi) so young and innocent (At)]] (Cr) i§. (Pi) 

endearingly evident? (At) in the way ((that she~ with her food 

// as Bickle gently admonishes her]] (Cm). 
D8In other films, repeated use ofrn(T) can convey (Pm) additional meaning (G) 
// if they (T) become (Pi) a motif (V) -
II thereby, the presence of (for example) a ceremonial d~r in a scene (A) might provide 
(Pm) the viewer (B) with an explicit clue [[that a murder is about to be committed]](G). 
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D9 Film noir, (Cr) had (Pi) a fair few traditional~ (At) 
II. - including (Pi) the bag of dollar bills, the revolver, cigarettes and hard liquor (At). 

Clauses 17 

Lexical Items 123 

El The costumes [[that a film's characters wear]] (Cr) depend (Pi) both genre and the time 
and place[[in which it is set ]](At) 
I I this OBVIOUSLY also (T) applies to (Pi) the meaning conveyed by costume (V) . 
E2 And, //highlighted in the set design 
//, use of costume (G) may also be governed (Pm a metaphorical relational process) to a 
great extent (Cx) by a m:k and referential meaning (A). (This whole section should be 
reviewed with TK for meaning and purpose) 
E3 Costume (Sy)can clearly also allude to (Pv) explicit, implicit and symptomatic meaning 
(Vb). 
E4 All three~ of meaning (Ph) can be read into (Pme) De Niro's costumery (Cl There is a 
problem here with how to treat 'read into' - as a phrasal verb or not) in the part of Travis 
Bickle (Cl) . 
E5 An example of costume [[alluding to an explicit meaningll (T) .lli (Pi) [[when Bickle 
smartens himself up 
//donning (Pm) his red jacket and tie (G), in his (not unsuccessful) attempt to ask Betsy out]] 
(V). 
E6 An implicit significance (Ph) could be seen (Pme) in the fact [[that he still wears his army 
fatigues from his days in Vietnam - an ordeal [[that may be seen as a root cause ofhis 
precarious mental state]]]](Cl). 
E7The fact [[that such anti-Vietnam meaning might be alluded to]] (T) may also be seen (Pi) 
as significant [[in tenns of its being symptomatic ofthe~ of film being made by 'New 
Hollywood' directors in the 1970's]] (V). 
E8 ON A MORE TRIVIAL NOTE, 
//as mentioned (Pv) in the introduction (Cl),// 

the fashions ofthe @Y also (A) give (Pm) symptomatic meaning ( G) 
// alluding to (Pv) the time that the film was made (Vb). 
E9 In the case of Mildred Pierce, there is (Pe) significance (X) in the clothing worn by Joan 
Crawford (Cl) 
//as she (T) ~ (Pi) Mildred [[going through her tonnent]] (V). 
EI OHer character (A) changes (Pm) from the clean cut housewife look, through to the 
hardworking kitchen hand, to the smart suited business woman and finally to the noirish 
femme fatale look in furs. (Cl) 
E 11The significance ofher kitchen unifonn (T) .lli_(Pi)clearly, if implicitly significant, (V) 

//as Veda (Be) attempts to humiliate (Pbe) ?her mother for the fact [[that she has ajQQ that 
requires she wear a unifonn l]. 

Clauses 18 
Lexical Items 140 

FI. Finally, the actors on screen (A) can often m (Pm) their own meaning (G how to 
code incongruence - this is not really a material process) into a film (Cl). 
F2 In the case of Taxi Driver (Cm), the precedent of a Scorsese collaboration with Robert De 

Niro (What kind of process is "to set a precedent" ?)had already been set (Pm) with 'Mean 

Streets' in 1973 (Cm/a). 
F3 Although a comparatively early film in Scorsese's career, 
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Is this an ellipted clause 
//he (A) had already created (Pm) a niche (G) for himself (B). 
F4 Likewise De Niro (A), ... , had developed (Pm) his own trademark 'tough guy' on screen 

persona (G) ? (is it meaningful to call these material processes?) .... 
// having won (Pm/) the 1974 Oscar for Best Supporting Actor for 'The Godfather Part II 
{G/Pd)... 
F5 'Such a star performance (Cr)pertains (Pi) to referential, explicit and symptomatic 
meaning (At). 
F6 Implicit (and symptomatic) meaning (Vb)is alluded to (Pv) in the case of Joan Crawford's 
performance in Mildred Pierce (Ct). 
F7 In retrospect it (Ph)could be seen (Pme) 
//. that Mildred's personal struggle (/T)was mirrored by (Pi) that of Crawford (V), 
// who (Ph) was widely regarded (Pme) as old news in 1945 (Ph), 
// having already spent (Pm) 20 years in the business (R). 
F8 However, her performance in Mildred Pierce (A/T) won (Pm/ Pi) her (B) the 1945 Oscar 
for Best Actress (GN) 
//and resurrected (Pm) her career (G). 
F9 Hollywood (Cr) is (Pi) full of such folklore (At) 
// and many !QI! performers (Cr) have (Pi) a star appeal (At) 
// which (A) alludes to (Pv) a referential meaning of their on screen persona (V). 
Fl O In terms of non-star performances, the way that an actor/actress CfilIY themselves ( A) 
can create (Pm) immediate meaning (G) in the mind of the viewer (C) 
II - referential and explicit meaning (Vb) can be alluded to (Pv) in the way a character acts 
(Cm) to suggest that they are a certain~ of character (Cc). 
FI 1 For example, a character [[ who hangs around in a street comer gang]] (Ph) would be seen 
(Pme) as bad (Co)-
// whereas the fellow helping an elderly pedestrian across the road (Ph) would be seen (Pme) 
as good (Cm). 

Clauses 21 
Lexical items 123 

G I Here then are (Pe)just a [ew examples ofthe kinds of meanings [[that are made in mise en 
scene]].(X) 
G2 The examples highlighted in this ess'll'. from Mildred Pierce and Taxi Driver CLEARLY 
ONLY scratch (Pm) the surface of information [[ contained within the mise en scene of the 
pictures]] (G). 
G3 It ( C) i§. (Pi) clear (At) then that the viewer of mainstream cinema (Rv) is well advised 
(Pv) // to consider (Pme) meanings within mise en scene, as well as that within dialogue and 
narration (Ph), (This projected verbiage seems to have embedded Pm?) 
// if they are to begin to fully appreciate (Pme) the film as a statement.(Ph) 

Clauses 5 
Lexical items 37 

Lexical item 856 
Clauses 131 
Lexical Density 6.5 
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Technicality and abstraction in TKRRW and TKMES Appendix 23 

Table of categories of 'thing' coded in TKRRW and TKMES 

Cat 
no. 

Semantic choice Metaphorical 
Realisation 
Function/Class 

Congruent 
Realisation 
Class 

Occurr 
ences 
Type 

Occur 
rences 
Total 

la material process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 

lb mental process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
le relational process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
ld verbal process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
le behavioural process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
lf existential process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
lg process (phase) Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
2a material process Epithet, Classifier/ 

adjective 
verbal group 

2b mental process Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 

verbal group 

2c relational process Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 

verbal group 

2d verbal process Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 

verbal group 

2e behavioural process Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 

verbal group 

3a quality of a Thing Thing/Nominal grp adjective 
3b quantity ofa Thing Epithet, Classifier/ 

adjective 
adverb 

3c quality of a process Thing/nominal grp adverb 
3d quantity of a Thing Thing/nominal grp adverb 
3e quantity ofa Thing Epithet/adi ecti ve adverb 
4a modality Epithet/adjective adverb 
4b modality/modulation Thing/nominal grp adjective, 

passsive verb 
5a logical connection Thing/nominal gp conjunction 
5c logical connection circumstance/ prep 

phrase 
conjunction 

6a circumstance process/verbal gp prep phrase 

6b circumstance Epithet, Classifier 
adjective 

prep phrase 

7a participant Classifier/adjective nominal i:m 
7b participant Thing/nominal gp nominal gp 
Sa expansion Act, re! clause/ 

embedded clause 
ranking clause 

Sb projection Fact/embedded clause ranking clause 
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'metalinguistic labels', 
following Francis 

9a general nouns 
9b illocutionary nouns 
9c language activity nouns 
9d mental process nouns 
9e text nouns 

10 semiotic nominals 

nominals that deal with 
the mise en scene 
meronymy 

10a general terms, like 
elements or most 
remembered prop; 

10b instantiations like 
abundance ofmirrors 

11 Nominals that 
functioned as 'meta 
film-text' labels like 
action sequence or most 
famous example of 
montaKe 

12 Nominals that label 
film events in general: 
the acts that she has 
committed 

13 Nominals that label 
specific film events: 
her double reflection in 
Mrs B's mirror 

14 Nominals that label 
events outside the film 
e.g. the practice of 
sta~e direction 

15 all instances of the 
word 'meaning' 

16 Technical terms 
17 General abstractions 
18 Metaphors of 

Transitivity 
19 Dead metaphor 
20 Lexical metaphor 
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TKRRW grammatical metaphor 
(coded text - see gmtable for category descriptions represented by numbers in this text) 
In what way does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir- with reference to the first 
fifteen minutes of'Red Rock West'? 

Al. In film noir, and in the specific case of John Dahl's contemporary film noir 'Red Rockest' 

(Cl) mise-en-scene (A) can provide (Pm) plenty of information about the characters and setting (G) 
18 19 16 16 

Ala. before the plot (Cr) is (Pi) clearly developed (At). 
16 X18 

A2. THIS MINI-ESSAY (A) attempts to highlight (Pm) examples of [[how the mise-en-scene of 
18 9 

the opening of 'Red Rock West' constructs meaning]] (Vb ). 
Xla 18 

A3. The opening shots (A) provide (Pm) a great deal of information about both Cage's character 
16 18 ?la/19 19 16 

Michael and the rural Wyoming setting [[where he has come attempting to find work]], (G). 
16 

A4. They (As) show (Pi) the road (Cr) stretching off into the distance and wide expanses ofopen 
18 

farmland (At). 

A5. Michael (Ph) is seen (Pme) 

A5a. clearly suffering (Pb) from an old leg injury (Cm) 
19 

A6. as he (Be) wakes (Pbe) from an uncomfortable night in his car at the deserted roadside (Cl), 
? 2a 

A1. but is seen (Pme) 
A7a making (Pm) as good a job he can(R) preparing (Pm) himself (G) for his upcoming 
? h 
interview at the rig (Cpurp). 
AS. He (Be) manages to wash, shave, (Pbe) perform (Pm) some (one armed) press ups ( R) and 

? 
sort himself out (Pm) a clean interview shirt (G) -

2d 
A9. apparently taking great delight (Pm) in [[smelling (Pb) the cleanliness of this ( R), his 

? 18 3a 
passport to a brighter future]]. 

AIO. His obvious physical strength (G) is clearly compromised (Pm) by his leg injury (A) 
? 17 19 

Al 1. (we later (S) learn (Pme) that he is an ex-Marine (Ph) ). 

A12. He (T) is not (Pi) the man [[he used to be]] (V) 
Sa 

A 13. and, because of his injuries (Cc), finds (Pm) himself (G) alone at the fringes of society (Cl). 
19 

Al4. So, before a word of dialogue has been uttered, we (Re) are already being offered (Pm) a 
16 18? 

burgeoning picture of Michael (G) as film noir fall guy (Co). 
6b 
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Al 5. His honesty and decency (G) are highlighted (Pm) in a couple of early scenes on the rig (Cl) 
17 17 16 

A 15a. where he (Sy) mentions (Pv) his injury (Vb) on the application form(Cl), 
19 

A 15c. and thereby doesn't get (Pm) the job (G). 

Al 6. After that disappointment, although he's next to penniless, 
17/13 

A 16a his pride (Ag) will not allow (Pm) him (A) to accept(Pm) money (G) from a friend (Cl). 
17 18 

Al 7. We also (S) see (Pme) his honesty (Ph) [[shine through (Pv) in the apparently deserted gas 
17 2b 

station 
Al 7a[[25 where, he (Be) turns to leave (Pbe) ... 

Al 7b rather than make off with (Pm) the cash [[lying unattended in a moneybox...,]]]J]] (G) 
Sa 

Al 8. As in later scenes in the film (notably when he has to drive back to Red Rock having 
16 

knocked over Suzanne's ex-lover) 

A18a. it (Cr) seems (Pi) [[that Michael's major handicap is not his leg, 
17 

A 18b. but his overriding sense ofdecency- ]] (At) 
2a/18 17 

Al9? as John Orr (Sy) puts it (Pv) his "morally virginal state" (Vb) 
Xl8 /17 

B1 However, the gas station (Cr) is (Pi) not deserted (At). 
B2. The attendant (A) splashes (Pm) $5 of petrol (G) into the old Cadillac (Cl) 
B2a. //which, like it's owner,( C) has clearly seen (Pme) better days (Ph) 

18 
B3. and points (Pm) Michael (G) fatefully (Cm) in the direction of Red Rock. (Cl) 

B4. And so Michael (A) rolls (Pm) past the Red Rock 'welcome' sign (Cl) for the first of many times 
(Cl) in [[what becomes a "circular journey" (Orr)]] (Cl). 
85. Red Rock (Cr) is (Pi) apparently deserted too (At), 

? 2a 
B5a. until Michael (A) enters (Pm) the dimly lit bar (R). 

3b/2a 
B6. It's (Cr) (Pi) a bright morning (At)? 

?19 
B6a. but what little light [[there (is in the bar]] (A) is streaming in (Pm) from the door and 

Sb 
windows (Cl), 
B6a. casting (Pm) long 'noirish' shadows. ( R) 

16 
B7. The dingy, seedy character of the bar (A)? helps identify the equally shady Wayne, 

17 18 
B7a an example of film noir mise-en-scene helping to reveal our first 'bad egg' in his true light. 

16 18 
B8. There are (Pe) obviously, many more examples of'noirish' mise-en-scene within the body of 

9 16 16 
the film. (X) 
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B9. Expressionism (C) is (Pi) evident (At) 
16 2a 

B9a in that as small town intrigue (A) closes in (Pm) on our hapless hero (Cl) -
17 18 

B9b. so does (Pm) the night (A). 
20 

B10. Dennis Hopper (of all people) (A) arrives (Pm) on the scene (Cl), 

B 11. Suzanne (Ag) manifests (Pm) herself (Cr) into the noir femme fatale ( A), 

B l la. and all the time Michael just (S) wants (Pme) to get out (Ph). 

Cl. Dahl certainly (A) uses (Pm) mise-en-scene (G) 
16 

C la. to provide (Pm) information (G) about characters and setting in the first few minutes (Cl) 
16 16 

C2. The Red Rock sign //seen in the light of day to start with//, (Cr) becomes (Pi) a running gag 
17/?16 

C3 As John Orr (Sy) observes, (Pv) 
C3a for Michael, "all roads (A) lead (Pm) to Red Rock (Cl)" 

18 

Pi 9 16% 
Pme 6 11% 
Pv4 7% 
Pm 29 53% 
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TKRRW Technicality and abstraction 
The tabie be1ow gives stat1st1cs 

Cat 
no. 

la 
lb 
le 
ld 
le 
lf 
lg 
2a 

2b 

2c 

*2d 

2e 

3a 
3b 

3d 
3e 
4a 
4b 
5a 
5c 
6a 
6b 

7a 
7b 
8a 

8b 

9a 

9b 

9c 

9d 

Semantic choice 

material process 
mental process 
relational process 
verbal process 
behavioural process 
existential process 
process (phase) 
material process 

mental process 

relational process 

verbal process 

behavioural process 

quality of a Thing 
quality of a process 

quantity of a Thing 
quantity of a Thing 
modality 
modality, modulation 
logical connection 
logical connection 
circumstance 
circumstance 

participant 
participant 
expansion 

projection 

'metalinguistic labels', 
following Francis 
illocutionary nouns 

language activity 
nouns; 

mental process nouns; 

text nouns 

fior th.e num ber of occurrences of each 
Metaphorical 
Realisation 
Function/Class 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 
Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 
Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 
Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 

Thing/nominal gp 
Epithet, Classsifier/ 
adjective 
Thing/nominal gp 
Epithet/ adjective 
Epithet/adjective 
Thing/nominal gp 
Thing/nominal gp 
circumstance/prep 
phrase 
process/verbal gp 
Epithet, Classifier/ 
adjective 
Classifier/adjective 
Thing/nominal gp 
Act, rel clause/ 
embedded clause 
Fact/embedded clause 

Congruent 
Realisation 
Class 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 
verbal gp 

verbal gp 

verbal gp 

verbal gp 

adjective 
adverb 

adverb 
adverb 
adverb 
adjective, 
passive verb 
conjunction 
conjunction 
prep phrase 
prep phrase 

nominal gp 
nominai gp 
ranking clause 

ranking clause 

Occurrences 

A6,A7,Al8b, 
B5, B5a, B9 

A8 

A9, B5a, 

Al4 

Al2, Al7b, 
B6a, 

A2, B8 
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nominals that deal with 
the mise en scene 
meronymy: 

general terms, like 
elements or most 
remembered prop; 

10a 

instantiations like 10b 
abundance ofmirrors 

11 Nominals that 
functioned as 'meta 
film-text' labels like 
action sequence or most 
famous example of 
montage 

12 Nominals that label 
film events in general: 
the acts that she has 
committed 

13 Nominals that label Al6 
specific film events: 
her double reflection in 
Mrs B's mirror 

14 Nominals that label 
events outside the film 
e.g. the practice of 
stage direction 

15 all instances of the Al,A2 
word 'meaning' 

16 Technical terms Al, Al, Al, Al,Al, Al, 
Al, Al, A3, Al, Al, Al, 
Al4 A2, A3, A3, 

Al4, Al 8, B6a, 
B7a, B8, B8, 
B9 
Cl, Cla, Cla, 

17 General abstractions A9, AlO, A14, 
Al 5, A15, 
A16, Al6a, 
Al 7, A18a, 
Al8b, Al8b, 
Al 9, B7, B9a, 

18 Al, A2, A2, 
Transitivity 
Metaphors of Al, A2, A3 

A3, Al6a 
B2a, B7, B7a, 
B9a, 
C3a 

19 A5a, Al0, 
Al5a 

A5aDead metaphor 
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The main features highlighted by this tabulation are: 
1 There is a very low proportion of GM in general. In particular there is a striking 
absence of nominalisations, with only one example from category 1, which is the 
most common form of GM in most accounts of GM. None of category 2a, which 
are material processes used in adjective form are Classifiers, they are Epithets. 
This means they are not being built to construct taxonomies but are more likely to 
be used to evaluate (deserted roadside, overriding sense ofdecency) in other 
words to modify descriptions of the film) 
Compared to JW there are very few of category 8a/b - postmodified nominals. In 
JW these are used to thingify events in the film - in TKRRW, such events are 
described congruently - see for example, much of paragraph B, where there are 
stretches of narrative description over several clause complexes with 
comparatively little incongruence in the textual realisation ofthe figures from the 
film. 
In JWMES there are few examples of nominalisations that are instantiated in the 
discourse ( a nominalisation of a preceding process). In TKRRW, there are none at 
all. 
2 One of the features of JWMES which contributed to the objectifying of the film 
and - particularly noticeably - to the construction of the text by providing 
Thematic Items which were cohesive was the use ofmetalinguistic labels. These 
too are almost absent from TKRRW. This is probably the result of text coherence 
being derived from narrative flow (i.e field time) rather than from argument 
structure (i.e text time) Is this true? There is an odd meeting of texts here. The 
field is constructed partly of a deliberately produced text - so field time is text 
time in a different text - but it is a narrative text. 
3 There are almost no nominals for managing the mise en scene taxonomy. Mise 
en scene itself, occurs a number of times and three of the ELEMENTS are 
mentioned. However, there is very little reference to the mise en scene 
ELEMENTS as a taxonomy, so the general terms used by JW to manage such a 
taxonomy are not evident; and, for the same reason, instantiations of the 
taxonomy are difficult to recognise even though they are included in the narrative 
recount in some places - e.g the cleanliness of[ a clean interview shirt] ....his 
passport to a brighter future. This is the instantiation of ELEMENT and 
MEANING and could be represented as ELEMENTS - MAKE MEANING. But 
that analysis is not forefronted by reference to the MEANING MAKING process 
and so the text remains at the level of narrative interpretation. 
4 Similarly there are few nominals that function as meta-film text labels. Opening 
shot and scene are two that do. 
5 As has been repeated in previous sections, there are very few examples ofthe 
word meaning and, in fact, the word information (2 instances ) is more common 
than meaning (1 instance). Again this reflects a lack offocus on this aspect ofthe 
response to the essay prompt. Instead of overt reference to MEANING MAKING, 
there are numerous references to MEANINGS (realised by use of General 
Abstractions). Examples of these are his honesty and decency, the dingy seedy 
character ofthe bar. These would be valued as MEANINGS if the MEANING 
MAKING of the ELEMENTS involved was exposed by analysis. 
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6 There is a high proportion ofTechnical Terms in comparison to the other 
categories in the essay. Most of these occur in the opening three sentences. After 
that they appear near the end ofthe narrative recount in paragraph A, in the 
middle of paragraph B (the evaluation of MEANING section) and in the first 
sentence of the conclusion. This was written very early in the course and the range 
of Technical Terms is still not very broad. 
7 As there are only three instantiations ofthe concept MEANING MAKING there 
are correspondingly few Metaphors of Transitivity for this concept. There are 
other examples of such Metaphors ( e.g. his pride will not allow him ) which 
demonstrate how Metaphors of Transitivity are a typical part of everyday speech 
and are not necessarily exclusive to a specialist or technical register. However, it 
is a typical part of the dominant Thematic Formation that informs the field of this 
essay (to judge from JW's essay) that MEANING MAKING is an attribute of the 
ELEMENTS ofmise en scene. So, the small number of instances of this 
relationship is significant. 
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TKMES GRAMMATICAL METAPHOR etc 

What kinds of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema, with reference to 
'Mildred Pierce' and 'Taxi Driver' 

"Cinema is a matter of what's in the frame and what's out" 
Martin Scorsese 

Al. //IN ORDER to discuss the above question// we (S) must first clarify (Pme) [[ what (V) are 

meant (Pi) by the terms 'mise en scene' and 'meaning' (T) ]] (Ph). 
9d lOa/16 15/16/lb 

A2. Mise en scene (T) is (Pi), basically everything [[that (G) is put (Pm) in front of the camera 
l0a/16 8a 

( Cl) 2a / /In order to be filmed // ]] - set and props, lighting, costumes and figures (V). 
16 16 16 16 16 

A3. THIS ESSAY (S) will examine (Pme) individual elements ofmise en scene (Ph) and in the 
18 10a l0a/16 

particular case of two (albeit very different) mainstream films - 'Mildred Pierce' (Michael 
9d? 16 

Curtiz, 1945) and 'Taxi Driver' (Martin Scorsese, 1976) (Cl) - attempt to highlight (Pme) the 

different meanings [[ constructed by them]] (Ph) . 
15/18/lb8a 

A4. As well as different elements making up mise en scene, we (S) can also identify (Pme) very 
10a lOa/16 

different levels of meaning (Ph). 
10 15/lb 

AS. One area of meaning is (Pi) 'referential meaning' (V), which (Sy) alludes to (Pv) knowledge 
10 15/lb 2c lb/15/16 17 

of the world outside the film [[which (G) is shared (Pm) by both filmmaker and viewer (A)]] 
Sa 

(Vb). 

A6. 'Explicit meaning' (Sy) alludes to (Pv) elements of overt significance, (Vb) 
2e lb/15/16 ?12/14/10/17 

A6a. whereas 'Implicit meaning' (G) is left (Pm) //for the viewer (S) to look back on (Pb)//~ 
2e lb/15/16 16 

narrative events (A) unfold (or later in reflection))//. 
16 12 16/lb 
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A7. 'Symptomatic meaning' (G)is acquired (Pm) by a film (A) on the basis of the time and 
? 1 b/15/16 17 

conditions [[in which it (G) was produced (Pm)]] (Cm) 1 la. entailing (Pi) implications over 
17 8a 

lb/17 
[[when it was made,// where it was made, and through to the fine points of the artistic, social 

8a 10 
and political situation at the time]] (At). 

17 
A8. Therefore. we (S) appreciate (Pme), for example, the referential meaning [[in the fact that 

2e lb/15/16 8a 13 

Bickle driving a yellow cab amongst skyscrapers places him in New York City]](Ph). 

A9. We should also (S) recognise (Pme), as another example, the symptomatic meaning [[ in that 
9b ? lb/15/16 8a 

the model of car, and fashion sense of the characters, places them in the 1970's.]] (Ph) 
17 17 16 

B1. Setting (T) plays (Pi) an important role [[in creating (Pm) both mood and meaning of a film 
16/l0b 18 ?10 8a 

(G)]] (V) 

82. In Taxi Driver it is easy to compare (Pme) the seediness ofSickle's working environment 
17 10b 

with the relative opulence [[enjoyed (Pi) by Betsy (Cr) M]] (Ph). 
14 8a (?18) 

83. Both (Sy) profess (Pv) //to have (Pi) high minded aspirations [[to change (Pm) the world 
? 17 Ba 

(G)]] (At). 

84 However, Bickle is caught (Pm) in a iifestyie [[that sustains (Pm) but undermines (Pm) and 
13 8a 

disgusts (Pme)]] (Cl). 

85 Betsy's workplace, the campaign offices of presidential candidate Charles Palantine, (Cr) is 
10b 

(Pi) a hive of cheerful, optimistic, activity (At). 
13 

B6 Betsy's large open plan office (Ag) has her (A) [[working (Pm) in a big supportive (ifnot over 
10b 18 
13 

attentive) group (Cl)]] (G), whilst Bickle (A) works (Pm) very much alone (Cm). 
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16 

B7 When he (A) does meet (Pm) his fellow taxi-drivers (G), 22. he (S) finds (Pme) [[ it almost 

impossible to talk to them//(Ph) (This needs reviewing). 

B8. Between the taxi cab, his drab apartment, and the porno theatre, (Cl) Bickle's insomnia 

ravaged world (V) is presented (Pi) as something of a living nightmare (T) to the viewer (Cl) 
13/IOb 13 

B9 Although Betsy's world (G) is not embellished (Pm) beyond her place ofwork (Cl), 25. the 

allusion (T) is (Pi) certainly 25a. that her lifestyle (Cr)[[is (Pi) far healthier than Bickle's (At)]] 
ld/15(?) ?Sa 

(V). 
B10 This environmental juxtaposition( A)creates (Pm) explicit meaning (G), 

13 2e 15/16/lb 

B 1Oa and whilst it (T) could also allude (Pv) to the reason [[why Betsy (S) might originally find 
9a 8a 

(Pme) Bickle enigmatic and interesting (Ph)]] (Vb) - it (S) certainly portends (Pv) to the fact 

9a/13 

[[that their relationship is doomed to failure (up until her ultimate ironic, and implicitly 
8a X17 ? 

2b 
meaningful, hero worship)]] (Vb). 
lb 13 (this is a very recursive GM with several levels) 
B 11 CLEARLY the set design in different films (A) changes (Pm) according to the genre (Cc}-

IOb/16 ?18 

// a decision [[which will in itselflargely depend on the established style [[which alludes to 
9b 8a 2a 16 8a 

referential meaning developed between filmmaker and viewer]]]]// [Is this a clause or a group in 
le lb 8a 16 16 
apposition?). 

B 12 Whereas the majority of mainstream films (A) stick (Pm) to one genre (Cl) THERE (X) is 
16 18 

(Pe) a clear contrast between different set characteristics during Mildred Pierce (X), 33. as the 
9c 10a/7a 9a 

film (A) slickly moves (Pm) between the genres of melodrama and film noir (Cl). 
16 16 

B 13. During its melodramatic scenes (Cx), as Mildred (Cr) is (Pi) at the height of her powers 
11 16 13 

16 
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(At), she (A) holds court (Pm) in the elegant, businesslike but cheerful offices of her restaurant 
here, adjectives carry the labelling 

chain (Cl). 

B14. However, as Veda, Monty and Wally (A) conspire {Pm) against her (Cl), the world (A) 

seems to draw in on (Pm) Mildred (G). 

B15 This (V) is represented (Pi) by the sets, [[swathed (Pm) in darkness (Cm), becoming (Pi) 
16/IOa 8a 17 

almost claustrophobic (At)]] (T) - until, ultimately, Mildred's world (G) is destroyed (Pm). 
17 

Cl Lighting clearly (T) plays (Pi) a key role (V) in this last instance (Cl) - as the film (A) takes 
lOa/16 ? 9c 
18 

on (Pm) the visual appearance of film noir.(At) 
2b lb 16 

C2. The soft lighting ([which lights Joan Crawford's face during the early 'flashback' scenes]] 
16/l0a Sa 11 

_(G) is replaced by (Pm) harsh low key lighting (A), 43. which (Cr)is (Pi) most noticeable (At) 
16/l0a 

43a.when Mildred (A) appears (Pm) in the police station (Cl). 

C3. The use ofnoirish lighting OBVIOUSLY (A) points (Pm) towards meaning within the 
14 16 15/lb 

narrative of the film (R), 
16/11 
(TK is constructing a kind of interlanguage. It will be worth comparing it with fully fonned 

academic writing) 

C4 Pam Cook (S) alludes (Pv) to the meaning (V) thus 46. ''the lighting (shadows) on Mildred's 
lb/15 10a 

face (Sy) suggest (Pv) her own guilt (Vb) 
17 

(There is some kind of slippage between relational and verbal clauses as a result of 
metaphorisation) 

in the present (Cl) when she (Ph) has just been seen (Pme) as so 

successful in her own right in the past"(Cm) (Kaplan Women in Film Noir, Routledge p.74). 
17 

CS The fact ([that Mildred is not guilty]) (Ph) is not known (Pme) by the viewer (S) until the 
9a Sa 16 
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flashback sequences (A) have run their course(Pm), 49. after which the meaning of the noir-style 
11 15/lb 
lighting (Ph) must be seen as (Pme) implicit (Crole? this still needs checking). 
10a 2b/16 

C6 Pam Cook now (Sy) regards (Pv - but this is an interlanguage form) "sharp contrasts oflight 
3b 9a/lb 16L10 

and shadow (T) suggest[ing] (Pi) partial truth (V): 52. something (Cr) is (Pi) missing (At), 53. but 
16/10 17 
whatever it is (Cr) remains (Pi) hidden (At)" (Kaplan Women in Film Noir, p.81). 

C7. Lighting (G)is used (Pm) //to convey (Pm) all sorts of other moods and meanings (G) (This is 
16/10 17/16 15/lb 

Pm metaphorising for intensive process. A second kind of metaphorical process that seems to 
typify academic writing. The clause is an enhancing clause of purpose - another feature worth 
examining for extent) 

C8 Under lighting (Cr) is (Pi) traditionally synonymous with horror (At), 56. soft three point 
10/16 ? 10/16 
lighting (A) can help beautifying (Pm) the female lead (G) by suggesting volume (Cm). 

16 17 
C9 The use of light also (T) plays (Pi) an important role in Taxi Driver (V). 
?14 (this needs a better category) ?category 

ClO Fundamentally, Travis Bickle (T) is (Pi) a creature of the night (V)-59. his excursions into 
17 13 

daylight, (Cr) ... , are (Pi) ultimately unsuccessful (At) ... 60. whether to woo (Pm) a young 

woman (G) or to kill (Pm) her boss .... (G) 

CIO He (S) feels (Pme) alienated and disaffected (Ph), 62. and that meaning (G)is emphasised 
15 

(Pme) by windscreen reflected flashes (A) from the neon lit canyons [[through which he plies his 
13 8a 

nocturnal trade]] (Cl). 
17 
DI Guns, notably in the wav of Travis Bickle's personal armoury, ( Cr) are (Pi) especially 

17 
prevalent props (At) in Taxi Driver (Cl). 
10a 

D2 Pretty soon after the gun salesman arrives to meet Bickle, 64. the viewer (G) is left (Pm) in 
16 

little doubt [[that De Niro's character is not just buying a firearm for his own protection whilst 
15 8a 16 

doing his job]] (Cl). 

D3 The meaning [[that he means to 'get up to no good']] (Cr) is (Pi) quite explicit (At) 66. as he 
15 8a 2d 

(A) first turns (Pm) his attention (G) to the biggest, most powerful, pistol in the case (Cl). 
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D4 The fact [[that he buys every other gun]](Sy) alludes to (Pv) the same explicit meaning (Vb). 
9a 8a 
2d/lb/15/16 

D5 The notion [[that Mr Bickle is fast losing his fragile grip on the outer limits of sanity]](G) is 
9d Sa 

reinforced (Pm) 69. as we (S) watch (Pme) him (Ag )69a. studiously tum (Pi)himself (Cr) into a 
18 
human tank (At) (Ergative analysis. Transitive analysis treats "him" as Atributor . Discuss this 

wording, which is journalistic in style, as stylistic eccentricity, artful practice, or dysfunctional). 

D6Another clear use of props in the film (V)is (Pi) when [[Bickle takes Iris, Jodie Foster's 
14 

character, to breakfast]] (T). 

D7 The fact [[that the prostitute (Cr) is (Pi) so young and innocent (At)]] (Cr) is (Pi) 
9a/13 8a 

endearingly evident? (At) in the way [[that she plays with her food// as Bickle gently 
2b 9a/13 8a 

admonishes her]] (Cm). 

D8In other films, repeated use of props (T) can convey (Pm) additional meaning (G) 73. if they 
14 10a 18 lb 

(T) become (Pi) a motif (V)- 74. thereby, the presence of (for example) a ceremonial dagger in 
16 13 

a scene (A) might provide (Pm) the viewer (B) with an explicit clue [[that a murder is about to 
16 9a/13 8a 

be committed]](G). 

D9 Film noir, (Cr) had (Pi) a fair few traditional props (At)? 75a. - including (Pi) the bag of 
10a 

dollar bills, the revolver, cigarettes and hard liquor (At). 

El The costumes [[that a film's characters wearl] (Cr) depend (Pi) both genre and the time and 
10a 8a 16 
17 

place in which it is set (At) - 78. this OBVIOUSLY also (T) applies to (Pi) the meaning 
17 

15 
conveyed by costume (V) . 
8a 18 lOa/16 
E2 And, //highlighted in the set design//, use of costume (G) may also be governed (Pm a 

10a ? 10a 
metaphorical relational process) to a great extent (Cx) by a style and referential meaning (A). 

16 16/15/2c 
(This whole section should be reviewed with TK for meaning and purpose) 

E3 Costume (Sy)can clearly also allude to (Pv) explicit, implicit and symptomatic meaning (Vb). 
10a 2d 2d ? 
lb/16/15 

E4 All three types of meaning (Ph) can be read into (Pme) De Niro's costumery (Cl There is a 
9a 15 10a 

problem here with how to treat 'read into' - as a phrasal verb or not) in the part ofTravis Bickle 
(Cl). 

16 
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E5 An example of costume [[alluding to an explicit meaning)] (T) is (Pi) ([when Bickle smartens 
9c 10a 8a 2d lb/15/16 

himself up// 84 donning (Pm) his red jacket and tie (G), in his (not unsuccessful) attempt to ask 
13 

Betsy out]] (V). 

E6 An implicit significance (Ph) could be seen (Pme) in the fact [[that he still wears his army 
2d lc/15/16 9a/l3 8a 

fatigues from his days in Vietnam - an ordeal [[that may be seen as a root cause of his precarious 
17 8a 

mental state]J]](Cl). 
13 

E7The fact [[that such anti-Vietnam meaning might be alluded to]] (T) may also be seen (Pi) as 
9a/13 8a 

significant [[in terms of its being symptomatic of the style of film being made by 'New 
15/ 8a ?17 17 
Hollywood' directors in the 1970's]] (V). 

E8 ON A MORE TRIVIAL NOTE, as mentioned (Pv) in the introduction (Cl), 89 the fashions of 

13/17 
the day also (A) give (Pm) symptomatic meaning (G) 90 alluding to (Pv) the time that the film 

17/15/16/lb 
was made (Vb ). 

E9 1n the case of Mildred Pierce, there is (Pe) significance (X) in the clothing worn by Joan 
15 l0a 8a 

Crawford (Cl) 92 as she (T) plays (Pi) Mildred [[going through her torment]] (V). 
? 8a 17 

El0 Her character (A) changes (Pm) from the clean cut housewife look, 94 through to the 
16 17 

hardworking kitchen hand, 95 to the smart suited business woman 96 and finally to the noirish 
17 17 16 
femme fatale look in furs. (Cl) 
16/17 
E11The significance ofher kitchen uniform (T) is (Pi)clearly, if implicitly significant, (V) 98 ~ 

15 8a 2d 15 

Veda (Be) attempts to humiliate (Pbe) ?her mother for the fact [[that she has a job that requires 
9a/13 8a 

she wear a uniform]]. 

Fl. Finally. the actors on screen (A) can often carry (Pm) their own meaning (G how to code 
10a 18 15 

incongruence - this is not really a material process) into a film (Cl). 
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F2 In the case of Taxi Driver (Cm), the precedent of a Scorsese collaboration with Robert De 
14 

Niro (What kind of process is "to set a precedent" ?)had already been set (Pm) with 'Mean 
Streets' in 1973 (Cm/a). 

F3 Although a comparatively early film in Scorsese's career, he (A) had already created (Pm) a 

niche (G) for himself (B). 

F4 Likewise De Niro (A), ... , had developed (Pm) his own trademark 'tough guy' on screen 
16 

persona (G) ? (is it meaningful to call these material processes?) .... 104 having won (Pm/) the 
1974 Oscar for Best Supporting Actor for 'The Godfather Part II (G/Pd)... 

F5 'Such a star performance (Cr)pertains (Pi) to referential, explicit and symptomatic meaning 
10a 2d 2d 17 

15/16/lb 
(At). 

F6 Implicit (and symptomatic) meaning (Vb)is alluded to (Pv) in the case ofJoan Crawford's 
2d 17 16/15/lb 9a 

performance in Mildred Pierce (Ct). 
10a 

F7 In retrospect it (Ph)could be seen (Pme) 107a. that Mildred's personal struggle (/T)was 
13 

mirrored by (Pi) that of Crawford (V), 108 who (Ph) was widely regarded (Pme) as old news in 
17 

1945 (Ph), 109. having already spent (Pm) 20 years in the business (R). 

F8 However, her performance in Mildred Pierce (A/T) won (Pm/ Pi) her (B) the 1945 Oscar for 
10a 

Best Actress (G/V) 111. and resurrected (Pm) her career (G). 

F9 Hollywood (Cr) is (Pi) full of such folklore (At) 113. and many top performers (Cr) have (Pi) 
14 

a star appeal (At) 114. which (A) alludes to (Pv) a referential meaning of their on screen 
17/16 2d 15/16/lb 

persona (V) . 
16 
FlO In terms of non-star performances, the way that an actor/actress carry themselves ( A) can 

10a 12 8a 
create (Pm) immediate meaning (G) in the mind of the viewer (C) 116. -referential and explicit 
18 lb/15/16 16 2d 2d 
meaning (Vb) can be alluded to (Pv) in the way a character acts (Cm) to suggest that they are a 
1 b/15/16 16 
certain type of character (Cc). 

9a 10a 

FI 1 For example, a character [(who hangs around in a street comer gang]] (Ph) would be seen 
16 8a 

(Pme) as bad (Co) - 118. whereas the fellow helping an elderly pedestrian across the road (Ph) 
17 8a 

would be seen (Pme) as good (Cm). 
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Gl Here then are (Pe) just a few examples of the kinds of meanings [[that are made in mise en 
9c 9a lb/15/168a 10a 

scene]].(X) 

G2 The examples highlighted in this essay from Mildred Pierce and Taxi Driver CLEARLY 
9c Sa 

ONLY scratch (Pm) the surface of information [[contained within the mise en scene of the 
15 18 Sa 10a 

pictures]] (G). 

G3 !1 ( C) is (Pi) clear (At) then that the viewer of mainstream cinema (Rv) is well advised (Pv) 
16 

121a. to consider (Pme) meanings within mise en scene, as well as that within dialogue and 
lb/15/1610a 16 

narration (Ph), (This projected verbiage seems to have embedded Pm?) 123 if they are to begin to 
16 
fully appreciate (Pme) the film as a statement.(Ph) 

11' 
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TKMES Grammatical Metaphor 
Th bi b l . fi he ta e e ow gives stat1st1cs or t e number of occurrences of each 

Cat Semantic choice Metaphorical Realisation Congruent Occurrences 
no. Function/Class Realisation Total 

Class 
la material process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
lb mental process Thing/nominal grp verbal group Al A3 A4 

A5A5A6 
A6aA6aA7 
A7 A8A9 
B10 810a 
B11 Cl C3 
C4C5 C6 
Cll D3 D4 
D8 El E2 
E4E5E8Fl 
F5 F6 FI0 
Fl0 Gl G3 
37 

le relational process Thing/nominal grp verbal group B11 
Id verbal process Thing/nominal grp verbal group B9 
le behavioural process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
lf existential process Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
Ill; process (phase) Thing/nominal grp verbal group 
2a material process Epithet, Classifier/ verbal group B11 

adjective 
2b mental process Epithet, Classifier/ verbal group Bl0aCl C5 

adjective D7 
2c relational process Epithet, Classifier/ verbal group A5 E2 

adjective 
2d verbal process Epithet, Classifier/ verbal group D3 D4 E5 

adjective E6 Ell F5 
F6 FlO FI0 
9 

2e behavioural process Epithet, Classifier/ verbal group A6 810 
adjective 

3a quality of a Thing Thing/Nominal grp adjective 
3b quantity of a Thing Epithet, Classifier/ adverb C6 

adjective 
3c quality of a process Thing/nominal grp adverb 
3d quantity of a Thing Thing/nominal grp adverb 
3e quantity of a Thing Epithet/adjective adverb 
4a modality Epithet/adjective adverb 
4b modality/modulation Thing/nominal grp adjective, 

passsive verb 
5a logical connection Thing/nominal gp conjunction 
5c logical connection circumstance/ prep phrase conjunction 
6a circumstance process/verbal gp prep phrase 
6b circumstance Epithet, Classifier prep phrase 

adjective 
7a participant Classifier/adjective nominal gp B12 
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7b participant Thing/nominal gp nominal gp 
8a expansion Act, re! clause/ embedded 

clause 
ranking clause A2 A3 A5 

A7 A7 A8 
A9 
Bl B2 B3 
B4B10 
BlOa BI 1 
Bll Bll 
BIS C2C5 
Cll D2D3 
D4 D5 D7 
D7 D8aEl 
El E5 E6 
E6 E7 E7 
E9 E9 Ell 
Ell Fll 
FllaGI G2 
02 
43 

8b projection Fact/embedded clause ranking clause 

TOTAL 102 
CLAUSES 
131 
=0.8 

'metalinguistic labels', 
following Francis 

9a general nouns A2A7 B10 
B10aB12 
CS C6 D4 
D7D8 D8 
E4E6E7 
Ell F2 F6 
Fl0GI 
19 

9b illocutionary nouns A9Bll 
9c la.'1guage activity nouns B12 Cl E5 

Gl G2 
5 

9d mental process nouns D5 
9e text nouns Al A3 
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10 semiotic nominals 

nominals that deal with 
the mise en scene 
meronymy 

10a general terms, like Al A2A2a 
elements or most A2aA2a 
remembered prop; A2aA2a 

A3 A3 A4 
A4 
B1 B11 B12 
815 
Cl C2 C2 
C4 CS C6 
C6 C7 CS 
D1 El E2 
E2 E4 ES 
E9 FI FSa 
F6 F8 Fl0 
0102 
38 
B2 B5 88instantiations like 10b 

abundance ofmirrors 

A4A5meaning taxonomy 10c 

Bl3 C3 C5 
as 'meta film-text' labels 
Nominals that functioned 11 

G3 
like action sequence or 
most famous example of 
monta1;e 

A6a Fl0 
events in general: the acts 
that she has committed 

12 Nominals that label film 

AS B4 B6 
specific film events: her 
Nominals that label 13 

B8 B8 B10 
B10a810adouble reflection in Mrs 
B13 ClO 
Cll D7 08 
O8aD8a 
E5aE6 E7 
ES Ell F7 

B's mirror 

21 
14 82 C3 C9 

I events outside the film 
Nominals that label 

06 D8 F2 
F3 F9Ie.g. the practice ofstage 
8direction 
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15 all instances of the word AIA3A4 
'meaning' A5 A5 A6 

A6aA7 A8 
A9 B9 B10 
C3 C4C5 
C7 Cll D2 
D3 D4 D8 
El E2E4 
£5 E6 E7 
E8E9Ell 
EllFIF5 
FlO GI G2 
G3 
37 

16 Technical terms AIAIA2 
A2a 
A2aA2a 
A2aA2a 
A3 A3 A4 
A5 AS AS 
A6 A6a A6a 
A6aA7 A8 
A9A9 
BI BIO Bll 
BllBll 
Bll Bll 
812 812 
B12 B12 
813 
Cl Cl C2 
C2 C3 C3 
CS CS CS 
C6 C6 C7 
C7 C8 C8 
C8 D2 D2 
D4 D8 D8a 
D8aD9 El 
EI E2 E2 
E4 ES E6 I 
E8 £10 ElO I 

ElO F4 F5 
F6 F& FIO 
FlO FlO 
FlO FI 1 Gl 
G3 G3 G3 
G3 
82 
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17 General abstractions AS A6A6a 
A7 A7 A7 
A7 A9 A9 
I32B3B15 
B15 C4 C4 
C6 C7 C8 
CIO Cll DI 
El El E6 
E7 E7 E8 
ES E9 £10 
EIO £10 
ElO F3 FS 
F6 F7 F8 
Fll 
40 

18 Metaphors of Transitivity A3 A3 Bl 
B6 Cl D8 
El FI F10 
G2 
10 

19 Dead metaphor 
20 Lexical metaphor 
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MARRW essay text Appendix24 

In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir with particular reference to 
the first fifteen minutes of Red Rock West? 

'mise-en-scene is inescapably visual and a vital element of style, and of meaning.' 
Movies & Methods, Bill Nichols, University of California press 1976 

A 1 Lighting, the shot, setting, location, props and costume are some key elements of 
mise-en-scene. 

A2 When effectively presented within the context of the genre, in this 
case film noir,each of the aforementioned elements ofmise-en-scene can work to 
construct meaning for the audience. 

A3 There are various cinematic codes (discussed in this essay) within the genre of film noir that 
audiences can instantly recognise and identify. 

A4 However this would not be possible without the significant contribution that 
mise en scene makes to aid the narrative ofthe film by constructing meaning in the 
visuals. 

B 1 Costume and props play an essential role in creating verisimilitude and conveying 
different meanings within the context of a film's genre, in particular 'country noir'. 

B2 Costume worn by Wayne and Michael contributes significantly to the generic 
verisimilitude of the film. 

B3 Audiences expect to see characters in contemporary American West settings to wear denim, 
cowboy boots and cowboy style shirts. 

B4 Their costumes also visually convey meanings to the audience about their respective characters. 

B5 The protagonist is dressed in light serene colours, stone washed denim a..T1d 
a white cowboy style shirt, giving the audience an indication that this is possibly a 
good character. 

B6 Whilst Wayne is attired in dark sombre colours, black trousers and 
waistcoat with a navy blue shirt conveying to the audience that this is a dark and 
sinister character. 

C 1 'Films are also dependent on 'props' as a device for conveying meaning. In a familiar sense props 
are definers of genre,' 
An Introduction to Film Studies, 'Film Form and Narrative 'Allan Rowe, Routledge, 

C2 The prop element of mise-en scene in Red Rock West distinctively works to construct meaning for 
the audience. 

C3 When we see a substantial amount of dollar bills in Wayne's office it immediately becomes a visual 
device conveying meanings connected with crime and misconduct. 

p.101 
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C4 It is a widely recognised and accepted presentation of money in film noir thus aiding generic 
verisimilitude. 

C5 The money effectively aids the narrative as we soon discover that the cash being offered to the 
protagonist is directly connected with murder. 

C6 In his article entitled 'The Road to Nowhere' John Orr also discusses the role money plays as a 
visual device and cinematic code in film noir, 

C7 'money is variously expressed through kidnapping and ransom, drugs, cars (and) gambling. 

C8 Whatever it is, the stash of stolen bills in the black suitcase bypasses the anonymous world of 
plastic and the invisibility of credit. 

C9 It is there for all to see.' 
John Orr, Contemporary Cinema 'The Road To Nowhere' Edinburgh University 
Press 1998 p2 l 0 

Dl Orr makes an interesting observation comparing the appearance of the car (as a 
prop) to the temperament of its owner 

D2 'The noir automobile is the flash used car which has seen better days-the white finned Cadillacs 
favoured by Dahl.. 

D3 The car's transient identity matches its owner's. 

D4 It is traded in, its number-plates changed and it never musters respectability.' p216 

D5 Orr sums up the meaning conveyed by the car as part of the film's mise en scene 
succinctly in a key sentence. 

D6 'The car's transient identity matches its owners' 

D7 This statement is decidedly true with regards to the protagonist's character as he himself is a drifter 
moving aimlessly from one town to another in search of work. 

E 1 The setting and location of Red Rock West differs from that of the traditional big city metropolitan 
settings of film noir of the 1940s and 50s. 

E2 Orr tries to set up a new category of film noir by describing films similar to Red Rock West like 
'After Dark, My Sweet', 'Kill Me Again' and 'The Last Seduction' as 'reworking(s) of the 1970s road 
movie' and 'the new hybrid of country noir'. 

E3 This new genre that Orr has created takes conventions from film noir and the road movie. 

E4 The settings and locations in Red Rock West correspond with this notion of 'country noir' the 
opening scenes instantly present images of small town western America, the dusty opening road and 
the desert landscapes. 
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ES The interior ofWayne's bar/saloon works effectively in mise en scene for its narrative context, the 
audience identifies the interior and exterior of the bar with that of one that could in found in 
contemporary small town western America 

Fl The various ways in which actors and locations are lit and shot within mise-en-scene can instantly 
convey meanings and messages to the audience by creating an 
atmosphere and allowing the audience to read into certain characters just by the way 
their images are presented. 

F2 The interior of Wayne's bar only seems to be illuminated by a single source of dull 
and opaque light, possibly a key light coming from the exterior through the front door 
and windows. 

F3 This chiaroscuro creates the appearance of a dim, murky and seedy atmosphere in the bar creating 
low-key lighting on the character's faces. 

F4 This type of lighting is appropriate for the film noir context of the narrative. 

G 1 Throughout interaction in the bar between Wayne and the protagonist both of them are illuminated 
with low key lighting both characters faces appear to be half lit, with one side completely in shade and 
the other in sharp contrast lit. 

G2 The bar scene is the first time we see Wayne so the way in which he is lit and shot creates an image 
of his character for the audience. 

G3 He constantly appears in medium close up shots, the harsh low key lighting on him makes his 
clothes appear completely black giving the audience an impression that he is a sinister and unsavoury 
character. 

G4 This image of Wayne's character is continued in his office where he is framed in a lot of choker 
shots creating a dramatic emphasis illustrating his disturbing character and intentions. 

HI Significantly the lighting in the mise en sene ofthe bar presents the viewer with a 
meaning as to why both characters are lit in such a way. 

H2 This presents the audience with the duplicity of both characters. 

H3 The lighting symbolises that both characters are literally in the shade about each other's ulterior 
motives. 

H4 This notion is continued in another shot when the protagonist is walking from the bar into the 
office. 

H5 The rest of the bar is illuminated whilst his image is completely black causing him to appear in 
complete silhouette exemplifying the fact that he is completely in the dark about what is happening. 

11 The outset of Red Rock West is shot with a wide angle lens giving deep perspective shots of the 
open road that appears to be vast and incessant. 
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12 A shot of the protagonist standing next to his car framed in sharp focus whilst the depth of field is 
created with a deep perspective shot of the road ahead of him symbolises his constant journey through 
life as a drifter travelling on the perpetual open road. 

Jl After having meticulously studied the various ways in which mise-en-scene works to construct 
meaning in Red Rock West. 

J2 It can be deduced that the very concept ofmise en-scene withholds a significant amount of 
importance in clearly constructing and conveying meanings to the audience visually. 
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MA's notes for RRW Appendix25 

Generic verisimilitude 
Mise en scene mise en scene must be believable for the 

genre that film is set in *costume 
*make up 
*sets/location Essay Plan 
*figure 
movement IN WHA.T WAYS DOES MISE EN SCENE WORK TO 
*performance 

CONSTRUCT MEANING IN FILM NOIR WITH
*lighting 

PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO FIRST 15 MINUTES OF *the shot 
*visuals RED ROCK WEST 
*props 

Opening paragraph 

Talk about how the essay discusses and evaluates how each 
component/ element of mise en scene constructs meaning in film 
nOir 

Lighting 
how do these things construct meaning in film noir 

element lighting mise en scene constructs meaning 4 audience in 
scenes of office and bar in noir 

appropriate in context: aids verisimilitude 
lighting of bar and office 
lighting of characters 
Wayne - choker lmv key - notes 
Michael - notes (protagonist) 

Costume/props Jill Nelmes - props p.101 
How do these things construct meaning in film noir 

Michaels car - refer to Orr p216 
Money - visibility - notes from seminar 
Gun - glove compartment 
Costume Wayne/Michael 
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MARRW schema Appendix26 

Para 
l 

2 

3 

D 

Genre schema 
MACROTHEME 

ELEMENT I 

ELEMENT2 

Instance of ELEMENT 2 

Contents details 
elements 
context ofgenre (film noir) 
elements construct meaning 
cinematic/genre codes + audience 
mes, contribution to narrative, visuals 
ELEMENT-MEANING MAKING-FILM REFERENCE (general) 
costume/props-verisimilitude-genre:country noir 
ELEMENT-MEANING 
costume - generic verisimilitude 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
audiences expect American west:cowboy boots/shirts 
MEANING 
characters: white=good; dark=sinister 
QUOTE 
props define genre 
ELEMENT-MEANING MAKING 
props make meaning for audience 
FILM READING-MEANING 
dollar bills =crime, misconduct 
MEANING 
money: generic verisimilitude 
MEANING 
aids narrative=murder 
MEANING 
visual device, cinematic code 
QUOTE/MEANING 
visibility 
QUOTE/FILM READING-MEANING 
car identity:owner identity 
(Individual)FILM READING 
true:character drifts aimlessly 

E 

F 

ELEMENT3 

ELEMENT4 

ELEMENT - FILM REFERENCE 
settings differ from other noir films 
FILM REFERENCE 
new hybrid genre ofcountry noir 
MEANING 
conventions from film noir and road movie 
ELEMENT-MEANING 
settings = country noir = small town America 
ELEMENT-MEANING 
Wayne's bar:audience identifies it with location 
ELEMENT-MAKING MEANING-MEANING 
lighting, conveys meanings: atmosphere and character 
FILM READING- MEANING 
Wayne's bar light: chiaroscuro=dim, murky 
COMMENT 
suitable for film noir 
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FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANl1\G (specific) 
Wayne-shadows: character 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION - MEANING 
dark clothes=unsavoury 
ELEMENT-FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING 
Framing: dramatic emphasis/disturbed character 

ELEMENT-MEANING MAKING 
lighting-characters 
MEANING 
duplicity 
ELE'.v1EJ\T-MEANIJ\iG 
lighting-'in the shade' 
FILMREADING/D ESCRIPTI ON 
another shot 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING 
silhouette in bar-'in the dark 

G ELEMENT 5 FILM READIJ\G/DESCRIPTION 
opening shot open road 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTIO:-J-MEANING 
character, road:constant ioumeY 

H CONCLUSIOJ\ FILM REFERENCE-MEANING MAKING 
mes, meaning making, RR W 
ELEMENTS-MEANING MAKING 
mes constructs meaning visually 
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MAMES essay text Appendix27 

I WHAT KINDS OF MEANINGS ARE MADE BY MISE EN SCENE IN MAINSTREAM 
CINEMA? 
A 1 'Mainstream cinema, feature length narrative films created for entertainment and profit. 
Mainstream is usually associated with 'Hollywood' regardless of where the film is made.' 
(Nelmes J, Introduction to film studies :92) 

Bl Quentin Tarantino's 'Pulp Fiction' (1994) and Johnathan Demme's The Silence ofthe Lambs' 
(1991) will be used as two examples ofmainstream cinema. 
B2 'Pulp Fiction,' the contemporary gangster film also includes conventions of other genres including 
film noir. 
B3 The Silence of the Lambs' is also multi-generic comprising ofa contemporary detective, thriller, 
horror film with a subject matter (serial killers) that has become a regular feature ofmainstream films 
today including David Pincher's critically acclaimed 'Seven' (1995). 
B4" "With reference to Nelme's definition of mainstream cinema 'Pulp Fiction' falls under this 
category. 
B5 It appears to have been made for entertainment purposes and profit. 
B6 The entertainment came from the performances from the ensemble cast and the narrative. 
B7 Profit may have been intended due the abundant appearance of so many well recognised and 
respected Hollywood actors. 

Cl Despite The Silence of the Lambs' and 'Seven' comprising of similar genres and subject matter, the 
way in which mise en scene is presented in one film it's, meaning can be altered with the inclusion of 
other elements of film making including sound, editing, and narrative structure. 
C2 This essay looks at the various ways in which the aforementioned conventions of film making 
contribute to changing and adding to different aspects of mise en scene in the two examples of 
mainstream cinema that have been selected. 

DI The presence of guns, money and drugs work to aid generic verisimilitude for the mise en scene 
within the diegesis, these props are conventions of the film noir genre, one that could be included in 
such a multi generic film like 'Pulp Fiction'. 

D2 'money is variously expressed through kidnapping and ransom, drugs, cars (and) gambling. D3 
Whatever it is, the stash of stolen bills in the black suitcase bypasses the anonymous world of plastic 
and the invisibility of credit. It is there for all to see.' (Orr J, Contemporary cinema Tne Road to 
Nowhere' :210) 

D4 Money in 'Pulp Fiction is connected with drug abuse and corruption. 
D5 The first time the audience sees a substantial amount of money being offered to Butch, the dialogue 
accompanying the image aids the narrative by telling the audience that the money is being given to 
arrange illegal match fixing. 
D6 Vincent pays Lance a substantial amount of money to pay for heroin. 

El 'While scenes are constructed around a number of props - to make the sequence'look right' - our 
attention can be drawn to particular objects by use of close up and dialogue. 
E2 This in itself suggests the significance of these objects - we know that such objects will be 
important to the narrative.' (Rowe A, Nelmes J Introduction to Film Studies: 101) 
E3 The significance of the gold watch in 'Pulp Fiction' is the manipulation of classical time. 
E4 Despite the temporal order being altered the film is still classically constructed. 
E5 The watch is also a key prop within the narrative of the second story becoming a catalyst for 
Vincent's imminent demise. 
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E6 It holds sentimental meaning for one of the characters, its importance is conveyed in the narrative 
through dialogue and two extreme close ups whilst its history is being relayed to the young Butch. 

FI Scenes depicting drug abuse are frequently framed in extreme close up shots, including the 
preparation and consummation of heroin and cocaine. 
F2 The framing of the props reinforce the fact of their importance to narrative development 
significantly so when Mia mistakes Vincent's heroin for cocaine and subsequently overdoses. 

G I Hannibal Lecter's face guards could be interpreted as symbolism and an insight into his character. 
G2 The audience in informed through the narrative that he is a cannibal so it may appear suitable for 
him to be restrained in such a way and also maintains generic verisimilitude within the narrative. 

G3 'While Hannibal Lecter in The silence of the Lambs' may appear increasingly civilised, even 
charming, in relation to his fellow inmates and warders, the danger from his mouth, whether in terms 
of his speech or more obviously in his capacity to bite, is exemplified by the face-guard placed over 
him when he is being transported. 
G4 The significance of this guard is that it denies the viewer full access to him in the way that we are 
permitted in the earlier exchanges through the reinforced glass.' (Rowe A, Nelmes J Introduction to 
Film studies: I 02) 

11 There are two distinctive scenes in 'Pulp Fiction' where Tarantino is deliberately trying not to 
maintain verisimilitude, he does so by using false background projection for interior and exterior shots 
of car rides, this could indicate several meanings. 
12 The first time this appears it is directly after Vincent has just taken heroin so the audience could 
perceive this as being a hallucination depicting his state ofmind where his surroundings appear to be 
animated and distorted. 
13 The second time this background appears is when Butch is driven home by Esmerelda after winning 
his last fight. 

JI If we read Pulp Fiction intertextually we can recognise that it is a post modernist film that has 
explicitly borrowed some of its ideas from many other films and gemes including gangster films of the 
l 940's and 50's hence the deliberate dated appearance of the background projections from those eras. 
J2 This image could also mean that Tarantino wanted to remind the spectator that they were watching a 
film thus occasionally breaking verisimilitude. 
J3 Tarantino does this again when Mia tells Vincent " Don't be a square" as she says the word square 
she motions the imaginary shape with her fingers, as she does so a superimposed square appears on 
screen then abruptly disappears. 

Kl Contrasting qualities in character between the two male protagonists Hannibal Lecter and Jame 
Gumb slightly alters audience perception of each persons characters and motives' 
K2 Lecter is heterosexual and appears to be cultured and educated. 
K3 He is a qualified doctor reads literature, listens to classical music and he is also an artist. 
K4 Whilst Gumb is sexually confused and 'effeminate' it becomes apparent later on in the narrative 
that he is a seamstress and is making a suit from womens' skin. 
K5 He becomes hysterical and begins to cry when Catherine captures 'Precious' his small poodle. 
K6 In one particular scene he dresses up as a woman and poses with his arms outstretched holding up a 
multi-coloured sheet like a butterfly spreading its wings. 
K7 He wants to transform in to something beautiful like' the moths he breeds. 
K8 'Lecter's victims are bureaucrats and authority figures, such as the census taker whose liver he ate 
with a nice Chianti. Meanwhile, Gumb goes after young, overweight women. 
K9 Additionally, of course Gumb is played as effeminate.' (Staiger J Taboos and Totems: Cultural 
meanings of The Silence of the Lambs' Film Theory Goes to the Movies: 145) 
Kl 0When Lecter attacks the two prison guards he is cunning and incisive. 
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K 11 He attacks calmly his movements are slow and almost graceful as he strikes he powerful blow to 
the head with a truncheon. 

L 1 Clarice's pursuit of Jame Gumb reaches its climax in his basement when she stumbles into darkness 
(verisimilitude is maintained distinctively by Jodie Foster's performance)the audience can only observe 
her movements from Jame Gumb's point of view through his sophisticated night vision spectacles. 
L2 When the audience sees Clarice from this position they empathise with her. 
L3 Her breathing is heavy and frantic, whilst trying to maintain her composure with her gun she is 
visibly shaking uncontrollably. 
L4 The impression ofher being in complete darkness is reinforced by her hand movements and facial 
expressions, her eyes widen as she glares trying to find her way around the basement, she instinctively 
waves her hand in front ofher as she tries to feel her way around the room. 
L5 She uses her body to support her self whilst trying to maintain a controlled position with her gun. 

Ml Camera and figure movement work effectively well for a particular scene in 'Pulp Fiction'. 
M2 After Butch and Marsellus have both been involved in a car crash a chase ensues between both 
characters. 
M3 Once the chase begins the shot immediately cuts to handheld cameras exemplifying the disco
ordination ofMarsellus and Butch's movement. 
M4 Both characters' figure movements indicates the extent of their injuries, they are both incapable of 
walking, running properly and firing weapons thus maintaining generic verisimilitude. 

N 1 A combination of lighting, framing and dialogue in a significant scene works effectively together 
to create fear, apprehension and tension not just for Clarice, but also for the audience. 
N2 Before Clarice's first encounter with Hannibal Lecter, on her way down to the cells with Doctor 
Chiltern they enter an area that appears to be lit with a red high key light which creates an unsettling 
atmosphere for the spectator. 
N3The colour immediately presents connotations of danger and a cause to be alert. 
N4 As soon as they enter this area Doctor Chiltern begins to relay graphic details of a horrific attack 
Lecter made on a female nurse. 
N5As he continues to go into detail slow cuts are made to extreme close up reactions on Clarice's face, 
whilst Doctor Chiltern is framed from high angle, close up shots with a menacing expression on his 
face. 

01 Similar lighting is used in 'Pulp Fiction' at the beginning of'Vincent Vega and Marcellus Wallace's 
Wife' but for a different purpose. 
02 A low key red light is used for the first scene, it creates a mood and atmosphere adding to the seedy 
setting of a topless bar where conversation between Marsellus and Butch is centred around the corrupt 
subject matter of pre match fixing. 
03 Figure movement and spatial relations between the characters indicate that their relationship is 
strictly serious business. 

PI Two characters in particular enter each section of the narrative by the spectator only seeing 
individual parts of their body, curiosity and mystery surrounds them created by dialogue in the 
narrative. 
P2 Before we are visually introduced to Mia and Marsellus, Jules and Vincent converse in a story 
surrounding her involvement with her husband disfiguring a fellow gang member for giving her a foot 
massage. 
P3 This conversation brings the audience to believe that Marsellus is a violent and irrational man. 
P4 The first shots we see ofMarsellus are usually medium close up shots of the back of his head 
allowing the audience to partially create an image ofhis physical appearance and character through 
limited shots and his voice. 
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P5 Mia is physically introduced with a series of extreme close up shots of her lips hands and feet, 
including her preparing and snorting cocaine, giving the audience an insight into her character also 
contributing to the narrative as it is her constant drug abuse that almost kills her. 

Q 1 Different examples of mainstream cinema with similar mise en scene can distinctively hold various 
meanings especially when other aspects and conventions of film making are considered such as sound, 
editing and narrative structure they can also distinctively change and vary the meaning ofmise en 
scene within the diegesis. 
Q2 Abstractions including mood, atmosphere, relationships, symbolism, verisimilitude and 
characterisation also contribute expanding the meaning of on aspect of mise en scene consdierably. 
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MA MES essay schema Appeodix28 

Para Genre schema Contents details 
A Quote - Definition NAMING-MAKING TECHXICAL 

mainstream cinema: narrative/entertainment/profit 

B MACROTHEME FILM REFERE:-JCE 
Pulp Fiction, Silence of Lambs 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION(specific-general) 
(PF)genre conventions:contemporary gangster,film noir 
(SOL) multi-generic 
FILM READI"t\G!DESCRIPTION (specific-general) 
(PF) entertainment!profit:cast/nan·ative 

C MACROTHEME FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING MAKING 
??interpretation problem 
Comment: There is no reference w the AfES taxonomy in the 
Macrotheme. Only ref lO 1'.IES is embedded within 'other elements'. 
Orientation is to how other elements 'change and add to' mise en scene 

D ?ELEi\1EN T 1 ELEMENT(instantiation)-'.vfEANING \'1AKING-MEANING-FILM 
REFERENCE 
guns, money, drugs; generic verisimilitude: props/film noir: 
multi genre(PF) 
(QUOTE)ELEtvlENT-FILM READING/DESCRIPTION(general) 
money is visible 
ELEMENT(instantiation)-FILM READING/MEANING -
COi\!BINATION - FILM READING/DESCRIPT!Ol'i 
money (PF): drug abuse,corruption; dialogue+image, for matchfixing, 
heroin purchase 

E ELEMENT l QUOTE-ELEMENT(general)-MEANING - ELEMENT(specific) -
COMBINATION - MEA1\ING 
number of props:scene 'looks right'-particular props/ close up+ dialogue 
:important to narrative 
ELEMENT-MEANING-MEANING 
watch:manipulation of time; catalyst for V's demise 
FILM READING/MEANNG-FILM READING/DESCRIPTION -
COMBINATION 
sentimental meaning; through dialogue+ closeups 
Comment: although she hasn't foregrounded it, it may be that MA is 
orienting to the interrelationship ofMES ELEMENTS and other film 
elements here. This TF may be informing her text organisation 
The gold watch interrupts the drugs, money sequence 
She may also hm1e been working with a ELEWENT=SEVERAL 
ME4NINGS 

F ELEMENT 1 FILM READING/DESCRIPTION- COMBINATION - -FILM 
READING/MEANING 
drug abuse-close up framing; significance to narrative; Mia and heroin 
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G ?ELEMENT 1 ELEMENT-MEANING 
Hannibal face guard:symbolism-character; generic verisimilitude 

QUOTE-ELEMENT-FILM READING/MEANING 
Hannibal civilised but danger from mouth-audience denied access 

I ?ELEMENT?2 
?MEANING 

FILM READING/MEANING-?ELEMENT 
(PF) not verisimilitude-?setting 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING 
Vincent's hallucination; after Butch's fight 

Comment: This is a point where the text organisation breaks down. MA 
has a TF/staging about verisimilitude in her mind that is not 
foregrounded and framed within the emerging text on the page. It could 
be ifshe Thematised it 

J ?MEANING FILM READING/MEANING (general)-FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION 
(PF) postmodem borrowing-deliberate dated appearance of backgrounds 
MEANING-FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
remind spectator watching a film; Mia's square 
Conjunctive relations in this sentence broken down 
This shows how difficult it is to maintain control over the emerging text 
and cries out for the planning and rereading that MA did not do this 
time. 

K ?ELEMENT(?figure 
movement, ?props) 
?MEANING 

FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING 
contrast character of Hannibal and Gumb-audience perception of 
character/motive 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
Hannibal: cultured and educated; Gumb: sexually confused, seamstress, 
cries over 'Precious', dresses like a woman, wants to transform 
QUOTE? 
Hannibal's victims=bureaucrats; Gumb:young women, is effeminate 

Comment; Tutor's comment asks for 'more analysis'. lnfact, MA has not 
foregrounded the abstraction (the thing) that organises this bit ofher TF. 
Consequently this FILMREADINGIDESCRIPT/ON does not relate to 
ELEMENT-MEAN/NG MAKING or to MEANING. And the quote, in 
particular, does not cohere. 

FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
Hannibal attacks guards cunningly and calmly 

L ?ELEMENT (figure 
movement) 
?FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION 

FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
Clarice's pursuit of Gumb reaches climax; narration of her physical 
actions 

Comment: I suspect MA is orienting to camera and figure movement 
interaction in para K,L,M The theme of 'COMBINATION is important in 
her essay but is not foregrounded and that may explain some 
incoherences. This paragraph is purely DESCRIPTION 
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ELEMENT3+4M 

N ELEMENT 5+3+ 
dialogue 

0 ELEMENTS 

p ?ELEMENT 3+4 

ELEMENT-MAKING MEANING-FILM REFERENCE 
camera and figure movement in PF 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-ELEMENT- MEANING 
Butch and Marsellus car crash and chase; hand held cameras: 
discoordination ofmovements:generic verisimilitude 
ELEMENT (COMBINA TION)-MEANING-FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION 
lighting+ framing+dialogue:fear; Clarice to cells-red light:unsettling; 
Doctor's horrific recount+closeups on C's face/high angle closeups on Dr: 
menacing 
ELEMENT-FILM REFERENCE-MAKING MEANING 
PF-Iighting-Vega and Wallace's wife sequence 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING 
red Iight:corrupt subject matter; figure movement+spatial 
relations:serious business 
FILM READING/DESCRIPTION-MEANING 
characters introduced through body parts:mystery; Mia+foot massage 
story+closeups/ Marsellus+foot massage story+back ofhead:Marsellus, 
violent/Mia, character insight+ contribution to narrative 

Comment: shifting between FILM REFERENCES is a threat to 
coherence and demands continuous reinstatement ofThematic items 

Q MACRONEW FILM REFERENCE-ELEMENTS-MAKE MEANING -
(COMBINATION) 
mainstream cinema with same mes have different meanings, especially 
when seen in combinations 

?MEANINGS-MAKE MEANING-ELEMENTS 
abstractions: mood, atmosphere, relationships, symbolism, verisim, 
characterisation expand meaning of MES 

The coherence here is difficult. MA has attempted to organise essay 
around MEANINGS (see her interview). This has led to an overemphasis 
on how MES is contextualised by MEANINGS and a lack ofreference to 
how ELEMENTS make the MEANINGS. MA is probably dealing with the 
dialectical relationship there is between ELEMENTS and MEANING, 
wherein ELEMENTS come to have context specific MEANINGS and this 
MEANING context in turn influences (redounds with) how an ELEMENT 
operates to MAKE MEANING. I imagine this is a valid issue to address 
but requires careful framing ifit is to cohere with the purpose ofthe 
essay which is in the first instance to establish the MEANINGS made by 
ELEMENTS 

MA appears to be trying to exploit the conclusion conventions: revisit 
thesis with added value at higher level ofabstraction than detailed in 
essav bodv 
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MAMES Dual facing devices are??? Appendix29 

lexgram 
D1 

The presence of guns, 
money and drugs 

work to aid generic 
verisimilitude for the 
mise en scene within the 
diegesis 

thematic concept ELEMENT (specific) MEANING MAKING GENRE/MEANING 
Specific General 

lexgram 
DI 

these props are conventions of the 
film noir genre 

'Pulp Fiction'. 

one that could be 
included in such a multi 
generic film like 

thematic concept ELEMENT MULTIGENRE FILM REFERENCE 
Specific General Specific 

lexgram 
El 

'While scenes are 
constructed around a 
number of props 

- to make the sequence 
'look right' 

- our attention can be 
drawn to particular 
objects by use of close up 
and dialogue 

thematic concept FILM DESCRIPTION 
(general) 

MEANING COMBINATION 

General 

lexgram The significance of the gold watch in 'Pulp is the manipulation of 

E3 Fiction classical time, 

thematic concept MAKING MEANING ELEMENT (specific) MEANING 

Specific General 

lexgram Scenes depicting drug abuse including the are frequently framed 

FI preparation and in extreme close up 
consummation of heroin shots, 
and cocaine 

thematic concept FILM READING 
(specific) 

ELEMENT (specific) COMBINATION 

General (but not enough) 
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lexgram 
Gl 

Hannibal Lecter's face 
guards 

could be interpreted as symbolism and an 
insight into his 
character 

thematic concept ELEMENT MEANING MAKING MEANING 

lexgram There are two distinctive where Tarantino is 
I1 scenes in 'Pulp Fiction' deliberately trying not to 

maintain verisimilitude 
thematic concept FILM READING MEANING 

lexgram 
JI 

If we read Pulp 
Fiction intertextually 

thematic 
concept 

META-FILM 
READING 

we can recognise 
that it is a post 
modernist fihn 

FILM READING 
(general)/ 
DESCRJPTION 

that has explicitly hence the deliberate 
borrowed some of dated appearance of 
its ideas from the background 
many other films projections from 
and genres those eras. 
including gangster 
films of the 1940's 
and 50's 

GENRE ELEMENT 
(specific) 

lexgram 
Kl 

Contrasting qualities 
in character 

between the two 
male protagonists 
Hannibal Lecter 
and Jame Gumb 

slightly alters 
audience 
perception 

of each persons 
characters and 
motives' 

thematic 
concept 

MEANING FILM READING 
DESCRJPTION 

MEANING 
MAKING 

MEANING 

lexgram 
LI 

Clarice's pursuit of Jame 
Gumb reaches its climax in 
his basement when she 
stumbles into darkness 

(verisimilitude is 
maintained 

distinctively by Jodie 
Foster's performance) 

thematic concept FILM READING 
DESCRIPTION 

MEANING ELEMENT 

lexgram 
Ml 

Camera and figure 
movement 

work effectively well for a particular scene in 
'Pulp Fiction'. 

thematic concept ELEMENT/ 
COMBINATION 

MEANING 
MAKING 

FILM READING/ 
DESCRIPTION 
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lexgram 
NI 

A combination of 
lighting, framing 
and dialogue 

in a significant 
scene 

works 
effectively 
together to 
create 

fear, apprehension and 
tension not just for 
Clarice, but also for the 
audience 

thematic 
concept 

COMBINATION FILM 
READING 

MEANING 
MAKING 

MEANING 

lexgram 
01 

Similar lighting is used in 'Pulp Fiction' at the 
beginning of 'Vincent Vega 
and Marcellus Wallace's 
Wife' 

but for a different 
purpose. 

thematic 
concept 

ELEMENT FILM READING 
DESCRIPTION 

MAKING MEANING 

lexgram 
Pl 

Two characters in 
particular enter each 
section of the 
narrative by the 
spectator only seeing 

individual parts of 
their body 

curiosity and 
mystery 
surrounds them 

created by dialogue 
in the narrative. 

thematic 
concept 

FILM READING ELEMENT? MEANING COMBINATION 
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Interview MA, 23/1/00 Appendix 30 

MA talks about some lack of organisation with the second essay (Continuity Editing) 

MA The seminar on tuesday helped. I hadn't looked at the question until then. Stuff like seminars help 
because you're hearing everyone else's ideas and what they think the question means. I really have to 
be clear about my understanding of the question. 

JD So talking about it helped. 
JD So what did you come out of that seminar with 

MA Examples of mainstream cinema, what it means [The seminar had consisted of a review of each of 
the films from the course and a discussion of which ones were 'mainstream'] 
JD But you understood mainstream cinema before 
MA Yes I understood it before ... 
JD Did you make your mind up which ones you were going to use 
MA In the seminar yes. I didn't know what I was going to do before. I'd thought about the genre of 
each film on the module more and what's on at the cinema these days And I chose Silence of the 
Lambs and Pulp Fiction 
JD Those are the ones you chose 
MA Yeah I chose those two Because I think those two are examples of [inaudible] 

JD You came up with an idea which struck me as being interesting in the seminar around gender Did 
you follow that up at all. 
MA Yes I think I might do on the different aspects of mise en scene. I was thinking Was it the same 
question as the first question on mise en scene 
JD That's a good question yes what's your decision 
MA I think I don't know 
JD Have you got the question 
MA This one is What kinds of meanings are made. What kinds ofmeanings 
JD Yes that's the question 
MA So I've sort of planned it the way I did the first essay. Sort of breaking it down into bits. Lighting, 
costume props set location shot. And then picking out different parts of the films. I watched Silence of 
the Lambs first and noted different scenes ai-id stuff that would are sort of associated with the question. 
JD Let me just interrupt you a minute. No maybe I shouldn't. It" s just that I think you shouldn't 
organise it around those elements this time. Because of what the question says. 
MA Yes different kinds of meanings. Like what do you mean. Like one thing could mean several 
different things 
JD The first question you had was how does mise en scene construct meaning. There it's logical to 
think about the elements. How does the lighting do it. How does the costume do it. 
But now it's logical to think about the different kinds ofmeanings. It's hard though. I interrupted you 
though. Let's just stay with the organisation 
MA Yeah the elements lighting costume things that they could possibly mean 
JD What have you got for that then. 
MA For costume and props I suppose it was easier because they are spelt out in the film. Things like 
the suit that he makes out of a woman's skin is because he wants to be a woman. And he's like the 
costume is a prop it symbolises that. 
JD So that's one meaning - symbolising aspects of a character ok carry on 
MA Theres a moth as well. The serial killer breeds moths - and moths change from a caterpillar into a 
butterfly. So this character wants to change from one thing into another. From being a man into a 
woman. So that's where gender comes into it. And for Dr Lector. He's got two differrent muzzles for 
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his face and he's a cannibal and so thats' covering up his mouth something to do with cannibalism. And 
he's also vital to solving the case because he has information. But they are trying to silence him 
ID So more symbolism. But it's going to be symbolism isn't it because visuals are symbols. So the 
question is what meanings are being symbolised. All the ones you said so far, I think I'm right, are to 
do with character. 
MA Yes. It's more to do with the first question not this one 
JD No I think you're right. I think those are the right meanings to be considering. 
MA Different meanings that one thing can have 
JD Say that again 
MA You know I just said like the muzzle thing. He's a cannibal. He eats people. 
JD Ok that's one meaning. 
MA And also he's got vital information on the serial killer 
JD And he's being silenced 
MA Yeah sort of by the authorities 

JD Ok so you've got one prop that is meaning two different things. Can you come up with the 
abstraction that is being symbolised in the one case and the abstraction that is being symbolised in the 
other case. Now the cannibal is an example of his ... 
MA Character 
JD Yeah now what's the other one 
MA I don't know. Something to do with the plot or something or the narrative 
JD In what way? 
MA I don't know 

JD I think youve got another abstraction there. My idea ..you don't have to take it. It's something to do 
with relationships. Now that might be another kind of meaning which you get in mise en scene in 
films. It makes meanings about the relationships between people 
504 
ID Carry on a bit. Have you got anything else down there. 
MA Yes That was like costumes and props. It' smainly the way that when Lecter comes into shot, he's 
mainly framed in like a choker shot in a close up of just his face ... 
JD What meaning is being created there 
MA It's like a dark and disturbing character 
ID We're back to character again. It's worth hanging on to what the abstraction is - it's character. If you 
do it the other way. If you end up doing it the way you're saying you'll be using the abstractions of 
mise en scene to organise it. If you discover you've got enough meanings you might organise your 
essay around those abstractions. So you've got character which is one kind of meaning that is made and 
you've got maybe relationships which is another meaning that is made. You just said that was to do 
with character. I agree with that but if you consider it in terms of its genre, its horror genre what is the 
effect of this lighting from underneath all the time in the horror genre. 

Is lighting used for any other purpose in horror 
MA Setting In the way the prison cell's little or something 
ID Yes think of the abstraction what's the kind of meaning that it makes 
MA I don't know What are you thinking of 

ID I'm thinking of something like atmosphere or mood. 
MA For setting? 
ID Yeah I don't know You've got to decide 

JD Have you got anything else 
MA One thing I noticed was that they had like this. On top of inside it .. car If you had something like 
you know an old film you have like you can see the background's fake yeah and it's like a projection. 
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But with technology to day you can't really notice its stuff like that. But in Pulp Fiction it's like 
deliberately put there and I was thinking it's part of reference to the title maybe because they're short 
fictional stories and the film is divided up into three short stories. Is that something to do with it. This 
fake background. Is that something to do with it 
JD Sounds like it doesn't it What's the meaning that is being made there. 
MA Well one of the characters is on drugs so maybe the meaning is connected with that. That things 
don't occur as they seem. Maybe everything looks animated to him 
JD I mean now you're talking ... 
MA Is that meaning? 
JD It is but now we're talking the central issue about making meaning. I mean what is it youre 
describing here. Why wouldn't they normally do that in films 
MA Because they want it to appear realistic 
JD Yes because they want what's the word 
MA Verisimiltude 
JD And in this place they're playing around with verisimilitude .... So now your'e into this whole area 
ofversimilitude and that's a meaning. 
MA Ok 
JD So that's different to the other meanings 
MA Is it trying to remind you that you're watching a film then? 
JD It might be...So in this case instead of trying to maintain the verisimilitude theyare deliberately 
trying to disturb it. But it's all in the area of verisimilitude. So if you use Silence of the Lambs and you 
compare it with Pulp Fiction you should probably explore verisimilitude in SOL where there is a more 
realistic verisimilitude. 
MAOk 
JD And that would be verisimilitude. Once you get into verisimilitude you can go through all the other 
elements of mise en scene 
MA Would that still be answering the question because it's like a different meaning isn't it? 
JD Yeah. Have you got more? 
MA You know with stuff like costume 
JD It could come under the heading character. It could come under one of the other headings which 
we've been working out. 
MA What mood or atmosphere. 
JD I don't think so. That's not how I would see it. For example the positioning of those two in Lyall's 
office that was about what? 
MA What figure movement? 
JD And what was the meaning that was created there 
MA Superiority. 
JD And what was the abstraction there. What's the concept, the theme, whats the kind ofmeaning that 
is about? 
MA What do you mean abstraction 
ID Well the concept. You've got one concept is character. Youve got one concept that's verisimilitude. 
You've got one concept that's atmosphere and mood. And there's another one which I suggested earlier. 
I don't know if you agreed with it or not. Which is like the dominant and the subordinate or whatever. 
Now what is that about. What's the concept there? 
MA Is it the way they are shot 
ID No that's not the meaning that is being made. That's the way they make the meaning. 
MA It's not figure movement 
JD Again that's an element ofmise en scene and the issue is what kind ofmeaning is made by it. If you 
take Lyall and Cage in the back office there it was about positioning. What else. If you take the 
character movement, the figure movement of the woman and Nicholas Cage in some kind of scene 
what does it tell us. 
MA Relationship 
JD Yeah That I think is another kind of meaning. 
MA What relationship with each other - in the case of Pulp Fiction. 
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ID Now what were we.. 
MA I was just talking about how like Vincent and Jules and Mr Wolf have like the accents 
Can it also mean like in the first scene like the relationship between them and the people they meet at 
breakfast 
ID Yes that's a way to look at it that'it's to do with their relationship. I dont know if this is going to 
work for you . You look a bit dubious 
MA Yeah I know and it's got to be in on wednesday 
JD It has and you haven't got much time. Do you prefer to go down the route that you've organised 
MA Well can I see you for ten minutes tomorrow 
JD Don't let me throw you off balance If you're not ready for this 
MA I wasn't really sure I knew it wouldn't be exactly the same as the first one. 
JD I think strictly speaking you ought to be going down that road of looking for types of meaning.. 
Before you looked for types of mise en scene. So you're reversing it. Before you looked for types of 
mise en scene and this is the meaning that it creates I think you should be saying here's the type of 
meaning and this is how the mise en scene does it 
MA Ok 
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Interview MA, 6/3/01 Appendix31 

MA When I did it I just gave it in and I didn't even read it. 
JD You mean you wrote it and you didn't read it through 

MA I wasn't very happy with it ... because I didn't spend enough time on it. ... the way I was doing it, I 
hadn't done a big draft of it. I was doing it whilst I was on the computer and I don't normally work like 
that I usually do a rough draft first. 
JD in handwriting 
MA Yeah and then type it up and look at it like I did the first one. 
JD Do you reckon this will become more ofyour pattern that you will work more straight on to the 
computer. 
MA No 
JD You don't want that. You don't rate it It doesn't work 
MA I always have to do a rough draft first before I get on the computer. I think it works best like that 
when you look at what you've done 
JD I think it must have been a benefit that you did it before. 
MA Yeah 
JD Did you feel differently because it was longer 
MA No not really Because I've done this sort of amount in Moving Image as well 

JD What did you think about your Moving Image essay 
MA I don't know what was it about. It was on sound 
JD Was that what it was 
MA I don't remember it that well. There's only so much you can say really. I did Raging Bull because I 
did that in WOS. And I don't know. Your're trying to get a lot out of a little. I didn'[t think it was very 
good anyway 
JD So you're not dead disappointed to hear you didn't get an A 

JD Did you think you were exploiting what you learned on the module [when you were making the 
video for MOving Image] 
MA It wasn't as detailed as WOS 
JD Detailed? 
MA You know where each week we have editing and we look at a film and watch it specifically for 
editing and stuff like that and we have the seminar. It was different in the fact that the lecture wasn't 
really. It was like WOS in that we were looking at different types of cinema.I don't think we were 
learning so much. But the seminar was interesting. That was where we discussed .... 
JD It sounds when you say detailed that the focus wasn't sharp enough or the organisation wasnt' clear 
or something like that. 
MA Yes its not like in WOS he says things that are important and you take down notes. I do I do note 
form what ever he talks about. Pick up points that will help me understand it better. But with Jim it 
was more He'd just be chatting a bit. We looked at Jurassic Park for special effects and we'd look at 
something but it wasn't very .... 
JD It sounds like you are looking for concepts and tools to do anallysis with 
MAHm 
JD Does that make sense. And it sounds as if you were getting them in WOS but not in the other. 
MA Definitiely I always felt that I was learning something new every week in WOS It was always 
interesting. I didn't find it boring because of the way he does it as well. Use examples to explain what 
he's talking about. That's the best way to do it. It helps you understandd it better as well. 
JDYou mean bits of film and stuff 
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MA Yeah like editing look at the Birds and stuff Because I have a problem understanding 180 degree 
rule and I saw that and it helped. And he did it with sound as well But with Jim it was different. It 
didnl;t look as if it was planned. 

JD Do you feel yourself developing as a film analyst 
MA Yes I think so. 
JD And do you appreciate that. Is that what you want to do 
MA Yes. I think it's definitely developed mainly in WOS. I can't think of any other module really. 
JD How do you find it as the film's running and you're trying to analyse it as its running 
MA I can't watch it once I have to watch it more than once 
JD I know 
MA I actually rented RRW. To show it once. I don't know maybe I'm stupid. Even when I'm at the 
cinema if I ve seen something I'm thinking ok get the main idea of the plot you can just about I always 
have to watch it a second time if I think it's worth seeing for a second time 
JD O even if you're going for you own interest in the cinema 
MA Yes if I'm going for entertainment sometimes I do go twice. First time I think o that's quite good. 
Second time I think that's a load of rubbish I always do that. I do that often I go to the cinema once or 
twice a week. 

MA I bought Silence of the Lambs. lve seen it about 100 times but in order to analyse it for essays I 
have to watch it more than once 
JDAnd do you feel ok about that. You said before maybe it's because I'm stupid. But do you think that 
MA Not really I just think that's just me. I fI want to understand I knew I had to rentit anyway. When 
you say concentrate on the first fifteen minutes that was the first time I d ever seen it and it was right 
ok but I've forgotten what happened ... l've got to go overit a hundred times. 
JD I'm not surprised 

MA I can't make notes when I'm watching films ... I looked at the questions he set afterwards thought 
about it but where the questions ask you to look for something like editing or whatever, I wasn't really 
looking for that I was trying to follow what was going on... .I always have to watch it more than once. 
Especially when Im doing an essay on it. If it's not for an essay then I wont look at it again 
JD What do you think is the value or function of having a lecture and showing a filmin which you're 
meant to apply the lecture to the film. Do you think it's slightly artificial. 
MA No 1 think as long as you've got the seminar its ok 

JD Can we look back at the essay here 
MA He said it was difficult to follow my line of argument from one paragraph to the next 
I think I agree because 
JD That's what I thought 
MA Because in our meeting we did different abstractions yeah. We did verisimilitude, relationships 
... and I was trying to Instead of putting it in different paragraphs like the first one You know costume 
props like that. This one it came into almost everything. Because I did do costume props thingy but 
then I did verisimilitude and relationship in it as well. I think it came into everything I did so I was all 
over the place. It wasn't like structured very well 
JD Tell me more about that please 
MA I wasnt doing a paragraph on verisimilitude and a paragraph on relationships It was coming into 
different paragraphs. 
JD Ok so what were you using to make your paragraphs Were you using different... 
MA I was using different elements so I think that was abit confusing 
JD But that's what you did in the other essay 
MA Yeah but you told me not to 
JD No I didn't 
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MA Yeah you said I shouldn't do it like the first way. I'm not blaming you so don't worry 
JD No I'm interested that that s what you picked up from me because that isn't what I meant 
MA You said I should look at the abstractions of verisimilitude, and relationship and something else 
JD Oh I said this in the seminar. Oh 
MA No here. I was struggling to do that. I was really struggling And 
JD So instead of organising around the elements 
MA Which is how I started off 
JD I was suggesting you organise it around verisimilitude and relationships. Oh because it was the 
kinds ofineanings that was what it was about Oh right. Let's see how you handled that 
MA It ended up being all over the place 
JD So let's see. So you've got a quote And that was just to give us the mainstream idea. And then your 
examples, multigeneric idea, 
MA I didn't like doing this one I don't know 
JD Do you think it was because you were struggling with this idea that I said about working around the 
meanings as opposed to the elements 
MA I think so 
JD I'm glad you told me that because it did strike me so strongly - because obviously I really valued 
your first essay because obviously I'd used it as a model and so on and I thought to myself why did I 
make it such a big issue that I valued it and when Madeleine came towrite her next version she 
changed all the structure and the reason you changed it is because of the talk we had here 
MAHm 
JDOh 
MA No but if Id done it the way I was going to do it I wouldn't I would probably have done about 500 
words or something because it would have been about symbolism which was the main thing I was 
looking at and it asked for different kinds of meanings lookking for more than one kind of meaning 
isn't it and that was what I was looking at so that did sort of help. I think. I think I should have 
organised it better but that's because I rushed it. 
JDAnd I think that - and I don't want to defend myself that I screwed you up - that the benefit of it, in a 
way your first year grades give you scope to experiment and explore and I think you tried something 
ambitious and perhaps you didn't really commit to it or whatever but that way of working with those 
three meanings was ambitious and you were doing something educational even ifyou dont get agreat 
grade at the end of it. And just to keep pressing on that point you felt you were working with the 
wrong kind of system thewrong kind of organising system. Do you think that was the problem. I know 
the pressure of time wasn't helping but this advice to use these three abstractions do you think that was 
what made you not enjoy it 
MA No I don't know. I always choose the easy ones 

Discussion about Naked 

JD What I notice is you don't flag up what categories you're going to use in the opening. 
MA Ok what do you mean like props and 
JD Yeah you don't say mention any of that stuff. You talk about the multigeneric nature of some films. 
You speak about profit which is relevant but you don't show how precisely. Is that fair to say that? 
MAHm 
JD I'm looking now at the paragraph beginning despite I can't quite integrate the first sentence and the 
second sentence looks like the one where you start saying what your essay will do. 
MA I don't think I put it very well 
JD Your're doing something quite ambitious here but I'm not sure what it is 
MA What I was sayiing was Silence of the Lambs and Seven are similar They've got similar subject 
matter and it's a similar type ofgenre but the mise en scene in both films can have differenet meanings 
despite 
JD Mise en scene creates differrent meaning in each film. 
MA Ah I don't know if I should have put that it was just to take up space 
JD Which aforementioned elements are you talking about 
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MA Sound editing and narrative 
JD Contribute to changing and adding to different aspects of mise en scene. So you appear to be 
shifting the focus of the question 
MA What kinds of meanings 
JD Well no you're going to speak about the way sound editing and narrative structure contribute to 
changing and adding to different aspects of mise en scene 
MA Yeah was I not meant to do that. 
JD Well 
MA Well it says what kinds of meanings so that adds to different types doesn't it 
JD I cant follow 
MA I mean sound editing and narrative structure can change what something means cant it. What the 
imagery means 
JD Give me an example because you're taking a risk here 
MA Like dialogue for example 
JDOk 
MA I use an example that dialogue adds to . I mean I talk about drugs and corruption in Pulp Fiction 
and you see money being offered No one of the characters is offering Bruce Willis money and you find 
out that the money is connected to corruption through the dialogue through what's being said I mean in 
RRW you saw the big bunch of money yeah and then you saw the gun money connected with murder. 
But in this you see the money but you don't know what it's for until you hear what they're saying Its 
connected with match fixing Do you know what I mean 
Otherwise the money wouldn't really mean that much would it. If we just saw it with nothing with no 
accompanying dialogue But dialogue gives a meaning to it. Dialogue gives a meaning to why money is 
being offered Do you know. It's a different meaning. Thats what' I meant with sound - dialogue 
JD O right maybe you should have said that 
MA Ok 
JD But thats not the real point I want to make. You seem to be saying that the misen en scene has to be 
interpreted in relation to the other elements of the film like dialogue 
MAO right 
JD Is that what is underlying here 
MA I don;t know ... Did you not think I should have applied it to stuff like sound and editing 
JD I think you've got a good point I think you've got a good ..And by the way what I wrote down in my 
notes and I think that's why you got a good grade is that your film analysis strikes me as being 
extremely good in the sense that you notice stuff in films 
MA I watched it about a hundred times 
JD And I think that's great and I mean that's what this course is wanting you to do. But what I see 
happening here is that you are shifting the focus of the question which was asking you what meanings 
does mise en scene make to the shift you're making is that to interpret mise en scene meanings we have 
to have the narrative and other stuff.Now that#s ok to do that as long as you keep the focus on mise en 
scene instead of shifting the focus away so they tend to take centre stage a bit. 
So when you say this essay looks at the ways the conventions of film making contribute to changing 
the misen en scene meanings you['re putting the other conventions in a priority 
MA O right yeah. 

MA I didn't like talking about contrasting characters. Page 3. About Lector and 
JD Owhy 
MA I found that very difficult. 
JD See I put down a note that you used If I understand my notes properly. YOu had an opposite 
argument. You had an argument going on and you used an opposite argument to the main argument 
you were using. 
MA I had it originally in note form just comparing each persons character comparing and cotrast 
JD Just tell me a bit about that and we'll stop. What was the central point of this paragraph 
MA I was trying to relate the meanings of mise en scene to the character of each man each charecter. 
The character, the mise en scene To compare with Hannibal's character and Buffalo Bill's character 
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JD Ok and how do you do itf? 
MAJust by watching the film and reading ONe of the readings we were given on SOL one woman was 
talking about how Lector is meant to be educated or whatever. And cultured And they sort of 
demonstrate that in the film by having classical music and having him drawing and sketching 
JD Which aspect of mise en scene is in play here 
MA Props The drawings are props and the books are props but the music is sound. 
JD So the props are the mise ens scene here. That sounds good did you bring that out in the paragraph 
MA Just very briefly, he's a qualified doctor listens to classical music and is also an artist 
JD Now I'm noticing what JT has written down the side here: more analysis needed 
MA So would I have needed to say he sketches pictures and as a prop the pictures are props would I 
have needed to say that 
JD What do you think is the answer 
MA Yes but he knows that so I thought I didn't have tosay it again 
JD O Madeleine You know better than that 
MA I didn't want it to be too descriptive just giving a plot analysisor whatever 
JD That's fair enough but isn't it funny that what you've just given as a description sounds like what 
he's calling for when he asks for more analysis needed. 
MA Yes 
JD Y our're right what it needs to do is pin down your analysis 
MA So I've made a point there but I sort of need to back it up 
JD Yes I think in this case the analysis means evidence So he's a qualified doctor and the mise en 
scene gives us some of that information or supports that 
MA That's what I got from it anyway 
JD I think it#s a great idea Ok take me on a bit further Now where are we getting the mise en scene 
connection here 
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LNRRW Text and schema Appendix32 

In what ways does mise-en-scene work to construct meaning in film noir with 
particular reference to the first fifteen minutes of Red Rock West? 

Introduction 
Al In this diagnosis I will be answering the question, "In what ways does mise-en
scene work to construct meaning in film noir, with particular reference to the first 
fifteen minutes of Red Rock West?". 
A2 Mise-en-scene originates from the theatre, it is also used for films. 
A3 Mise-en-scene is everything that is visible within the frame. 
A4 The main elements of mise-en-scene are the settings, costumes and make-up, 
lighting, and figure movement and body language. 

B1 Red Rock West was directed by John Dahl. 
B2 Red Rock West is a modem day film noir, Neo-noir or country noir, and this film 
as demonstrates. 
B3 John Dahl uses Lara Flynn Boyle as the femme fatale, a lot of good looking 
Wyoming atmosphere, and a twist filled plot which starts when an innocent penniless 
drifter (Nicholas Cage) walks into a bar and is mistaken as a killer. 
B4 J.T. Walsh wants him to murder his wife, while the seductive Boyle would like it 
the other way around - and that's all before the real killer (Dennis Hopper) arrives in 
town. 
B5 John Dahl mixes black comedy into the noir sensibility here, and the actors 
(especially Nicholas Cage and Dennis Hopper, who were spot on) run with the idea. 

C1 I will be studying and discussing the first fifteen minutes of the film Red Rock 
West. 
C2 The film starts off with an establishing shot of a road which disappears into the 
distance, I think this shot was used to give you the idea that it's the middle of 
nowhere. 
C3 The next shot you see the main character, Nicholas Cage, immuring from a bad 
nights sleep, he was sleeping in his car. 
C4 He then starts preparing himself for the long day ahead. 
C5 He puts on his jeans then starts doing one handed press ups, this could be none for 
a couple of reasons. 
C6 1) He wants to stay fit 
or 
C7 2) This shows how he prepares himself for the day ahead (like in Taxi 
Driver) 
C8 My opinion is option two. 
C9 The fact that his home is a beaten up rusty Cadillacs and he has a damage leg also 
he has no money, life can't be that good for him. 
C 10 After the press ups he shaves then puts on a white cow boy looking shirt and 
looks at himself in a mirror and say, "Nice to meet you... ". 
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C11 The next shot is the white Cadillacs from a distance driving into an oil field. 
Cl2 Nicholas Cage's character meets with someone he seems to know and walk into 
an 
office. 
C13 In the office he is told to complete an application form. 
Cl4 The sequence after that is of the manager and Cage's friend talking about his bad 
leg. 
C15 It is at this point that the mise-en- scene is used very well, the camera is focused 
at the window of the office and you're just seeing the silhouettes of the characters. 
C16 Then the camera slowly moves down and focuses on Cage who hears the whole 
conversation and then starts walking away. 
Cl 7 He gets into his car thanks his friend for the help, while his friend apologies. 
C18 As Cage is driving down the road he starts punching the ceiling of the car this is 
a medium long shot from inside the car. 
C 19 Their is a close up of the petrol metre. 
C20 Cage growls and stops at the closest gas station. 
C21 Cage is outside his car. 
C22 He looks into his wallet to see only five dollars then starts calling for some 
service. 
C23 He walks inside the gas station calling still. 
C24 As he turns round to walk out he sees some money stashed under the counter, 
again this is when mise-en-scene is at it's very best. 
C25 Nicholas Cage's face is very shady on one side of his face as he stares at the 
money. 
C26 The camera slowly zooms in onto his face and you are lead to believe that he is 
fighting his 
conscience. 
C27 He shrugs it off and begins to walk away. 
C28 As he walks away an old man walks in, ( he works there) and works out what 
just 
happens. 
C29 He starts talking to Cage then tells him about Red Rock West. 
C30 He tell Gages that there are a lot ofjobs there. 
C31 (Next Shot) As the white Cadillacs dives past we are shown the location we have 
just arrived in due to the town sign, which to me has to meanings: 
C32 I. Just an ordinary town show 
C33 2. The sign represents no escape 
C34 We are show a man working in a bar cleaning glasses. 
C35 There is a Close up of his face as he looks outside. 
C36 He notices the Texas number plate on a white Cadlilacs. 
C37 Cage walks into the bar and orders a coffee. 
C38 The bar tender starts asking questions then tells him to come round the back. 
C39 As Cage sits and listens to what the bar tender say. 
C40 One side of his face is hidden with in the shades the bar tender face looks very 
shady. 
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C4l As the bar tender tells Cage what he has to the shade on the side of his face slow 
dimmers. 

Conclusions 
D 1 I think that the mise-en-scene was used very well in "Red Rock West". 
D2 The zooming in and shading kind set the mood for the film but also the characters 
emotions. 
D3 Mise- en-scene to me is important to all films but referring it to film noir mise
en-scene is important. 
D4 Film noir is a complex genre it has many elements which spits it up from all the 
other types of genre, it's a mystery with twists and turns the subjects covered are 
money, love, betrayal, murder. 
D5 In the reading given to the class by John Orr "The road to nowhere", he describes 
film noir as a deadly triangle: 
love 
passion money 

D6 He also goes on to says," 
D7 The thing I like the most about the old film noir was that in the beginning you're 
left in 
mystery until the end 
D8 I also like the low key-lighting I think that it sets the mood and adds to the 
suspense. 
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C 

LNRRW 

Para Genre schema 
A MACROTHEME 

B FILM DETAILS 

FILM READING 

Contents details 
ORIENTAIB TO QUESTION - MAKING IBCHNICAL-
TAXONOMY 
the question - mes originates in theatre - in the frame - elements 

DIRECTOR - GENRE -
ACTORS/SETTING/PLOT/EV ALDA TION 
John Dahl - country noir - femme fatale/Wyoming/drifter/real 
killer/comedy/spot on actors 

FILM READING/DESCRIPTION+ INTERPRETATIVE 
COMMENT 
establishing shot=middle ofnowhere - Cage press ups= 
prepares for day ahead- rusty car/no money/damage leg=life 
can't be that good - job interview=mes used very well:camera 
moves from office to Cage - inside car: medium long shot -
money in service station: mes at its best* - the rest ofthe film is 
recounted with some commentary on the lighting * 

Comment: the problem with KLM's analysis here is not 
necessarily that he is not 'thingifying' but that he is not applying 
the dominant meaning ofthe concepts. For example, C 15/16 
are not clear about how this is 'a good use ofmes' . This does 
make an essay seem like a knowledge display, because of 
course the tutor could establish what in this analysis is about 
mise en scene - but it is necessary for the student to display how 
he is using the term. This is the pedagogic aspect ofthe essay-
to demonstrate haw a concept is being understood as a means 
ofestablishing a coherence that the tutor could provide for 
himself- but in this genre does not necessarily do, since the 
purpose ofthe writing is for the student to make the meaning. 
So, in a way KLM is not 'thingifying' because he is not 
identifying which 'thing' he is referring to: the 'analysis' in 
C15/16 is just more description, but this time it is description of 
the film making process. The task is to give this process 
description a name (ELEMENT) and a MEANING (that is, an 
explanation) 
*KLM's response is an evaluative not analytic one: a well-
informedfilmgoer, not an analysis ofthe construction of 
meaning (I liked that bit' not 'that bit works like this'; 'I 
interpret that bit to mean' not 'that bit was put together with 
these components to achieve this effect' - so almost like treating 
thefilm as life which must be interpreted rather than as a 
construction and imitation oflife which can be deconstructed -
the task is to uncover the constructedness ofthe images. Does 
this really act as a metaphor for the deconstruction ofsocial 
meanings that (maybe) constitutes the enterprise ofacademic 
study. It is the first step in analysis rather than personal 
response (refD. Andrews who comments on the shtft towards 
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theory as the basis ofreading films - rather than the naive 
direct response that was assumed before 1960s). It is about 
systematising readings by reference to frames ofreference 
rather than calling on free floating inspiration to motivate 
readings. Is it about 'holding still' the flux, reifying it for 
purposes ofanalysis, stepping out ofparticipation? 
* Note the comment by tutor on KLM's reading that the RRW 
sign 'represents no escape' "Why. The purpose ofthe essay is 
for you to demonstrate you know why the mes produces 
meaning" 

D .t\1ACRONEW EVALUATION -FILM READING/DESCRIPTION/ 
MEANING (specific) - EVALUATION - FILM 
READING/DESCRJPTION (general) - EVALUATION 
mes works well - zooming in and shading=mood/emotions -
film noir: complex/money, love, betrayal, murder, - I like old 
film noir: mystery/ lighting 
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LNMES Text, schema and analysis grid Appendix33 

What kinds of meanings are made by mise en scene in mainstream cinema? 
Illustrate your answer with reference to no more than 2 films seen on the module 

Al The two references I have chosen for this essay are, "Silence ofthe Lambs and 
'Red Rock West". 
A2 I feel it would be a good idea to use these two films to explain the meanings of 
mise en scene by comparing the two films with the different elements which make 
up mise-en-scene. 

B 1 Mise en scene a French term meaning "staging an action", originating from the 
theatre, it is also used within films. 
B2Mise en scene is everything that is visible within the frame. 
B3 The main elements ofmise-en-scene are the settings, costumes and make-up, 
lighting and figure movement and body language. 
B4By controlling the mise en scene, the director is able to stage the film for the 
camera. 
B5 Mise en scene is also used to add verisimilitude to a film. 

Cl Mainstream cinema has been the most dominant form of film for a long time. 
C2 It can be seen as the body of "feature length narrative films createdfor 
entertainment andprofit" (Nelmes - p 492). 
C3 Mainstream cinema tends to be high budget Hollywood productions, but also 
mainstream films are any films which are widely distributed. 
C4 Mainstream cinema can fit into any genre, but a lot of the time it tends to stick 
with a classical narrative and tends to correspond to the canonic story. 

D 1 The settings in films are important and tend to add meaning to the film. 
D2 It plays an active role in the film, Andre Bazin says; 
D3 "The drama on the screen can exist without actors. 
D4 A banging door, a leaf in the wind, waves beating on the shore can heighten 

the dramatic effect. 
D5 Some film masterpieces use man as an accessory, like an extra, or in 
counterpoint to nature, which is the true leading character" (p 172) 

El Cinema settings are one of the most important elements in mise-en-scene, not 
only is it a giant stage for human (actors) events, but also it can enter the narrative 

action. 
E2 The overall design of the setting can influence the way we the audience 
understand the story. 
E3 In "Silence of the Lambs" I feel that the makers didn't just want you to watch 
the film but they also wanted you to become a part of it. 
E4 In "Silence of the Lambs" there were a lot of point ofview shots. 
E5 There are three perfect examples ofthis, one is when Clara is in the prison 
wardens office and she does a 360 turn looking around the whole office, the 
second one was when Clara is about to meet Hannibal Lector for the first time and 
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she is walking down the corridor and finally the third example is when Clara is 
sitting directly in front of her friend and the shot switch to one another. 

F 1 Costumes, like the settings have certain functions within the end result ofa 
mainstream film, but costumes can be seen as. quite stylised, bringing attention to 
their purely graphic qualities. 
F2 In away costumes are kind of like the settings of a film, they can furnish props 
for the film's ongoing narrative structure, for example, in" Silence of the Lambs" 
Hannibal Lector wears a prisoners uniform and is also in a more secure cell that 
all the other prisouers in the prison. 
F3 The setting can be seen as suggesting that Hannibal Lector is very dangerous, 
so dangerous that he is in a cell which is more secure than the others. 
F4 The costume he is wearing tells us, the audience, that he is a prisoner. 
F5 Costume can also establish who characters are within a film. 
F6 In "Red Rock West", Nicholas Cage is seen wearing a white shirt and a light 
blue pair ofjeans. 
F7 In this film Nicholas Cage is the good guy/Fall guy. 
F8 Looking at Dennis Hopper we see that he is wearing all black he is suppose to 
be the bad guy. 
F9 Mise-en-scene can also be used to develop or understand a character, for 
example, ifwe look at Orr. J - Chapter 8, The Road To Nowhere: 1990s Noir he 
says, 

Fl0"The car's transient identity matches its owner" (Orr. d- p210 ). 

Fl 1 At this point John Orr was speaking about, "Red Rock West". 
F12 The car, he was speaking about was the car ofthe character Michael, 
Nicholas Cage. 
F13 It is described as a, "white-fined Cadlilacs" (Orr. d-p 216). 
F 14 The car is suppose to reflect upon its owners character, this is just an example 
of how props can be used to show a character. 
F15 Costumes and props go together very closely with another area ofmise-en
scene, the make-up. 
F 16 Make-up was first used on actors to bring out there facial features, due to film 
cameras not being able to register them, but nowadays it is used to enhance the 
appearance of the actor on screen. 

G 1 A great deal of the impact in mise-en-scene comes from the manipulation of 
the lighting. 
02 The lighting in mainstream cinema is not only there to help us see what is 
going on, it also holds many other responsibilities, for example, lighting sets-up 
the mood of the character, or allows you to see what time it is within the film 
world ( night or day). 
G3 The lighter and darker areas of the frame create the overall composition of 
each shot. 
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G4 By doing this the audiences attention is drawn to certain objects within the 
frame. 
G5 Lighting can even establish what type of film you're watching, for example, 
"Red Rock West" fits into the film noir genre, you can tell that it is film noir by 
the darkness and shaded (!,ow-key lighting) frames within the film unlike , " 
Silence of the Lambs", where the lighting in this thriller is mainly dark, but not 
really as shady. 
G6 "The proper use oflight can embellish and dramatise every object" 

( Josefvon Sternberg 
p 179) 

HI The director has control over various figures in mise-en-scene. 
H2 The expression "figure" can be many different things, from the actor to an 
object in the background. 
H3 Mise-en-scene allows the figure to express feelings and thoughts, it can also 
make them create different kinetic patterns and facial expressions, for example, in 
"Silence of the Lambs" we see Clara walking out of the prison, at this point she is 
about to have a flashback. 
H4 The flashback she has is of her father, who later on in the film find out that he 
was murdered, as the flashback stops Clara is by her car, the frame is a long shot, 
within the frame we can see that she is crying. 
H5 Another example of this is in "Red Rock West" when Nicholas Cage's facial 
expression when he keeps returning to Red Rock West. 
H6 In this example there are two different object within the frame, the first being 
Nicholas Cage's facial expression and the second being the welcoming sign. 

11 To conclude, mise-en-scene is used in many different ways so that we, the 
audience, can understand and interpret a film properly. 
12 It is made up of six different elements, the settings, costumes and make-up, 
lighting, figure movement and body language all these make up what we see on 
the screen. 
13 Without these elements, which make up mise-en-scene, the film would be hard 
to understand. 
14 Mise-en-scene adds meaning to a film by helping you believe in the 
verisimilitude, ofthe characters and the settings. 
15 It adds an understanding of the characters characteristics by the way a character 
dresses and the characters mannerism (body language). 
16 In away you can compare film mise-en-scene to a child's picture. 
17 Within the picture book are illustrations ofthe necessary objects which are 
needed to understand what is going on. 
18 I would say to me mise-en--scene uses a lot of stereotypical view to get there 
point across quickly and simply. 
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LNMES Schema 

Para Genre schema Contents details 
A MACROTHEME FILM REFERENCE 

B MES MAKING TECHNICAL - TAXONOMY - MAKING 
MEANING* 
mes=staging action - elements - stage film for camera -
verisimilitude 

Comment: *In this case I am taking verisimilitude to mean 
MAKING MEANING 

C MAINSTREAM MAKING TECHNICAL 
CINEMA mainstream dominant - feature films/entertainment and profit -

HW and widely distributed - any genre but mostly classical 
narrative and canonic story 

D ELEMENT I ELEMENT - MEANING MAKING - QUOTE - MEANING -
MEANING MAKING - FILM 
READING/MEANINGIDESCRIPTION 
settings - add meaning - Bazin quote - giant stage/enter the 
narrative action - influence way audience understand story -
SOL:makers wanted to make viewers part offilm:pov shots -
Clara in warden's office/ walking down the corridor to meet 
Lector - Clara with friend 

Comment: there is confusion here between setting and shot. The 
reference to 'becoming part ofthe film' is good link to the pov 
section even though it is not related to the preceding section on 
setting and makes suture seem a particular feature ofSOL 
rather than all HW films 

E ELEMENT2 ELEWiENT - MEANING MAKING - MEANING - FILM 
READING/ DESCRIPTION/MEANING - MEANING - FILM 
READING/ DESCRIPTION/MEANING - MEANING -
ELEMENT MAKES MEANING - ELEMENT - MEANING 
costumes make meaning - graphic qualities* - like 
settings/props* - SOL: Lector in prison unifonn and secure cell 
- tells who characters are - RRW: Cage=white shirt=good guy-
Hopper =all black=bad guy - mes to develop/understand 
character- RRW: car matches character- make up= enhance 
appearance 

Comment: *this is one ofa number ofexamples where the 
junction ofan ELEMENT - its MEANING - is not clarified. It 
needs an elaboration - a definition - a making technical 
* relation between settings andprops is not clear 
There is a lot ofmovinf! around ELEMENTS in this para 
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F ELEMENT3 ELEMENT· MEANING - FILM READING/DESCRIPTION 
-QUOTEC 
lighting - mood or character/ day or night - overall 
composition/attention - genre: RRW:film noir; SOL:thriller 

G ELEMENT4 ELEMENT - MEANING - FILM READING,DESCRIPTION/ 
?MEANING 
figures - express feelings/ kinetic patterns* - SOL: Clara 
flashback - RRW: Cage's expression and RR \V sign* 

Comment. *I think Klv!L has included paraphrase fi"om BandT 
on avant garde film ma1eriaf here 
*I'm not sure rhis is meaning/id 

H ~vIACRONEW 'vfES - MEANfNG MAKlNG - TAXONOMY - MEANING 
'vfAKI1'.'G - MEANING - COMMENT 
mes makes meaning - elements - verisim/characters - like 
child's picture: stereotn1ical 
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Interview with LN 16/3/00 - extracts Appendix34 

LN I paid a lot more attention on this one, like, um, like I got more research on it 
as well 
JD Yeah 
LN So thats why 
JD That was a comment you got from the marker by the way. That you you'd 
used your source material well 
LN Cos like I didn't um for all the other ones it was just what I was given to use 
that but for this one I actually did make a big effort going out getting the research 
and stuff 
JD ah did you 
LN I think that's what I have to do you just concentrate like that just get all the 
research I need 
Yeah 
if I have all the information I need I can do an essay 
Right 
But then I also need time and because of all this other work we're getting 
sure 
[inaudible] time to fix it all together, pressure 
there's a workload pressure 
I think it's the question as well because 

you've done this question now once, twice before 
haven't you that was the mise en scene question 
I kind oflike had a good idea ofwhat I wanted [inaudible] 
I'll give you a copy of the essay and then we can move on we might want to move 
on to read it...lfyou haven't seen your grade sheet that's what it looks like 
are those the highlighted ones 
yes 
ok 
in view ofwhat you said about sources that's source material isn't it 
yes 
good use of source books 
and sources 
I think that's a good sign actually that the tutor's clearly recognising what youre 
saying as well that you went out and got material and used it 

LN shows commitment to using source material Although matching his essay 
against source text suggests he has been quite dominated by the source text this 
interview data shows that this is not through lack ofcommitment but rather 
through time pressures or perhaps uncertainty about how to take control ofthe 
material 

yeah but it's still only averages 
right thats right 
if they were good like good ideas then I would be happier 
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so that's not totally happy 
no no average to me just seems like you know just everybody else I'd like to be 
above average 
yeah 
I like to think ofmyself as above average 
ok ah do you think its a funny question but do you think ofyourself as or you 
want to be like that basically 
inaudible 
its a tricky question 
in college I was way above average 
yeah 
but I think coming here and seeing there's other people that know what they're 
talking about as well 
yeah 
and you know it probably even more than I do 
yeah 
so obviously I get put down and I got to work hard to be able to get myself back 
up to the top 
yeah I had the same feeling when I went to university 

Motivation (for student and tutor-interviewer's younger sefO is apparently 
related to status as much as development ofunderstanding/knowledge 

mmm I mean to me its' like from primary school to secondary school was a big 
leap and then from secondary school to college is kind of like the same kind of 
thing but then from college to university another big leap 
how does it work out for you in those leaps 
at the beginning you're kind of looking and then you kind of get the idea 
I mean like that second year by this semester I reckon I'll do a lot better 
I think its just Ways of Seeing what's keeping me back 
yeah 
cos all the other ones I get way above like Bs 
any thoughts about why that's happening 
because I don't like essays I don't like writing essays 

Despite the essay writing input LNstill appears to see essays as hurdles rather 
than learning opportunities 

and the other course don't require essays 
well no not really no I can't think of any other essays I've done oh actually 
nonona I did a report for Presenttion and Design and got B for that it's like um 
only writing a report and writing an essay is a different thing isn't it 
it can be what's your thoughts about the difference between them 
I mean reports I guess they are the same but I mean I guess a report I can put more 
presentation in it ah that's probably why I got a better grade like I used images 
stuff like that 
oh ah visuals 
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so like I used 
do you mean that report that you did for the cartoon 
yeah 
the one that went alongside that 
mm 
ok so I read that didn't I 
yeah 
yeah you gave me the cartoon and I read the report that went with it 
ok yeah yeah I think I used like example she probably like it and gave me an extra 
grade stuff like that 
it was a part of the assignment 
yeah 
the other part was the actual cartoon 
I think I did actually put a picture on my essay the first essay 
yes 
and Jim no it was Jon 

Jon 
jon said that if you're going to do that at least put something underneath it you 
know like a caption and say why you did it and use it as an example I guess I 
could do that 
I think it would be agood way forward I think thats the way media studies is going 
to go in future 
o what with visuals 
with visuals more visuals in the text 

There is some awareness ofgenre features here - distinctions between report 
and essay. Mainly these revolve around the question ofvisuals and their 
purpose in text. The fact that media studies text could even now be entirely 
digitalised makes this discussion about the nature of future multi modal 
assignments pertinent and raises more questions about the function ofessays 
than LN himsel(is raising 

and you said before well you said before something like you don't like essays or 
you don't like writing essays or something like that um 
I did actually try to escape from this class (laugh) I tried to find something else 
but I just thought 
because of the essays 
yeah its' just that I don't like writing essays 
go into it a bit more if you can about what you don't like about essays writing 
I just think it's (cough) like the questions are brief but you have to write so much 
like what's mise en scene I could write what is mise en scene in about one 
sentence 
yes 
but then you don't want one sentence you want more you want 2000 words of 
what mise en scene is 
yeah 
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like you've got to go into detail that's like then you think you've done your best 
but when you get your grades it's a different story and stuff like that 

The interesting thing about this extract is the need it suggests for explicit 
pedagogy about what is expected in an essay. The slightly worrying thing is that 
this conversation is occurring after a course that has attempted to meet that 
need. 

I take your point that the essay business uh you don't like it 
and I know other people what escaped from the class they just said no I don't 
want all the essays any more and stuff like that 
oh really 
mm 
oh that's interesting 
I think it's jus the essays they sort of bring people down like a lot ofwork that has 
to go into it and stuff like that 
what so that means that people don't actually value the essay or think it's got a 
kind of useful function or something 
it's not that they I don't know I mean like me personally I don't like writing I 
don't like writing essays unless I have all the information like ifl made an effort 
if the question is an interesting question then I like doing the essay 
right 
if the question is too brief and doesn't make too much sense to me then it's like 
you switch off like if there's a programme on that doesn't appeal to you just 
switch over switch on to something else 

Again, support for explicit explanation about the nature ofessay writing 

but it matters to you 
yeah it does yeah 
on the one hand you don't like the idea ofdoing the essay but on the other hand 
they matter to you 
yeah the fact that I know I have to 
because it's a grade thing 
yeah its the fact that I've come to university and I don't expect it to be easy 
right 
I worked hard enough to get here and I'm not going to fail now just because of 
stupid essays stuff like that 
yeah you buy into an essay as a kind of part of the difficulty of university but 
from what you said so far you don't sound as though you've bought into a 
particular valuableness in essays they don't really do much for you as a person as 
a student 
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I think an essay is because of all the research you have to do and then you have to 
interpret it in your own way and use quotations subconsciously youre actually 
taking it all in 
do you reckon 
that's what I think 

Despite his expressions of distaste for essay writing he has a sense oftheir value 

the basis for getting a degree the thing you get a degree for what about that is it 
essentially in your mind you get a degree for working hard for putting in the effort 
I mean it doesn't make sense not working hard to get a degree 

but what is the work you're doing I mean you've described very neatly the work 
you did here and it sounds like the work you did here you appreciated the work 
you did here 
this one here 
yes you dug around you found yourself being able to write better as a result of that 
I think stuff like that mise en scene has like all these different elements that go 
into it so you can write about what I did was I went into detail of each element 
sure 
and I split up all the elements to go into detail with it and then I dealt with the 
conclusion and I handed it in other stuff if it was just lighting 2000 words then I 
would be a bit baffled and uh 
because you had some structure to it some kind of purpose 
yeah 
you knew the elements and you went to the elements 
I mean just one of the elements and to write 2000 words on it now to me that 
would be alot harder cos 
yeah 
I didn't even lighting is just one element 
yeah 
it's just one thing 
yes 
to write so much about something what doesn't seem possible to do 
I understand 
you're going to start waffling and stuff 
I understand Um it's interesting to follow that up a bit you know about lighting if 
you take lighting as a kind of category a big category do you imagine that it's got 
sort of categories within it in the same way as mise en scenes got categories 
yeah 
within it 
you probably could just like setting moods shadows stuff like that 
and you start building up some new elements for lighting 
but how else can you write about shadows and stuff like that 
exactly 
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that's when you have to do the research obviously go and get it 
and then you might be motivated to go out and do that reading which would give 
you your elements of the lighting essay 

Despite no acknowledgement ofthe fact, this explanation ofthe structure ofthe 
mes essay reflects the one given in the course. The general drift ofhis 
comments argues for scaffolding to assist in the building ofan essay text. MES 
lends itself to a taxonomising structure. Other titles will predict other types of 
scaffolding. Teaching students to look for these could provide support in an 
otherwise over-difficult task 

I do actually like mise en scene anyway 
hmhm 
I mean when I do my own kind of films 
hmhm 
[inaudible] what's in the actual frame stuff like that there's a film I'm not sure if 
we're going to watch it yeah I've seen it with my friend and I liked it called um 
Le Hen it's a French film 
hmhm 
and there's quite a few scenes its a really good film It's like Boyz in the Hood but 
like a French version of it. It's a bit funny as well 
hmhm 
it's a really good scene where theyre walking through this kind of car park and 
like people are break dancing in one comer and then they see two people talking 
and one ofthe friends ofthat person is arguing with his sister and you can see um 
like just there so they're talking but you can overhear what the brother and sister 
are saying because they are swearing at each other and it seems really realistic the 
fact that normally they're miming and have you focus on those two people you've 
got to focus on both to understand what's going on 
hm and what is it have you analysed that what's the interpretation you put on that 
how would that fit into some kind of analysis essay for example 
he tried to make the scene realistic because at the beginning it's like a news 
footage of actually riots of what happened it's supposed to be what happened the 
day after the riots and you see them walk around France just a bad part ofFrance 
you dont get to see too much and theyre walking round France and like one of 
them he was a gymnast and the gym got burnt down and another one I think his 
car got broken into something like that and like the friend as well got shot by one 
of the police so theyr'e always after the police and the police are always after 
them I'm hoping that we see it because it's a good 
and ifyou see it here what will what will be the especial advantage of seeing it 
here 
I don't know ifl see it here I'd be motivated to write an essay on it 
ok 
because it's interesting as a film 
right it does something 
if it's like a film that does something then I also want to write about it 
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